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TO T H I

DEBATES

IN THE

HOUSE OF COMMONS.

VOLUME XXIX,

A.

Agriculture in Great

Britain and Ireland, Mr. Powys

moves for Papers relative to the

present State of —

B.

Bank Dividend Bill, Mr. Rose

brings up the Report thereon

Bengal, Debates on the Bill rela

tive to the Governorand Coun

cil of —

1 the Honfe in Committee on

the above Bill

Budget, Mr. Hobart brings up the

Report of the

—, East-India, Debates on the

Report of the Committee of

— Resolutions thereon

Pagt Page

S1

486

— 490

— 437

544

547

Carleton House, Mr. Sheridan

complains of the Papers pro

duced relative thereto being

defective —

1 ■ Mr. Rose presents a State

ment of the Sums expended

thereon —,

—— Report from the Commit

tee respecting the application

of Money granted for, brought

up

Cecil's Divorce Bill, the Hoasc

in Committee thereon

farther Debates on that Bill 1

Clerks of Assize and Bills of In

dictment, the House in Com-

A 2 mittee

S94

"7

671
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4i7

55

mittee on the Bill for regulat

ing the Office of the

——« the House in Committee

thereon 53;

Colchester, Report of the Com

mittee appointed to inquire

into the Merits of the Petition

against the Election for

Corn Bill, the House in Commit

tee on the rc-commitment of

—— the House in Committee on

the farther Consideration of

. Farther Debates thereon

——Mr. AldermanWatson brings

up a Clause on the third Read

ing of

Corn, Foreign, the House in

Committee on the Prices ofthe

Importation and Exportation

of —

Correspondence between Mr.

John Barnes and Mr. Wilber-

forec, relative to the Slave

Trade

Courts of Justice, Mr. Fox makes

his promised Motion for a grand

Committee on the

Page

59

574

— 446

Dominica, Speech of Lord Car-

banipton, respecting the In

surrections in that I stand

Dorchester, Report of the Com

mittee appointed to try the Me

rits of the Petition against the

Election for

Dumfries, Report of the Com

mittee appointed to try the

merits of the Petition against

the Election for

65

iS8

— . S*

la-st-Ir.dia Company, Mr. Pitt

makes a Motion relative to the

commercial Privileges of

' Budget, Debates on the

Report of the Committee of

Resolution* thereon

Election Petitions, Mr. Grey

fives Notice of his intended

lill for altering the mode of

determining the Merits of

Expenditure, Public, Debates

between Mr. Pitt and Mr. She

ridan thereon — 59a

Expenditure and Income, 4Pub-

hc, the House in Committee

on the

■ the House in Committee

thereon ——

■ . farther Debates on the

above Business

Resolutions agreed to by

Pago

622

.— . 655

— 660

the Committee

Resolutions severally

moved

ibid.

664.

F.

Felons, Debates on the Bill re-

jqo lative to Rewards on the Con

viction of —— -

Finance Committee, Mr. Sheri

dan objects to the mode of ap

pointing it —

—— Mr. Sheridan gives Notice

of his intended Resolutions on

the Report of the —

—— Mr. Sheridan makes a Mo

tion relative to the Report of

the ——

—— Debates on the Report of

the

Fowke, Mr. Joseph, whohad been

long in the Service of the East-

India Company, Mr. Burke

presents his Petition to the

House —

— Mr. Burke mores, that the

Report of the Com.nitteo on

that Petition be taken into

Consideration ■

Fullarton,Colonel, Mr. Hippesley

makes a Motion relative to

Funds of Great Britain, Sir Ben

jamin Hammet presents a Pc-

544 tition from the Proprietors in

547 *■ ' — S

41*

97

48*

S75

639

649

6S«

Grain,
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G.

Page

Grain, Mr. Ryder produces seve

ral Motions for Resolutions

relative to the Price of

•— in Ireland, Quebec, Ame

rica, aud Europe, Mr. Powys

/ moves for Papers respecting the

average Prices of ——

Grenada, Sir William Young

reads a Petition from the House

of Assembly and Council of

H.

Haddington, Report of the Com

mittee appointed to try the

Merits of the Petition against

the Election for I

Hastings, Mr., Message from the

Lords relative to the Trial of 426

. Mr. Lovcderf calls the At

tention of the House to the

Trial of 561

Hemp, Mr. Minchin moves for

a Committee to inquire into

the State of the Culture of, in

this Country ■— 64.

Hippelley, Mr., speaks to the

Subject of our Contests in India 313

Hobart, Mr., brings up the Re

port of the Quebec Bill 435

I.

Imprisonment for Debt,Mr.Grcy

moves for a Committee to be

appointed to inquire into the

Practice and Effects of

Income and Expenditure. See

Expenditure and Income.

India Budget Accounts, Abstract

of

Indian Affairs, Speech of Mr.

Benfitld, on Mr. Dundas't

Statement of

K.

King, the. Mr. Pitt brings up a

Message from, relative to the

406

493

631

War between Russia and the

Porte

takenMessage—— the above _

into Consideration

Motions made by Mr. Pitt

relative thereto —

« Message from, presented by

Mr. Pitt to the House, relative

to th«j establishment of the

younger Branches ofthe Royal

Family ■

63 the House in Committee on

the above Message -

—— his Speech on the close of

the Session

Pag*

si

37

4>8

443

685

King's Bench, Mr. Grey presents

a Petition from the Prisoners

in the • 5«

Leominster, Report of the Com*

mittee appointed to try the

Merits of the Petition against

the Election for —

Letters ofthe twelve Judges, Mr.

Yorke makes a Motion for

their being freed from Postage

Libels, Mr. Fox gives Notice of

his intended Motion relative to

them

Mr. Fox's Bill relative to,

read a first time —

—— the House in Committee

on the Bill respecting the rights

of Juries in cafes of

List of the Committee appointed

to examine into the public In

come and Expenditure

1 1 of the Minority on Mr.

Grey's Motion on the State of
the Nation r

Ludgerfhall, Report of the Com

mittee appointed to try the

Merits ot the Petition against

the Election for'

*9

3S4

375

5*3

Si

»54

- 158

M.

Majesty, His. SeeKing.

Naval
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Page

R.

Naval Armaments, Mr. Grey

introduces his Motion relative

thereto —— 597

Naval Services, Mr. Dundas

speaks relative to the Encou

ragement of the — 439

Newfoundland Court Bill, the

Attorney General moves for

the House to go into a Com

mittee thereon ■

Ramfgate Harbour, Report of

the Committee relative to chat

Harbour, laid on the Table

List of Annuitants supposed

to be now living —

. Officers employed under the

Trustees of

Offenders Bill, Debates thereon 410

P.

Poor Bill of Mr. Popham, De

bates on the Report of

Power BiH of Lord Cornwallis,

Mr. Steele brings up the Re

port of —

Protestant Roman Catholic Dis

senters Bill, Mr. Pitt proposes

to defer the Commitment of

- the House in Committee on

that Bill —

Debates thereon

Public Income and Expenditure,

Mr. Pitt moves for a Com

mittee to inquire into the State

of

Quebec Bill, Mr. Steele makes a

Report from the Committee on

• Mr. Hussey presents a Pe

tition against it —

farther Debates on the re

commitment of —

' the House in Committee

thereon — —

1 the House in Committee on

the farther Consideration of

the House again in Commit

tee thereon

. the Report of, brought up

by Mr. Hobavt

. read a third time -

54*

5,6

674

678

68®

1

5*

55

158

Reportof the Committee appoint

ed to try the Merits of the

Haddington Petition —

536 —— of the Leominster Petition

— ot the Dumfries Petition

—— of the Colchester Petition

— of the Dorchester Petition

— of the Ludgei shall Petition ibid.

Ruffian War, Speech and Motion

of Mr. Baker relative to that

Measure 1 59

S.

Scotland, Sir Gilbert Elliot moves

for the Reading of the Petition

from the General Assembly of

theChurchof — 357

■ Speech of Mr. Sheridan

5*

V

6$

3

69

5'°

318

379

412

4*5

relative to the Royal Burghs of 5 5 r

Sheridan, Mr. moves his Reso

lutions on the Income and Ex

penditure of Great Britain 660

Sierra Leone Company, Mr. H.

Thornton moves for Leave to

bring in aBillforthcEltablifh

ment of

Sierra Leone Bill, Debates on the

second Reading of ——

— the Report of that Bill

brought up

» the third Reading of,

postponed —

——— farther Debates on that

Bill

Siret, John, committed to the

Custody of the Serjeant at

Arms, for Non-attendance on

a Select Committee

discharged from the

18

316

4S6

575

577

— 2

Custody of the Serjeant at Arms

Slave Trade, Mr. Wilberforcc

gives Notice that he intends to

more for the total Abolition of

- farther Remarks of Mr.

6+

Wilberforcc on that Trade i8j

Slave
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Page

Stare Trade, the House in Com

mittee oa the adjourned Busi

ness of — 240

Smith, Thomas, Mr. Phipps

moves for his Discharge from

Newgate, he having been com

mitted there tor Perjury 2

State of the Nation, Mr. Grey up

calls the Attention of the House

to the : ' 102

, . — Speech of Mr. Gren-

ville thereon

STATt Papers.—Several Papers

relative to the Trade between

Great Britain and Russia, or

dered to be laid before the

House

* Papers laid on the Table

far the Perusal of the Mem

bers _____

■ Extracts of Letters, &c.

and Accounts relative to the

Settlements in New South

Wales Hid.

■ Extract of a Letter from

Governor Phillip to the Right

Hon. Lord Sydney, dated

Sydney Cove, Feb. 12, 1790 Hid,

" Another Letter from Go

vernor Phillip to the fame,

dated Feb. 13, 1790 84Another Letter from Go

vernor Phillip to the fame,to

dated April 1 1, 1790

Extracts from Instructions

given by Governor Phillip to

the Lieutenant Governor, dur

ing his Command at Norfolk

Island, dated March 2, 1790

Description of Norfolk

Island

An Account of the Num

ber of Convicts which have

been shipped from England for

New South Wales, and of the

Number intended to be sent in

the Ships now under Orders

for that Service

——— An Account of the Ex-

pences incurred in transport

ing Convicts to New South

Wales, as far as the fame can

be made up

87

88

89

—„ 92

Hid.

State Papers. An Account of the

Quantity and Cost of the Pro-

visionc and Stores which have

been sent to New South Wales,

for the Maintenance and Sup

port of the Settlements there, as

far as the fame can be made

— 516

8;

• An Account ofthe Charge
9S

and Expence of the Civil and

Military Establishments in the

Settlements of New South

Wales ' 96

j- Abstract of India Budget

Accounts 493

■ Madras and Bombay 494

Bcncoolen and Pinang 49J

Account of the Appro

priation of the surplus Reve

nues of India, and of the In

crease of Debts therein 496

Supplies to Europe and

China from the Resources of

India 497

-« An Account of the Quan

tity of Rum and Melasses, ex

ported from the British West

I ndies to all Parts, during three

Years, distinguishing each

Year, and the Countries to

which exported - 681

An Account of the total

Quantity of Sugar imported

from the Britim West-India

Islands into Great Britain, for

certain Years mentioned.—

Also, an Account, for the

same Period, of the Quantity

of raw and refined Sugars, ex

ported from Great Britain, dis

tinguishing the Qjantity ex

ported to Ireland, and other

Parts of the Empire, from the

Quantity exported to foreign

Parts 63j

• An Account ofthe Quan

tity of British and Foreign

Plantation Sugars, imported

into North America, during

certain Years, distinguishing

each Year, and the British

from the Foreign Sugars 63j

State
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State Paper. An Account of the

Quantity ofSugars, being Bri

tish Plantation Produce, im

ported into Great Britain, dur

ing certain Years, distinguish-*

ing each Year, and each Island

from whence imported

Supply, the House in a Com

mittee of — ■

Page

684

W. Pago

Wales, New South. See Stv:

Papers.

War between Russia and thePor-e,

His Majesty's Message to the

House tnercon —

— the House in Debate

Troops in India, Mr. Hippefley

makes a Motion respecting the

Pay of -— 6j4

16

3$

417

thereon —

Ways and Means, the House in

Committee of —

" the House a.gain in Com

mittee on 421

1 the House again in Com

mittee 4*8

Westminster Petition, Mr. Pitt

moves to postpone the Ballot

for Members to try it 65

INDEX
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.DVOCATE, the Lord, 354,

, 363.

Anstruther, Mr. 164, 326, 365, 55;,

560.

Attorney General, 385, 406, 409,

410, 473, 481, 536, 540, 542,

588.

B.

Baker, Mr. 159, 321, 356, 411,

. 4jo, 444i S93» 63°-

Barnnrd, Mr. 409, 413.

Bastard, Mr. 61, 482, 536, 541.

Bearcroft, Mr. 588.

Beauchamp, Lord, 417.
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THE





THE

HISTORY

OF THE

PROCEEDINGS and DEBATES

T

OF THE

HOUSE of COMMONS,

In the F I R S T S E S S I O N of the

Seventeenth Parliament of Great Britain,

Appointed to be holden at Westminster,

On Thursday the 25th of November, 1790.

*

Wednesday, 23d March, 1 7 9 1 .

M R., Baker, from the Select Committee, who were ap

pointed to try and determine the merits of the petition of

William Fullarton, of Fullarton, Esq. complaining of an

wndue election and return for the district of the boroughs of

Haddington, Jedburgh, Dunbar, North Berwick, andLau-

der, in Scotland, informed the House, that the said Select

Committee have determined,

That the honourable Thomas Maitland is duly elected a

Commissioner to serve in this present Parliament for the dis

trict of the boroughs of Haddington, Jedburgh, Dunbar,

North Berwick, and Lauder, in Scotland ;

And also, that the said Select Committee have deter*

mined,

That the petition of the said William Fullarton, of Ful

larton, Esq. did appear to the said Select Committee to be

frivolous and vexatious ;

Vol. XXIX. B And
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And also, that the said Select Committee have deter

mined,

That the opposition of the said honourable Thomas Mait-

landtothe said petition, did not appear to the said Select

Committee to be frivolous or vexatious.

Colonel Colonel Phipps rose to present a petition, which, he said,

Thipps. reqUired some explanation, since otherwise, the purport of it

might appear inconsistent with the conduct which the Com

mittee, and he as their Chairman, had already taken. The

House would recollect, that he had stated to them, upon the

preceding Friday, that Thomas Smith, now a prisoner in

His Majesty's jail of Newgate, had been guilty of gross pre

varication in his evidence before the Committee, and appa

rently of perjury ; in consequence of which, he had com

plained to the House, in the name of the Committee, and

moved, that the said Thomas Smith be prosecuted by His

Majesty's Attorney General for perjury, which the House

had agreed to, and Smith stood committed for the prevari

cation. It was the desire of the Committee to keep the con

sideration of the two offences distinct and separate ; and

therefore, as they had in no fort altered their opinion re

specting the ' heinousness of the apparent perjury, or their

wish that Smith should be prosecuted for it, he thought it

necessary to say thus much previous to his delivery of the

petition, the purport of which was to alledge the prisoner's

contrition for having unfortunately incurred the displeasure

of the Committee by the mode of giving his evidence, and to

pray a discharge from his confinement.

The petition was received and read, and on the motion

of Colonel Phipps, the Speaker's Warrant was ordered to be

issued to bring up the said Thomas Smith to the bar of the

House upon the morrow, in order that he may be dis

charged.

The Colonel afterwards said, that, as Chairman of the

Committee, he was directed to report, " That John Siret

** having bsen duly summoned to attend as a witness before

w them, had disobeyed such summons, and therefore that

" the said Select Committee, according to the powers given

•* them by the act, had ordered the said John Siret into the

** custody of the Serjeant at Arms."

It was then moved, " That the said John Siret do stand

" committed to the custody of the Serjeant at Arms, and

" that Mr. Speaker do issue his warrant accordingly."

btt. Pitt. Mr Chancellor Pitt observed, that the commitment of the

bill for the reliefers Protestant Roman Catholic Dissenters,

under certain condition's and restrictions, stood for the next

day. He believed that there was a general concurrence of

' opinion in favour of the principle of the bill; but as he knew

* that
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that several gentlemen entertained doubts respecting the pro

priety of particular clauses, and wished to deliver their sen

timents on the subject, he thought it would be adviseable to

put the commitment of the bill off for a few days, in order

to give the gentlemen in question time to digest their opinions,

and state them to the House. He would not move the post

ponement of the commitment of the bill then, as the honour

able and learned gentleman who introduced it, was not in

the House, but he gave notice that he would, upon the mor

row, move the discharge of the order, and the appointment

of the Committee on the bill, for a future day.

Mr. Ryder produced a considerable number of motions for Mr.Ryder

resolutions relative to the price ot grain, which he did he

meant to form the table, that would, in his opinion, be a fit

ratio to govern the prices at which corn of various kinds

might be allowed to be imported into this country from Ire

land, Quebec, and other places abroad ; but as it would be

for the convenience of the House, with a view to the future

discussion of the subject, that they should be admitted to

make a part of the hill, in order that they might assume a

debatable shape, with the leave of the House he would move

for them instantly to resolve themselves into an original

Committee, in which he would introduce the resolutions,

and then let them be inserted in the bill, without meaning by

such admission to have it in the smallest degree understood

that gentlemen were thereby pledged to support the whole or

any part of them, but that they should remain as open to

objection, debate, and discussion afterwards, as any part of

the bill.

Mr. P«wys admitted that it would be for the general con- Mr.

venience of the House, that the resolutions should be allowed P°«7$.

to be so introduced, it being agreed on all hands that the

receiving them should not govern and affect the future dis

cussion of the table, as it was well known that there was a

difference of opinion respecting the prices which ought to go

vern the importation.

The House immediately resolved itself into a Committee

of the whole House, Mr. Bramston in the chair.

Mr. Ryder then moved his resolutions, which were read

stiort proforma, and agreed to, and immediately reported to

the House.

Mr. Steele made a report from the Committee on the Que

bec bill. Counsel was called in and heard on the fiist peti

tion. Counsel on the second petition was heard in prrt, and

the farther consideration of the report adjourned to the en

suing Wednesday. After some conversation between Mr.

Fox, Mr. Hussey, Mr. Alderman Watson, and Mr. Chan

cellor Pitt, the three former of whom suggested the propriety

B 2 of
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of re-committing the biU, and moved a question upon it3

which was negatived.

The House adjourned.

Thursday, 24th March.

No material debate occurred.

Friday, 2$tb March.

A petition of John Siret was presented to the House, and

read ; setting forth, that the petitioner is now in the custody

of the Serjeant at Arms, for nop-attendance on the Commit

tee appointed to try the merits of the Exeter election ; and

that the petitioner is most sincerely sorry for his misconduct

in presuming to disobey the order of the said Committee,

which arose from ignorance, and not from disrespect ; and

that the petitioner is deeply sensible of his crime, and en

treats the House, that he may be discharged out of cus

tody.

Ordered,

That the said John Siret be immediately brought to the

bar of this House, in order to his being discharged.

John hiret was accordingly brought to the bar ; where he

received a reprimand from Mr. Speaker, and was ordered to

be discharged out of custody, paying his fees.

Mr. Grey Mr. Grey begged leave to solicit the future attention of the

House to a bill which he designed to introduce, for the pur

pose of making some alteration in the mode of determining

on the merits of election petitions. Frivolous and vexatious

lieconfidered as terms of too harsh a construction, and such

as might not always be applicable, even when it was found

necessary that the plea of the petition stiould not be sustained.

He mentioned the case of a Committee in which he had lately

been engaged; and in which, though they had decided that

the petition was not supported by evidence, they were un

willing to determine upon it as frivolous and vexatious. He

did not mean that the party, whole petition was so decided

on, should be excused from paying costs ; but only that

some different mode of determining ihould be substituted, as

Jie considered the present as imputing intentions which might

not be entertained, and even establishing a fort of crimina

lity. At any rate, if the terms were liable to such construc

tion, it was proper that they Ihould be corrected.

In consequence of this intimation, a conversation took

place, in which Mr. Wyndham, Mr. Stanley, Mr. Baker,

Sir William Scott, and Colonel Phipps, were speakers, and

in which different opinions were given of the propriety and

usefulness of the object of the intended bill.

Mr.
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Mr. Chancellor Pitt apprehended that, on a subject of Mr. Pitt,

such importance, it would be more proper to postpone any

debate until a regular motion should come before the-

House.

Sir Benjamin Hatnmet rising next, observed, that he had Sir Benj.

in his hand a petition against the bill for appropriating the Hammet.

sum of five hundred thousand pounds of uncla'med dividends,

&c. signed by a most respectable body of stockholders ; names

which would^ie allowed to carry with them the greatest

weight and importance. He had suggested his proposal to

the Bank, of lending 50o,ocol.«. without interest, as long as

the fame should be unclaimed. There had, in consequence,

been a meeting of the Directors on the preceding day, and a

meeting of Proprietors was to take place upon the ensuing

Tuesday. ,

The petition was brought up and read, as follows :

" To the Honourable the Commons of Great Britain, in

Parliament assembled.

" The humble Petition of the Subscribers who are Proprietors

in the Public Funds of Great Britain,

" Humbly sheweth,

" That your petitioners are deeply interested in the public

funds of Great Britain.

" That your petitioners have invested their property in

those funds, with the most perfect reliance on the faith and

justice of Parliament, and in full confidence and persuasion

that the Legislature of Great Britain would never, without

the consent of the Proprietors, make any essential alteration,

either in respect to their securities, which consist principally

in funds specifically appropriated to the payment of their an

nuities, or in respect to the mode of their payment, expressly

stipulated and delineated in the several statutes that fix the

conditions of the public loans.

" That your petitioners have seen, with equal concern

and astonishment, a bill brought into Parliament by the right

honourable the Chancellor of the Exchequer ; the avowed

object of which is to take back five hundred thousand pounds,

part of the sums that have been issued by the Exchequer to

the Governor and Company of the Bank of England, in pur

suance of many acts of Parliament ; and particularly of the

Consolidated Act, passed in the 28th year of his present Ma

jesty, being part of the funds appropriated by law to the

payment of the public creditors, and expressly declared not

to be divertible to any other use or purpose whatever.

" That the principle of the said bill appears to your peti

tioners to have a direct tendency to destroy that confidence
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which many natives and foreigners have hitherto reposed in

the equity and justice of Parliament; to violate the public

faith solemnly plighted ; and hy seeing on private property,

accurately delcribed, and stand ng as such in the books of the

Bank ot England, to excite alarms and apprehensions of the

most serious and dangerous nature.

" That your petitioners wisli to be heard by Counsel, if

it shall appear to them to be necessary ; although it is a cafe

that does not depend on nice and intricate subtilty, or on a

deep knowledge of the ttchnical forms of law ; but on the

rights of British subjects, which ought in no cafe whatever

to be invaded. They humbly petition for no more than a

sacred observance of national contracts, containing express

stipulations, easily understood, and ratified by solemn acts of

the Supreme Legislature.

" Under anxious apprehensions, rfot more sensibly felt

on their account, than for the good faith, the public credit,

and the honour of the nation ; and impressed with a fense of

the duty they owe not only to themselves, but to the com

munity at large, your petitioners humbly intreat this ho

nourable House to take the premises into their most serious

consideration; and they pray, that no alteration in their se

curity, for the better or the worse, may take place without

then consent; and that the said bill may not pass into a

law."

Mr. Tilt. Mr. Chancellor Pitt observed, that as a long previous no

tice had been already given, he trutted that the petition

could atFordno pretext for delaying the report. It had been

appointed for the preceding day, and he would certainly

consider himself as authorized to move that it should be re

ceived immediately. In his opinion, there certainly was an

irregularity in the mode in which the petitioners had desired

to be heard by Counsel, as they had not come forward until

this late stage of the bill.

Mr. l ox. Mr. Fox, on the contrary, contended that the conduct of

the petitioners was not irregular; as they might, perhaps,

(but he did not pretend to speak decidedly upon this point)

have Counsel ready to b« heard on the report. It would be

recollected that .his business was intended to have come on

upon a former day, and had been unavoidably postponed ; a

circumstance of which they could not have been aware. He

did not think himself possessed of sufficient weight to attempt

now to oppose the report. But surely, if there was any bu

siness which ought to be conducted with caution, or in which

full time ought to he allowed, it was upon an occasion like

this, in which the public credit was interested. The petition

was almost unprecedented with respect to its nature, and

the
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the quarter from whence it issued. It had not, he believed,

happened, since the accession of the Family of Brunswick,

that a petition had been presented from the Bank to the

House of Commons against any measure with regard to mo

ney matters. In such an event, therefore, the fullest inves

tigation, the most serious deliberation, was necessary. A pe

tition h#d now been presented, signed by the most respectable

names, with regard to extent of property, which had ever

perhaps appeared in any civilized nation. He was not one

of those whom a regard to property could influence in the

extreme, neither did he feel himself inclined to allow it too

much weight in the deliberations of public business. On the

contrary, he thought, that in debates in that House, it was

too frequently referred to, and too much stress laid upon it.

But, if there was any occasion on which regard was due to-

property, it was the present. If theie was any propertv

deemed sacred, it was that which was vested in the funds ;

and any petition, proceeding from this quarter, ought to de

mand the most deliberate attention, and excite the most se

rious regard.

After some little difficulty with regard to the mede of dis

posing of the petition, it was ordered to belaid upon the table,

and Counsel heard upon the third reading.

Mr. Pitt gave notice, that it was probable that he might

be commanded to bring down on Monday a mess.ige fiom

His Majesty, relative to the present situation of affairs in

Europe.

After certain clauses had been read from the act of Par

liament, relative to the conduct to be observed previous to

the expiration'of the charter of the Past-India Company,

Mr. Chancellor Pitt conceived that, in the present state of Mr. frrr.

India, this was not the time for the discussion of what mea

sures should be adopted with regard to the renewal of the

Company's charter. He meant, however, now to make the

motions required by the act, that when that event should

take place, whatever line of conduct the House should think

proper to pursue, they might have the means of set lenient

in their own hand. He would not pretend to advise anv re

newal of the chatter, nor would he, on the present occasion,

hazard the least opinion upon the subject. Only from the

motions which lie should now make, it would be understood

that the exclusive Commercial privileges of the East-India

Company should cease, unless it should appear to be the plea

sure of the House to provide sot the continuance of their exer

cise in the same channel.

Mr. Huffey having observed that, from diligent inquiry, Mr.

and long attention to the subject, he was decidedly of opi- Hufley.

nion
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nion that the charter ought never to be renewed, expressed

his approbation of the motions which had been made.

General General Smith mentioned some obstacles, which, in his

Smith, opinion, were likely to arise against the prosecution of the

present war in India.

Mr. Pict. Mr. Chancellor Pitt answered, that the faith os the nation

was pledged to make provision for any engagements which

had been entered into by Parliament, or through the me dium

of the East-India Company.

Mr. Mr. Maitland remarked, that during the discussion on the

Maitland. war jn India, it had been stated as of the utmost importance

to our possessions in that country, to give protection and sta

bility to the Company in the present state of their affairs.

With this view, the right honourable gentleman had pro

fessed to come forward with certain resolutions. Now, a mo

tion was made, giving notice of the expiration of the Com

pany's charter, without any provision being employed to

prevent its necessary effects. If the motion was merely in

compliance with the act, the Minister ought to have declared

that he made it in his official capacity, without any inten-

j tion that it should take effect to the prejudice of the Com-

; pany's affairs. Or it ought to have been stated, that at the

\ expiration of the present system of Government, another

equally effectual and coercive would be adopted. But at

t present, the effect of the motion was to intimate to the in

habitants of that country, that the present system of that

% Government, with which they entered into connection, and

formed engagements, would shortly expire, while it left

i them entirely in the dark what Government would succeed,

or whether any provision at all would be made to supply its

place. The consequences of this uncertainty would not fail

to communicate the most alarming apprehensions, and vio

lently affect the present situation of the Company's affairs.

He thought, therefore, that it was incumbent on the Mini

ster to have been more explicit, and not have continued sa

tisfied to deal in guarded intimations, instead of proceeding

to positive ascertainments.

Mr. Rose having brought up the report concerning the

Bank Dividend bill,

Mr. Mr. Chifwell rose, and observed, that his chief motive for

Chiswell. begging leave to trespass upon the patience of ihe House,

was grounded upon the recollection of what had fallen from

the right honourable gentleman, in the intimation which he

had that day given of a message which might lie expected on

Monday, the nature of which, lie thought, should induce

the right honourable gentleman and the House to be very

y cautious in any proceeding that affected public credit, or

even

3

1
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even that affected the Bank and the stockholders ; for it

might happen that a future loan would be requited, and cer

tainly, any thing that had a tendency to weaken the security

of the public creditor, could not prove a favourable circum

stance upon such an occasion. Mr. Chiswell next reverted

to the measure which had been adopted when the term ofpay

ment of the long annuities had been altered in 1 786. It had

then been thought necessary to allow a certain time for those-

who might not like the nature of the bill to express their

dissent, and then continue to be paid as formerly. This ha

recommended in the present instance, if the bill was not to

be given up ; a circumstance that would phase him and many

more, much better than any posliMe amendment which could

be made to it. However, as he feared that this would not

be done,' he intended to offer a clause which he trusted the

House would accept and make part of the bill. The clause

being moved and read, it appeared that the purport of it

went to enact, that a book should be opened and kept for six

months at the Bank, that those proprietors of unclaimed di

vidends, and other stodjfeolders in the different public funds,

who dissnted from the proposal made in the bill to change

their security, might have an opportunity of stating and sign

ing such distent in that book, and thus escape from being in

anymanner astecte t by the bill.

Mr. Steele remarked, that gentlemen who spoke on the

other side, seemed to rest their arguments upon a necessity

which they conceived there was for having the particular

consent of every individual proprietor of unclaimed divi

dends, and every proprietor in the public funds ; but he ne

ver would allow that any such consent was necessary, or

that, though one or more proprietors or stockholders should

positively dissent, there was any reason for giving up the

bill; and therefore, adopting a clause so contradictory to the

other parts of it, was nothing else than giving it up. With

regard to obtaining consent, that clause in the bill which

gave the public creditor three months,' after his dividend was

due, for considering whether he would withdraw his money,

or allow the security to be transferred from the .Bank to Go

vernment, was perfectly sufficient for every reasonable pur

pose; because, doubtless, if a man allowed his dividends to

remain three months after he knew that it was due, and by

the operation of this bill, certainly, as he had the power of

withdrawing it, which he had not done, it might be inferred,

that he was, to all intents and purposes, saiis,fiW-*with the

transfer, and virtually gave his consent to take putrtfcJecu-

rity, instead of the Bank, thinking the one at least as good

as the other.

Vet. XXIX. C Mr.
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. Fox. Mr. Fox observed, that he felt ample reason to approve

of the clause which had been brought up ; and as he had all

along wished that the bill might have all success, he should

feel a greater pleasure if the clause were adopted. He next

adverted to what the honourable gentleman who spoke last

had said concerning the consent which had been, or could be,

obtained to this measure; and this was a consent by inference,

or rather a supposed consent. He allowed that there might

be a consent by inference, or a virtual consent, such as that

given to taxation, which the people gave virtually, because

they, the House of Commons, whom the people had chosen

as their representatives, had agreed to it ; but this was very

different, indeed, from the consent which the honourable

gentleman had talked of ; all that was asked by the honour

able Member who moved the clause, was, that persons who

were interested might have an opportunity of giving their

dissent, which was certainly fair. He had, on a former oc

casion, contended, and still should he persist in contending,

that not only the present proprietors of unclaimed dividends,

but all stockholders, must give their consent, before it was a

proper consent ; because all stockholders may, at some suture

period, have unclaimed dividends. Many respectable pro

prietors had already given their dissent, as appeared by the

petition from the Bank Proprietors, and that now upon the

table, signed by such men as, in point of wealth, gave it

more weight than, perhaps, any petition which had ever

been presented in any part of the world. He in general was

none of those who argued that the importance of, or pro

priety of consideration concerning a measure, depended upon

the rank or wealth of those interested in it; but surely, on-a

subject which was so materially connected with the property

of the country, and the security of the public creditor, he

must contend that very great attention and respect was due

to the names, characters, and situations of such men as the

petitioners. As to the Bank of England, on all emergencies

the nation and they had acted together for a long time back,

and he was sorry that he was led to remark, upon the present

occasion, that this was the first time, since the accession of

the Brunswick Family to the throne, that the Bank of Eng

land had sound it necessary to make any application to Pi|r-

liament against a measure, which, as far as the national faith

and public credit were concerned, was, in the opinion not

only of the petitioners, but of all the men of monied interest

within the kingdom, so pregnant with the most alarming

danger. As to the virtual consent mentioned by the ho

nourable gentleman, it seemed to be founded on the dissent

which had been given, and would still be given, if time were

allowed.
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allowed. Mr. Fox appealed to the good sense and infor

mation of the House, whether, in the present situation of

affairs, and after the great and general alarm which this mea

sure had occasioned, it ought to induce the majority of the

House to wifli, at any rate, for more time before they al

lowed the bill to pass ? It never had received the consent of

any party interested in its operation ; on the contrary, it

was forced upon them all against their will, and in its nature

unjust as in its consequences destructive. There were, in

deed, particular times, when such measures might be hazard

ed with less danger than at others, and perhaps unfavourable

as the situation of the country was some months ago, it

might be more so now ; but we ought not to pursue nfr-asufes

fraught with injustice to the people, and deceit upon the

public, either at any period, or in .any situation what

soever. \;: ''

Mr. Chancellor Pitt conceived that the point at issue was Mr. Pitt,

simply, whether it was or was not necessary to have the con--.*"

sent of every individual proprietor and stockholder ; and he

had no hesitation in declaring that it was not necessary.—

The proprietors cf the public funds were of two forts ; those

who had unclaimed dividends in the Bank, and those who

were merely stockholders, and had no unclaimed dividends.

The first were allowed, by the provisions of the bill, three

months to withdraw their money, and re-invest it in the

Bank, if they preferred that security to the public security,

connected and depending upon the whole revenue of the

country; and the second having no arrears of dividends, had

it in their power to draw their money whenever it became

due, and place it where they pleased; and therefore, they

could not be affected by the operation of the bill.

Mr. Dundas insisted that those gentlemen on the opposite Mr.

side of the House, who contended that the security of the Dundas.

public creditor was insured, and that more time was necessiry

to obtain the consent of persons interested, haJ not so good a

foundation for their arguments as they pretended to possess.

He thought, with both his right honourable friends, that the

time allowed by the bill was perfectly sufficient for the public

creditor to determine which security he would prefer, the

Public, or that of the Bank. He replied to what had been

urged during the course of the discuHion concerning the Bank

being as trustees for minors, or others, whose property was

left by will in the Rank to accumulate for thr-ir use; and he

thought it more reasonable to suppose, that persons leaving

money in that way, wishing it to accumulate, would rather

be pleased to have the interest drawn regularly, and appro

priated to some particular purpose, than to let it go into the

general aggregate-fund of the Bank of England, liable to be,

C 2 at
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at th« some time, in case of certain emergencies, brought to

the use of the Bank ; a circumstance which, of itself, would

deter some people from appointing the Bank, to be thecusro-

dees of -their property, and induce them to prefer the public

security, in which was involved the whole revenue and cre

dit of the nation. Mr. Dundas affirmed that no injury was

attempted against the public creditor, and that every oppor

tunity was allowed him to make choice of his security. He

introduced the Consolidation Act, and other measures, as

precedents for varying public security ; and he remarked, that

the clamour which had attended this measure, was needless,

and of no service whatever. The right honourable gentle

man had, in his usual way, wheh he was at a loss for better

argument, appealed to the knowledge ami the common fens*

of gentlemen upon the absurdity of a measure; but he did

not suppose that this would have much effect; On the con

trary, he was inclined to hope, that he might succeed in his

appeal to the wiidom and good fense of the House, and he

trusted that they would consider the measure, in favour of

which he meant to vote, as not deficient in either propriety

or justice.

Mr.Grey. Mr. Grey said, that it was impossible to avoid adverting to

the mode in which the right honourable gentleman had cho

sen to reflect upon his right honourable friend, for appealing

to the common fense and feelings of the House, without ad

miring the justice of the reflection, by the readiness with

which the right honourable gentleman had followed the fame

plan, no doubt conceiving that it would be much better and

fairer, as coming from him, changing the security of the

public creditor, not only without his consent, but absolutely

against his will, declared in the most express terms, as the

petitions on the table proved, was a measure on which little

argument was necessary to convince any man of common

fense, who would take the trouble of judging for himself,

of its impropriety, injustice, and injurious consequences to

the public credit of the nation ; and this, he contended, was

the avowed and notorious tendency of the present violent and

destruct ive measure. Mr. drey consuls red the implied con

sent talked of by some people as ridiculous in the extreme,

when it was evident, as far as it could be carried, if the pre

fect clause were refuted, fh.it the power of dissent must be

come totally and completely withholden from the creditor

by the debtor, as well as the choice of security. In conclu

sion, Mr. Grey obst ived. that the country had, upon many

occasions of emergency, resorted to the Bank for loans, which

were readily grantid ; yet, notwithstanding that he did not

entertain the least doubt but that the fame disposition to

come forward with assistance, would shew itself during any

future
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future exigency of our affairs, he anxiously hoped that the

period of national distress, granting that it were to come at

ail, was far distant.

N'r. Stanley, jun. spoke against the clause, and totally

approved of the bill.

Sir hVilitam ) ohh^ expressed his determination to vote against Sir W.

the clause, and insinuated an opinion, that there might be Young,

motives not quite so disinterested as was generally thought

for the opposition given to the bill. He alluded likewise to

the disavowal ot ti e Bank Directors, first, hat the advan

tage derived from floating balances was any object with them,

and afterwards, as to they and their friends stating the right

which they had to that profit.

Sir 'J. St. Uair Erjkine conceived, that all parties interest rir Jaw**

el in the operation of the bill, were entitled to give either t'lair

their consent or dissent ; and he thought that all stockholders, Eifcine,

as well as those who now were proprietors of unclaimed di

vidends, came und.T this description. As to the tlihre

months notice in the bill, he deemed it perfectly inadequate

to the purpose, and inconvenient and troublesome to ths .

proprietors, who must withdraw their dividends regularly,

and whether they wiflied to do it or not ; or if by absence,

neglect, or any mistake, they allowed the three months to

ehsple, then their ; roperty was seized on without their con

sent, and the security of the Bank, which they had preferred

to any other, was varied and transferred to the Public, with

out their having any power todissent at the time, or alter af-

wards, without much trouble or expence. A person in the

country might have no friend in town whom he wished to

trull with « power of attorney, or the management of his

money ; in tbat case, it was a common and sefe way to set

it remain in the Bank till he came to town, or wished to

draw; but if this hill passed, that could not be done. In

conclusion, Sir James complained that several honourable

gei.tlemen on the other fide of trje House had, during the

course of the debase, and in every stage of the bill, changed

theirground, and avoided, as much as possible, a fair discus

sion of the subject.

Mr. Mitfwd expressed his astonishment that the hill had Mr.

met so much opposition : he could not see the difficulties and Mitfpri.

inconvenient ies attending its operation, and thought it a

Yerv easy matter for a person in the country, who disliked,

the bill, and was possess d ft unclaimed dividends, to dese.i*

his agent to transfer his property from the Public security to

the Bank stock. Much had ! een urged concerning the mean*

jng of the words frivolous and vexatious; words, under the

application of which, the complainants against the hill most;

certainly did not deserve to fall.

% Mr.
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Mr. Aid. Mr. Alderman Watson vindicated the Bank and Directors

Watson, against what he called the unjust and unmerited attack which

had been made upon them, by the honourable Baronet who

spoke last but one in the debate.

Sir William Young explained.

Mr. Fox. Mr. Fox desired to receive an explanation from an honour

able and learned gentleman who advanced the argument, or

any other learned gentleman, whether a person residing in the

country could, by his agent, get his stock transferred from

the Public security to Bank security ; his own idea upon the

subject was quite the reverse.

Mr. Mitford appeared to entertain a contrary opinion.

Mr. Mr. Hussey could not help differing from the right honour-

Hussey. able and learned gentleman, who thought the public security

as good as the Bank, in the way the Public now had it ; and

he put the cafe thus : If one gentleman borrows 100I. from

another, and agrees to place value for the security of the

lender in the hands of Messrs. Hoare and Mr. Child, and af

terwards thinks it more convenient, and proposes that one

house only should be security, would this be the fame to tho

lender ? Now, the cafe was precisely similar; for at present,

the public creditor had both the Bank and the Public secu

rity, whereas he will in future be left with one only. Mr.

Hussey stated, that Government owed to the Bank eleven

millions, for which they received 330,0001. per annum inte

rest. He added, that he did not blufli to own that he was

a proprietor and stockholder, and that he argued for his

interests. The impossibility that the property and interests

of individuals could be otherwise than materially affected,

when the interests of the whole community were concerned,

was an opinion to which he felt himself fully warranted in

adhering.

Mr. Mr. Sarjcut applauded the measure, as well adapted to the

SarjeDt. object for which it was intended. He thought it the duty

of every Chancellor of the Exchequer to take all safe methods

of paying off such public debts as were like to be least felt by

the people ; and such, in his opinion, was the nature of the

bill in question.

At length, the House divided on the clause;

Aye?, 45; Noes, 136. Majority 91.

When the next clause fell under discussion,

Mr. Mr. Hujscy rose, and remarked, that the Chancellor of the

Hussey. Exchequer had formerly stated as an argument, to prove that

the money to he taken from the Bank would be all repaid in

one day, if demanded, that there was never less than 500,0001.

in the Exchequer. He stiould be glad to know why this

money could not be anplied to the public service, as well as

the floating balance of the money issued for the payment of

dividend?,
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dividends, since it was precisely the same thing to the Public

whether the money lay unemployed at the Bank or the Ex

chequer. v

Mr. Chancellor Pitt answered, that the supplies voted for Mr. Pitt,

the service of ths current year, came into the Exchequer so

as not only to meet the current demand, but to leave a sur

plus ready to meet a«y unforeseen exigency. This surplus

consisted partly in money and partly in Exchequer bills,

which bearing no interest till the date at which they were

issued, the Public could not become losers by their lying un

employed in the Exchequer.

Mr. Harrison contended, that one of the strongest in- Mr.

stances which could possibly be produced of the impropriety Harrisen.

of taking the floating balance out of the fiank, was the ex

traordinary means to which they were obliged to resort to

provide for making it good ; and these were, pledging all the

money in the Exchequer, appropriated by act of Parliament

to other purposes. To repay it by Exchequer bills, was nei

ther more nor less than adding 500,0001. to the unfunded

debt ; and it could occasion very little difference to the Pu!>-

lic, whether this was done in the first instance or the second.

It must have abad appearance in the eyes of the world, to

resort to means of raising money which seemed to imply that

all our other resources were exhausted. Much had been ad

vanced during the debate on the convention, respecting the

strong impression which the facility and expedition with which

we had equipped a formidable armament must make 011 all

the neighbouring powers. The advantage to be derived from

that impression, had even been represented as alone worth all

the expence which the armament had cost us ; but there was

ample cause for apprehending that a counter- balance against

the favourable impression of the armament, would arise from

the unfavourable impression of the present measure.

Mr. Whhbrtad observed that, in hit opinion, the circum- Mr.Whjt-

stance of a surplus in the Exchequer, confirmed what he had bread,

advanced in a former debate, that Exchequer bills were the

ultimate security to the public creditor for the floating ba

lance taken by the Public. If the surplus of supplies in the

Exchequer consisted chiefly of Exchequer bills, they must be

the chief part of the security, and that security was not bet

ter, because the money was taken from the Bank. With

regard to the cafe put by an honourable Baronet, that were

a person borrowing money on a tontine to agree with the

lenders that the interest should be paid at a Banker's, this

would make part of the contract between the parties; when

the money was issued for payment of the interest, the Ban

ker vrould place it to account of the several persons to whom

he had engaged to pay it, and the borrower could not call

back
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back any part of it, whatever balance might be left by those

persons in the Banker's hands. Such was the situation of the

Bank between the Public and the public creditor ; but were

this statement of the law of the case erroneous, then it was

absurd in the Public to call for money by an act of Parlia

ment, which, the Exchequer might call in by a legal process.

The report of this clause was agreed to.(

Mr. Foa. Mr. Fox observed, that he had an amendment to suggest

on the preamble. Gentlemen would recollect, that when lie

argued that the whole sum to be taken from the Bank coutd

not be repaid at once, were it to be so demanded, a right ho

nourable gentleman felt it necessary to clear himself, with

some warmth, from the imputation of having ever said that

it could be repaid immediately, in the strict sense of the

word, and to explain that he meant only, that it would be

repaid so speedily as never to pass beyond the day on which

it was demanded, if the right honourable gentleman was so

jealous of his honour, the House ought to be equally jealous

of theiri, and not hold out to the Public, in the preamble of

the bill, what they knew to be false in fact. He should

therefore move to leave out the word " immediate" in the

preamble, aud insert the word "speedy."

Mr. P.tt. Mr. Chancellor Pitt answered, that the word immediate

was used only in its general fense, and was meant only to

imply, that payment would be made within the day on which

it was demanded ; but as he had as unavoidably as reluctantly

entered into such a multitude of disputes on ihe bill with the

- right honourable gentleman, and as the purport and effect of

it were not to be collected merely from the preamble, but

the clauses, he should, by not opposing the amendment, avoid

any farther altercation.

The word " immediate" was stricken out, and the word

** speedy" inserted.

The bill was ordered to be engrossed, and read a third time

upon the ensuing Tuesday.

The House adjourned.

Monday, 2&th Alarch.

Mr. Chancellor Pitt brought up the following Message

from His Majesty, which was read by the Speaker, the

Members being uncovered :

GEORGE R.

His Majesty thinks it necessary to acquaint the House os Com

mon*, that the endeavours which His Majeily has user/, in con

junction with his allies, to effect a pacification between Raffia and

the forte, having hitherto been unjuccefssul, and the consequences

V/bich may arise from the farther progress of the war, being
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highly important to the interests -of His Majesty and his allies,

and to those of Europe in general, His Majestyjudges it requisite,

in order to add weight to bis reprejentations, to makesomefarther

augmentation of his naval force ; and His Majesty relies on the

zeal and affetlion of the House of Commons, that they will be

ready to make goodsuch additional expen.ce as, may be incurred by

these preparations, for the purpose of supporting the interests of

His Majesty's kingdom, and ofcontributing to the restoration of

general tranquillity on asecure and lastingfoundation.

Mr. Pitt then moved, " That this message be taken into

lt consideration upon the morrow."

Mr. Fox having declared that a subject of such particular Mr. Fox.

importance deserved the most serious attention of that House,

added, th.u he could not reflect, without the deepest concern,

upon the circumstance of their having fallen into a situation,

of misfortune so sudden and so unexpected, after what had

passed in otiier countries, as well as at home. Reserving

himself for the approaching consideration of the message, he

should, for the present, only beg leave to a(k, whether the

right honourable gentleman meant to do more the next day,

than merely to move an address of thanks to His Majesty, in

answer to his message f If that were all, he saw nothing ex

ceptionable to such a motion, either the next day, or even at

that moment ; but if, in the address, the right honourable

gentleman meant to include any thing like approbation, or

the promising to support the expences which His Majesty

had been advised to incur, surely the next day would be much

too early. He trusted, that whatever confidence the House

might have in the Minister, they had not yet proceeded upon

confidence so far, as to profess themselves ready to support

the King's expences, without having before them any fort of

ground of information whatever, to enable the House to

judge whether the measures leading to the necessity of incur

ring such expences had been jnstinable, or whether the sums

wanted were likely to be wifely and properly laid out. He

therefore wislied to know, if the business of the next day

was to carry them farther than a mere address of thanks to

His Majesty for his communication ; and whether it was not

the intention of Administration to communicate to the House

more information respecting so serious and alarming a point,

than that of which they were already in possession?

Mr. Chancellor Pitt answered, that if the right honour- Mr. Pitt,

ahle gentleman would please to recollect, he must be sensible

that it had not, upon any occasion, been usual to delay the

Consideration of a message from His Majesty longer than the

next day ; and he well knew there were, in the present case,

many reasons why they should seize the earliest opportunity

Vol. XXIX. D of
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ofconsidering His Majesty's message of that day. He sliould

therefore certainly persist in moving, that this subject should

be taken into consideration upon the day ensuing, and any

Member who disapproved doing so, might then move to ad

journ the consideration. Mr. Pitt added, that in the vote

of thanks to His Majesty, mould it pass, would be included

the unanimous resolution of the House, that they would be

ready to Vote such supplies to defray the expences likely to

be incurred as sliould be necessary. He did dot mean to enter

at all into any debate then, but Jhere was no ground for ex

pecting any farther information than that contained in the

message itself.

Mr. H. Mr. Henry Thornton, having premised that it was not in-

Thonuon tended to create an exclusive Sierra Leona Company, but

merely to convince the House that a large capital would be

wanted to carry on a trade to this settlement, and that there

fore it would be expedient to incorporate those concerned in

it, in Older that they might become responsible, with their

fortunes, no farther than for the sums they embarked in it,

observed, that the motion would explain the other objects of

the bill they wished to introduce. He then moved, " That

" leave be given to bring in a bill for establisliing a Company

" for carrying on trade between the kingdom of Great Bri-

" tain and the coasts, harbours, and countries of Africa ;

" and for enabling the said Company to hold by grant from

" His Majesty, his heirs, and successors, and from the native

" Princes of Africa, a certain district of land, commonly

R called the Peninsula of Sierra Leona, now vested in His

" Majesty, or belonging to the said Princes, for the better

" enabling the said Company to carry on the said trade."

Lord Lord Sheffield, having remarked that he had been desired

Sheffield, by a large body of his constituents, who were African mer

chants, to oppose the bringing in of the bill, read to the

House a letter from his constituents, in which their objec

tions were enumerated. •

Colonel Colonel Tarhion declared his intention of opposing the bill

Tarleton. in a future stage, on the principle that the African trade had,

hy two separate acts of Parliament, been many years since

laid open, and that the only convenient coast cr port totrade

at, was upon Sierra Leona river.

Mr. Mr. Gascoyne observed, that he also sliould, in a subsequent

Gascoyne. stage, oppose the bill, as a bill for a monopoly, and there

fore not meriting the countenance of the House.

Mr. Mr. Thornton answered, that an exclusive trade was not the

Th-mton object of the persons applying, and that the billdid not even

contain such a word as " exclusive."

Leave was given to bring in the bill.

Lord-
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Lord North, from the Select Committee, who were ap

pointed to try and determine the merits of the petition of

Richard Beckford, Esq. ; and also the petition of the several

persons whose names are thereunto subscribed, on behalf of

themselves and others, being lawful electors of the borough

of Leominster, in the county of Hereford, severally com

plaining of an undue election and return for the said bo

rough, informed the House, that the said Select Committee

har?determined,

That John Sawyer, Esq. is rot duly elected a Burgess to

serve in this present Parliament for the borough of Leo

minster, in the county of Hereford ;

And also, that the said Select Committee have deter

mined,

That Richard Beckford, Esq. the petitioner, ought to

have been returned a Burgess to serve in this present Parlia

ment for the said borough of Leominster;

And also, that the said Select Committee have deter

mined, .

That the said Richard Beckford, Esq. is duly elected a

Burgess to serve in this present Parliament for the said bo

rough of Leominster ;

And also, that the said Select Committee have deter

mined,

That the petition os the said Richard Beckford, Efij. did

not appear to the said Select Committee to be frivolous or

vexatious; .,

And also, that the said Select Committee have deter

mined,

That the petition of the said electors of the borough of

Leominster, in the county of Hereford, did not appear to the

said Select Committee to be frivolous or vexatious ;

And also, that the said Select Committee have deter

mined,

That the opposition of the said John Sawyer, Esq. to the

said several petitions, did not appear to the said Select Com

mittee to be frivolous or vexatious.

When the House had resolved itself into a Committee os

Supply, to which the army estimates, presented the 9th of

March instant, and the extraordinaries of the army, were

first, upon motion, referred ; and when Mr. Gilbert had

taken the chair,

The Secretary at JVar rose, and observed, that some for- Sec

mer remarks which had proceeded from an honourable Ge- «

neral (Burgoyne) rendered it necessary that he should tres

pass upon the attention of the Committee with the enume

ration of some particular points respecting the amount of the

expences of the independent companies, and the reasons for

D 2 raising
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raising them. As these companies had drawn the attention

of that House into discussion before the holidays, he was ra

ther glad to avail-'himfelf of the present opportunity for ex

plaining the motives for raising those corps, which he, hoped,

to he able to do to the satisfaction of the Committee. He

wished to bring to the recollection of the Committee the

three distinct and different objections which had been stated

to these corps by the honourable General previously to. the

recess. It had been stated, that the raising of new corps was

an unnecessary expence ; that they had given an extraordi

nary extension of patronage to the Crown ; and lastly, that

a great profusion of public money had been occasioned by the

measure. These were the objections which the honourable

General had made to independent companies, and he was

happy to be able to answer each of them ; but lie first begged

leave to observe, that the intention of Government, in rais

ing these independent companies, had been directly the reverse

*f the imputations conveyed in the three objections. It had

been their intention to raise a certain number of men, but

never to raise new corps, nor to increase the patronage of the

Crown, nor to occasion any profusion of public money. He

would endeavour to state fairly what the measure itself really

was. At the time the measure had been adopted, it was in--

djspensably necessary to raise a very large bpdy of men with

the utmost expedition, and at any rate more speedily than

the general way of raising men would admit; and looking at

what had been done on former occasions, particularly in the

course of the last war, he saw nothing but expence and pa

tronage in the modes then resorted to, and thence he thought

\.he measure which had been adopted was the best possible

mode of attaining the object, and that it might be easily jus

tified. Sir George here entered into a detail on the business,

for the purpose or shewing that it was not at all subject to

either of those objections which had been stated by General

Burgoyne. He remarked, that 5702 recruits were raised in

little more than a month, at iol. 5d. per man ; and that

therefore the total expence of these men amounted to little

more thari 57,0001. This number of troops were raisidat a

time when the public service pressed very hard for them. Sir

George also enumerated the Captains and Lieutenants, and

after calculating all the expences, made the additional ex-

pence to the half pay amount to 8,5801. He trusted, that

when gentlemen fail ly and candidly considered the subject,

all the imputations which had been made by the honourable

General would be done away ; but he could have wished

that these imputations had not been made at all. He dis

claimed any intention whatever of extending the patronage

of the Crown, of raising new corps, or of throwing away

the
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tlie public money ; and, in conclusion, he produced the sol-

lowing string of resolutions, and moved the first of them re

gularly :

155,287!. 5s. 5d. for reduced officers of land forces and

marines, for 1791.

io,oool. on account of reduced officers of independent

companies.

212I. 14s. yd. for allowances to reduced horse guards.

55,092!; ios. for account of reduced officers of American

forces.

4,9071. 10s. for allowances of reduced officers.

3»i6il. ios. iod. for officers late in the service of the

States General.

9,7101. 4s. 3d. for pensions to widows of commissioned

officers.

174,167!. 4s. 3|d. for pensions of Chelsea Hospital.

5,911!. 4s. 3d. for Scotch roads.

335,234!. 18s for extraordinary expences of land forces,

36,093! for subsidy to the Landgrave of Hesse Cassell.

. J he Secretary at War having sat down,

General Burgoync asked him, whether he did not mean to Genertl

state, on the side of public credit, the sums for which the Burgoj ne

former commissions of the officers promoted in the indepen

dent companies were now on sale ?

The Secretary at War rose again ; acknowledged that mea

sure, and, from a paper in his hand, calculated that the sav

ing would be, from twenty-four to forty thousand pound* or

more.

General Burgoyne then proceeded to recall to the recollec

tion of the House, the circumstances that passed relative to

the present question.

In a debate upon the Army Estimates before Christmas, he

had stated the levy of the independent companies to be the

most lavish in point of economy, and the most indefensible

in point of military principle, that ever was brought forward

by office. He was called upon by the Chancelloi of the Ex

chequer, to maintain that proposition upon a future day,

when the House might be better prepared for the subject.-^

It was not his fault that the day did not arrive sooner; it was

a point of honour not to let it flip when it should arrive,

though he h.id little expectation of farther use to the Public,

than that of holding out a warning and caution for times

that most men thought, and hoped, to be remote. The

events of this day set this discussion in a more important

light. The Minister had brought a messnge from the Throne,

indicating a new war; the Secretary at War had taken the

occasion to express himself so ivsdded to the measure of inde
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pendent companies, that he should recommend it again when

ever new levies should be required. He (the General) had

now then a new claim upon the attention of the House, upon

the charalier of that measure, (to use the honourable Se

cretary's own term) the renewal of which seemed to he im

minent. He was at issue with the honourable Secretary. If

what he had to lay before the House was ill founded in fact,

or weak in argument, he should throw himself upon the can

dor of the House, under the apology of an honest intention :

if, on the contrary, the measure, as now explained and

defended, should appear to be as false in principle, and as

pernicious in execution, as he had before stated it to be, he

had no doubt of the honourable Secretary, however wedded

to his former opinion, giving way, or being controlled, and

the Public and the army being relieved from any apprehension

of a repetition of such errors.

The General begged leave to re state, Very fliortly, the

prominent points of his charge in the former debate, not

one of which (as he conceived) had been satisfactorily an

swered, after all the time taken for deliberation.

In forming the peace establishment, the point in conside

ration was, wheiher to maintain the number of men that

were to compose it, in as small a number of regiments as

possible, which would have been the more economical plan ;

or a far greater number of regiments, with a small propor

tion of private men to each, which was the more expedient

plan, upon the principle, that having the officers, commis

sion and non-commission, ready, an army ofeffective strength

for war would be raised, upon an emergency, at very short

notice. We had, therefore, during the peace, an army of

officers ; not a single new officer was necessary for an aug

mentation of ten, or even of fifteen thousand men. That

position would not be disputed. The ground of argument

for the levy of new officers, on the former occasion, and on

this day, wa', that men were not to be had by common

means, or the usual bounties and mo'es of recruiting. That

judgement was precipitately formed ; no fair trial was given

to the recruiting of the old corps. Men, it was said, did

not come in so fjst as the serv;ce required, at five guineas a

man.—Suppose ten had been given, (a bounty that will be

proved sir short of what these companies cost) was the<re a

Colrnrl of an old regiment who would not have pledged

himself to complete it at that price, if given without compe

tition of new corps, at higher price ? But why were not

other encouragements to the recruiting service tried—encou

ragements more efficacious than money ? From the reign

of Queen Anne, there had been more than twenty acts of

Parlia
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Parliament for this special, temporary purpose : by some,

soldiers, after their discharge, had the privilege of setting up

trades in any town or city, without being a freeman, or

serving an apprenticeship ; by others, they were exempted

from burdensome parish offices, and serving in the militia;

but the greatest encouragement of all, one founded upon

justice, humanity, and every other principle of sound policy,

was to enlist for a term of years, or to the end of the war.

Many other encouragements of former times might have

been tiied. What an example was given, in a war within,

the remembrance of many men present, of persons of high

rank, property, and influence, taking old corps under their

patronage, attending the recruiting drum in person, ^nd

rilling up the ranks with the true stuff for an army ! Not the

refuse of these streets, but the yeomanry of the country,

serving upon principle, upon spirit, and upon attachment.—

Why was not this spirit calhd for ? While these means wer«

neglected, Office had no right to fay men were not to be

had. Would the Minister fay, men were not to be had for

the old regiments upon an exigency like the last ? If so,

would he justify the having formed the present peace estab

lishment exactly upon the mddel of the last, viz. that of re

taining officers sufficient for fifteen thousand men more than

the peace complement ? Knowing, from late experience,

that they could not be raised by ordinary modes, but think

ing it enough lo satisfy the House that the Secretary at War

might be depended upon for a constancy in the measure to

whxh he was wedded, and that he would be ready again to

effect the levy, by adding three hundred officers to those al

ready supernumerary, at theexpence to the nation of above

two hundred thousand pounds.

Tiie General next proceeded to consider the levy of the

independent companies, upon military principle. V. hat was

the criterion of an officer's pretensions ?— Money. At the

opening of a war, with a half-pay list that would fill a vo

lume ; with regiments abounding with officers of merit;

with a complaint (for such, however unjustly, h.id been

thrown out) of want of alacrity in the recruiting se: vice;

for a spur to military spirit, a plan comes forth for destroy

ing every claim of seniority, tor suppressing every idea of

emulation, except inexpence; and money, money, is held

out as the only possible spring of a soldier's promotion.—

What had been the natural consequence ? Let gentlemen

read the paper upon the tablej they would find the offers

of about an hundred and forty Lieutenants had been accepted

for raising coin jai lies; about forty had retracted. They would

find the oldest Lieutenants fi; -for service in the military .list,

2 are
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are of the year 1775; of which we sliall only find among

these Captains, two;— from thence to 1778, there are

three;—of 1779, there is one:—from thence to 1785, there

are sifty-two; making in the whole, fifty-eight.

From this statement, perhaps some attention to seniority

might be pleaded; but mark the sequel. Of Lieutenants,

from the year 1785, making above fourscore in number,

twelve are so young as 1788, two years before the levy ; six

teen so young as 1789, one year before the levy; and eleven

so young as the year 1790, consequently not six months be

fore the levy. Add, Ensigns of the Guards, and Cornets of

Dragoons, seven, and it became demonstration, that nearly

an hundred officers were put over the heads of all the Lieu

tenants in the army older than 1785. Would the House

know to what number those Lieutenants amounted—with

out counting invalids, artillery, engineers, marines, or half

pay, they amount to no less than five hundred and sixty-six.

Wttat a lupercefsion ! and upon what an avowed principle !

These had money ; those had only services.

The next' thing to advert to, was the estimate of the ex-

pence, a very different one from that which the Secretary

at War had stated, yet one not to be contradicted.

Levy money of each company, at 31. 3s. £. s. d. w

a man, 99 men rank and file - 311 17 o

Half pay of Captain, Lieutenant, and

Ensign, at about 10s. a day, valued at

10 years purchase - - 1,825 0 0

2,136 17 o

One hundred companies - - 213,685 o o

Additional levy -men of al. cs. for three

companies, raised by Captains on half

pay - - 623 14 o

214,300 14 o

Deduct the value of the half pay of the

said three companies, at ten years pur

chase - - 2,737 10 O

Total expence of the levy - - 211,571 4 o

Which sum, divided upon ten thousand

men, is, per man - - 21 3

But to admit, for the fake of argument, even the calcu

lations of the Secretary at War himself, in point of expence,

were no offers made to Government more economical than

even
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even those ? The Secretary at War will not deny the pro

posal of a Nobleman, as eminent in his military capacity, as

in every other point of character that adorns public and pri

vate life, and ought to create attention and respect in Go

vernment. He meant Lord Rawdon. The proposal from

that noble Lord was, to raise a regiment, without levy mo

ney, or other expence to Government, and to take very

nearly, if not the whole, of the officers from the half pay.

The objects of the noble Lord did honour to his heart. After

the object of serving the Public at an exigency, by a levy,

upon true military principle, was that of restoring to effective

service the officers of his late regiment, reduced at the peace,

men of tried and confirmed merit, whom he could no other

wise assist. The non -commission officers, and great part of

the private men of the fame regiment, equally attached to the

noble Lord, were ready, in the north of Ireland, to flock to

their old colours. The regiment would have been imme

diately complete, without any future increase to the half

pay, without danger or impediment to the recruiting service

in England. Let the House reflect upon what possible prin

ciple such a proposal could be rejected ; let them then com

pare the measure that took place instead of it. One circum

stance of it, and a very paradoxical one, has not been observed

upon, viz. that the contract, so injurious to the Public, was

at the fame time so hard upon the contractors, that above

forty of them relinquished the undertaking soon after the

outset, and many of those who continued, had to complain

of partiality and injustice. The time given to the Captains

for the levy w.is three months; and- upon condition of their

respective companies be;ng completed, and approved, within

that space, they became entitled to twenty months off-reckon

ings for cloathing, &c. The heavy contingent expences of

the levy accrued at the outset, viz. hiring drummers, risers,

and several other necessary persons of the recruiting trade,

and conveying them to tl\eir several stations ; making up

jackets, and other articles of what is called flop-cloathing,

&c. all this the Captains undertook, upon the faith of being

indemnified by the receipt of the off-reckonings. The re

cruiting wa« slopt in one month ; and from all present appear

ances, the loss of preparation in all the companies, not suffi

ciently advanced in numbers to come within the new regu

lation for being accepted, will fall upon the Captains.

In regard to partiality and favour in the raising men, the

General said he should be happy, if the honourable Secretary

coul ! refute many of the stories that were in circulation. He

should rnention such circumstancesonly as he could assert to be

true. By the letter of service, " no man was to he enlisted

" under five feet five inches high ; nor under sixteen years of

V«L. XXIX. E. "age.
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*' age, nor above thirty." Many gentlemen who idhered

strictly to these orders, were the dupes of their obedience :

the more encouraged, or the better informed, (from whence

their information came he did not pretend to (ay) cetrainly

broke through all restrictions, but particularly that respect

ing thirty years of age. The Genei al affirmed he would un

dertake to prove there were Captains who were permitted to

enlist invalids; invalids actually belonging to companies

■upon garrison duty, and who had necessarily been discharged

from the army as unfit for service.

The General next adverted to the case of the su'alterns.

Why were the Lieutenants and tnsigns who spiritedly, in-

dustrioufly, and honourably, had com Jeted their quota, to

be turned over to the pitiful indemnification of selling their

men to the Captains ? Why had they not the commissions

to which, by the contract, they had a right ? It was ]to save

appearances, this miserable money traffic was substituted ; to

keep down the half pay, a' the expence os justice.

The General said he should forbear to dwell upon the

scene with which the execution of the contract- ended. It

was a race between crimps, salesmer of flesh, drivers of hu

man cattle, speculator's, and jobbers; a disgrace to the army,

and a reproach to the State.

The General hoped that nothing he had said would be

Construed to convey the Imallest reflection upon the officers

concerned ; he knew some of great merit ; he was not inform,

ed of demerit in any. The grievance upon senior officers,

and the practices he had stated in recruiting, were theevds

of the plan, and not imputable to the contractors. On the

contrary, many of them, subalterns in particular, were most

undeservedly sufferers.

The General then called the attention of the House partir

.cularly to the unprecedented measure which had been adopt

ed, under the colour of saving, viz. that of selling the mili

tary patronage of the Crown. The honourable Secretary

had avowed, that the prior commissions of officers who suc

ceeded to rank in these ipdependent companies were to be

fold, and the money brought to the public account ; and ap

plause to Ministers was expected, no doubt, not only in

point of economy, but also of disinterestedness, iu relinquish

ing so much patronage as the gift of these commissions

would have left in their hands. Such a pat onage, he owned,

would have been enormous ; the money traffic he had already

stated was abominable ; but all the evil resulting, or that

could have resulted, from one or the other, was trivial, and

as nothing, when compared to the precedent of setting va

cant commissions up to sale, for the benefit os the Crown or

pf the Public. It wi»s alike subversive of military and con

stitutional
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stitutional principle. The minds of British officers (con

tinued the General) have hitherto been directed by one great

and noble system uniting with general martial ardor, the

love of their country, and a nice sensibility of private ho

nour. This principle carried them through the hard vicissi

tude of military life ; the consciousness of having never swerv

ed from this principle, brought comfort to the evening of

their days, under broken constitutions, and broken fortunes.

When Ministers check, or divert, or cease to encourage this

principle, they know not what they do. It is the true tie

by which a nation can hold its military servants ; to coun

teract it, is a want of policy, as well as of sentiment; but

what lhall we say of measures that go farther than the mere

destruction of this principle; that go to substitute in its place

the meanest, the most vulgar, and the most sordid of human,

passions—money—;noney, the criterion of military preten

sions ! Money, the price of the King's grace and protection !

We have seen the War Office degraded to a Broker's shop.

Were this traffic to continue, the delks of the office would

be better silled from Exchange Alley, than by the worthy

gentlemen who now sit there. In this traffic, what chance

will stand the younger sons of the best families in the king

dom, which are the true supply for officering an army?—>

What will be their prospect in competition with the sons of

a Broker, a Contractor, ora fortunate keeper of a lottery

office ? What less chance still will there be for another class

of valuable candidates for commissions—the sons of such of

ficers as 1 just now alluded to ; men who have spent their

best years and their paternal fortunes in the service; vete

rans, who have been used to reason upon honest Confidence

that their zeal would be repaid by the protection of Govern

ment to their offspring; with honest pride that their hoys

had blood and education to deserve it Commissions to men!

of this description are debts of justice from the State; but

what would be the answer upon this new system ? Where is

your money ? Commissions ! they are funk in the new

ways and means—in the Stock Rxch.tnge of Whitehall.^—

One would plead, his father lost a limb at such a battle; an

other, his father had an eye beat out at such a siege. Why,

Sir, the clerks would laugh in their faces ; legs and arms beat

no price, they would be told ;—we cannot bate you a gui

nea for a wole chaniel house of old family bones; v*ehave

had an hundred independent companies ; they have cost the

nation fro.n two to two hundred and fifty thousand pounds ;

who knows how many more may be wanted ! We must have

a set-off for the House of Commons ; where is your mo

ney ?

E 2 There
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There was one other topic the General thought of great

importance : he should, however, only touch it, because, if

he was right, it would be taken up by gentlemen much more

able to treat it. He meant, that the measure of selling the

vacant commissions, was perfectly unconstitutional, in the

light of raising money independently of Parliament. We

were blessed with a King, in wiiose hands the constitution

was safe ; nor did he mean, though he opposed the present

Ministers, to insinuate they had designs against it ; but it

was in good times, when there was no cause for suspicion,

that the House ought to be cautious of innovation; and he

saw no reason, why a wicked Minister hereafter might not,

upon this precedent, advise a sale of military rank, by bre

vet, to any extent.

After resting some time upon this subject, the General

concluded with saying, that in what he had laid before the

House, he had been actuated by a feeling which he should be

ashamed not to possess ; but he hoped he had spoken without

disrespect or incivility to any man. He did not know whe

ther he was to address that profession to the present or the

absent. It was the misfortune of the army, and of the na

tion, to have no visible military adviler of the Crown. The

honourable Secretary, it was true, stood forth a volunteer

the last year, to answer for the conduct of the military de

partment: it was a gallant undertaking, and gallantly the

honourable Secretary had gone through it in the present in

stance. He would, nevertheless, advise the honourable Se

cretary, (and it was no unfriendly counsel) upon the next

augmentation, to call in other assistance. If there was to be

no Commander in Chief, there was yet a Board of War—a

most respectable Board ofGeneral Officers, not one of whom,

excepting the unworthy individual then speaking, was not

qualified to give found and sufficient opinion in the greatest

points of the military establishment. That Board was fre

quently summoned; it was frequently employed to consider

of hats and halberts, and other very necessary hut small obi

jects of the service; but it could not pass without observation,

that when a consideration of the magnitude os a levy of fif

teen thousand men was in question, a Board of War-Office

clerks seemed to have been thought the more proper council.

He instanced a noble Duke at the head of the Ordnance,

who, with all his knowledge and Weight in his department,

had not disdained to call in such council. He recommended

to the honourable Secretary to follow the example, and pro

nounced, that for wnnt of it, the first measure of the inde

pendent companies had been founded in wanton prodigality,

the last in disgraceful parsimony.
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The Secretary at War declared that he was far from assent- Secretary

ing to the supposed justice of the idea, that to consult the at War.

Board of General Officers on every occasion, could not be

improper; and he apprehended that to put the command of

the army into commission, which such perpetual consulta

tions must absolutely effect, would prove as unconstitutional

as any point which the honourable General had alledged

against the mode of levying the independent companies. The

War Office had never used the language imputed to it by the

honourable General. Officers, on applying there, had ne

ver been told, " Bring us the money." But the uniform

language was, " The Public wants men, and wants them

" immediately. If you can give us such assurances as we can 1

" rely on, that you have the means of raising the number

ft for which you are willing to engage, within a limited

" time, you will do an essential service to your country ;

** but we request, that you will undertake nothing which

«' you are not certain of being able to execute." Such had

been the language of the War Office. No question was

asked, with a view to giving rank to one officer in preference

to another; and if the honourable General knew of any in

stance of such partiality, he requested him to state it. With

regard to the terms of the letters of service having been dis- *

pensed with in particular instances, by pasting men above

the age prescribed, he had heard of no example of this kind,

nor did it fall within his department to ohserve it. This he

knew, that the officer under whose inspection the men were

to pass, (Colonel Fox) was an officer, of whom, without

naming him, he might he allowed to fay, that one in whom

confidence might be more properly reposed, could not have

been appointed. Under that officer s inspection, he did not

believe that any such irregularity had taken place, much less

that it had been allowed partially, or as a matter of favour

so any individual. The sale of the commissions, which had

been so much insisted on, were not taken out of the com

mon course, which hi conceived to be a full and complete

answer to all which had been said against it. The whole,

then, amounted to this, that the recruiting of the old regi

ments went on so flowlv, as made it evident that the neces

sary number of men could not be obtained within the time

required, and Government had recurred to raising indepen

dent companies as the least expensive, and the most effectual

remedy.

This, he said, they had done with no view to increasing

patronage; for, the companies, as fast as they were raised,

were to be attached to old regiments, and to be employed as

the recruiting companies of the regiments on actual service.

He

0.
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He was ready to bear testimony to the gallantry and the pub

lic spirit of the noble Lord (Rawdon) whom the honourable

General had mentioned as offering to raise a regiment ; but

the Committee would recollect, that the noble Lord stipu

lated for the appointment of all the officers; and he could

not fee what difference it made to the Public, whether the

Colonel of a regiment, or the Crown, nominated the of

ficers.

Geneial General Burgoyne disavowed having glanced, in the most

Burgoyne remote degree, at any failure in the conduct of Colonel

Fox in passing recruits. He spoke of Colonel Fox in the

highest terms of praise, and explained, that in the instance

to which he had alluded of enlisting invalids, the men had

not come under the inspection of Colonel Fox.

The right honourable Secretary, the General said, must re

collect, that the officers of the regiment which Lord Raw

don offered to raise, were all, except one, to be taken from

the half pay, without being raised to any higher rank than

they held before; so that the half-pay list would have been

relieved in the first instance, and no addition made to it

when the regiment was reduced. It was singular, that the

Board of General Officers should be consulted on trifling al

terations of arms and cloathing, and yet be considered as

unfit to advise on the best mode of recruiting the army. Cer

tain, however, he was, that if they were to be consulted,

the raising of independent companies, on the principle of the

last, would prove a measure upon which, least of all others,

they could bestow their encomiums.

Lord Lord Fielding remarked that, in his opinion, the two most

Fielding, adviseable modes of recruiting the army, on an emergency,

were, first, by appointing an additional Field Officer to each

regiment. It was well known that the Colonel was, in ge

neral, scarcely more than the proprietor of a regiment, and

had very little to do with the command of it ; and, on ac

tual service, one orboth of its Field Officers was often at a

distance from it. The appointment of a third Field Officer

would, therefore, prove a general advantage ; and by this

alone, with the several promotions to which it would make

an opening, a very considerable number of recruits might be

expeditioufly obtained. The second mode was that adop ed

by William Duke of Cumberland, a great, though not al

ways a victorious General, of adding a second battalion to-

old regiments.

Having had, he observed, the honour of raising a company

in the late war, which, as well as the regiment to which it

belonged, was complete, he could, from his own experience,

affirm,
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affirm, that men were expeditioufly obtained by raising new

regiments.

Colonel Tarleion remarked, that it was evident, from the Colonel

able arguments which had been urged on that fide of the Tarletoiu

House, and the little answer which had been given from the

other, that the mode adopted was an improper mode of

raising men for His Majesty's army. The measure slated by

his right honourable friend, at the end of the war, as a fit

peace establishment, was what would have best suited the

finances and general situation of th-f country. It had been

contended at that time, by the honourable gentlemen now oh

the other side, that it was proper to reduce the army to a

skeleton in point of strength, without reducing their num

bers. This system had been in consequence adopted ; but it

had of late been departed from, and a mode pursued in its

stead, which was pregnant with mischief to the service, and

dangerous to the constitution of the country. There was

no Commander in Chief, who might be responsible to the

country; whence no encouragement was given to the old

regiments to recruit their former vigour ; but, according to

the novel system adopted at the War Office, independent

companies were to be raised, and this was holden out as the

best and most expeditious way of obtaining recruits for the

army. If, instead of young officers, the Colonel's of the

old regiments had been called upon, would they not have

taken the most effectual means for ensuring success to the

public service ? Would they have been forgetful of all the

reputation and glory they had formerly acquired in the army?

Another essential point to be observed was, that the different

marching regiments had been named from the different coun

ties of England, and would not those counties have been for

ward in furnishing recruits to their own regiments, than to

the crimps of brokers in commissions ? By holding out patro

nage to young men at the commencement of the service, the

War Office had occasioned great profusion and unnecessary

expence. The other side of the House had asserted one

thing;, and that side had asserted another. The other side of

the House now declared that the independent companies were

designed to have been incorporated into the old regiments.

Put, from reason and calculation, the Colonel flattered him

self that he could have proved, that if this countsy had been

involved in a war, those corps would have remained 3S in

dependent companies, and would have greatly extended the

patronage of His Majesty's Ministers. He reprobated the

ineasure as one of the frightful features of that conduct which

had ended in an obnoxious convention. He asked, if twenty

guineas a man were tobegiven at the commencement of a war,

where
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where were we to find men, and at what price, some years

after it had continued ? He observed, that they collected the

opinions and reasonings of their ancestors from history ; but

by personal observation, they were able to speculate and en

quire into the character of their contemporaries : and when

the experience of a few years should have drawn aside the

veil which had been artfully placed between the convention

and the Public ; when posterity (he had almost said modern

posterity) should have an opportunity of sifting, and examin

ing to the bottom, a measure founded in ignorance and de

fended by mystery, they would condemn it on every prin

ciple ofjustice and true policy. The few thousand pounds

incurred by the measure then' under consideration, was only

the advance guard of expence; the main body would soon

follow: and he must beg leave to ask, what compensation a

little whale oil or whalebone could possibly prove, for the

enormous expenditure of three or four millions sterling.

Col. Fitt* Colonel Fdzpatrick considered the resolution then moved,

pwnck. 3S tjle fuUest confirmation of his own opinion on the subject ;

and his own opinion was well known to the Committee.—

With regard to what h ,d been urged concerning the necessity

for a Commander in Chief, and of there being at all times

some one man in a situation responsible for the conduct of

the army, and of all military affairs, he was fully convinced

of it, and could only lament, that the rights of the army

were entrusted to civil hands, because whenever that was the

cafe, without meaning to reflect upon the p esent, more than

any other War Office, he was satisfied that injury and in*

justice must prove the unavoidable result to the profession.

Colonel Colonel Simcoc declared, that it was impossible for him to

Simcoe. nave listened to the just aud liberal remarks of the honourable

General (ilurgoyne), without rising to add his feeble testi

mony to all vyhich he had advanced concerning Lord Raw-

don, and to do the noble Lord the justice to say, that, to his

knowledge, he possessed every virtue which could ornament

a soldier and a gentleman. He was not aware that Lord

Rawdon's off;r had been on such terms as were stated, but

he believed that all the officers, his brother alone excepted,

whn was an ofiijvr os great merit in the service, were pro

posed to he taken fiom the half-pay list. Colonel Simcoe

disc nned the usual modes of recruiting, which he said were

twrfold; one by way of regimental recruiting, the other by

giving rank to such men of spirit and fortune, as would take

it upon condition of raising a certain number of men. With

ngard to tlie first, the officers upon that duty were obliged

to refuse all but such men as would answer a particular de

scription, because they cou'd not stand the risque of having

every
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every seventh man become a deserter, when they merely car*

ried on the recruiting service for praise ; whereas those who,

under the otlier head of recruiting, stood forward with their

fortunes to obtain preferment on procuring a certain num

ber of men, it was worth their while to. run all risques, or

rather, by the large bounties they gave, to prevent any.

risque. Much had been observed concerning those officers

who offered their services, on the plea that their fathers and

relatives had distinguished themselves in the army; such men.

ought, in his mind, ever to be considered as the children of

the Public ; sura, he was, for he had known several instances

of it, that they were always cherished, assisted, and encou

raged by the other officers, who gave them the best advice

on all occasions. Upon the whole, the Colonel said, he.

must, in so many words, give it as his opinion, that tlte

mode of recruiting by, raising Independent companies, was, in

cafes of pi eising emergency, extremely desirable, since the:

being by those means enabled to raise ten thousand men on a

sudden, when not a fourth of the number could be procured

in the regular .way of regimental recruiting, must have a

striking effect upon our enemies, and give them a strong

impression of the activity, vigour, and spirit of the country.

The usual mode of accepting offers to raise men, by those

who did not expect to rife higher than the rank of Captains

of companies, he believed, was, to enquire if the parties

were sure of any fortune or allowance over their pay ; be

cause it must,' he mould imagine, be obvious to the whole

House, that regimental pay was not adequate to the support

of any subaltern officer; and if officers of approved merit had

no such means of eking out their military income, an aug

mentation of their pay rnost certainly must deserve the serious

and benevolent consideration of the House.

Colonel Hartley contended that it was striking at the very Colonel

root of an army, to adopt, at the commencement of a war, Hartley,

such a mode of recruiting as raising new corps. He had

known a man who would, at one time, have been glad to

take three guineas levy money in the regular course of re

cruiting, who had refused to take eight of a recruiting ser

jeant, after he discovered that independent companies were

to be raised.

Lord Fielding urged the mischievous consequences of giv- Lord

ing such large bounties at the commencement of a war, as Fielding,

were known to he offered by the agents of thole who had

rank for raising a certain number of men.

Mr. Thompson remarked, that at the opening of the investi- Mr

gation of the present subject, he had declared his satisfaction Thoa

that it was to be considered more deliberately at a future day; on"

and the reason why he had so expressed himself, arose from a

Vqi.. XXIX. F hope
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hope that the right honourable gentleman would, in the in

terim, have seen his error, and abandoned a system of recruit

ing so injurious to the military service, so palpably calculated

to increase the patronage of the Crown, and so wide of eco

nomy. To 'the right honourable the Secretary at War he

was to impute all the blame, not only of the measure but of

the bad consequences which had followed it. It would, he

should im.igine, be generally admitted, that it was the in

variable rule for all contracts to be solid and binding on both

parties, and most especially such contracts as did not bear

about them the {hackles and trammels which the law had

provided for the security of the contractor in ordinary cases,

but which depended solely upon honour and good faith.

The new corps had been raised upon a pretence of asserting

and maintaining the national honour abroad, and yet, in the

mode of raising them, the right honourable the Secretary at

War had contrived to stab the honour of the British army at

home, by violating the conditions on which the contracts for

raising the independent companies had been expreflly made.

The letter of instructions to those whose offers of raising

the new corps were accepted, contained the conditions on

which they Were to be raised Let the House, therefore, see

how the right honourable Secretary at War had abided by

those instructions ! Mr. Thompson declared, that in the in

structions it was conditioned, that the officers' commissions

should be made out from the day that their corps were de

clared to be complete, and yet, to his knowledge, those

whose corps were declared to be complete in 1790, had their

commissions dated in 1 79 T» and had actually received only

the pay of Lieutenants while they were serving as Captains.

This had occaConed loud clamours and complaints without

doors, and certainly with great justice. In conclusion, Mr.

Thompson observed, that the recollection of the inviolable

duty which he owed to his constituents, had impelled him to

a statement of these facts; nor could he drop the subject,

without expressing his surprise and indignation atthecircum-

stanceof the War Office being converted into an auctioneer's

room, and the Secretary at War acting as a broker of com

missions.

Secretary The Secretory at Ifar answered, that he was much obliged

at War. to the honourable gentleman for the notice he had been pleased

to take "f him, but he did assure the honourable gentleman,

and the Committee, that he had never heard of such com

plaints as the honourable gentleman had alluded to, nor did

he believe they had any foundation.

ty[r. Fox. Mr. Fox expressed his conviction that the adopted mode

of raising troops was expensive and inconvenient, and tend

ing to damp the spirit of the army. He wished only to speak

.to
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to two points which had received no sort of answer ; he did

not mean to argue them, but merely to give his opirion,

since he conceived they needed only to be mentioned, to make

a due impression on the Committee. The first of these was

the giving rank to those who got men, without regard to

their standing in the army. That appeared to him to be a

principle adverse to all military spirit, and tending to make

the officers of the British army worse, and less anxious for

the success. The other part was the constitutional point, of

which, notwithstanding its importance, no notice had been

taken. He meant the novel practice of selling commissions,

and applying the money raised by their sale in diminution of

the half-pay list expence. He declared he did not iee how

this practice could be reconciled to any other principle than

that most unconstitutional one, the raising money on the

subject, without either the sanction or consent of Parlia

ment." JP*iad been said that, on the present occasion, it

would reduce the half-pay list expence ten thousand pounds;

but Mr. Fox declared that, rather than countenance a prac

tice so lilfely to damp the spirit of the British army in future,

and so incompatible with the principles of the constitution of

the country, he would vote for the payment of forty thou

sand pounds out of the public purse.

The question was now put and carried, and after the other

resolutions were voted, the report was ordered to be received

■pon the morrow.

The House adjourned.

Tuesday, 2<)tb March.

The order of the day for taking the King's message into"

consideration being read,

Mr. Chancellor Pitt rose, and observed, that he was well y[T

assured that the House would coincide with him in the idea,

that it could not be considered but as a matter ofgreat regret,

that His Majesty's representations, in conjunction with his

allies, for the purposes of re-establisliing the peace of Europe,

on a permanent basis, had hitherto proved ineffectual ; yet,

whilst they felt the advantage of that system of defensive al

liance which had been so generally countenanced, he trusted

that they would admit that a temporary expence might be

wisely and judiciously incurred, to prevent any alteration

taking place in the relative "condition of ths powers of Eu

rope, that tended materially to weaken the security which

w« expected to derive from that system. On this ground,

the attention of His Majesty's Ministers had been directed

to the general state of affairs in Europe; an additional force

had been kept up, with the approbation of the House, after

the late armament, because the situation of affairs seemed to

F 2 call
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call for it ; and farther addition was now judged expedient,

because a change in that situation rendered it neceflary. The

House, he was persuaded, would see the propriety of perse

vering in the defensive system, and whatever opinions might

'be entertained respecting the general policy of continental al

liances, or our immediate interest in interfering in the dis

putes of continental Powers, there could be no difficulty in

deciding, that if defensive alliances were to be maintained, it

wasonr duty to adhere to those alliances, and our interest to

prevent any changes in the general stale of affairs, which

might render them nugatory and insufficient. It had once

been a prevailing opinion in this country, that Great Britain,

from the peculiar advantages of local situation, might main

tain her rank and her consequence, unconnected with foreign

powers ; but from the moment that this opinion was. aban

doned, and we had connected ourselves with other flowers,

there could be no doubt but that we were under the necessity

of watching the progress of events In Europe, and taking

measures to prevent the intent and purpose of those connec

tions from being defeated. As little would it be doubted that

the influence of the Turkish empire was of great effect in

the general scale of European Powers, and that the present

dilation of it was such as to afford just cause of apprehension

to all the other Powers whose interest were in any degree

liable to be affected by a diminution of that influence. In

particular, the power and ability of our ally, the King of

Prussia, to give vigour and efficacy to the defensive system,

into which we had entered with him, must be greatly affect-

eel by a diminution of the influence which the Turkish em

pire has hitherto maintained. Any point tending to render

the power of that empire in Europe precarious, must neces

sarily affect Prussia, and be highly detrimental to our inte

rests, as far as they were connected by a common object

with his, the object of mutual defence. Whatever might

prove the result of the war in which that empire was unhap

pily engaged, if it went to increase the power" of Russia, the

effect of it would not be confined to the two Powers alone;

it must be felt by the rest of Europe, and felt. more imme

diately in that quarter, with which, in point of interest, we

were most intimately connected. From these reasons, it

was evident that we had a direct and important interest in

the event of the war, and were not led to interfere by any

remote or contingent hope of advantage. The House was

informed that His Majesty had made use of representations to

secure the interests of bis subjects, and his allies- They

wire apprised that, in order to give greater weight ter his re-

pra'tntatiorts, he had judged it requisite to make an addition

to C& ii*al force ; and it remained for the House to decide

whether
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whether it was not more consistent, both with honour and

with policy, to act with prudent foresight, and avert an im

pending evil by precaution, than to delay the remedy till the

mischief was actually felt, In conclusion, Mr. Chancellor

Pitt moved,

" That an humble address be presented to His Majesty,

" to return His Majesty the thanks of this House, for his

" most gracious message.

" To express our regret that the endeavours which His

" Majesty has used, in conjunction with his allies, to effect

** a pacification between Russia and the Porte, have hitherto

" been unsuccessful.

" That nothing can more evince His Majesty's constant

" attention to the welfare of his subjects, and his concern

" for the general tranquillity, than his anxiety to contribute

" to the speedy termination of a war, from the farther pro-

*' gress of which His Majesty apprehends that consequences

** may arise highly important to the interests of His Majesty

'* and his allies, and to thole of Europe in general. .

" That as, under these circumstances, His Majesty judges

" it requisite, in order to add weight to his representations,

n to make some farther additions to his naval force,-his faith-

" ful Commons think it their duty to assure His Majesty,

" that they shall be ready to make good the expences which

" may be incurred by these preparations, for the purpose of

'* supporting the interests of these kingdoms, and of con-

" tributing to the great and important object of restoring the

*' tranquillity cf Europe on a secure and lasting foun-

« dation."

Mr. Dundas seconded the motion.

Lord li'ycombe observed, that on the first hearing of this Lord

report, Jie had met it with a positive disbelief. He could Wycombt

not thirflc that Ministers would rashly adopt a measure which

came recommended neither in a commercial nor a political

point of view. As a commercial measure, he would ask of

any mercantile man in that House, whether benefits could be

hoped for in any degree equivalent to the mischief attending

011 hostilities. In a political point of view, he could not

think that a dispute concerning the frontiers of Turkey, was

a sufficient motive to engage this country in a war. At all

events, he should resist the measure, until the House was

possessed of a more adequate fliare of information on a subject

of so much importance.

Mr. Coke (Member for Norfolk) expressed himself not Mr. Coke

disposed to enter into the views of the Minister in this in

stance, as he by no means entertained that confidence in his

abilities or his integrity which seemed to actuate other gen

tlemen. The great and loyal county which he represented',

wers
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were also, as far as he could collect, decidedly averse to the

measure. He therefore arose for the purpose of moving an

amendment to the Address.

The amendment proposed that, leaving out the pledges

and assurances contained in the original motion, "the House

" should assure His Majesty of their concern for the hostili-

u ties which still prevail in the remote parts of Europe ; that

*' they did not understand that the possessions of this king-

1 ' *' dom, or its allies, were in any wife threatened; and that

they should not do their duty to their constituents, if

" they were to load them with additional burdens, for the

" maintenance of interests which were neither explained nor

" understood by that House."

Mr. Mr, Lambton, rising for the purpose of seconding the

Lambton. amendment, remarked, that when the House was called upon

to vote an armament, in the course of the preceding year,

they voted it unanimously, because they were told that the

honour of the nation had been insulted. The honour of a

nation was the strongest possible ground for demanding satis

faction by fotce of arms. It wa§ that without which no na

tion could exist in safety, nor long in independence. It was

the vital principle, on the true tone of which, like the heart,

the health of all the other parts of the body politic depended,

and with the suspension of which, all their functions were

suspended. Whenever it received an injury, a strong and

efficacious remedy must be applied; but if this remedy was

applied to trivi.il occasions, if the whole frame was be shaken

on every trifling complaint, the remedy must become con

verted into the disease. Upon the present occasion, he might

f.iirly ask, in what respect was the national honour insulted

now ? Where was our commerce attacked ? Where had the

protection of our flag been violated ? Why then were we to

be exposed to the hazard of a war, with all its concomitants

of interrupted trade, and aggravated taxes f It was impos

sible to deny that the armament which the House was called

on to support, and the purposes for which it was undertaken,

did not look like war, and might probably lead to it. Were

he to give his opinion of the real cause of this measure, he

should say it was undertaken to second the views of Prussia.

What friends had we in the Baltic to protect ? what advan

tages had we to gain ? and where were our ships to look for

slielter, in cafe of a disaster from the force of the enemy, or,

what was more to be dreaded, the violence of the elements ?

He might be told we should possess ourselves of Dantzick ;

but that was an advantage as yet only in prospect. There

was nothing in the war in which we were going to engage to

benefit the couiitry, or to animate the seaman. There was

no recompense held out for his toils, no prize to reward his

hard
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har#hips. The Calmucs and Cossacs were not enemies

worth liis conquest. We had little to expect but bearskins,

and as we had expended four millions to obtain catskins from

the north-west of America, we might now add blood to trea

sure to gain bearskins in the north-east of Europe. How

would the husbandman and the manufacturer submit to the

unavoidable increase of taxes for such objects ? When the lat

ter, working out a hard-earned living by the 1'ght of his far

thing candle, was called upon for his increase of taxes, what

answer would the collector be able to give him, were he lo

ask for what advantage to trade he wa< thus additionally bur

dened ? Of this all was kept in the dark, when nothing but a

clear statement could justify what they were called upon to

support.

Mr. Martin declared, that since the information, which Mr.

alone could enable the House to judge of its propriety, was Martin,

refused, he did not think it becoming to vote for the address.'

He had often heard that Ministers were entitled to confidence,

because they were responsible for their conduct ; but during

fourteen years that he had fat in that House, he had never

known that responsibility produce any good. Could it be

proved that the supplies for which they were called on to

pledge the House, were for the purpose of restoring peace to

Europe, and that the end was likely to be effected, he should

chearfully vote for the Address, but not otherwise.

Mr. rjner expressed his surprise, that as neither our colo- Mr.Vyner

nie* appeared to have been attacked, nor our commerce to

have received any detriment, the House should be called upon

to vote an armament. He would chearfully vote an address

of thanks to His Majesty for his gracious message, which, he

thought, implied, that His Majesty, distrusting the wisdom

of his Ministers, had applied to the House for advice, which

the House was competent to give, and which thry were

bound in duty not to withhold.

Mr. Steele observed, that were the finances of the country Mr. Stetle

even beyond their really flourishing condition, or as low as

some persons endeivouied to represent them, he should think

it equally incumbent on the House to avoid unnecessary ex-

pen^* T hey were now to consider whether the expence pro

posed was a useless expence, and whether it was necessary for

Cireat Britain so to interfere in the present war on the Con

tinent, as to prevent the Empress of Russia from obtaining

any considi rahle augmentation of power, at the cost of the

Turkish Empire. This he conceived to be a question that

admitted of no doubt, from the predicament in which we

stood, with respect to our allies, and our experience of the

disposition of the Empress towards us. We could not for

get, that when we were engaged in an unequal contest, she
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liad projected and put herself at the head of an armed neutra

lity peculiarly hostile to our interests. This he did not state

vindictively, but as a circumstance to (hew what we might

expect from her were her power to be increased in proportion

to her inclination to act against us. 1 lentlemen had no

right to insinuate that the motives assigned for the additional

armament, were not the real motives, till they had the

means, as they had the power, of coming to proof. With

regard to the message being an application by His Majesty to

the advice /of the House, in distiustof the wisdom of his

Ministers, it was ratherextraordinaiy, that when the King's

speech was always considered and always debated as the

speech of the Minister, the King's message should not fall

under the fame construction. That menage had not been

lent, nor the measure to which it related brought forward,

till every other means of accomplishing the object, which,

he contended, it was as much for the interest as for the ho

nour of the nation, to accomplish, had been tried; but there

were gentlemen whose constant practice it was to oppose all'

the measures of Government ; and it was naturally to be ex

pected that they would oppose the present.

Mr. The honourable Mr. Cockt declared, that he meant not to

Cocki. oppose a rational confidence in Ministers, but that blindfold

and ignorant confidence which the House -was now desired to

confer. He wished to judge favourably of Ministers, and

he thought that they had acted well, till the present occasion ;

but he could not think that they had any claim to the extent

of confidence which they at present demanded. After the

chearful support which they had received in their armament

against Spain, to call so suddenly for the support of the

House to another armament, without assigning any intelli-

— gible reason for it, or giving c-he^House any information re

specting the necessity of it, was neither more nor less than

to fay they would.call for the last farthing of the public mo

ney, and for no other reason but because they chose it. This

was not to merit confidence, but to invite indignation. They

demanded money to support Turkey. They might as well

make the Government the Government of Turkey. A pro

cedure of thiskind was not merely running beyond the bounds

of justice, hut it was adding insult to injury.

Mr. Pox. Mr. Fox declared, that no person had perhaps ever shewn

a more complete forgetfulness, or disregard of facts, than the

honourable gentleman who spoke last but one, in his illiberal

charge against him, and the friends with whom he had the

honour to act. Had the honourable gentleman intimated

merely in general terms that they opposed all the measures

of Government, it would have been a gross aspersion ; but

the House would recollect, and the honourable gentleman

3 could
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could not well have forgotten, that this was the third arma

ment within a few years, and he could appeal to every gentle

man who heard him, whether he had opposed either of the

former two, nay, whether he had not given them his cordial

support. We had armed in 1787, to prevent Holland from

falling, by means of a party, into the hands of France. The

event had been decided before the Parliament met ; but when

Parliament did meet, had he censured the measure or the ob

ject of it ? Had he not frequently gone rather out of his way,

to express his approbation of both ? We had armed again, in

the course of the preceding year, to obtain satisfaction for an

injury done to British subjects, and for an insult offered to

the British flag. Would the honourable gentleman say, that

he, or his friends, had not cordially concurred in the prin

ciple on which that armament was undertaken, although

they had desired to know whether proper steps had been taken

to prevent the necessity of it, and expressed their dissatisfac

tion with the convention to which it led ? This was not all ;

there were other objects connected with the armament, on

account of Holland ; an alliance with Prussia, and a subsidiary

treaty with Hesse Cassel. Had they disapproved of either of

these ? The honourable gentleman had said that they would

oppose the present measure, because he knew that, after the

House had been prevented fromlinquiring into the grounds

of last year's armament, on the plea ofconfidence in Mini

sters, pending a negotiation, and afterwards into the merits

of the convention, on the plea of confidence after the nego-

ciation was concluded, it could only be approved by those

who thought proper to repose a blind confidence in Mini

sters, or were led to approve by the partiality of official con

nection. His surprise at the present measure, if possible, ex

ceeded his disapprobation. When he heard that things were

proceeding to the extremity at which they arrived, he had

lent an unbelieving ear, and contended that such folly, such

madness, was impossible. With such measures confidence

could have nothing to do. Confidence in Ministers was, in

deed, necessary on many occasions ; and for that fort of con

fidence, whether in office or out, he had alwavsbeen an ad

vocate ; but even that necessary confidence was only a neces

sary evil, and ought, therefore, to be always the least thai

the nature of things wouia admit. No such confidence as

Was now solicited had been asked for in the case of Spain.

The injury to be redressed, and the insult to be vindicated,

were fairly stated on that occasion ; but, on the present, they

had not come at all t« the point. To admit simply, that

the King, by the advice of his Ministers, had ordered an ar

mament, and that the House must pay the expence, was not

in all the gradations of rational confidence ; and the House

Vol. XXIX. G of
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of Commons which entertained the pro osition betrayed its

duty, and inluted its constituents. The right honoural>l«

gentleman who moved the addres- , had enveloped himself in.

mystery and importance, but explained nothing. Hi- speech

resembled the Ipecinien of .he paragraph writer m the piav

about i- uflia, Prussia, Turkey, and what not, of which the

person to whom it was shewn pronounced that it was well

done, lor it was finely contused, and very alat n:i!'g. The

.right honourable gentleman's speech was, indeed, finely con

fused, bur alarming only in point of expence. When gentle

men talked of the balance of power as a reasoning for arm ing,

they ought to shew ho* it was endangered ; v>hen they called

for supplies to prevent the aggrandisement of Russia, new as

it was to a British House of Commons to hear the greatness

of Russia represented as an object of diead, they ou;ht to

state whom stie meant to attack Was" it Prussia against

whom her arms were to be directed ? She had made no at

tempt as yer, and if it was known that an attack was medi

tated, it ought to be fairly laid before the House. Were

the King ot Prussia to be attacked, he fliould feel himself as

much bound to support him, as if he had himself concluded

the defensive treaty; but not one syllable had been uttered

concerning the probability of any such attack, and therefore

he must presume that none was apprehended He would

state what the former policy of this country, with respect to

Russia, had been, witli a view of comparing it with the pre

sent. Twenty years- ago, when war commenced between

Russia and the Porte, we aided her in sending a fleet into the

Mediterranean, and this support of ours gave her the first

opportunity of appearing as a naval pow er in that part of the

globe, and oi obtaining an establishment . on the Jijack Sea-

It was evident that we felt no jealousy of her aggrandisement

at that period. Towards the conclusion of 178.', the Em

press having previously complained that her possessions in the

Cubar aud the Crimea were not sufficiently secure, took them,

by a sort of Royal syllogism, entirely into her own hands.

His Majesty's Ministers, on that occasion, of whom he had

the honour to be one, did not think it necessary to support

Turkey against this assumption. France and Spain vfere

both alarmed, and proposed to this country to join in op

posing it. The fame Ministers told them explicitly that

they would not accede to any measure of such a nature.

They gave up the point, and the Crimea was formally ceded

to Russia by treaty. Such had been our former conduct to

wards Russia. What had it been latelv? lie spoke from a

very general opinion, although not from direct authority, in

saying, that when we renewed our continental connections

in 1787, Russia was attacked by the Porte, at the instigation

3 of
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of Great Britain and Prussia. Now it was said we were

1 ound to see peace restored, without the aggrandisement of

Russia, when,- if this story was t.ue, we had been the in

stigators of the war. If we were not the instigators, why

did we not prevent it if we thought that we had any concern

in its issue t Would Sir Robert Amflie, then our Ambassador

at Constantinople, fay, that he had been instructed, either

with or without the co operation of the Prussian Minister,

to divert the Porte from attacking Russia ? After the war

began, we employed our mediation, and in all His Majesty's

speeches to Parliament, he regretted the continuance of the

war, on principles of humanity ; hut always added to his

expressions of regret, a political assurance that no danger

was to be apprehended from it to us. Were he, therefore,

to form his opinion, that we had nothing to apprehend from

the war, on the annual communication-! of His Majesty to

Parliament, he should not be accused of laying a flattering

unction to his foul. What had since happened to-involve us ?

Was the success of the Empress's arms so formidable in our

eyes, that we must insist on her renouncing her conquests ?

The dispute between her and us, he believed to be this : She

offered to cede all her conquests between the Neister and the

Danube, and proposed to retain only those betwean the

Neister and the Don ; while we insisted that ihe should sur

render all her conquests without exception. Such was the

proposition which we held to Russia; while, in India, we

insisted, in our own cafe, that Tippoo Sultan sliould not only

make reparation for having commenced, as we said, a war

against us, but if our arms were successful, surrender as

much as we could conquer of his territories, as a sort of fine

for having made an unjust attack. Was it to be conceived

that any sovereign who had spirit to feel and power to resist,

would not spurn with indignation at the insulting insolence

of a proposition so diametrically opposite to what we chimed

for ourselves. We might, indeed, domineer in the inso

lence of a momentary power, as Lewis XIV. had done, but

whether it was in the nature of circumstances, or the pro

pensity of mankind to unite against insolence, it had never

prospered long in the civilized world,' and never would pros

per. Our w hole ground of quarrel with Russia was, there

fore, the tract of country he had mentioned, unprofitable

and worthless to any power, except for a single place con

tained in it, and this place was Oczakow. . Now, had Oc-

zakow been taken in the present year, as far as its value

went, it might have been said to have produced a change of

circumstances; but it was taken in 1788, and in 1789 His

Majesty again assured Parliament, after mentioning the war

as usual, that the situation of affairs was such as promised

G 2 US
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us a continuance of peace. This was an explicit declaration,

of the 'highest possible authority, that Oczakow was not

thought of such importance then as to be deemed the object

of an armament, and a strong presumption that it was not

the real object of the present armament. It might be said,

that the former conduct of Ministers towards Russia was

wrong, and that the present Ministers acted on another sys

tem. But *a$ Russia obliged to know this ? Was it her bu

siness to enquire what w^re the opinions of this Lord of the

Treasury and that Secretary of State, or to look to the ge

neral policv and conduct of the country ? With what sur

prise must she now hear that England, who had aided her in

obtaining an establishment on the Black Sea, who had en-

abltd her first to enter the Mediterranean, and who had re

fused to oppose her in seizing on the Crimea, was jealous of

her power ? If, she might reasonably observe, you were

afraid of my conquests, you ought to have prevented my

being attacked. Conquest is the necessary consequence of

war with my enemy, against whom defensive war would he

ruin. Let not the House attempt to dissociate effects from

causes, or suppose that a power attacked was not to repel at

tack by conquest, if the fortune of war turned in its favour.

In all interferences with foreign nations, justice was the best

foundation of policy/ and moderation the surest pledge of

peace. If then was nothing of a vindictive spirit in our

conduct, the honourable gentleman who mentioned it might

as well have passed it unnoticed. If there was, it applied

equally to Sweden and to Denmark, for both had acceded to

the armed neutrality. It applied still more to the Court of

Berlin ; for the late King of Prussia, it was well known, had

stirred up that combination. But were the late King of

Prussia now alive, would he, on that account, introduce a

spirit of revenge in hjs policy towards him? Undoubtedly

not : it was a principle on which he would never act, and as

much despised in public as in private life. Whatever confi

dence might be claimed by Ministers, none could be due

where they had betrayed incapacity ; and this the present

Ministers had done in the continental connections; for they

had not followed up their defensive system with consistency.

In the negotiations at Reichenbach, when they found the

Emperor dispoled to peace, they had neglected the opportu-

nttv of engaging the Empress by the fame arguments which

jnduc-ed him to consent, and which were then in their power.

They had stimulated Sweden to attack Russia; prevented

Denmark from assisting her; then neglected Sweden, and

tamel ■/, or ignorant ly, suffered an active enemy to be con

verted into an useful ally. Where was the policy of thus

meddling and retracting i Of the armament against Spain,
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it had been said, that we ought not to look only to the south

west of America, but to the north east of Europe. Jf that

armament was equipped with any view to Russia, deceit and

falsehood were practised on the House; but when it was

equipped, it might have been supposed that men's eyes would

not have been so riveter! to the south-west of America, that •

they could see nothing else, or that the Minister would not

have been put into such a flutter by his dispute with Spain,

as to be able to attend to nothing else, while that continued.

After it was over, to what purpose did we disarm, if we

knew that we had still an occasion for an armament t It was

common to hear Ministers glorying in the situation of the

country, while with an arrogant affectation of modesty, they

admitted that many circumstances, in particular the state of

France, had contributed to that situation in which their con

duct had no share. The advantages to be derived from the

state of France had been always considered, by every rational

man, as those ofreducing our expences, restoring our finances,

and securing, fora long succession of years, the probable con

tinuance of peace. How miserably had we been disappointed

by our own abuse ? By the absurd pride of interfering in the

affairs of every foreign State, we had involved ourselves in

expence, and obtained only the hazard of war. Neither

had we been successful in any one instance, except that of

Holland. We had not lowered Russia; we had not raised

Sweden; and between the Emperor and his Belgic subjects,

our interference had been absolutely ridiculous. The allied

Powers had made certain stipulations with the Emperor in be

half of the provinces ; and when Marshal Bender was about

toenter the Netherlands with an armed force, their Ministers

at the Hague wrote to him, that he ought to stop till certain

preliminaries were adjusted. His answer was a peremptory

refusal. They then said, " You must take the consequences,

«« and we wash our hands of the business." He disregarded

the menace, and took possession of the provinces, where, as

was said, the Emperor had shewn a greater disposition to

pardon than topunifli ; then those very Ministers came for

ward, and signed the treaty ; the news was thought of suffi

cient importance to be dispatched by Lord Henry Fitzgerald,

and we plumed ourselves on our success in that which had in

fcct been done without our concurrence. If our allies were

attacked, or threatened, then, indeed, the honour of the

nation would be Concerned to interfere. We had no alliance

with Turkey, and were only called on to gratify the pride

of our own Ministers, and to second the ill-judged policy of

Prussia. How far Ministers were pledged to support that

policy, he knew not ; but he knew that the country was not

pledged lo support it ; and let the House abide by what Mi-
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nisters had declared, and Parliament sanctioned, but pay no

regan' to their private engagement. The conquests of Russia

towards the South could never interfere with the commerce

of this country, nor give any reasonable ground of alarm

to the King of Prussia, whose interest it rather was, that

her view should be directed to that quarter; and Ocza-

kow could be no acquisition to Russia, but for the purposes

of defence. An alliance with Russia was the mast natural

and the most advantageous that we could enter into; and

when he himself was in office, th:- Empress was well inclined

to such an alliance ; bur 'he healing balm of al! our errors,

the hope that our sirst efforts would effect a peace, was de

lusive.

.Pitt. Mr. Chancellor Pitt contended, that our attention to the

affairs of Europe was a necessary consequence of our defen

sive system. That attention we could not give up, nor

^ avoid interfering, where interference was necessary, without

relinguistiing that sv stem entirely- This the right honour

able gentleman was obiged to admit, because he had always

admitted it. It was true that we were not called upon to

interfere on every occasion ; but much of the right honour

able gentleman's doctrine would go to fay, that we were not

to interfere on any. The whole question then was, whether

the present was an occasion on which We ought to interfere,

and that it was, he hoped he should prove on the grounds

stated in moving the Address, without taking up much time.

The right honourable gentleman tri d to alarm the House,

by arguing that the present interference would lead to a per

petual interference; and for this purpose, he connected the

present armament with that of the preceding year, although

they were totally unconnected, both as to cause and to ob

ject. The right honourable gentleman had admitted that

our interference was i>ro|ier in the cafe of Holland, and the

fame principle which justified that interference, would apply

equally to this. It could not be assorted that it was either

unjust or impolitic to prevent the situation of neighbouring

powers from being so altered as to endanger our own secu

rity. This right was admitted by the right honourable gen

tleman, if it arose out of a defensive alliance; but the same

principle on which that right arose, the principle of self-pre

servation, must apply to case* in which there was no defen

sive alliance. We were bound by no treaty to interpose in

the disputes of Holland ; but, from the circumstances of the

cafe, from the probability of securing a valuable ally to our

selves, instead of seeing the same power irrevocably attached

to our rival, .we were iuilified in interfering to restore the

Government, and re establish the authority of the Prince

cf Or.inc'\ Of the right, then, there could be no question,
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and the circumstances remained only to be considered. If

it were true that Prussia, by the aggrandisement of Russia,

must be endangered, and consequently our defensive system

impaired, the circumstances aaually . ailed for our interfe

rence. It was, in this cafe, wife to anticipate the danger,

and to endeavour to prevent that from being done, which,

when once effected, could not easily be undone, so as to

bring matters back to their former situation. The light ho

nourable gentleman had insinuated that Ministers were bound

by ngagements to Prussia, with which the country had no

thing to do, and which Parliament ought not to support.

He begged leave to assure the House, that the insinuation

•was unfounded, and that Ministers were bound by no engage

ments to Prussia, but such as had received the sanction of

Parliament, and by their unbiassed senie of the British inte

rests. The right honourable gentleman had given an abl«

detail of the former conduct of Great Britain towards Russia,

to prove that the present conduct was unjust; but this was

rather a topic than an argument ; tor if it proved any point,

it proved that when former Ministers had been wrong, future

Ministers were not at liberty to pursue a different line of con

duct* so that error once adopted, must prove perpetual. Th«

state of affairs was not the fame as now, at the periods to

which he .had alluded. 1 urkey was then close linked with

France, and we had no reason to interfere in behalf of the

ally of our rival, nor cause to dread the aggrandisement of

Russia. Admitting, for the sake of argument, what he

would not admit in fact, that we ought to have interposed

sooner on the present occasion, that was no reason against,

our interposing now, but rather an additional reason for in

terposing. But, had the necessity been so pressing at any

former period as it was now become, or were* such conse

quences to be apprehended, without a speedy interference?

It was next said, that we had lost the opportunity of bring

ing Russia to terms of peace, when the Emperor was pre

vailed upon to treat. When the Emperor manifested a fa

vourable disposition, would it have been wise to suspend the

negociations with him, at the risk of their being entirely

broken off, in order to wait for the concurrence of Russia?

Pending our dispute with Spain, we were neither so free to

act as now, nor was the necessity then so urgent; and by

endeavouring to combine two objects, which had no natural

connection, there was some hazard, at least, that one of

them might miscarry. But why, it was alked, did we dis

miss our armament after that dispute was concluded ? We

had not dismissed our armament ; for we had kept up a con

siderable addition of force i but as the season of the year

aude it impossible to act for several months, we had not
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-kept up a force of fifty ships of the line, the number then in

commission ; because it would have been done to no purpose,

and the expence would have exceeded that of the present ar

mament. In the aggrandisement of Russia, and the depres

sion of Turkey, our commercial and our political interests

were both concerned. Whatever might have been the state

of the question when we thought that we were able to stand,

independently of alliances, when we connected ourselves

with Holland, as a powerful naval ally, it was evident that

we could not retain that connection, nor derive much benefit

from it, without the accession of a power possessing a great

land force. Russia, however favourably she might have

been disposed when the right honourable gentleman was in

office, although no proofs of such a disposition had appeared

since, was not inclined to accede to our alliance with Hol

land ; and if inclined, could not have afforded the necessary

protection. We then contracted engagements with Prussia,

by virtue of which it was our interest to take care that no

change of circumstances, to the detriment of Prussia, should

occur ; and were it in our power to restrain the steps by

which we had contracted those engagements, whatever er

rors might be discovered in the detail, we could find no al

liance more advantageous than that of Prussia. Was it,

then, a matter of no political importance, that ,a change

should be suffered to take place in the state of Europe, which

wou'd eventually prevent Prussia from rendering us those

services which we had hitherto derived from the connection ?

If Russia should triumph over the Porte, then the situation

of Prussia would be totally inverted, and instead of protect

ing the Dutch frontier, his utmost exertions would be requi

site to cover his own. Would any man imagine, that the

aggrandisement of Russia would not materially affect the dis

position of other Powers ? that it might not produce an al

teration in Poland, highly dangerous to Prussia ? Was it,

then, to be said, that we had no concern in the terms of pa

cification between Russia and the Porte ? Many articles, the

materials of manufacture, we received from Russia; but of

these articles many could lie obtained from other countries;

from Poland, for instance; and therefore we had a commer

cial interest in cultivating a trade with Poland, and prevent

ing Russia from obtaining such a decided command of the

articles we wanted, as to give or withhold them at her plea

sure. On these grounds, he trusted that the House would

perceive that the policy of interposing was as clear as the

juflice was indubitable. But he was told tlut thr House was

called upon to sanction the measure on that sort of blind con

fidence of which the country already had cause to repent.

Confidence, in order to impart vigour and efficiency to Go

vernment,
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Yernment, must be given to those in whose hands the Ad

ministration was entrusted ; like every other exercise of dis

cretion, it had its bounds, and was neither unconstitutional

nor degrading to those who gave it. If, as an honourable

gentleman had said, he had seen no application to the respon

sibility of Ministers in fourteen years, it was either a proof

that Ministers had not been guilty of any material faults in

that period, or that Parliament had not been very diligent to

mark them. He claimed only the fame degree of confidence

which had been granted to all his predecessors in office; and

•whenever the conduct of a Minister was disapproved of, he

trusted that the displeasure of Parliament would operate ei

ther to effect his dismission, or bring him to punishment.

Yet, even with these sentiments, he felt himself warranted

in contending, that there was a degree of confidence so ne

cessary to the very being and support of the executive Go

vernment, that it would prove criminal to withdraw it.

Mr. Burke observed, that as it might be the last time that Mr.Biwk*

he sliould have an Opportunity of delivering his sentiments

on a similar question, he could not refrain from offering a

few remarks to the House.

He contended that there were two points which arose out

of the debate ; and that the first, the question of responsibi

lity in His Majesty's Ministers, was equally novel as the other

which followed.

The second point was extremely new, and contrary to all

the politics with which he was acquainted, either ancient or

modern, to bring the Turkish empire into the consideration

of the balance os power in Europe. Having combated what

he thought an .unqualified degree of confidence placed in the

present Minister, Mr. Burke proceeded to shew the impolicy

and danger of this country espousing the cause of the Otto

mans. There were, he said, introduced into this novel di

plomatic system, certain auxiliary principles of alliance,

which bound us to support our allies against the Empress, in

whatever quarrel she may be involved, though contrary to

the manifest principles of the treaty with our allies, and

which on our part amounted to a declaration of war. If

this were the cafe, there was an end to the independence of

Russia, as it was an encouragement to other countries to

harass, and declare hostilities against her, should she pro

ceed to war against any of those Powers which would be

prompted, on these considerations, to invade her territories.

This was, in fact, a declaration that the Empress had not

power to defend her own territories. It was a menace, that

carried with it, on the part of this country, the most bold,

insolent, and daring language, that ever was used from one

iudependent country to another. Subjection always included

Vol. XXIX. H ' ia



in its idea protection ; but here the principle was reversed; for

England had declared that Russia shall be dependent, and still

unprotected. The question was not whether she .should or

hot dismember Turkey, but whether she should possess her

self of Oczakow or not ; we have declared war on this prin

ciple only. Mr. Burke asked the House if, when Russia was

jn fact at the gates of Constantinople, if the Turks could

require more than that we should preserve their capital, and

procure for them a restoration of numerous places which had

surrendered to the victorious arms of the Empress. If we

had done thus much, did we not do all that our ally, in

confederacy with her allies, could demand ? In such a case,

would not the Grand Prophet offer up prayers in his mosque,

complimentary to the infidels who saved their metropolis.

When the Empress of Russia had made these sacrifices, which

she seemed willing to make, she condescended to do more

than ever a victorious Prince or Princess condescended to

submit to in her situation. When the alliance was made with

Prussia and Holland, it was never supposed that it was for the

purpose of preserving the general balance of power. There

were other views, and these were, that the Empress should

pot have any territory or holding on the hanks of the Danube

and the Boristhenes, Was the treaty of Utrecht ever distin

guished by any such considerations ? No. He was astonished

to see such a system adopted, as perverted the intention of

keeping all savage and uncivilized nations from over-running

the countries of Europe. To carry the Prussian alliance to

this length was, in fa^V, establishing an anti-Crusade. It

was t overcome the Empress and Hungary, whose progress

in religion and humanity, within the last century, were;

objects of admiration, and should be nourished by every de

scription of people who had any pretensions to civilization

or philanthropy. The treaty, he insisted, pledged posterity

to trample them, instead of those morose savages who were

the enemies of religion, and undeserving the protection of a

Civilized nation. What was the real state of the question?

Merely to plunge ourselves into an immoderate expence, to

reduce the Christian nations on the banks of the Danube, to

the yoke of the infidels, and make them the miserable vic

tims to these inhuman savages; if we act in this wanton

manner against the Empress of Russia, is it not rational to

suppose that her vengeance will operate against us, when we

may least suopose it, when the consequence may he fatal,

and another armament required to repel her vengeance ?

The House, at length, divided ; and the numbers were,

For the amendment, 135; Against it, 228.

^ Majority, 93

I.
Th,
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The question on the Address, as originally moved, was

then put, and carried.

The House adjourned.

Wednesday^ 30th March* •

Mt. Powys observed, that as an idea had prevailed that Mr.

neither Great Britain, nor the rest of Europe, produced a Powys

sufficient quantity of corn f r their own consumption, he

wished to ascertain the grounds upon which such a supposition

was founded, and for that purpose would apply for certain

papers. He therefore moved,

" That an humble address be presented to His Majesty,

a that he will be graciously pleased to give directions that

" there be laid before this House, copies of information re*.

" ceived by the Committee of Privy Council, appointed for

the consideration of all matters relative to trade and fo-

" reign plantations, concerning the present state of agricul-

** ture in Great Britain and Ireland."

Mr. Ryder contended, that the Privy Council could not Mr*

give such information, without material inconvenience. Ryd*r

The motion was negatived.

Lord Couttown, in obedience to His Majesty's commands,

made the following report of his answer to the address of the

House :

" The address of this House of Tuesday, has been present-*

'* ed to His Majesty, and His Majesty has commanded me

" to acquaint this House, that His Majefly receives with

■ •« great satisfaction the assurance of the readiness to make

« good such expence as may be necessary at the present junc-

« ture."

The House adjourned.

Thursday, ^Jl March.

No material debate occurred.

Friday, xst April.

Mr. Powys moved for copies of all papers laid before the

Privy Council, respecting the average prices of grain in Ire

land, Quebec, America, and Europe, with the expences of

importation from the several places. %

Mr. Ryder begged leave to remind the honourable gentle- Mr.

man, that the bill before the House did not go to alter for- ^>'d*

mer corn laws, but to arrange them into a permanent system,

and thetefore he certainly did not think himselfobliged to lay

any extraordinary information before the House. It waS

true, that the Privy Council had collected information on the

subjects slated in the motion, but that information was in

complete, and could afford hut little satisfaction to the

H a House;
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House; he could not, therefore, agree to the motion. There

was a mode established by law for collecting the average prices

of cormfor Ireland; and if the honourable gentleman pleased,

he might move for copies of those averages for any period he

thought proper.

Mr. Mr. Powys contended that the bill, if not to alter, was to

Powyj. consolidate, and make permanent the former corn laws ; a

measure surely of so much importance, as to render every

possible degree of information necessary. In the representation

from the Privy Council, many points were stated as facts

which required proof, and the House ought at least to have

before them all the information of which the Privy Council

was in possession.

The motion was negatived.

Mr. Mr. Sheridan presented a petition from the Trades House

Sheridan, of Glasgow, praying to be heard by counsel against the

clauses that respect Scotland. He wished to be informed,

whether it was meant to alter the clauses complained of ; be

cause he understood such' an intimation had been given to

the petitioners by the promoters of the bill. If those claims

were not altered, he should have to present a petition against

them, signed by more than twenty thousand persons.

The petition was ordered to be referred to the Committee

on the bill, with an instruction that the petitioners be heard

by counsel.

The Earl ofCarysfort, from the Selectt Committee, who

were appointed to try and determine -the merits of the peti

tion of Sir James Johnstone, Bart, complaining of an undue

election and return for the district of boroughs in Scotland of

Dumfries, Kirkcudbright, Annen, Lochmabon, and San-

quhar, informed the House, that the said Select Committee

have determined,

That Patrick Millar, junior, Esq. is duly elected a Com

missioner to serve in this present Parliament for the said bo

roughs.

And also, That the petition of the said Sir James Johnstone,

Bart, did not appear to the said Select Committee to be fri

volous or vexatious.

The House having resolved themselves into a Committee

on the Catholic Dissenters bill, Lord Beauchamp took the

chair; and immediately after the reading of the fourth

clause,

Mr. Mr. Mttford observed, that having a. variety of new

Mitford. clauses to move, which could not be conveniently debated

till they were befere the House in a connected form, he

should, therefore, propose to adopt them in the Committee,

without debate, and to order the bill to be reprinted with the

amendments, and re-committed on a suture day.

The
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The Master cf the RolL was of opinion, that if any other Master of

gentleman had amendments to propose, it would be proper to theRolU«.

move and adopt them on the present occasion, as far as that

could lie done without debate, that the House, on the re

commitment, might have as much of the whole before them

as possible.

Mr. Fox said, that he had an alteration to propose in the Mr. Fo*,

oath, and that he wished to know whether it would be bet

ter to introduce it immediately, or to wait for the re-commit

ment of the bill.

Mr. Mitford answered, that the oath had been agreed to as Mr,

it now stood, by the persons whom the bill was intended to Mitford,

relieve, and that he had no authority to make any alte

ration.

Mr, Fox rejoined, that the alteration was suggested to him Mr. Fox,

hy some of the persons interested in the bill, and related to

that part of the oath which diLvows the authority of ordi

nances or decrees of Councils, to absolve from any allegiance

to the King and Government, and from the obligations of

an oath. He next read the proposed amendment, the spirit

of which was universally approved ; and after some obser

vations on the mode of wording it, by Mr. Pitt, the Master

of the Rolls, Mr. Mitford, and Mr. I. H. Browne, Mr.

Fox observed, the words were not of his chusing, neither

did he think them the most proper, but they were the words

of those who were to take the oath ; and as the obligation of

them was admitted to he complete, he should prefer them, on

that account, to any other.

The amendment was adopted.

Mr. Chancellor Pitt, adverting to that part of the oath Mr. Pitt,

which declares, " That no person can he absolved from any

41 sin, nor any sin whatever be forgiven, without sorrow for

" past offences, and resolution to avoid future guilt," here

remarked, that the House, as a legislative Assembly, might

very properly exact a declaration, that no man can be ab

solved from moral obligation and obedience to the law : but

it was totally beyond their province to. require a declaration

concerning points of doctrine which included the forgiveness

of sins.

The propriety of this amendment was also admitted.

Mr. Mitford's clauses were severally brought up> and

agreed to, pro forma.

Mr. Fox next remarked, that there were several alterations Mr. Fox.

either made, or intended to be made, in the bill, to which

he now gave notice that he could not agree, and which he

should certainly oppose, although not perhaps to the extent

of taking th$ fense of the House upon them. It was meant,

he understood, to change the name, by which persons taking
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the benefit of the bill, were to be distinguished. Why any

objection stiould be made against persons calling themselves

Catholic Diflenters, who thought that the name was appli

cable to their situation, he could not comprehend. They

had long been called by the name of Papists in this country ;

but we had also been in the habit of calling them traitors and

murderers, with perhaps as much justice. Papist was an in

vidious name; and he need hardly fay, in an assembly of

well-informed men, by no means applicable, in its strict

fense, to the English Roman Catholics: as such, it ought

, "■ not to be continued. It was also intended to prevent persons

talcing the benefit of'the act, from exercising any patronage,

which, in right of their property, they might possess, or

present to. any livings in the church. This he thought not

only invidious and unjust, but absurd, inasmuch as that

which was thought a sufficient security to the Government,

ought to be deemed a sufficient security to the Church. The

clause in the bill, which denied the benefit of it to any per

son who shall speak or write against the doctrine of the Tri

nity, was such as ought never to have been admitted into

■ . any bill; and the admission of it into this was peculiarly

improper, since it was never imagined, but that Roman Ca

tholics were sufficiently Trinitarian to satisfy the most ortho

dox Divine of the Church of England.

Mr. Mr. Martin remarked, that it would give him concern if

Martin, the clause were retained in the bill. He should feel himself

humbled in his opinion of the House of which he was a Mem

ber, and of the times in which he lived, unless it were re-

. jected.

Mr. Mr. Mitford answered, that he could assure the honourable

$1itford, gentleman, that the change of name was introduced by the

desire of the persons for whose relief the bill was intended.

The article respecting the doctrine of the Trinity was pre

served, because it was found in the Act of Toleration, and

he intended to have left it out, for the fake of avoiding dis

cussion.

Mr. Fox. Mr. Fox said, that as far as that argument went, he re

joiced that the clause had been introduced, because he thought

it a subject which ought to be discussed.

Mr. Pitt. Mr. Chancellor Pitt acknowledged, that to allow persons

Taking the benefit of the bill to exercise Church patronage,

was a point to which he was not prepared to give his as

sent.

Master of The Master of the Rolls observed, not for the sake ofim-

ttuRolli. mediate debate, but of future consideration, that to declare

that persons taking the oath, contained in the bill, stiould

not be considered as Papists, would go a much greater length

than it was meant by the bill to go.
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The Chairman left the chair, the report was brought up,

ordered to be printed, and farther considered on the ensuing

Friday.

The House adjourned.

Monday, 4th April,

The Speaker acquainted the House, that pursuant to their •

order to him on the 25th day of March, he had, on Thurs

day the3ist of March last, signified by writing to the United

Company of Merchants of England trading to the East In

dies, the resolution of the House of the said 25th of March.

Mr. Henry Hobart reported from the Committee who were

appointed to examine the lists of nine persons' names to be

the Select Committee, to whom it is referred to examine and

state the several accounts, and other papers presented to tha

House in this session of Parliament, relating to the public

income and expenditure, and to report to the House what

has been the whole amount of the public income and expen

diture during the last five years, and what may be expected

to be the annual amount thereof in future, and also what

alteration has taken place in the amount of the public debt

since the 5th day of January, 1786, and to report to the

House upon which nine persons the majority fell; that tha

Committee had examined the lists accordingly, and found,

that the majority had fallen upon the following persons, viz.

William Hussey, Esq., William Pulteney, Esq., Sir Thomas

Charles Bunbury, Bart., Samuel Thornton, Esq., the right

honourable Dudley Ryder, Daniel Parker Coke, Esq., An

drew Stuart, Esq., John Sargent, Esq., and Matthew Mont

tagu, Esq. ; and he read the report in his place, and after

wards delivered it in at the table, where the fame was read.

Mr. Henry Hobart, from the Select Committee, who were

appointed to try and determine the merits of the petition of

George Tierney, Esq., complaining of an undue election and

return for the borough of Colchester, in the county of Essex,

informed the House, that the said Select Committee have

determined,

That George Jackson, Esq. is duly elected a Burgess to

serve in this.present Parliament for the said borough of Col

chester.

That Robert Thornton, Esq. is duly elected a Burgess to

serve in this present Parliament for the said borough of Col

chester;

.And that the petition of the said George Tierney, Esq.,

so far as respects the said George Jackson, Esq., disappear

jo the said Select Committee to be frivolous and vexatious ;

And also, that the petition of the said George Tierney,

JLfc}-3 so far 3* respects the said Robert Thornton, Esq., did

appear
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iippear to the said Select Committee to be frivolous and

vexatious.

The following accounts were, upon motion, ordered te

be laid before the House :

1. " An account of the number of vessels, with their ton-

** nage, which have arrived from Russia in the several ports

" of Great Britain ; and also of the vessels, with their ton-

" nage, which have cleared out from Great Britain to Rus-

" sia during the last ten years, distinguifliing the British from

" the foreign."

2. " An account of the several articles imported from

" Russia into Great Britain, from the 5th of January, 1789,

" to the 5th of January, 1790."

3. " An account of the export to Russia from Great Bri-

" tain, from the 5th of January, 1780, to the 5th of Ja*

" nuary, 17QO, distinguishing British from foreign goods."

4. " An account of the value of the imports into Great

*' Britain from Russia, during the last five years, and the

" exports from Great Britain to Russia during the fame pe-

« riod."

Mr.Burke Mr. Burke observed that, probably, the House would be

surprised not to discover, when he informed them that he

must beg leave to present a paper to them concerning an

East-India subject, that, strange to tell, it was not an im

peachment, but, what was still more strange, a petition from

a person who had been long in the service of the East- India

Company, and yet was miserably poor. It was the petition

of Joseph Fowke, who held, during 56 years, an employment

under the Company in India, which, added to the length of

his father's services, made up no less than one hundred and fix

years, and, at the age of 72 years, he found himself in great

indigence. According to a resolution solemnly entered into

some years ago by the Court of Directors, it had been for

mally signified to the Company's servants in India, that if

any of them, after a certain period of services in India,

should desire to return home, they might be permitted to do

so, and in cafe, upon oath made of the fortunes they returned

with, it should appear that they were not worth ten thousand

pounds, the Company agreed to make their income up accord

ing to the rate of 400I. as an annuity. Mr. Fowke, by the

permission of Lord Cornwallis, had returned home from his

station of Senior Private Merchant, about fourteen months

since; he had made the requisite oath as to liis fortune, and

sworn, that so far from being in possession of ten thousand

pounds, his circumstances were so straitened, that he had

not much more than forty pounds a year to live upon. His

casehaH been regularly laid before the Court of Directors,

Who had, nevertheless, refused to grant him any relief ; un

less.
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less it could be called relief that they had intimated to him,

that he had their permission to return by the first of the

Company's stiips, and resume his station in India. It was

very natural for a man, at the age of seventy-two, to wish

to remain in his native country, and await that personal in

firmity which had since actually befallen him. Palsied,

therefoie, as Mr Fowke was, and not having any reasonable

expectation of a long remainder of life, it was not to be won

dered at, that in his 74th year, he should not be willing to

undertake another voyage to India, in order to begin the

world again : and upon these grounds, the petitioner, Mr.

Burke said, came to the House for some relief under such

circumstances of distress and misfortune in the first instance,

aud ultimately of oppression and injustice. Mr. Burke add

ed, that he knew not how the House could regularly inter

fere and take cognizance of the grievance alledged in the pe

tition, but if they had the power, sure he was, that it was

their bounden duty to protect every person employed under

the Government of the country, whether by direct commis

sion, or through the medium of the appointment of the East-

India Company. Mr. Burke, in conclusion, declared, that

lie had no authority to pledge himself for the facts which he

had mentioned as the grounds of the petition ; the Company

might possibly have good reasons to alledge in justification of

their conduct ; and therefore, in order that the truth of the

cafe might be ascertained, and substantial justice be done to

all parties, after the petition had been brought up and read,

lie should move that it be referred to a Committee, to enquire

and report to the House.

The petition was presented and read. The allegations of

it supported the facts stated by Mr. Burke, and in particular

laid great stress on the hardship the petitioner was obliged to

undergo, by means of having been compelled to disclose his

straitened circumstances upon oath, if the Company did not

intend to grant him the relief of the usual annuity in cases of

similar distress in other servants of the Company, who had

returned home upon the faith of the Company's solemn re

solution and declaration to the effect stated.

Mr. Pitt (Member for Gloucester) proposed deferring any Mr. Pitt,

investigation of the petition, until the Chairman of the East-

India Company should be present in his place. *

Mr. Burke answered, that the appointment of a Commit- Mr.Burkf

tee to enquire into the merits, did not tend at all to prejudice

the Directors, and that he had already signified the nature of

the petition to several of the Directors who were Members

of that House.

Mr. Alderman Le Mesurier (the only Director of the Vr L

East-India Company present) observed, that not having had Mesur

Vol. XXIX. I the
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the honour of being in the direction at the time, when the

case of the petitioner was under the consideration of the Di

rector;, he could only speak upon the subject from the in

semination ot others, who were in the Direction at the period

in question; hut f'om what. he bad heard, he conceived that

ha brother Ivireciors could assign the most justifiable reasons

for tail! iionduct. He .bought ic right, however, to slate

to the House, that Mi. Fowke was not in a situation of pres

sing distress, ; if he had not a fortune himself, his son was in

an affluent situation, and ho understood that, much to his

Credit, he made his father a very liber.! 1 allowance. He

mentio.-fd this merely to let the House feel that the cafe of

Mr. Fowke was not 10 tar pitiable as that he ought to be

considered as a person in a situation of pinching penury.—

The Alderman added, that most undoubtedly what he had

stated, did not alter the justice of the case. With regard to

that, the House would necessarily proceed as the circumstances

to be stated jn the report of the Committee should tender pro

per; and as it appealed to be t e genera! inclination of the

House, that the petition should be referred to the conside

ration of a Committee, he had not, for one, the smallest ob

jection. The Alderman, however, observed, that the Court

of Directors were at present full of business ; and the House

.would have their table covered with frivolous petitions,

should they discover a disposition to encourage the piesen-

tation of such as might be offered by the complaining part of

the Company's servants.

Mr.Burke Mr. Butke remarked, that the honourable gentleman had

taken a curious ground of defence for the Court of Directors,

and verv well accounted for unaccountable things, and as

signed the best of all possible reasons for faying nothing, !.e-

cause he had nothing to say. What l ad been the honourable

gentleman's argument against entertaining petitions complain

ing of grievances ? but that the countenancing one statement

of a grievance would occasion the introduction of others.

Could thtie be a better argui ■ to encourage the House of

Commons to countenance petitions of that nature than the

broadly stating, tha' if they listened to one complaint of a

grievance, they would be called on to listen to others that

would not otherwise have been brought forward ? In arguing

that Mr. Fowke, though poor himself, had a wealthy son,

who made him a libeial j\>iovision, the honourable Member

had compl' tely opt ned ti.e policy of the I alt-India Company

and their Board of Directors, [f hrorheis we ^e affectionate,

faren's tender, children pious, and friends kind, the East-

ndia Company were to do nothing ; they looked upon them

selves as absolved from all pledge of their public faith, and

free from every engagement. After putting this i» the

strongest
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strongest point of view, Mr. Burke alluded to the case of Mr.

Larkin, and said something respecting that gentleman, which

we did not correctly understand.

Mr. Alderman Le Mesurier declared, that he saw no rea- Mr. Aid.

son whatever to have rendered it necessary for the right ho- Le Mesu-

nourable gentleman to answer his arguments in terms so ex-rier*

tremely severe. He was not ready, on the part of the Direc

tors, isa man had a good brother, a tender parent, or a du

tiful son, to assign that as a reason for denying him justice,

nor had he said any thing which amounted to such an argu

ment. With regard to his private character, he trusted it

was as little liable to impeachment on the score of want of

benevolence, humanity, or philanthropy, as that of the right

honourable gentleman, or any other honourable gentleman

in that House; and he could not recollect a syllable of his

former speech which wai ranted such an attack as the right

honourable gentleman had thought proper to make against

him.

The Speaker put the question, which was agreed to.

Mr. Burke then named his Committee, and, before he fat Mr.Burkje

down, took an opportunity of declaring that he never had

]ess thought of impeaching the private character of the ho

nourable gentleman, than in what he had said before ; indeed

lie had no intention of criminating any one of the Direc

tors.

The usual orders for giving the customary powers to the

Committee were made.

The House having resolved itself into a Committee on the

re-commitment of the Corn bill, the Speaker left the chair,

and Mr. Bramston took his feat at the table. The Commit

tee then proceeded to debate the several clauses, and Mr.

Ryder, Mr. Harrison, and other gentlemen, prcposed dif

ferent amendments.

1 he first point debated was, whether the exportation

price should be 46s. or 48s. ; in the discussion os which, Mr.

Rvder, Lord Sheffield, Mr. Pitt, Mr. Powys, and many

different Members, took part. At length, the Committee

called for A division, but it was afterwards agreed to take it

on the discussion of the table of prices.

Each clause occasioned a discussion, and a division took

place upon that which confiscates the ship or vessel, on hoard

of which a certain quantity of grain or meal siiall be found,

when not exportable.

Instead of this clause, Mr. Alderman Curtis proposed a pe

nalty of treble the value of the corn, and a penalty upon the

tonnage, at the rate of iool. for 100 tons measurement of

the ship or vessel in which such corn of meal should be found.

I 2 Lord
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Lord Lord Sheffield argued against the original clause, and having

Sheffield, contended that it would operate as a very great hardship up

on the ship owners, said, that he would divide the Com

mittee in favour of the amendment proposed by the honour

able Alderman.

Sir Peter Burrell spoke against the original clause. Mr.

Ryder, Mr. Pitt, the Attorney General, and Mr. Rose, were

against the amendment.

At length, the Committee divided, and negatived the

amendment, there being for the original clause,

Aye?, 64; Noes, 39. Majority 25.

After the division, the Committee proceeded, until they

came to the table regulating the prices of grain, for opening

and (hutting the ports; and that part of the table being read,

which enacts, " That the ports shall be opened for tlie im-

" portation of foreign corn, when the price of British coin

" shall amount to 48":. or upwards,"

Mr. Mr. Poviys objected to the admission of foreign wheat,

Towys. until the produce of this country should be at the average

price of 5 s. instead of 48s. The present bill was founded

unfortunately upon the corn bill of 1773, which repealed

the corn laws that had existed for upwards of a century be

fore, and under which old laws the trade had flourished ;

but since the repeal of them by the act of 1773, the principle

of which was followed in the present bill, that trade had been

destroyed, and we were now become a corn-importing, in

stead of a corn-exporting country.

Mr. Mr. Ryder remarked, that it would be incompetent for the

R^dtr. honourable gentleman to move his amendment in the present

Committee; the only mode which could, at that time, re

ceive an adoption, must be a motion to negative the who!e

table.

Mr. Mr. Paws contended, that it was the fame thing, as the

Powys. Committee perfectly understood 1ns object. He moved to

have the table omi:ted

Mr. Mr. Ryder ascribed the increase of importation, alluded to

Ryder, by the honourable gentleman, to the increase of" wealth, os

population, of luxury, of herses, and of distilleries. He

contended, that the price by which British corn was proposed,

by the table, to l-e protected, would not operate to the dis

couragement of agriculture. He observed, that all the pro

ductions of the earth had increased in price in proportion

with that of wheat, and that a farther increase would not

operate substantially to the benefit of the landholder, since

such increase must ultimately tend to raise the wages of ma

nufacturers and labourers, which would be severely felt by

the landholder, and operate injuriously toot! commerce, by

raising
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raising the price of our manufactures in foreign markets.—

The bill was calculated to prevent an artificial scarcity, and

to keep the price of wheat at a price neither too low for the

grower, nor too high for the consumer.

Lord Carysfort was of opinion that the cheapest possible ^ord

mode of procuring corn for the consumption of the country, tarys ort*

must arise from making the importation and exportation free;

such, however, was not the object of the present bill ; its

object was to secure, for the people, corn, not at the lowest

price, but at such a moderate price as might insure the growth

of the country to be adequate to its consumption ; the whole

of which object was hazarded by fixing a lower price for the

importation of corn than fifty-two shillings ; and less could

not fail to discourage the tillage of this country, and render

us dependant on other countries for support.

Mr. Pclkam contended, that the principal object of the Mr.

House ought to be the supplying the country with corn of Pelham.

its own growth, which could not be effected, as England

was situated, unless the growing of corn were forced by

bounties, or by an admission of exports when the prices

should prove higher than proposed by the bill.

Mr. Puheney conceived that a free trade would prove too Mr.

great a venture, since the House ought not to risk the exist- Pultency.

ence of the people upon any theory, however plausible. He

thought that it the farmers were suffered to be crushed, the

poor would also be crushed; and therefore he should close

with the proposal of the honourable gentleman to increase

the price.

Mr. Bastard asserted, that forty-eight shillings a quarter Mr.

was not more than a saving price to the farmer, and as, by Bastard,

the present bill, they never could expect to obtain more, if

it should pas>, though they might possibly get considerably

less, he was convinced that it would destroy the growing of

corn, and that farmers would turn their tillage into pasture,

to prevent which circumstance to the country, he should

give hi<- vote for negativing the table.

Mr. Ptwy% hegged leave to trouble the Committee with a Mr.

calculation which he had received from several quarters, and Powya.

which would prove, beyond all argument, that a farmer

could not gain upon 48s. the quarter ; since, admitting that

he gave only twenty shillings rent for an acre, his tillage

and other expences would amount to six pounds three shil

lings and five pence; to repay which, calculating that an

acre would produce three quarters, at the highest pnee in the

hill, viz. 48s. the farmer would have to defray these ex

pences of seven pounds three shillings and five pence out of

no more than seven pounds four shillings.

Lord
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Lord Lord Sheffield contended, that if foreign corn was admitted

Sheffield, to be imported when the price was not at 48s., every encou

ragement would be taken away from tillage. He next made

some observations on the advantages which America and

Ireland would possess over this country in the growth of

their corn, and shewed the strong necessity which would

arise to guard against the operation which their imports

might have upon our agriculture; but necessary as it would

prove to guard against them, it would speedily he doublr

necessary to guard against the advantages which France

would have over us in the growing of her corn, unfettered

by tythes and absurd corn laws. The advantages of other

countries would soon put a period to our tillage, unless we

had protecting prices, and fifty-two shillings he conceived to

be the lowest which ought to be granted.

Mr. Fox. Mr. Fox maintained, that arguments from experience

were to be relied on with the greatest safety, and experience

warranted a high protecting price; for, from the old practice

of bounties, and under the old laws, the price of wheat had

decreased, until thebiil of 1773, after which time it increased,

and the country, instead of exporting, commenced, to a

considerable degree, the injurious practice of importing corn.

Those who cultivated corn, ought to know, that stiould they

be unfortunate in their crops, the price would rife sufficient

ly to indemnify them, and, by such means, encouragement

would be given to tillage, and the poor ultimately benefited

by a greater plenty. • Tlie only security to the poor, must

ensue from encouraging the tillage of the country, and that

was alone to be done by g' anting bounties, or high protect

ing prices, which would operate as bounties. The country

was oppressed by tythes, the collection of which was harsh

and inglorious, and he anxiously wished that some gentle

man in the House would attempt to relieve the country from

that species of barbarism, and discouragement to every agri

cultural improvement.

Mr. Pitt. Mr. Pitt argued for the table, being convinced that the

system upon which it went, fixed the price high enough for

the encouragement of tillage, and at the same time guarded

against any serious inconvenience to the consumer.

The question wjs called for, and put, when the numbers

were, f or the Table,

Ave<!, $3; Noes, 59. Majority 6

The remainder of the bill was agreed to be postponed, the

House was then immediatelv resumed, and the Committee

ordered to sit again on Thursday.

The House adjourned.

Tuesday,
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Tuesday, §ih, and Wednesday, bth Aprils

No material debate occurred.

Thursday, 1th April.

Mr. Chancellor Piti, adverting to the election petitions Mr. Pitt

which remained to be heard, remarked, that one 'stood for

the next day, and two for the next week, one of which, he

understood, from the distance of the place whence the wit-

nefles came, and on other accounts, it was necessiry to ap

point a Committee for before the recess, as the putting it off

till af:er would be attended with very great inconvenience

and expenre to all the parties interested. He observed, that

the petition, for which, according to the orders on the book,

i Committee was to be balloted upon the morrow, was that

respecting the right of election lor Westminster. He did

not then see both the Members for that city in the House,

but as the 1 ight honourable gentleman opposite to him was

present, he presumed he might take the liberty of proposing

to defer the ballot for that Committee to a future day, as the

hearing of the petition was not at all prefling in point of time,

and as it was usual for the House to leave off balloting for

Committees to try the merits of controverted elections about

the ut!) of April in every lelTion of a new Parliament, and

they hid already decided as many, perhaps more, than had

been <Wcided in any former first s siion ; he submitted it to

the consideration of t he House, whether it would not be ad-

vileable to ballot for only one more Committee before the

recess, (that for Orkneys and postpone the rest till after the

huliiljvs, when he thought it would at least be worth while

to try the experiment, whether another Committee was to

be obtained or not.

Mr. Fix said, it had been his idea that the Westminster Mr. Fo«.

peti ion, as it referred to the feat of no fitting Member,

cught to give way to oth; rs, upon the merits of which the

completeness of representation more immediately depended,

and therefore, as it always had been his opinion that three

billots a week were not desirable, he had no, manner of ob

jection ro the right honourable gentleman's proposition.

Sir JViiiiam Young having observed that he held in his Sir Wm.

hand j paper, which was in fact a petition from the House Young,

cf Assembly and Council of Grenada on the subject of the

Ibve trade, although it assumed the name of a remonstrance,

allied, that it wa< couched in terms of great loyalty, and

also of great respect to the House, and, if the House pleased,

he would read the contents. Having read it, he moved,

" That the rftper be brought up."

The

3 »
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The The Speaker intimated, that it was not the practice of the

Speaker. House to receive remonstrances ; but the paper being drawn

in such respectful terms, might, if the House thought pro

per, be brought up as a petition.

It was brought up accordingly, and ordered to lie on the

table.

The House adjourned.

F>iday, %tb JpriL

The petition of certain housekeepers of London and Weft-

minster, respecting the charr.cters of servants, was referred

to the consideration of a Committee.

Mr. Mr. Mincbin rose, and begged leave to press upon the at-

Minchin. tention of the House, that a very considerable sum of money

was paid for hemp to foreign nations, who, lo far from be

ing upon a friendly footing with this country, had at present

rather given us cause to regard them in a contrary point of

view, besides, it was in the power of those nations, on

whom we depended for a supply of the commodity, at any

time, by cutting it off, most materially to injure the interest

of our manufactures. He propose;!, therefore, that waste

lands, which at present were useless, should be improved for

the purpose of the culture of hemp, and that the owners of

the lands should contribute a sum in proportion to the degree

of advantage which they might derive from this improve

ment, in order to diminish the oppressive burden of the poor's

rates. Thus, a considerable sum, which, in one year, he

stated to amount to not less than a million and a half, sent

abroad for the purchase of hemp, would be saved to the

count rv, the manufactures would be benefited, and the

country in part relieved from a most enormous imposition.

He concluded with moving, " That a Committee be ap-

" pointed to enquire into the state of the culture of hemp

" in this country."

Mr. Wil- Mr. fVilbttforce observed, that be felt it necessary to remind

hersorce. the House that they would soon have an opportunity of tak

ing into consideration the whole merits of the most important

question concerning the slave trade. In order to form a just

and correct judgement upon it, it would prove requisite not

only foreverv Member of the House to peruse the evidence

which had been taken in the Select Committee up stairs, but

also to read the evidence given before the Privy Council. As

the whole of this evidence was extremely voluminous, it

would require great attention, before gentlemen could draw

the just conclusions. Mr. Wilberforce added, that he meant

at once to mive for the entire and total abolition of the slave

trade, without any other propositions or resolutions on the

subject.

Lor&
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Lord Carhampton deemed it highly expedient that the Lord Car-

House should be made acquainted with what had recently hampton.

happened in the island of Dominica. He believed it was ge

nerally known that violent commotions and insurrections had

lately taken place in that iiland. But he could not ascertain

whether the cause of these commotions was as generally un

derstood. The slaves had conceived an idea, which had been

inculcated into them, that the Governor had a power given

him by the Parliament of Great Britain ; and a power his

Lordship did not know how to express, without offence, «

though he was far from meaning any, that the Governor had

the authority of the British Parliament, and of " Massa King

Wilherforce," for a regulation, by which they should not be

obliged to work more than three days a week, and be paid

two shillings a day, and the other three days of the week

were to be holidays of course. Their design, when they

made the late insurrection, had been to cut the throats of all

the white inhabitants at a given hour at supper, and to pos

sess themselves of the island. It was very true that this com

motion had been quelled by the exertions of the Governor

and the inhabitants. It was prevented by the 15th and 30th

regiments, which happened to be on the island. One of the

soldiers was taken prisoner by the negroes, and cut into

pound pieces while alive. The soldiers at last got the better,

and killed several of them. The ringleaders, it must be ad

mitted, were taken to prison, examined, tried, and, he be

lieved, had now paid the forfeit of their lives. It was proper

it should be known that this was one of the effects of the ho

nourable gentleman's ill-understood philanthropy ; nor, for

his own part, would it excite his astonishment, were we to

lole all our West-India islands, as a consequences of prohibit

ing the importation of slaves from Africa to the West

Indies.

Mr. Wilherforce observed, that no person could rejoice

more than himself to hear of the suppression of that insurrec- Wilber-

tion which had been mentioned by the noble Lord, as well as f°rcc-

of another insurrection which had taken place long before he

had brought forward the business to the view of the Public.

He was convinced that the measures which were about to be

adopted on the subject, instead of raising insurrections, would

tend to quell them ; and he had always done every thing in

his power to prevent any circumstance of this kind, by clearly

distinguishing, what had often been confounded, the abolition

of the slave trade on the coast of Africa, and the emancipation

of those slaves who were already in the West Indies.

Mr. Chancellor Pitt begged leave to move for a Select Mr. Pitt.

Committee, to enquire into the state^of the public income

aid expenditure. As the words of the motion would suffi-

Vot. XXIX. K ciently
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ciently explain the nature of it, he need only propose, that

this Committee be appointed by ballot, in the fame manner

as other Committees of the fame nature had been appointed

on former occasions.

The Speaker then read the words of the motion, the sub

stance of which was, that the several public accounts, and

other papers presented to that House, during the present ses

sion of Parliament, be referred to the consideration of a Select

Committee ; that they should consider and report the amount

of the public income and expenditure during the last five

years; and that the said Committee he also directed to en

quire what the public revenue and expenditure might be ex

pected to be in future, and what alteration had taken place

in the amount of the national debt since the 51I1 of January,

1786.

Fox. Mr. Fox rose next, and having premised that endeavours

had been made by many to persuade this country that, dur

ing the last five years, the national debt had been considerably

diminished, added, that lie did not pretend himself, from any

investigation of his own, to be able to decide or to speak,

with certainty, on the subject. He had no opportunity of

knowing whether the assertions were true or false. He had,

however, taken more opportunities of examining into the

state of the public revenue and expenditure, between Jan. I,

1786, and Jan. 1, 1789, and he felt no difficulty in faying,

that he was perfectly convinced that the assertions made in

another place, and particularly by a most respectable and

noble friend of his, were perfectly correct, that from Jan. 1,

1786, to Jan. 1, 1789, the public expenditure did exceed

not only the regular income, but all income in every shape.

All accounts of that fort were naturally involved in some in

tricacy, and it was an exceedingly good measure that a Com

mittee sliould be appointed to examine them. But it was

very material for that House to consider what sort of a Com

mittee should be appointed for that purpose, and how it

should be appointed. He remembered a Committee ofa simi

lar nature, formerly appointed hy the right honourable gen

tleman, which gave much offence. He did not mean to find

fault with the individuals who had composed that Commit

tee, nor did he mean any disrespect to any one of them. But

the names which composed that Committee gave every im

partial man a degree of dissatisfaction. When a Minister

firetended to wifli for a Committee to be Appointed to give a

air, full, and correct account of the public finances, that

Committee ought not to consist, as the former did, of a

number of the Minister's friends, and of persons notoriously

his wannest partizans, headed by one of his colleagues : it

being naturally so much in the power of a Committee, in

statins
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stating subjects of such great intricacy, magnitude, and ex

tent, to make a favourable or unfavourable report, just as

they thought proper. Mr. Fox declared that he would pre

fer any other mode of electing a Committee to that of an

election by ballot. If the Committee were to be appointed

openly in the House, he should then have an opportunity of

taking the sense of the House on each of the names which

might be proposed. No man would deny, that among those

who sat on the side of the ^>use on which he sat, and who

professed themselves to be no friends to the right honourable

gentleman's administration, there were several who were men

of business, and men every way adequate to the investigation

of a subject of that nature. If the right honourable gentle

man were to vote names openly in the House, Mr. Fox said,

it would be competent foi him also to propose some names to

the House, which if the right honourable gentleman did not

like, he could also take the sense of the House upon them.

But if the Committee was appointed by ballot, this could

not be done. The last Committee, however respectable

they were individually, were no sooner appointed, than every

impartial man had expressed his dissatisfaction. He did not

oppose the very proper appointment of a Select Committee,

but his sole objpction was, to its being appointed by ballot.

Mr. Chancellor Pitt thought that, on the presenr occa- Mr. Pitt,

sion, it would be sufficient to' state, that the interesting ob

jects of inquiry to the country were, what had been really

the situation of the finances from the time of the institu

tion of the plan for the reduction of the national debt, up

to the present period ? In the next place, what was the

prospect in future with regard to the public income and the

public expenditure > What proportion were they likely to bear

to each other? These were interesting objects, and they

were the objects which he wished the Committee fully to

investigate. He wished that a strict and impartial inquiry

might be made into the subject, not for three, but for the

space of five years. If they had confined their inquiries to

three years, it might have been made as well two years ago

as at present. He was anxious that it might be understood,

that there was no one period which he did not wish to have

as fully enquired into as any gentleman could wish, being

firmly persuaded, that whenever the inquiry was made, and

the matter rightly understood, it would be found, that during

the three years between Jan. t, 1786, and Jan. 1, 1789,

the public revenue of this country had exceeded the expen

diture. As to the mode of appointing the Committee, he

did not think it liable to the imputation which had been cast

upon it by the right honourable gentleman, nor could he see

any reason to imagine that they could not have a Committee

K 2 fairly
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fairly chosen by ballot. Was it to be supposed, for a mo

ment, that the Members of that House, in giving in their

lists by ballot, would not consult their duty, and act as fairly

as they would do if any other mode of proceeding were

adopted ? He believed they would, and therefore he fliould

certainly persist in moving, that the Committee be appointed

by ballot. The right honourable gentleman had spoken with

much personal civility of the last Committee, but had ob

served, that they had given great dissatisfaction to every im

partial man. Mr. Pitt here observed, that some of those

who pretended to be impartial men, might be, perhaps, a-

" little partial. It was not by any means easy to decide cor

rectly who was partial, and who was impartial, on such a

subject. He declared, that he could not conceive how dissa

tisfaction could have arisen in the breast of any man against

that Committee, and he firmly believed that no dissatisfaction

had existed. The Committee must report the facts, and the

vouchers on which they proceeded to ground their opinion..

They were, therefore, extremely liable to detection, if they

did not report fairly. For his part, he had an equal personal

• respect for all the individuals who composed that Committee,

on account of their knowledge, information, and integrity.

He was persuaded that when the subject came a second time

under consideration, it would afford the highest satisfaction,

since the more it was revised and examined, the more it

would appear that the Committee had performed its duty.

It was his intention and his wish to procure an adequate re

port on the subject, but he should not controver? the right

honourable gentleman's proposition, that there were on the

opposite side of the House, some gentlemen of abilities and

knowledge, who were extremely capable of throwing light

upon the subject. Undoubtedly there were. At the same

time, however, he hoped the right honourable gentleman

would not deny, but that there might happen, perhaps, also

to be some persons, and at least as many, on that side of the

House, who were capable, and also very much inclined, to

dischaige their duty with fidelity and honour; and whatever

number of Members might be chosen from one side of the

House, or from the other, it was his sincere wish that, for

* the purpose of obtaining an useful and distinct report, in all

respects worthy of the consideration of the House, and of the

Public, they might be selected from both.

Mr. Fox. Mr. Fox expressed his satisfaction at discovering that they

were not to have such a Committee as the last ; but he still

thought that the better way of chusing the Committee would

be by the House acting openly, rather than in a concealed

manner, by means of a ballot; for all knew perfectly well

how those sorts of ballots were managed. He thought tha:,

co1-
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considering the delegation of so great a trust, the House

should declare the names of those whom they conceived most

lit to compose the Committee. ,

Mr. Chancellor Pitt answered, that either at the present Mr. Pt,

moment, or at any moment, the best proof which he could

give that the former Committee had done their duty, was,

that he felt no difficulty in letting the subject be revised, so

that if any error had escaped, it might be detected.

The Speaker then put the question on the first motion :

" That the several accounts, and other papers presented

" to this House, in this session of Parliament, relative to the

" public income and expenditure, be referred to the conside-

" ration of a Select Committee, and that the said Committee

" be directed to examine and, state the same, and also to re-

" port to the House what may be expected to be the annual

" amount of the said income and expenditure in future."

Mr. Chancellor Pitt next moved,

" That the number of the said Committee be nine.

" That the said Committee be chosen by balloting.

" That the Members of this House do on Monday next,

" at two o'clock, propose lists to be put into glasses of nine

" persons' names, to be of the said Committee."

These motions were carried.

The order of the day for taking the report of the Quebec

bill into farther consideration, having been read,

Mr. Hussey begged leave to inform the House, that he had Mr.

a petition to present from a number of very respectable per- Hussey.

sons against the bill in question. They had conceived that it

was likely to prove prejudicial to their trade.

The petition was brought up and received. It contained

the prayer of several merchants, warehousemen, and manu

facturers of Quebec, that the bill might not pass into a law,

inasmuch as, after having duly weighed the consequences of

it, they feared that it would be attended with great injury,

particularly to their trade and commerce.

The petition was ordered to lie on the table.

The Speaker then put the question; " That this report be

'* now taken into farther consideration."

Mr. Hussey moved " That the bill be re-committed."

Mr. Fox remarked, that the bill contained a variety of Mr. Fox.

clauses, of the utmost importance, not only with respect to

the country to which they immediately related, but to Great

Britain. Many of these clauses appeared to be very excep

tionable, and such as he could by no means subscribe to. The

bill proposed to give two Assemblies to the two provinces, and

thus far it met with his approbation ; but the number of per

sons of whom these Assemblies were to consist, deserved par

ticular attention. Although it might be perfectly true, that

a country,
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at country, three or four times as large as Great Britain,

ought to have representatives three or four times as nume

rous, yet it was not fit to fay, that a small country should

have an Assembly proportionably small. The great object

in the institution of all popular Assemblies was, that the

people should be fully and freely represented ; and that the

representative body should have all the virtues and the vices

incident to such Assemblies. But when they made an Assem

bly to consist of sixteen or thirty persons, they seemed to him

to give a free constitution in appearance, when, in fact, they

withheld it. In Great Britain, we had a septennial bill ;

but the goodness of it had been considered doubtful, at least,

even by many of those who took a lead in the present bill.

The right honourable gentleman (Mr. Pitt) had himself sup

ported a vote for the repeal of that act. He did not now

mean.to discuss its merits; but a main ground on which it

had been thought defensible was, that a general election in

this country was attended with a variety of inconveniencies.

That general elections in Great Britain were attended with

several inconveniences, could not be doubted; but when they

came to a country so different in all circumstances as Ca

nada, and where elections, for many years at least, were not

likely to be attended with the consequences which they dread

ed, why they should make such Assemblies not annual or

triennial, but septennial, was beyond his comprehension: A

septennial bill did not apply to many of the most respectable

persons in that country ; they might be persons engaged in

trade, and if chosen representatives for seven years, they

might not be in a situation to attend during all that period ;

their affairs might call them to England, or many other cir

cumstances might arise, effectually to prevent them from at

tending the service of their country. But although it might

be inconvenient for such persons to attend such Assembly for

the term of seven years, they might be able to give their at

tendance for one, or even for three years, without any danger

or inconvenience to their commercial concerns. By a sep

tennial bill, the country of Canada might be deprived of

many of the few representatives that were allowed by the

bill. " If it mould be said, that this objection applied to Great

Britain, he completely denied it ; because, although there

were persons engaged in trade in the British House of Com

mons, and many of them very worthy Members, yet they

were comparatively few ; and therefore he should think that,

from the situation of Canada, annual or triennial Parliaments

would be much preferable to septennial. Of the qualification

of electors he felt it impossible to approve. In England, a.

freehold of forty (hillings was sufficient ; five pounds were

necessary in Canada. Perhaps it might be said, that when

this
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this was fairly considered, it would make no material diffe

rence, and this he suspected to be the case ; but granting

that it did not, when we were giving to the world, by this

bill, our notions of the principles of election, we should not

hold out that the qualifications in Great Britain were lower

than they ought to be. The qualifications on a House were

still higher ; he believed, ten pounds. He thought that the

whole of this constitution was an attempt to undermine anf

contradict the professed purport of the bill : the introductio

of a popular Government into Canada. But although th

was the cafe with respect to the twa Assemblies, althou/

they were to consist of so inconsiderable a number of Me'

bers, the legislative Councils in both province were unlist

ed as to numbers. They might consist of an- number wK-

ever, at the will of the Governor. Instead c being herli-

tary councils, or councils chosen byelectors,is was theafe

in some of the colonies in the West Indies, t chosen b the

King, they were compounded of the other to. J{s t the

points of hereditary powers, and hereditary Inours, o fay

that they were good, or that they were not gd, as agene-

ral proposition, was not easily maintained ; t he sw no

thing so good in hereditary powers and honouias tr incline

us to introduce them into a country whereev were un

known, and by such means distinguish Canafrom all the

colonies in the West Indies. In countries wh they made

a part of the constitution, he did not think it 1 to destroy

them ; but to give birth and life to such prines in coun

tries where they did not exist, appeared to hit. be exceed

ingly unwise. He could not account for itiless it was

that Canada, having been formerly a French ony, there

might be an opportunity of reviving those titbf honour,

the extinction of which, some gentlemen so ir deplored,

and to revive in the West that spirit of chivalwhich had

fallen into disgrace in a neighbouring country.'e thought

these powers and honours wholly unnecessaryd tending

rather to make a new constitution worse than lr. If the

council were wholly hereditary, he should equobject to

it ; it would only add to the power of the KinJ the Go»

vernor; for a council, so constituted, would y be the

tool of the Governor, as the Governor himseUiId only

be the tool and engine of the King. He did notrly com

prehend the provision which the bill made for iroteslant

clergy. By the Protestant clergy, he supposeoe under

stood not only the clergy of the church of and, but

all descriptions of Protestants. He totally droved of

the clause, which enacts, "That whenever ting shall

" make grants of lands, one seventh part of thnds shall

« be appropriawd to the Protestant clergy." bad two
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objections to these regulations, both of them, in his opinion,

of great weight. In all grants of lands made in that country

to Catholics, and a majority of the inhabitants were of that

persuasion, one seventh part of those grants was to be appro

priated to the Protestant clergy, although they might not

have any cure of souls, or any congregations to instruct.

One tenth part of the produce of this country was assigned,

and this, perhaps, was more than one seventh part of the

land. He wished to deprive no-clergyman of his just rights ;

hut in settling a new constitution, and laying down .tew

principles, to enact that the clergy stiould have one seventh

of all grants, he must confess, appeared to him an absurd

doctrine. If they were all of the church of England, this

would not reconcile him to the measure. It might be asked,

why stiould not they have as much as those of the church

of England ? In this country, we had that which some con

demned and others praised; we had a kind of shew, but still

a proportion must be observed. The greatest part of these

Protestant clergy were not of the church of England ; they

were chiefly wbat are called Protestant Dissenters in this

country. They were, therefore, going to give to Dissen

ters one seventh part of all the lands in the province. Was

this the proportion, either in Scotland, or in any other

country, where those religious principles were professed ? It

was not the proportion, either in Scotland, or in any other

ecclesiastical country in Europe ; we were, therefore, by this

bill, making a sort of provision for the Protestant clergy of

Canada, which was unknown to them in every part of Eu

rope; a provision, in his apprehension, which would rather

tend to corrupt than to benefit them. The regulations were

likewise, in part, obscure, because, after it had stated that

one seventh portion of the land stioukl always be set aside for

the Protestant clergy, it did not state how it should be ap

plied. The bill was likewise exceptionable, as far as it re

lated to the regulation of appeals. Suitors were, in the first

instance, to carry their complaints before the Courts of com

mon law in Canada ; if dissatisfied with the decisions of those

Courts, they might appeal to the Governor and Council ;

if dissatisfied with their judgement, they might then appeal

to the King in Council ; and next, to the House of Lords.

Now, if the House of Lords was a better Court, whieh he

believed it to be, than the King in Council, why compel

them to appeal to the King in Council, before jbev could

come to the House of Lords ? Why not apply to the House

of Lords at once ? This could answer no possible purpose,

but to render lawsuits exceedingly expensive, and exceedingly-

vexatious. Those were the principal objections he had to

this bill. There had not yet been a word said in explanation

2 of
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of it, with all its variety of clauses and regulations. Tt

went through the House silently without one observation ;

it also went through the Committee only in form, but not

in substance. Of all the points of the bill, that which struck

him the most forcibly* was the division of the province df

Canada. It had been hrged that, by such meanv, we could

separate the English and the French inhabitants of the pro

vince ; that we could distinguish who were originally French

from those of tnglish origin. But was this to be desired ?

Was it not rather to be avoided ? Was it agreeable to general

political expediency ? The most desirable citcumstance was,

that the French and Englilh inhabitants of Canada should

unite and coalesce, as it were, into one body, and that the

different distinctions of the people ihight le extinguished for

ever. If this had been the object in view, the English laws

might soon have prevailed universally throughout Canada,

not from force, but from choice and conviction* of their su

periority. He had no doubt, that on a fair trial they would

be found free from all objection. The inhabitants ofCanada

had not the laws of France. The commercial code was never

established there; they stood upon the exceedingly inconve

nient custom of Paiis. He wished the people of that coun

try to adopt the Englilh laws from choice, and not from

force ; and he did not think the division of the province the

most likely means to bring abaut this desirable end. In his

opinion, this bill was also objectionable, as far as it related

to the Trial by Jury, and the Habeas Corpus act, which the

Canadians were laid to enjoy by an ordinance of the province.

It was stated, by one of the Counsel at the bar, that either

the ordinance which gave the inhabitants the trial bv jury, or

that which afforded them the benefit of the Habeas Corpus

act, would expire before this bill could pass into a law. If

this were true, it was an objection to the bill, and ought to

be remedied. He trusted that the House would also seriousty

consider the particular situation of Canada. It was not to

be compared to the West Indies; it was a country of a diffe

rent nature; it did not consist of a few white inhabitants,

and a number of slaves; but it was a country of great grow

ing population, which had increased very much, and which,

he hoped, would increase much more. It was a country as

capable of enjoy ing political freedom, in its, utmost extent, as

any other country on the face of the globe. This country

was situated near the colonies of North America : all their

animosity and bitterness on the quarrel between them and

Great Britain was now over; and he believed that there were

very few people among those colonies, who would not be

ready to admit every person belonging to this country into a

participation of all their privileges, and would receive them

Vol. XXIX. L with
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with open arms. The Governments now established in North

America were, in his Opinion, the best adapted to the situation

of the people who lived under them, of any of the Govern

ments of the ancient or modern world : and when we had a

colony like this, capable of freedom, and capable of a great

increase of population, it was material that the inhabitants

should have nothing to look to ampng their neighbours to

excite their envy. Canada must be preserved in its adherence

to Great Britain, by the choice of its inhabitants, and it

could not possibly be kept by any other means. But it must

be felt by the inhabitants that their situation was not worse

than that of their neighbours. He wished them to be in

such a situation as to have nothing to envy in any part of the

King's dominions. But this would never prove the cafe un

der a bill which held out to them something like the shadow

of the British constitution, but denied them the substance.

Where the principles of liberty were gaining ground, which

would increase, in consequence of the general diffusion of li

terature and knowledge in the world, they should have a Go

vernment as agreeable to the genuine principles of freedom,

as was consistent with the nature of circumstances. He did

not think that the Government intended to be established by

the bill, would prove such a Government; and this was his

principal motive for opposing it. The legislative Councils

ought to be totally free, and repeatedly chosen, in a manner

as much independent of the Governor as the nature of a co

lony would admit. Those, he conceived, would be the

best; but if not, they should have their seats for life; be

appointed by the King, consist of a limited number, and pos

sess no hereditary honours. Those honours might be very

proper, and of great utility, in countries where they had ex

isted by long custom; but, in his opinion, they were not fit

to be introduced where they had no original existence; where

there was no particular reason for introducing them, arising

from the nature of the country, its extent, its state of im

provement, or its peculiar customs; where, instead of attract

ing respect, they might excite envy ; and as but few could

enjoy them, those who did not, might be induced to form an

unfavourable comparison between their own situation and

that o'f their neighbours, among whom no such distinctions

were known. Even whilst he felt himself perfectly desirous

ofestablishing a permanent provision for the clergy, he could

not think of making for them a provision so considerable, as

was unknown in any country of Europe, where the species of

religion to be provided for prevailed. It was upon these

grounds which he had slated, that he felt himself justified in

seconding the motion of his honourable friend (Mr. Hussey .)
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Mr. Chancellor Pitt said thar, although he did not feel Mr. Pitt,

himself inclined to oppose the motion, he could not avoid

expressing his regret that the clauses which were objected

against, had not attracted the attention of gentlemen On an

earlier day. At any rate, it was not owing to any fault of

his that the bill had not been fully discussed in the former

stages of it : but, considering it, as he did, to be of very

great importance to form a system for the government of a

colony, which, both in point of duty and interest, they were

bound to do, he professed himself to be extremely anxious to

court all opportunity of receiving every species ot observation

and information which could be obtained upon the subject ;

and therefore he acquiesced in the re-commitment of the bill.

As to the first objection of the right honourable gentleman

against the manner of forming the Assemblies, he must con

fess that it was certainly his wish that the Assemblies in both

Provinces might prove numerous enough to answer all the

purposes of a popular Assembly, as far as the circumstances

of the two provinces were properly qualified for that situation.

But he doubted very much, according to the present state of

the colony, and the population in that province, whether the

Assemblies could be lendered more numerous than was pro

posed. The House would, however, have the goodness to

consider, that there was not the smallest idea that the Assem

blies should not be increased, when the population ofthe pro

vince increased. The Assemblies undoubtedly ought to be

extended with the growing population of Canada. He be

lieved that a very numerous representative body was in no

respect desirable, and they ought always to bear some pro

portion to the circumstances of the country. With regard

to the duration of the Assemblies, a House of Assembly for

seven years would surely prove better than for a shorter pe

riod. In the other colonies, the Council and Assembly were

constituted in such a manner, as to invest the Governor

with more influence than would be given to him by the pre

sent bill. If the Assembly was not properly constituted at

first, it must be recollected that it was subject to revision,

and that it might easily afterwards he altered. There was

nothing to hinder the Parliament of Great Britain from cor

recting any point which might hereafter appear to want cor

rection. As to the Legislative Council, he totally and en

tirely differed from the right honourable gentleman, who

thought it would be better if it were to be an elective Council,

in the manner which had been lately established in America.

He did not think it was the business of that House to discuss

what was the best constitution of Government • for France,

for America, onsor any foreign country ; and this had been a

\ L 2 reaso*
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reason why he had always declined making any remarks con

cerning the affairs of France. Whether France had chosen

Well for itself, or whether America had chosen well for it

self, he had ho difficulty in declaring, that the English con

stitution which we had chosen, was in its principle the best

for us ; better than any of those republican principles. He

said he did not mean to use the word republican as an ob

noxious term, but none of those republican principles which

the right honouruHe gentleman had described as the conse

quence ot a greater extension of learning and light, and

which, he had said, shone in the constitutions of Franee and

America, could improve the constitution of Britain. They

did not appear to be such as, if adopted by us, or any of our

colonies, would beany improMement of our constitution, but

the reverse. An aristocratical principle being one part of our

mixed Government, he thought it proper that there should

be such a Council in Canada as was provided for by the bill,

and which might answer to that part of the British consti

tution which composed the other House of Parliament. With

respect to the Protestant clergy, he wished to make an ade

quate provision for them, so that they might be supported in

as respectable a situation as possible. The giving them a cer

tain portion of land was the most eligible mode of supporting

the clergy which had occurred to his mind ; and as to the

proportion of one seventh, whether it was or was not too

much, if it turned out to be too much in future, the state of

the land appropriated to the clergy, like every thing else pro

vided by he bill, was subject to a revision. At present, he

imagined t!>at no man could think that one seventh part was

unreasonable; and it was to be recollected that one seventh

had almost grown into an established custom, where land had

been given in commutation for tythes. One tenth of the

produce which took place in England, must be confessed to

be a far greater provision than one seventh of land. As to

the division of the province, it was, in a great measure, the

fundamental part of t^ie bill ; and he had no scruple to de

clare that he considered it as the most material and essential

part of it. He agreed with the right honourable gentleman,

in thinking it extremely desirable that the inhabitants of Ca

nada should be united, and led universally to prefer the Eng

lish constitution and the English laws. Dividing the pro

vince, he considered to be the most likely means to effect this

purpose, since by so doing, the French subjects would be sen

sible that the British Government had no intention of forcing

the Englisti laws upon them, and therefore they would, with

more facility, look at the operation and effect ot those laws,

compare them with the operation and effect of their own,
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probably in time adopt them from conviction. This, he

thought, was more likely to prove the cafe, than if the Bri

tish Government were all at once to subject the whole inha

bitants to the constitution and laws of this country. Expe

rience would teach them that the English laws were best ;

aid he admitted that they ought to be governed to their satis

faction. If the province had not been divided, there would

have been only one House of Assembly ; and there being two

parties, if those parties had been equal, or nearly equal, in

the Assembly, it would have been the source of perpetual

faction : if one of the parties had been much stronger than

the other, the other might justly have complained that they

were oppressed. It was on that persuasion that the division

of the province was conceived to be the most likely way of

attaining every desirable end.

When the Speaker had put the question, and after it was

carried that the bill should be re-committed,

The report of the Catholic Diffeaters bill was brought up,

and the several amendments made in the Committee agreed to

or rejected, with very little debate.

Upon the suggestion of Mr. Fox, the clause which requires

justices of the Peace to commit persons frequenting places of

worship authorised by the bill, and refusing to take the oath

contained in it, was not admitted.

On the clause for enabling Catholic Dissenters, who sliall

take the oath, to present to ecclesiastical livings,

The Master of the Rolls observed, that the intention of the Master of

ti'l was to relieve a certain description of men from penalties the Rolls.

2nd disabilities ; that the power of presenting to Church be

nefices was not a civil right, but an ecclesiastical right ; and

that although the law considered that power as property, and

s i other dissenters from the established church weie allowed

toexercise it, yet he could not, after having maturely con

sidered the point, think that it ought to be granted to Catho

lics, without consideration.

Mr. llinn'bam observed that, although it might seem rathf r Mr.

I.'ange in theory, that a man should be allowed to recoin- Windham

mend a teacher in a church, of which he himself was not a

member, he did not think that any practical inconvenience

could arise from it, as the church had the means of prevent

ing an improper person from being introduced.

Mr. Cox remarked, that the House ought to attend to the Mr. Co*,

prejudices of the lower classes of people, who were not ca

pable of entering into the rtfii e 1 doctrines of toleration, and

*tio, if they saw a Roman Catholic enabled to present to a

nurch living, would be strongly impressed with the idea

'liat Parliament, and men in power, were totally indifferent

"out religion.
° IT
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Mr. Fox said, that admitting, what he did not believe, that

a Catholic would lie more likely to present an improper per

son than any other lay patron, the Bishop of the diocese had

the complete power of rejecting the person so presented. He

had the power of enquiring into his moral character; of ex

amining him both as to his learning and his faith, and of re

quiring the strongest possible test of his sincerity. . Where,

then, could be the danger to the church? All other diflen-

ters, capable of acquiring landed property, Jews, and if it so

happen, Mahometans, were allowed to exercise this ri^ht

of property, for, a right of property it was. Upon what

principle, then, either of security, or of justice, wereCatho-

lics excluded ? On all subjects of general toleration, it was

singularly fortunate for his argument, that in this kingdom

two religions were by law established. The act of Union

wisely provided for the security of the kirk of Scotland, as

well as for that of the church of England, and thus gave a

triumphant example of toleration. Now, it so happened,

that the King, who was by law obliged to be of the church

of England, often presented a minister to a Scots kirk, with

out any danger apprehended from the presentation of an im

proper person. It might, perhaps, be laid, that the two Uni

versities, in whose gift were the livings to which Catholics

were not allowed to present, would object against the clause,

but, with all his great respect for them, he did not, in this

particular instance, conceive that their objections ought to

be considered as valid.

Mr. Titt. Mr. Chancellor Pitt declared, that he felt no difficulty on

account of any interest which the Universities might be sup

posed to have in the clause. He should entertain a much

humbler sense of the honour of being the representative of

one of them, were he not persuaded that his constituents

would have no objection to it on that account. But the

clause in itself was not proper, and would obstruct the pro

gress of the bil!, which they were all so anxious to fee passed.

The object of the bill was to relieve those for whose benefit

it was intended, from the severity of penal statutes, and ex

clusion from civil trust, and stood totally unconnected with

any ecclesiastical trust. .

Mr. Fox, Mr. Fax observed, that the experiment had been already

tried with respect to all othei dissenters, and no inconsequence

found to result from it.

Mr. W. Mr. TV. Smith hid, thnt the Dissenters, in arguing for the

Smith repeal of the Test act, had declared to the church of England,

" We are allowed to exeicile an ecclesiastical trust, and no

" danger ensues; why do you then withhold from us the

" exercise of a civil trust r" The answer was, " We have

'* the means in our own hands of preventing the abuse ot

a " youj
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" your ecclesiastical trust." If this were true, with respect

to Distenters in general, it must also be true with respect to

Catholic Distenters, and an irrefragable argument in favour

of the clause.

Mr. Powys conceived that the experiment might be tried Mr.

without any danger to the established church. The oath Powy».

was upon that footing which thole who were most interested

had dictated, and perhaps might not in general be objection

able.

1 he Speaker said, that this was the stage of the bill in The

which amendments ought to be proposed, if gentlemen had Speaker,

any to offer.

Mr. Smith, Mr. Fox, Mr. Pitt, Sir Wm. Young, Col.

Macleod, Mr. Harrison, and Sir Wm. Dolben, spoke ; when

Mr Fox stating that he had no wisli to divide the House ^

upon it, the clause was negatived.

On the next clause, that Papists should deny the infalli

bility of the Pope, and absolution by Priests,

Mr. Smith thought that certain words, expressing that de- Mr.

claration, might be left out, because he believed that very Smith,

few Papists did consider that as any particular part of iheir

creed; neither were they so blind or ignorant as to trust the

forgiveness of sins to the absolution of their priests.

Mr. Chancellor Pitt answered, that perhaps other words Mr. Pitt,

than those introduced in the bill, might be adopted ; but still,

he thought, there should be some clause in the bill, which

went the length of exacting from the Papists an avowal

that no priest, or human person whatever, could absolve sins

committed.

Mr. Smith proposed that the clause might be altered to

answer the purpose, by inserting the words " except original

sin."

Mr. Fox thought, that in this cafe the Roman Catholics, Mr. Fox.

or Papists, as they were called, were not altogether treated

fairly. The question had been argued, as if the Papists had

acknowledged and avowed all the ridiculous and absurd doc

trines which were laid to their charge, without ever consult

ing them upon their confession ; and this confession had ne

ver been made on their part. In this light, he must con

tend, that calumnies were thrown out against them," which

they had not deserved, and which, if the clause remained in

its present state, they must still lie under: When an honour

able gentleman had mentioned original sin, the observation

had been treated lightly ; and more so, in his opinion, than

it ought to have been. In our own established church, there

seemed to be some acknowledgement, and preventive against

original sin, as well as amongst the Roman Catholics; one

instance he would mention, which was the idea of baptism.
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He might not be so orthodox, or so well informed in those

matters, as some other gentlemen ; but on that poinr of ab

solution and forgiveness of sin, he considered an English,

clergyman to be just the same as a Cardinal of Rome. The

oath he wished to be as simple and explicit as possible, and

thereby the least in danger of being evaded, or misunderstood ;

but, as including in it a religious or a political test, he could

not approve of it, having often expressed his opinion to be

directly against all tests, either political or religious.

Mr. Pitt. Mr. Chancellor Pitt replied, that all for which he meant

to contend was, that some words ought to be in the oath,

which obliged the person taking it as a qualification to hold

an office, to fay, that he did not believe it was in the power,

at the pleasure or desire of any human being whatever, to

grant forgiveness of sins, or absolution for any offences com

mitted.

Mr. Fox. Mr. Fox observed, that however some gentlemen might

chuse to entertain an idea that it was all one to Roman Ca

tholics what oath was prescribed, because they supposed a

mental reservation, he indulged no such supposition of any

sect whatever; and many great countries mult have lufFered

from such a consequence, had it existed, long before this

time. He certainly had a mental reservation upon this billT

and was not ashnned to own it, because he knew it. would

not go as far as it ought to do ; and until another bill was

brought in to go much farther, he conld not be satisfied

that justice was done either to the Roman Catholics, or many

Other dissenters from the established church, whom he

thought deserving, from their conduct, of the countenance

of the Legislature. To this bill he agreed, in hopes that a

better and more extensive one, upon the principle of tolera

tion, would soon be brought forward; if it was not, he

sliould attempt something of that kind, though he sincerely

wiflied it might come from a quarter of the House whence

greater success might be expocted to attend it. It hid been

laid, that this bill included every person in its provisions ; but

he denied that it included him. or any other Member of

Parliament, if they did not take certain oaths, when per

haps they were not inclined to take any oaths at all.

Diff rent amendments were made in the clauses, which

were all gone through, and the bill was ordered lobe report

ed upon the ensuing Wednesday

The House adjourned.

The
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The following Papers were laid on the Table, for the pe

rusal of the Members :

" Extracts of Letters, &c. and Accounts, relative to th«

Settlements in New South Wales.

** Extracts of a Letter from Governor Phillip to the Right

Honourable Lord Sydney, dated Sydney Cove, 12th Fe

bruary, 1790.

" WHEN the Supply left Norfolk Island, the people were

all very healthy, and they had vegetables in the greatest

abundance; they get fish when the weather permits the

boat to go without the reef, and, at times, in such quanti

ties, that fish is served to the people in lieu of salt provisions.

They make their lines from the flax plant, but unfortunately

•ire have not any person who understands how to dress it.

" Half a pod of cotton being found on the island, supposed

to be brought there by a bird, and a cocoa nut, which was

perfectly found, and appeared to have been but a short time

111 the water, being thrown upon the beach, have given some

reason to suppose that both these articles will be found in

some island at no great distance.

** Lord Howe Island has been examined, but no fresh wa

ter, or good anchorage, being found, it can be of no other

advantage to this settlement, than occasionally supplying a

few turtle.

«' 1 had the honour of informing your Lordship, that a

settlement was intended to be made at a place I named Rose

Hill. At the head of this harbour there is a creek, which

at half flood has water foF large boats to go three miles up;

and one mile higher the water is fresh, and the soil good.

A very industrious man, whom I brought from England, is

employed there at present, and has under his direction one

hundred convicts, who are employed in clearing and culti

vating the ground. A barn, granary, and other neceflary

buildings, are erected, and twenty-seven acres in corn pro

mise a good crop. The soil is good, and the country, for

twenty miles to the westward, which is as far as I have exa

mined, lays well for cultivation ; but even there, the labour

of clearing the ground is very great ; and I have seen none

that can be cultivated without cutting down the timber, ex

cept some few particular spots, which, from their situation,

(laying at a distance from either of the harbours) can be of

no advantage to us at present; and I presume the meadows

mentioned in Captain Cook's Voyage, were seen from the

high grounds about Botany Bay, and from whence they ap

pear well to the eye, but when examined, are found to be

Voj.. XXIX. M marshes,
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marshes, the draining of which would be a work of time,

and not to be attempted by the first settlers.

*< The Captain's guard, which until lately did duty at

Rose Hill, is now reduced to a Lieutenant and twelve pri

vates, and intended merely as a guard to the store which

contains the provisions, and which is in the redoubt, for I

am now sensible there is nothing to be apprehended from the

natives; and the little attention which had been desired of

the officers, more than what was immediately garrison duty,

when at Rose Hill, is now no longer required.

" At Sydney Cove, all the officers are in good huts, and

the men in barracks; and, although many unforeseen diffi

culties have been metwith, I believe there is not an indivi

dual, from the Governor to the private soldier, whose situ

ation is not more eligible at this time than he had any reason

to expect it could be in the course of the three years station.

And it is the fame with the convicts; and those who have

been any ways industrious, have vegetables in plenty. The

buildings now carrying on are of brick, and stone. The

house intended for myself was to consist of only three rooms,

but having a good foundation, has been enlarged, contains

six. rooms, and is so well buik, , that I presume it will stand

for a great number os years.

" The stores have been lately over- run with rats, and

they are equally numerous in the gardens, where they do

considerable damage; and as the loss in the stores could only

bs known by removing all the provisions, that was ordered

to be done, and many casks of flour and rice were found to

ho damaged or totally destroyed. The loss in those two ar

ticles by the rats, since landing, has been more than twelve

thousand weight.

" Vegetables and provisions having been frequently stolen

in the night from convicts and others, twelve convicts were

chosen as a night watch ; and they have actually answered

the end proposed, no robbery having h en committed for se

veral months, and the convicts in general have lately behaved

better than I ever expected. Only two convicts have suffer

ed death in the last year. Four were executed the first

year.

"As near two years have now pasted since we first landed

in this country, some judgement may be formed of the cli

mate, and I btlievea finer or more healthy climate is not to

be found in any part of the world. Of one thousand and

thirty people who were landed, many of whom were worn

cut by old age, the scurvy, and various disorders, only se

venty-two have died in.one-and-twenty months; and by the

Surgeon's returns, it appears that twenty- six of those died

fram disorders of long standing, and. which it is more than

probable
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probable would have carried them off much sooner in Eng

land. Fifty nine children have been born in (he above

time.

** In December the corn at Rose Hill was got in : the corn

was exceeding good; about two hundred bushels of wheat,

and sixty of barley, with a small quantity of flax, Indian

corn, and oats, all which is preserved for feed, Here 1 beg

leave to observe to your Lordship, that if settlers are sent

out, and the convicts divided amongst them, this settlement

will very shortly maintain itself; but without which, this

country cannot be cultivated to any advantage. At pre

sent I have enly one person (who has about an hundred

convicts under his direction) who is employed in cultivating

the ground for the public benefit, and he has returned the

quantity of corn above mentioned into the public store; the

officers have not raised sufficient to support the little slock

they have. Some ground I have had in cultivation will re

turn about forty bushels of wheat into store ; so that the

produce of the labour of the convicts employed in cultivation

has been very short of what might have been expected, and

which I take the liberty of pointing out to your Lordship in

this place, to shew, as fully as possible, the state of this co^

lony, and the -necessity of the convict* being employed by

these who have an interest in their labour. The giving con

victs to s he officers has been hitherto necessary, but it is at-

tendtd with many inconveniences, for which the advantages

arising to the officers do. not make amends. It will not,

therefore, be continued after this detachment is relieved, un

less particularly directed. The numbers employed in culti

vation will of course be increased, as the necessary buildings

are finished, but which will be a work of time; for the uum-

ters in this settlement who do nothing towards their own sup

port, exceed those employed so? the Public.

" In November, the Supply sailed for Norfolk Island with

some convicts, and returned after being absent six weeks.—

All the people in that island were well, and their crops, after

all they had suffered from rats, birds, and a worm which

had done them considerable damage, so good, that they had

grain sufficient for.six months bread for every one upon th«

island, reserving sufficient for their next year's crops,

" Early in January, 1790, the Supply again sailed for

Norfolk Island, with more convicts ; and in her passage left

a small party on Lord Howe Island, to turn turtle; hut in

fifteen days only three were taken; so that no great advan

tages will accrue at present from thence. The island has fresh

water, but no good anchoring ground.

" Since the deaths mentioned in a former part of this let-

ler, one woman has suffered for a robbery, five children hava

M 2 died,
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died, and twenty-eight children have been born ; making in

all seventy-seven deaths, and eighty-seven births.

" Extract of a Letter from Governor Ptyllip to the Right

Honourable Loid Sydney, dated Sydney Cove, i^th Fe

bruary, 1790.

u IN order to get a knowledge of the country round this

settlement, frequent excursions have been made since the ships

sailed in November, 1788 ; soon after which I went to Bo

tany Bay, and the five days spent in that harbour confirmed

me in the opinion I had first formed of it—that it afforded

no eligible situation for fixing the settlement, and was a bad

harbour, not affording good security for ships against the

easterly winds, which frequently blow very hard in the win

ter, and which has been farther proved by Captain Hunter,

and the First Lieutenant of the Sirius, when there to survey

the bay.

" After having been several times with the boats to Bro

ken Bay, in order to examine the different branches in that

harbour, a river was found ; but the want of provisions ob

liged us to return without being able to trace it to its source,

which has since been done ; and in the sixteen days we were

then out, all those branches which had any depth of water

were traced as far as the boats could proceed.

'* The breadth of this river (named the Hawkefbury) is

from 300 to 800 feet ; and it appears, from the soundings we

had, to be navigable for the largest merchant ships to the

foot of Richmond Hill > but as the water near the head of the

river sometimes rises, after very heavy rains, thirty feet

above its common level, it would not be safe for ships to go

so far up ; but fifteen or twenty miles below Richmond Hill,

they would lay in fresh water, and perfectly safe. 1 speak

of Richmond Hill as being the head of the river, it there

growing very shallow, and dividing into two branches.

" The high rocky country which forms Broken Bay is lost

as you proceed up the Hawkefbury, and the banks of the ri

ver are there covered with timber, the foil a rich light mould ;

and judging from the little we saw pf the country, I should

suppose it good land to a very considerable extent ; the other

branches of fresh water are shoal, but probably run many

miles farther into the country than we could trace them with

our boats. On these rivers we saw great numbers of wild

ducks, and some black swans ; and on the banks of the

Hawkefbury, several decoys made by the natives to catch

the quail.

« Riph-
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" Richmond Hill (near the foot of which a fall of water

prevented our proceeding farther with the boats) is the south

ern extremity of a range of hills, which, running to the

northward, moll probably join the mountains which lay

nearly parallel to the coast, from fifty to sixty miles inl.ind.

The soil of Richmond Hill is good, and it lies well for cul

tivation. Our prospect from the hill was very extensive to

the southward and eastward ; the country appearing, from

the height at which we were, to be a level covered with tim

ber: there is a fiat of six or seven miles hetween Richmond

Hill and a break in the mountains, which separates Lans-

down and Carmarthen Hills ; and in this flat, 1 suppose, the

Hawkesbury continue* its course, but which could not be

seen for the timber, that, with very few exceptions, covers

the country wherever the soil is good.

"The great advantages of so noble a river, when a settle

ment can be made on its banks, will be obvious to your

Lordship.

" The settlement made at Port Jackson, near the head of

the harbour (Rose Hill) very fully answers my expectations;

the soil is exceeding good, lies well for cultivation, and is

well watered. Six miles to the southward, there is a small

frelh- water river, and 20 miles to the westward, there is a more

foijsiderable river, the source of which I suppose to be at the

foot,of the mountains. The banks of this river, which most

probably empties itself into the Hawkesbury, are high : the

soil a good light mould, and covered with trees; the wood

of some of these trees is very light; they are about the size

of large walnut trees, which they resemble; they Ihed their

leaves, and bear af:nall fruit, which is said to be very whole

some. This river likewise frequently riles thirty feet above

its common level ; it is, as far as I have seep it, from 300 to

4C0 feet in breadth. I named it the Nepean, and its source

will be traced in the course of the winter ; and from its banks

I hope to reach the mountains, which has been attempted by

a party who crofleld the river, but after the first day's jour

ney, they met with such a constant succession of deep ra

vines, the sides of which were frequently inaccessible, that

they returned, not having been able to proceed above fifteen

miles in five days; when they turned back, they supposed

themselves to be 12 miles from the foot of the mountains.

u As the land for several miles to the. southward, and

twenty miles to the westward of Rose Hill, that is, to the

bank? of the Nepean, is as fine land for tillage as most in

England, (some few particular spots excepted, the soil of

which is poor, but bears a very small proportion to the good

land) I propose that tract of land for those settlers which

rosy be sent out ; and though they will be placed at some

2 distance
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distance from each other, for the conveniency of water,

(from one to three cr four miles) they will have nothing to

apprehend from the natives, who avoid those parts we most

frequent, and always retire at the fight of two or three

people who are armed.

" As the labour of clearing the ground of timber will be

great, I think each settler mould not have less than twenty-

men on his farm, which I suppose to be from five hundred

to one thousand acres : it will be necessary to give that num

ber of convicts to those settlers who come out, and to sup

port them for two years from the public stores; in that time,

if they are any ways industrious, they will be in a situation

to support themselves, and I do not think they would be

able to do it in less time. At the expiration of the two

•years, they may return half the convicts they have been al

lowed, and would want no farther assistance from Govern

ment. ■•

" It may be necessary to grant lands to officers and sol

dier?, who becoming settlers, will of course be entitled to

every indulgence ; but few of the officers now here havo

reaped any great advantage from being allowed convicts ; and

it is attended with unavoidable inconveniences, from those

convicts being left so much to themselves, and from their

mixing with the soldiers. It may be found more to the ad

vantage of the Crown and the officer likewise, if officers oa

duty in this settlement were allowed a certain quantity of

grain to support their live stock, until they have a market to

go to, and 1 make no doubt, but that in the third year from

the time settlers arrive, there will be a market well supplied

with grain, poultry, hogs, and .goats, of all which there havs

been a great increase, but killed, from wanting corn to sop-

port them ; and the natives so frequently setting fire to the

country, which they do to catch the opossum, flying squir

rel, and other animals, has prevented -swine from being

turned out, as was intended.

** If this plan, of distributing amongst the settlers those

convicts who are not immediately necessary for carrying on the

public works, is approved of, and which 1 propose, as appear

ing to me the most likely to render this settlement independent

for the necessaries of life, in the shortest time possible, thew

are many regulations which will of course take place."

« Extract*
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" Extracts of a Letter from Governor Phillip to Lord Syd

ney, dated Government House, Sydney Cove, April 1 r,

1750. .

" THE quantity of flour brought from the Cape of Good

Hope by the Sirius, was less than I expected—four months

flour only for the settlement, and a year's provisions for the

(hip's company ; and it was necessary to give the ship a very

considerable repair before she could be sent to sea again, which

was not completed before the middle of January, when I had

reason to expect ships from England in the course of a tew

weeks. The sending to the islands would have answered as

far as procuring live stock to breed from, but winch was not

immediately wanted; and what the Sirius could have brought

for the consumption of such a number of people, would have

been but a very small relief. Howe Island had been tried

several times, and only a very few turtle procured.

" The goodness of the soil on Norfolk Islam!, and the in

dustry of tlioseemployed there, rendered that island a resource,

and the only one that offered, when, from the time which

had pasted since my letters might be supposed to have been

received in England, there was reason to suppose some acci

dent had happened to the store ships sent out.

" I therefore ordered two companies of marines to be ready

to embark with a number of convicts, by the 5th of March,

if no ship arrived before that time; and a proportion of what

provisions and stores remained in this settlement being put on

board the Sirius and Supply, sixty-live officers and men,

with five women and children from the detachment and ci

vil department, one hundred and sixteen male and sixty- seven

female convicts, with twenty seven children, embarked and

sailed the 6th of March.

" The advantage I expected by sending away such a num

ber of people, was from the little garden ground they would

leave, and which would assist thole who remained, and the

fish which might be caught in the winter would go the far

ther; at the same time, those sent to Norfolk Island would

have resources in the great abundance of vegetables raised

there, and in fish and birds, which this settlement could not

afford them ; and it was my intention to have lent more con

victs to that island, if there had not been this necessity.

" The provisions sent, with what was on the island, and

the wheat and Indian corn raised there, more than would be

necessary for seed, was calculated to last full as long as the

provisions in this place ; and at Norfolk Island, from the

richness of the foil, a man may support himself, with little

liiiaac* from the store, after the timber is cleared away.

" As
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" As I wished to send an officer to England who could

give such information as cannot be conveyed hy letters, and

the detachment was now divided, I replaced the officer who

was Superintendent and Commandant at Norfolk Island, by

Major Ross; the officer I have recalled having been two

years on the island, is very capable of pointing out the ad

vantages which may be expected from it, and I think it pro

mises to answer very fully the end proposed by making the

settlement ; it will be a place of security for the convicts,

where they will soon support themselves, and where they

may be advantageously employed in cultivating the flax

plant.*

u Extracts from Instructions given by Governor Phillip to

the Lieutenant Governor, during his command at Norfolk

Island, dated zd March, 1790.

" YOU will cause the convicts to be employed in the

cultivation of the land, in such manner as shall appear to

you the best calculated to render that settlement independent,

a- far as respects the necessaries of life, paying such attention

to the cultivation of the flax plant as your situation will ad

mit of, and which is to be the principal object, when the ne

cessaries of life are secured to the settlers.

" As from the great increase of corn and other vegetable

food, which may be expected from a common industry, and

in so fertile a soil, after a certain quantity of ground is cleared

and in cultivation, as well as from the natural increase of

swine and other animals, it cannot be expedient that all the

convicts should be employed in attending only to the ob

ject of provisions, you are to cause the greatest possible num

ber of these people to be employed in cultivating and dressing

the flax plant, as a means of acquiring cloathing for them

selves and other persons, who may become settlers, as well

as for a variety of maritime purposes, and for which its su

perior excellence renders it a desirable object in Europe.

" You will, at every opportunity, transmit to me all such

remarks or observations as you may make respecting the na

ture of the soil on the island, and point out such means as

may appear to you the most likely to answer the views cf

Government in the cultivation of the flax p'ant, and in ren

dering that island independent for the necessaries of life, and

for the order and government of the settlers thereon, that

such information may from me be transmitted to His Ma

jesty's Ministers."

DESCRIP
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DESCRIPTION of NORFOLK ISLAND.

Norfolk Island is situated in the latitude 290 co', and in

the longitude of 1680 00' east : its form is nearly an oblong,

and contains from twelve to fourteen thousand acres.

The face of the country is hilly, and some of the vallies

are tolerably large for the size of the island ; many of the

hills are very steep, and some few so very perpendicular, that

tiny cannot be cultivated ; but where such situations are,

they will do very well for fuel; on the tops of the hills are

some extensive flats.

Mount Pitt is the only remarkable high hill in the island,

and is about one hundred and fifty fathoms high. The

clifts which surround the island are about forty fathoms high,

and perpendicular ; the basis of the island is a hard firm clay.

The whole island is covered with a thick wood, choaked up

with underwood.

The island is well supplied with many streams of very fine

water ; many of which are sufficiently large to turn any

number of mills. These springs are full of very large eels.

From the coast to the summit of Mount Pitt, is a conti

nuation of the richest and deepest soil in the world, which

varies from a rich black mould to a fat red earth ; we have

dug down forty feet, and found the fame soil ; the air is very

wholesome, and the climate mav be called a very healthy

one ; there has been no sickness since 1 first landed on the

island.

There are five kinds of trees on the island, which are good

timber, viz.. the pine, live oak, a yellow wood, a hard black

wood, and a wood not unlike the English beech. The pine

trees are of a great size, many of which are from 180 to

220 feet in height, and from six to nine feet in diameter.

Those trees which are from lOD to 180 feet in height, are in

general sound ; from the root to the lower branches, there is

from 80 to 90 feet of sound timber, the rest is too hard and

knotty for use; it sometimes happens, that after cutting off"

twenty feet from the butt, it becomes rotten or fhakey, for

which reason no dependance can be put in it for large masts

or yards. The timber of the pine is very useful in building,

and is very plentiful along the coast ; its dispersed situation

in the interior parts of the island, is well calculated for erect

ing such buildings as may be necessary. From what I have

seen of this wood, I think it is very durable. Two boats

have been built of it, and have answered the purpose fully.

The live oak, yellow wood, black wood, and beech, are

all of a close grain, and are a durable wood.

Vol. XXIX. N The
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The flax plant of New Zealand grows spontaneously in

many parts of the island, but mostly abounds on the sea coast,

where there is a very great quantity of it ; the leaves ot

which the flax is made, are, when full grown, six feet long

and six inches wide ; each plant contains seven of those leaves ;

a strong woody stalk rises from the centre, which bears the

' flowers ; it feeds annually, and the old leaves are forced out

by young ones every year. Every method has been tried to

work it, but I much fear that until a native of New Zealand

can be carried to Norfolk Illand, that the method of drefling

that valuable commodity will not be known ; and could that

be obtained, I have no doubt but Norfolk Island would very

soon clothe the inhabitants of New South Wales.

There are a great quantitv of pigeons, parrots, hawks,

and other smaller birds, which are now in a wild state.

The ground is much infested with different kinds of the

gTub worm, which are very destructive to the growth of ve

getables ; they are mostly troublesome about the spring. It

is to be hoped that when more ground is cleared away, that

this evil will cease.

There is no quadrupede on the island, except the rat,

which is much smaller than the Norway rat : these vermin

were very troublesome when first we landed, but at present

there are but very few.

The coasts of the island abound with very fine fish. No

opportunities were ever lost of sending the boat out, which

enabled us to make a saving of two pounds of meat, each

man, a week.

The coasts of the island are in general steep too, and, ex

cepting at Sydney, Anson, Ball, and Cascade Bays, they are

inaccessible, being surrounded by steep perpendicular clifts

rising from the sea. Some rocks are scattered about close to

the shore.

Sydney Bay, on the south side of the island, is where the

settlement is made. Landing at this place entirely depends

on the wind and the weather ; I have seen as good landing as

in the Thames, for a fortnight or three weeks together, and

I have often seen it impracticable to land for ten or twelve

days successively ; but it is much oftener good landing than

bad.

Anson Bay is a small bay with a sandy beach, where land

ing is in general good, with an off-shore wind and moderate

weather; but as the interior parts of the island are so difficult

of access from thence, no ship's boats have ever landed there.

Ball Bay is on the south-east side of the island ; the beach

is a large loose stone ; when landing is bad in Sydney Bay, it

is very good here, as it also is in Cascade Bay, on the north

side of the island.

Duping
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During the winter months, viz. from April to August,

the general winds are the south and south west, with heavy

gales at times. In the summer, the south-east wind blows

almost constant.

The spring is visible in August, but the native trees, and

many plants in the island, are in a constant state of flower

ing : the summer is warm, and sometimes the droughts are

very great ; all the grain and European plants seeded in De

cember : from February to August may be called the rainy

season, not that I think there is any stated times for rains

in these months, as it rs sometimes very fine weather for a

fortnight together, but when the rain does fall, it is in tor

rents. I do not remember above three claps of thunder dur

ing the time I was on the island. The winter is very plea

sant, and it never freezes.

The proper time for sowing wheat and barley is from May

to August, and is got in in December; that which has been

sowed has produced twenty-five fold, and I think the in

crease may be greater. Two bushels of barley, sowed in

1789, produced twenty sour bustiels of a found full grain.

The Indian corn produces well, and is, in my opinion,

the best grain to cultivate in any quantity, on account of

the little trouble attending its growth, and manufacturing

for eating.

The Rio Janeiro sugar cane grows very well, and is

thriving.

Vines and oranges are very thriving ; of the former there

will be a great quantity in a few years.

Potatoes thrive remarkably well, and yield a very great

increase ; I think two crops a year of that article may begot

with great ease. ,

Every kind of garden vegetable thrives well, and comes to

great perfection.

The quantity of ground cleared, and in cultivation, be

longing to the Public, was, on the 13th March, 1790, from

twenty eight to thirty-two acres, and about eighteen cleared

by free people and convicts for their gardens.

PHILIP GIDLEY KING.

London,

January 10th, 1791.

*
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«

An Account of the Number of Convicts which have been shipped

from England for New South Wales, and of the Number intended

to be sent in the Ships now under Orders for that Service: Made

out pursuant to' an Order of the Honourable House of Commons,

dated 9th February, . 1 791.

• • ■ •

Numbers.

Convicts shipped — — 2,029

Convicts intended to be sent in the ships now under orders 15830

" 1 3>859

Treasury Chambers, CHARLES LONG.

1 8 th March, 1791.

Aa Account of the Expence incurred in transporting Convicts ta

New South Wales, as far as the fame can be made up.

Nature of the Expcnc&. Amount.

£• s. J.

+2,271 o 4

4,939 16 8

Nature of the sixpences,

Frpight of. the transport ships, with the expence of

fitting them for the service — —

Cloathing, slops, and bedding —— —-

Victualling and providing for the convicts and

the marine guard, prior to sailing, as also

on the passage, and for a store there, viz.

£. s. J.

Prior to fading - ' - 4)324 1 11

On the passage - - 7,310 12 2

For a store at New South Wales 16,205 3 o

Wine, essence of malt, &c. 381 15 X

■ 28,221 12 2

Handcuffs and irons for securing thq convicts - 42 O 1

Stationary for the Commissary of Stores and Provisions,

and for the Commanding Officer of Marines - 63 19. s

doIs, implements of husbandry, &c. — 3>°5& ° 7

Marquees and camp equipage for marine officers 389 4 1

Portable house for the Governor - - 130 o o

Medicines, drugs, surgeons' instruments, and necessaries 1,429 15 5

Seed grain ' —— — 286 17 4

Carried over - 80,830 14 o
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This expencc has been incurred upon the first

expedition, and is all paid.

J.

o

Nature of the Expences. Amount

Brought over ^ 80,830 14

Old canvas supplied from Portsmouth dock-yard, for

tents, &c. for the convicts, until huts could be

erected — 69 o 9

Hearths, coppers, He. for the use of the settlement 118 10 3

Pay and disbursements of the agent to the transports

employed on this service • 881 6 6

81,899 11 6

Charge ofcloathing, victualling, and transport

ing female convicts in the Lady Juliana,

hired in December 1788, viz.

A s. d.

Paid already upon account - 4>2t>g 18 9

Estimate of what more may be due,

upon the supposition that the ship

may have been discharged at Port

Jackson from the pay of this Board,

at the end of August last - 3>454 3 2

Charge of the Justinian, hired Ln Nov. 1789, for

a store ship to Port Jackson, and from thence to

proceed to China-to bring home teas for the

East-India Company, viz. ■

Freight for two years, the time calcu

lated for the performance of those

services out and home — 7,389 o O

Deduct what may be expected to be re

ceived from the Company for freight

of the teas she may bring home 5000 o o

There remains the sum of

Note.—623I. 2s., part of the sum of 2,389!., being

the amount of the expence incurred on account of

s ship, according to the above estimate, has

been already paid, which leaves a balance due of

1,765!. 18s.

7>724 1 xi

2,389 o o
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Nature of the Expences. Amount.

£. s. d.

Brought over — 92,012 13 5

Pay and disbursements of the two agents who went

out in the Lady Juliana and Justinian l>JOO o Q

Charge of victualling, cloathing, and transport'

ing convicts, according to agreements with Mr.

Whitlock, in August 1789, and with Messrs.

Camden, Calvert, and King, inNovemb. 1790,

viz.

£. s. d.

Paid upon account to Mr. Whitlock '7,463 3 9

Ditto to Messrs. Camden, Caivert, and

King 30,100 a o

47>563 3 2

The total expence cannot be known

until the set vice is over, and the ac

counts are settled ; but it is estimat

ed that what will remain due upon

the above two agreements will not

probably be less than - 20,oeo o o

67,563 3 9,

161,075 17 2

The expence incurred on His Majesty's ships sent cn

service to New South Wales, is estimated to be as

under, viz.

OntheSirius - 45,183 o o

Supply tender 171283 o o

Guardian - 22,924 o o

Gorgon - 10,211 o o

95,601 o o

Whitehall, Treasury Chambers,

18th March, 1 79 1. CHARLES LONG.

N.B. In the preceding account, the charges incurred for the transport

of 200 convicts from Ireland are included.

An
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An Account of the Quantity and Cost of the Provisions and Stores

which have been sent to New South Wales for the Maintenance and

Support of the Settlements there, as far as the fame can be made up.

600 tons of provisions sliipped in June £. s. d. £, s. &.

and July 1789 - 12,034 8 6

300 tons of provisions shipped in De

cember 1789 - - 6,178 4 o

450 tons ditto ditto, February 1791 9,514 10 2

-27,727 2 8

Cloathing, comprehending leather,

shoes, stockings, hats, cloths, Ozen-

burgs, blankets, rugs, tape, thread,

&c. - - 16,865 2 3!

Implements, &c. comprehending im

plements or husbandry, iron, steel,

blacksmith, armourer, carpenter,

bricklayer, and masons tools, nails,

hoes, axes, gla«.s, iron pots, tin

plates, fishing tackle, hooks, twine,

thread, Tope, hawsers, pig and sheet

lead, shot, ball, gunpowder, bowls,

paints, oil, canvas, bibles, prayer

and other books, weights, scales,

measures, waggons, &c. - 1 1,77* 10 3f

Medicines, hospital stores, compre

hending a moveable hospital, sheets,

blanket', rugs, palliasses, chirurgi-

cal instruments and necessaries, pew

ter, tin, and copper ware, kettles,

wine, vinegar, groceries, flannel,

salt, hammocks, soup, oatmeal, bar

ley, rice, sago, &c. - 23,129 8 o

5T»767 o Ik

Off discounts - 2,011 2 1

, 49>755 »8 6|

Amount of bills drawn by Governor

Phillip and Commissary Miller on

the Lords of the Treasury for sun

dry provisions, stores, and necessa

ries, fjr the use of the settlement - - 7,070 3 6

84,553 4 8|

— .

In the aforegoing account is included the cost of 12 months provisions,

clothing, Itores, &c. for 200 convicts from Ireland, after their arrival*

Treasury Chambers,

18th March, 1 79 1. CHARLES LONG.

An
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An Account of the Charge and Expence of the Civil and Military

Establishments in the Settlements of New South Wales.

£. s. d. £. s. d.

Civil establishment to 1 oth Oct. 1790 - - I3>i90 17 8

'• . Military Establishment.

Pay of marines to 1st Jan. 1 791, about 18,784 O O

Charge of the New South Wales corps,

from 5th June to 24th December,

1789, including levy money, the

. allowance for clothing and accoutre

ments, and contingencies - 4,751 8 II

The charge of the said corps for the

year 1790, according to the estab

lishment - - 6,134 7 3

■ 29,669 16 2

Total expence of the civil and military

establishment, from the commence

ment thereof in 1787, to the pre

sent period - - 42,860 13 10

Future annual expence of the civil

establishment - - 3*856 O o

Future annual charge of the military

establishment - - 6,134 7 3

9»99° 7 3

Treasury Chambers,

;8th March, 1791. CHARLES LONG.

Monday,
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Monday^ 1 ith April.

Mr. Sheridan objected against the mode of appointing the Mr.

Finance Committee, as putting it in the power of the Mini- Sheridan,

ster to procure nin4. of his own friends to decide on the truth

of his own statements.

Mr. Stetle contended that the appointment of a Committee Mr. Steelt

by ballot was unobj: ctionable, even on the ground stated by

the honourable gentleman, as every Member was at liberty

to give in a list of such names as he thought proper..

The House then balloted for a Committee, the Members

being called over in the order of the counties, and each giv

ing in a list of nine names in the usual form.

A motion was made, " That there be laid before this

" House, A list of the names of such proprietors of all the

" different forts of annuities, (life annuity excepted) as are.

** payable, and in the management of His Majesty's Exche-

quer, as were entitled to annuities on or before the 31st

" day of December, 1780, and which now remain unpaid,

" stating the dates when the first of the said annuities be-

" came payable, together with such descriptions of the said

" persons as may be entered in the books, orders, or rolls

" of His Majesty's Exchequer."

" That there be also laid before this House an account of

" the money expended on the works at Somerset Place, from

" the commencement to Lady Day 1791 ; and an estimate

" of the sums which will be necessary to complete the fame ;

" shewing how much of the money expended has been ac-

" counted for, according to the course of the Exchequer,

" and for how much of the remainder, vouchers have been

* produced to the persons appointed to superintend theworks

u carrying on under the direction of bir William Cham-

« ben."

The House having resolved themselves into a Committee

on the farther consideration of the Corn bill, and Mr. Bram-

ston having taken the chair,

Mr. Powys rose, when the clause for warehousing corn im- Mr.

ported was read, and expressed his astonishment that, as it P°wy».

had been already negatived, it should have been again intro

duced without a general notice that it was intended again to

make it the subject of discussion. Many gentleman who

voted against the clause were not aware that the effect of re-

commiting the bill, would prove the re-introduction of the

clause.

Mr. Ryder answered, that if the right-honourable gentle- Mr.

man would please to recollect, he must be satisfied that suffi- Rjd«r.

cient intimation had been given that the clause was again to

be submitted to the consideration of the House ; and it wa*

Vol.XXTX. O so
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so submitted on grounds which demanded very serious atten

tion. The regulations of a permanent system ought not only

to be such as to provide the country with a supply of corn,

when that became necessary, but to provide it with the least

possible delay. If corn imported was nor allowed to be ware

housed, a considerable length of time after a supply became

necessary must elapse before that supply could be obtained

from foreign countries ; and when it was obtained, the quan

tity brought into our ports might be sufficient for six months

consumption, when we wanted only enough for three. If

corn was ordered from America, to which we must naturally

look for a supply when wanted, the ports might be /hut

against importation before the corn so ordered arrived, and

the owners would become obliged to carry it elsewhere, and

sell it at a loss ; a circumstance which would go a great length

■to preclude importation from that quarter. If, on the con

trary, corn imported, when the price was under the regu

lated price at which it was allowed to be brought to maiket,

were warehoused, a supply would be instantly at hand, when

the price rose so high as to shew that a supply of foreign

corn was necessary. The system of warehousing, as far as

it had gone, had done no harm. On the contrary, it had

proved beneficial. On this argument he did not mean to

lay much stress, because the effect had been but small, and

the quantity warehoused inconsiderable. As far as it went,

however, it tended to encourage the navigation and the com

merce of the country, which might be still further benefited

by it; and it would give the desirable means of enlarging the

returns from America, and consequently extending the sale

©f manufactures.

Mr. Pewys having premised that the right honourable

gentleman had intimated to him that the clause was to be

again introduced, but the intimation had not been such as to

be generally understood, for he had been unable to convince

several gentlemen that it could be done by the forms of the

House. The first ground on which the renewed introduc

tion of the clause was defended, was, that it tended to pro

mote navigation and commerce ; and the second, that it

would provide a supply of corn for the consumption of the

country, always ready to be used when wanted, observed,

that the first appeared to be true only with respect to Ame

rica, but not with respect to countries bordering on the Bal

tic, from which the greater part of our foreign supplies was

drawn, and From which the voyage was so short, that there

was little risk of the ports being Ihut between ordering and

receiving a supply, unless they had been opened by frau

dulent means. The second was true, only when corn was

plenty, and the price moderate in other parts of Europe ;

i because,
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because, under other circumstances, that very corn which

was warehoused as a supply for this country, would be re-

shipped for exportation. This was the true reason why so

little had been hitherto taken from the warehouses for home

consumption. Mr. Powys stated that two principles were

laid down in the Report of the Committee of Privy Council,

which he approved, and which were in direct opposition to

the clause. First, that the supply of corn from the tillage

of the country was the best supply ; and secondly, that the

stacks and barns of the farmer were the best stores of corn.

The warehousing of foreign corn could not afford a supply

to be depended on, unless when the price rose, embargo

were to be laid on the exportation of it, which would be in

effect a breach of faith on the part of the Public towards the

importers, and a proceeding so harsh, as nothing but extreme

necessity could justify. On the other hand, it would depress

the spirit and the industry of the farmer, who would see, that

whenever he refused the price offered by the corn dealer, the

latter had a quantity of foreign corn at hand ready to be

poured into the market, and which, by his influence over

the market, he would find, almost at pleasure, the means of

introducing.

It was agreed to go through the amendments, previously

to the decision upon the clause itself.

Mr. Serjeant Watson proposed adding Bridport to the num

ber of ports at which warehouses were to be established.—

Mr. Pelham mentioned Shoreham and Arundel ; and Mr.

Pulteney, Wey mouth.

Mr. Ryder observed, that as these places had not been be- Mr.

fore mentioned, he was not prepared with such information Ryder,

respecting them, as enabled him to say whether it would be

proper to add them or not. He next said, that with some

. variation from the original plan, it was meant that the Crown

should pay rent for the warehouses, at the rate of two shil

lings and sixpence a week per hundred quarters of corn stored,

and that as wheat and rye were the principal forts of bread

corn brought from a distance, they should, be the only sorts

stored.

Mr. Harrison contended, that those who imported com Mr.

to be stored, ought at least to pay the expence of it. This Harrison,

price of storing would operate as a premium on importation

against the growth of the country, and the very corn so paid

for, might be afterwards fraudulently exported with a

bounty.

Colonel Maclecd remarked, that oats were the bread corn Colonel

of great part of Scotland, and that if warehousing the bread Macleod,

corn of one part of the country were to be paid for by the

Public, that of another was entitled to the fame advantage. . .

O 2 Much •' •;•
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Much of the corn imported at Greenock was warehoused

there for the purpose of being distributed along the west coast

and country of Scotland.

Mr. Pitt. Mr. Chancellor Pitt thought it very needless to object

against allowing every advantage to one part of the country

that was granted to another; nor did he fee any reason for

insisting on this part of the clause. He only begged that the

seveial parts might be considered on their separate and distinct

grounds; that paying for • .Kehousing in general might not

be rejected on account of any supposed inequality; and that

the whole clause might not be 1 ejected on account of the pro

position to pay for wan housing.

Mr« Mr. Pulteney conceived it proper to admit the clause for

Puliency. warehousing, but not paying for it at the public expence,

observing, that Holland, where the import and export of

corn w;is a trade, never paid the expence of warehousing.

Mr. Ryder agreed to withdraw this part of the clause.

Lord Lord Sheffield said, no part of the very objectionable bill

Sheffield. waS likely to be more ruinous to tillage than the clause then

before the Committee. The mischief of heaping up immense

magazines of foreign corn in every part of the kingdom,

should be obvious to every man. It.was impossible to invent

any thing more injurious to till.ige, than to suffer every

country in the world to keep their cheap corn in magazines

in this country, and in readiness to be poured, by means of

our canals, into the very heart of the kingdom, whenever

the ports are opened, either through fraudulent means in the

districts, or because the smallest quantity of our usual con

sumption was wanting. The arrival of a hundred ships in

one day with corn, would not ruin the market so completely

as the opening of the magazines of one port would do.—

More corn had been turned loose in one day than one hun

dred ships could carry. When our opulent dealers in corn

had filled their magazines, it would be an easy matter, at

a moderate expence, to raise the price of corn in the markets

which regulate importation in the district, so as to open the

ports, and even at the time that the price in the corn-grow

ing counties of England.might be very low. The ports and

magazines once opened for importation, must remain so for

three months, notwithstanding the magazines poured out

ten times more than was wanted. Corn often came here ■ at

very low prices. It came from America, and must be sold in

payment at any price, even below its real value, and it would

be taken in payment at any rate, rather than have no payment.

It so happened that some corn-growing countries, wanting

bulky articles from this ifland, could send it almost without

charging freight. Above 100,000 tons of shipping came

yearly from the Baltic, from Flanders, and Ireland, to Li-

,. . . verpool,
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verpool, for salt, and coHld afford to bring 500,000 quarters

of wheat at a very small expence. On an average of man y

years, the price of wheat at Dantzic had been at 29s. 6d. ;

the price had been often at 30s. in Ireland; and he knew it

to be the. opinion ofa Virginian gentleman, that it answered

better, even on James River, to grow wheat at 2s. 6d. per

bushel, than tobacco at 19s. per cwt., which was an high

price, and that price of 2s. 6d. was only currency, and not

more than 20d. sterling. The farmers would soon fee they

could not raise corn in competition, and necessarily would

turn from tillage to pasture. The desolation, and also the

dependance on foreign countries for subsistence, which must

necessarily take place, would be obvious to every one. Even

if the farmer could afford to fell in competition, he often

would not have time to bring his corn to those parts where

the ports might be suddenly opened. He added, that those

magazines were unnecessaiy ; we never had such during the

prosperous time of our corn trade; they were not wanted;

the magazines of Holland were near enough, and famine did

not come on suddenly. Ireland, by preventing importation,

was become a great corn country, and would now always be

a magazine for this country. His Lordship observed, how

ever, that if the clause in question passed, the growth of corn

in Ireland would be greatly discouraged, and that country

would be deprived of all the natural advantages of her-

iltuation.

Mr. Ryder remarked that, in his opinion, it was very ex- Mr.

traordinary, not to fay absurd, to predict riot from that Ryder,

■which had existed eighteen years without any such effect.

Petitions had been presented from Liverpool, Manchester,

and Birmingham, in savour of the clause, since it was con

fessedly objected against, and would probably have come from

many other places, had that been known sooner. The corn

warehoused could only be re-exported, when the price in

other countries was considerably higher than in this; and

even in that extreme cafe, how much worse would our situ

ation be, without any warehoused at all ?

The Committee divided on the clause;

Ayes, 56 ; Noes, 70. Majority against it, 14.

On the clause for dividing the country into eleven districts,

with a view to ascertaining the export and import prices in

each,

Mr. Powys read a few lines from the representation of the Mr.

Committee of Privy Council, in which he entirely acquiesced P°wy»'

on this point, although he had not been able to discover the

reason which induced the framers of the bill to deviate from

the opinion there laid down. The passage was, in substance,

That, according to the principles of the coin trade, ojie ge

neral 
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neral average ought to be formed on the prices in all parts

of the country, because such a regulation would tend to equa

lize the price, to supply one part of the country from an

other, and to keep a sufficient stock os corn in the kingdom,

On this he should rest his objection to the division into dis

tricts.

Mr. Ryder contended, that the opinion of the Committee

of Privy Council was entitled to great weight ; but the expe-.

riment of a general average, as far as it had been tried, had

not been found to answer. The growing counties com-r

plained that their ports were not opened soon enough for ex

portation, and the manufacturing counties complained that

their's were not opened soon enough for importation.

Mr. Powys moved, " That the avprage should be taken,

" not by districts, but on the kingdom at large."

Lord Sheffield said, he should prefer the average of the

whole kingdom, as the only means of preventing frauds ;

but, to remove the objections which had been started, he

should only propose it in respect to importation, and that

exportation should be regulated bv the average ofthe district,

which was the mode pursued by Ireland, and had answered

very well. He added, that his only objection to the average

of the whole kingdom was, that it would open the ports to

importation considerably sooner than the average of the ma

ritime districts, but he thought it by far the most reasonable

and best mode.

On the question being put, the clause was earned by a di

vision ;

Ayes, 65 ; Noes, 58.

The House adjourned.

1 ^sue/day, 12th Zpr'il.

Mr. Crey now rising, observed, that he had designed to

introduce a motion for the House to resolve itself into a Com

mittee on the State of the Nation, and also to have followed

tip that motion with certain propositions in that Committee.

As the present situation of the country was one of the most

important and critical, he had conceived that every oppor

tunity would have arisen for the most ample discussion of the

resolutions which he should have had the honour of proposing;

but having been given to understand, from high authority in

that House, that an objection would betaken to such a Com

mittee, and that this objection would be supported by strong

reasons ; and knowing, as he did, that it was nearly the fame

thing whether the objection was supported on strong grounds

or not, he had been induced, for the present, to deviate from

his intention of moving for that Committee, in order to come

immediately before the House with certain propositions. IS

he
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were to adapt His conduct to what he had Com: reason to be

lieve would be the conduct of those opposite to him, it would

not prove necessary for him to trespass much upon the pa

tience of the House: merely to state his propositions, and

to beg the acquiescence of the House in those propositions,

would, in such a case, certainly suffice ; and his claim to do

so, might not, perhaps, be altogether unreasonable. For,

there was not one man who would not find himself ready to

admit them upon the principles of common fense, and on A

ready confirmation of those established principles of policy

and justice, which had ever regulated all wife men who had

taken any part in the councils of the nation, and which had

never been departed from, but by those whose ignorance and

obstinacy had led them to act in a manner unworthy of their

stations. Notwithstanding the truth of these observations,

before he ventured to alk the acquiescence of the House in

his resolutions, he should endeavour to support them by the

best arguments which occurred to him, leaving it to his

friends to supply his defects, which he had no doubt but

they would do with the greatest ability. He hoped to be

able to persuade the House of the truth of all the propositions

which he should state. He conceived that there were some

points concerning which mankind were generally agreed.

There were some truths which appeared to be so clear and

evident, that no man was disposed to dispute them. Among

these, he conceived, must be reckoned the just causes of go

ing to war. Of this nature, also, were those maxims of po*

llcy, which ought to govern this country in all its connec

tions with foreign powers. The only just cause of war ori

ginated in the principle of self defence. This principle of

self-defence was not confined to nations in the fame manner

as it was to individuals. Individuals were only allowed to

avail themselves of this principle, when the danger was im

minent and pressing, and where the laws instituted for the

protection ot society, could not operate and ensure their

safety. A nation's right of attack, was founded in, and must

originate out of, the principle of self-defence; and no war

could be justified on the grounds (to use a fashionable phrase)

of political expediency, whatever the consequences of it

might be, and however profitable and advantageous it might

turn out to the State. The principle of self-defence, there

fore, was the sole ground on which a war could be justified.

jjThe cases where a war was just, might be reduced to three

heads : 1 st, when it was undertaken to redeem a right forcibly

dkithholden, and to which we had an irresistible claim ; se

condly, in providing for future safety; and the last, a right

1 of repelling an unjust attack. These were the only three

Buses which could justify any war, except another, which

, might
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might be included under the third, and that was where an

ally had been unjustly attacked. He laid particular stress

upon the words " unjustly attacked," not being willing to

admit, that when an ally was an aggressor, and refused to

make reparation, the nation with whom he was in alliance

was obliged to support him. A nation was bound to sup

port an ally only in tht case of an unjust attack, and even

then only according to the specific meaning of the treaty en

tered into between them. The only three causes, therefore,

for going to war, were, to redeem a right, to provide against

danger, and to repel an attack; and any principle of supposed

policy which stood in opposition to these three causes, and

did not come within one or other of them, could never be

a just cause of war. Omnia quer defendi, repeti, repelli pojsunt.

These were the words of Camillus to his soldiers, and they

were full of wisdom, policy, and justice. These were the

only just causes of war, on the established principles of the

law of nations. For the war on which they were now about

to enter, what were they called to do ? To redeem a right,

to provide against danger, or to repel an attack ? Was there

any danger which at present threatened this country ? Had

any of their rights been violated, or any unjust attack made

upon them ? He should content himself with answering to

these questions. He might rest on. these general principles,

and call for an answer from the other side of the House :

but a sort of answer had been already attempted. A new

system had certainly been proposed to the House; a system

which that House did not understand, and which could never

have entered into the mind of any reasonable man. It was

no easy matter to argue a proposition which had no precise

definite meaning. The theory of treaties which had been

stated to the House, he did not pretend to understand ; but

he did understand something of the Prussian treaty. By

that treaty, Great Britain, in case of an unjust attack, en

gaged to furnish the King of Prussia with a certain number

of troops, or with a certain sum of money. He trusted

that he should not be told that the moment they entered into

this treaty with Prussia, they were bound for all the other

engagements of the King of Prussia. He had always under

stand the treaty to be a treaty of defence, and it was impos

sible to be so constrned, as to justify the war in which they

were about to engage. The treaty into which we had en

tered with the King of Prussia was laid before the House:

but if we were bound for all his other engagements, all the

treaties of the King of Prussia with other Powers ought like

wise to have been laid before the House. He had never con

sidered the treaty in that light, neither had that House ever

considered the treaty in that light. The right honourable

gentk-

4
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gentleman himself had slated, that it was only to furnish a

certain number of troops in cafe the King of Prussia was at

tacked. Was he attacked ? Had he any reason to expect an

attack from the Empress of Russia? From any occurrence

which was intimated to the House, when the Prussian treaty

was laid upon the table, could anv man possibly imagine that

Great-Britain would have been bound by that treaty, under

the present circumstances ? But there was a system behind.

It had been contended that the character and honour of the

country were concerned. What a way was that of treating

the House ? For what purpose was the treaty laid before the

House ? Was it to consult the House with regard to the en

gagements into which His Majesty had entered, or was it

tor the purpose of deceiving the Public, and the House, and

proposing to them a treaty which held out that we were en

gaged in a system of defence, when, in fact, it meant per

fectly a different thing ? Suppose, at the time when the

treaty was before the House, that it had been a condition in

the treaty that Great Britain should go to war with Russia,

whenever Russia should possess herself of Oczakow, would

any man in the House have assented to it ? Could the Mini

ster, with all the confidence which that House was disposed

to place in him, have eyer procured their approbation to such

a condition ? It was impossible. This country was at peace,

and they ough' to adhere to that defensive system which had.

been so wisely recommended to them. In every other respect,

the treaty was unexceptionable. Such a measure as the war

now proposed must give offence to a Power with which it

had always been considered as the greatest interest of this

country to maintain the best) understanding. The Jang"age

of the treaty was, that Great Britain and Prussia had entered

into a defensive alliance. The language of that House was,

that they had entered into an offensive treaty. If such a con

struction had been given to the treaty at the time, no man

in that House would have supported it. How, or upon

what principle, could they support it now ? It was a system

which in its consequences went infinitely beyond the treaty :

all to which thev were bound by the treaty, was to furnish

the King of Prussia with so many troops ; or, in cafe he liked

it better, with a certain sum of money. By the system now

adopted, they were engaged at once in all the expences and

consequences of a war, of which no man could fee the policy,

and of which no human prudence could limit the extent.

Perhaps he might be told, that he had admitted that a coun

try was bound, for its own safety, to guard against the dan

gerous aggrandisement of any one Power* This was cer

tainly true; but he must be understood to suppose, that that

aggrandisement was aimed at by violent and unjust means;

Vol. XXIX. P that
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that it was clear and obvious, that the danger arising from it

was evident, and the not providing for it in the best way in

cur power would be to neglect our own safety. But this he

would not admit upon any contingent and remote view,

such as could arise from the equity of a treaty entered into

witli an ally, and not immediately connected with any inte

rest of this country. In such a case, he certainly coold not

' admit that explanation. It was on this principle, on the

siist view of it, that the balance of the power of Europe had

been founded. '1 his, he contended, was a system which

ought not to be left to the management of agents, and un-

ikilful hands. To that system, .ind to the preservation of

it, lie bad heard the epithets of wild and romantic applied,

fit; would not inform the poorest peasant in the country,

when he read of it, by his rush light, that he was deeply in

terested in the preservation of that balance; and if it were

necessary, he would advise the peasant to submit to new bur

dens, in order to preserve that balance from any real danger.

But the reverse of that system was now proposed, and the

country was no longer to be directed by that wife and cau

tious policy, which had hitherto directed its councils. They

were now to contend for forts on the Black Sea, as if they

were fighting for their hearths and their altars. This was a

source of affliction to the peasant, and those who proposed to

lay new burdens on him for that purpose, added insult to op

pression. He thought that those who had been so loud >n

talking of the romantic idea of the balance of | ower, would

have explained their own system. He had watched them

closelv, and he believed that he had seen some of the work

ings of conviction in their minds. They had changed their

sentiments, and had now confessed that the balance of power

in Europe was no longer a romance. But although they had

retracted their opinion, Mr. Grey said, he certainly had not

changed his. He considered the balance of power in Europe

as an object of great concern ; and if they could fliew him

that that balance was in the least danger, he (hould certainly

give his vote to rescue it from that danger. But before he

consented to plunge this country into all the horrors of war,

he must be convinced that the danger was suited to the caff.

It must be ihewn him that the post'tssion of the town of Oc-

zakow was such as would materially affect the interest of this

country, and would endanger the balance of power in Eu

rope. Upon what principle*, or for what ileasons, could we

complain of the terms which the Empress of Russia had in

sisted upon r How could any danger arise to this country *

If they looked upon the Emprels with as jealous an eye as

some people did, they would think that the way for her to

aggrandise herself in a manner the least offensive to thiscoun
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try, would be to pulh her conquests to the South. But tht

right honourable gentleman had observed, if this was the

cafe, would not any man fee the necessity of arming ? For

his own part, Mr. Grey added, he was not one of those who

sought for war on suppositions What the Empress of Russia

sought was simply this—the town ofOczakow and the coun

try between the Bog and the Neister; and how could it pos

sibly be stated that the acquisition of this territory was so

material an acquisition to the Empress, as. to make her for

midable to the rest of Europe, or to Tuikey ? In fact, it was

not very material for either of these objects. In the rirst

place, with regard to defence against Turkey, that place was

not of very great consequence. The Empress had pushed

her conquests to Mount Hemus, and the Grand Vizir had

been left with ten thousand men. Upon what principle did

they contend that this place was of so much importance?

Could it give her the navigation of the Nieper ? According

to the most accurate information which he had been able to

obtain from such as were acquainted with those parts, and

from the inspection of the best maps, it appeared that the

Empress might possess the Nieper, without beinpin possession

of Oczakow. The acquisition of that place, therefore, was

not of so much importance at it had been represented. The

country between the Bay and the Neister was known by the

name of the Desert Plains, which circumstance might give

gentlemen some idea of what importance that territory was

likely to be of to the Empress of Russia. Although the

country was barren, it was inhabited by some Tartars, who

plundered the dominions of the Empress; and in order to se

cure herself against future attacks, she had claimed that place

ef defence for her own territory. Was there any thing un

reasonable in this demand ? When it was considered that the

Turks were the aggressors in the war, could it be stated that

the terms were unnecessary, or unjust? Could it be said that

the acquisition of such a territory would prove of any mate

rial disadvantage to this country ? But suppose it had been of

ten times more importance than it really was, of what con

sequence was the Black Sea to Great Britain ? He believed

that it was the only sea which British ships did not navigate.

Was it then to be secured for the trade which this country

was to have with Poland ? He thought that the important

trade of Great Britain carried on with Russia, must be greatly

interrupted by the present war; and sure he was, that it

would prove difficult to persuade the country of the necessity

of war. Our trade with Russia was the most advantageous

ofany to Great Britain ; it furnistied materials for our manu

factures, and proved an excellent nursery for seamen. Our

exports to Russia amounted annually to about two millions

P 2 sterling;
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sterling ; and our imports to the amount of one million,—

1 he duties on the export trade amounted annually to the sum

of 300,000!. In this trade upwards of 850 ships were em

ployed, all of them British, except four or five. Was, it

prudent or wife, therefore, to inteirupt such a trade, to

which was to be addi d, the immense expence of the war?

Mr. Grey remarked, that if he quoted a respectable autho

rity on this subject, it was not merely for the fake of that

autboriiy, but really fr< m thinking that his conduct was

founded on the wisest principles of policy and prudence. In

1 7^0, when Great Britain was in alliance with the King of

Prussia, and when the latter was pressed by the victorious

arms of Russia, he earnestly solicited Lord Chatham, as the

only means of providing for his safety, to send a fleet into

the haltic. What was the answer of that Minister to his

Prussian Majesty } He considered our trade with Russia to

be of so much importance, although it did not then amount

to one third of what it does at present, that he refused to

enter upon the very measure which was now in agitation.

1 his was the policy of Lord Chatham, and had been the

policy of al) succeeding Administrations : it had been the po

licy in 1 770 and in 1783, If it was formerly unnecessary to

the interests of this country to oppose the grpwing power

of Russia, what new circumstance had arisen to make that

an establistied policy ? What had happened within the last

six months to alter the policy even of the present Administra

tion ? Why had they been assured, repeatedly, these three

years, while the war between Russia and the Porte was car

rying on, that the interests of Great Britain were not at

stake, and that there was no probability of the interruption

of the peace and tranquillity of the country ? It wars incum

bent on the right honourable gentleman to stiew some ground

for the present war: till he did lo, on every principle of jus

tice and policy, the House ought to refrain from it. Mr.

Grey contended that it was neither just nor politic. He

had, perhaps, gene too far into this subject, and that what

he had (aid had been rather the repetion of what had been

formerly observed than any tiling new. It had been done

for the express purpose of drawing some answer from the

other side of the House. He conceived that they ought to

give some reason before they proceeded to the war. He

trusted that he had established all the points which he thought

it was necessary for him to insist upon. There only remained

a single consideration, and that was, one way in which

these resolutions might be treated. He meant to move a

string of different resolutions, first of all stating the general

interests of this country, and the general principles on which

war cou'.d bs justified. These resolutions also contained the

nature
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nature of our connection with foreign Powers; and lastly,

as a conclusion from the whole, they asserted that the present

armament was unnecessary. The first resolution might be

considered as a truism. If the first proposition which he

should submit to the House were true, and the result false,

let the other side of the House shew that the conclusion did

not follow. He did not wisti to alarm the country, by re

presenting that there was a want of resources, but he wa«

sure that every addition to the burdens of the country, in

the present situation, must be severely felt; and in order to

induce the people to bear thtm with ehearfulness, that House

ought to proceed on principles of justice and honour, and

shew the people that such burdens were really necessary. If

the consequences which he had drawn from the first propo

sition could not be supported, let the right honourable gentler

man fliew it by argument ; hut if the right honourable gen

tleman, as usual, endeavoured to wrap himself up in the veil

of State secresy ; if he strove to avoid what he could not an-

i*er, and to have recourse to a previous question, and to

the order of the day, let gentlemen consider well what they

owed to themselves, and to their country, before they con

curred with him in a measure which must be attended with

ruinous consequences. • Such a war could never do credit to

the character of the country ; it could rot be justified on the

princi; les of either policy or reason. He could not sit down

without previously taking notice of those doctrines of con

fidence which were every day carried to a greater extent, and

which converted the House of Commons into what was little

better than the Parliament of Paris previously to the late

revolution. If this doctrine of confidence was still extended,

that House would serve no other purpose but merely to ap

prove and register the acts of the King's Ministers. Mr.

Grey declared that it was his glory to announce, that be had

attached himself by principle to his right honourable friend,

(Mr. Fox) and to a let of men not meriting the foul asper

sions cast upon them, in a former debate, but on the con

trary, deserving the praises of their countrymen for resisting,

on all occasions, every principle which was unconstitutional.

It had been his lot to stand forward more than once against

this blind confidence which had been claimed by the Mini

ster, and which many of his friends were willing to give

him. Whatever Minister claimed such confidence, he should

oppose him. To this every Member "was engaged by every

duty which bound him as a representative of the people. He

did not claim to himself any exclusive merit for having stood

forward on this occasion ; he had not done it without the

approbation and concurrence of his friends. He did not

suppose that the subject had received any weight because it

was 
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was proposed by him ; the only reason why he stood forward

then, as he had done on other occasions, being because it had

been thought that it was better for the cause that the weakest

should come first, and the strongest follow, in order to make

up for his deficiency, by their more effectual support. Wlien

they had engaged to wage war against Spain, he had the ho

nour of cordially concurring in an unanimous vote. When

the convention of Spain was announced to that House, no

man rejoiced at it more than he did ; but he thought it was

•requisite that he should know whether the money which had

been expended was necessarily incurred or not. He conceiv

ed that it was not ; but undoubtedly the House had enter

tained a different apinion. It was not for him to arraign the

House for so deciding ; he hoped, however, that he should

not be supposed to have acted contrary to his duty on the

present occasion, although he had made a motion which

proved unsuccessful. In the contest with Spain, some

grounds had been stated. An insult had been offered, and

satisfaction refused. On the present occasion, they were de

sired to give the Minister credit for every measure which he

had proposed; they were to act on his bare word. This was

no part of the necessary confidence due to the executi ve Go

vernment, and he hoped that surh confidence would never

be given. They might.represent it under the name of legal

prerogative ; if so, they ought to be able to prove it by some

thing better than mere assertion. Mr. Grey declared, that

he had not the smallest objection to the Royal prerogative,

and particularly to that part os it which enabled the Crown

to make peace and war, and to manage foreign negociations ;

but he trusted that those were the best friends to the prero

gatives of the Crown, who wished to confine it within its

proper limits, and that it might not be so used as to produce

its own destruction. It was originally allowed for the good

and sa:ety of the people, and if any contradiction arose be

tween the good of the people and the prerogative of the

Crown, it was not difficult to foretell what must prove the

consequence. He hoped and trusted that the prerogative of

the Crown would never contradict the duties of that House.

It was the indispensable duty os that House to enquire into

the justice of voting away the public money ; and he hoped

that it would never be considered as invading the prerogative

of the Crown. Ministers claimed the confidence of the

House of Commons : but suppose that the House should af

terward, be persuaded that the war was impolitic and unjust,

and that the measures taken deserved the severest punishment,

might not Ministers come with the vote of approbation in

their hands, and fay, " Can you, who have approved, come

" now and condemn that to which you have already given

. . '. ! " your
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** your sanction ? you have approved of these measures, and

" therefore you cannot now blame us, or start objections

" against their nature." Mr. Grey now concluded his re

marks, with the following motions :

1. " That it is, at all times, and particularly under the

" present circumstances, the interest of this country topre-

" serve peace."

2. " That it is neither reasonable nor just to take up

" arms for the purpose of dictating terms of peace between

" nations engaged in hostilities, without any reference either

" to the cauie of the disputes, or the circumstances of the

" war."

3. " That the refusal of an offer of mediation, is no just

" cause for war."

4. " That during the progress of the war between Russia

" and the Porte, and since the taking of Oczakow, this

" House has received repeated assurances from the Throne,

" That the situation of affairs continued to promise to this

" country the uninterrupted enjoyment of the blessings of

" peace."

5. " That convinced of the truth of the assurances which

" we have received from the Throne, this House has hitherto

" considered the interests of dreat Britain as not likely to be

" affected bv the progress of the Ruffian arms on the borders

« of the Black Sea."

6. " That we are not bound by any treaty to furnish as-.

" sistance to any of our allies, except in the cafe of an attack

" upon them.*

7. w That none of the possessions of this country, or of

" any of its allies, appear to be threatened with an hostile

u attack from any foreign nation "

8. " That the expence of an armament must be burden-

" some to the country, and is, under the present circum-

" stances, as far as this House is informed, highly inexpe-

dient and unnecessary."

Major Maitland observed that, in rising, as he did, to se- Majer

cond the motion of his honourable friend, he was well aware Maitland.

of the present critical, important, and he feared that he was

too much justified in adding, calamitous situation of the

country. It had not been reduced to this state by any neces

sity of protecting an ally, but by the unjustifiable measures

and iniquitous conduct of the right honourable gentleman,

in involving it in an useless and unnecessary war. It was

perfectly* unjustifiable, inasmuch as no one good reason ever

had or could be alligned for such a measure. The right ho

nourable gentleman still in theory, whatever his practice

might be, had holden forth to the House the language of

peace ; and they must well know, that any Minister of this

country,
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country, who wished to raise liis character for popularity,

jnust found ir on peace. To maintain peace with dignity

and with honour to ourselves, and when the melancholy

hour came for entering into a just war, to do it with spirit

was a character becoming this country, a character which he

trusted still belonged to this country, a character for mode

ration, gallantry, and humanity. To support that character

uncontaminated, was surely the united aim of every gentle

man who then heard him. A bloody war was always an

object of regret, as being invariably attended with grear ex-

pe ice. It was, however, some consol <tion to reflect, that

Ik .vev.r deeply the country was already distressed, particu

larly the n. oil numerous part of the community, there was

still that spirit left, still that vigorous principle in all ranks,

which would enable them to bear additional burdens, and

make them lay light on their shoulders, provided they were

convinced that war was entered into on some justifiable

ground. 1 hev ought, then, to consider where they stood)

and 'ie careful to impose no buidens but those which were

necessary. The subjects of this country were jealous oftheir

honour, md therefore they would be ready, at all times, to

fusser new burd. ns, to spend their last farthing, and the last

drop of their blood to support th''ir honour. The right ho

nourable gentleman, a few days ago, had brought down a

message to tlat House, and they had pledged themselves, in

some degree, to support the war, and for that purpose to lay

new burdens on the people. No principle of equity had been

attempted to be stated. Could it be said that they had a

right to go to war on any principle of moderation ? Clearly

not ; for the very act of war was destructive of moderation.

Jt was not to preserve the faith of treaties, for no treaty had

been violated. Was it for national character, or national ho

nour ? Far from it. Why, then, did they enter into the

war ? Was it to support a balance of power? It was to sup

port a balance of power never before heard of; an ideal ba

lance of power, which was never before entertained, and

which was never supposed to have any relation to the politics

of Europe, nor any connection with its political safety or

existence. For whom did Great Britain stand pledged ? Was

it for a people always connected with her? Was it for a

people carry'ngon an extensive trade with her? No. It was

against them, and in favour of those who, for the space of

the last century, had been joined with France against us,

whose conduct was always marked with inhumanity, and

whose character and manners were a disgrace to human na

ture. I he rational character, by this measure, must be in

evitably lost, and the character of a nation was like that cf

an individual. This country must fall from its character of

3 justice.
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justice, generosity, and mov'eration ; and must fink into the

character of a bully, a tyrant, and an oppressor. What

could be so disgraceful as lo enter into a war which cculd on

no ground whatever be justified ? What so tyrannical, so op

pressive, or unjust, as to wisti another power to do that,

which we, in a similar situation, would not be content to

do; and what no nation would ever submit to, unless the

most positive necessity dictated that submission. Great Bri

tain 1 ad only insured to herself, and all her posterity, the

eternal enmity of Russia; and from the moment the King's

mefljge was sent down to the House, they stood enrolled at

the head of the foes of the limpress. They had lost all their

advantages, and distress alo: e awaited them in the event of

a future war. Major Maitland continuing his remarks, said,

that he Would attempt to enter upon an investigation of the

principles which seemed to have actuated the right honourable

gentleman on the present occasion. He declared, that to do

so was no easy task, since to keep that House and the whole

country in impenetrable daiknefs, had been the whole object

of the right honourable gentleman. All the strength of his

measures rested in the obscurity with which they were sur

rounded, and consequently the House could make nothing

out of this situation of darkness and obscurity. The right

honourable gentleman had been perfectly justified in inter

fering in the affairs of Holland, because the dangers of Hol

land were well known, and her destruction was near; she

might have fallen into the hands of the French, and have

thereby enabled France more effectually to act contrary to

the interests of Britain. This was the first princip'e on ac

count of which so much praise had been showered down on

the head of the Minister. With respect to a treaty with

Prussia, he must first observe, that there either was or there

was not a positive and specific interpretation to be put on

every treaty. The treaty with the King of Prussia was

strictly of a defensive nature, and he wished to ask, this

simple question, whether any one man who had read the

treaty with the King of Prussia, could have conceived from

it that Great Britain was bound to arm, in order to stop the

aggrandisement of Russia ? But he would go farther. Sup-

po'.e the Empress had driven the Turks out of Europe, and

had taken possession of Constantinople, ought we then to go

to war? No. But the right honourable gentleman ha<j dis

covered that there was a system arising out of the f eaty.

The House would please to consider how the treaty stood

with regard to reciprocity. We were obliged to arm because

RuflEa was carrying on a war, not a war which she had en

tered into, but into which she had been forced by the Turks.

If, therefore, the Empress entered into a war in which ssie

Vol. XXIX. Q_ was
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likely to be aggrandised, though forced into it, yet we must

immediately take up arms. The nature of the system was

exactly this. We had engaged ourselves to be ready, at all

times, with an army for the protection of Europe, when

Prussia could never be under the fame necessity to arm for

us. By this system, vre were bound to expend our last shil

ling, and the last drop of our blood, without a prospect ora

h pr of a return. Where then was the reciprocity of this

treaty ? Were not all treaties contracts entered into between

the parties, and beyond which they ought not to proceed

even one inch ? He would ue the very last man to infringe

on any part of the Royal prerogative, and least of all on the

rignt of making peace and war; but if they acted with that

spirit and vigour which the times demanded, they would take

care that it should not be stretched beyond its due bound?,

and the constitution had placed in the hands of that House

the mostcompletecheckon that power. If the House allowed

the Minister to act just as he pleased, reposing an unlimited

confidence in him, there was an end of all national honour,

and all national character. It would then be in the power of

a Minister of this country to reduce us to a situation, from

which we might never be able to extricate ourselves. Every

treaty was specific in its meaning, and should never pass

beyond that meaning. If they admitted of an extension, to

what length might they not go ? The treaty itself was per

fectly defensive; the system arising out of it, perfectly offen

sive. The treaty itself was sounded in the principles of

equity, moderation, and found policy ; whereas the system

talked of, held out nothing but oppression, injustice, and in

solence. The Emperor had made a separate peace with the

Turks; and the Empress of Russia was also ready to put an

end to the war on reasonable terms. Why then should

Great Britain compel the Empress to give back all which she

- had taken ? It was said that Oczakow opened a navigation

into the Black Sea, but it was evident to every one that Rus

sia could navigate that sea ten years ago, and that it did not

depend on her possessing Oczakow. The Empress had made

a very reasonable demand for the blood and treasure she had

spent in the war ; for that she only asked Oczakow, and the

country round it, and it was that which was to prove fatal

to this country. Certainly it would, but not in the way

they had fancied ; it would prove hurtful to our finances and

our nation, if Ministers went on with a causeless war. If

the Empress aimed at universal dominion, then they might

apprehend a little for Prussia; but could any moderate man

state or think, that her scheme was a scheme of conquest ?

Could any man state that Berlin was in danger ? The present

interference, in his mind, was unwarrantable ; it was a pre-

a feription
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lcription of terms on which Great Britain had no business

whatever to intermeddle, and he therefore thought it highly

disgraceful to this country. It was not to support national

character, national honour, nor for any other reason, but that

Oczakow might be in the hands of the Turks. This, it

seemed, was the pivot of European politics, and the center

of commerce. We had expended four millions on Nootka

Sound, which was not worth a shilling to us. We had ex

pended also very large sums on the war in India, and it was

now contended that the safety of Great Britain consisted in

patting Oczakow into the pofliflion of the Turks. The

King's Ministers did not act like sober- mindeJ persons ; they

were noi like merchants^ who were cautious of entering into

engagements, but ever ready to fulfil them, and always sa

tisfied with a fair profit. The authors of the present system

were playing the part of desperate speculators, and the

whole scene would at last terminate in an universal bank

ruptcy, and the fatal hour, he believed, was not far off.—

Since the right honourable gentleman had come into power,

the finances of the country, it must be admitted, Lad been,

in a considerable degree of prosperity ; but it should be re

membered, that there were many adventitious circumstances

which contributed to that prosperity. The disturbances in

Holland, in the Netherlands, and in France, had each tend

ed to throw into the hands of the British merchants, many

r ich sources of commerce : that, he supposed, would be easily

granted, but that could not be considered as a permanent

source of revenue. A settlement had taken place in Holland

and the Netherlands, and the hour was not far off, when

France would again raise her head among the powers of Eu

rope, renovated and purified from all her former pollutions,

and cured of all her former defects; she would then find us

with our constitution on the decline, palsied in every limb,

and far gone, in consequence of having been put into the

hands of ignorant, self-conceited quacks. Did they not all

know, that the House and ihe country were at present groan

ing under the pressure of the recent four millions t It had been

said that the war in India would be paid by the Company,

and a great deal more of rhodomantade of that sort had been

stated; but let it be recollected, that the right honourable

gentleman himself had declared that he considered this coun

try as engaged for every.shilling of the eitpence of an Indian

war. Though this expence might not ftroin aS"the current

expences of this year, or of the next year, yet it would come

some time or other, and prove an insupportable burden to

the inhabitants of this country. The debt which had been

already incurred in India, on account of the war, exceeded

tix millions, and it might amount to ten or twenty millions

Q. 2 more
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more before it was concluded. To this was to be added, the

loss of our trade with Russia, the most advantageous trade to

Great Britain, furnishing the best nursery for seamen. He

reminded the House, that it was by this trade that our best

seamen weie raised, and our best ships built, and therefore

we were like madmen, acting for themselves. It was British

fiilors destroying the British navy. If no fleet could act in

the Baltic, why keep up any number beyond the.peace estab

lishment, since if they could not act, they were useless. At

the time the convention took place with Spain, the fleet

was as well manned and armed as any which had ever existed

in this country, and Ministers then should have looked around

them with a very jealous ey, before they dismantled that

fleet. But it was said that economy was the object. T hat

economy had led them to vote five or six millions, and 10

save an hundred thousand pounds ! But what public benefit

would possibly accrue to the country by the present war ?—

The cause of the war could only be ,an extension of the al

ready extended patronage of the right honourable gentleman.

He advised them, therefore, to use their eyes, and look be

fore; for they were on the edge of a precipice, and every

moment in danger of falling. If the sole reason for voting

millions, was silence, they could only account for it in the

iniquity of the cause.

The Speaker put the question on the first resolution, when

Lord Lord Bclgrave rose, and remarked, that it was necessary,

Belgrave. to a certain degree, to place confidence in Ministers, and that

it was not claimed by the present Ministers on any vague or

undefined ground, but on the unequivocal and sure one of

experience of their former merits. These, he presumed,

would be sufficiently elucidated in the occurrences of 1787,

and of the last year. With regard to the resolutions moved

by the honourable gentleman (Mr. Grey) he would not enter

into a speculative consideration of them. The first, in par

ticular, might be true, as to the general question; peace was

certainly more desirable than war; but it was an undoubted

truth, that even war was preferable to dishonourable tran

quillity. The honour and interest of a country were insepa

rable, and it might not be consistent with the honour of this

country to accede to the terms of peace which the Empress

of Russia had proposed. As to the interest of the country,

so far as it might be affected by the destruction of the balance

of power, Iiejudged that the interference of one nation would

be necessary, when anoi!\e.r was in danger of being extermi

nated. Those who looked only at the surface, might see

nothing alarming in the acquisition made by the Empress.

Oczakow, and the country between the Bog and the Neister,

might not in themselves be considered as of so very great im

portance ;
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porta^ce ; but gentlemen ssiould reflect, that these led to the

acquisition ot Constantinople, and from thence to Lower

Egypt and Alexandria, which would give to Russia the entire

supremacy of the Mediterranean, and render her a formidable

rival to Kngland, as a commercial and a maritime power.

As to the resolution, which went to condemn the present ar

mament, as impolitic and inexpedient ; that Parliament could

not agree to, without being guilty of a contradiction ; for

they had already expressiy approved this armament, and de

clared their willingness to furnish the supplies necessary to

support it. He should, therefore, move the previous ques

tion, as the best way to get rid of this resolution.

Lord Belgrave concluded with some farther elucidation of

the doctrine of confidence. Much, he said, ought to be

entrusted to the discretion of a Minister, who had proved

himself worthy of the trust ; but still much ought to be as

cribed to accident and good fortune. Prudent dispositions

only were in the power of men ; the rest was at the disposal

of Providence. A Minister, who had exerted his best abili

ties in the service of his country, had at least the comfortable

feeling of self-approbation.

Crat vel atra

Nube polum pater eccupaio ;

Vel sole puro: non tamer, irritum,

Shtodcunque retro ejl, efftcht ; ncque

Diffingct, infciitimque redact,

Shfodfugienssemel hera vexlt.

Hor. L. 3. Od. 24.

Mr. Pybus rose to second the motion made by Lord Bel- Mr.

grave, and expressed his perfect concurrence with the honour- Pybus.

ahle gentleman opposite to him, in their construction of the

treaty with Prussia. It certainly had always appeared to him

a defensive treaty, in the strictest fense of the term ; and if

such were the real (cope and nature of it, it was undoubtedly

true that we were not bound by any article in it to come for

ward as an armed negociator of a peace between Russia and

the Porte. But though it did differ essentially from a treaty

of offensive alliance in this fundamental point, that we were

not obliged to assist the Court of Berlin in any designs of na

tional aggrandizement, nor to countenance such hostilities

as ambition and a love of conquest might tempt it to com

mence; though our interference in disputes upon the Con

tinent, could not be infilled upon as a matter of obligation

and faith, yet it would be a most extraordinary mode of rea

soning to contend that,, because we had connected ourselves

by some sort of. treaty with Prussia; because a close and

friendly alliance did actually subsist between us; and because,

with
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with reference to that alliance, we were necessarily in some

degree strong in her strength, and safe in her security; we

should therefore be precluded from taking those steps which

might restore tranquillity, and be for the general interest of

Europe; which might preserve t!>e value of that defensive

system we had formed, by preventing an important injury to

our ally; and which might be ablolutely necessary for our

eventual protection. We should have been forming treaties

upon curious principles indeed, if the effect and operation of

them were to place us in a much worse situation than we

should have been, if no such treaties had existed : if we had

renounced the means of guarding and averting evils from

ourselves, and abandoned all tight of adopting such measures,

as would have flowed from clear and rational policy alone,

without any continental connections whatever. What was

the principle of our interference in the internal disputes of

Holland ? Were we under any fœderal necessity of becoming

parties to altercations respecting its municipal Government ?

Under what treaty had we guarantied a specific mode of

civil establistiment in that country ? Upon what point of ho

nour did we feel ourselves called upon to decide between two

parties in the State, upon a question of civij right and au

thority ? or to what imputation of mala fides should we have

been sul ject, if we had remained totally neuter and inactive ?

In fact, we were under no such fœderal necessity; we were

not guarantees to such effect ; we were not bound in honour

to interfere; we were liable to no such reproach: but we

consulted our own interest as a nation ; we looked to the sal

vation of our own political importance in the scale of Europe,

and successfully resisted that ascendancy which France was

labouring toestablisti, and must have produced its destruction.

Mr. Pybus said, he had not the absurd vanity to affect hav

ing received from his right honourable friend any communi

cation upon this subject ; for none could be made, without a

criminal violation os his duty to his Sovereign, and a mani

fest tendency, either at the preset*t crisis, or by example, to

hurt the interest of his country. But Mr. Pybus thought

that the posture of affairs in the Nprth, and the formidable

success of the Russian arms, afforded in themselves quite in

formation enough to justify the belies, that this country was

actuated by the fame spirit, and had interfered upon the fame

grounds of policy, as were the bads of her conduct in Hol

land, without feeling herself under any obligation to do so,

from an article of any existing treaty. It was the avowed

opinion of the most distinguished Statesmen on both sides of

, the House, that Great Britain was deeply interested in the

situation of political affairs on the Continent, and that her

exertions were never better and more judicioufly employed

than
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than in preserving the balance of power in Europe. An ho

nourable gentleman had said, that considering the Turkish

dominions as being of any weight in the scale, was an idea

altogether new and unprecedented Without enquiring mi

nutely into the correctness of hich an assertion, though he

believed the honourable gentleman would find, upon exami

nation into the politics of France, and the history of the

Turkish empire, that the idei was not altogether of so mo

dern a date as he had represented it, Mr. Pybus begged

leave to state the mode in vi hich he thought this matter ought

fairly to be considered. Setting aside, therefore, all ideas

whatever of the intrinsic importance of the Turkish Govern

ment, the question would be, not whether the Ottoman

Empire had been usually considered by the cabinets of Eu

rope as a proper object of jealousy to the other States ; but

whether a defalcation from it in favour of Russia, who had

been universally so considered, might not throw into her

hands such additional advantages, as would greatly increase

her consequence as a maritime Power, and make her dange

rous to the strength and liberties of the neighbouring na

tions. Russia, from the nature of its produce, and from

other circumstances, had been styled a fitter and mbre ra

tional object of alliance to this country, than the Porte could

be. He was, however, strongly convinced, that if we suf

fered her to realize her obvious schemes of conquest and do

minion, stie might hereafter, and, as States were more fre

quently guided by the law of power than that of morality

or justice, probably would (at least it became us, for our own

securi v, to act as if we thought lo) do us infinitely more

harm, than her friendstiip could possibly do us good. She

was certainly enabled to be extremely useful to us in supply

ing us with articles for our navy. But it stiotild be remem

bered, that she was not exclusively so, and that other sources

of supply were open to us. The loss, therefore, of such a

market for her stores, would press more severely upon her

trade, than it would upon our convenience. This country,

however, fliould take care to prevent her having the best and

most substantial reason for withholding them from us, by their

becoming more necessary for her own consumption. Rely

ing as we diJ, and he hoped always should do, upon our na

val strength, as the solid basis of our power, we should re

gard every attempt to rival us in that, and to dispute our

Superiority at sea, with the most serious jealousy. Russia, in

its present extent, could hardly ever be formidable to us in

that respect ; but naval importance was a favourite object of

the Empress's ambition ; and he was sure the House must be,

awaie of the maritime advantages ssie would derive from her"

acquisition of the Turkish dominions in Europe. Viewing

- the
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the question in this light, he considered Great Britain as be

ing deeply interested, for her own fake, and for the fake of

Europe in general, in checking the progress of the Russian

arms. But, fays .the honourable gentleman, if our interfe

rence were ever necessary, why was our late naval arma

ment reduced, as the Minister was, long before its reduction,

as completely acquainted with the only fact of consequence,

namely, the capture of Oczakow, as he is at the present mo

ment ? If Oczakow were ascertained to be the only difficulty

in the way of an immediate accommodation, the subject

would be open to argument upon that ground. But without

meaning to undervalue those sources of foreign intelligence,

which any Member might be in possession of, he was per

suaded that the points, upon which the negociation was pro

ceeding, could be known to those only whom His Majesiy'i

Ministers might have given specific information to upon the

subject ; and he was too well satisfied of their honour and

fense of duty, to believe that they had done so to any one of

those with whom they were intimately connected. To con

tend, therefore, that Oczakow, or any other special circum

stance, was the only impediment to an immediate peace, was

to beg the question completely. Yet, if OczakoW had been

the only place of consequence, the capture of which had been

considered by this country as so important an acquisition to

Russia, it wculd not by any means follow, that we ought to

have armed, or to have interfered at all, the moment we be

came acquainted with that event. The fortune of war,

while any thing like equality of force subsists between belli

gerent Powers, is continually changing the possession of for

tresses ; and we could have had no reason for being convinced,

at that period, that whatever advantages Russia had gained

by one siege, she might not lose by another. The aspect ot

affairs had since experienced a considerable alteration. *I~he

success of the Russian arms had not been confined to the bar

ren district between the Bog and theNeister: the distant

banks of the Danube had been the scene of their victories ;

Ifmael had fallen before them; and the capture of that place

had been attended with such victs of carnage and barbarity,

as could not be thought of without horror, and were a dis

grace to humanity. Could we wonder, then, that new terrors

had been added to the Russian name ? Could we doubt that

this series of conquest had weakened, and must operate to

dismay, the enemy ? Constantinople itself was endangered ;

and if this country had not interfered to prevent the utter

and impending annihilation of the Turkish power in Europe,

.the time might not be very remote, when the fleets of Rus

sia would triumph in the Mediterranean, an object to the

whole world, of her activity, adroitness, and power, and oi

out
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Our supineness, impotence, and disgrace. He admitted that

war was to be deplored under any circumstances, and parti

cularly so in the present state of this country. However

anxiously we might reg.ud the operations of the two armies,

however ardently we might wisti that those pr< jects of am

bition might be defeated, yet, as long as the 'l urks appeared

able to fight their own battles, it would have been highly

criminal to have involved us ill fr> fh expence. A strict at

tention, however, to present economy, if carried all lengths*

might lead to unavoidable expence hereafter, in a most enor

mous degree. He was confident that no Minister had ever

been more anxious to revive the drooping credit of the na

tion, than his right honourable friend had clearly shewn

himself to be. The reduction of that oppressive load of

debt under which we had long gioaned, was an object nearest

his heart. Was it* then, reasonable to believe* that he

would wantonly sacrifice his own happiness and fame ; that,

unless he strongly felt himself impelled by considerations of

the most urgent duty, he would retard the progress of that

arrangement* upon which he had always depended for his

best and most valuable character as a Minister ? The suppo

sition would be groffly absurd; it could proceed only from

the preposterous doctrine, that human nature was not true

to its own propensities, and delighted in being faithless to

itself.

An honourable gentleman had said, that the measures

lately taken by the King's Ministers, were extremely unpo

pular. If he meant to use the term in its largest fense, it

was an epithet at which no honest Minister would be terri

fied ; but if he meant to confine it to those, whole infor

mation and habits enabled them to form the most correct

opinions upon subjects of a political nature, it was one that,

Mr. Pybus was convinced, had neither been meri'ed, nor

would be found to have been generally applied. He admitted

that the present armament was not likely to meet with that

universal approbation which attended the last, after a mani

fest and palpable insult had been offered to the national ho

nour. The most illiterate mind could understand when this

country had been insulted, and tha spirit of an Englishman

would be always eager to insist upon reparation. But in the

present case, something more than mere uninformed intel

lect was necessary ; and it would be setting a low value, in

deed, upon experience, talents, and knowledge, the fruit of

■ whole life's application and labour, if no measure of State,

owever expedient, no negociation, however complicate,

id no war, however politically just, were entitled to ap-

lause, unless they fell within the comprehension of the

meanest and most unenlightened individual. Upon this last

Vol. XXIX. R * deferip-
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description of persons, he was afraid that the inconveniences

of war were usually the most pressing; and it was not won

derful, thar among those many should be found unwil ing to

engage in ir, for the purpose of preventing a calamity, which

might be distant, and might pass over their heads to affect

posterity. Fut the Minister who should be capable ot luch

reasoning, would be very unfit to retain his situation; and if

his practice accorded to such maxims of indolence and self-

consideration, he should be stripped of his authority with

disgrace, and receive the punishment due to his offence. But

he was happy to find that the present servants of the Crown

hail been actuated hv no such unworthy motives; they had

not scrupled to disturb the calm, which they perhaps might

long have continued to enjoy ; and they had done so to avett

the storm* Which was gathering in the North, unlikely as it

was to burst over this country, till long after they should!

have ceased to have the care of its interests. They had,

therefore, desired His Majesty to negociate a peace between

Russia and the Porte, and to increase his naval establishment,

in order to add weight to his mediation. The negociatiori

was then depending ; and being so, though no m m could

be more interested than himself, in maintaining the power and

dignity of the House of Commons, he deprecated its inter

ference; not up«n the ground of personal Confidence in his

right honourable friend, but upon that which had been marked

out by the constitution itself. That House, as the fountain

of supply to the Crown, had a power, the extent of which

rould hardly be limited; and God forbid that it should have

less. It was contemplated by the whole world with an ad

miration little inferior to our own. And why ? Was it on

account of its adventitious potfer t That was a poor and pi

tiful theme of applause. It was because it had used that

power with wisdom, temper, and moderation. It had fol

lowed those sacred laws uhic'h reason and the spirit of the

constitution had framed; nor had ever separated responsibility

from its proper attendant, the exercise of discretio.t.

LJ. North Loid North observed, that if he could have agreed with

thcr noble Lord (Belgrave) *in reposing unlimited confidence

in Ministers, he should have done it; but no confidence in

any Minister would justify 'that House in entailing destruc

tion on their fellow subjects. The noble Lord had observed,

that his knowledge on this subject was very partial. He

was in the fame situation, but he perfectly comprehended

the resolutions of his honourable friend, and therefore he

held himself bound to Vote for those resolutions. He wistied

to know who was to pay the price of all this expence ? He

concluded, that by the treaty with the King of Prussia,

Gte.it Briuia was not bound to give assistance to her ally,

unless
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unless that ally was attacked. The honourahle gentleman

who spoke last (Mr. Pyhus) thought that we were not bound

by any treaty, though the whole of the argument had gone

on the ground that we were bound by the* faith of treaties.

The treaty was a treaty of defence, and bad a specific and

cetermin.ite meaning ; it obligt-d Great Btitain to go to war

only after our ally bad been actually attacked. It might

fairly be contrasted with that extraordinary treaty lately en

tered into in India, bv which we were bound to make war

on a specific Prince, till the Nizam and Malirattas were to

be satiated with plunder. That treaty went no farther, and

Heaven knew that this was far enoup.h ! By the present system,

we >vere to take up arms whenever an opportunity stiould of

fer for 'he oppression of the test of Europe." He would ad

mit, for a moment, that such a system was founded in justice

and policy, and that the present war was not inconsistent

with humanity ; but still he was at a loss to know how it

could be proved that Oczakow, in 'he hands of the Czarina,

could hurt the interests either of Prussia or of this country.

The Court ot Berlin had neves been very supine or inatten

tive to her own interests, and yet the late King of Prussia

had guaranteed places of infinitely more importance to the

Empress than Oczakow, which had l>een in her hands tor

thtee years, without making any complaint. She had greatly

extended her conquests, but the House had been assured, and

as it had not been contradicted, they must suppose it was

true, that she was ready to give up every place, except Oc

zakow and the country around it, Suppose that Constan

tinople had once more fallen back into the hand- of a Chris

tian power, and some of the finest provinces of the world

were a little more civilized, was the King of 1'iussja most

likely to suffer ? But, after all, was the power and aggran

dizement of their ally their only object, and were they t«

pay no attention to their own domestic situation ) This coun

try was flourishing, owing, in some degree, to certain regu

lations which had heen made, and to the increase of commerce,

and the invaluable consequence of security ; at t he lame time,

according to some opinions, and these not inconsiderable,

our expenditure had always exceeded our income, and in no

state had our revenue been such, but that in stood in n°ed of

the most rigid economy. It was not our army, and the

number of stii ps which we possessed, that could ensure our

safety. An armament must always bring on this country a

very heavy expence. What was it that called them to this

war? Holland was bound to them by her interest and incli

nation; Spain, it was evident, did not consider the conces

sions stie made us to be of the fame consequence that we

did 1 aud whoever atttnded to the state of France, would not

R 2 expect.
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expect mucli harm from her, at least while she remained in her

present situation. However they might disagree about theca-

lamitiesshe must undergo in passing from despotism to liberty,

thcv inust all lubsciibe to the truth of the position, that no

Government could be established in that country, which

wouu not prove more favourable to the tranquillity os Eu

rope than their old Government. T his, therefore, was a

favourable moment for reducing our establishment, and for

turning our attention to the cultivation of pence. Jjut there

was an enmity between Russia and the Porte, and we were to

be undone i! Oczakow were added to the empiie of Russia,

the limits of which extended from Poland to Kamlcrutka.

This, it was supposed, might be fatal to the commerce of

Great Britain, or in tome degree destructive to the liberties

of the Porte. Here, then, was the impending calamity

which threatened us, and which was about to add to the

■ burdens of a people already too much taxed. Being 'horough-

]y convinced that the war was unjust and unnecessary, and

that it was no way material to the interest ot Great Britain,

that Oczakow was in the possession of Russia, he should give

his warmest assent to every measure which could put an end

to a war, from which he firmly believed in his conscience no

earthly gcod could possibly arise, and which must inevitably

produce the worst consequences. Towards the conclusion

of his speech, Lord North remarked, that even if the inte

rests of our ally were concerned, we should pay some little

regard to our own, particularly as, after lo many vears of

peace, it was still a question, which was the greater, our

expenditure or our income ? He added, that we seemed too

much inclined to trifle and procrallinate, and to defer the day

of reckoning—

Tardafi'.iunl, ingrataq; tempora, quaspent

Constliumtjuc moratitur agrxdi gnaviter id, quad

Æque pauperism pi dc/I, heupkubus aque ;

Æque neg!eHum pucrh Jenibus que nocebit.

Lord Lord Be/grave rose to explain, and denied the charge of

Belgrave. his supporting universallv the idea of preferring partial ro ge

neral information ," or unlimited confidence to necest'irv con

fidence, such as it behoved that House to give, and such as

it was requisite the executive Government should receive.

Mr. Mr. Powys expressed his anxious wishes that neither the

Powys. Zeal of the noble Lord, nor the eloquence of the honourable

gentleman who had seconded his motion for the previous

question, would ho able to suppress the farther discussion of

the original question, whatsoever opinion the House might

entertain of the string of resolutions which had been opened

by his honourable friend. They were bound by every duty

w hicb,
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which theyowed to their.constituents to consider this question,

As to the grounds and principles on which the House had

acted, they were bound to explain them to the people whose

representatives they were, and from whom they had received

a most important trust. Mr. Powys wished, that on the

day when His Majesty's message was taken into consideration,

a vote of thanks had only been agreed to, and the consideration

of tht justice and policy of the measure postponed to some

other day. On a former day, some gentlemen had contend

ed for a certain degree of confidence being given to those

to whom the executive Government was committed, but

an implicit confidence was now mentioned. If this were to

take place, it would prove infinitely more destructive than

the war which threatened the country, inasmuch as it would

give a stab to the constitution itself! His Majesty's Mini

sters themselves did not claim support on that ground Other

gentlemen had said that this was merely a measure of expe

diency, and that the national character and honour were not

pledged. One honourable gentleman had observed, that if

the measure was not just and politic, the House ought not to

adopt it. Mr. Powys first considered the justice of the case,

and remarked, that the mediation of Great Britain was nei

ther railed for on one side nor the other, but that it had been

clitruded upon the parties. This fort of mediation was theie-

fore inconsistent with those moral duties which ought to go

vern the transactions of one country to another. Those

principles had been exchanged for the more enlightened prin

ciple of self interest. How did Great Britain know but that

lie was making herself the involuntary ally of Russia ? Was

there any immediate danger from the present state of France ?

They ha>' been told that they should risk, nothing by the war.

The right honourable gentleman had contended, that the

least diminution of the territory of Turkey was a cause for

Great Britain going to war. Granting that we were to at

tain our end, could it secure peace to the world, or bring

about the restoration of permanent tranquillity? Would not

Russia feel herself deposed, on every favourable opportunity,

to retaliate upon Great Britain? He desired that the other

fide of the House might meet them on fair ground ; he would

allow them to deny the facts, but let them not stirink from

discussion. The time must even come, when the right ho

nourable gentleman would vote a supply to carry on this ar

mament, and it was incumbent on the House to know what

were the objects for which the supplies ought to be voted.

Lord Belgravc again rose to explain. He said, that by Lord

implicit, he did not mean a blind confidence ; he meant only Eelgrave.

that Ministers ought to have a full, not a half support.

Mr.
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Mr.Ryder Mr. Ryder observed that, for his own part, he applauded

the silence of Ministers, notwithstanding that the honour

able gentleman on the floor, and the rest of the gentlemen

who spoke on the motion, had blamed that side of the Houle,

because they shrunk from the discussion. It was easy for

gentlemen on the other side to use hard words, apply their

own opinion to them, and then draw inferences from that

opinion ; but all this was to be considered as

" Vox, et prcetcrea nibilT1

He, for one, however, could not avoid thinking that His

Majesty's Ministers had acted wifely in not suffering them

selves to be provoked to reply, as they could not have done

so without violating that duty which they owed their coun

try, and betraying her dearest interests. For a blind con

fidence he never should contend ; but he must say, that a con

fidence ought to be given to His Majesty's Ministers to a

certain extent, not arising out of the obvious arguments

urged by Ministers, because it was evident that they could

urge no argument, without betraying their trust to the Pub-

lic. What could au argument from that fide of the House

on such a subject consist of, but a statement of the circum

stances and progress of the negociation, which would render

it impossible for either party to recede or retrsict, if they

wished to do so, and consequently throw obstacles in the

way of adjustment : and would any man then fay, that such

a communication ought to be made ? An honourable gentle

man had declared, that His Majesty's Ministers, on the

present occasion, acted in a manner which would not have

been ventured upon even by the Ministers of France, whom

the honourable gentleman described as having been more for

midable a year before the revolution, than in the glorious

reign of Louis XIV. This, Mr. Ryder observed, he could

not credit, as Ministers had done no more than their duty

compelled. It had been also argued, that calling for confi

dence, without stating some information to the House, was

a perfect novelty. He was surprised at both these observa-

t:ons, as the fame conduct precisely had been pursued over

vand over again in our own country. In proof of this, gen

tlemen would please to recollect the instance in 1 7 16, when

armaments were sent into the Haltic, and yet Ministers had

said no more to Parliament then than had been said now. In

like manner did they remember, that in the year 1726, when

Russia meditated the overthrow of the King of Sweden, Mi

nisters preserved a like silence. The same thing had hap

pened in 1735, when Poland was the subject. The same

confidence bad then been asked and granted. After reason

ing
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ng upon these precedents, Mr. Ryder said, that as far as

:onfidence went respecting the present object, that House

lad already voted their confidence when they gave the vote

if supply, and addressed His Majesty, assuring him of their

upport.

Mr. John Thomas Stanley said, he had earnestly wished for Mr. J. T.

in opportunity of speaking, ever since the gentlemen oppo- Stanley,

site to him, who had spoken first and second in the debate,

bad sat down A kind of challenge had been thrown out to

[his fide of the House by them, to produce arguments in op

position to theirs : this he thought could be done; but first

he would lay, that he opposed the motion originally made,

and would vote for the previous question; not because he

denied the truth of any of the propositions, some of which,

on the contrary, were inconfrqvertible, but because this was

not the time for them to be brought forward ; and he would

as readily vote against a resolution brought forward at a

wrong season, as against one that he disapproved of in ii-

fclf.

He would now say, in opposition to what had beenadvanced

that his vote in favour of the address, a preceding evening,

and the support he intended to give to the measures of the

Administration on this occasion, were neither of them found-

jo on grounds of implicit confidence. He disdained the

word, and so much did he dislike the idea of giving implicit

ronfidence to any man in a House of Commons, that had 110

irgu nents suggested themselves to hi* mind, in addition

o the confidence which he owned might assist in determining

lis vote, he would have waved it all, and have given a de-

ided vote r-gainst measures that tended to involve the coun-

ry in a war.

He had not the privilege with many others of calling the

ight honourable gentleman on the bench below him, a right

lonourable friend ; he was not in such habits of intimacy

»ith any gentleman filling the high stations of office, as to

e by them biassed in his opinion, or governed by partiality,

she confidence he gave, was not the confidence to which

•rivate friendship laid a claim; it was founded on what he

new of the Minister, from the public measures of the Mi

nister; and as these were approved of, surely every indivi-

oal bad a right, without betraying the trust reposed in him

y the country, of giving a degree of confidence and credit

j the Minister who asked for it, and who declared, in the

•'lost manly manner, he held himself responsible for the use

e might make of it.

-; He owned it had required all the strength of his mind to

:sist the specious eloquence and plausible arguments, which

i" had
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■which had fallen with such force of language from a right

honourable gentleman, during the last debate on this subject;

he had been shaken by it, but fortunately not overcome;

for the more he had thought on the subject, the more con

vinced he was, that every argument was not on the other

fide; that many strong ones might be adduced on this side,

not cnly in support of an armament being necessary to enforce

the present pending negociation, but even in support of a

war, Ihould a war be found ultimately necessary ; and he

warned the House against that eloquence he felt so stronglv

the effect of, and which the Minister could not now coun

teract, from the necessity he was under os preserving, silence,

and which he told the House he could not depart from,

without departing from what he deemed his duty. Did His

Majesty's Ministers ask for a power to declare war ? No.

An armament fitted out to give weight to a negociation,

had artfully been represented as a direct attack on RufSa,

and equivalent to a declaration of war. Ms. Stanley could

not consider the one a« the fame with the other; and by nc

means thought the obligation the Minister was under of giv

ing information to the House, the same in one instance as in

the other. It was very probable there might yet be no war:

negociation might succeed, and the effect of the armament

we had authorised the Minister to make, might yet be found

in a stiort time most advantageous, and the very cause of that

established, permanent peace, so much expatiated on by gen

tlemen opposite, and certainly so desirable in every respect

for this country.

But should a war ensue in Consequence of these armaments;

should the obstinacy of the Empress force the Minister to an

opinion that a war was necessary, are we so much to dread it ?

Are there no reasons why Russia stiouhl not remain unmo

lested, and mistress of her own will, in what concerns ma

terially the interests of the great republic of Europe ? Are

there no reasons why we stiould not force him to listen to

us, and to insist on his paying feme attention to our nego-

ci.it ions ? Yes there are, and powerful reasons ; powerful

enough to make us suspend all censure of a Minister, who

may, by his measure's, involve us in a war, and yet cannot

tell all the reasons for his conduct, however serious the con

sequences may be of every step he takes. He has told us

it is necessary to sliew a resolution of preserving the peace of

Europe; that without a vigorous step taken to enforce nego

ciation, it will be rejected. He asks for the exercise, in this

delicate posture of affairs, of a discretionary power which the

constitution allows to the executive Government ; and those

who think some discretionary power should be given to the

executive
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executive Government, under such circumstances, are not

acting unconstitutionally or wrong, in my opinion, in so do

ing. Let gentlemen but consider the character of the Sove

reign, who refuses to accept our unenforced proffers of me

diation, from the day she was seated on the throne of the

Raffias; did (he not discover an insatiable thirst of power,

and an unlimited desire of extending her territories immense

ii they were, to still more distant boundaries ? Was it not

evident her ambition aimed at no less than the title of Em

press of the East, and that she wished to be saluted as such

on the ancient throne of the Eastern Emperors, while her

ambition, unsatisfied with this object, still would lead het

to be the directress of every cabinet and every council in

the western division of the ancient world ? To shew why

we should entertain such an opinion of her ambitious views,

let us only trace back her conduct from the present period to

the commencement of her reign : let us recollect her at

tempts to unite the powers of the Baltic in a league against

us; l't us recollect her more late attempts to govern the

two Courts of Sweden and of Denmark; let us recollect

her intrigues in the kingdom of Poland; her success in placing

a Monarch on the throne of that kingdom, and her invasions

of the late King of Prussia's dominions. We shall have next

to observe her conduct in obtaining possession of the Crimea,

and previous to that, her strong desire shewn of acquiring a

(hare in the trade of the Mediterranean. The Crimea, wrest

ed from the hands of the Turks, let us fee what was her sub

sequent conduct with regard to it. The Kham, who by

treaty was to have been left an independent Sovereign of the

country, is invited to Russia, accepts estates in the kingdom,

and Commissions in the army, of the Empress. The Crimea,

in the mean time, is invaded by her troops, on the pretence

of quelling rebellions ; her authority is established ; {he gar

risons every town, and, at an immense expence, travels

from Petersburgh to the borders of the Black Sea ; builds a

town, and changes the name of the country, she has so

completely annexed to her dominions, to the pompous name

of Taurida.

In the new capital of this her new kingdom, the future

center of so much power and grandeur, she receives as visitors.-

the Sovereign of Austria and of Poland ; and there this neW^'

triumvirate lay the plans of conquests and aggrandisement,

which we are to see accomplissied, not only without interfe

rence, but with complacency. These steps alone were suffi

cient to justify any alarm the Turks might have conceived ;

but how much more cause of alarm had they, when an un-

beard-of, an undreamt-of claim, is made sn them of the..p1r'o-

vince of Basarabia, and the towns of Oczakow and Aker-

Vol. XXIX. S man,
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man, on no other pretence, than that formerly this pro

vince had been governed by the Khams of her new Taurida.

This insulting, arrogant, claim was followed by a refusal to

give up a fugitive horpodar, accused by the Turks of treason

against the State. If, in consequence of such violations of

all faith; if, in consequence of conduct so alarming, so in

sulting, so hostile every way to Turkey, the Turks resolve

to keep peace no longer, can we blame them, can we fay they

are the aggressors ? No, certainly not ; the Empress alone

can he considered as such ; and the Porte, in declaring war,

acted only from motives of self defence, and Russia was vir

tually the aggressor.

In prosecuting the war, her asms have been successful ;

the force of almost the whole Russian empire, and of the

Emperor, is brought against the Turks. Oczakow is taken ;

Bender is taken ; Ishmail is taken ; the Emperor is as suc

cessful on his side ; and Constantinople, almost alone of his

former dominions in Europe, remains in the hands of the

Grand Seignior.

Has Europe to apprehend no danger from such aggreflions?

I rather think it has ; and if the system of preserving a balance

of power on the Continent, is consistent with our true inte

rests, now is the proper time for interference. I might fay,

that it were safest and wisest for this country, in its present

exhausted state of finance, to abandon foreign alliances, and

foreign interference altogether; but this would be merely a

matter of opinion ; and ar present, gentlemen on both sides

seem agreed that the system is necessary; they only differ

about the means ; and I too must agree, that at present the

system cannot be droptatonce: by degrees only can thole

systems be relinquished, which have l>een followed for years

and reigns, and 0:1 the propriety or impropriety of which,

men's opinions are much divided.

The Empress refuses to listen to all negociations, unless

permitted to preserve Oc/.akow ; and now the question rests

on the importance of this place. We have been told by gen

tlemen on the opposite side, that Oczakow is a place of littlt

consequence; in the midst of a de-sert country ; and impell

ing in no way the navigation of any ship from Cherson, a

place not calculated in the least to he a check to the attempt*

of any nation possessing the Crimea and the Cuban, to com

mand the commerce and navigation of the Black Sea.

To this description of Oczakow, I would answer, that its

importance is such, that the fate of Constantinople itself

absolutely depends on it; that the safety cf the southern pro

vinces of Poland depends on it ; that the projects of the Em

press, with regard to the suture prosperity and consequence

of her new empire of Taurida, depend on it. Oczakow is

the
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the only fortress of consequence, and likely to stop an arrfiy

between the frontiers of the Empress and Constantinople ;

this ihe insists on keeping. She generously offers to give up

provinces unprotected and defenceless, and which she may

take, whenever the nations of Europe are so embroiled, as

not to have it in their power to prevent fcer. Ifhmail is dis

mantled, and could not, in ten years time, be made a place

of sufficient defence. The passages of Mount Hemus, "it is

true, may be easily guarded ; and the armies of the Empress

would find it no easy matter to proceed by land to Constan

tinople: but where no fortress overlooks her new acquisitions

on the borders of the Black Sea, where the Tu ks are bereft

of every port to which they may retire, and from whence

ber motions may be watched, she may convey her forces

by sea to any station as near Constantinople as lhe please; ;

forts are surprised, batteries are silencea, and the Ruffian

standard may be flying on the towers of the Grand Seignior's

palace, before an European Court can have been informed

that the Empress meditated an attack.

But slie may disdain to take the capital of the Ottoman

empire for a/while ; she may consider it as too easy a prey ;

and in the mean time, while we are looking with indifference

on that part of the world, according to some so unconnected

with our interests, the prosperity of her new country is rising

fast towards its meridian,

Possessor of provinces the richest in the world, such as

Astrachan, Georgia, the Crimea, and parts of the Cuban,

in which are to be procured every, article requisite for the

construction and sitting out of fleets; possessor of the navit

gation of rivers, down which, stores and productions of every

kind may be brought, either from the interior provinces of

her own dominions, or the provinces of Poland andofMol-

■ davia and Wallachia, stie will be acquiring, every year, a

strength which, in a few years, will be increased to a degre*

that will give those countries alone, independent of her

northern provinces, a power that will alarm Europe; be ca

pable, when it pleases, of overrunning every province of

the Turks ; will make even Poland fearful for the fate of

her southern provinces, and prove most fatal to the safety

and consequence of so near a neighbour to them as Prussia.

An extensive commerce will be its own. Whenever Turkey

is overpowered, and the time must come, if we watch not

this growing country, when Turkey wijl be overpowered, at

once the riches of all these provinces surrounding the Black

Sea, will be pouted into the Mediterranean ; navies sufficiently

powerful to protect this commerce, and even to aim at con

quests, will break into the Mediterranean at the fame time,

Ate we to consider, with no jealousy or fears for our com-

S ?. mercial
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tnercial interests, such probable consequences resulting from

the increasing power of the Empress, and the total state of

inability to counteract all these designs, in which the Turks

will find themselves, if we consent to what Russia requires ?

and have the Tuiks no strong fortress near Chertbn and the

Crimea, on the Russian side of Constantinople ?

But if Prussia is fearful, are we not to pay some tegard to

her interests, when we find them combined with our own,

though no treaty obliges us to step forward in her defence.

It has been said, that the treaty we have with Prussia has

been but of little advantage to us : but is it fair to fay so ?

Was it not to Prussia we were indebted for the re-establish

ment of our alliance with Holland ? Is it not to Prussia that

we owe at this moment the existence of Sweden, as an inde

pendent kingdom ? Did not Prussia prevent her total over

throw, by threatening to invade the rich province of Hol-

stein, unless the Danes withdrew the forces they had already

sent into Sweden ? And may we not believe, that our al

liance with Prussia, and, by Prussia's means, with Holland,

contributed some little towards bringing the Spaniards, in

our late negotiations with them, to the terms which we in-

fisted they were to comply with?

Prussia has been of service to us ; and it would be ungrate

ful in us not to allow this: but if gratitude between nations

is never to be admitted as an argument, let us consider how

our commercial interests are likely to be affected by a war,

should a war ensue.

Our trade to Turkey has been much undervalued. I pre

tend not to fay, with any degree of exactitude, what our

exports to the Levant have amounted to, during these last

two years ; but from good authority I have heard, that in

the last year they have not been much short of 8co,OOol.—

This, however, is certain, the trade is increasing rapidly,

and has been increasing, ever since the French interest at

Constantinople has been on the decline. The T urks are

every day more and more imitating our manners, and accus

toming themselves to require our manufactures and the ar

ticles we export to their country ; they are emerging from

their inactivity and indolence, and improvements of various

kinds are introduced among them. Printing presses have

been very lately established in their capital ; and we may

reasonably hope, that soon the demand for our articles of

exportation in Turkey will be very great, and that we may

count the Levant among the best markets our manufacturers

have.

But our Russian trade, many cry out, will suffer; that is

a trade we cannot lose; we want it for the support of our

shipping. In answer to this, let it be considered, that if we

3 suffer
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suffer some inconveniences from a suspension or interruption

of this trade, the Power with whom we are at variance will

suffer infinitely more. The immense sums of ready money

we fend to Russia for the purchase of the raw materials wo

imp it from that country, for the use of our dock yards, are

what sustain the credit of the paper money now circulating

in Russia, at a discount of 50 per cent. The balance of

trade in favour of Russia, to the amount of 1,500,0001., is

paid in the most advantageous manner to Russia, in the most

disadvantageous manner to ouiselves. Our merchants pay a .

year beforehand for the goods they purchase ; for those they

sell, they allow six months credit : besides those, they labour

under other disadvantages, from which the merchants of

every other country are exempted. T hey must pay the du

ties and customs at Riga and Petersburgh, one half in the

coin of the country, the other in dollars, and these dollars

are only taken at such a price, fifty percent, lower than

they can procure them for ; which, ofcourse, is an increased

duty of 25I. per cent, which our merchants have to pay

more than the merchants of every other country.

Surely, so unfavourable and mortifying an exception,

should not incline us to think the Empress friendly to this

country; as one who loves the English, who' is grateful foi

all the advantages she reaps from our. trade, and one whom,

on these accounts, we sliould be particularly fearful and cau

tious of offending. But wherefore is it, may be asked, that

she has tried so to mortify our pride, and forced our mer

chants to submit to such indignities, for such exceptions iu

her ports, to our disadvantage, are indignities? Because she

thinks she has us in her power ; and that under the necessity

of trading to her country for such and such articles we can

procure no where else, we must submit to those conditions

she chuses to impose. But let her beware ! fortunately the

Baltic is not all her own ; fortunately, there are other ports

in that sea, besides bet's, to which our merchantmen can

have access ; I mean those of Memel, of Dantzick, of El-

bing. To those towns, the articles we most stand in need

of can be brought, not so conveniently, but not with much

more inconvenience than to her port of Riga. Riga hemp,

the most, essential article to us that we import from the Bal

tic, grows chiefly in the northern provinces of Poland ; from

thence it is sent down the rivers to the Russian ports; but

it might bs sent down other rivers, which rife in the fame

provinces, to other ports: it would be difficult to procure-

the fame quantity for some time by this new channel ; but

in time this would be the case, and the quality of the hemp

so procured, would be the same we now buy from Russia.

When
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When trade once changes its direction, it is not easily

brought back to its ancient course. The Empress is not i

woman whose passions blind her to her own interests, and

those considerations must therefore have their weight in her

mind.

Before I conclude, said Mr. Stanley, I must now add, that

though for the reasons I have given, I do not think, a war

with Russia, should she refuse to listen to our negociations,

would be inexpedient or unjustifiable, on the principles of

• policy or of justice. Yet, considering how very exhausted

this country is, I might hesitate more than I do in giving

v my vote for measures that may lead to war; but I repeat

that 1 let my opinion be influenced, in addition to these rea

sons, by the confidence I have in the Minister.

Jealousy, it har. been well said, is a an old parliamentary

word we should not lose sight of ; I do not, but reserve a place

for it in my bosom against f..ture times, when other Mini

sters may govern; but to a Minister who, for seven vear>,

has served this country as our Minister has done, I give con

fidence ; to a man who has recovered England from its lowest

tbb of misfortune; who has restored order to our finances,

which were believed almost irretrievable; who has raised us

to our former place among nations, from a state of general

despondency; to such a man I must give some confidence,

and of his principles I cannot bring myself 10 harbour all at

once mistrust and jealousy.

Mr.Whit- Mr. fVb'tthrcad said, it had not originally been his intention

bread. to have offered himself to the Speaker's notice that night, but

that of late he had been particularly anxious to catch his eye,

because he wislied that a line of discrimination should be

drawn between those gentlemen who maintained, as some

had done in the course of the debate, that the doctrine of

confidence was that of the constitution, and those who

thought it both strange and unconstitutional. He, for his

part, did think it botli strange and unconstitutional ; it was

a doctrine which he would deprecate with his earliest and

latest breath in that House ; a monster, with which he would

grapple wherever it appeared, and use the utmost of his ef

forts to overthrow and to crush.

In every debate on every subject, since he had had the ho

nour of sitting in Parliament, this doctrine of confidence had

met him, and wherever it had met him, he had been alarmed;

it had served in place of argument for every measure that had

been proposed on the other side of the House ; it had served

in place of an ans wer to every argument which had been ad

duced for any measure that had been brought forward on that

fide of the House.

When
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When the part of the community by whom he was sent to

Parliament, elected him their representative, he conceived

that they had placed a confidence hi him, on the express

condition that he should repay it, not by confidence in others,

which he would never bestow, unless extorted by the urgent

necessity of circumstances, but by the liveliest jealousy and

the most active attention. The great precept which consti

tuents gave to their lepresentatives, was lo take care " Ne

quid damni caperet Respublica.'" They were delegated to watch,

to check, and to avert every dangerous innovation ; to pro

pose, to adopt, and to cherish every well-weighed improve

ment, and bound, by every tie of nature, honour, and reli

gion, to deliver to their posterity the constitution unimpaired,

and without the smallest derogation. How could that be

done, if gentlemen delivered up 'their consciences, bound

hand and foot, to the Minister? The noble Lord (Belgiave)

who moved the previous question, and the right honourable

gentleman (Mr. Ryder) who had spoken since him, had not

used any arguments to the point ; and indeed the right ho

nourable gentleman had said he would not discuss the reso

lutions then before the House, and in that he had strictly

kept his word ; but as he knew that it was not from want of

ability or eloquence that this happened, he was warranted in

concluding that the ground on the side which they endea

voured to maintain, was not tenable. The Chancellor of

the Exchequer had enveloped every thing in mystery and

darkness: to borrow a quotation from the classical learning

of the noble Lord, and to apply to the Chancellor of the

Exchequer a character to which he had a peculiar and dis

tinct title, for he was the foul, the vital principle, the pro

vidence of the other side of the House, into whose hands

gentlemen delivered up themselves, their consciences, and

their votes, whose acts they bowed to and commended, and

whose dark, inexplicable ways they did not pretend to scru

tinize or arraign, he would say,

** Nube polum pater occupavit ;"

and to carry on the idea which the noble Lord had given

him, he would say, in the words of another poet,

" Pater media Nimborum in node corusca,

" Fulmina molitw dextrd"

We see the baneful effects of the right honourable gentleman's

policy; but the causes are far removed from our view, and

wrought in obscurity. He was determined not to deliver

I»is conscience, and powers of thinking, into the possession

©f any Minister whatever; he would never be accessary to

reducing the House of Commons to the degraded state in

which
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which it once was, when they were told, " Ye are met

" here to grant subsidies, but not to meddle with matters of

" State; those are questions Far above your reach, and ap-

" propriated to the Prince alone, or to those Ministers with

" whom lie is pleased to entrust them ;" .ind from this abject

state they had risen, not by confidence in any Minister, or

series of Ministers, but by laborious exertions, by jealous

attention to their own rights, and by active investigation

of the conduct of the servants of the Crown. Having,

feebly perhaps, established, what, however, he strongly felt,

that it was his right and duty to investigate the conduct of

Ministers, he should proceed to slate the reasons why he

thought the resolutions proposed by his honourable friend

ought to be adopted by the House.

A right honourable gentleman (Mr. Ryder) had said that

examples of applications to Parliament, under circumstances

similar to the present, were numerous, and had mentioned a

variety of precedents, particularly one ofthe year 1720, when

Sir J. Norris was sent into the Baltic, (of which he would

take some notice hereafter) but he contended that no Mini

ster, either in the instances quoted by the right honourable

gentleman, or in any other instance, ever came to Parlia-

iment for supplies, in a manner so unconstitutional as the

Chancellor of the Exchequer did.

The causes of the armament had not been avowed or ex

plained, and great eulogiums had been bestowed upon the

Chancellor of the Exchequer for his sccresy ; it was allowed

lie gave 110 information, but it was at the fame time insisted

upon that none was necessary. Gentlemen wished to know

nothing. In private life, a proper mixture of openness and

secresy begot friendship between man and man ; but it would

appear strange, were a person to say, " I he more mysterious

" and concealed your conduct is, the more satisfied shall I

" be that it is right; the less you tell me of what you are

" doing, the more shall I believe you are doing well ; and

M I then stiall be most contented with you, and have the

" highest opinion of your integrity, when you tell me no-

M thing at all." But this was precisely the language held

by gentlemen respecting the Minister. Every thing here

was to be guessed at; it was to be conjectured why the tran

quillity of the nation was to be disturbed; and it must; be

remembered that those " slioes were not yet old" in which

gentlemen had ome down to vote supplies for an armament

which a right honourable gentleman (Mr. Dundas) to gild

a little the pill of taxation, and make it go down with some

degree of facility, had said, was to procure permanent tran

quillity to this country ; it had struck such terror, and had

such an effect in Europe, that no power would venture ta

inter
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interrupt our repose. What was the effect the right honour-

ahlegentleman boasted ? what was the security we had bought ?

Our fleet is scarce dismantled, our seamen are scarcely turned

adrift, before, with anogance and insol -nee, we offer our

mediation to two contending Power?. That mediation was

rfjecled with contempt, as it well deserved, and we are ob

liged to arm again : and for what had we interfered ? To

prevent, as we are to conjecture., Russia from becoming so

strong, as to endanger the balance of power in Europe ! It

wa> a speculation not unworthy any politician, to consider

whether, in effect, Russia, by her conquests to the South,

was incrrnsing in sir ngth and power : for his part, he con

sidered every accession of territory to her in that quarter, 'as

an accession of weaknels ; that her empire, by extension, be

came more unwieldy, and less to be dreaded ; and if that were

really the cafe, the true policy to be pursued, the true me

thod to prevent her becoming formidable to the tranquillity

of Europe, would be to suffer her to pursue her schemes to

the South ; to suffer her to fight, and weaken herself. In

hij opinion, Russia could only be formidable, when her at

tention was entirely applied to her northern possessions, and

when the momentum of her vast empire was given to Pe

tersburg ; and upon this subject he desired to remark the

contrariety of opinion adopted by. the Minister. It had been

hid by a right honourable friend of his on a former occasion,

and had not at any time been denied by Administration,

wherefore he should take it for granted to be true, that

Great Britain, in concert with the King of Prussia, had stirred

up the Porte to make war upon the Empress : the apprehen

sions then entertained were, that her attention was too much

alive in the North, and this scheme was to divert it towards

the South: now, circumstances were entirely reversed, and

all our fears were of her aggrandisement in the South. But

let the idea be carried to its farthest extent, and suppose that

the Empress could realize all her imputed views of ambition,

and get possession of Constantinople, and expel the Turks

from all their European provinces ! would any unprejudiced,

impartial man contend, that by such an event mankind would

not be largely benefited ? Would any man contend, that by

the expulsion of a race of beings, whose wretched, abomi

nable tyranny proscribed the arts and literature, and every

thing that was good and great and amiable, would not con

duce to the happiness and prosperity of the world ? He was

convinced it would : those countries endowed bv nature with

every advantage, and suffering by oppression the most abject

misery, would revive, and be productive of sources of com

merce beneficial to every nation. This was an event, with

"iiich the paltry consideration of the nice adjustment of the

Vol. XXIX. T balance
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balance ofEurope was not to be put in competition, although

he was a friend to the preservation of that balance, upon

broad and liberal principles. Supposing, he said, that this

event had actually taken place, could any body imagine that

so vast an empire, extending from Petersburgh to Kamschat-

ka and Constantinople, could subsist under one Government ?

Did not experience tell us that empires, when they become

too vast, always broke in twain ? If they did subsist under

one Government, would not the internal regulations of such

an extent of territory sufficiently engage the attention of its

Sovereign, to prevent her molesting cr interfering with fo

reign Powers? If they divided, would not a new creation,

as it were, arise, fruitful in blessings to itself and all the

world ? He abhorred the wretched and narrow policy whicli

could entertain a wish that the most luxuriant part of th*

earth should remain desolate and miserable, tlut its system

might be maintained.

Bi t was Oczakow, and the desert around it, seriously

considered as the point on which the balance of Europe

hinged ? Was it contended, in earnest, that by possession of

that fortress, the Empress was more likely to posses, herself

of Constantinople than without it ? His honourable friend

had obierved, that in the late war, the Russian army had got

as far as Mount Hæmus, the pass of which the Grand Vizier

had only 10,000 men to defend. Her fieet was also as far

as Varna, more than half way from Oczakow to Constan

tinople, and yet peace was made, wi hout the acquisition of

thai capital by Russia.

Cut if he might venture to hazard a conjecture, it would

be, that Oc7akow was held out to the world as thepretenci

for this armament, when in fact its object was the aggran

disement of the King of Prussia. He had beard it suggested,

and he believed it to come from pretty good authority, that

the object of that Monarch was the acquisition of Thorn and

Dantzick; that we favoured his views, notwithstanding we

were guarantees for the security of those towns; and that

because the Empress resisted this idea, she was to be thwarted

and punished, by an endeavour to wrest from her the only

place she wished to retain (and that for her security alone)

of all lur extensive conquests. In short, we were to sacri

fice the Empress and ourselves to the ambition of the King

of Prussia. What were we to gain by this transfer of our

friendship ? Would the alliance of Prussia compensate for

the loss of that of Russia ? The former could only supply us

in cafe of necessity with land forces, and those only in parts

of the world where we were least likely to want them ; for it

was stipulated that they should not be employed out of Eu

rope. Russia, on th: other hand, might assist us in time of

war,
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war, in a very essential manner, by adding to our naval

strength; but in case of a rupture with Russia, our trade in

the Baltic would be liable to the greatest annoyance from

that Power ; the disadvantages which would arise to this

country, if the war was prosecuted, were numerous and ma

nifest ; the advantages which the warmest advocates of the

Minister would contend for, must be allowed to be distant

and precarious.

With rega'd to the instance of Sir J. Norris being sent into

the Baltic, alluded to by a right honourable gentleman (Mr.

Ryder) he would just take notice of the issue of that armed

negociation. Sir J. Norris was sent to the Baltic with a

feet for the express purpose of accommodating a peace be

tween Sweden and Russia. The Czar (Peter the Great) re

jected the mediation with scorn. During the time the English

fleet remained in those seas, an engagement took place between

the Swedes and Ruffian?, which our Admiral was not able to

prevent, nor to assist our allies the Swedes, and they were

worsted ; and after all the expence and trouble of the arma

ment, our stiips returned to their ports rcinfefla. The an

swer also which was sent by the Czar's Resident at Copen

hagen to the British Aurn'r:l'> W3S worthy, at this particular

juncture, to be mentioned.

Sir J. Norris informed him, that he was come to negociate

a peace between Sweden and the Czar his master; to which

the Resident replied, " that if he was really co ne for the

" purposes of negociation, he thought he might have taken

" a more compendious method, but that he had no instruc-

" tions to treat with him,"

In dispatching your fleet to the Baltic, could you fay, as

■upon former occasions, to your sailors, he alacra et JpepleniP

Could vou tell them, they were going to avenge the injured

honour of their country, to punisti a haughty and irrecon

cilable enemy ? Or cculd you hold out to them, as a reward

for their valour, the rich captures they may make? You

must be silent on all these topics of encouragement ; and al

though he revered as much as any man the enthusiastic va

lour of the Britisli fleet, which had atchieved, from year to

year, and from age to age, the wonders which had raised this

country to the highest pitch of glory ; and although he was

confident they would be victorious over all dangers, however

great, and disgusts, however poignant, yet your silence would

too plainly tell them they were going, without prospect of

reward for their toils, against their ancient and natural friends,

and to destroy the very sources from which they used to draw:,

their subsistence,

from all these considerations, he contended that the reso-

T a lutions
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lutions were highly proper, and that it was the duty of the

House to adopt them.

Mr. Whit read was followed by

SirWnv Sii William T'oung, who said, that ore principal reason of

Young, his riling was, to reprobate a doctrine ot most unconstitu

tional rendencv, as well as most pernicious, in respect to the

immediate question before the Mouse. An honourable gen

tleman ^Mr. Fowys) had stated that we were free in this

moment of debate to retrace our former procedure, regain

the very premises we set out fror, and act in our parliamen

tary capacity, 35 if we had made no engagements, had re

turned no' ani\vc-r to the message, from the Crown, a d had

no ways sanctioned its contents. !~uch declaration was no

farther objec" ionab'e, than as it sought to involve the tlousc

in actual inconfisteiu y of conduct, under the p!ea of freedom

of debate, and pm iumentary prait ice in the considering the

same matter, under various shapes, aud in various stagesof

buiintss. But when tliis claim to return back, and put the

House in a situation of free agency, was introduced, for the

sole and express purpose of declaring what should be the pre

cise line of conduct adopted by the executive Government

in its negociations with Russia, he could not sufficiently ex

press his astonishment at such a proposition coming from a

gentleman who had even resisted the spirit of innovation, and

given a faithful support to the constitution of his country,

under every circumilance of wild inroad on its substance or

forms, which had been (o repeatedly attempted, under pre

tences of reform or amendment. Could a more unconstitu

tional or mischievous proposal be advanced, than that a

House of Commons mould thus resolve itself into a kind of

diplomatic Committee, trench on the most acknowledged

prerogative of the Crown? Could a proposal be suggested

more pernicious in regard to the present measure ? Such in

terference and dictum of the House must preclude all means

by which the country might avail itself of mutual concession,

of " a medii's terminus" the result, to which contracting

parties generally looked. It would be declaring, that Russia

should have such terms as the rate might express, without

contra stipulation, unless, indeed, the House meant fairly

to correspond, treat, argue, and become an agent for .fa-

reign affairs. But then it is said, that we trust the country

to a situation of danger, and eventually of war, blindly, and

in mere confidence of Ministers. In adverting to that word

confidence, so much talked of, and so little examined, he must

beg to discard all farther dispute about the word, under its

plain analysis. By confidance, as applied to men, is under

stood an •pinion that he who hath done well, is most likely

to do well again, and under this opinion he is trusted; this

1 „ definition
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definition applies to confidence between -man and' -man, 'arfd

lo Ministers as other men. : In cales like the present, another

plea operated of a yet stronger nature. The executive Go

vernment had a claim not merely for a confidence, which

anv Member of this House, or this House itself, had to be

stow, but for a confidence which the constitution of the

country had already bellowed and given, when it vested mi

the Crown, and in; its Ministers, under safeguard of their

responsibility, the powers to make peace or war, and afertiori

to nesociute tei ms tending; to those conclusions. Sir VVil-

fain laid, that he, however, had opinions on the present

question which would direct his vote to the support of Mk-

r litrs in the present armed negeciation, independent of any

credit and trust he re. oiVd in them on geneial accounts.—

Tiiey, whilst erg.iged in treat v, could not with pruden.e de

bate the actual situation of arfairs in Europe. Hut he was

not so precluded ; he had no connection or habits of personal

intirracy, and much less of official intelligence, lie com

mitted no m:-.n, or set of men ; he had merely maps, and

bools, and that common knowledge to found his argument

en, which every man in the Houle possessed equally with

himself. He would freely, therefore, state his reasons, why

Great Britain should regard with a jealous eye the aggrandise

ment of Russia: he would state, too, other obvious reasons

sot our present interference. Gentlemen had talked of a ba-

kmee of power : a balance of power, with regard to the ma

ritime potentates, is more especially the concern of Great

Britain ; and what, in this respect, is the situation osRuffia?

Russia is tending, step by step, under the name of alliances*

to make mere provinces of all the kingdoms of the North.

Confederacy of the weaker with tbr stronger is subjection, if

nene else interfere. Thi-. observation applies to Sweden al

ready, perhaps to Denmark, and to Poland too, if we do not

prevei t it. So much for the Baltic. Look where Russia ex

tends her arm on the other frontier of Europe. It has been'

the fashion f r gentlemen to talk of Oczakow, as a mere for

tress of defence to Russia, or as a place of no essential danger

to the Turks whilst in her hands. Those have heard Lttle,

and read less, who use such language. Oczakow is the key

"f Constantinople ; the Dnieper, which, under the walls of

that fortress, disemboguing into the Mack Sea, is connected

hy ctnals, or other water carriage, with the very capital ;

the arsenals of Petersburgh can be emptied into Oczakow,

and stores of a naval or warlike kind float to the very water

of the Leman, nnder its walls. The natural barriers and

rortrefles of Hæmus and Rhadope coveting Adrianople to

the land, Oczakow alone can provide, and protect what is

provided, to send a force against Constantinople by sea. If

Russia
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Russia gets Constantinople, stie gets the Mediterranean; her

empire being the emporium of timber, hemp, and iron, none

will then be enabled to contend with her in that quarter ei

ther in commerce or in arms. The iron of the North will

command the gold of the South. Are we prepared for an

aggrandisement in the Baltic, and among the Northern Pow

ers, which shall command the whole market of naval stores?

If not, Rullia must not be permitted, under the name of an

ally, to have Poland for a dependency. Are we prepared

for an aggrandisement of Russia, which, from the Black Sea,

may command the Dardanelles, and through the Dardanelles

the Mediterranean ? If not, Russia must not have Oczakow.

If, in addition to Oczakow, Russia is farther permitted to

possess the fortress of Akerman, she commands the mouths

of the Danube, and the eastern frontiers of Germany are

wantonly exposed to her. If Russia connects with Austria,

as stie has heretofore done, so circumstanced, Prussia is as

much endangered on the fide of Silesia, as on other and pre

sent accounts, on its Polish frontier.

Sir William said he would take the question on another

ground, and which gentlemen had much insisted on, on the

other fide of the House. He would suppose it to be not a

question of British policy, but a question of good faith to

Prussia, and in a Prussian quarrel. Every one knew the oc

casion and immediate effect of our Prussian alliancein 1787;

through such means we wrenched Holland from the intrigues

and power of France ; we gained anally, who could most

hurt us as a maritime power, from our own channel to the

East Indies, and who could most befriend us in every situ

ation. Holland, giving us the benefit of its maritime fron

tiers, that is, of its arsenals and navy, required protection

on its back or inland frontier ; and Prussia could supply that

protection. Prussia had actually given that protection. He

did not say that it was within the casus fæderis, but it surely

was within the spirit and bona fides of the treaty, to requite

Prussia, endangered by accessions to Russia on the Polish,

frontier, or elsewhere, by timely interference of kind offices;

to grant her assistance in resisting such encroachments, on

just reasons of apprehension to her, was a mere retribution

for service, a national justice. It was a mere price of our

union with Holland ; and a debt that cannot be refused with

out national infamy. Sir William said, that he could not

sit down without once again adverting to the question, on

grounds of Britisti policy, and calling on a House of Eng

lishmen to watch more especially the interests of commerce

and marine power; for it was on those premises that rested

their public wealth and independence ; and an aggrandisement

of one who controlled the very sources of naval force, and

mer
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nercantile equipments, was, of all others, to be checked and

►revented by every means which timely spirit and policy

t suggest. On this, and many other grounds, he should

for the previous question, and not permit the measures

aken by the Crown of Great Britain, in counteracting the

imhition of Russia, to be interrupted. Sir William closed

ms speech, with some farther attempts to define what was the

lature of confidence, as" reposed in the Crown by the British

ronstitution, in regard to negociation with foreign powers.

Mr. Sheridan remarked that, although he had several times -yrt%

•resented himself in vain to the Speaker's eye, he never felt Sheridan,

t more unnecessary to trespass on the time of the House than

it that time, since, if ever there was a debate, in which the

notions had been supported by the ablest arguments that ever

irere urged on one side, and only flimsy delusion opposed to

hem on the other, the cause discussed that day had been that

rause Not even any argument had been offered by the ho-

icuraHe Baronet who spoke last, and who had traversed over

ill Europe, traced the history of the navigation and com

merce of Russia, from the earliest times ; described her back

frontiers, and all parts of her dominions, and expatiated

frith as much familiarity concerning the Dnieper and the Da

nube, as if he had been talking of the Worcestershire canal,

»nd pictured the Empress as a female Coluffus, standing with

ane foot on the banks of the Black Sea, and the other on the

coast of the Baltic, and yet, in spite of this fund of knowledge

ind ingenuity, all which the honourable Baronet said, did

not amount lo an argument against the motion, which, in

hi* mind, was entitled to the smallest weight. From the

right honourable gentleman opposite to him, (Mr. Dundas)

who was something like a Minister, though not actually one,

he expected to have heard important reasoning; but he pre

sumed he had continued dumb, because if he had risen to

speak, it might have been suspected that he knew something,

and thus have broken in upon that impenetrable mystery, and

that magnificent silence which was to characterize the day,

as far as regarded the conduct of those who alone could have

afforded the House the information which they had a right

to expect. Those who had risen to speak, like the honour

able Baronet who had just sat down, had professed that they

knew nothing of the cause of the armament, or had indulged

in stating what they guessed to be that cause; thus the sum

and substance of all the arguments against the motion had

been professed ignorance on the one hand, or avowed conjec

ture on the other. If, then, they were to guess only from

conjecture, and to argue from maxims drawn from maps and

books, as the last honourable gentleman on the other side

had done, were they possibly to come at any satisfactory

know-
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knowledge op

and books the
ij-'C sot w h'.rj'.

ire *maxims- drawn from maps

.in English House of Com

mons are to piling" country into a war, and waste the

blood And treasoie- of th*ir conilituertts ! The reasons Ilated

by oiiterctt gentlemen, among their guesses of the causes of

the- war,- were not more diffeient than es raordinary. One

right honourable gentleman had assigned something that

looked hke an argum-nr, which m;ght account for the right

honourable Chancellor of th° Exchequers silence. He had

stated, that if his light honourable fiiend said any thing re

lative to the negociation, it might put it out of the power

of the negotiating parties to recede or retract what they had

advanced, and thus render a war unavoidable. Did the right

honourable gentleman then think it necessary to recede and

retract any of the blustering menaces which he had made to

Russia? If he did, it ought to be avowed", that an opportu

nity might be given for such retractation. But that right

honourable gentleman, who had talked of the Minister's re

ceding, had also alluded to one matter as the cause of the

war, from the bare mention of which he shrunk with horror;

lie had hinted at the armed neutrality, and at the possibility

of this being a fit opportunity for retaliating and revenging

that measure. Were we then to go to war for so base a par-

pose, as to give vent to the lodged hate and burning resent

ment which had been avowed to have ranked in our bosom!

for so many years ? He hoped not. The fame right honour

able gentleman had talked of the partition of Poland. Were

they to resent that event at this crisis? If so, it ought to he

avowed. But he would not believe that any of these could

be the cause of the war. Henvould rather turn to the nolle

Lord, who had, in his opinion, acted in a more open and

manly way, and rested the argument on its true ground.—

The noble Lord had expreflly avowed that he gave his con

sent on the ground os implicit confidence in the Minister, and

had even gone so far as to declare, that he should consider it

as criminal in the Minister, if he gave the House any infor

mation whatever on the subject. 'I he ground of confidence

had shifted materially since its first introduction three yean

ago. They had then heard of rational confidence; since,

a greater decree of confidence had been talked of, and no»

the noble Lord had avowed that he gave the Minister impli

cit confidence. Had they not better at once appoint the

right honourable gentleman Dictator, and give him the po**

of making war and peace just as he thought proper? The

noble Lord, who had, on a former occasion, shewn himself

very much attached to the ancient Greeks, had appeared not

to be so much attached to the modem Greeks, and had said,
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" See what a faithless set of people these modern Greeks

" are !" In what, Mr. Sheridan asked, did their treachery

consist ? He knew of no such treachery, and he owned that

h; should rather have expected that the noble Lord, with a

classical indignation, would have lamented that the descend

ant of Demosthenes should not be orators, statesmen, and

soldiers, but an unfortunate race of men, kept only to pam

per the false taste and degraded appetites of the Ottoman

Court. So much out of humour had the noble Lord proved

himself to be with the modern Greeks, that he had been be

trayed into a perfidy of quotation, and had quoted a Latin

line, to his surprise, Mr. Sheridan said, when he had expect

ed a line of Homer from him at least. With regard to what

had been observed of that House invading the prerogative of

the Crown, if they interfered with negociations, he was, for

one, always.ready to confess, that the just prerogatives of

the Crown should be kept sacred ; but those were no friends

to the prerogative, who should advise the exercise of it in the

extreme, and endanger its proving obnoxious to that House.

The best Government under the practice of our constitution

consisted in a wise blending and co-operation of the executive

md legislative branches of it. The King certainly mrght,

if he pleased, make what treaties he thought proper, and

keep them from the knowledge of Parliament, if he was so

advised by his Ministers; he might also make war and peace,

and in doing that, confidence was reposed in those on whose

shoulders, as a counterpoise, responsibility lay. But the

moment they came to that House for support and assistance,

confidence was at an end, and the hour of inquiry and con

trol was arrived. Yet, what he wished to contend for was,

that ancient, constitutional, and most useful function of a

British House of Commons, their capacity of advising the

Crown, and of being enabled, by a due application and ex

ercise of their preventive wisdom, to save the country from

that expence and calamity into which they might otherwise

he plunged, either by the error of Ministers, their impru

dence, their neglect, or their corruption. If the House of

Commons were to be deprived of that important function,

and were never suffered to exercise their preventive wisdom,

their chief use, as a deliberative Assembly, would be lost to

the Public, and the whole powers of that House would be

reduced to two dry points : the power of the purse, and the

power of impeachment. Thus, instead of consulting them

as advisers of the Crown, they would be reduced to the mi

serable condition of acting upon public measures in the last

fatal instance, that of loading their constituents with theex-

pence of them, when it might afterwards turn out that they

were measures not fit to have been pursued ; and in that case,

Vol. XXIX. U all
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all left for them to do, would be to prosecute Ministers to

punishment. Is the purpose of a message frcm the Crown

stiould be at any time to tell them that the enemy were at

their doors, and therefore supplies must be granted, he cer

tainly should first ask, on whose account they were called

upon, and iiow it happened that they had not before been

apprized of the public danger? but he should grant the sup

plies on account of the necessity and exigency of the case.

The honourable gentleman opposite to him had wondered

that they should speak of the proceedings in that manner as a

novelty, and remarked, that they were totally ignorant of

parliamentary constitution, if they did not know that it had

been the practice of Ministers,, in similar cafes, to ask for

support, and give no explanation at the time. Ignorant, in

deed, he confessed they must he, if the case were so ; yet he

could not but imagine that the honourable gentlemen who

were so readv to give their confidence blindly aud implicitly,

were themselves lo confident, that they ventured to quote

precedents, without ever having given the mselves the trouble

to look and fee whether they would support their argument.

It so happened, that all the precedents from the year 1700

dow nwards, were against them, and in favour of what he had

just contended for. in the cafe of the war of 1700, there

had been a desire of preserving the balance of power in Eu

rope, and King William had applied to the House on the oc

casion. Mr. Sheridan read fiom the journals the message of

King William, and the address of the House in answer. In

the one, the King states the purpose of his application, and

calls for the advice of his Commons, and in the other, the

House tells His Majesty that they will give him their advice,

as soon as they are fully informed on the suhjsct. and desire

that all the treaties entered into by His Majesty may be laid

before them, that they may be able to offer him their mature

advice. It appeared from hence, that King William, in the

instance which he had read, did not think it beneath him to

ask the advice of the House of Commons, and they had heard

what the language o-' the House had been in return. As the

honourable gentlemen on the other side might not like a pre

cedent so near the Revolution, he would turn to another of

a more recent period, that of 1734. So far from the Mini

sters of that day calling for the confidence of Parliament,

the King placed a confidence in his Parliament, and put the

whole business into their hands. Mr. Sheridan declared that

he could not but wonder that the House bore with patience

the cant of responsibility, which was preached to them by all

who contended for confidence. They were eternally saying,

give Ministers implicit confidence; have not they the respon

sibility ? as if they considered responsibility as a perquisite of

office,
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office, rather than the peril of their situation. Tf they felt

the case properly, they would shrink from the bare mention

of responsibilit v, instead of being eternally talking of it,

which convinced him that tltey considered responsibility as a

protection, and as another word for indemnity. The other

evening, when the unclaimed dividends were under discussion,

a declaration had been made l>y one of the Bank Directors,

which appeared to him at the time to be most extraordinary.

In mentioning that much might be lost to the Bank by forge-

ties, one of the Directors had observed, that their custom

was to let the persons presenting forged bills for payment

hare the money, and not prevent the commission of the crime,

because unless the felony were suffered to he completed, t hey

could not prosecute, and make an example. Mr. Sheridan

nasoned on the absurdity of this practice, and compared it

with that of letting a Minister, by unwise measures, plunge

the country into a depth of calamity, from which it could

rot be easily extricated, merely on the idea that such a Mi

nister might be made an example of afterwards. What

would they think, if those who opposed the right honourable

gentleman opposite to him, saw him hurrying on the coun

try to ruin, and, instead of resisting his destructive measures,

were to fay, " Stop awhile, we are aware that Ministers are

" getting into a sine scrape and then we shall have the satis-

" faction of making them an eximple." In both cafes, pre

vention, he maintained, would be preferable tt> punishment;

and if the Bank forewent the hope of making an example,

2nd prevented the felony from being completed, they would

co much better, and save their money ; and, in like manner,

opposition did their duty best, in endeavouring to rescue their

country from ruin, and their constituents from taxes, by

checking a Minister's carter in time. With regard to the

motives cf the war, Mr. Sheridan remarked, that he did not

think them of great importance; but the grounds of it seem

ed to him to he so extravagantly ridiculous, that he could

not convey his fense of the arrogance of our interfering bet

ter, than by supposing that Russia had treated us so at the

end of the last war, and letting the House feel it as their

own cafe. Suppose, when we were making the peace, stie

Had insisted on our'givingup Negapatnam, in the East Indies,

to the Dutch. Extravagant as this might appear, it was

rot more so than our insisting on her restoring Oczakow to

t-e Porte. Suppose, then, that (he had made a- point of our

rtsigning Negapatnam to the Dutch, meaning on her part to

give it to Denmark, or some other of ! er ;illie:,. What

ftould we have said to such a demand? The answer would

have been, what has Russia to do w ith our posit siions in the

tilt Indies ? We sttould have repelled the demand, and treated

U 2 it
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it with contempt. Suppose, in that case, the Empress had

sent a fleet down the Channel, and burnt Hull, in its way to

London, where, on her arrival, she was determined to en

force her negociations, by acting as an armed mediator-

Should not we have thought that Russia acted most arrogant

ly, and most unwarrantably ; and yet, her conduct in that

cafe would not be more extraordinary than ours in the pre

sent instance. Mr. Sheridan added, that he shrewdly suspect

ed that we were led on by our allies, and that the real cacse

of the war was a Prussian object in Poland. Suppose, bow-

ever, that we went on with the war, and that, in the end,

the Emperor obtained what he wanted in Moldavia and

Wallachia ; the Empress what she wanted in Turkey ; and

Prussia, Thorn and Dantzick ; in that case, he would ven

ture to predict, that the lot of England would he to pay the

piper, and that the expence which we might incur would be

all that would fall to our share. Having slated this, Mr.

Sheridan now adverting to the Chancellor of the Exchequer,

arraigned his conduct, and declared that he should not be

afraid to go through his whole political life, and would un

dertake to prove, that most of his measures had bten preg

nant with mischief to the country. In the moment of bring

ing forward each, the right honourable gentleman hail hi

to the House, "Give us your confidence; we ate respon-

" sible !" Confidence might not, Mr. Sheridan said, be al

ways well applied. He asked, whether the right honourat'c

gentleman recollected the very different prospects w hich «

had been taught to turn our eyes to in this year? Did hs

recollect that this was the promised Millenium ! that halcyon

year, in the spring os which we were to taste the sweetiand

blossoms it was to produce ? Did the right honourable gen

tleman reflect, that he had told them that they should rut

only have their income equal to their expenditure, but i

clear million a year surplus to pay towards the diminution

of the national debt, and a permanent peace establishment

Mr. Sheridan contrasted this with the actual slate of the mo

ment, the immediate prospect of another war, andtbecer

tainty of additional taxes. The people, he observed, wool'

not bear the intolerable burdens under which they must tha

gronn, unless the right honourable gentleman came fjif']

forward, and assigned a satisfactory ground for going to wr

There was not one gentleman in the House who really fa* :

motive for it which he could reconcile to any reasonable id'J

With regard to confidence, he declared that he should n>

give his confidence to Ministers to treat with foreign Courts

unless the fust department of office, in which all our forcig'

negociations lay, were rescued from the hands of a pe '

who, to an overcharged conceit of his own abilities,
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the rafliness which always must attend inexperience, and

placed in the hands of a man familiar with foreign Courts,

and possessed of dexterity and simplicity sufficient to enable

him to discharge the duties of the office with skill and with

success. By dexterity, he said, he did not mean that cun

ning which another person mistook for craft, and that craft for

wisdom; lie meant dexterity to discover and ward off the de

vices and intrigues of foreign Ministers, and others; and sim

plicity to follow the straight-forward path of open manliness

and plain dealing himself. He declared that he would leave

it to the House to make the application of this contrast, but

unless a department ol so much importance, considering the

present situation of foreign Courts, were placed in such hands,

it was impossible for him to give confidence at such a time to

Ministers; nor had they, in fact, any right to expect it from

him, who had uniformly and openly resisted the right honour

able gentleman's measures.

Mr. Sheridan next turned his attention to the conduct of

the right honourable gentleman opposite him, respecting Hol-

lardin 1787, for which praise had, on all hands, t.een candid

ly allowed him. He declared that if the question were put

to him, and he were asked if, as a single measure, he rejoiced

at it? he mould, without hesitation, answer, that he did

not; because he never could rejoice at seeing the stock of li

berty diminished, and, by our interference, that noble re

public was agafh reduced to the miserable state of vassalage

under which she bad so long groaned ; but, w hen he consi

dered that it was probable ai the time that Holland would

have become a province to France (though subsequent events

had since proved that it could not have been the consequence)

he was ready to join in commending the conduct of the right

honourable gentleman on that occasion. Put if it were true,

that the recovering our connection with Holland was nothing

more than a part of a system, and that the fortress of Oczakow

were to be traced from the canal at Amsterdam, lie should

reprobate it in the strongest term1; he would fairly declare,

however, that h«. did not believe that the right honourable

gentleman had entertained an idea of any such system at the

time. He suspected that the right honourable gentleman's

measures had carried him much farther than he had ever in

tended to go, and that the pretence of its having been a part

ofapredetenninate system, was nothing more than a salvo as-

sum d for the purpose of covering the extraordinary conduct

of the right honourable gentleman. Mr. Sheridan here de

scanted cn the chance of our next year, having fresh press

warrants issued, and being called upon to arm, in consequence

of our having formed an alliance between Poland and Piussia.

He went through a summary of what had passed \a the diffe

rent
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rent Courts of Stockholm and Madrid, during the admin i it ra

tion of Mr. Pitt, and imputed blame to him on the events of

each. He also said, that among other evil consequences ot

the pernicious system arising out of the treaty with Prussia,

it hrd fastened on us a concern with the Germanic league, and

that we should be lugged in as parties to the measure. He de

claimed against the system, and said, let us call it any thing

but a system of peace; let us fay it is a system of ambition,

of vain glory, to see the offspring of the immortal Chatham,

intriguing in all the Courts of Europe, aud setting himself up

as the great posture master of the balance of power, as pofles-

smg an exclusive right to be the umpire of all, and to weigh

out in patent scales of his own, the quantity of dominion that

each Power stiall possess. Was not the right honourable gen

tleman establishing a princip'e which would make it the inte

rest of all India to act against us? Was he not attempting to

stand forward as such a peace maker as t!i5 peace of all Eu

rope would make it necessary to exterminate? Mr. Sheridan

mentioned theconduct of Mr. Elliot in Sweden, and having

stated what hai passed there, he referred the House to the

speeches of His Majesty, which had all told them, that our

Court had continued to receive the strongest assurances from

foreign Powers, that there was no danger of our tranquillity

being likely to be disturbed; and he desired them to compare

what had happened from time to time. With regard to the

revolution in France, he did not mean to go into the discus

sion of that subject; his opinion upon it remained fixed, and

wuld continue the fame; but there was one point which all

mankind agreed in rejoicing at, as a consequence of the French

revolution ; and this was, that st.e could no longer go about

intiiguing, and ftting the rest of the Courts «.f Europe at en

mity with each other Were we, he . Iked, wi ling to take

up the little, busy, tattling spirit of intrigue, that woist part

of the character of F ranc?, and run about producing sreTi

wars and fresh disturbances. Fie had not thought that any

tiling could have induced him to lament the loss of French

enmitv; bus if such was to he the cafe, he iliould do so most

seriously. He had hoped that what had happened in France

would have served as an useful lesson, and that we should have

had leisure to have improved by studying it.

Mr. Mr. Ryder, in explanation, stated, that the confidence

Ryder, which he contended for, ss absolutely and indispensably re

quisite to lie granted to a Minister, was a constitutional con

fidence, to enable him to conduct all foreign negotiations

of peace and war; and not as represented by the honourable

gentleman who spoke lalt.

Mr. Mr. Dundui professed himself unwilling to trespass on the

Dundas. time of ;hc House; but his right honourable friend (Mr. Pitt)

having
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laving been called upon so loudly, to do that which it would

>e criminal in him to accede to, he felt himself hound to say

i sew words, in reply to the vast variety of observations made

iv the last honourable gentleman on the other side ot the

House; nor was he, for another reason, desirous of entering

into a debate in the present m ment, because it wouW he dan

gerous to the present negocintion to divulge the setrets of it,

for the purpose of gratifying those gentleman who^jiave with

much zeal and earnestness required it, and withrvfuxh labour

mdeavoured to justify their requisition. He waB '^t\' deter

red by all the pomp of declamation, or powers of/cloquence,

nhich the right honourable gentleman had displayed, from

supporting the arguments of the present day against the un

just and unconstitutional demand made from His Majesty's

Ministers, at a time when privacy was most to be desired, tor

the real and substantial advantage of the country. He there

fore felt it his duty not to depart from the established rules

laid down for the conduct of Ministers, on similar occasions ;

from rules which the wisest Councils had never deserted.—

While he was ready to allow the great ability and powerful

eloquence of the honourable gentleman, he could not help

observing, that it was fraught with the most inflammatory

declamation against the conduct of men to whom he had gi

ven his most unequivocal approbation. He had condemned

the consilience given Ministers, on the present, as on all

similar occasions, as dangerous : he had contended that the

high privileges of this House, to know the particulars of this

negociation, were wrested from them. He had asserted, and

a bold assertion it was, that no one circumstance of the cause

ot our present armament had been communicated to the

House ; and all such assertions were supported by a train of

the most fallacious arguments ever urged in that House.

Therefore, if the Houle was inclined, instead of moving the

previous question, to attend to a dry address to their under-

fhndings,- instead of a gilded address to their passions, he was

confident he should satisfy them of the fallacy of those asser

tions, and also convince them, that the question first move4

*as premature, and improper to be brought before them.

Mr. Dundas next adverted to the several speeches of His Ma

jesty, mentioning the existing disturbances between the Ot-

fernins and Russians, and particularly the message from His

Kajestv, communicating, that those disturbances had arisen

k so alarming an height, as to render his mediation to effect

P peace absolutely requisite, and to which mediation the

p<ose had acquiesced. For the purpose of giving vigour and

fff& to this mediation, the House had also agreed, as would

; ij*par by the papers on the table, to an increase of our na-

vil force, and this mediation had been stated to the House as

by
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by no means successful, hut had led to a negotiation, which

the opposite side of the House had called upon His Majesty's

Ministers to particularize and explain, to which unreasonable

and unprecedented requisition a refusal had been given. This

refusal was now attempted to be called novel and unconsti

tutional, subversive of the privileges of this House, and preg

nant with the most alarming consequences. But he would

ask the honourable gentleman, if an acquiescence with their

demand would not be more novel, more unconstitutional,

and more dangerous ? and whether, from a premature disclo

sure of the particulars of a foreign negochition, evil conse

quences were not to be dreaded; and whether it would not

be absolutely and completely rending from His Majesty the

prerogative vested in him by the constitution, of making

peace and war, and negociating with foreign Powers, inde

pendent of the interference of Parliament ? To these ques

tions the answer was evident, and every gentleman must join

him in the affirmative. 1 hen, if this were granted, which

he was sure it mult, he would alk, if it was an abuse of the

confidence of that House, under the present circumstances,

to remain silent, and let thoie untimely and premature ques

tions remain unanswered ? No ! for it must be evident to

every man, that by a promulgation of the minutiae of" the

present negociation, it would not only be an abuse of the

confidence of the House, by betraying those secrets which

Ministers were bound to keep, but would effect the complete

overthrow of the negociation, and be followed up by a sub

version of the prerogative of the Crown, the consequences of

which would be unfathomable. But there was still something

more extraordinary in this demand, and more dangerous, if

complied with, in its effects ; for Ministers were not called

upon fora general and complete statement of the negociation,

but a partial communication of materials was required, cn

which the House was partially to decide. Yet, he trusted

that it required not from him a single argument, to prove the

danger which would naturally arise from a conduct so replete

w;th every thing that must inevitably invert al! order in the

present and in future negociations ; for this was not a ques

tion of war, upon which such a demand would be justly made;

but this was a question of negociation, to procure, if possible,

on honourable and equitable terms, a cessation of hostilities,

and the establishment of tranquillity in Europe. And here

he should remark, that, as a question of negociation, and

not of war, as it had been transmitted by the honourable

gentleman on the other side, his right honourable ftiend, who

had on several occasions, with great credit to himself, and

satisfaction to his country, and to this House, acting under

their confidence, proved himself highly deserving it, was, on

a the
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the score of policy, as well as of matter of right, entitled to

confidence on the present occasion ; and not only a constitu- ,

tional confidence, hut a personal confidence. Mr. Dundas

next adverted to the several extracts read by Mr. Sheridan,

in support of his assertion of the right the House had to a

communication on the subject; which he contended were no

way applicable, but related only to instances where war was

declared. He then referred to the observations also made by

Mr. bheridan on the Spanish armament, and to which arma

ment he gave his hearty assent, though he now thought pro

per to arraign his right honourable friend ; to which obser

vations he replied, that the charge of criminality against his

right honourable friend ought to have been coupled with a

charge against himself, for a change of opinion on that sub

ject, which was now brought forward with the most reviling

and intemperate language, without any analogy to the pre

sent question, or with a single argument to support it. He

contended against the dangerous effects of divulging the par

ticulars of a n< gociation, which, he said, was the real ques

tion before the House, and not a question of war ; and he

concluded with giving his assent to die motion for the pre

vious queslion.

Mr. Harrison said, that the system alluded to so much, ap- Mr'

peared to him to be a system of delusion, and that it threaten- Harrison,

ed to involve us in all the calamities and expences of a Ger

man war.

The House divided on the previous question ;

Ayes, that Mr. Grey's motion be now put, 172

Noes - - 252

Majority for the previous question - 80

When the House was resumed, Mr. Grey moved his string

of resolutions severally.

Mr. Fox charged the Minister with duplicity and decep- Mr. Fox.

tion, in having, in the speeches from the Throne, stated that

1 His Majesty had the strongest assurances of amity and peace,

when the events vhich followed proved the contrary.

Mr. Chancellor Pitt answered, that no rude words ad- Mr. Pitt,

dressed to him by the right honourable gentleman, sliould pre

vent him from calmly declaring, that when His Majesty

stated to the House, in his speeches from the throne, that he

had received the most amicable assurances of their good will,

soch had been the language of the several Courts ; and if an^

of them had since thought proper to take umbrage at any

part of His Majesty's measures, that did not affect the vali

dity of the assertions at the moment, that the fact had been

communicated by His Majesty to Parliament.

The House adjourned.

Vol. XXIX. X The
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The following is a Correa List of the MINORITY on Mr. Grey's

Motion.

Bedford/hire*

Earl of Upper Oflory,

Hon. St. Andrew St. John*

Bedford, Town oft

William Colhoun,

Samuel Whitbread, jun.

Berkshire.

Winchcombe Henry Hartley.

dbin?don.
o

Edward Loveden Loveden.

Chipping lVya.mbc.

Earl of Wycom be,

Sir John Jervis, K. B.

Aylejbury.

Gerrard Lake.

Marlow.

William Lee Antonie.

fVindover.

John Barker Church.

Cheshire.

John Crewe.

Cornwall.

Sir William Lemon, Bart.

Launcejlon.

Lt. Gen. Sir Henry Clinton, K.B.

Bodmyn.

Roger Wilbraham,

Sir John Morlhead, Bart.

Helfton.

Sir Gilbert Elliot, Bart.

Camclfird.

James Macpherson.

St. Michael.

David Howell.

Newport.

Viscount Fielding,

Charles Rainsford.

Cumberland, County os.

Sir Henry Fletcher, Bart.

Carlisle.

Wilson Braddyll,

John Christian Curwen.

Cociermouth.

John Anstruthcr.

Derby/hire.

Edward Miller Mundy.

Derby Town.

Lord George A. H. Cavendish,

Edward Coke.

Oakhampton.

Lieut. Colonel St. Legtr.

Tavijhck.

Right hon. Col. Fitzpatrick.

Lord John Ruflell.

Exeter,

James Buller.

Dorset/hire.

Francis John Browne.

D01 chcjler,

Hon. George Darner.

Bridport.

Charles Sturt.

Warcham.

Lord Robert Spencer.

General Richard Smith.

Poole.

Michael Angelo Taylor.

Durham County.

Ralph Milbanke.

Durham City.

John Tempest.

Wm. Henry Lambton.

Beverley*

John Wiiarton.

Knarejborough.

Viscount Duncannon.

James Hare.

Milton.

Rt. hon. Edmund Burke.

William Weddell.

Richmond.

Earl of Inchiquin, K. P.

Lawrence Dundas.

Ripon.

William Laurence.

Thirfke.

Robert Vyner.
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Tori.

Sir W. M. Milner, Bart.

Richard S. Milnes.

Hythe.

William Evelyn.

Jitaidstonc.

Clement Taylor.

Essex, Courtly of.

John Bullock.

Maiden.

Charles Calli's Western.

1'ewkestury.

James Martin.

Herefordshire.

Sir George Cornewall, Bart.

Hereford, City of*

John Scudamore.

James WaJwyn.

Hertfordshire,

"William Plumer.

William Baker.

Hertford Town,

Baron Dimsdale.

Huntingdon/hire.

Earl Ludlow.

Huntingdon.

Henry Speed.

John Willet Payne, a Captain in

the Royal navy.

St. Albans.

Hon. Richard Bingham.

Rochester.

George Best.

Lancashire, County tf.

Thomas Smiley, cousin to the

Earl of Derby.

Lancaster.

Sir George Warren, K. B,

Preston.

The right hon. John Burgoyne, a

Lieutenant General of His Ma

jesty's Forces, anil Colonel of

the 4th regiment of foot.

Liverpool.

Banastre Taileton, a Lieutenant

Colonel in the army.

Wigan.

John Cotes.

Orlando Bridgeman,

Clithenw.

Sir John Aubrey, Bart. LL. D.

Newton.

Thomas Peter Legh.

Leicester, Town of.

Thomas Boothby Parkins, eldest

son of Sir Thomas Parkins, Bt.

F. R. S. and A. S.

Lincoln/hire.

Charles Anderson Pelham.

Sir John Thorold, Bart.

Boston.

Sir Peter Burrell, Bart.

Great Grimsty.

Tohn Harrison.

Dudley North.

Middlesex.

George Byng.

Westminster.

The right hon. Charles James Fox.

London.

John Sawbridge, Alderman of this

city, and Colonel of the Kent

militia.

Norfolk, County of.

Thomas William Coke.

King's Lynn.

Hon. Horatio Walpole, eldest son

of Lord Walpole.

Yarmouth, Norfolk.

Right hon. Charles Townshend.

Thetford.

Joseph Randyll Burch.

Norwich.

Rt. hon. William Windham.

Northamptonshire.

Thomas Powys.

Northampton, Town of.

Hon. Fdward Bouverie.

Peterborough, City of.

Hon. Lionel Damer, youngest soa

of Lord Milton.

Richard Ben yon.

Higham Ferrers.

John Lee.

Northumberland, County of.

Sir William Middleton, Bart.

Charles Grey.

. Newcqft
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Newcastle upon Tyne.

Sir Matthew W. Ridley, Bt.

Berw. ck upon "Tweed.

Hon. John Vaughan, brother to

the Earl of Lisburne, a Lieut.

General, Governor of Berwick,

and Col. of the 46th regiment

of foot.

Nottingham/hire.

Charles Pierrepont.

Nottingham.

Daniel Parker Coke.

Banbury.

Lord North, son to the Earl of

Guildtord.

Rutland/hire.

Gerard Noel Edwards.

Shrewsbury.

William Pulteney.

Ludlow.

Lord Clive.

Bridgenortb.

Thomas Whitmore.

fVenlock.

Sir Henry Bridgeman, Bart.

Cecil Forrester.

Bishop's Castle.

Wm. Clive, uncle to Lord Clive.

Ilchester.

John Harcourt.

Samuel Long.

fatness.

William Powlett Powlett.

Bristol.

Lord Sheffield.

Winchester.

Henry Penton, Letter Carrier to

his Majesty.

Portsmouth.

Sir Harry Fetherstonhaugh, Bart.

Hon. Thomas Erskine, brother to

the Earl of Buchan, and Attor

ney General to the Prince of

Wales.

Newport, Hants.

Viscount Palmerston, LL.D.

Viscount Melbourne, Gentleman

ofthe Bedchamber to the Prince

of Wales.

Yarmouth, Hants.

Jervoise Clerk Jervoise.

Sir John Fleming Leicester, Bt.

Whitchurch

Viscount Middleton.

Fetersfield.

Marquis of Titchsield, eldest son of

the Duke of Portland.

William Joliffe.

Slo, kbridge.

Major John Scott.

John Cator.

Stafford.

Richard Brinfley Sheridan.

Tamworth.

John Courtenay.

Litchfield.

Thomas Anson.

Suffolk, County of.

SirThomas Charles Bunbury, Bart.

Ipswich.

Sir John Hadiey D'Oyley, Bart.

Dunwich.

Joshua Vanneck.

Orford.

Viscount Beauchamp, eldest son

of the Earl of Hertford.

Hon. William Seymour Con way.

Aldborough, Suffolk.

Lord Grey, Son of the Earl of

Stamford.

Hon. Thomas Grenville, next

Brother to the Marquis of Buck

ingham.

Sudbury.

John Cox Hippifley, LL.D. Re

corder of this Borough.

Thos. Champ. Crelpigny, LL. D.

St. Edmund's Bury.

Sir Charles Davers, Bart.

Surrey, County of.

Lord William Russel.

Gatton.

William Currie.

John Nesbit.

Bletchingky.

Philip Francis.

Ryegate.
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Ryegate.

Hon. John Summers Cocks, eldest

son of Lord Summers.

Sujsex, County of.

Rt. hon. 1 homas Pelham, eldest

son of Lord Pelham.

Hor/ham.

Timothy Shelley.

Midhurst.

Hon. Percy Charles Windham.

Hon. Charles Wm. Windham.

Steyning, Sussex.

James Martin Lloyd.

Arundel.

Henry Howard.

Lewes.

Thomas Kemp.

Warwickshire.

Sir George August. Wm. Shuck-

burgh, Bart. F.R.S.

New Sarum.

William Hussey.

Chippenham.

James Dawkins.

fVootton Bajpt.

Viscount Downe.

Worcestershire.

Hon. Edward Foley.

Droitwlch.

Hon. Andrew Foley.

Evejham.

Thomas Thompson.

Sandwich.

Sir Horace Mann, Bart.

Dover.

John Trevannion.

Cardigan.

John Cambell.

Carmarthen.

J. G. Philips.

Denbigh/h re.

Robert Watkin Wynne.

Flint/hire.

Sir Roger Mostyn, Bart.

Montgomeryshire.

William Owen.

Montgomery, Town of.

Whitched K.eene, brother-ill law

to the Earl of Dartmouth.

Pembrokeshire.

Lord Milford.

Pembroke, Town of.

Hugh Barlow.

Calthnefjhlre.

Sir John Sinclair, Bart.

Renfrewshire.

John Shaw Stuart.

Stirlingshire.

Sir Thomas Dundas, Bart, brother

in-law to Earl Fitzwilliam.

Judburgh, Haddington tsfe.

Hon. Thomas Maitland, Brother

to the Earl of Lauderdale.

Peebles, Lanerck,

William Giieve.

Dumfries, Savqubar, 13c.

Patrick Miller, jun.

SirJ.St. ClairEtlkine, Btfl y jj

William Adam, J

The following Afembers paired tff.

John Webb with the Marquis of Blandford.

The Earl of Lisburne with Philip Metcalf.

Riqhard Beckford with Thomas Gilbert.

Hans Sloan with Nathaniel Dance.

The Earl of Burford with William Wilberforce.

Sir William Codrington with John Fownes Luttrell.
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Wednesday, April,

No material debate occurred.

Thursday, I \th April.

Sir Gilbert Elliot, from the Select Committee, who were

appointed to try and determine the merits of the petition of

the honourable Cropley Ashley ; and also, the petition of the

several persons whose names are thereunto subscribed, on be

half of themselves and others, electors of the borough cf

Dorchester, in the county of Dorset, severally complaining

of an undue election and return for the said borough, informed

the House,

That, pursuant to the last determination of the House of

Commons, the right of electing Burgesses to serve in Parlia

ment for the borough of Dorchester, in the county ot Dor

set, is in the inhabitants of the said borough, paying to

church and poor, in respect of their personal estates; and in

such persons as pay to church and poor, in respect of their

real estates, within the said borough, though not inhabitants

or occupiers, and although their names do not appear upon

the poor's rate ;

That the honourable George Darner is not duly elected a

Burgess to serve in this present Parliament for the borough of

Dorchester, in the county of Dorset ;

That the honourable Cropley Ashley, the petitioner, ought

to have been returned a Burgess to serve in this present Par

liament for the said borough of Dorchester;

And that the said honourable Cropley Ashley is duly elect

ed a Burgess to serve in this present Parliament for the said;

borough of Dorchester.

The House adjourned.

Friday, i£tb April.

Mr. Thomas Master, from the Select Committee, who

Were appointed to try and determine the merits of the petition

of John Drummond, and Robert Drummond, Esquires ; and

also the petition of the several persons whose names are there

unto subscribed, being legal electors of Members to serve in

Parliament for the borough of Luilgershall, in the county of

Wilts, severally complaining of an undue tlection and return

for the said borough, informed the House,

That, pursuant to the last determination of the House of

Commons, the right of voting for Vlembers of Parliament

for the borough of Ludgershall, is in such persons who have

any estate of inheritance, or freehold, or leasehold, deter

minate upon life or lives, within the borough, not confined

ta
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to entire ancient houses, or the entire (cites of ancient houses,

within the borough ;

That George Augustus Selwyn, Esq. deceased, was duly

elected a Burgess to serve in this present Parliament for the

borough of Ludgerstiall, in the county of Wilts ;

And that the honourable William Harboard is duly elected

a Burgess to serve in this present Parliament for the said bo*

rough of Ludgerlhall.

Mr. Baker observed, that as the question, whether it was Mr.Bako-

politic or ill judged to turn our arms against Russia, had

undergone an ample investigation, on one side of the House,

it remained for him only to preis the points of the former

motions, and collect the scattered parts of the argument into

one general view, in order to vindicate the privileges of th«

House, and establish their right of inquiry into all object.: for

which a supply might be required. This right of inquiry, at

connected with their power of granting supplies, it becamo

incumbent upon them, from their duty to their constituents,

to watch with a jealous eye, ar.d in no instance in which this

was concerned, to allow their attention to be remitted, or

their vigilance to be lulled asleep. In the circumstances of

the present occasion, there was nothing perhaps to excite

jealousy : a mediation was going on ; an armament was re

quired; in all this there was nothing extraordinary, if we had

been informed what was the object sought by the mediation,

and what the purposes to which it was proposed that the ar

mament should be directed. Ir was not the circumstances

taken by themselves, but the conduct which Ministers chose

to adopt on the occasion, that afforded grosd of alarm and

jealousy. All the information to be procured, was what had

been given in the message. The address was merely its echo.

Two objects were there stated, for which an addition to the

naval force was deemed necessary, in order to promote the in

terests of this country, and establish, upon a permanent foot

ing, the general tranquillity of Europe. The mediation, it

might be supposed, was conducted with the fame view, and

inconjunction with other allies. But it certainly took away

much from its authority as a mediation, that it had not been

-Iked, but offered ; we had not been solicited to employ our

arbitration ; we had chosen to interpose our interference.

The treaties which we had formed with those allies, with

whom we were concerned in this mediation, were merely de

fensive. Its object might be supposed to bring about a peace

between Russia £.nd the Porte; an object which, as it did not

affect the interests of this country, might not be conceived

to require, on our part, any active or immediate interposi

tion. He might almost content himself with renewing the

I motions
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motions which had been made by his honourable friend during

the former debate, as the arguments by which they had been

supported remained yet unrefuted, and those who had chosen

to oppose them, were either not willing or unable to state

any solid grounds of objection. But as representatives, who

had so recently come from the people, ami were entrusted

with the charge of expressing their sentiments, it became them

fully to discuss all measures of executive power, and parti

cularly to enquire into those which might tend to involve

their constituents in any additional burden andexpence. At

the period of the convention with Spain, we were not ap

prised of any negociation pending, which was at all likely to

endanger the tranquillity, of the country. No information

had yet been given of the object of the armament, or the par

ticular interests of the country, which it was intended to

promote. Few arguments had been advanced on the other

fide of the House, to get rid of the plea in support of the

motions. It had been contended that the present conduct of

Ministers was in conformity to the course of former proceed

ings, and that supplies had frequently been granted, without

any information of the object in view, or the purposes to

which they were applied. This could only be answered by

denying the fact. It was not true that supplies had been

granted without information; on every demand of supply,

information had been given, in many cases specifically, but

in all substantially. The present case wasentirely new and un

exampled ; and it became the representatives of the people to

oppose a conduct so novel and unprecedented, which seemed

to lead to a measure so universally disclaimed, and loutdly re

probated, as a war with Russia. The Public had now begun

to think seriously; their situation was very different from

what it had been in a former Parliament, when he had oc

casion to make a motion ; then their numbers were every day

diminishing, but even then they had stood firm in support of

a great and constitutional point. Now their numbers were

increasing, and would increase ; motions would be brought

forward in different shapes, till Ministers became forced to

abandon a system so odious in itself, and pregnant in its con

sequences with mischief to the country, by discovering that

their majority was converted into a minority. In conclusion,

Mr Haker moved,

" That it is at all times the right and duty of this House,

u. btsore they consent to lay any burdens on their consti-

" tuents, to enquire into the justice and necessity of the ob-

" jects, in the prosecution of which such burdens are to be

" incurred."

" That no information has been given to this House, which

" can satisfy us that the expences to be incurred by the pre-

« sent
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" sent armament are necessary to support the interest of these

" kingdoms, or will contribute to the great and important

" object of restoring the tranquillity ot Europe on a secure

u and lasting foundation."

Mr. St. John observed, that he could not avoid availing Mr.

himself, while he seconded the motion of his honourable St. Juhn.

fiiend, of the opportunity which presented itself for protest

ing against the consequ- nces of the country being involved in

an unnecessary and unjust war ; and against the doctrine laid

down of implicit confidence, and the position with which it

had been accompanied, that it was even criminal in the House

to oppose it. Had this doctrine fallen from only one Mem

ber, he should hav e considered it as a matter of serious alarm

and jealousy to the House; but when it had been taken up,

when it had been avowed, and repeated by several persons in

office, he considered it as their duty to vindicate their own

privileges, and assert their right of inquiry, in disposing of

the money cf their constituents. In support of the practice

cf demanding supplies without information, it had been stat

ed, that such had been the uniform course of proceeding —

Precedents had been attempted to be brought ; but instead of

being particularly enumerated, they had only been loosely

mentioned. These precedents' were drawn from the reigns

of George I. and George 11., hut as a proof of the nature of

the blind confi 'ence which those gentlemen recommended,

gentlemen would please to observe, that the precedents at those

periods went d-rectly to overturn their own argument. Mere

Mr. St. John quoted several precedents from the reign of

George I. to prove that that Monarch, in his demand of

supr lies, had always informed the House of the object to

which it was proposed to apply them ; and in order that their

means of information might he more complete, had ordered

to be laid upon the table copies of the letters of the Ministers

abroad, and likewise of treaties; and this had happened in

the case of those very precedents on which the most stress had

been placed. The message (imply stated the want of success

of His Majesty's mediation, and demanded an addition to the

nival force. In any demand which involved a grant of sup

plies, it became the duty of the House to enquire into the

occasion which rendered these supplies necessary, and the

purposes to which thpy were meant to be applied, as it be

came the duty of Ministers to afford the necessary informa

tion. No intimation had before been given of any probabi

lity of an interruption to tranquillity. Even the persons

against whom the force was to he directed were not stated. If

it wis our real interest to join with the Turks against Ruflia,

it must appear rather strange, that the late King of Prussia

had paid the F.mprefs of Russia a subsidy, in order to check

Vol. XXIX. Y th»
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the progress of the Turks, and that Ihe was then much

nearer Constantinople than (he is at present, without exciting

any jealousy on our pait. Ministers appeared to have plumed

themselves upon the economy of disarming; but, from the

necessity of preparing a frelh armament, this economy mult

now turn to small account. The hardship of pressing with

which it was attended, had become an evil seriously to he

regretted. The derangement of the Empress of Russia's

finances, might incline us to believe that (he would not be

long able to hold out; but would not the information of some

recent circumstances in this country, induce her, with equal

reason, to form the lame conclusion with respect to us ? Mr.

St. John, alluding to the scheme of appropriating the un

claimed Bank dividends, quoted the lines of a poet, addressed

to Charles II. on a similar measure :

" Robbing the Bank, in thee, was only great,

" But, in some people, it had been a cheat."

Speciousty had it been contended, that we should gain a suf

ficient atonement for the sacrifice of our trade with Russia, by

a new commercial intercourse with Poland. But even sup

posing this intercourse to be as extensive as was asserted, yet

as it must be carried on through the medium of other hands,

it would necessarily he productive of less advantage. Nor

was it perhaps a safe principle in commerce, to sacrifice ihi

certainty of an established trade to the mere probability of a

trade in speculation.

Mr. Mr. Cocks congratulated the House on the opposition

Cocks, which a large minority had given to a measure brought for

ward entiiely without ground, and without reason. He was

convinced, that while the lols and expence were certain, the

advantages were merely speculative, nay, wholly chimerical.

They depended on a train of probabilities, and were the one

to fail, they must all be destroyed. The progress of the

Empress of Russia, and the probability of her obtaining pos

session of Constantinople, were mentioned as objects of alarm

and danger. It was, perhaps, difficult to perceive what we

could have to dread on this quarter. Possessed already of an

extent of territory thinly peopled, little was to be appre

hended from a mere extension of territorial dominion. If

the object of her conquests was the improvement of com

merce, the advantage from the distinguished rank which it

holds in every species of art and industry, must ultimately

accrue to this country. To Ministers he would not address

himself; they had -already formed their opinions, and to

speak to them he knew would be in vain. But he would ad

dress himself to the country gentlemen; he would intreat

them not to'involve the country, at the present period, when

ii
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jt is so distressed in its resources, in a war, of which they

iknew nothing. The resources, of which the country might

still be capable, he knew were indeed great ; but he intreated

them not to lavish those resources unworthily, or leave their

Iposterity io feel the consequences of their present misconduct.

He might be wrong, but disinterested, and fret: from any in

fluence; he had formed his opinion from the most attentive

and deliberate consideration, and if on such a subject it Was

ill founded, he must disclaim all pretensions to common fense.

He considered the constitution, nay, the very existence of

the country, as interested in the issue of this question. It

■was to decide what were the privileges of the House, and

what the confidence due to Ministers. If there was any

good principle, which had been adopted in a late- revolution,

or which was deserving to become an universal regulation, it

Was, that war should not he made from any motive, except

for self-defence. He hoped that it was not hazarding too

much, to assert that this was not an age when Ministers, or

Kings' favourites, or Kings' mistresses, or the mistresses of

Ministers, (nobody would suppose that he intended any im

putation on the right honourable gentleman on the other

fide) could make a war merely for their own will and plea

sure. That age was now past, and he trusted that this

country would never engage in a war, from blind confidence

in a Minister, without either an inquiry into its object, or a

discussion of its consequences.

Mr. Pole Care-M having premised that he meant to move Mr. R. P.

the previous question, as the motions now made stated the Carew.

fame proposal, as those which had been brought forward in

the last debate, only expressed in a different form, added, that

it was mentioned in His Majesty's speech, that negociations

were going on to provide for the complete establishment of

tranquillity in Europe. But, in consequence of the aspect of

affairs, a part of the armament had been retained, so that thus

the preparations of the present crisis were in some degree an

ticipated. In a defensive alliance, the interest of the parties

was, in his opinion, closely connected even in those respects

which were not expreflly stipulated by treaty.

Mr. Elliot contended, that at a crisis like the present, in- Mr.

quiry was to be postponed, till it Could be gratified with Elliot,

more propriety. Some supplies had already previously been

granted for an armament. The total ignorance in which gen

tlemen on the other side profesied thefnselves to be with re

gard to the present business, ought to have convinced them

that the period of discussion was not come ; and that more in

formation was necessary, before they could be qualified to

make it the subject of debate. On this account, he would

second the motion for the previous question. It appeared to

Y a be
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be the object of the motions, to put an end to the war. To

this point, those who had moved and seconded them seemed to

have directed their arguments. But if there was any branch

of authority peculiarly vested in the prerogative, it was that

of mak ng war and peace. Be fore they had come forward

with their inquiries, they should have been convinced, that

those inquiries were absolutely necessary. By not moving for

the documents of the negreiarion, they had indicated a fense,

that this was not yet the time to be satisfied with regard to the

very circumstance s which formed the oljccts of their inquiry.

The only document to which they could have recourse, was

the Russian Memorial, which, as from evident motives, it

would not fail to rtpreienr the business in the most favourable

point of view for one fide, could not be produced as an evi

dence, lior depended upon as an authority.

Mr, An- Mr. Anjiruthet remarked, that the object of this motion

struther. did not at all assvct the prerogative. It was a strange reason

which had been astigned why they should grant supplies, be

cause to make war is t^ie prerogative of the Crown. The ve

ry converse of the proposition prevailed ; it was, because it is

the preiogative of the Crown to make war, that we are not

to grant supplies. It was to operates a check on that pre

rogative, that the power of granting supplies was placed in

our hands. He would grant, indeed, with the honourable

gentleman, that they were perfectly ignorant of every circum

stance w hich had influenced the conduct of Ministers on ths

present occ.ision. But he was far from defining this igno

rance an argurrient for a partial confidence, till Ministers

stiouhi chuse to afford the means of information. For his

pr.tt, lie had no conception of degrees of confidence; he ei-

' • ther gave his confidence implicitly, or not at all. But, be

fore any Minister slionld obtain his confidence, he must first

state upon what gicuiuls it is required, and how it can be

given constitutionally. And he must lie a person to whom

that confidence can be committed with securitv. A degree

of confidence was now required, which had never been claim

ed cn any for mer occasion A motion of censure is proposed.

The Minister does not come forward to give a vote in favour?

of his own measures; he fiirinks from that approbation,

which is only to be purchased by previous inquiry; he is"

ashamed of himself, and afraid of the consequences of his

conduct; lie dares not even sanction himself with his own

voice. He declines to meet the motion, which he should

have challenged, and in order to get rid of a discussion which

Ue found himself unable to support, moved the previous quef-

- tion. The secresy, which was necessary to be observed dur

ing a pending negotiation, had been repeattdty urged by the

advocates cf confidence. The secrets ofa pending negotiation

were
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were not now asked to be discovered. It was only wished to

be ascertained what they were ngociating about; what was

the object of the negociation, not what were the means by

which that object was pursued. V. ith regarJ to means, it

was always necessary to employ confidence. All that was

now required to be known was whether it was an < bjrct which

was really entitled to a sacrifice of blood and treaUire. A

vague idea had been thrown out of danger from the North.

But why was it not staled what the danger was, from what

quarter, or in what mode it was to be apprehended? Thus we

should be enabled to ascertain how far it was formidable, what

were the best means of guarding against it, and with what re

sources Ministers stiould be furnished in order to aveit it.—

The demands of Russia in the negociation had not been stated,

so that we did not know how far these might be moderate and

pacific. The Minister had in his dispute with Spain pursued

aditferent line of conduct. He had first stated the injury)

and their the claims which had seen formed. Why then

were not the claims of Russia stared upon the present occasion?

Whatever was the result, whether peace or war, we stiould

find it difficult to extricate ourselves with credit and safety

from the system, in which we were at present engaged. The

principle on which we seemed to have proceeded was to pre-

ierve every thing in Europe on its present footing. The of

fence which we had given and the disgusts which we had

created, by the adoption of this principle, and by our con

sequent conduct, had injured our interests much more at all

the courts of Europe than they could possibly be benefited by

any advantage which we could reap from the progress of our

arms, or the influence of our negociations. It had been al

ledged, that confidence was due to the Minister, on account

of having been so successful. His Majesty, in a former Speech,

had informed the House, that it was his wish to prevent the

extension of hostilities abroad, but at the lame time he as

sured them, that this country had nothing to dread from

that quarter. He afienvards informed them, that he had suc

ceeded in his object of preventing the extension of hostilities.

Strange it was, that at a time when Turkey was attacked by

Germany, surrounded by Russia, at a titne when Belgrade

and Bender were taken, there should, then, have been heard

nowordofaflistingtheTurks against these powerful combined

foes, of supporting them under such circumstances ofexigency

=nd distress. During these two years, in which we have

heen receiving assurances from His Majesty of the pacific as

pect of our affairs abroad, Oczakow has been in the hands

of the Ruffians. But the most remarkable circumstance is,

'hat His Majesty in his speech upon the dissolution of last Par-

■' ament, did not mention a word about the slate of affairs in

Europe.
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F.urope. He recollected an instance of a similar litte of con

duct to that which the Minister had adr.pttd in this country

having been pursued in Spain. The Spanish Minister in

1 734 had cholen to find a pretext for a quarrel with the Em

peror of Germany, on account ot his preponderance in Poland;

a circumstance, which is always at hand to justify anv dil-

pure. Other Powers had, lor two years, been publishing

manifestos, during which the King of Spain remained silent.

His Minister, in order to' account for this silence, said, that

it (poke his indignation as pointedly as the most violent mani

festos. Upon the fame principle the Minister would justify

the silence of His Majesty, and, doubtless, he must lie allowed

to have been indignant, so far as silence is the test of indig

nation. The manifesto ot the Spanish Minister, notwith

standing the ingenuity of the reasoning, was treated with

contempt by this House, as the message ot our Minister

would be by all the other courts of turope. The demand of

confidence might appear rather strange, when the necessity

of that confidence had arisen from the practice of a system oi

deception upon the belligerent Powers, who, i f he had sooner

declared his intentions, might have avoided part of the vast

effusion of blood which had been expended for the two last

years, if any conduct merited at once the appellation of weak

and wicked, it was the conduct of the Minister. It was

equally deceitful and fraudulent to this country, and to the

belligerent Powers. Although we were not actually at war,

Vet the nation was burdened with the expence of an armed ne-

gociation. A distinction was made between the power of

the sword and the purse; yet that distinction was but of little

value, if the strings of the purse were put into the hands of

thole who held the sword. I he honourable gentleman who

moved the present question had advanced, that in a defensive

treaty, there subsisted between the p-rti-s a connection's

interest beyond what was expressly stipulated in the treaty.

I^othing could be more pernicious than such a doctrine; it

was carry ing that fort of treaty beyond whatever had been

understood or explained ; it was leading into engagement?)

the extent of which could never be known or ascertained: it

was rendering the resources of this country subset vient to the

necessities of Prussia: it was, in fact, leaving the disposal ot

our blood and treasure to the Court of Berlin, and rendering

Prussia a part of Kngland.

Mr. Martin observed that, in spite os the arguments which

had been advanced for the purpose of proving how very much

preparing for war, and ceming to actual hostilities, differed

from each other, he fhosld still continue to retain his opi

nion, that an armament which seemed to lead to a war, wis

a subject of such importance to the country* that some reason
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and cause ought to be given before Ministers called upon that

House for a vote of confidence or approbation ; while nego-

ciation was going on, he had no objection to confidence ;

but when the money of their constituents was asked, it was

constitutional and proper to know upon what grounds it was

to be given. In the former debate, it had been said, that

the Member* of the House of Commons were counsellors of

the Crown ; but if the present system os unlimited and blind

confidence was to be listened to. in what manner was it, un

less it was meant to confine them entirely to turnpike and

canal bills, that they could possibly give any counlel or ad- 1

vice ?

Mr. remarked, that gentlemen had argued as if we Mr.

were at war, and as if Ministers demanded our concurrence; Yorko.

whereas the fact wa?, that the King's message only asked an

additional naval establilhment, in order to strengthen a nego-

ciation which was began, home had thought that an armed

mgoci.i'.ion was the fame as a war; but he differed from this

idea, because ihat depended much upon the situation of other

Powers ; and he contended, that it might be necessary for

Great K'ritain to negociate with the sword at her side. He

allowed that peace was desirable, but this circumstance by no

means precluded the necessity of war upon some occasions.

Various caules had been given, and revenge amnngst others,

but he denied that to be any p:irt of the system of the present

Administration. However, he could not avoid stating, that

Russia, in politics, had been, for a very considerable time,

inimical to Great Britain. An idea seemed to prevail on the

other side of the House, that foreign alliances were altogether

improper. Now, he would ask gentlemen, whether, seri

ously, they meant to assert that we ought to form no foreign

alliances r With regard to our connedtion with Prussia, he

would likewise ask, whether that country did not assnt us to

prevent Holland from falling into the hands of the French i

an J whether we did not then consider the defeat of the French,

cabals and the patriots at that time as a matter of very essen

tial importance to us ? An honourable gentleman had said,

in ridicule, in a former debate, that Oczakow seemed to be

the key to the b dance of power in Europe; he would now

state, that whatever Oczakow might be, it certainly was of

importance that one side of the banks of the Neister should

he in the possession of the Turkish empire. With the con

duct of Ministers he was perfectly satisfied, and he knew of

nathitig which could induce him to wilh that they had acted

otherwise than they had done; and a majority of the House

having so often sanctioned their measures, he certainly should

still give them his confidence and his vote. He warned gen

tlemen against expressing themselves so freely, if they really

meant
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meant well to the country ; because whatever might be thought

by any individual here, it was certainly improper to inform

our enemies abroad, that the country refused their confidence

to Ministers, or to insinuate that they were weak and wicked.

At present, probabilities were greatly in favour of the pend

ing negociations terminating fortunately in favour of this

country ; neither did he perceive how their progress could be

dangerously obstructed, except by too unguarded, and, cer

tainly, groundless, censures against the proceedings of Admi

nistration.

Lord Lord Fielding believed that there never was an Admini-

Ficlding. straticn who, if all their measures were considered, had so

little title to confidence as ths present, who, upon all impor

tant occasion?, had withholden from the House, and th:

country, every point which could explain their measures, or

satisfy the people. In November last they had demanded that

an augmentation of ten lail of the line should be made to the

ordinary peace establishment, without stating any cause ; and

since that time, they had made an addition of six sail of the

line, without giving any one reason for their conduct.

Sir James Sir J. St. Clair E'Jkine observed, that nothing could be

St. Ckir more unconstitutional and alarming, than the established po-

EnTtine, f,tjon 0f Ministers and their friends, that the House of Com

mons had no right whatever to know the grounds upon which

an armament was to be prepared, and additional burdens laid

upon the people to defray the expence of ir. Before any

gentleman could vote away the money of his constituents,

upon confidence in Ministers, and luch vague reasoning as

they had from the other side of the House, they mult give

up every duty to their constituents, or inclination to attend

to t'.ieir interests. A very nice distinction was attempted to

hi draivn by some gentlemen between an armed negociation

and a war; for his part, he considered an armament like the

present much more likely to produce war than peace ; but

they had gone farther, and said, that the side of the House

on which he stood wistied to infringe upon the prerogative of

the Crown, because they called for explanation, pending a

negociation ; now he contended, that it was not onlv right,

but perfectly consistent and constitutional, for the House of

Commons to know what occasioned this armed negociation,

before they agreed to lupport its consequences ; and if this

were denied them, and implicit confide ice in Ministers in

sisted upon, he must think that all duty to constituents wa3

overlooked, and nothing remained of the privileges which

the House of Commons had always boasted that they possessed,

by never voting away the money of the people, without a

good and solid reason why, but an empty name ; and not tb#

least shadow of either right, privilege, power, or authority

3 remained.
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remained. The friends of Administration claimed confidence

for an armament, and if they obtained that, certainly those

who encouraged them to arm could not oppose their going

to war; and by these means, the House, without any infor

mation whatever, was to be duped, first to support an armed

negociation ; next, inost probably, a war ; and then bound

to defray the exp'.nces with their constituents' money, all

upon implicit confidence, and because asking for explanation,

during a negociation, was thought by Ministers to he in

fringing on the Royal prerogative. As to foreign alliances

in general, nothing had been said against them on that side

of the House, but that the propriety or impropriety of con

tracting, depended entirely upon their nature and extent, and

a great difference lay between treaties formed on schemes of

speculation and rash ambition, r\nd those entered into for the

defence of the country, or its allies, and other purposes that

may promote its interests and prosperity. If it were possible

that the arguments used by the honourable and learned gentle

man who spoke lately, and all others on that side of the

House, could have any effect, there was an end to all the

best principles of the constitution, and a total desertion of

every true and honest argument which had ever been used in

defence or support of that constitution, which our ancestors

and, he yet trusted, we gloried in possessing. The honour

able and learned gentleman thought that the King of Eng

land should always negociate with the sword at his side.—

Whether this was the most moderate, plausible, and least

burdensome way of seaming peace t j the nation, he would

leave to the Ho use to determine. But, tht meaning cf all the

argum»nts used by the Miniller's fnends on this point, seemed

to be, in tha iirst place, a blind and implicit confidence; in

the next, an idea that we ought to follow Ministers in all

their wild prospect?, whatever they might be; and lastly,

that re are to be arbiters to al! Europe, and dictate to every

natior. our own terms. If such was the idea of negociating,

with a view to preserve thj general tranquillity of Europe, he

hoped that the House would resolve to abandon it at

wee, and act more rationally and more constitutionally.

The House had been told, what he thought was still a greater

arid more important breach of their privileges, that with

holding the supplies to carry on an armed negociation, though

"o grounds were stated to establish the neccifity of it, was in

fringing upon the prerogative of the Crown. In this mode

°f arguing, he asserted, that all the privileges and authority

°f Parliament were demanded to be sacrificed to the Crown,

and by preventing them from interfering when they had the

power to do it, any attempt afterwards must be unsuccessful.

He compared the situation in which the House of Commons

Vot. XXIX. Z was
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was placed to the Lion in the fable, who having paid his ad*

dresses to a young woman, her father advised him to have

his teeth drawn and his nails paired, that he might be the

more acceptable to his favourite; the lion consented, and

having submitted to the operation, found himself incapable

to obtain the object of his wishes, because he was deprived of

all power to bring the father to consent. As to precedents,

none had been, or could be mentioned, which were applicable

to the present qwestion. Since the accession of the Brunswick

Family to the Throne, there never was an "instance of any

armament which concerned the British interests, or any sop-

ply to defray the expence of arming being asked, without

previously communicating to Parliament the Causes for it;

and all messages fiom the Crown upon such occasions, had

stated specifically the grounds upon which application was

made to the Parliament. He approved of defensive alliances,

without admitting that by entering into a defensive alliance,

we were bound to interfere in all the quarrels of our allies. It

was no solecism in politics to advance, that our entering into

defensive alliances with every state in the world, could not be

productive of any harm. He could not conceive, except we

had absolutely made an offensive treaty with Prussia, that

there existed any right to call upon us now to go to war with

Russia ; but, according to the doctrine ofconfidence, whatever

the treaty was, the House of Commons were neitherto read

it nor understand it, but must take it upon the word of the

Minister, that there was a treaty out of which a system arose,

whicli obliged us to support Prussia, to prevent the aggran

dizement of Russia. He considered Oczakow as only a small

indemnification to Russia for the blood and treasure which she

had lost in a tedious and expensive war, and thought the de-«

mand, on our part, that me should relinquish that Conquest,

as unreasonable as unjust, especially when all the world be

lieved, that the war between Russia and the Porte was insti

gated entirely by us and the King of Prussia. He then adverted

to the growing prosperity of France, and the commercial be

nefits that other countries would gain, when we were deprived

of the Russian trade, and he did not altogether submit to the

argument, that we were to be equally well supplied with naval

stores from Poland, by commanding the navigation of the

Neister. Our Russian trade he considered as of great con

sequence, and putting 600 ships, and their crews, out of em

ployment, was an object worthy of serious attention ; the

conduct of Russia, and her demands, as far as they were

known, seemed to be cjictated by unexampled moderation,

while ours exhibited directly the reverse; and he must insist

that the barriers of the constitution were broken down, and

this country degraded in the eyes of all Europe, when they

1 ••* were
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were told that it did not become the House of Commons to

appoint a Committee to examine the finances of the country,

or to make any inquiry into the conduct of a weak or wicked

Administration, lest other countries should know that weak

ness, aVid take advantage of it.

Mr. 'James Murray disagreed with those who argued against Mr.James

foreign alliances. He was doubtful whether an alliance with Murray

Poland might not be as beneficial to this country, as an al

liance with Russia. He said that Oczakow commanded the

navigation of the Dnieper, being only two miles distant,

though it had been otherwise stated by some gentlemen ; he

seemed to think that the question was argued as if Poland

was in the possession cf Russia, which was not the cafe; and

he next stated some particulars relative to the partition

treaty settled at the well-known interview between the late

Emperor and the Empress of Russia.

The Earl of fVycombt deprecated the war which was likely Earl of

to take place against Russia, as well as the mysterious and Wycon.be

contemptuous silence which the Minister screened himself

under, and the unwarrantable evasion of every kind of ex

planation upon a subject of so great magnitude. The opi

nion which he expressed was not merely his own ; for he

would assert and maintain, that the opinion of the Minister's

conduct, and the unhappy state of the nation without doors,

was precisely the same. While we pretended to be so anx

ious concerning the balance of power, and were taking such

extraordinary steps to preserve it, it would not be amiss were

wetopay some attention to our commercial intetests at home,

lest for one article, during our ill-conducted and madly ex- \

travagant armed negociation, we sliould fee the Russian trade

carried on in American bottoms, and ships of other nations,

while ours, which brought in a very large revenue to the

country, and was a good nursery for seamen, were entirely

unemployed.

Mr. L\ /l. Grant contended, that the measures of Admini- Mr. L. A.

stratidn, so far from being, as was groundleffly and injuriously Grant,

insinuated, either weak or wicked, were upright and success

ful ; and that, surely, the good opinion of the otintry, which

had attended them, entitled them to the fullest confidence,

which, he hoped, they would have; and if a wjt should he

the consequence of the present negociation, which seemed to

be what gentlemen cn the other fi'le most dreaded, he avow

ed that it was not ocraf-oned by the conduct of Administra

tion, hut by 'lie opposition which had been made upon thil

oec.sion; and the prel^nt morion he considered in no c her

light than tending to impede and embarr.i!* the m-istm.* of

Government, vuhout jny solid 01 sjbstanti.il groui'J chat

opposition. He was not, perhaps, entitled to arguo from

Z a his
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his own experience, but the conduct of Administration, ten

or twelve years ago, was (uch as, he hoped, no future Admi

nistration would ever adopt. It was then the practice for

Ministers to come to Parliament on the beginning of every

important transaction, and get their sanction to proceed in ir,

so that they not only stiifted the responsibility from their

own shoulders, but whatever might be the consequence of

their measures, they brought in the sanction of Parliament

as accessary to their misconduct, arguing that they asked for

advice, and had received it. He disapproved much of that

opposition which gave improper information and advantage

to our enemies, and contrasted former Administrations with

the present, which had his hearty support. He disliked

coming forward with general principles upon any particular

question, and he believed that they were introduced for the

purpose of displaying oratory, more than convincing by ar

gument. With regard to the armament, they hid only tq

consider whether the existing circumstances warranted it or

not ; and unless gentlemen were previously determined to

oppose whatever the Minister did, he thought the presumptive

opinion was, that he, having the hest knowledge of their

circumstances, had acted right, and was entitled to the con

fidence of the House and the country. He would consider

the question in three distinct points—justice, expediency, and

policy, upon all of which, if it were not trespassing on the

patience of the House, he would say a few words, and to

free his observations from all heterogeneous matter, when he

came to confider the justice of the war, he should he obliged

to call the attention of gentlemen to the history of Russia

for some time back, and he could prove, that in the war be

tween her and the Porte, flie was the aggressor. From the

arguments of some gentlemen, there seemed to be a political

partiality for Russia, which he did not think she merited;

and here he introduced the armed neutrality, the attack upon

the Turks, and other matters relative to the conduct of Rus

sia. He ascribed the origin of the present war between Russia

and the Porte, to the interview between the late Emperor

and the Empress, which was for the express purpose of- di

viding Turkey between them. He contended, that Russia

had often broken the treaties we had made with her, and in

stanced that of 1 766, which gave a preference to our woollen

manufactures over those of Silesia. This (lie had disregarded

and broken ; and she had been guilty of similar violations

of all treaties which related to our trade, by favouring other

countries, in defiance of treaties which slie had entered into

with us. Mr. Grant went into a minute detail of the trails

between Russia and Great Britain, stating, as lie proceeded,

its advantages and disadvantages to this country, and deducing

from
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from it arguments in support of the justice of the war. He

then came to the expediency. Oczakow, he thought, should

not remain in the possession of Russia : he considered, that

the aggrandisement of Rusiia, to such an extent as might

destroy the Ottoman empire, was highly dangerous to the

balance of power in Europe ; and he believed that the trade

with Turkey might be so improved, as to become of greater

consequence than that with Russia now was, however highly

gentlemen might value it; and the trade which was now dir-

vided between two countries, might be carried on by one.

He averred, that the opposition now made to the measures

of Government, would, in the result, tend to establish a

monopoly against us of all those articles which we had such

immediate occasion for.

Mr. Wmdham declared, that it excited his astonishment Mr.

that the Minister, who had been so repeatedly called upon, Windhaa*

should not have thought proper to rise and state to the House

how this war came to be either necessary or expedient. Cer

tainly, the House of Commons had a right to call for ex

planation before they exposed their counti y to the ruinous

calamities of war. What principally made him rife now,

was the extravagant and extraordinary doctrine which the

Minister's friends wished to press upon the country; they

had before gone a great length upon confidence, but now,

their arguments went to depiive the House entirely of their

deliberative capacity upon matters of the most important

magnitude to the iniereffsof she nation. In short, their sy

stem was nothing less than a bold and alarming attempt to

annihilate every right and privilege cf the House; and this

sort of reasoning they had been driven to, and assumed in dis

tress and despair, when ail their other fallacies had failed

them, and in lieu of those monstrous dtfences, which they

had been obliged to make for their monstrous conduct. The

idea of prerogative was very high, indeed, with those gen

tlemen, when they declared that the power of the Commons

to stop the supplies was an infringement upon the King's pre

rogative to make peace and war, two points as distinct as any

two could be. 1 hey were two distinctly different powers

vested in two distinctly different bodies. After duelling upon

this part of his argument, Mr. Windham next mentioned

that degree of confidence, which had been urged with such

intemperate zeA by all the Minister's friends, confidence in

individual was a subject into which he would not go; but

the necessary confidence in the executive Government, he

was as much a friend to as any man ; however, he could not

cany that confidence so far as to fay, that the country ought

to proceed to war upon a secret article of a treaty, which no

person knew of or undet stood, except the Minister of the

Crown.
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Crown. The Minister's friends had ventured too far on this

point, for, they had been obliged to deny what on a former

night they had laidgreat stress upon. Their systems of alliance

certainly ought to be looked into, that we might know whe

ther any thing like good. faith was part of it, and to find out

this, he would go to the inmost recesses of the Cabinet. As

to the war, the country had decided against it long since : it

was no sudden war, for it had already lasted more than three

years, and certainly, though there might be some who seldom

■troubled themselves with looking into foreign affairs, it was

our business to understand it, and determine what connection

it had with the British interests long ere now. He remarked

on the effect whicli the arrogance of our demands was likely

to produce on the lofty spirit of the Empress, and on the

plain proofs of the Minister's incapacity to manage foreign

alliances. War was a question of great importance to the

lives of thousands, and n0 man or member of an assembly,

who decided on it rashly, could think himself free from guilt.

The general sense of the country was against this war, and

the manufacturers in many places, and particularly in jhe

city of Norwich, were much alarmed, lest the prosecution

of it should bring irretrievable ruin down upon their com

merce.

Mr. W, Mr. W. Grant remarked, that the constitution had wisely

Crani. committed all negociations with foreign powers to the

Crown; that the cafe was'preciscly the same with respect to

an armed and unarmed negociation ; and that if the House

were to interfere in negociations with foreign powers, they

ought to take them wholly into their own hands, because

their interference would render them impracticable by the

Ministers of the Crown. The necessary consequences of ne

gociations in the hands of numerous bodies, from the popuhr

Assemblies of Athens to the Polish Diet, ever had been, and

ever would be, the publication of what ought to remaiu secret,

inttigues, dissentions, cabals,~and the interposition of foreign

influence. As the functions of Government were now ex

ercised in all the political confeiis in Parliament, it was never

once imagined that any foreign influence was felt; but in the

reign of Charles II. when the House of Commons, from a

well-founded jealousy of the Crown, interfered more than it

ought to have done, in negociati' ns with foreign powers, fo

reign influence prevailed in proportion to the extent ofthe

interference. The confidence whicli the House was called

upon to give, was not a confidence in anv particular person,

but a constitutional confidence in the Minister. It had l*fn

stated, that when the House was called upon to vote rno^ev,

the hour of inquii y commenced : but the assertion was not true

either in principle or in fact.. It was often neceflary to vote

money
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money without aparticular inquiry into the circumstances on

which the vote was founded, and, before the recess, the House

bad actually voted an additional number of seamen to the

ordinary peace establishment, on a bare declaration that the

circumstances of Europe made it necessary, and without in

quiry or dissent. It had also been said, that there was no

instance of an application to the House by the Crown for

money, without an explanation of the purposes to which it

was to be applied. There was at least one instance in 1717,

when the King sent a message to Parliament, stating, in ge-

neral terms, that he was carrying on negociarlons, and X

supply was voted, without a division, to enable his Majesty

to give effect to those negociations. It was not likely that

his Majesty's Ministers were ignorant of the constitution, or

that a family but recently called to the throne, would at

tempt any thing contrary to the usual practice*

Mr. Chancellor Pitt declared, that notwithstanding the Mr* Pitt,

many calls which had been made upon him, and the many

harsh epithets which had been applied to his silence, his fense

of the duty which he owed to his Sovereign and his country,

should still remain the rule of his conduct. He meant to en

ter into no details of the pending negociations, into no ex

planations inconsistent with his official duty, but to state

such general considerations as, in his opinion, ought to guide

the conduct of the House. No man who did not believe,

whether with or without reason, that he was capable of

wilfully deceiving the.House, would suspect that he wished

to keep back any information which it was proper to give,

or that he was less alive than any Member of the House to

the consequences which the decision of peace or war involved

within it. There was nothing in the system of Government

since he had been honoured with a place in his Majesty's

councils, which did not shew that, as far as personal conside

rations went, he had as much to lose, both in fame and cha

racter, hy involving the country unnecessarily in a war, and

interrupting its growing prosperity; but he should ill deserve

the situation which he held, were he capable, on that account,

ofavoiding to look fairly at the general situation of the coun

try with respect to foreign powers, and consulting his pre

sent ease and convenience, at the risk of great danger to the

nation at some future period. What was then the nature of

the question, and what the circumstances not before in dis

cussion? Government was not calling on tire House to proceed

or follow up the address on his Majesty's Message with any

further vote; but those who moved and supported the Reso

lutions, were calling upon them to retract the address which

they had voted. He did not mean to fay that they ought not

to retract, if they thought that they had fallen into an error;
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but they ought to do it with simplicity and candour; which

the Resolutions, if voted, would not do, for they did not

rescind the address. They only fettered the executive power

in a particular instance, by declaring a general position; and

they did that ohliquely, and by halves, which ought to b«

done fully and directly, if done for any found purpose. The

first ground of argument in support or these resolutions was,

that the House must not pledge their constituents to support

a wai- without a distinct view of the cause. But, was tho

Address voted without any explanation? Certainly not.

His Majesty's Message expressly stated, that an armament

was necessary to give effect to the negociations in which he

was engaged, for laying the foundations of a solid and lasting

ptace, and to have stated the particulars of those negociations

would have been to defeat them. But the House was not

pledged to engage in a war without farther explanation, as

had been argued on the other side. Had it been said, that

the negotiations bave sailed, and his Majesty's Ministers have

advised a declaration of war in confidence of the support of

the Commons, promised in the address, those who now con

tended that it pledged the House to war, would have been

the first to affirm that it did not. The House would give

confidence to the servants of the Crown pending the nego

ciations, but that was substantially different from pledging

their constituents to support a war, should their negociation

prove unsuccessful. In a negociation, the most material par

ticulars could not be stated; but, the cause of war was de

finite, and could easily be explained; and therefore the House

was never understood to lie pledged to it till that explanation

was given; nor were the supplies ever called for without it.

Messages similarto the present, demanding suppliesto strength

en the hands of the King, had often been sent. If the ground

of the present addition to the naval force arose clearly out of

the treaty of alliance with Prussia, it could be clearly and

easily stated ; but reasons of expediency arising from a com

bination of various views and circumstances, which he for

merly explained to be the reasons, could not be stated safely.

The House, on the confidence reposed in Ministers, had ad

mitted the expediency of an armament, and voted an address,

but whether war or peace should be the result of that arma

ment, and he desired to be understood as'giving no assurance

either way, they were not pledged to support a war; they had

not given up their judgement on the case when it came before

them ;they might withhold the supplies, and call the Ministers

to account for the advice they had given. . That, which, was

a sufficient cause for an armament, might not be a sufficient

cause for a war; and those who contended that suppliesTor

an armament ought not to be voted without a particular ex

planation,
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planation, must give up the principle on which they had voted

an additional number of seamen; and the principle cn which

a righthonourablegentleman, Mr. Fox, had said when an ad

dition of troops for the defence of the West Indies was pro

posed, that if the addition was meant to be permanent, lie

would oppose it; but that if any of his Majesty's Ministers

would fay, that there were circumstances which made it ne

cessary for a year, he would agree to it. No gentleman on

his fide of the House had denied the right of refusing the sup

plies; but argued only, that tograntthem without explanation,

was in the discretion of the House. If gentlemen meant to

contend that there ought never to be an nrmed negociation

without all the reasons of it being first submitted to the

House, ' they ought to say so at once; the negociation would

then rest wholly with the House ; and they ought to call for

all the papers, and other information, relating to it, instead

of putting questions to men in office. Of this gentlemen

seemed to be aware, and therefore they disavowed the prin

ciple while they adopted the practice, and by calling on the

House to aslert their privileges, wislied to weaken those very

privileges, and injure the country by aline of conduct which

was neither constitutional, nor, if constitutional, consilient.

Were those the friends of the rights of the House who desired

them to retract what they had done indirectly, Without avow

ing their error, and to say that the country should give up all

the possible benefits of negociation, without examining the

papers on which alone a judgment could be formed of its

nature and result. Admitting, for the sake of argument,

that the demands of Russia were to retain Oczakow and the

barren country between the Bog and the Neister, which

whether thev were or not, Ministers could not state, what

security could any of those give who stated them to be so,

that if we were to disarm, Russia would not rise in her de

mands? " Let Russia take all her conquests, let her pusfi

" them to the extremity, and drive the Turks out of Europe,

" we have no interest in it." To those who could maintain

such a proposition, he would not argne. By our defensive

system, we were bound, not by any stipulation of treaty,

but obvious interest, to take care that Prussia, our ally,

should not be rendered insufficient, by the aggrandizement

of any other power, to afford us that aid which we expected;

in like manner was Prussia bound to us, and accordingly,

had assisted us in 1787, in wresting Holland from France.

Our joint right to interfere in the present, or any other in

stance, to prevent either of the parties from being rendered

less secure, was the fame which justified the interference of a

single state, and which warranted our interference in Holland.

The principle was therefore just, whatever might be the po-

Vol. XXIX. A a hey.
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licy. Concerning the policy, it was impossible to enter into

a detail, on account of the negotiation. But if Russia were

to r-e rendered more powerful, and the Turks more weak, ib

thai the former would be in less danger of attack than hereto

fore, then would Prussia become less secure against an attack

from Russia, and consequently less able to contribute to the

security of the allies. When gentlemen talked of the balance

of power, they did not attempt to fay that it ought not to

be attended to, but that it ought to be in abeyance till, by

some fortunate conjuncture, it was put under the direction

of their own great talents. In the debate on the commercial

treaty, he lecollected that the righ honourable gentleman

(Mr. Fox), who was represented by his friends as the only

hand capable of poising it, had stated warmly, as an objection

to that treaty, that by allaying the jealousy and animosity

which had subsisted for so many years between our merchants

and those of F rance, we should be daily less and less on our

guard against the designs of that intriguing nation, and the

balance of power would be lost ; and now attempts were made

to weaken the principle which then was thought of so much

importance. It was true, that if pushed too far, it might be

dangerous. It was also true, that two or more powers in

defensive alliance, might either of them be exposed to war,

when they would not have been so exposed, had no such al

liance existed ; but it was equally true, and that was the prin

ciple for which he contended, that they would each be more

secure, and each less exposed to wars on the whole, and con

sequently incur less expence of blood and treasure in defence.

—It was argued that repeated assurances had been given to

Parliament from ihe throne, after the places in dispute were

taken by Russia, that there was no danger of this country be

ing involved in the war. The only inference from this was

that Ministers did not then fee that the events of war would

ultimately make the interposition of this country necessary;

nor could it be contended, that because a place was taken, it

necessarily followed that no steps should be pursued during

the col 1 se os a war, to compel the restoration of that place,

as the price of peace.

Ms. fox. Mr. Fox remarked, that so long as he retained a regard ft>T

the constitution, a zealous attachment to the welfare of the

people, and a true fense of his duty to the House, he should

rise for the purpose of resisting such strangely unwarrantable

doctrines as those which had been advanced on a question of

the highest political and constitutional importance, involving

no less than, whether this was a mixed Government, or whe

ther the whole power of it was vested in the King. If it

was such as the friends of the Minister had contended, the

House had given up all its deliberative, and reserved only its

3 inqui
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inquisitorial power; and the Members, instead of meeting

day after day, had much better appoint one day in the year

for a general inquest, and give the Minister implicit confi

dence for the rest. They had been asked, if they would take

the whole negociation into their own hands. They had ne

ver pretended ihat they would. There was a clear distinction

between the object of a negociation, and the means employed

to obtain it. Of the former, th'-y claimed an indisputable

right to judge, and the latter they confided to the executive

power. He was not fond of stating general propositions,

without any exception ; but he could hardly conceive a cafe

in which the King might arm at the expence of the people,

without informing them of the object. In the cafe of Spain,

which was an armament to give weight to negociation, the

object was clearly anil distinctly stated. Here, in fpight of

its general notoriety, is was studiously endeavoured to be

concealed. It was the prerogative of the Crown to make

war, but a prerogative not to be trusted for a moment, with

out the corrective—the right of the Commons to refuse the

supplies. Ministers now came to the House, and demanded

money without any explanation, so that what was admitted

to be the undoubted right of the House, was to he exercised

without knowledge, and consequently without judgement ;

but with regard to the exercise of the King's prerogative, the

declaring of war, they were to have every possible infor

mation. Of the personal or ministerial confidence, of which

gentlemen had talked so much, the right honourable gentle

man (the Chancellor of the Exchequer) had no title to either.

He had given proofs of incapacity, and he had deceived the

House. The constitution knew no such thing as confidence.

The King's right to declare war, and the right of the House

to withhold supplies, were both absolute. He would give

confidence for an armament for a short time, and that for

the purpose of defence only; and when he agreed to keeping

in commission an additional number of ships on being told

that the state of Europe required it, he should have spurned

at the idea, had he been apprised that they were kept up for

the purpose of offence. In the present case, too much was

disclosed for confidence, and too little for conviction. If

the armament was formed on the most absurd ground*, as he

and all the country believed it was, he should be glad to hear

from those who talked of responsibility as the guardian of

confidence, how an article of impeachment co'dd be drawi)

against the Minister for bringing down a message from the

kins, 3n^ moving an address. On the declaration of war,

he would take the opinion of the House; and as he was not

irapeachable in the one cafe, he would be screened by the

concurrence ot the House in the other. He would sav, how
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;s that criminal in me which you agreed to support? The

House, not a fortnight since, had rashly promised to support

an armament, in other words, an armament whenever His

Majesty's Minister mould think proper, and they were told

that any proposition to undo what they had done, wa. too

late, unless the Minister came again to demand the supplies.

The resolution, the friends of the Minister objected, was

meant to put an end to the war. Undoubtedly it was,

though it was rather singular that thev should own this,

when they knew that it was onlv an inquiry into the expe

diency of it. It was, indeed, a bad lign, when the advo

cates of a measure were compelled to allow, that to enquire

into the expediency, and to put an end to it, were one and

the same thing. They said the House must enquire into the

whole cf the negociation, or into no part of it; but to what

purpose examine the means, when eyen the object was with-

hclden ? T his covld not be disclosed to the Public, pending

the negeciation, and in the mean time the public money was

spent, in pursuit of an object of which the Public had no

knowledge. To admit a case, for the sake of argument,

when all the world knew that the case admitted was the real

cafe, was a solemn farce; a miserable attempt to deceive.—

On what ptinciple were five hundred and fifty eight gentle

men, because they happened to be assembled in a House of

Parliament, to pretend ignorance of what all the foreign ga-

zeltej, and all the memorials, could inform them of, ofwhat

was known beyond dispute two menths ago, that the Era-

press demanded, of all her conquests, to retain only the for

tress of Oczakow, and the country from the Bog to the

Neilier ? '1 hat the moderation of this demand arose from

our aur.ament, was completely and morally impossible, for it

had been made before the armament was heard of. With re

gard to what stie might demand, were we to disarm, there

was only onfe argument to which he could not reply, and

Ministers should not tell him that they had used her so ill,

tl:at the would listen to no terms whatsoever. If we sent a

fleet into the Baltic, alarmed and insulted her coasts, which

was all, he believed, we could do ; if we shewed our teeth,

and our inclination to do mischief, then, indeed, she might

probably be provoked to depart fiom the moderation of her

first demand. If the House desired to know the object before

they gave away money, he thought they would act neither

unconstitutionally, nor with any improper degree of suspi

cion ; if they rejected this doctrine, they betrayed the inte

rest of their constituents, and declared themselves incapable

of judging of the propriety of voting away their money.

The right honourable gentleman, under the plea of State fe-

crefy, had brought forward the worst possible excuse for hold
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inghis tongue, to save him from exposing the most unjusti-

liable conduct. His defensive system was wicked and absurd

—that every country, which appeared, from whatever cause,

to be growing great, should he attacked ; that all the powers

cf Europe should be confined to the fame precise situation in

which this<lefensi\ e iy stem found them. If this was a defen

sive, he should be glad to hear what was an ollensive system.

The family compact, so justly reprobated, because the con

tacting parties engaged to assist one another, at all events,

whether the quarrel was just or unjust, never carried its pre

sumption so far as this defensive system. According to this

system, were any nation to acquire territories in Asia, from

which revenue could be derived, that would be a sufficient

cause for war; if any country, in any shape, became more

strong at heme, and consequently more secure abroad, the

allies, under this defensive system, must instantly make war

against it, and restore it to its fotmer state of misery at home,

and imbecility abroad ; a principle so diabolical as this he ne

ver expected to hear stated in a civilized Assembly. He had

said, that what was a ground for armament, was not a ground

for war. What! were we degraded into a mere bully as a

nation, to enforce insolent propositions by arms, and if they

were firmly resisted, to recede from them ? Nothing could

justify an armament, which could not jufify a war; for, the

nation that was once discovered to have armed in bravado,

would fird little regard paid to her armaments again. He

had been a strenuous advocate for the balance of power,

while France was that intriguing, restless nation which siie

had formerly proved. Now, that the situation of France

was altered, that she had erected aGovernment, from which

neither insult nor injustice was to be dreaded by her neigh

bours, he was extremely indifferent concerning the balance

of power, and should continue so till he saw some other na

tions combine the fame power with the fame principles of

government. His idea of this balance was^ that every State

was not to be kept in its precise old situation, but to prevent

any one from obtaining such an asendancy as to be dangerous

to the r<st. No* man could fay that Russia was the succes

sor of France in this respect. Her extent of territory, scanty

revenue, and thin population, made her power by no means

formidable to us ; a power whom we 'Could neither attack,

nor be attacked by ; and this was the power against whom

we were going to war. Oumurning the Ottoman empire,

he conceived to be an argument of no weight. The event

was not probable, and if it should happen, it was more likely

to be of advantage than injurious to us. If we wiflie to re

tain thegood wishes of our Dutch allies, we should be care

ful of engaging them in ruinous wars ; for, the aversion to,
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and detestation of, this war, was greater in Holland thani*

England. Now, said the Minister's friends, if war ensues,

we may thank the speeches of the Minority. He had long

been callous to this sort of abuse; but if this was their opi

nion, they ought to prorogue the Parliament ; for it was im

possible for him to fit in it, and not speak his honest sentiments

on a question which so nearly concerned the public interest.

But he believed there would be no war : the Empress would

either be compelled to give up Oczakow, or, what was much

more probable, the Minister, after all his bullying and blus

tering, would recede from all his arrogant demands, and we

should have nothing in return for an expence of perhaps half

a million, but the shame of having interfered where we had

no right to interfere, and the disgrace of having completely

failed. To what a state were we reduced, when this was the

foundation of our hopes ; and when to be baffled and disgraced

in the eyes of Europe was an object of ardent expectation !

Mr. Fox, in the course of his speech, charged the Minister

with insolence, arrogance, incapacity, and wilful imposition

on the House of Commons, in the conduct of foreign affairs,

aud dared him to the proof. The confidence, he said, that

there would be no war, that he durst not go to war, was the

only tie which kept his majority about him. He entered

into a comparison of the present state of France with its for

mer condition, both as it respected the politics of Europe,

and the happiness of the people, for the purpose of shewing

that those who detested the principles of the Revolution, had

reason to rejoice in its effects.

The House divided on the previous question ;

Ayes, 162 ; Noes, 254. Majority, 92.

The House adjourned.

Monday, i itb April.

Mr. Wil- Mr. fVilbtrforce rising, observed, that although he should

Perforce, not presume to determine what, upon the present occasion

were the emotions and sentiments of others, he could sin

cerely answer for himself that when he considered the infinite

importance, and the vast extent of the subject which they

were preparing to discuss, when he took a view of the prodi

gious mass of information they had beforethem, he was prompt

ed, both for his own fake, and that of the House, to request

some farther time for preparation ; he waved this idea, how

ever, in compliment to the gentlemen most concerned in

point of interest, who had expressed themselves strongly against

another adjournment. He had also been in some degree in

fluenced by a regard to what he understood to be their wiflies,

in determining to bring forward the business in the shape of a

general motion, rather than in that of the propositions which
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had been laid before the House in the last Parliament ; but

these propositions, though not formally before them, would

serve as a clue to direct the course of their inquiry.

Meaning to confine himself within the leading topics, he

trusted that gentlemen would argue the matter with him

point by point, being sure that the more distinct and complete

the discussion proved, the more clearly and irrefragably it

would appear that truth and reason were on his side. He

had long looked forward, he owned, to this day, with some

degree of impatience, as what would afford him the opportu

nity of dispelling the prejudices, and correcting the misre

presentations which had gone forth ; but besides that, he had

always felt that this was the properest time and place for him

to meet them, and to convince the world that in undertaking

and persisting in his present pursuit, he had not been influ

enced by any unworthy feelings of a personal nature, he had

also been determined to remain silent from another conside

ration: for, though he had been sometimes a little roughly

handled by anonymous assailants, it was a tribute of justice

he gladly paid to some of those gentlemen, by whom he had

been most strenuously opposed both on this and the other side

of the Atlantic, to acknowledge that he had been treated by

them with the utmost candour and liberality: these were

proofs of the lihera'ity of their minds, and highly gratifying

to his own feelings; he trusted also that he might draw from

them a good omen to his cause, and derive a hope that, in

the issue, they might all rejoice together in the hapiness

which would result from the success of it. In the fame

manner, he wished to discuss the subject, frankly indeed,

but with fairness and moderation ; he called on the House

to do the same, and flattered himself that the present debate,

instead of exciting asperity and confirming prejudice, would

tend to produce a general conviction of the truth of what,

in fact, was incontrovertible, that the abolition of the slave

trade was indispensably required of them, not only by religion

and morality, but by every principle of sound policy. On

the present occasion, lie could not avoid earnestly imploring

the House to favour him with its most serious attention on

the most important question, on which a House of Com

mons had evsrbeen called on to decide.

The first point to which he wistied to direct the atten

tion of the Committee, was the manner in which the

staves were obtained on the coast of Africa. In order to be

convinced of the truth of all his allegations on this head,

it would be merely necessary to apply unquestionable princi

ples of general reasoning to the particular circumstances of

the cafe before them. That vast country was divided into

various communities of different sizes, some governed by

kings,
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kings more or less absolute, others, and those the greater

number, by elders. Their state of civilization was in gene

ral very imperfect, their notions of morality extremely rude,

and the powers of their governments ill defined : it was na

tural, therefore, to imagine, that when the kings or chief

tains should be tempted by the pressing solicitations of appe

tite to acts of injustice or oppression, they would not be flow

to the commission of them; and temptations of this kind were

continually thrown in their way, by the European traders;

the effects of these were to be traced in every species of fraud

and violence, whilst they, who ought to have been the guar

dians and protectors, were thus made the ravagers of their

country. The fame ca'jses might be expected to produce the

fame consequences throughout the whole society ; the seeds

of disunion and disorder would every where be sown, every

man would dread in a neighbour to meet with an enemy, and

distrust and insecurity would universally prevail ; the fountain

ofjustice also would be poisoned, and changed into a source

of oppression. These speculations, founded on the principles

of human nature, and verified by the experience of all ages,

accorded in all respects with the most authentic accounts

which had heretofore been published, of the Continent of

Af rica, which were now confirmed by testimonies of the

most unexceptionable nature. He begged the Commit

tee would advert to the characters, situations, and means of

information, of the witnesses, to whom he was now al

luding : they were of various descriptions, some of them of

ficers in his Majesty's service; others, men of science, who

had visited the country from motives of curiosity ; others

again, who had themselves been concerned in the slave trade,

and whose prejudices might have been supposed to run in fa

vour of its continuance ; several of them had possessed the

most ample opportunities of intelligence; some had been many

hundred miles up the rivers into the interior country. The

testimony of these witnesses embraced the whole of that vast

extent of country to which we resorted for the purchase of

slaves, and from one end of it to the other, it established, be

yond contradiction, the existence of those acts of fraud, op

pression, rapine, and murder, which he hid charged on thi

slave trade.

To begin with the river Senegal, the northern extremity

of the district referred to, Captain Wilson an;l Captain Hilli

of His Majesty's navy, and Mr. Dalrymple of the land service,

being at the island of Goree, had an opportunity of making

observations in that quarter. On the arrival of the slave

ships, armed parties were regularly sent out in the evening,

who scoured the neighbouring country, and brought in their

prey in the night ; these wretched victims were to be seen in

tbe
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the morning bound back to back in the huts on the shore,

whence they were conveyed, tied, hand and foor, 011 board

the stave {hips. The object or these ravages, if it bad want

ed any confirmation, was establilhed beyond a doubt ^y

this circumstance, that when the slave traise. was itopp -d,

the expeditions also ceased. Mr. Kiern an spoke of tire con

stant depredations committed by the floors, of which, as

well as of such expeditions as bad been mentioned by Captain

Hills, the Committee heard also from Mr. Wadstrom, who

had noted down, at the time, the transactions of every day

in a journal which he had produced before the Committee,

and whose curious and interesting relation, he could not

doubt, had attracted the attention of every gentleman who

had looked into the evidence: and these ravages, excited by

presents of brandv, gunpowder, and (uch other incentives,

and by the conditional promise of larger supplies, were not

onlv carried on by one community against another, but the

kings were stimulated to commit them in theit own terri

tories, . on their own subjects ; and, in one instance, a chief

tain, who, in the moments of intoxication, could not resist

the pressing calls of appetite, had expressed, in an interval of

reason, a due sense of the enormity of his own proceedings,

and had poured forth his reproaches on his Christian seducers.

Abundant, likewise, were the instances of private rapine :

'individuals were kidnapped whilst in their fields and in their

gardens; there was ati universal feeling of distrust and appre

hension": the natives never went any distance from home

without being armed, and when asked the reason by Captain

Wilson, pointed to a slave ship then lying within sight.

These trarsactions might be paralleled by others of a fort

exactly similar throughout every part of the slave coasl ; and

he thought it"perfectly unnecessary for him to trespass on the

time and patience ofgentlemen, by attempting to enumeiate

all occurrences of so atrocious a nature.

Pursuing their progress southward, they came to the Wind

ward Coast - where, from the evidence of Lieutenant Story

and Mr; Bowman, they would find all the fore-mentioned

evils existing* if possible, in a still higher degree : they would

see the rtmains of villages which had been burnt, whilst the

fields of corn were still standing beside them, and every other

trace of recent desolation. Here an agent was sent to estab

lish a settlement in the interior country, and to send down

to the ships such staves as he might be able to obtain: the

otders he received from his captain were a very model of

toncisencss and perspicuity ; «< he was to encourage the

" chieftains, by brandy and gunpowder, to go to war, and

V make slaves* He punctually performed his part, the

•hieftaios were not backward in theirs; the neighbouring

Vol. XXIX. B b tillage!
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villages were ransacked, being surrounded and set on fire in

the night ; their inhabitants were seized when making their

escape, and being brought to the agent, were by him for

warded, men, women, and children, to his principal on the

coast. Mr. How, a botanist, who, in the service of Go

vernment, visited that country with Captain Thompson,

gave in evidence, that being at one of the subordinate settle

ments on the Gold Coast, on the arrival of an order for slaves

from Cape Coast Castle, the native Chief immediately sent

forth his armed parties, who, in the night, brought in a {ap

ply of all descriptions, and the necessary assortment was next

day sent off, according to the order. But Mr. Wilberforce

would not tire the attention of the Committee ; the whole

extent of the African coast furnished but one uniform detail

of similar instances of barbarity. There would be no end

of multiplying particular cafes ; he would, therefore, only

mention one or two more, less for their own fakes, than for

the conclusion that was to be drawn from them. When

Captain Hills was in the river Gambia, happening acciden

tally to mention to a black pilot, who was in the boat with

him, that he wanted a cabin-boy, the pilot told him he would

soon obtain him one ; and accordingly, some youths being

on the stiore with vegetables to fell, he beckoned to them to

come on board ; at the fame time, by winks and significant

gestures, giving Captain Hills to understand that he might

then take his ch. ice : and when Captain Hills rejected tha

proposal with indignation, the pilot seemed perfectly at a

loss to account for his warmth, and dryly observed, that the

slave captains would not have been so scrupulous. There

was., however, another transaction which he must distinctly

state, not only on account of its enormous magnitude, but

also because it established, beyond all controversy, the fre

quency of those adts of rapine, which was the conclusion he

had before referred to. When General Rooke, a resoectabl*

Member of that House, commanded in His Majesty's settle

ment at Goree, some of the subjects of a neighbouring king,

with whom he was on terms of amity, came to pay him a

friendly visit; there were from 100 to 150 of them, men,

women, and children ; all was gaiety and merriment; k

was a scene to gladden the saddest, and to soften the hardest

heart : but a slave captain, ever faithful to the interests of

his employers, is not so soon thrown off his guard; with

what astonifliment would the Committee hear, that, in the

midst of thi* festivity, it was proposed to General Rooke re

seize the whole of this unsuspecting multitude, hurry them

on board the ships, and carry them off to the West Indies.

It Was not merely one man, but three, who were bold enough

to venture on such a areposal ! Thr«e English slave captains

1 preferred
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preferred it as their joint request, alledging the precedent of

a former Governor, who, iit a similar cafe, had consented I

If, in the annals of human wickedness, an instance of fouler

treachery were to be found, Mr. Wilberforce was happy to

be ignorant of it. But it was not on account of its magni

tude that he wished to impress it on the Committee, so much

as because it was a pregnant proof of the frequency of the

acts of rapine he had before described ; for, what must be the

habits of the stave trade, what must have been the familiarity

with scenes of depredation, produced on the minds of the

slave captains, when three of them durst not only meditate

within themselves, not only confer with one another, but

bring into the light of day, and carry to a British officer of

rank, a proposal which one would have thought too horrid

to be allowed for a single moment, even in the deepest retire

ment, in the darkest recesses of the most depraved heart.—

lliis would stand in the place of a thousand particular in

stances ; this argued a foregone conclusion, and gave colour

and credibility, if requisite, to every other act of violence

stated in evidence before the Committee ; he would, there

fore, now confine himself to a proof or two of a circumstan

tial nature ; a species of evidence which was frequently even

more satisfactory than the most unexceptionable positive testi

mony. The Committee, perhaps, was not aware that the

usual proportion of children on board the slave ships, on

most parts of the coast, was one-third of the whole cargo,

scarcely ever less than one-fourth : on the Gold Coast, the

latter was the most ordinary proportion. It appeared from

the evidence of one of their opponents' witnesses, who had

resided there many years, that the only way in which chil

dren could be brought into that situation, was by whole fa

milies being fold when the principals were condemned for

witchcraft, and at the fame time it was said, that the number

of persons convicted* of this crime was extremely small, in

deed, and that the younger part of a family, in these cases,

was often spared , thus, every legal avenue by which these

poor creatures could be brought into the clutches of the stave

captains, was shut up by their opponents' own declarations ;

and irresistible confirmation was afforded to the positive testi

mony of the witnesses he had called, that in these very parts

of the coast the kidnapping of children very generally pre

vailed. But it was not only by acts of outrage that these

rœr creatures were brought into bondage ; every other pos

sible mode was resorted to, and, in particular, the admini

stration of justice was turned into an engine for that end :

the smallest crimes were punished by a fine equal to the value

°f one or more slaves, which, if the party was unable to

Pay* he was himself to be sold into flayery. Crimes were fa

ll b 2 ' bricated,
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bricated, false accusations and convictions were resorted to,

and persons sometimes employed to seduce the unwary to

tb commission ot • rimes, with a view to the conviction and

sale of the culprit- It was another effect of this trade,

which he though' w< 11 worthy of being urged, that it cor

rupted tht nior.il principle of thole who carried it on, every

piiisiMe fiaud w;is put in practice to deceive the ignorance of

the nntives. by fa If* weights and measures, adulterated corn-

in >dities, and other impositions of a like fort: these were

even acknowledged by many who had themselves practised

them-, in obedience to the orders of their superiors. He en-

laired a little on this topic, and called on all who were inte

rested, for the hor. our of the mercantile character, to re

nounce and put an end to a traffic, which, ever faithful to

its own character, was .as contemptible for its meanness, as

it was hateful f<-r its cruelty. It was a circumstance by no

means to be omitted, though he had failed to observe it in

it- proper place, that the gentlemen of the West Indies ac

knowledged wi'h great candour, that slaves were often ob

tained in the unwarrantable, modes he had mentioned; he

quoted the declaration ot the Jam ica Committee, That the

Afru.an trade was no trade of theirs, and particularly speci

fied Mr. Ottlrv, whose name he couW never mention but

with respect, declaring that this was not the language oi

compliment, but the sincere sentiment of his heart ; he hoped

also that Governor Parry's letter, in which he spoke of the

nefarious practice of the African trade, on which Mr. Wil-

berfor-ce had enlarged on a former occasion, was still fresh in

the memory of the Committee: but there was one authority

of so respectable a description, that he stiould be highly want

ing to his cause were he not to adduce it : it was the decla-*

Tation of a gentleman of great ability and information, a«

well as of uncommon eandour and liberality of mind; the

Committee here would anticipate the name of Mr. t'dwards :

that gentleman, in a verv eloquent speech delivered in the

House of Assembly in Jamaica, against the propositions

moved by Mr. Wilberforce in the last Parliament, frankly

expressed himself in the following terms: "lam persuaded

*' that Mr. Wilberfcrce has been very rightly informed as to

" the manner in which slaves are generally procured. The

*' intelligence I have collected from my own negroes, abun-

" dantly confirms Mr. Wilberfoice's account; and I have

'« not the smallest doubt, that in Africa,- the effects of this

" trade are precisely such as he represents them to be. Sir,

« the whole, or the greatest part, of that immense continent

" is a field of warfare and desolation ; a wilderness, in which

" the inhabitants are wolves towards each other. That

" this scene of oppression, fraud, treachery, and blood, if

" not
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" not originally occasioned, is in part, I will not fay wholly,

" upbolden by the slave, trade, I dare not dispute. Every

" man in the sugar islands may be convinced that it is so,

" who will enquire of any African negroes, on their first

" arrival, concerning the circumstance of their captivity.

,( The assertion that a great many of these are criminals and

" convicts, is mockery and insult."

Yet these things, however clearly proved by positive. testi

mony, by the concession of opponents, by particular infe

rence, by general reasoning, by the most authentic histories

of Africa, by the experience of all countries and of all ages,'

these things, and even their possibility, were denied by many

respectable persons, who have been brought forward on the

present occasion, as evidence to support the continuance of

the slave trade L. they were chiefly persons who had been Go

vernors of forts in Africa, or who had long commanded sliips

in the trade. So soon as he had known the description of the

witnesses whom it was intended to call, Mr. Wilberforce

had been prepared for the effects of much prejudice. It was

natural to imagine persons would be prepossefled in favour of

the commerce they had long carried on, and perhaps their

fathers before them; but all his apprehensions on this head

had been greatly surpassed by the testimony which they had

given. He did not mean to impeach their private characters,

hut they certainly shewed themselves under the influence of

such gross prejudices, as to render them incompetent judges

of the subject they came forward to elucidate. They seemed,

if he might so say, to be enveloped by a certain atmosphere

of their own, and to see, as it were, through a kind of Afri

can medium ; every object that met their eyes, came distorted

and turned from its true direction Even the declarations

made by themselves, on other occasions, seemed wholly new

and strange to them ; they sometimes forgot not only what

they had seen, hut what they had said J and when to one of

them his own testimony to the Privy Council was read, he

mistook it for that of another gentleman, whose evidence he

declared to be " the merest burlesque in the world." They

altogether denied kidnapping or village breaking, or the false

imputation of delinquencies. It was not merely that they

declared that they had never been themselves engaged in

practices of this nature, which Mr Wilberforce did not im

pute to them ; they not only denied their actual existence,

hut their very possibility. It was curious to observe how this

fame hahit, when once contracted, could stick by a man in

another situation ; and he was not sorry to have to exemplify

it in the instance of a person, whose private character was,

he believed, respectable. Mr. Barnes, since his return from

Africa, had been engaged* in- the wine trade ; and when ex

amined
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amined a few years ago on the fubject'of the Wine bill be

fore the House, he made a declaration exactly parallel to

what he has now said concerning the slave trade. " Will the

" proposed bill tend in any degree to prevent the adulteration

" of wine * »" "I do not see how it can ; but with that I

• "this pasagegave occasion to thejallowing correspondence :

«« Si*,

** IT wa» with much surprise. I was informed, upon coming to towa

•n Tuesday last, that in your speech, the preceding cvtning, upon the

Slate Trade, you had treated my name with great severity, and I was

the more astonistied at it, as I was not conscious of having, in ar, y one

instance, provoked your resentment, having never intermeddled in that

particular business, farther than when publicly called upon to give evi

dence either to the Privy Council or to Parliament. If that evidence

vas not satisfactory to you, lam sorry for it; I gave it fairly and hones-

Jy, not prejudiced by habits, for I have not been in the habit of trading

for slaves ; not biassed by interest, for I have no interest in the present

question, nor had I any attachment, except that sacred attachment : ■

truth, which no consideration would tempt me to depart from.

Had my evidence been either evasive, prevaricating, or contradic

tory, it would have deserved the severest animadversions, and I mould

justly have incurred the indignation of you and every other gentleman

in the House ; but in a very long and very fatiguing examination,

where it was almost impossible to avoid confusion, had I attempted to

deliver a fabricated testimony, 1 think I may safely challenge you to

adduce a single answer, which I am not able to defend.

" I must, therefore, beg leave to submit to your feelings, as a gen

tleman, how far the heat of argument, and the honest zeal you have

manifested, can justify to your own mind, insinuations against the fair

fame of a man who has the satisfaction to have passed many years in

various stations of life, with a character as yet unimpeached.

" I must intreat you will have the goodness to refer to my testimo

ny, as taken down by the clerks ; if, upon such reference, you find

you have, through inadvertence or forgetfulness, applied my particular

name to general descriptions of evidence, or stated as evidence of fact,

what was delivered only as matter of opinion ; or if you shall discover,

that in the course of your speech, you hare, fiom the causes above al

luded to, either warped, mutilated, or miflated my evidence, so as to

give it any other than the plain and obvious meaning, by which my

reputation may be affected, and my veracity brought into ques

tion, I am convinced your good sense, the liberality of your mind, and

your love of justice, will prompt you to take the earliest opportunity

of acknowledging any inaccuracies, into which a laudable eagerness in

a cause espoused from the most noble principles, may have betrayed

you.

" In your speech upon this occasion, you were pleased to allude to

my testimony on another, and as it appears in the newspapers, what I

said on that subject, is so miflated, that (to fay nothing of my moral

turpitude) the grossest folly is imputed to me ; I am charged with hav

ing said that I had never heard of such a thing as the adulteration of

wine
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* am unacquainted, as I know nothing of the adulteration

1 of wine." " I know nothing of kidnapping." " I

' know nothing of the adulteration of wine."

But

vise. Reflections on my understanding I can easily submit to, but

■hen they are adduced at a proof of the laxity of my morals, I con-

ess I feel the imputation with no small degree of pungency.

" I beg you will consider this letter as an appeal to your feelings,

scam a man who regards a reflection upon his character, uncontradict-

ti, unattoned for, as the greatest misfortune he could labour under, a

misfortune which is aggravated by a consideration that the attack come*

cot from the levity of an idle declaimer, but from the gravity of a Se

nator, distinguished for his virtues, and the soundness of his uude •

Binding ; a man who is not supposed capable of a premeditated injury

tit willing to make reparation, where he has undcsignedly offended,

I am,

With much respect, ,

Sin,

Your obedient,

And very humble servant,

(Signed) JOHN BARNES,

Link St. Helen' t,

Jfril 11, 1791.

William mibtrsorct, Esq."

Clapham, Monday Afrit a J, 1791*

» Sw,

" Too do me no more than justice in supposing that so far from of*

string any one a premeditated injury, I shall never be backward to

nuke reparation where I may have given undesigned offence ; and must

therefore begin by declaring very sincerely, that I am sorry any thing;

*hich fell from me, in the House of Commons, should have given you

' much uneasiness ; nor can I conceive this would have been the cafe,

:f son bad not received an erroneous account of what I said. I am the

"'her inclined to this opinion, because of the expressions of which you

Bakt use, " fabricated testimony," and other terms of similar import $

■Wtis neither then, nor at any time, either in public or private,

P'» I ever expressed or imputed to you an intention to deceive. For

ptrery reason, and on account of my believing your private character

to * respectable, (a sentiment which, to the best of my recollection,

1 "pressed on my legs) I selected you at a sitter instance of the influ

xes prejudice ; for you must excuse my saying, that I certainly wat

» to degree convinced by what you said, and that I could only ascribe

,c >he force of habitual and inveterate prejudice, your denial of the

|<>tubility of facts, which appeared to me to be proved in innumerable

•Winces, by indisputable testimony. »

" My allusion to the declaration you made at the bar, when ex-

untd before the House of Commons on the Wine bill, " t\v»t you

kaew nothing of the adulteration of wine," was meant more as a

Vi uju ought else, and a» such 1 am clear it wai taken: nor hare I

e rer
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Bnt the House must be aware, that there was not only a:

African medium, hut an African logic too: it seemed to b

an acknowledged maxim in the logic of Africa, that ever]

perloi

ever thought so much of the force of the expressions, as since I perusci

your letter.

I am, ' Sir,

Your n>>fl obedient,

And humbic servant,

(Signed) W. WiLBERFORCE

John Barnes, Esq."

u Sir*

" I return you my sincere and h"arty dianks fnr vour polite and rerj

•bilging favourof the icthinst which 1 received up >n coming to to»i

yesterday ; you have (aid every thin^ I c>iu!d delii c, tor tlie (atisfactiol

of my own particular feelings, and I am fat from beir.g so unreasonable

as to expect you should be convinced by any opinion if mine ; the more

especially, when that opinion has ueen contradicted by the testimony of

positive facts.

" But though the letter which you have done me the honour u

write has set my mind perfectly at ease, so far as it fai isfie-s me thai do

imputation was intended against my character, yet I must beg learcto

submit to your own good sense, and to your feelings as a gentleroaai

whether something faithcr is not necessary to remove Lliat stain which

my reputation has actually suffered, either by the misconception of

people in the House, or by the erroneous account of your speech inthl

newspapers ; in a base of so delicate a nature as this, 1 would aotfM

fume to lugetst any particular remedy, if it were not from an appreq

hension that you might imagine I expected unreasonable concessions, 'ti

in order to prove that 1 have not the most remote wish for any this?*!

that kind, 1 have taken the liberty to write underneath, what I thiilj

might be proper to insert as an article in the Diary. If this iW

meet your ideas, it will give me infinite pleasure; if not, you will li

me under a lasting obligation, by favouring me with your authority so

the insertion of any other paragraph which may be more agreeable

your own feelings, and which may answer the purpose desired.

I am,

With much respect,

Sir,

Your most obedient,

And most humble servsnt,

(Signed) JOHN BARI®

Little St. Helen's,

April 17, 179 1.

Wm. Wilberforce, Esq.''
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person who offered a slave for sale, had a right to sell him.

However fraudulent the manner might be in which the bro

ker had obtained the slave, if they paid him a just price for

him,

Proposedfor Insertion.

■ In the accounts given by the papers of Mr. Wilberforcc'i speech

in the House of Commons, on Monday the iSth instant, some impu

tations arc stated to have been made on the character of Mr. Barnes, as

an evidence.

" We have authority from Mr. Wilberforce to declare, that he had

cot the most remote design of impeaching the veracity of Mr. Barnes,

•r of throwing any reflection on his character. "

Clapham, April 29, 1 791.

" Si*.

" I most repeat it, that if, as you apprehend, your reputation has

suffered in consequence of a misconception or mistatement of what fell

from me the other night in the House of Commons, lam very sorry for

ic, and I should be glad to remove your disquietude, if I could do it

with propriety ; but the mode you have suggested, of my authorising

the insertion of a paragraph in the newspapers, correcting their mistate

ment, is one which 1 think would be neither serviceable to you, nor

becoming for myself.

I am, Sir,

Your most obedient,

humble servant,

(Signed) W. WILBERFORCE.

Join Barnes, Eft."

Little St. Helen's, May 2, 1791.

" Si»,

" On the 18th ultimo, I was obliged to go into Hampshire, and up

on my return here this evening, I was sorry to find by your favour of

the 19th, that you did not approve the mode which I took the liberty

to suggest, in my letter of the 17th, for the removal of any unfavour

able impressions of me, occasioned by your speech on the 18th ; and a*

you have not thought proper to offer any other mode of doing that

public justice to my character, which the present case gives me a fair

right to expect, I must take the liberty to avail myself of the only

means in my power, that of publishing your letter to me of the 15th ;

it being my wish, however, to avoid as much as possible whatever may

in any degree hurt your feelings. I shall delay this publication for two

or three days, that if you can propose any other expedient, more agree-

Vol. XXIX. C c able
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him, all was right, it was a perfectly fair btna fide transac

tion. Thii was not a charge brought by the witnesses for

the abolition merely, but was expreflly and avowedly de

clared by many of the most experienced of the witnesses

'gainst it, and denitd hy none. " It would have stopped

** my trade," said one of them, " to have asked the broker

" how he came by the person he was offering me for sale."

" We alw vs suppose," said another, " the broker has »

" right to let I the person he offers us." " I never heard of

** such a question being asked," said a third, and in still

stronger terms, " a man would be thought a fool that should

" put such a question." Mr. Wilberforce hoped the House

would be aware of the practical utility of this reasoning. It

was the key-stone that held the whole building together. By

the help of this convenient principle, a stave captain might

go up and down the whole coast of Africa, and fee nothing

but equity and justice; and the African Committee, reposing

on this grand maxim with perfect security, report gravely

and formally, that they had heard but of two instances of

misconduct in the space of forty years. The stave captains,

however, could not he altogether absolved, even by availing

themselves to the full of this principle, excellent as it was;

for depredations were frequently committed by the European

ships themselves, especially when they were passing by any

*blc to yourself, I may hare the satisfaction of adopting it in prefe

rence.

I am.

With much respect,

Sir,

Your most humble,

And most obedient servant,

(Figned) JOHN BARNEI

William Wilbtrstree, Esq."

Palace Yard,

Wednesday Morning, Siaff,

" Si*,

•* On my return home hue last night, I found your letter of the ti

rnflant, in reply to which I can only fay, I can hare no objection t»

jour publishing my letter of the t jth of April, adding only, that ia

that ease, I must beg you to publish the whole of our correspondence.

I am, Sir,

Your most obedient,

And humble senrant,

(Sigt»ed>, W. WILBERFORCt

Jtkn Barnes, Eft."

part
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part of the coast where they did not mean to continue.—7

Hence it was, that, as several captains of the navy, and

ethers, had given in evidence, the natives, who kept cauti

ously aloof from the slave ships, would never come near th«

men of war, till fully satisfied they were not of the former

description; after which they laid aside their fears, and came

and continued on board with unsuspecting chearfulness.

But, Mr. Wilberforce said, he would not detain the Com

mittee any longeron this branch of the question, and added,

let us withdraw from this disgraceful scene, and, in the

words of an emphatic writer," turn our eyes for relief to

some ordinary wickedness." But alas ! no such relief was yet

to be enjoyed by them : on the contrary, a still more dreadful

scene was opening to their view; but he had described this

part of the subject so much at large on a former occasion,

that he would spare the Committee the pain of dwelling long

on it now. Let them but represent to themselves a vessel, in

a sultry climate, heaped to the very brim with these unhappy

wretches, torn from their homes in the way he had described,

and ignorant whither they were going. He scarcely knew

how to express himself; he could only say, he was persuaded

that if the Committee could be transported where they might

behold this dreadful spectacle, and after having takena.gene»

ral survey of its multifarious wretchedness, if they were then

to listen to each man's particular tale of sorrow, they would

want no other argument for the abolition. It appeared from

the evidence, that in the year 1788, at the very moment

when they were agitating this subject within the walls of

Parliament, all those dreadful occurrences which he was de

scribing were actually going forward on board the slave ships;

the fame dancing in fetters, the fame singing, the same eating

by compulsion, the same despair, the same insanity, and all

the other abominations with which this trade wascharacterized.

New instances occurred, wherein these wretched men (elud

ing the vigilance of their persecutors, who knowing what

they had to expect, had provided against it by the usual high

netting, that standing precaution of an African ship) threw

themselves into the sea, and more than one, when in tlie act

of drowning, were observed to wave their hands in triumph,

exulting, to use the words of an eye-witness, M that they had

escaped." Yet these things, viewed through that African

medium he had already named, took a different shape and

colour. It was said by an adverse witness, Captain Knox,

that he had no doubt " staves lie, during the night, in tole

rable comfort :" now, considering that they were coupled in

fetters, and were often suffering under a disorder, the effects

of which were too nauseous for description, in order to cor

respond with the Committee's ideas of tolerable comfort, it

Cc a might
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might seem requisite that they sliould at least have room to

lie on their backs ; but how, in fact were they sometimes ac

commodated ? In one of Captain Knbx's own voyages, in a

vessel of 120 tons, he had 290 slaves, and a space which,

according, to his account, would have held 43 more, being

otherwise occupied, the whole might be said to contain 333;

and with this ptoportion of men and tonnage, Captain KrioX

frankly declared, that perhaps they had not all the breadth of

their backs. Yet, in another voyage, in a vessel of 108 tons

he carried 450; and in a third, offrom 130 to T50 tons, he

carried 6co slaves ; neither should it be forgotten, that the

number of si_-jmen being always increased in proportion to the

slaves, they also must have been more numerous in the two

last voyages. What, in this situation, must have been the

comfort of the slaves, he left to the consideration and feelings

of the Committee. Another instance of this African self-

deception, was to be found on the record of the Committee,

in the cafe of a Captain, of whom he had heard that he was

one of the best ever engaged in that trade, and of whom

Mr. Wilberforce did not doubt, that, in any other situation,

he would have been alive to the feelings of humanity ; it had

been asserted, thdt he had held hot coals to the mouth ofa

slave, in order to compel him to eat ; but being questioned on

the circumstance, not admitting, in the spirit of African

logic, that quifacit per allum facit per se, he denied the

charge with indignation. " I did not," said he, " and I defy

*c any body to prove that I did." " Did you never order

" such a thing to be done?" " Being sick in my cabin, the

chief mate and surgeon, at different times, informed me

* that there was a man upon the main deck, that would nei-

" ther eat, drink, nor speak : I desired them to use every

u means in their power to persuade him to speak, and assign

reasons for his silence. 1 desired them to make some of

" the other slaves endeavour to make him speak : when I was

" informed he still remained obstinate, and not knowing

" whether it was sulkiness or insanity, I ordered the chief

** mate, or surgeon, or both, to present him with a piece of

" fire in one hand, and a piece of yam in the other, and to let

u me know what effect that had upon him; it was reported

" tome, that he took the yam and eat it, and threw the fire

" ovet board." This, said Mr. Wilberforce, is eating by

duresse, if any thing can be called so; the Captain, however,

triumphs in the success of his expedient, and concludes his

narrative by telling you that this very slave was afterwards

fold for 40I. at Grenada. Mark here the moral »f the tale,

and learn the nature and' the cure of sulkiness.

Mr. Wilberforce next observed that if there could be any

aggravation of the injuries inflicted by the Europeans, on

the
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the inhabitants of this devoted land, it was afforded by con

sidering who they were that were so treated, and what was

their situation in their own" country. So long had he been con

versant with the whole of this great subject, that on every

part of it a crowd of ideas rufhedinto his mind ; but he would

endeavour so to confine himself within particular points as to

avoid trespassing too long upon the patience of the Committee.

One witness spoke of the acuteness of their capacities ; another

of the extent of their memory; a third of their genius for

commerce ; others of their good workmanship in gold, iron,

and leather; the peculiarly excellent texture of their cloth,

and the beautiful and indelible tincture of the dyes; and it

was acknowledged by all, that they supplied the ships with

many articles of provision, with wood and wa ter, and other

necessaries; several mentioned, in high terms, their peaceable

and gentle dispositions ; their chearfulness, and their hospi

tality; even those who were nominally slaves, lived a com

fortable, happy life, and were not liable to be punished but

for crimes, nor to be fold without the form of a trial, nor in

some parts without the verdict of a jury. When one of the

opponents' witnesses is asked concerning their condition and

treatment, he shews by his answer the impression made on his

mind ; he describes them as sitting and eating with their master

' in the true style of patriarchal simplicity and comfort.—

Were these, then, a people incapable of complete civiliza

tion? It had been maintained, he knew, by some, that they

were an inferior species ; that they were even doomed by the

Almighty to the sufferings they underwent, and that we

were merely the instruments of the divine vengeance. To

those who urge this argument seriously, it were not difficult

to make a reply; though he acknowledged that the compati

bility ofnatural and moral evil with the existence of an all-

powerful, all-wise, and all-merciful Governor of the world,

was a mystery beyond the reach ofthe human intellect. But

in the mouths of those, who, instead of submitting with re-,

luctance to the painful task of inflicting this punishment,

courted and sued for the employment, and turned it to the

purposes of their private interest, it seemed to him to deserve

»very different treatment, and to be, indeed, nothing less than

» gross and impious blasphemy.

Mr. Wilberforce added, that having made these remarks,

becould scarcely entertain a doubt of there being but one wish

generally prevalent in the House, concerning the abolition of

the slave-trade. He was aware, however, that an opinion

had gone forth, that the measure would be attended with in

fallible ruin to the West-India Islands. He trusted he should

prove that the direct contrary was the truth; but this, he

must fay, was more than any one, on any principles, had a
i J right
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right to require. For his own part, he confessed, that,

considering the miseries this tradeentailed on Africa, hisliberty

of choice was taken from him; he must, at all events, deter

mine for the abolition ; but surely no man, however free he

might deem himself to decide 011 grounds of expediency,—

would require more at his hands than that he should (new

the measure would not prove absolutely ruinous to the West

Indies. No petty, no dubious interest would, by any one,

be stated as a sufficient plea to justify the extensive and certain

evils he had enumerated. He would not detain the Com

mittee for a moment, in arguing against the bringing of new

lan :1s into cultivation, by fresh importations ofAfrican slaves;

for even apart from every consideration ofjustice and huma

nity, the impolicy of the measure was indisputably clear.

Let the Committee consider the dreadful mortality that at

tended the opening of new lands; let them look to the evi

dence of Mr.Woolrich, and theTe fee a contrast drawn be

tween the flow, perhaps, but sure, progress of cultivation,

carried on in the natural way, and the attempt to force im

provements, which, however flattering the prospect might

appear at the outset, soon produced a Io?d of debt and in

extricable embarrassments. He might even appeal to the

enormous sum, said by the West Indians themselves to

amount to more than ao,ooo,oool, owing to the people of

this country ; and challeqge them, on any principles, to con

tend that any new system would involve them so deep as that

on which they had hitherto proceeded. But he would leave

this head, referring the Committee to the evidence of Mr.

Irving, a gentleman, to whose abilities and merits the House

and the country were no strangers; one of the few men Mr.

Wilberforce had known, who united great and accurate

knowledge of detail, with a deep and comprehensive view of

the general principles of the commercial system. He called

on the House at large, and particularly on any gentlemen of

the West Indies, who might be present, to listen to him calm

ly and dispassionately, and he was persuaded they would re

joice as mucli as he could do, if he were able to make out his

point. The grand basis on winch were bottomed all the ob

jections of those who maintained the contrary opinion, he ap

prehended to be this, that the stock of staves now in the islands,

could not be !cept up by propagation, but that it was neces

sary, from time to time, to recruit them with imported Afri

cans. In direct refutation of this position, he should prove;

first, that in the condition and treatment of the negroes,

there were causes sufficient to afford us reason to expects

considerable decrease, particularly that their increase had not

been a serious object of attention ; secondly, that this decrease

Was, in fact, notwithstanding, very trifling, or rather, hi

believed,
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bettered, he might declare it had now actually ceased; and

thirdly, he sliould urge many direct and collateral facts and

arguments, constituting, on the whole, an irresistible proof

that even a rapid increase might henceforth be expected.

It was much to be lamented, he said, that on both sides,

this great subject had been treated in a manner by no means

calculated to answer the purposes of a cool and deliberate en

quiry ; there had been too much warmth and acrimony. For

bis own part, he hoped he had always both thought and spoke

with candour and moderation. In judging and speaking of

the condition and treatment of staves in the West Indies, he

had never adopted those indiscriminate censures, into which

some had incautiously fallen. It would be in the highest de

gree unjust to the gentlemen of the West Indies, not to ob

serve this distinction, and a due regard to it would have tend

ed to soften asperity, and even perhaps to have prevented

much of the opposition they have given. In stating, as be

was about to do, the leading circumstances of the condition

efthenegroes, it would, however, be necessary to remark,

that, whatever splendid instances there might be of good

treatment, there were some evils of almost univerial opera?

tion, such he meant as were necessarily connected with a

system of slavery. Above all, the state of degradation to

which the slaves were reduced, deserved to be noticed in this

regard, and from which the Worst consequences resulted in a

thousand ways, both to their own comfort, and even to their

masters' interests. Of this there could not be a more striking

proof than the utter inattention to them as moral agent*. It-

was not merely that they were' worked undsr the whip like

cattle; but no attempts were ever made to instruct them in

the principles of religion and morality. This, together

with the acknowledged neglect of any attempt to introduce

regular marriage among them, applied directly to the question

tonceming their increase, and tended to refute the notion of

its having been seriously attended to. The gentlemen who

asserted this, and who (aid they could point out nothing de

fective in the treatment of slaves, had frankly confessed that

their morals were utterly neglected, and that the best conse

quences might be expected to result from their being attend

ed to; and how could it but be so, when, as was declared by

these very fame gentlemen, promiscuous intercourse, early

prostitution, and excessive indulgence in spirituous liquors,

were marerial causes of their decrease ? Indeed, the happy ef

fects of instructing the slaves in the principles of religion, had

lately been experimentally proved, particularly in the Island

of Antigua, were, under the teaching of the Moravians and

Methodists, they had so far profited, that the planters them

selves
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selves confested their value, as property, was increased one-

third by their increased habits ot regularity and industry.

Whatever might have been said to the contrary, it was

plainly to be inferred, from the evidence, that the^Haves had

not been under the protection of law. Colonial statutes had,

indeed, 111 Come cafes, been pasted, which might seem to afford

them a fort of qualified protection ; but, however ill treated

by their masters, they had not been considered as having a

right to any redress. A curious instance in point occurred to

his recollection: it was contained in the evidence of Mr. Ross,

a gentleman, for whom he must be allowed to express senti

ments of unfeigned respect and regard. There was something

in the manner of his coming forward, to give his testimony,

that reflected the highest honour on his character. Some of

his nearest and most intimate connections were in the West

Indian line; but when he (Mr Wilberforce) without any

previous acquaintance or introduction, called him forth to

tell what he knew, he did not disregard the appeal, but stept

forward from a principle of duty which superseded all per

sonal considerations. Mr. Ross mentions an instance of asto

nishing cruelty, committed by a Jew. It was but justice to

add, that the man was considered with detestation whenever

the circumstance was told ; but, though a matter of notoriety,

it does not seem to have entered into the contemplation of

any person, to call him to a legal account ; and Mr. Ross ex

pressly declared, that he conceived a master had a right to

punish his stave in whatever manner he might think proper.

The fame was declared by numberless other witnefles. There

would be no end of going into particulars. An assertion,

however, was to be found to the contrary, and some records

of convictions had been sent over as proofs of it. Mr. Wil

berforce went into the particulars of these records, for the

purpose of refuting the conclusion they were meant to esta

blish; particula'ly remarking, that the convictions were

all of a very late date, and that in one of them, where a

master had cruelly cut the mouth of a child, of six years old,

a'most from ear to ear, so strange and so novel a doctrine did

it appear to the jury, that a master was liable to punishment

for any act of cruelty exercised on a stave, that they brought

in a conditional verdict, "guilty, subject to the opinion of

" the court, if immoderate correction of a stave, by his

master, be a crime indictable." The court determined in the

affirmative ; and what was the punishment of this abominable

act of barbarity? a sine of 40 shilling? currency, equivalent

to about 25 slitllings of our money ! the slaves were but ill off

in point of medical care; though that was an article wherein

it might be expected there would be the least defect, when

they were the property of affluent planters, because it was

that
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that in which a prudent regard to interest, was the least like-

1» to be counteracted by any sudden effects of paflion. Some

times 4 or 5, cjr even 8 or 9000 slaves, were under the care

of one medical man; which, dispersed on different and distant

eitates, were a greater number than he could properly attend

to.

There was reason to believe the slaves in gener.il were under

fed: he might refer to the positive declarations to that effect

contained in the evidence, and would confirm them by two

or three additional arguments. The slaves, in general, were

supported partly by the produce of their own provision-

ground, partly by an allowance from their master of flour or

grj'm. In thcse-islands wherein the produce of the former

were very trifling, owing to long and frequent droughts,

their allowed food, instead of being proportionably greater,

was actually less, than in other islands, where this produce

was the m< st considerable. In one of the islands, where, we

are told, provision ground does not answer one year in three,

it was from 5 to 9 pints per week : in Dominica, where these

never failed, from 6 to 7 quarts; and yet, even in the latter,

it was universally remarked, that the slaves were in far better

health and spirits, during the five or six months of the crop

or harvest season, notwithstanding the much harder labour of

that period, owing to their being then somewhat better fed.

It appeared, in the evidence of a respectable witness on the

side ofour opponents, that the utmost weekly allowance,

generally given to a working negro in Nevis and St. Christo-

|iher's, where there wasno provision-ground, was but 11 pints;

yet, in the act of Assembly, lately pasted in Jamaica, it is

prescribed, that 21 pints shall be allowed weekly to every

Have confined in prison. In Nevis also, so long ago as the

year 1717, the rate of food was fixed at a pound of meat or

fish, and a pound of bread, daily. A prison allowance is not

in general meant to be such as will pamper the body ; yet how

much does it here exceed that of the working field slaves in

the old Leeward 1 stands ?

It was easy to see how, in the several particulars he had

been mentioning, the slaves woufd feel the bad effects of their

masters' being embarrassed in their circumstances; whence

would naturally result an abridgement of their food, with an

increase of their labour: but this led him to the mention of a

capital cause of the negroes* sufferings, and consequent de

crease. This was the non residence of the planters, many of

them persons of affluent fortunes, of found understandings,

and liberal hearts; who, if they were on the spot, would at

tend to these poor creatures, and feel themselves bound,

both by duty and inclination, to promote their happiness.

But it was to no purpose to send out orders, of the execution

Vol. XXIX. D d of
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of which they could know as little, as a king, who lived in

his capital, could answer for what was carrying on in the

most diltant part of his dominions. An honourable baronet,

Sir George Young, and many others, had said, they saw the

slaves treated in a manner they were sure their owners would

have resented if it had been known to them : another honour

able gentleman, Mr. Orde, had animadverted, in the strong

est terms, on the misconduct of managers; the very changes

of them, which were confessed by almost all planters^ were

an irrefragable proof of this misconduct. The fact was, that in

general they sought to ellablilh their characters, which, ai

Mr. Ottley suggests, is generally determined by this consi

deration, the producing large crops at a small immediate ex-

pence, too little considering how far the staves might sntrer

from ill-treatment and excessive labour. Mr. Long had no

ticed, and severely condemned this practice; and even the

managers themselves had acknowledged it to he their leading

principle. But, if from these causes, the staves were such

grievous sufferers, even when they belonged to opulent and

worthy men, what must th?ir state be, subject to the seme

exactions of want or avarice, atid to the capricious cruelty of

vulgar and unfeeling tyrants? the fad and humiliating effects

were but too abundant in the pages of the evidence, and he

had rather refer to them there, than undergo the painful talk

of reciting them.

But, in addition to all he had already said, concerning the

causes which had prevented the keeping up the stock of slaves

by breeding, he must maintain, that it was incontestable

proved that the object had never been seriously attended to.

Here also, he need only appeal to the testimony of the most

respectable witnesses, who not only formed the opinion as an

infallible conclusion from what they saw with theirown eyes,

but who learnt it from the express declaration of vthe mana

gers and overseers themselves. But this was confirmed by

the testimony of their opponents, also. Mark the state of

this controversy! the advocates for the abolition alledged,

that the increase of the produce was more attended to than

the keeping up the stock: the reverse of the proposition was

maintained by the planters. Now, it was natural to imagine

that men would be always best informed on those subjects

with which their minds had been most conversant. Yet it

was likewise evident, most universally, that the owners and

managers, when asked concerning planting and the produce

of their estates, are perfectly at home: when asked concerning

their proportion of males and females, the number of infants,

and other such particulars, they know little or nothing about

th£ matter. Even medical men were perfect adepts in the

art of planting ; but when asked the latter questions, con

nected

0
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nested with breeding and rearing, they seemed quite amazed,

and could give no information.

Here it became necessary to lemind the,Committee, that

in opposition to his statement of the condition and treatment

of the negroes, many very respectable witnesses had been

called, and, in particular, several persons who had served in

the islands in high professional situations. He knew what

was due to their worth and characters; arid he trusted that

they would do him the justice not to think him guilty of the

smallest degree of personal disrespect, whilst in the discharge

of a duty which was indispensable to the talk he had under

taken, he stiould freely canvas their declarations. In the

first place, he must enter a general protest against their testi

mony. He had formerly stated, that an Admiral's visit to

a plantation must make a holid.iy, and co: Id afford no ade

quate idea of the general situation of the slaves. This, in

deed, might reasonably be imagined; but the Committee

was now told as much by one of the party. " I have often,"

fays Mr. Ross, " h:.d the honour of attending both Gover-

" nors and Admirals upon tours in the island of Jamaica; in

" the course of which, the estates generally visited belonged

" to gentlemen of distinction, where we were entertained

" with every mark of respect, and whose estates in general

" might be considered in high order and good management ;

" and it is not likely, even upon going into the fields

" or works where the negroes were employed, but that at-

" tention would be paid by the white people and drivers, not

" to harrow up the feelings of strangers of distinction, by

" the exercise of the whip, or the inflicting of punishments

" at that particular time ; and even if there were any disgust-

" ing ohjects, it is natural to suppose that they would be

" removed upon such occasions." In fact, these gentlemen

afforded many proofs of, their being under the influence of

prejudice. Two or three he would mention : they, many

of them, declared that the abolition would be ruinous to the

West Indies. Now, every person will acknowledge, that

this must depend upon the practicability of keeping up the

stock, without African supplies : yet, when asked as to this

circumstance, their answer is, They know nothing about it I

Hence it appeared, they had formed a conclusion without

premises, a superstructure without a foundation, which, of

course, must fall to the ground. Another point worthy of

observation was, that their evidence often extended through a

long series of years. No defect, no ill treatment, is remark

ed, in any portion of the time, nor is there any distinction

°f periods. The slaves are uniformly well cloathed, so well

kd, so well treated, that nothing can exceed it : yet, almost

V the same breath, you are told of their amended situation,

D d 3 ' and
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and that they are now far better off than they were formerly.

One of them, to whim his country is under high obligation--,

in proof that the negroes enjoy the protection of laws, men

tions a master's having been sentenced to death for the mur

der of his own stave; but the recollection of the respectable

peisonage must surely have failed him here; for the fact is,

that the murder of a slave was not then a capital crime. But

it was less extraordinary, that the noble person alluded to,

should be mistaken on a subject not within his own province,

when others weie misinformed on it, to whom it more im

mediately belonged. Of this there were repeated instances.

A very respectable governor being asked, whether a master

■was liable to be punished capitally for the murder of his own

slave, replied, " he never entertained a doubt of it himself,

" nor ever heard a doubt of it expressed by any sensible or

" reasonable man;" yet, had he looked into the statute-bock

of his own Island, he would have found, that the wilful

murder of a slave was punilhable only by a fine of about

: 80 1. sterling. This however was a heavier penalty than

that inflicted by the Barbadoes law; for i^l. sterling was

there the amount of it. In fact, their opponents' witnesses

by attempting to prove too much, had proved nothing. The

slaves were said to be in a better state than the peasantry cf

thiscountry, whom, to use the emphatic language of Mr,

Ross, he would not ** insult with a comparison ;" and thole

very circumltances had heen insisted on as proofs of the afler-

tion, by which it was most palpably refuted.

It had been declared, also, that the negroes were happier

as slaves, than if they were made free; anil thar, when made

free, they never returned to Africa. There was scarce, per

haps, in the whole course of the business, a more striking

proof of prejudice, than was afforded by the first of these as

sertions. He allowed that a stave, who was industrious, and

in a situation wherein he might, to advantage, dispose of any

commodiries be had been able to raise for sale, could annually

lay by a little money, which Mr. Wilberforce was glad to

have it to fay, he believed, was never taken from him.—

When the savings of many years at length bad accumulated

to a considerable amount, how did they then dispose of it?

"With this sum, for which they had been struggling during

the whole course of their Jives, they went to their masters

and bought theirfreedom; they purchased their release from

their situation of superior happiness, by the sacrifice of their

Jast shilling ! and there was lcarcely any instance mentioned

of a slave's poflesling property, which was not accompanied

by that of his having thus employed it: or, when they

thought the little which was left of their own lives not worth

redeeming, they would purchase the freedom of a son, a

l brother,
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brother, or a sister; thus affording at once, a proof of the

ralue they set on freedom, and of disinterestedness and social

affection, which did honour to the human character. But

the argument might be pulhed still farther. It was not merely

that the staves themselves desired their freedom, ignorant per

haps of what might really contribute to their happiness, but

it was by the gift of it that their masters remunerated their

long and faithful services, as the best reward with which they

could be recompensed. Mr. Wilberforce would not so ca

lumniate the West.Indians, as to suppose they meant only to

mock these poor people with a real evil, for an imaginary

good ; nor yet that they were mocked by the laws which held

torth to them this boon of freedom, as the most valuable re-

compence they could receive. The dissatisfaction of the

staves with theirstate of bondage would appear still more strik

ing, when it should be considered, that they who bought

their own freedom, in the manner he had a!>ove de!c-ibed,

from the habits of industry, which were included in the very

idea of acnuiringiq much property, were likely to have smart

ed less than ordinary under the whip of the driver; and that

they must rather be supposed to be influenced by the evils of

their present state, than by the sweets of that to which they

aspire; for »!»fir freedom, when obtained, was still a state

of unprotected degradation, liable, as sufficiently appealed by

the evidence, to perpetual injury and inlult.

With regird also to {heir not returning to Africa, this

was an argument which could hardly he urged with serious

ness. Sinking into years, perhaps, before they had saved

enough to purchase freedom, and thus procure to themsdves

the opportunity, was it to he expected they should venture.

across the Atlantic? if they could even reach their homes in

safety, all their kindred and connections would be now, per

haps, no more ; and when, above all, they would reasonably

apprehend they might once more be kidnapped, once more

hurried on board a ship, ajid again forced to endure, and

again survive the horrors of the middle paflage! but this love

ot their native country, and their desire to return to it, was

proved beyond a doubt : many of the witnesses had heard them

talk of it in terms of the strongest affection. The acts of suicide

were frequent, which, under their mistaken notions, they

committed as the readiest means of getting home, and under

the fame notion that, by death, they were restored to their

native land. Captain Wilson assures us, that the funerals,

which, in Africa, were accompanied with lamentations and

cries of sorrow, were attended, in the West Indies, with

evert mark of exultation and joy.

Mr. Wilberforce trusted that, on the whole, he had mads

good his first proposition, that the caules of decrease were so

many
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many and so great, that this decrease might reasonably have

been expected to be very considerable. In fact, however,

in the ifl.ind of Jamaica, which, he conceived, h* might

take as a fair specimen of the whole, it was very trifling; or

rather, he believed, he might assert, it had entirely ceased

some years ago, and that the decrease was only on the import

ed slaves. He would not trouble the House at present with

any thing more than the result of the calculations; but he was

ready to enter into the detail of them whenever he should be

desired. In the report of the Privy Council, they had the

numbers imported, and the actually existing numbers during

the last 90 years. From 169810 1730, a period of 32 years,

the decrease appeared to be three and a half per cent; in the

second period, from 173010 1755, the decrease was two

and a half per cent; in the third period, from 1755 to 1 768,

it was lessened to one and three quarters; and from 1768, to

1788, at the utmost, it was not more than one per cent,

which also must be ascribed in a great degree to an extraor

dinary series of hurricanes, and consequent famines, leaving a

loss thnt would be fully accounted for by the numbers of im

ported Africans who perished in the seasonings a cause of

mortality which, it was evident, would ceaf'-j with the im

portation. From this, and other considerations, he felt

himself warranted to assert, that the slaves in Jamaica were

now actually increasing: nor need this surprise the Com

mittee; for it was borne out by the positive testimony of

Dr. Andeison, a physician of considerable eminence, who

solemnly gave in evidence, two years ago, to the Aflembly

of Jamaica, after enumerating the causes of the mortality of

slaves, that, notwithstanding all these, he believed that there

was a considerable increase on the properties of the island,

and particularly in the parish in which he resided.

Mr. Wilberforce said, lie would now proceed to fulfil his

engagement, and bring forward such facts and reasonings as

justified his persuasion, that the slaves must henceforth be ex

pected to increase, and that even rapidly. And, in the first

place, he must draw a most important inference from the gra

dual lessening of thedecrease which he had already stated; for

as this had uniformly kept pace with the melioration of the

slaves' treatment, so there was every reason to hope, that as

this should be still mended, the decrease would continue to

Jessen in proportion. This expectation was put almost be

yond a doubt by the following circumstance, that wherever

any one of those causes, to which he had ascribed the decrease

of slaves, had been either wholly, or in a great degree, re

moved, the decrease appeared to have been stopped, though

all the other causes continued in full operation. Thus, in

the cafe of several of their opponents' witnesses, whenever
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the gentleman examined had fed, or managed, or treated hi»

slaves better than ordinary, you were almost sure to hear, in

the sequel, that he had kept up the number of his gang.

Mr. Willock gave his staves an uncommonly large allowance

of food, and their increase was accordingly. Mr. Ottley,

Sir Ralph Payne, and many others, afforded also pleasing

examples of a similar nature; and the instances of estates

which appeared in the evidence to have kept up their numbers

were very many, and almost always to be accounted for from

some circumstance of good treatment. In short, it would

weary the Committee to enumerate the instances of planta

tions which are stated in the evidence to have kept up their

numbers. A remedy had been lately found for a disorder by

which vast numbers of infants had been formerly swept away.

Mr. Long had laid it down, that whenever the staves should

bear a certain proportion to the produce they might be ex

pected to keep up their numbers, and -this proportion they

now exceeded. The Assembly of Jamaica had given it astheir

opinion, " That when once the sexes shall become nearly

" equal in point of number, there was no reason to suppose

* that the increase of the negroes, by generation, will fall

" fliort of the natural increase of the labouring poor of Great

" Britain." The Committee would be aware that the inequa

lity here spoken of, could only exist in the case of the Afri

can negroes, of whom more males than females are import

ed. It was his decided opinion, for various reasons, with

which at present he would not trouble the Committee, that

the disproportion, even in this part of the island stock, was

by no means great, nor would he allow, for a moment, that

it was such as could counteract the natural course of popu

lation. In this he was certainly confirmed by Dr. Anderson,

who gave no hint to the Committee, that, in the parish,

wherein he resided, one of the largest in Jamaica, the males

and females were in any other than the ordinary proportion,

nor even that any more than common attention was paid to

the slaves; yet there, he said, of his own knowledge, they

were increasing. Nor should it be objected, that several per

sons of undoubted credit had stated, that they had in vain,

endeavoured to keep up theirgangs without purchase; for, if

this argument were to be deemed conclusive, it might be prov

ed that the people of this and of every other country, were

rapidly decreasing. Should an inquiry on that head be car

rying forward, many individuals might come and declare,

'hat their families had been swept away by consumption,

fever, or some contagious disorder, in spite of the most watch

ful care, and the best medical assistance; all this might be

*ery true, but it would afford no fair inference as to the

{eneral position. .

, But
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But to proceed to the facts which must confirm the hope?

of the Committee beyond the possibility of doubting, without

stopping to insist on what was univesfally acknowledged,

that the negroes were a very prolific people in their own

country, he must point the Committee's attention to the

Continent of America: there it would be found, that the

Daves had increased .it a rate which was truely astonishing, in

one instance, from 200 to 500 in the space ot about 50 years.

From one end of the Continent to the other, 1 his increa'e

was undeniably established; though theclima e was far more

unfavourable than that of the W est Indies to the constitutions

of the nt-groes, who not only had to contend with the severity

of cold n the winter, but in some, parts, with noxious ex

halations in the summer, from which the white inhabitants

fled to the towns as from a pestilence. The only observable

distinction was, that they were much better fed, and, in some

places, more domesticated; yet these circumstances produced

the difference he had mentioned, though lo powerfully coun

teracted by an unfavourable climate.

He should next direct their eye to another part os the world,

where, as if to show that there could be no situation in

which these people would not k'.epup their numlers, they

would be found to have done so at a place the most un

healthy, he believed, in the habitable world. He spoke of

the settlement ofBencoolen, where it appeared, from the evi

dence of Mr- Botham, that a number of negroes, who had

been imported in the fame disproportion of sexes that is m

the West India cargoes, and under the fame disadvantages,

as in the islands, of promiscuous intercourse and general pro

stitution, after they had been settled a short time, began an

nually to increase.

But the West Indies themselves would furniflia still more

remarkable instance: about the beginning of this century an

African ship was wrecked upon the island of St. Vincent.

The number of negroes that escaped is not known. It was to

be supposed the disproportion of the sexes was at least as great

as in the cargoes at this day. They had every difficulty tu

contend against, were wholly unprovided with necessaries and

obliged to maintain a constant war with the native Carihbs;

vet they had soon multiplied to an astonishing number, and

Mr. Ottley declares that he believes them still to be on the

increase, precluding, at the fame time, a way of accounting

for it, which had been somewhere suggested, by adding, al

be has heard and believe, they never permit the run-away

slaves to incorporate with them, and that they have a pecu

liar mark, produced by flattening the forehead in infancy, by

which they are readily distinguished from all other iiegroes-
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This is not all: it appealed, from Sir John Dalling's cvl*

dence, that the domestic slaves in Jamaica increased, and,

from the writings of Mr. Long, that there was an increase

among the free blacks and mulattoes. But Mr. Wilberforce

Was aware that one instance of a contrary nature would be

brought forward, contained in the evidence of Sir Archibald

Campbell, whose name he could not mention^ without ex

pressing regret for his recent loss, in common with many-

other Members of that House. That gentleman had in

formed the Committee, he had heard that the maroons in

Jamaica, had in 1739, amounted to 3000 men fit to carry

arms, which Mr. Wilberforce need not inform the Com

mittee, supposes the whole number about 12,000; but that,

in the year 178?., after every possible exertion, to get all

their fighting men to turn out to defend the island against

the French and Spaniards, he found, to his great astonisti-

ment, that the fighting men did not then amount to 300.

Sir Archibald added, that he understood they were decreasing

daily: nor was this surprising, considering they had a free

access to spirits, of which they are remarkably fond, and

that they often cohabited with the women of the neighbour

ing plantations, and consequently were not recruited, in

these instances, by the addition of their own progeny. It is

true, some of the witnesses, in favour of the abolition, had

said they believed these mafoons increased; but their opinion

would hardly be received in contradiction to Sir Archibald

Campbell's, and the reasons by which it is supported.

But what, added Mr. Wilberforce, would the Committee

say, when he should prove decisively, that these very people,

from the actual enumerations of two different periods, had

doubled their number in two and thirty years ? about the year

1733, 11 was declared, in an act of the Jamaica Assembly,

that, notwithstanding every effort made against them, they

still increased upon their hands. A long and bloody war

succeeded, and they were so greatly reduced that, whatever

their numbers might have been in 1739, which Sir Archibald

Campbell seems to state only from popular rumour, they

were, according to Mr. Long, actually numbered in 1749,

when they amounted to about 660 in all, having 150 men

fit to carry arms. These, we find, from Sir Archibald

Campbell's actual muster in 1782, had increased to near 300

of the sarne description, which gives 1200 in the whole; and

the account is confirmed by an intermediate return of 1770,

contained in the Privy Council's Report, when they were

just so far in their way to the last-mentioned number as you

would expect to find them, being 216 men fit to carry arms,

and in the whole 885. Nor ought it to he forgotten that,

in 1749, tne proportion of men to women was nearly four to

Vol. XXIX. E « three,
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three, a greater inequality than the opponents stated, and

much more than they acknowledged to exist among the slaves

in Jamaica.

Mr. Wilberforce apologized for having dwelt so long on

this branch of the argument ; but it was that which was

more important than all others, conliderihg the question io

a political view ; and, though he could never, for a moment,

allow himself to remain tinder the imputation of forming his

own decision on grounds of policy, yet he held it an esten-

tial duty* in his situation, to do his best to quiet thi appre

hensions of the planters, and to convince them that the abo

lition of the slave tratse, indispensible on every principle of

religion and humanity, would not be injurious to their inte

rests. After all he had said, was there any one foconfinned

In prejudice as to maintain that the negroes would not keep

Up their numbers, if this were made, in any degree, a subject

of attention? the reverse was proved by sound seasoning. It

was confirmed by unquestionable facts. In their native coun

try, the negroes were prolific to such a degree, that by one of

our opponents it was said, that they could continually throw

oft" fresh swarms, without feeling the loss of them. In Arnerica,

through all her provinces, they had increased; they had in

creased also in Bencoolen; the Caribhs had increased ii* Sr.

Vincent's, and the maroons in Jamaica; thefree blacks and

mulattoes increase ; Dr. Anderson attests that the field slaves

themselves increase, and multitudes of particular instances cf

' increase are stated in the evidence. The decrease is stated to

be trifling, though no attention appears to have been paid to

the subject. That decrease has been gradually leflening,

and whenevir j smglecauscofif has been removed, many still

remaining, it has altogether ceased. Sufely, said Mr. Wil-

berforce, this forms, on the whole, a body of proof wbicli is

Utterly irresistible.

Mr. Wilberforce now proceeded to treat of the conse

quences of the*abolition in other views; on which he said,

he would be as brief as possible. And first, as to its effect on

the marine. He had Uniformly asserted, that this trade was

the grave, rather than the nursery, of seamen; he knew, he

could rely on the fidelity and accuracy of the gentleman, by

whom this subject had been investigated; but if his statements

had wanted any authentication, they were confirmed beyond

a doubt, by an abstract just laid before the House, of the

Liverpool and Bristol muster-rolls. From these it would

appear, that, in 350 stave vessels, having on board 12,263

persons, 264^ were lost in twelve months; whereas, in 462

West-India-men, having onboard 7640 persons, 118 only

%rere lost in seven months. This fully equalled, or rather

ewceedid, the losses. stated by Mr. Qlarkson. Thwe was r.»

part
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part of this whole subject on which the Committee had a

more complete body of evidence than on this. Lord Rodney

himselfdeclared, " the slave trade is certainly not a nursery

" for seamen." Governor Parry's letter, from Barbadoes,

would never, he hoped, be forgotten. The evidence of

Mr. Ross was clear on this point; and Mr. Edwards himself,

whilst with justice hecomplimented his countrymen on their

humanity 10 the abject seamen who were left in Jamaica,

shewed, at least, that they were so left. Sir George Y oung

and Captain Thompson were very copious here, and decisive

as to the general ill treatment of the ciews of Guineatnen, of

which, however, the single fact of their always wishing to

quit their (hips fora man of war, whilst the direct contrary

happens in every other trade, was a more conclusive proof

than the multitude of particular instances of ill treatment he

had it in his power to adduce. The instance of Captain Hall

was very remarkable, who being in the impress service in the

West Indies, at a time when seamen were extremely wanted,

not for active service only but to send home the prizes which

had been taken on the 12th of April, having brought off

3c hands, whom he selected with care from a crew of 70,

was reprimanded by his Admiral for introducing such

wretches into the fleet, who were likely rather to weaken its

strength, by communicating infectious disorders, than to

render it any service. Nor was it only to the constitutions of

fiilors that this trade. was injurious; it debased also and de

graded their moral character. Gaptain Smith had declared,

that " when employed to board Guineamen for the purpose

" of impressing men, although he had boarded perhaps near

ao vessels, he never was able to get more than two men,

" and these turned out such cruel inhuman fellows, that,

" although good seamen, he was under a necessity of dismiss-

" ing them the ship." But one of the most disgrace/ul illus

trations of this charge, was contained in the evidence"of Mr.

Ross, who, having declared that his mind furnished him

with a recollection of a great number of instances, wherein

the slave trade had been productive of great destruction and

misery to the human race, both blacks and whites, stated the

fact to which Mr. Wilberforce had been referring, masked,

is he observed, with peculiar circumstances of horror! An

African ship had struck on some shoals, called the Morant

Keys, a few leagues from the east end of Jamaica. The

officers and seamen landed in their boats, carrying with them

arms and provision, leaving the slaves on board in their irons

and shackles. This happened in the night ! When morning

came, it was discovered*the negroes had got out of their

irons, and, stiame to the Europeans ! not satisfied with saving

themselves only, were busy making rafts, upon which they

Ee a placed
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placed the women and children, the men, and others capable

of swimming, attending on them, whilst they drifted hefore

the wind towards the island where the seamen had landed.

The minds of these, if, by the habits of the stave trade, they

had not become hardened against every feeling of humanity,

must have been moved by so interesting a scene: they would

have been eager to repair their former cruel neglect, and

to lend them, though late, their best assistance. But what

was indeed the sequel? " from an apprehension that the ne-

" groes would consume the water and provision which they

" had landed, they came to a resolution to destroy the ne-

" groes, by means of their fire arms and other weapons, and

« as the poor wretches approached the shore, they actually

** destroyed between 3 and 400! Out of the whole cargo,

" only 33 or 34 were saved, and brought to Kingston, where

u they were sold at public vendue." It is the charitable

conjecture of Mr. Ross, that they were in a state of intoxi

cation, when they adopted the above-mentioned resolution,

without having first made an attempt to dispatch their boat

to Jamaica for assistance, or a vessel to take them and the

slaves off the island; adding his persuasion, that, if they had

acted with common discretion, there was no necessity for de

stroying one of them. But this, there Was but too much

reason to fear, was a supposition more of charity than justice;

for there appeared no want of coolness and discretion, in the

precautions they took for their own safety. It would,

however, be to no purpose, Mr. Wilberforce added, to relieve

the stave trade from tliis act of barbarity; the story of the

Morant Keys was but parallelled by that of Captain Colling-

wood ; and were you to get fid of these, another, and another,

would still present itself.

The volume of evidence which lay before him, was filled

with aqcounts of different kinds of miseries. His feelings

were too powerfully worked on to allow him to stop; and

he must shut up the book at once, or he must read the

whole. Whilst he had been just reading to them the story

of the Morant keys, his eye had but glanced on the opposite

page, and it met another circumstance of horror attending

this trade, which had escaped him in its proper place. It re

lated to what were called the " refuse staves :n what was sig

nified by this term, he could not better explain to the Com

mittee, than by reading to them some words from Mr. Ross.

After saying there were, in the town of Kingston, a number

of people who speculated in the purchase of the slaves, left

after the first day's sale, for the purpose of carrying them to

the country, and retailing them, he proceeded to declare,

that he " had frequently seen the very refuse of the slaves of

" Guinea ships, landed and carried to the vendue-inaster in ?

very
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very wretched state, sometimes in the agonies of death,

" and there fold at very small prices, even as low as a del lar,

" and that he had known instances of their expiring in- the

,{ piazzas of the vendue-master." The bare description su

perseded the necessity of any remark : yei these are the fami^

liar incidents of the flave trade !

But there were other fatalities to which seamen^ in this

trade, were peculiarly liable. In the course of his inquiries,

it had occurred to him to look into the list that was kept at

Lloyd's, of the casualties that befel our shipping, and thence

he soon collected the account, contained in the book he held

in his hand, where, in some years, it appeared one, in others

two, and in others three, and in one as many as six, ships,

were cut off by the natives, or destroyed in some other man

ner. Such articles as these were evtry where to be met

with : in short, the history of this commerce was written

throughout in characters of blood.

Mr.-Wilberfotce came next to the consideration of the ef

fects of the abolition of the flave trade on those places by

which it was most carried on. He alluded to Bristol and

Liverpool, particularly the latter, of the commerce ofwhich

it had been usually thought to constitute a considerable share.

Long might she be rich and flourishing, provided it was by

fair and honest gains; and he was happy in being able to fay,

that it was not by this detestable traffic that stie had risen to

her present opulence; and that, not only because it composed

but a thirtieth part of her export trade, but also because, from

private information, as well as public documents, he was au

thorised to fay, it was merely a lottery—profitable, indeed,

to some individuals, but a losing trade on the whole. The

delegates from Liverpool had declared, at the bar of the

House, that, in order to give the merchants a profit, he must

be allowed to carry a greater number of staves, in proportion

to his tonnage, than he was permitted by the existing law ;

and in the accounts contained in the papers on the table, of

the tonnage of ships, and the number of slaves they carried,

the cargoes of a great part of them would be found to be be

low that proportion.

Of the commerce of Bristol, the flave trade constituted a

still smaller proportion. For the effects of the abolition on

the general commerce, and on the manufactures of Great

Britain, he would refer the Committee, once more, to the

evidence-of Mr. Irving, where they would find that the be

nefits of its continuance, in these views, had been extremely

exaggerated. The medium value of British manufactures,

exported to Africa, amounted but to between four and five

hundred thousand pounds a year, and there was no doubt but

that the superior capital, ingenuity, industry, and integrity,

3 ' of
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fthe British manufacturer, would command new markets

for the produce of his industry, when this should he no more;

but lie should advert hereafter to this subject. He might

have b€en warranted to call our exports to Africa a trifle,

considering that the value of British manufactures, ot late ex

ported from this country, exceeds that of the most flourish

ing period before the last war, in the sum of 2,500,000!.

One branch, indeed, of our manufactures, he must confess,

was likely to suffer from the abolition, and that was the ma

nufacture of gunpowder, of which the nature of our connec

tion with Africa, drew from us as much as we exported to

all the rest of the world besides.

He hastened, however, tp another part of the argument,

on which it would be necessary for him to take up more of

the time of the House. By many persons it had {jeen said to

him, " We wish, as earnestly as you can do, to put an end

** to the stave trade, but we cannot app»ovecf your mode.

" Allow it to be carried on for some time longer; for, by a

*' hasty abolition, you will displease the Legislatures of the

** West- India islands, on whom you must, in fact, depend

** for such a melioration of the slaves' condition, as, by jn-

" fining the keeping up of the numbers, will prevent the

*• necessity of importation. It is by them the laws must be

" passed for the protection of slaves, and it is by the raagif-

" trates, and others in the islands, that these laws must be

* enforced" Now, said Mr. Wilberforce, I am directly at

issue with these gentlemen ; and though the effects of the

stave trarle on Africa, were not such as to preclude every

idea of regulation, I sliould be decidedly of opinion, that the

abolition' was to be recommended as the best, and indeed th*

only certain, mode of so far amending the treatment of staves

in the West Indies, as to secure their increase. Mr. Wilber-

force added, that he trusted he mould prove that the mode

preferred by these gentlemen was at once inefficacious and

unsafe. In order to shew the inefficacy of any laws which

might be passed for securing good treatment 10 the slaves, it

would he sufficient to acquaint the House, if they were not

already aware of it, that the evidence of negroes is, in no

cafe, admitted against white men. The consequences of this

would be obvious, when it fliould be considered that there

were seldom more than one or two white men on a planta

tion ; and, in the language os the Grenada answer, that

" those who were capable of the guilt in question, will, in

w general, be artful enough to prevent any but slaves being

" witnesses of the fact." Hence it had arisen, that when

positive laws had been madp, in some of the islands, for the

protection of the slaves, they had been found almost a dead

letter, as was abundantly proved in the evidence before tiiem.
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But, granting it were possible, by positive laws* to protect:

the slaves from the extremes of ill usage, from murder and

mutilation, by what laws could they hope to enter into every

man's domestic concerns., and regulate the interior economy

of his house and plantation ? This woiild be something more

than a general excise, and what never could, or would he

borne by freemen. Yet on all these, and innumerable other

minutenesses, must depend the comfort of the slaves' situation,

and the probability of their increase. A new (ysleni, in

deed, had been attempted to be introduced, by which indi

viduals, under the name of guardians, were, by turns, to at

tend to carrying the laws into execution ; but alt this ma

chinery would be to no purpose; and so. long as it continued

in actionj it would make every man a spy upon his neigh-

bour's conduct : it would poison the comforts of domestic

life, and destroy the confidence of social intercourse.—

Would any one, therefore, conceive it possible, that it sh'«;!d

prove efficient, or if so, that it could long cont inue in ore-

ration? But it would be concealing too much to admit, that,

even in greater matters, the laws would be effectual It was

universally allowed, that the regulations ot the Code Noir,

however excellent, had been utterly neglefted in the French

West-India islands, though there was an officer appointed by

the Crown, for the express purpose of seeing them enforced.

The provisions of the Directorio had r-een but of little more

avail in the Portuguese settlements, nor the institution of a

Protector of the Indians in those of the Spaniards This

lesson of the futility of slave laws, was so xpei imentally in

culcated on the spot, that many in the islands ascribed the

bills which had been lately passed, to a disposition to blind

the people of this country, rather than to any serious expec

tation of being able to carry them into execu^ ion. Mr. Wil-

berforce, for his own part, sincerely disclaimed any such opi

nion : on the contrary, he gave ample credit to many of those

who had an active share in bringing them forward; and, in

particular, he had read, with pleasure, the language on that

subject os a gentleman to whom he had before had occasion

to allude. But, after all their regulations, what degree of

protection the slaves would enjoy, might be inferred fr »m the'

admission of the gentleman by whom this very plan had beijn

recommended ; no ordinary man, but a person of discernment

and legal resources. He ha'd proposed a limitation of the

number of lashes, to be given by the master or overseer, for

one offence; but when asked, "Can you suggest any mode

M by which the master can be bnmglit-to punishment, even

K if he should give the slave ever so great a number of lalhes,

" in a short space of time, screening himself under the arti-

* fice tf splitting one crime into many, and giving the H-

" mited
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" mited number of lashes for each ?" he frankly replied, " I

" can devise none, while the evidence of flaves continues

" inadmissible against their masters;" After this, who

would maintain, that the treatment of flaves by their masters

coul ' be made subject to the regulations of the law ? The

artifice suggested before, was not an ideal one : they who

had read the evidence, would recollect a disgusting instance

of it recorded by Captain Cook ; Wherein an inhuman

wretch, in Barbados, had chained a negro girl, of about

nineteen, to the floor, and flogged her till (he was nearly ex

piring, with agony and loss of blood. After he had retreatfd

to avoid the ffects of the resentment so shocking a sight na

turally kindled in persons unused to such scenes, he cried oJt

with exultatian, " I have only given her 39 lashes [the

" number prescribed by law] at any one time, and that I

" have only given her three times since the beginning of the

" night ;" adding, •« that he would flog her to death for all

** any one, and would have given her the fourth 39 before

" morning !"

But he must repeat it, this plan of amending the situation

of the flaves, and securing their good treatment by laws, was

not inefficacious only, but unsafe. He entered his protest

against the fatal consequences which might result fronl it,

and called on those who were most immediately interested in

the question, to lend their serious attention to his argument.

The negroes were creatures like ourselves : they had the fame

feelings, and even stronger affections than our own ; but their

minds were uninformed, and their moral characters, were al

together debased. Men, in this state, were almost incapa

citated for the reception of civil rights. In order to become

fit for the enjoyment of these, they must, in some measure^

be restored to that level from which they had been so unjustly

and cruelly degraded. To give them a power of appealing

to the laws, would be to awaken in them a fense of the dig

nity of their nature. The first return of life, after a swoon,

'was commonly a convulsion, dangerous at once to the party

himself and to all around him. Such, in the case of the

flaves, Mr. Wilberforce feared might be the consequence of

a sudden communication of the consciousness of civil rights.

This was a feeling it would be dangerous to impart, till you

should release them from such humiliating and ignominious

distinctions, as, with that consciousness, they would never

endure. You must conduct them to the situation in ques

tion, having first prepared them for it, and not bring the situ-

ation to them. To be under the protection of law, was, in

fact, to be a freeman ; and, to unite slavery and freedom in

one condition, was a vain attempt ; they were, in fact, in

compatible, and could never coalesce. With this system,

which
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which he thus condemned, he wished to contrast the aboli

tion, which was exactly such an agent, if he might so ex

press himself, as the nature of the cale required. All hopes

of supplies from the Coast being cut off, breeding would

henceforth become, what it had never been before, a serious

and general object of attention, the effects of which would

not be confined merely to those greater articles of better

feeding ;<nd milder discipline, but would extend to innume

rable other particulars, which an act of Assembly could nei

ther specify nor enforce. Whatever might be said to the

contrary, or whatever might have prevailed in the case of li

beral or opulent men, it was plain too many had gone upon

the system of working out their slaves in a few years, and

recruiting their gangs with imported Africans. The aboli

tion would give the death blow to this system. The oppo

site ore, with all its charities, would force itself on the moll

contracted and unfeeling heart. Ruin would stare a man in

the face, if he did not conform to it. The sense of interest,

so much talked o(, would not, as heretofore, be a remote, a

feeble, or even a dubious impulse ; but a call so pressing, loud,

and clear, that its voice would be irresistible. But its grand

excellence was, that it would stand between the absentee

roaster and his slaves, and secure to them the effects of his

benevolent intentions. Managers would henceforth be forced

to make breeding the prime object of their attention ; and

every non-resident owner would express himself in the terms

of Sir Philip Gibbs, " That he sliould consider it as the fault

" of the Manager, if he did not keep up the numbers." This

reasoning, considering the dangerous tendency of the one

system, and the happy consequences of the other, appeared

to Mr. Wilberforce almost self-evident. Facts were not

wanting, however, to confirm the truth of it. It had been

remarked by the historian of Jamaica, that insurrections al

most constantly owed their rife to the African staves, who,

not having lost the consciousness of civil rights, which they

had enjoyed in their own country, could not brook the indig

nities to which they were subjected in the West Indies. The

effects broke out in general rebellions, or appeared in parti

cular acts of suicide, of which last, though frequent among

the African negroes, he did not recollect to have ever heard

of a single instance among the Creoles* The safety of his

system had been tried already in this relation; for it was uni-

\ersally agreed, that the treatment of the staves had been gra

dually growing better, and insurrections had been less fre

quent in the fame proportion. An instance, in point, was

afforded by what had lately taken place in the island of Do

minica. - It was notorious, indeed, that the disturbance had

chiefly arisen from some runaway slaves from the French

Vol. XXIX. Ff islands}
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islands; a circumstance which, as appeared from the Report

of the Privy Council, had produced the fame consequences

several years before ; but, so far as any cause connected with

treatment was concerned, what was that cause, and what

was the object on which the dissatisfaction of the slaves was

said to have fastened ? What, but that they were not allowed

the full time of recess from labour to which they had a legal

right? and the quieting effects of mild treatment appeared in

this, that the slaves of some persons who had been treated

with kindness, were not among the number of the insur

gents. He could not help adding, that he thought his doc

trine, that the slaves must owe their comforts to the masters'

indulgence, rather than to the protection of law, had been,

in a considerable degree, sanctioned and verified, even in the

island of Jamaica; for, all the laws for the protection of

slaves, which had been formed into one consolidated act,

having expired in 1784, and the Assembly, owing, as was

alledged, to " pressing business," not having revived it till

1787, during the whole period of three ysars the slaves were

altogether destitute of the protection of all those so much

boasted statutes ; and yet we do not hear that they were, in

any degree, better or worse off than when these continued

in force.

But when gentlemen coolly talked of putting an end to

the slave trade, through the medium of the West-India Le

gislatures, and of gradual abolition, by the means of regu

lations, they surely forgot the continent of Africa, and th*

miseries which this horrid traffic occasioned there, during

■every moment of its being allowed to continue. This con

sideration was conclusive on his conduct, when called on to

decide, whether the slave trade should be tolerated for a

while, or immediately put an end to ? The Divine law

against murder was absolute and unqualified, and precluded,

with him, every consideration of expediency. Whilst, said

he, we were ignorant of all these things, our suffering them

to continue, might, in some measure, be pardoned ; but now,

when our eyes are opened, can we tolerate them for a mo

ment, much less sanction them, unless we are ready at one*

to determine that gain sliall be our god, and, like the heathens

of old, are prepared to offer up human victims at the sljritis

of our idolatry ?

This consideration precluded also the giving heed, for an

instant, to another plea which had been often urged ahd in

sisted on, that if Great Britain were ro abolish this trade, it

would be proportionably taken up by other nations; for b«

must add, that he could by no means conceive that this was

likely to be the cafe. If, in this country, where the means

of information were so generally diffused, ths evils of this

detestei
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detested commerce were never before laid open to the view,

what Wonder if, in other countries, where these means are

extremely deficient, these evils were unknown ? And was it

ta:r to infer, from edicts and proclamations encouraging the

trade, which were passed in this state of ignorance, that they

would not, at once, revoke them, when their eyes should be

fully opened to its enormities? He would not Ib vilify and

calumniate the character of other nations, as, even for a

moment, to give place to the contrary supposition.

But it became Great Britain, in every view, to take a for

ward part. One half of this guilty commerce had been can.

ried on by her subjects.—As we had been great in our crime,

let us be early in our repentance. If the bounty of Provi

dence had stiowered its blessings on us in unparallell'ed abun

dance, let us show ourselves grateful, as we ought, for the

blessings we enjoyed, by rendering them subservient to those

purposes for which they were intended. There would be a

day of retribution, wherein we should have to give an ac

count of all those talents, and faculties, and opportunities,

with which we had been entrusted. Let it not then appear,

that our superior power had been employed to oppress our

fellow-creatures, and our superior light to darken the crea

tion of God.—He could not but look forward, with delight,

to the happy prospects which opened themselves to his view

in Africa, from the abolition of the Have trade, when a

commerce, justly deserving the name of commerce, should

be established with her, not like that, falsely so callted, which

now subsisted, and which all who are interested for the ho

nour of the commercial character, though there were no.

superior principle, should hasten to disavow. Had this trade,

indeed, proved ever so profitable, his decision would have

been in no degree affected by that consideration. " Here's

" the smell of blood on the hand still, and all the perfumes

" of Arabia cannot sweeten it."

He doubted whether it was not almost an act of unbecom

ing condescension to stoop to discuss the question in the view

of commercial interest. On this ground, however, he was

no less strong than on every other. Africa abounded in

many productions of value, which she would gladly ex

change for our manufactures, when these were not otherwise

to be obtained : and, to what an extent her demand might

then grow, exceeded almost the powers of computation to

appretiate. One instance already existed of a native king,

who being, by his religion, debarred the use of spirituous

liquors, and therefore not feeling the irresistible temptation

to acts of rapine, which they afforded to his countrymen,

had abolished the slave trade, throughout all his dominions,

F f a and
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and was encouraging the arts of honest and bloodless in

dustry.

For his own part, he proceeded to declare, that interested

as he might be supposed to be in the final event of the ques

tion, he was comparatively indifferent as to the present de

cision of the House. Whatever they might do, the people

of Great Britain, he was confident, would abolish the slave

trade, when, as would now soon happen, its injustice and

cruelly should be fairly laid before them. It was a nest of

serpents, which would never have enduied so lone, but for

the darkness in which they lay hid. The light of day would

now be let in on them, and they would vanilh from the sight.

For himself, he declared, that he was engaged in a work he

never would abandon. The consciousness of the justice ot

his cause would carry him forward, though he were alone;

but he could not but derive encouragement from considering

with whom he was associated. lVIr. Wilberforce added, let

us not despair; it is a blessed cause, and success, ere long,

will crown our exertions. Already we have gained one vic

tory ; we have obtained, for these poor creatures, the recog

nition of their human nature, which, for a while, was most

shamefully denied. This is the first fruits of our efforts;

let us persevere, and our triumph will be complete. Never,

never will we desist till we have wiped away this scandal

from the Christian name, released ourselves from the load of

guilt, under wh eh we at present labour, and extinguished

every trace of this bloody traffic, of which our posterity,

looking back to the historv of these enlightened times, will

scarce believe that it has been suffered to exist so long a dis

grace and dishonour to this country.

Mr. Wilberforce then moved, " That the Chairman be

<{ instructed to move for leave to bring in a bill to prevent

" the farther importation of staves into the British colonies

" in the West Indies."

Colonel Colonel Tarlcton declared, that gratitude towards those

Tarleton. constituents who had sent him so honourably to that Houle,

as well as a thorough conviction of the justice of their cause,

impelled him to vindicate their character and property, al

though, perhaps, from experience, or inability, he might

not be ahle to accomplish what he so ardently desired. 1 he

ingenuity, the amplification, and the pathetic eloquence, of

the honourable gentleman, having worked no conviction on

his mind, he should proceed to arrange the arguments he

had to offer against the abolition of the slave trade. So

many branches of the commerce of this country were con

nected and interwoven with the question, that it would be

necessary to make statements, form several calculations, and

read various extracts, to elucidate the subject. Throughout
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the whole of what he had to fay, he should aim more at

perspicuity than embellishment, and labour rather to conr

vince the understanding than bewilder the imagination.

Before he entered upon any part of the subject, he thought

it necessary, for the sake of clearness, and to prove to genT

tlemen, that he did not mean to evade or blink any strong

part of the question, to enumerate the different heads upon

which he was about to speak. He said, he sliould state the

beginning of the trade, the sanction given to it by Govern

ment, the manner of conducting the trade on the coast of

Africa, the transit to the West Indies, the employment and

treatment of the negroes in the West Indies, the amount of

the property engaged in the trade, the value of the West-

India islands to this country, the eagerness which other na

tions have discovered to enlarge their flavo trade, and the

importance ot the trade as anuisery for ieamen. He then

went into an historical account, from the reign-of Queen

Elizabeth down to the present time, quoting his authority,

and dwelling some time on this part of the subject.

Colonel Tarleton next came to the sanction of Parliament,

which had always countenanced the trade, and could not,

without a breach of faith, be withdrawn; and here he recol

lected what had fallen from a right honourable gentleman

on a fotmer occasion, and which he thought applicable to

those concerned in the African trade; it was, that upon no

occasion, short of absolute necessity, ought private property

to be seized by public acts, without granting a compensation.

The Colonel contended, that the Africans themselves had no

objections to the trade ; and many peop'e who were preju

diced against it, had been led away by mistaken humanity»

and often by misrepresentatirn. W ith, regard to the number

of deaths which happened on the passage, he had access to

examine, 'and could distinctly state to the Committee, that

they never had exceeded in the Liverpool ships, on an ave

rage, five out of a hundred, wheieas, in regiments sent to

the West Indies or America, the average was about ten and

» half in the hundred.

Many attempts had been made to cultivate the lands in the

different islands by white labourers;- hut it was experienced,

that from the difference of climate, and other causes, popu

lation had decreased, and that those who took the greatest

rams to accomplilh this, found that, in ten years time,

they could not have any proportion of whites at all capable

of purposes of cultivation. He therefore agreed in the ne

cessity of the slave trade, if we meant to carry on the Wesl-

hdia commerce and cultivation; and he quoted the opinions

ofGovernor Parry, Admiral Hotham, Commodore Gardiner,

Sir Archibald Campbell, and a long list pf respectable names,
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in support of the position which he had laid down. Next,

he gave the opinion of that gallant officer, Lord Rodney,

respecting the great advantage whicli accrued to the navy,

upon the breaking out of a war, by having so numerous a

body of mariners, inured to the climate, when we wish, to

fend a fleet to the West Indies ; a circumstance worthy of at

tention. And from Liverpool alone, he said, the navy might

be supplied with 993 seamen annually, from the best calcu

lation that could be made; an object which certainly ought

not to escape the notice of a wise Government.

Colonel Tarleton next remarked, that having received the

indulgence of the House, during various statements, which,

perhaps, had nothing of novelty in them, but which were

indispensably necessary, and which he had endeavoured to

render as concise as possible, he would not much longer tres

pass on its patience. It could not, however, he trusted, be

deemed«superfluous, if he mentioned some circumstances to

the House which he might have omitted, or which he had

not sufficiently enforced to attract its attention. He could

wish gentlemen to advert to the property and connections

dependent on the African trade; as much dependent on the

African trade, to use the language of a nervous and elegant

writer, as a " bird is on its wing for food, and when wound-

" ed there, it starves !" He could wish to impress gentle

men strongly with the recollection of the sanction which the

African trade had obtained from Parliament. He could wish

to remind them of the length of time the question of abolition

had been pending in that House. He could wish to give as

much assistance as lay in his power, which he acknowledged

to be extremely feeble, to accelerate that adjudication which

had been so often, and so earnestly, entreated by the nume

rous merchants and manufacturers of this country, whose in

terest had been materially injured by procrastination: and he

trusted that he could not make a futile appeal to that House,

when he called upon its justice to extend Jn immediate vote

of protection to the West-India planters, whose lives had

been, and were, exposed to imminent and hourly danger, and

whose property had undergone a severe and unmerited de

preciation, notwithstanding the existing laws of this country,

for the inquisitorial powers vested by the constitution in this

House. To what could gentlemen ascribe that depreciation t

To what could they impute the late insurrection at Domi

nica? which island the Governor lately pledged himself to

hold in subjection, without the assistance of the military, but

which was lately saved, from horrid carnage and midnight

butchery, by the adventitious presence of two British regi

ments ? To what, he repeated, could gentlemen impute this

insurrection, but to the question of abolition r And, after a

tedious
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tedious investigation on that question for near four years, he

could not discover the slightest reason to justify delay, except

gentlemen could not prevail upon themselves to decide, before

an insurrection had absolutely taken place at Jamaica, when

the sorrow, he had almost said the penitence, of the mover

aud abettors of the abolition, and the interference of that

House, would be equally unavailing.

To gentlemen of great landed property, it was unneces

sary for him to point out the tendency and probable effect off

the proposed abolition. If he possessed all the eloquence and

ingenuity in that House, with those powerful auxiliaries, he

should not be able to convince them, that the abolition

would lessen the national debt, increase the commerce of the

country, or take one fraction»from the oppressive taxes they

now endured*: but he believed they would give him credit,

inexperienced as he was in that House, when he plainly ad

vanced, that it would have a direct contrary effect ; when

he asserted, that the authors and abettors of the abolition

endanger their honour, their property, and their happiness ;

and when he inferred, that the Minister, not being taken by

surprise, must be supposed to have some capital resource in

storr, either from some novel calculation that the land tax

would bear an additional burden, or from some inexhaustible

source of unclaimed property, which had hitherto escaped the

vigilance os his predecessors in office, and would compensate

to the Public for such a diminution of the trade, and con

sequent defalcation of the revenue of the country.

To the mercantile part of the House he must likewise use

language, which, he was sorry to fay, seemed consonant to

'he feelings of the authors and abettors of the abolition.—

" Gentlemen, your success in trade has of late years been so

" prodigious, that it seems necessary to suspend your acti-

* vity, by cutting off one of the principal branches of your

" commerce, for the fake of humanity and the honour of the

" nation. You are to have no farther respect for, or future

" confidence in, acts of Parliament. The sanction of the

" Legislature is nothing. A few of the Ministerial fide of

" this-Huuse have been gifted with religious inspiration, and

" the revelation has been extended to certain eminent per-

" sonages on this fide of the House ; and these enlightened

" philanthropists have discovered, that it seems necessary,

" for the fake of humanity, and the honour of the nation,

' that all British merchants concerned in the African trade,

" should have their designs harrassed, their property injured,

" and their reputation traduced; notwithstanding such per-

" secution muft undoubtedly foster, encourage, and ag

grandize the surrounding nations of Europe, who rival

* Great Britain in her commerce and in her navigation."—

I As
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As the superstition and bigotry, in the thirteenth, fourteenth,

and fifteenth centurias, which, during those dark, ignorant,

and barbarous ages, threw down every barrier erected by

reason and by justice, in the name of Heaven, let not a mis

taken humanity, in these enlightened times, furnilh a co

lourable pretext for any injurious attack on property or repu

tation.

But if all the authorities which he had adduced were doubt

ful ; if his premises were fallacious ; it some of the circum

stances of crueltry were proved, which the abolitionists have

only asserted, and which, fortunately for this country, and

happily for human nature, were unfounded, bethought him

self gusty of a rasti and impolitic measure in voting for the

abolition, if he took only a cursory glance at the finances of

England, and her relative situation with Europe. He could

not bring himself to think this a convenient time, the coun

try in nn eligible situation, or the Minister serious in his in

clination to make an experiment which presents a certain

prospect of loss, and no probability of advantage. An abo

lition would instantly annihilate a trade, which annually em

ploys upwards of 5,500 sailors, upwards of 160 ships, and

whose exports amount ito 8oo,oool sterling. And the fame

experiment would undoubtedly bring the West India trade to

decay, whose exports and imports amount to upwards of

6,ooo,oool. sterling, and which gives employment to upwards

of 160,000 tons of additional stiipping, and sailors in pro

portion ; all objects of too great magnitude to be hazaided

on an unnecessary speculation, which, in all human proba

bility, would prove ruinous to the commercial consequence,

to the national honour, and the political glory of Great Bri

tain.

Mri Mr. Grrsvenor, having prefaced his speech with many cora-

■oivenor pliments to the humanity and good intentions of the honour

able mover, said, that he had read only the Report of the

Privy Council, for he wanted no other evidence, and it ap

peared to him, from the delay of two years, that the ho

nourable geiitlnnan himself must have great doubts of the

propriety of his motion ; for, if it was lo clear a point as it

was declared to be be, it could not have needed either so much

evidence or so much time. Mr. Grosvenor remarked, that

!\e had heard a great deal of kidnapping slaves, and of other

baibarous practices. He was sorry for it; but it sliould be

lecollectfd, that these things were the conlequence of the

natural law of Africa, and that instead of declaiming ngainlt

it, we should endeavour, like wife men, to turn it to our

own advantage. Gentlemen had displayed a great deal of

eloquence in exhibiting, in horrid colours, the traffic in

slaves. He acknowledged it was au unamiablc trace, so also

were
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were many others ; the trade of a butcher was an unamiable

trade, but it was very necessary, notwithstanding. He could

not heJp thinking there was great reason to doubt the pro

priety of the motion ; and the more he considered the sub

ject, the more was he persuaded that it was an improvident

and unwise measure. Mr. Grosvenor added, that he would

endeavour to explain the nature of his objections to the mo

tion, by introducing a story. When the Duke of Marlho-

rough was abroad, the Commander of a garrison, which he

visited, made an apology for not saluting his Grace, accord

ing to the custom, assuring him he had one hundred reasons

to assign for not doing it. The first of which was, that he

had no cannon ; upon which the Duke immediately answered,

that he would excuse him the other ninety and nine. In the

same manner, observed Mr. Grosvenor, ** I have twenty

" reasons for disapproving the abolition of the slave trade ;

" the first of which is, that the thing is impossible ; and

" therefore I need not give the other nineteen." Parliament

could not abolish the trade; they might relinquisli it ; but to

whom ? To France, Spain, and Holland, and other coun

tries, who would take it up, and share it among them ; so

that the trade would be still continued, and without the hu

mane regulations applied to it by the English.

In conclusion, Mr. Grosvenor quoted a saying of the late

Alderman Beckford, on the origin of the American war,

when he cautioned the House against it : " Meddle not with

" troubled waters," said the Alderman, " they will be found

" to be bitter waters, and the waters of affliction." Mr.

Grosvenor repeated, that he must acknowledge that the slave

trade was an unamiable trade ; but he would not gratify his

humanity at the expence of the inteiests »f his country, and

he thought we should not too curiously enquire into the un

pleasant circumstances with which perhaps it was attended.

Mr. James Martin observed, that whoever had lived to Mr.

any advanced age, must be well aware to what a considerable Martin

degree a mistaken self-interest could darken the understand

ing, and pervert the judgement, even of the best-meaning

persons. He had often, with much concern, observed, how

very perniciously this bias operated to the detriment of so

ciety, and to the disgrace of mankind ; but he was not ap

prized of the full power of this delusion of the mind, till the

business now before the Committee began to be the subject

of public discussion. He had always conceived, that the cus

tom of trafficking in human creatures had been incautiously

begun, without its dreadful and necessary consequences being

foreseen; for he never could persuade himself that any man,

under the influence of moral principles, could suffer himself,
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cruelty, and destruction. He said, destruction, for so he

thought ; and he thought, also, that the destruction intro

duced and occasioned by this most fliocking trade, was of th«

blackest and most inhuman species; inasmuch as it was a lin

gering death, which, instead of putting an end to the misery

of the sufferers by a speedy stroke, not only afflicted and tor

tured the body, bat, by depriving the wretch of all the

dearest comfoits of life, harassed the mind, till nature, sink

ing under grief md despair, kindl y granted that Telief which

the tyrant n-.asttx, for the .like of his own private, but much

mistaken, self interest, would deny. But, he observed, it

was clear to every person of accurate observation, that those

who blindly and immediately listened to the suggestions of a

narrow self-interest, did really thwart and counteract that

interest to which they were ready to sacrifice every just,

noble, and public principle.

He said, that it was well observed, in the excellent peti

tion from the University of Cambridge to that House, against

the stave trade, that, " a firm belief in the Providence of a

" benevolent Creator, assures them that no system founded

" on the oppression of one part of mankind can be beneficial

" to another." He felt much real concern and mortification

that, in an assembly of the representatives of a country,

boasting itself z.ealous, not only for its own liberties, but

for the general rights of mankind, it should be necessary to

lay .1 single word on such a subject; but, from the sentiments

he had heard in various conversations, very much to his sur

prise, it appeared, that, however strongly the sense of truth

and justice was impressed on the minds of unprejudiced per

sons, the deceitfulneis of the human- heart was such, as to

change the appearances of truth when it stood in opposition

to self-interest, as self interest is often unfortunately mis

understood.—He verily believed, that there was hardly any

thing so execrably unjust and cruel, that men, who are tho

roughly selfish and avaricious, Would not bring themselves

to believe to be right and defensible, and would not, conse

quently, adduce specious and sophistical arguments to sup

port ; but he trusted, that every honest man would treat

such arguments with the contempt and indignation which

they deserved, and that Britain, as a wife and virtuous

nation should, would hold fast and cling to the eternal and

universal principles of truth, justice, and humanity.

He lamented that he had heard doctrines maintained,

which seemed to have been reserved for times the most fla

grantly profligate and abandoned; but he trusted that such

doctrines would not be received, or even offered in that

assembly. He never expected to hear that the everlasting

laws of righteousness were to give way to imaginary politi
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cil and commercial expediency, and that multitudes of our

fellow creatures, several scores of thousands annually, were

to be reduced to the most wretched of all states, that indi

viduals might enjoy a greater degree of opulence, or that the

state might collect somewhat more for its revenue. These

considerations, compared with the sacred and eternal rules

of justice and mercy, were so trifling, that he trusted they

would have no weight whatever, when opposed to them ;

and he could not hut be very sanguine in his hopes of success

to the measure proposed by the worthy mover, when he con

sidered, that from the goodness of his cause, he inust neces

sarily have the countenance and support of the most resj>ec-

table bodies of men, as well as of private individuals of almost

every description, as he should now endeavour to show.

However, Mr. Martin said, we might have differed in

party opinions, concerning certain high and distinguistied

characters, he believed that all would allow the first persons

of royal dignity in this country to l>e of merciful and bene

volent dispositions, and that th.y had inspired those descend

ed from tljem with th: same sentiments of humanity and

generosity. This being so, we might justly entertain the

warmefl hopes of the countenance and support of every part

ot the Royal family. Both Houses of Parliament were now

singed in the prosecution of a gentleman accused of cruelty

md oppression in a high degree. He feared that some os the

charges brought against that gentleman might be too well

founded; but so far as appeared to him, in regard to the ex-

frcise of any cruelties brought home to him, they were nei

ther to be compared in number or degree to those which

were every day, and every hour, committed in the abomi

nable traffic, the abolition of which was now under discussion.

—Of the reverend bench of Bistiops, who were, by their

doctrine and example, to render Christianity amiable, and

to recommend it to the world, he must not he permitted to

ioubt on this occasion ; and some of the inferior Clergy had

"heady manifested an honest zeal in this most righteous

safe—The University of Cambridge had presented a peti

tion to that House worthy the attention of every well-wisher

'0 humanity; and the sister University had, by the mouth

■>'one of her respectable representatives, given a sanction to

th? measure.—Dissenters of various denominations (particu

larly the Quakers, who, upon this occasion, to their im-

Ttal honour, had taken a leading part) vied with some of

he moll respectable of the established church, standing forth

" this excellent cause. We had, for many years, and,

Heaven knows, with too much reason, been hearing violent

'cessations of delinquents from India. Surely the accusers

'f such delinquents would be eager, upon this occasion, to

G g a show
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show that they had been actuated by the pure principles of

humanity, without party spirit or other unworthy motives.

Particularly, he mould much confide in those gentlemen,

who, as managers of ihe prosecution against Mr. Hastings,

had exhibited such astonilhing eloquence, as, perhaps, vrcs

never excelled, or even equalled. The fame powers of elo

quence, exerted in a cause at least as worthy, must beat

down all obstacles or resistance, and defeat every opposition

which narrow and mistaken self interest could raise against

the measure. Some of the greatest trading towns in this

country had declared for the abolition, in which they had

been joined by many of the first counties in weight and con

sequence, particularly by that county of which the honour

able mover is one of the representatives. The county ot

York had always been, and, he trusted, ever would be, for

ward to take the lead in every public measure in which;

general rights of mankind were interested. He was persuii-

ed, that the wishes of th.it distinguished county upon this,

as upon every occasion, would be powerfully supported by

its two excellent representatives.

With so much good support, and so good a cause, it ask

be impossible to fail.—Let but every m.:n stand forth, who

had, at any time in his life, boasted, as an Englishman, of 1

superior regard to the general rights of nature and mankind

and who had pretended at least, to despise other nations «

being defective in such regard—and we should most affuredW

succeed; but if it were otherwise, we must have a mo2

shameless effrontery, if we mould ever after pretend tq tta

character of real Christians, or Britons, or indeed cf men 0!

such general moral principles as should govern every hunur.

being, of whatever country or religion.—Indeed, as Britocd

and especially as the representatives of a people priding

themselves in, and perpetually boasting of, liberal sentiments

towards all mankind, we should be particularly cautice.',

and even extremely anxious, to avoid the smallest appearance

of any unjust and tyrannical principle. But how distir^

guisliingly hypocritical should we appear, if, instead of M

lending the rights of the oppressed, we should be the leaderi

in oppression and cruelty, or at least wait for the example ol

those whom we accuse of being tyrannical, before we checL<

ed and stopped the arm of tyranny, which had been too lor^

Violently wielded over our fellow-creatures ?

We who were tenacious to excess, if it were poslible, a

our rights, and manifested the hottest indignation even A

the smallest personal insult, (particularly if it were o&err.

by the hand of Government)-—we, who had punished tyrar.:

of the highest rank in this country—were we to suffer inne-

cent creatures to be whipped, scourged, and tortured tritb

\
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out discretion, without control, without trial, and without

law ? In short, if we had any regard to national reputation,

let us not add the most shameful and abominable hypocrisy

to guilt and infamy, by exercising tyranny of the blackest

kind, and affecting, at the sair.e time, the keenest indigna

tion at every exertion of power amongst ourselves which

was not strictly and perfectly legal. He was so far from

condemning the jealousy of illegal power amongst ourselves,

that it had his highest applause—but he could with, that the

same laudable principle should be exerted, in its fullest ex

tent, towards the rest of mankind. While we could hardly

bear the sight of any thing resembling slavery, even as a

punishment, among ourselves, should we countenance the

exercise of the most despotic power over millions of crea

tures, who, for aught we know, were not only innocent, but

meritorious?

It has been frequently, but most disgracefully, said, by

the advocates for the continuance, or at least by those who

were not very zealous for the abolition, of this commerce,

that we should not be too eager in setting the example; but

that we Ihould wait for the French, or other foreigners, to

take the lead in this business. How far such a sentiment

was consistent with the ancient, noble, and generous' charac

ter of this nation, and with the high opinion we were apt to

tJitcrtuin of our national honour at this time, he would leave

to the judgement of every impartial person. But he must

flatter himself, that we should rather have been eager to be

first in so good a cause, and that we Ihould rather have been

fearful of being anticipated by those whose principles, in

regard to the rights of mankind, we had not been accustomed

to hold in very high respect. If any nation was to he fore-

roost in such a matter, which was most bound to take the

lead, such as pretended, and proudly too, to a vast superi

ority over the rest of mankind in their civil rights, or such

is they had always afiectsd to despise for abject submission

and the meanest servility ? If we should set this good example,

and not be followed by other European nations, let the guilt

and infamy of such a system lie heavy on those, who, in

that case, would continue to act upon it, in spite of example,

aided to the dictates both of reason and religion.

Surely, continued Mr. Martin, this motion came recom

mended to us in the strongest manner. The honourable gen

tleman who introduced it, was justly esteemed for the respec

tability of his character. He was one of the representatives

of a county, which, as he had said before, (but which, for

its credit, could not be mentioned too often) had always

manifested a readiness to take the lead in every public mea

sure, for the good of the community, or for the general ha
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nefit of mankind. If this business had been in hands less

able and less respectable, he should now particularly have

much regretted the loss of one of the honourable gentleman's

predecessors in the representation of Yorkshire, who, he was

sure, upon this occasion, would have eagerly displayed that

ardent zeal for the unalienable rights of all his fellow-crea

tures, which was one of the elites characteristics of that

most excellent citizen; but, he was persuaded, that, as the

present representatives of the county of York had been

worthy followers of that bright example, so, on this most

interesting occasion, they would burn with the fame ardent

zeal for relieving the distressed, which animated the breast of

that most incomparable man. Would to Heaven, that every

Member of the British Parliament would look up withreve-'

rence to that illustrious pattern! Let them follow his foot

steps in the purity of their conduct, in their love of justice,

mercy, and truth, and in the universal rectitude of all their

measures. If they did this, they would" pay the fame tender

regard to the rights of other countries as to their own; and,

for his part, he should never believe those persons really sin

cere, who were loud in their professions of love to liberty,

if he saw that love confined within the narrow circle of one

community, which ought to be extended to the natural

rights of every human inhabitant of the globe.

We should be more able to bring ourselves up to this

standard of rectitude, if we heartily endeavoured to imagine

ourselves in the situation of those who are oppressed, and

then seriously considered what we should think of such as

would wish to establish a just and equitable system of mo

rality in regard to themselves, and one of another kind to

wards those, whom, for certain reasons, they might errone

ously think it their interest to oppress. — But, he added, let

vis not deceive ourselves so grossly, as to imagine, that it is

our real interest to oppress any of our fellow-creatures. The

advantages, to be obtained by oppression and tyranny were

imaginary and deceitful to the oppressor and the tyrant —

and the evils they caused to the oppressed, were heavy,

grievous, and many times insupportable.

Before he sat down, he would beg leave to observe, that

if, in delivering those sentiments which he had presumed to

offer to the House, he should appear to have expressed hira-

self.in any way too strongly, or with too much vehemence,

he freely trusted to the candour and fairness of gentlemen

for giving him the credit of not wishing or meaning to say

any thing violent or offensive. But he must declare, that he

should think most contemptibly of himself, could he mention

the enormities of the slave trade, without a very considera

ble degree of emotion and resentment ; nevertheless, he

3 would
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would wiih that it were perfectly understood, that this re

sentment went only to the principles and consequences of

the trade itself, without any ill-will towards the persons

concerned it it. Many of those persons, from peculiar situ

ations, and from circumstances, perhaps almost unavoidable,

might be involved in it, and probably much to their concern

and discontent. Such persons, he doubted not, from use

and habit, saw it in a very different light, however, from

Dthers. If a person, being betrayed by his feelings into an

unbecoming degree of heat, in such matters as relate solely

to his own selfish interests, was pardoned for such an offeree,

he surely had a juster tlaim to liberal allowance, whose feel

ings wete excited by the wrongs of others, with whom he*

bad only that general connection, which, however, ought

strongly to, be felt by every human creature.

He could feel no grievance whatever from the continuance

of the slave trade; and he therefore trusted, that there would

be a disposition to excuse any excess which could have been

xcafioned only by that pity which he felt for others. H«

was aware but of one unworthy motive to which his conduct,

is well as that of many other individuals, upon this occasion,

night be attributed—He meant the ostentation and parade of

virtuous and worthy sentiments. Now, he must beg leave

:o remark, that it appeared to him that there is no one good

iction which could be pei formed in life that might not be

ittributed, by suspicion or malevolence, to that particular

flotive. Men might always insinuate, that vain-glory was

he cause by which individuals were induced to actions appa-

ently good; but that matter must be decided between Hea-

'en and the consciences of those persons whose conduct was

uspected, or perhaps maliciously accused, even witheut sus-

icion; and if the general tenor of a man's life did not fairly

•■! to suspicion that he was hypocritical or ostentatious, it

ras surely highly uncharitable to impute to him such a dis

ci' tion without sufficient grounds; and it was moreover of

lost pernicious consequence to the public, as a great discou-

igement to men from acting meritoriously, when they not

yly lost the credit of so acting, but were accused of doing

pt which was right in itself, merely for the sake of public

id popular applause. If, notwithstanding this remark, he

buld be so unhappy as to draw upon himself, by the part

had taken in this business, that harsh and undeserved

usure which he wished to deprecate, he must endeavour to

Itfy himself with the consciousness of his own fair inten

ds, and his most sincere unwillingness to give offence to

f one—and with declaring, that as he did not pretend to

Be of the feelings of other men's minds, so he must pro-

i that feeing this matter in the light he did, he should

esteem
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Mr.

Burdon.

Mr.

Fiaacii.

esteem himself one of the worst of men, did he not et

every means in his power perfectly to abolish such abomilj

b'e wickedness. If, in attempting to forward this aboliti/

he siiowed the weakness of his ability, he must console hll

self with the consideration, that Ire felt more solid comj

from sound public principles and consistent conduct then

than he imagined he should do from the exertion of ;

the most brilliant faculties with which he might have

blessed.

He had only to conclude with giving his hearty affenJ

the most public manner, to the present motion, and withT

ploring the blessing of Heaven on every honest and earil

endeavour for the attainment of its perfect and complete si

cess. ' Mr. Martin added his tributg of sincere thanks to |

honourable gentleman who had made the motion of

day, and to those honourable gentlemen who had assisted

in the prosecution of this business. He was very cer

that they deserved the thanks of that House and the Pubs

and that when t is matter should be thoroughly understa

they would receive those thanks in the fullest and since

m.tnner.

Mr. Burdon remarked, that the honourable gentleman i

moved the question had, in a great measure, met his id

He considered himself as very much in his hands; bud

wislied to go gradually, and not so much at once, top

question of abolition. He wished to give time to the pB

ters for taking such measures as would keep up their siofl

and he feared lest the immediate abolition might cause a a

nopoly among the rich planters, to the prejudice of thef

affluent. We ought, like a judicious physician, to solIoH

nature, and promote a recovery which should be grndua

He wished, therefore, for some motion short of abolition.

Mr. Francis said, he should have contented himself witl

giving his vote for the motion, but for some consideration!

which were personal to himself, and by which he though

himself particularly called upon to deliver his opinion on tli

present occasion, not implicitly by a vote, but exprcfHy

declaration. He believed he was not very likely to be full

pected of receiving with special favour and partiality, anfl

measure introduced and recommended from the other side ofl

the House; that, in his own situation in private life, every]

motive, by which the conduct of men is usually determine

was united on one side, and powerfully pressed upon him

to engage him to take part this night, against his opinion

Connections of every sort; friends who were dear to Inl

and who thought their fortunes were at stake; solicitation

the most urgent, from persons to whom he was bound bf

many ties; and possibly, the prospect of advantage to hir

se!
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self or to his family at a future day, to be forfeited or pre

served; all these were in one scale, and nothing in the other,

but the justice of the cause, and the protection of creatures,

who would never know that he had endeavoured to serve them,

or whose gratitude could never reach him. That he did not

state these circumstances for the fake of ostentation, or as a

claim to merit, but to fortify bis cause, by shewing that his

opinion was sincere. Sir, I do not intend to go far into the

general subject. If the undisputed state of facts; if the clear

and able argument delivered by, the honourable gentleman,

who takes the lead in this business, has not carried conviction

along with it, I must conclude'that truth and reason on this

subject have no access to the human mind. Many gentle

men, indeed, have asserted what they have by no means

established, and what, upon the whole, I utterly disbelieve,

that this trade is profitable; but no man has yet had the cou

rage to affirm, or even to insinuate, that it is not criminal.

The question then is not, whether the trade be criminal, but

in what degree t Is it a crime of the highest guilt in morals/

or is it in practice capable of palliation ? will it admit of an

excuse? No, Sir; I declare upon my honour and my con

science, none, I pass by the traffic, as it is conducted on

the coast of Africa, the temptation you give to one human

creature to make a property of another, and to fell him to

perpetual slavery. 1 take no notice of the miseries it pro

duces in that country. Remember only, that whatever they

are, you are answerable for them all. You create the mar

ket, and it is the market that constitutes the demand, and

produces the supply. I shall not insist upon the horrors of

the Middle Passage; you do well to pass over them with dis

regard. The most determined mind, the most obdurate

heart, if it be human, could not listen to the evidence on

that subject, without torture. I take these creatures in that

which is stated to be their best situation ; at their landing in

the islands ; at their arrival in the land of promise, where

they are instanrtly'to find relief from their sufferings ; where,

in return for a moderate degree of labour, a tolerable mode

of existence is provided for them. You fay you have paid

for them; that they subsist at your expence, and that you

have a right to their labour. Be it so. On that principle,

l*t us see how they are treated. In considering the state of

flavery in the West Indies, the object which instantly strikes

my mind with a force and conviction, to which the evidence

°f special facts hardly makes an addition, is the power of

corporal punishment, allotted as I find it. I do not ask you

toenquire in what mannerthis power is exercised, but how

" is disposed of, and to whom it is trusted, and then to de

termine what must be the effect of it. They know nothing

Vol. XXIX. Hh of
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of the human constitution, who have not observed, that

power of every sort of one man over another, has a natural

tendency to deprave and coerupt the mind. The moment I

hear of such power, uncontrolled, in any hand, I conclude

that the depravity is unlimited. The actual exercise of

it, in the infliction of punishment, assuredly introduces that

worst and most odious of all disorders in the moral system,

personal cruelty. The truth of these principles is acknow

ledged by the spirit and caution of our penal laws in every

other instance, by the care they take, in all criminal proceed

ings, to separate the interest from the judgement, and the

judgement from the execution. They will not suster such

characters and powers to be united in one person ; nor are

they united in any civilized society upon earth, except in our

West-India islands. What are the usual offences imputed to

the negroes ? In ninety-nine instances out of a hundred, they

are either idleness or theft. They do not work hard enough

to satisfy the task-master, (and why they should work at all,

I know not) or they steal provisions. The thing they can

eat is the only thing worth their stealing. Food is the only

object of theft which it is in their power to conceal, or that

could possibly do them any service. Consider the risk they

run, the horrible punishments they suffer when detected, and

then you may conceive in what manner they are fed. But,

in the consideration of these offences, who is the offended

party ?—The negro driver. Who is the judge of the fact ?

The driver. Who awards the punishment ? The driver.

Who inflicts it ? The driver with his own hand. But how?

Captain Giles, of the army, fays, that " the punishment

" by whipping, though with fewer lashes given, is more ie-

" vere and cruel than that of the army, because of the size

" of the whip." Captain Hall, of the navy, says, " that

" in Barbadoes and the Leeward Islands, the treatment of

M the negroes on the plantations was inhuman; that the

" punishments inflicted were very shocking to peisons not

** used to see them ; much more so, than on board a man of

" war. The field slaves he has seen, (a great many) were

" generally marked with the whip." This is the mode ot

punishment. What is likely to be the degree of it ? An an

gry man determines the penalty; an offended judge inflicts

it; and he, perhaps, by office, by habit, and occupation, one

•f the lowest, if not worst of our species. If you cannot

have an indifferent judge of the offences, of these wretches,

at least let there be a cold, indifferent executioner. It is »

horrible truth, that when once the lasli is lifted by an angry

man, with despotic power over the object, his rage is in

flamed by every stroke he gives. The cries and writhingjof

1 the
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the creature are called resistance ; even his patience is called

sulkiness; even his sufferings are an offence. The decrees of

paflion are executed by passion. Admitting the power to be

necessary, is there any protection against the abuse of it ?

Have the negroes any shelter? Have they any appeal ? Is

there a law to deter, is there a magistrate to resort to ?—

No, Sir; none at all. Mr. Terry, who was many years an

overseer in Grenada, says, " that he has known slaves pu-

" nilhed by managers severely for trifling faults ; that they

" durst not complain to the owner, for fear of worse treat-

" ment; that he has known them punished by the owner

u for so doing, and sent back, though their complaint was

u just; that field slaves usually bear the marks of the whip;

" and that he never heard that a slave complained to a ma-

" gistrate of his owner, manager, overseer, or attorney ;

" that he has known thesame person both attorney, mana-

" ger, and doctor on one estate ; that he never knew a plan-

" ter or manager interfere with another's treatment of his

" slaves ; that food is the general object of theft among slaves,

" and at the hazard of their lives. That an overseer on the

" estate where he was, (Mr. Coghlan) threw a slave into the

" boiling cane juice, who died in four days ; he was not pu-

" nifhed otherwise than by replacing the slave, and being

" dismissed the service; was told of this by the owner's son,

" the carpenter, and many slaves on the estate; has heard it

" often."

Against all the allegations and all the arguments on this

subject, one general answer is usually stated, and supposed to

be conclusive : The negroes are our property ; we have paidhigh

pricesfor them ; our profits depend upon the care wt take ofthem.

Ifwe art bad men, at least we understand our interest too well, to

destroy or disable the instruments, by which alone our estates are

made ofany value to us. In the first place, Sir, the proprietor

is not in general the person who exercises the power in ques

tion; if he were, it might be fair to presume, that the con

sideration of his true interest would be some restraint upon

his passions. 1 fear, that in general it would not be effec

tive. Many of the West-India proprietors, I know, are men

of as muchhonour and humanity as are to be found in any

other rank of life; but they reside in England. Concerning

the managemeat of their estates, they have no other evidence

but the information of their overseers; concerning the treat

ment of their slaves, they have nothing to judge by, but the

amount produce of their labour. If the returns are abundant,

it is not likely that the owners should be much disposed to

enquire into abuses, by which their immediate profits do not

appear to be •diminished. They hear no complaints; they

H h a live
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live happily themselves, and conclude that all is well *. But

I deny that the principle, so assumed and relied on, namely,

that (laves will be well treated, because it is the interest of

an owner to take care of his property, is conclusive in this

cafe, as it would be in the cafe of inanimate property. All

the protection which you can expect from the principle, and

it goes no farther, is, that corporal punishment .shall not

be inflicted to the hazard of lite and limb ; that the slave

shall not be disabled from performing the talk allotted to

him. Within that limitation, the lash may be inflicted with

the most shocking, capricious severity, provided it does not

essentially injure the property of the owner. But to secure

even that degree of protection, he ought never to trust the

lash out of his own hand. He delegates his power to another,

but not the interest, which, you say, is to govern the exer

cise of it. Still the negroes are your property : so are your

horses, and of more value too, if price and value are the

fame. See how those noble, useful animals are treated, by

coachmen and others, every day in the streets; every night

at the doors of the croudto afleniblies of this town, before

the eves of their masters and mistresses, and even at the ha-

Z3rd of their lives. I have been often witness to these abo

minable scenes of riotous or passionate cruelty. Did you ever

hear of a coachman punished, or even dismissed, for cruel

treatment of his horses ?

One would think, at the first view of the subject, that a

plantation, once'properly stocked with male and female ne

groes, would supply itself, without farther importation. I

wish it were so ;'for then I should conclude that the condition

of the negroes was tolerable at least. There is nothing in

the climate or foil to counteract the propogation of negroes

in the islands, any more than in Africa, where they multi

ply to excess. In all other countries, the labouring part of

the people are in general the most prolific. Wby not in the

W est Indies ? Excessive labour, and scanty unwholesome

food, would he sufficient to check population any where.—

But the fact is, that the planters do not think it their inte

rest to encourage it. Captain Hall tells you, that " in trie

" British islands, breeding is not thought desirable ; they ra-

" ther thought it a misfortune to have pregnant women, or

" even young slaves. They esteemed the charge of rearing

" a child to maturity, more troublesome and greater than

* Captain Hall says, •* he believes that the slaves suffered from the

" owner's absence, because it was the business of the overseer, for his

«* own credit, to make as much sugar as possible ; to do this, he must

" work slaves to the utmost; it being no concern of hit whether they

" died or not."

" buying
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" buying a slave fit for work ; and it was not uncommon for

" them to give away a child of two years old, as you would

" a puppy trom a litter. Has heard an overseer of some

" consequence express this opinion. It was, in fact, his

" system to prevent population, as far as in his power; and

" he understood this to be a geneial system. So little care

" was taken of infants, that mothers deemed it a misfortune

" to have children : after the month, they were sent tb

" field labour, with their child upon their back, and so little

" time afforded them to attend to its wants, that he has

" seen a woman, seated to give suck to her child, routed

44 from that situation by a severe blow from the cart whip."

Mr. Terry says, that " while a manager, he never re-

" ceived any direction about attention to pregnant women,

" or children ; has heard managers fay, it was cheaper to

" buy African staves than to breed ; that they wished the

" children to die, for they lost much of the mother's work

" during their infancy."

Captain Ross fays, 44 be has seen a negro woman flogged

" with ebony bushes, so that the skin of her back was taken

" off down to her heels ; she was then turned round, and

" fl°gSed from her breast down to her waist; and in conle-

" queuce, he saw her afterwards walking upon all-four, and .

" unable to get up."

Such is the treatment of women staves, and in that state,

too, which of all oihers would excite pity in the most cal

lous heart, that still had one human sensation left in it. But

we are told that, although possibly facts of this atrocious na

ture may have happened in the early periods of the West-

India settlements, no such instances occur at present : that

the government of the islands in this respect is greatly im

proved ; that good laws have been made ; that they are care

fully executed ; and that, upon the whole, the situation of

the negroes U considerably mended, and grows every day

more and more tolerable. Perhaps it may he so upon some

particular plantations ; but in general, I do not believe the

assertion to be true. The operation of habits and principles

is permanent and uniform ; the check created by good laws

can only be temporary and occasional, until they have acted

long enough to effect a change in the manners of the people.

It would have been natural to conclude, that while these in

quiries were going on in England, and while the attention of

the nation was so particularly directed to the subject as it has

been lately, some restraint would have been laid upon prac

tices, which it was well known had excited universal indig

nation here. One fact, which I shall state, will be sufficient

to (hew you, what you have to expect from the probable ef

fect of these pretended laws and regulations made in the

islands
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islands for the protection of the slaves. It is not more than

eighteen months ago that 1 read, in the Jamaica Gazette, an

account of a female slave, of the age of fifteen, flogged by

one of these drivers, till flie fell senleless on the ground. la

this state slie was dragged by the legs to a place which they

call an hospital, till her mangled flesli was torn completely

from her bones. In the hospital she died. The villain was

* tried for his life, and honourably acquitted, by twelve of his

Peers, every one of whom, I have a right to conclude, and,

1 for my own part, have no fort of doubt, would have done

exactly the fame. On what pretence was he acquitted f—

Why, Sir, it was said, or pretended, that the girl was his

property ; that it could not be his intention, because it W3S

Dot his interest, to take away her life.

Sir, I have given you but a very flight specimen, indeed,

of the honors with which these books are filled. 1 will not

argue the question, whether we ought to endeavour to put

an end to them, or not : the very question is a disgrace to

us. In such a case, I will not attempt to do that, which

many personal considerations would have led me to do, to

endeavour to compound with my duties, and to compromise

between extreme right and extreme wrong. I give my vote

for the abolition, i declare my opinion ; 1 would do more if

I could. Were I to have done otherwise, I do not believe

that I could have enjoyed happiness in this world: I am sure

1 should not have deserved it hereafter.

J^r. Pitt. Mr. Chancellor Pitt expressed his wishes for an opportu

nity to deliver his own sentiments very fully, which, he

feared, it was impossible to do that night ; nor could there

be time fora full discussion of the subject, on the part of

other gentlemen, unless an adjournment were to take place.

With the consent of the House, he should therefore move,

f ' That the Chairman should now leave the chair, with a

" view of resuming the subject on the very next day, mean-

" ing to put off" the orders of that day until the day after."

£fr. Caw- Mr. Cawthorne declared, that he was anxious not to sepa-

fhorne. rate nefore tnc question was decided; but, provided there

was no longer delay intended, than till the day following,

he would not press his objections.

Colonel Colonel Tar/eton remarked, that it was his earnest desire to

TaUeton. have the question settled without any delay whatever ; and as

the House was then extremely full, and there were many

gentlemen who, to his knowledge, were going next day out

of town, he should resist the motion of adjournment.

The gallery was then cleared, when the following conver

sation took place :

CoTnnel Colonel Pb'tpps said, that though he agreed with the ho-

Fhipps. nourable g.mtleroan in opposing, the abolition of 'the fljve

trade,
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trade, yet he could not agree in opposing the question of ad

journment ; for he wished to have an opportunity of declar

ing what were those reasons which would decide his conduct,

and he appealed to the candour of those who thought with

him, whether there ought not to be an opportunity afforded

for farther discussion.

Mr. Fox observed, that although the opposition to any ad- Mr. Fox.

jourrunent was undoubtedly uncandid and unbecoming to the

House, yet he thought that the honourable gentleman who

pressed for an immediate division, understood better the inte

rest of his own side of the question, than the other honour

able gentleman ; for Mr. Fox had ever conceived that the

cnly way by which the abolition of the slave trade could be

prevented, must be by stifling all inquiry, and by hurrying

the House into some vote, which might seem to decide tlie

question, before the opportunity of any real debate Upon the

principles of the slave trade was afforded. It was a trade

which, the gentlemen themselves well knew, could not bear

to be discussed. Let there be discussion, and although there

were some symptoms of pre-determination in some gentlemen,

the abolition of it must be carried. He would not believe

that there could be found in the House of Commons, men of

hard hearts enough, and of such inaccessible understandings,

2s to vote an assent to the continuance of the trade ; and then

go home to their houses, their friends, and their families, sa

tisfied with their vote, after being made fully aware of what

they were doing, by having opened their ears to the discus

sion.

Colonel Phipps asserted again, that he wished for a fair dis- Colon*!

cuffidn. Phipps.

Mr. Chancellor Pitt agreed with Mr. Fox, that, from a-j^ Yul.

thorough discussion of the subject, there was every reason to .

augur that the abolition would be resolved on. He observed,

that, under the imputations with which this trade was load

ed, gentlemen should remember that they could not do jus

tice to their own characters, unless they stood up in the

House, and gave their reasons for opposing the abolition of

it: that it was unusual also to force any question of such im

portance to so hasty a decision. That, for his own part, it

was a duty incumbent on him, from the situation in which he

stood, to state very fully his own sentiments on the whole

question ; and that, however exhausted both himself and the

House might he, he was resolved it should not pass without

discussion, as long as he had strength to utter a word upon

it. That every principle which could bind a man of honour

and of conscience, would impel him to give the most power

ful support he could to the motion for the abolition : but

that he had waited to hear what could be the arguments of

gentle-
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gentlemen on the other side of the question, whom he con

ceived to be bound, still more strongly than himself, to vote

for the adjournment.

Colonel Tarleton declined pressing his opposition to the ad

journment.

Lord C»r- Lord Carbampton confessed that it would be indecent to

haippton. press for the immediate decision, and therefore agreed to the

motion of the Chancellor of the Exchequer.

The House adjourned. .

Tuesday, U)tb April,

The Committee of the whole House having been resumed,

on the adjourned motion that the Chairman (Sir William

Dolben) be directed to move for leave to bring in a bill to

prevent the further importation of African negroes into the

British colonies and plantations,

SirWm. Sir William Young immediately rose, and addressed the

Young. Chair nearly in substance as follows:

Sir,

Having yesterday listened with due attention, and I may

fay with admiration, to a speech of my honourable friend,

in which knowledge, and subtle argument, and impassioned

address to the heart, comprized all that could be expected

from the most learned, the most acute, and the most eloquent

advocate of the cause which he had undertaken, I felt the

presumption of any attempt to counteract the first impression

which he had made on the minds and passions of the House;

and I wished to reserve my opposition to the measure which

he proposed, to an hour of more cool and temperate dii-

cullion.

1 knew that the part, which, with others, I was to take,

would bear time and reflection: I knew that we had the van

tage ground of tact and of argument; and I knew that we

could not be beaten from it, but by some momentary im

petuosity and sudden effects; and which, I trust in the good

fense of the House, now prepared to resist the manner of de

bating this question, there is no reason farther to apprehend.

Sir, we hive much need to possess a vantage ground, whilst

so much ability, and so much influence of situation and of

character are ranged on the side of our adversaries. Truth

and reason must indeed be with us, and strongly with us, to

warrant a single hope of success in the event of this night's

debate. Yet that hope I do venture to entertain, and 1

humbly request vour attention whilst I state the facts and in

ferences on which I rely.

Sir, those who support the motion for a direct and imme

diate abolition of the British Trade to Africa for slaves,

have never pretended that certain interests of private property

and
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and ofthe public commerce os these kingdoms may not be

affected by such a measure. The utmost which they have

attempted to shew, in palliation of sudden or eventual loss to

our colonists, to our merchants, and to the manufacturers of

this country, is a prospect of indemnification from a new

trade, to originate in the farther culture and civilization of

'Africa, as a natural /esult of suppressing the traffic for staves.

Hopes of this fort, are surely distant, if not delusive ; whilst

or, their own grounds the lots of individuals and of the nation

is great in the first instance, and in the circulation of mer

cantile capital may extend further than can be now estimated,

and (hake the very recesses of private and of public credit,

apparently the most remote, and most safe from operation of

the question before us. But, without availing myself of any

admission of much to be given up now, for much contended

to be gained hereafter, 1 appeal for the foundation of con

sequences which I state, to the commercial tables of shipping,

and of export and import, contained in the report of the Privy

Council, and in other documents on your table; and from

the fame papers, 1 infer a hazard of yet further moment,

when 1 advert to the evidence of men, who, as Governors,

or in other official capacity, have no other interest in the

question, but what is a public interest, and' which most of all

ought to influence our deliberations.

The force of such considerations hath been admitted indeed

no farther than as it could nor, without affront to the plainest

understanding, lie denied; and what was admitted, hath been

repelled by considerations of yet greater force, by the para

mount claims ofjustice andof humanity. However we may

differ as to place, or time, or means, for the giving them

effect, none will oppose such claims, when clear and ac

knowledged. But ere we acknowledge them, the very prin

ciples of justice demand examination of the premises which

we are urged to proceed upon ; and the genuine motives of

humanity require discrimination of circumstances, of objects,

and of effects. We should be boMiden in duty as individuals

so far to temper our first impulse to intervention ofkindof-

fice. But, as public men, as trustees for the great and na

tional interests which are involved in the question before us,

surely we should do well to enquire into the real merits of the

cafe, and fist out the probable attainments on the fide of

philanthropy and moral obligation, to which the sacrifice

proposed is (in the opinion of many) a considerable portion of

British commerce, and an ultimate surrender of the British

colonies. When my vote is solicited for an abolition of the

trade in question, as far as relates to Great Britain only,

I would wish at least previousty to be convinced, that, whilst

Britain loses, Africa will gain. T am most averse to a traffic

Vol. XXIX. I i of
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of men, termed a Have trade, and I happily anticipate its ter

mination at no very distant period of years, under a wife and

temperate system of regulation. Hence 1 am the more anx

ious, in opposition to this crude and indolent simplification

of all state policy, this abolishing a trade, by at once voting

abolished; inasmuch as it precludes better and wiser measures,

which are already, 1 fay already, are in train, and which no

thing can frustrate in their ultimate good efFtcts, but the

temerity of the present mode of procedure suggested to us.

Should it unhappily this night be recognized, and receive the

sanction of the Commons of Great Britain, even though not

ultimately made the law of the land, much mischief is yet

done: for your Colonies need your good opinion and your

good favour, to encourage them in what they are now doing,

to prepare the way, and without danger, to the object you

have in view, and suppress the trade you are averse to, by ob

viating the necessities of such trade.

If in these suggestions I am well founded, and I trust to

prove I am so founded, tlieie is an end of the present question.

Nay, should fair reasonings and deductions from fact even

raise a doubt as to the probable consequences in Africa itself,

and as it regards the Africans, 1 should hope that the honour

able gentleman will withdraw the scheme of abolilhing, in

the first instance, the trade for staves, and pursue the ends of

justice and policy, by measures more worthy the deliberations

of a BritisiS Parliament , the characteristic of which Ihould

be, as it ever has been, to attain not only the best ends, but

by the wisest means.

Inexamining the premises, on which our decision this night

is to rest, I desire not to be understood as arguing to ether or

more general question than that (in whatever form of words)

■which is directly or virtually before us, and which I construe

to he, " whether the trade to Africa for slaves, under pre-

" sent circumstances, should be abolished, as far a' relates to

*' Great Britain and herColo.iie , and be so abolished by an

" act of the Legislature of Great Britain."

Sir, Great Britain may abandon her share os this trade,

but cannot abnlish it, The general question of abolition of

the trade for slayes to Africa is not before us. We are not an

Assembly of delegates from France, from Spain, from Hol

land, and other powers now engaged in that commerce, but

the legislature of a single nation, whose dereliction of the

trade on their own part, cannot any ways suppress, and

(I shall prove) will eventually aggravate the miseries incident

to a system of traffic, which every enlightened man must ac

knowledge, and every good man must deplore. Sir, 1 wish

to see that traffic for ever closed, as much as my honourable

friend, who first agitated the business; but that" consum-

« mation
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" macion devoutly to be wished," will be farther removed,

by a too hasty and unqualified secession of Great Britain from

that scene of warfare and disunion of all that is good in so

ciety; where she might better, by previous regulation of her

concerns, instead ot abruptly flying from them, give ex

ample of new sentiments, of new policy; and awaken c ri-

ginal principles ofjustice and of nature, for Africa, and for

the nations who trade with Africa; and thus eventually le

gislate for the world, and be indeed the imperial benefactress

of mankind I

On the other hand, if Great Britain fudf'enlv withdraws

from this commerce of slaves, as Pontius Pilate, she hath

washed her hands indeed, but is she thence she more innocent

of what follows ? if her intervention, as above stated, would

have, or could have prevented what will follow evf>n to the

numbers which foim her own present share in the traffic,

Great Britain is not the more innocent.

It becomes me not to assume ought, but to shew my

grounds of apprehension, and authenticate the scene of ag

gravated wretchedness, which I luppose to desolate Africa,

as a consequence of the measure in question. '1 he premises

which I have to argue on, are the details of evidence which

heap your table; and 1 stiall stale such as are incontrovertible

in proof that the nations of Furope, and united states of

America, that all who possess Colonies on the neiher sde of

the Atlantic, and all who are connected with them, are

crouding to this trade for slaves, and wait but its suppression

on the part ofGreat Britain to rush on the coasts of Africa

in competition for the share of traffic thus newly opened to

them, The energies of new projects for old advantages are

ever fierce at the outset, and overstrain, and go far beyond

the old mark of temperate acquisition. New incentives to

spoil, and to rapine, will be held out to the black trader in

all the zeal of rivalfliip ; and the present evils of comparatively

sober dealing, be aggravated to an enormity, beyond all esti

mate, in this new auction, this new heat of bidders for life

and limb. Does my honourable friend doubt of this, does

he require the bidders to be named, and their zeal authen

ticated? I refer him to the most certain proofs, I refer him

not merely to the evidence of individuals, hut to public acts,

to exertions and to encouragements gone forth from the feats

of empire, to new usurpations of territory, and to new edicts

for trade, on the coast of Africa, with 'the sole and express

view of supplying plantations in America with negro la

bourers.

On the first agitation of this business in the year 1789,

my honourable friend spoke with confidence indeed of other

nations following the example of justice and philanthropy

I i % which
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Mrhich was to originate in your abandoning your share of this

traffic. Was that prophecy accomplished? Sir, it is true,

that such prophecy was scarcely JeJivered, when a similar

procedure was instituted in the National Assembly of France;

it was instituted under every advantage to a proposition

which professed destruction not only to a ilave trade, but to

slavery; it was moved at a time when the patriots of the day

were straining to the very verge of civil liberty ; an<- in at

taining the. " rights of man," nearly lost sight of those of

the citizen. Yet what was the result? Sir, the Assembly

paused on a question comprizirg so many and lo great inte

rests, and so many difficulties in application oft he l^est prin

ciples. The slave trade wa-. referred to a Select Committee,

and the Report of that Committee calling on the Assembly

to reject the measure of " abolition," Mr. Jiaruave moved

sundry resolutions to such essect, and which were received

with acclamation, and voted with unanimous assent. T*o

years have now pass-J, and 1 air. astonimed to hear again,

as 1 have heard, a repetition of promises and expectations

thus proved to be delusive.

Sir, the French, that nation which was said to be on the

start to out race us in the suppression of the slave trade, is

actually foremost in the course for its continuance and ex

tension.

In page 37 of the Report of Privy Council, Mr. Dalzell,

on his own knowledge, states the French to be gaining ground

in the traffic of Haves in the kingdoms-of VVhydah, Dahomey

and Angola.

In page 48 of tlie fame Report, Mr. Penny mentions the

French to have driven us from the trade of Loango, Meliroba,

and Cabenda, awl to have establillied themselves in the trade

for slaves within thole districts during two yea s passed.

In page 49, -Mr. Falconbridge says the F rench have, since

the peace, fupplaced us in the trade at Angola; and at Bonny

have almost as great a trade as the English.

In the first volume of evidence taken before the House of

Commons, page 171, we find, from the testimony of Mr.

Fountain, that the French have actually usurped of late a

spot in territory, and are building a fort near Anamaboe,

thence to pusli their trade on the tiold Coast; and this is

corroborated by Governor Miles, page 4.5, of the fame vo

lume.

Not satisfied with the exertions of their own subjects,

Captain Frazer informs you, page 57 of the second volume

of evidence, that late as the year 1789, he had advantageous

offers, if he would engage in the African slave trade under

French colours. Likewise Mr. Taylor, of Manchester,

states- requisition mads to him frein some of the drst mer

cantile
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cantile houses in France, for the furnishing an assortment of

his manufactures suited to the commerce in question.

Farther by an arret of October 26, 1 784, a bounty is given

of 40 livres per ton on all shipping employed in the African

slave trade, and a bounty of sixty livtes on each slave im

ported into Martinique and Guadaloupe, and of 100 livres

on each slave imported into St. Domingo, Cayenne, St.

Lucia, or Tobago.

Spain too is seeking a slave trade. In part 6th of Ap

pendix to the Report of the Privy Council, we have as mat

ter of record, a contract made in 1786, by the Court of

Spain, with Messrs. Dawson and Baker, of Liverpool, by

which the latter party is to supply 5000 slaves annually to

the Spanish Colonies, at 155 dollars per head, free ot all duty.

We find in the fame body of evidence, that not satisfied with

the trade restricted to this monopoly, the Spaniards are, for

themselves, exerting endeavours to attain an active share in

the slave trade. On the second of March, 1788, merchants

from Cadiz, and planters from the Havannah and Hifpaniola,

are stated in the Report of Privy Council, to be at London,

and afterwards at Manchester, enquiring into the nature of

the slave trade, and the assortment of cargo, and of outfit for

the carrying it on.

In the fame document, we find the Philippine Company

actually engaged in the traffic, and under the agency of a

Mr. Testatis, to have already fitted out four ships, carrying

5:0 slaves each.

Lastly, we find the King of Spain, by an edict dated at

Madrid, 1 78$, not only encouraging a slave trade to his

American and other subjects, by a bounty of four dollars on

each slave imported, but in special favour of that Commerce

breaking through all the restrictive policy of Old Spain,

(that policy which pervaded all her treaties, and found its

way even into the family compact) and opening certain ports

of its transatlantic dominions for two years to all foreign

vessels whatever, freighted exclusively with African slaves.

Denmark too is exerting itself to gain a portion of the com

merce in question : in page 57 of the second volume of evi

dence, Capt. Frazer speaks, on his personal knowledge, to

the Danes already extending their trade on the Windward

and Gold Coast; and Mr. Baillie, page 191, asserts, on au

thority of his immediate correspondents from Copenhagen,

that many Danish slave ships are waiting the result of the

question in Great Britain, to start from that port with view

to partaking of the commerce eventually opened to them.

America hath, since her independence on this country, ex

plored every channel of commercennor hath she omitted

that for African negroes; her vessels on the coast of Guinea

3 have
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have increased from year to year. It appears from the evi

dence of Mr. James Baillie, page 191, of the body of evidence

last cited, that in the spring of 1790, insurances were at

that time actually making in London, on slave ships from

Boston, Virginia, and Charles Town, yet these were not

the districts ot" the United States, particularly engaged in

trade to the coasts of Guinea; a commerce, even more ex

tensive, was at the fame time carried on from Massachusets

Eay and Rhode Island.

The Dutch supersedeall neceflity os reference to testimony

of individuals ; for proof of the spirit and policy of that peo

ple, the most enlightened in all mercantile concerns, in the

advancing the interests of their African slave trade, for the

purpose of supplying their colonies, I here appeal to the most

authentic documents of slate, whence to infer farther ex

ertions, lhould the dereliction of Great Britain afford an open

ing to farther exertions.

To this effect 1 shall cite an extract from the Resolutions

of the States of Holland and West Friesland, dated the 1 ith

of May, 1788, as transcribed in the Appendix, part 6, of

the Report of Privy Council. Not to make the quotation of

too great length, I will suggest as introduction, that the

Dutch had restricted the importation of slaves into their

American Colonies to Dutch sliips; that their Colonies of

Eflequibo and Demerary had theteon been very insufficiently

supplied, and had petitioned the States for relief; that sundry

resolutions had, in consequence, been adopted, and amongst

others, the following : " Their Noble and Great Mighti-

" nesses are fully convinced, that the want of slaves is fatal

" to the planteis, and that as the Dutch trade to the African

" coast is greatly insufficient to supply their Colonies with

" slaves, the planters are under the necessity of privately

" purchasing them from foreign vessls, and that a strict ob-

'« servance of the prohibition would, probably, ere now,

«• have desolated a great part of the plantations ; that there-

" fore their Noble and Great Mightinesles cannot re-

" commend this, so necessary a prohibition against the im-

" portation of slaves in foreign mips, without recommending,

" at the lame time, effectual means for the speedy recovery

" of the trade of the Netherlands to that flourishing state (the

" Co;ist of Guinea"), which is absolutely necessary in order

" to supply the Colonies with slaves." This extract is of

authority and import conclusive as to the Dutch. I have

thus lhewn the parties, and shewn the situation of the parties,

whom 1 have slated to be eager for the seizure of the ground

we may quit in Africa.

The means of taking up this ground cannot be less, nay,

they must, from the very circumstances of new competition,

be
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be more pernicious, to the Africans, than any present sliare

of the trade held by Great Britain. Let it not be told me,

that the present evils are such, as not to bear aggravation.

They will bear aggravation. Things are bad enough indeed

as they are. Yet [ must urge doubts as to things being so

bad as represented by some persons. My honourable friend

bath heralded the volume of that evidence which be hath ad

duced in support of his cause. I would overleap the ordinary

bounds of implicit belii f on any controvertible point at iflue,

in c: mpliment to perlons who are thus honoured with his

confidence. But J mult confess, that my value of human

teiiimony doth not go so far as to admit the plea of truth to

contradictions in fact, or to inconsistenees in inference. 1

cannot bond to the " ipse riixit" ot any, however respectable,

in opposition to the known operation and consequences of

the very causes which themselves st.ite with equal strength of

asseveration, as the very effects which thev afterwaids declare.

If the*premi('es asse'ted are true and established, and if the

conclusion asserted is absurd and repugnant to eveiy principle

of fair deduction from thole premises, I must doubt the re-

pr fen tat jon: or rather I must iuppofe exceptions to the iule,

by exaggeration to be made the rule itself. When I read in

everv document of history, when 1 find in a concurrence of

oral testimony in the first volume of evidence, page 9, from

Governor Barnes; p'ge 52, from Governor Miles; page

74, from Captain Knox; page 145. from Governor VVenves;

page 575, from Captain Hall; and from every one that hath

spoken to the subject, that the coasts of Africa, where the

fl-ive trade is carried on, are very populous; I cannot admit

the practice of breaking up villages, going forth in bodies

for plunder, or even private kidnapping to be general among

the inhabitants, though too frequent instances, of such law

less rapine, are in proof, as wrrtclied effects of the stave

trade, and as instances, are admitted by Gove: nor Cevaynes,

PJoe S2» OI" l'le Report of Privy Council. When, again, I

read the detail of retaliation, in the cafe of Riinbe sack, page

4'* of the fame book, I cannot suppose the apprehensions of

like retaliation nor to operate, and render the instances of

stealing, or forcibly retaining Africans in slavery, by the

European Masters of ships, to form rather exceptions than

rales of conduct, notwithstanding the assert ions in evidence

ofmanv, too zealous perhaps for the good end, to he over

scrupulous about the means of attaining it.

H hen farther I am told that "crimes are falsely imputed

for the purpose of procuring slaves," 1 admit the allegation to

a certain extent ; but when it is farther intimated, that such

means of providing the trade are general or systematic, I

cannot adroit it to such extent. Not to dwell on the subject
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of crimes of theft and murder, which if not punished, society

hath no bands of union, no system of peace, and is not civil

society; let us for a moment consider those which are fiated

as most often falsely imputed, and as scarcely partaking of

offence.

Witchcraft and adultety have been represented in this point

of view, but Governor VVenves, in page 156, and Mr.

Fountain, in paga 167, and 187, of the first volume of evi

dence, tell you, that the secret of witchcraft is the secret of

poisoning, a crime surely of the deepest dye. This evidence

is corroborated by the practice of combining the whole fa

mily in the offence, who may be supposed to be posseifei of

that secret; and the terror of society, where such secret

is supposed to exist, is clear and obvious from the evidence,

that in case of a person being fold for witchcraft, it is most

expressly conditioned, that such stave fliall never be relaitded

in the country.

It is not in the nature of things, or of social institution,

that a crime, the most dreadful to the society at large, should

be sported with, merely a? a means of trade to that society.

Again in page 40, of the 4th volume of evidence, we find

the supposition, and very words " that adultery is made a

'* crime, on purpose to procure slaves." On this subject, I

revert to the jealousies of women, originating in the very

principles of society, nay of nature itself, and which inva

riably and more especially characterize the manners of all

nations in the known world, where polvgamy is the practice,

whether on the banks of the Ganges, the Nile, or the Gam

bia. When 1 am informed of the bolts and bars, and the

cruel precaution, -which incapacitates each guardian of fidelity

in the haram or zenana, from violating the trust reposed, I

cannot admit, that in a country where polvgamy is in usage,

that adultery is made a crime, merely for the purpose of pro-

cuiing st ives. It is a crime under most rigid construction of

offmce to the tyranny of the stronger sex over the weaker :

and offence to tyranny is ever deemed the greatest of offence.

I cannot, under fair deduction, on the reasonings and ex

perience which are before me, in the many books of specu

lation and of history as applied to ethics, admit that a wife is

often dr. ssed out for prostitution, in order to procure the huf-

hand a title to sell the adulterer. The case is an exception

to the rule: if the statement is any ways general, it is in

consistent with human feelings, and above all, incompatible

with the principles of polygamy. In page 36, of the Report

of Privy Council, Admiral Edwards tells vou, that " he

" saw the heads of six women, who had committed adultery,

" cutoff, and exposed together on a drum." Such severity-

belongs trulvto the system of polygamy. '

Those
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Those who wish to be informed of the extent to which

polygamy is the practice in Africa, may refer to the evidence

before the Privy Council; Mr. Dalzell, and the liev. Mr.

Newton, page $n to the first volume of evidence before the

House of Commons, Governor Barnes, pages 6 and 29 :

Ciovrrnor Miles, page 50; Governor Wenves, pages 150

anJi54: Nir. Fountain, |.age 201 ; Captain King, page 447,.

and to others too numerous to mention.

The gen ral practice of polygamy hath a result, in appli

cation to the stave trade, which, were I to indulge myself iri

■the speculation, would draw me farther than might suit the

time and convenience of debate, In remarking that practice,

as co-operaitng to forir, or to sustain a trade of slaves, X

flvould state such traffic for numbers, who, outcast from the

common solace of our nature, and the best unions of society,

cannot be regarded otherwise than as inimical to that society,

as one courts of removing such dangerous supernumeraries

from the community, to which another course, of more de-

structivekind, might be substitute, if the sale of people was

or could be hastily done away. Probably such substitute

would be maflacnd: I am warranted in this supposition, by

the evidence to the numbers of those slain at the funerals of

great men, and at the annual feasts of wateriug the graves of

their ancestors, watering with the blood of human victims;

and which practice is corroborated by Governor Devaynes,

in page 8, of the Report of Privy Council; by Mr. Norris,

in the fame Report ; by Governor Miles, in page 42, of the

first volume of evidence taken before the House of Commons ;

and by Mr. M'lntofh, Governor Wenves, and Capt. Lit

tleton, and all who have been questioned, or spoken to the

subject.

The Rev. Mr. Nawton, in p. 28 of the Report of Privy

Council, and the Rev. Mr. Isham Baggs, in page 50, of the

fame book, state circumstances farther in proof of the mur

ders, from vindictive causes, or other alternative, in de

fault of sale, to be apprehended, should the slave trade be

suddenly aboli filed. Captain Littleton, who was eleven

years in Africa, and 900 miles up the country, in page 206,

of the first volume of evidence, gives farther reason to ap

prehend a sanguinary result of abolishing the slave trade,

when he mentions the occasional famines in the interior

country, from the droughts, and from the horrid devas

tations by locusts ; when the people, from very necessity,

become cannibals, or fell their supernumeraries, who ag

gravate the famine, and must otherwise fiarve, or be put to

death.

Sir, my honourable friend hath stated a full third of those

Ibid to the slave ships to be children; and then asked, as in

Vol. XXIX Kk just
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just triumph of argument, " Have these committed crimes?

*' Have these been the fair objects of captivity in war "

What are the fair objects of captivity in war, among savage na

tions, and such as inhabit the interior provinces of Africa,whence

most of the slaves are provided, I know not ; but I know that

women an.! children are not unfrequently included in the de

predations and massacres of savage nations engaged in war.

The alternative of captivity may be the lot of women and

children of the enemy, surprized and defeated in the interior

parts of Africa. Sir, I hold in my hand a book, supplying

grounds of fact, which, by analogy of reasoning, we may

presume for Africa; and we then ihould regard the spirit of

avarice which directs the sale of the woman and child, as

substitute to the phrenzyof revenge, which might doom the

infant to agonize on the spear, even before the mother's

eyes. The book that I allude to, is Umfreville's 4 Present

State of Hudson's Bay,' in which is introduced a narrative of

Mr. Hearne, who, in the year 1771, made an expedition to

the Copper-mine River. In course of this expedition, he

joined a party of Indians, then at war with the Esquimaux,

and who attacked a kind of village, *' certainly not to pro-

Cure slaves," fays Mr. Hearne, " men, women, and children

" ran out of the huts stark naked ; but they soon fell a sacri-

" sice to Indian fury. The lhrieks and groans of theex-

" piring were truly horrible: and it was much increased by

" the sight of a young girl, about 18 years old, whom they

44 killed so nigh to me, that when the first spear was stuck

" into her she fell, and twisted herself about my legs: when

" I begged her life, the fellows made no reply, till two had

" their spears through her, and fixed into the ground. They

" then looked me sternly in the face, and began to upbraid

" me, asking if I wanted an Esquimaux wife? At the same

" time paying no regard to the shrieks of the poor girl, who

<£ was then twining about the spears like an eel." Fear of

such like, or other sanguinary alternatives, is sounded,

however, on the supposition of an abolition of the trade for

slaves; and such is not my apprehension. It is the contrary.

I have stated facts in proof, that the nations in Europe are

actually making new and extraordinary exertions, even to

extend their trade; therein availing themselves of what may

be derelict by Great Britain. What I have since stated, I

mean not in excuse for the traffic, on moral consideration:

but the slave trade hath sins enough on its head, without

having farther to answer for than belongs to it. It is not my

business, but as tr*ith requires of me, even to palliate one

evil resulting from this trade. For my own purpose and case,

I should fully admit and retort in argument all the evidence,

nay, all the tales, if tales there are, of domestic disunion,
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ofevery the best tye of nature and of society, dissolved un

der incentives to vicious propensities, which Europeans may-

hold out to the Africans, for felling one another. I beg to

avail myself of all that hath been brought forward by the ho

nourable gentleman : my opponent's cafe cannot be made too

strong for my own just purpose in argument.

When I cursorily adverted to certain details collaterally

affecting the evidence thereon, my direct purpose was to mew

that the actual scene of misery in Africa, horrid and distress

ful as it is, is not so much so, as to be incapable of aggra

vation.

This is an essential part of my cafe. A surcharge of

wretchedness and of depravity, as resulting from the measur«

proposed, is what I augur, and what 1 deprecate.

The consequence of abolition of the slave trade by Great

Britain only, I have altogether inferred on premises not to be

shaken; on premises of fact.

The French, the Spaniards, the Danes, the Americans,

the Dutch, would usurp our place, and give the trade new

spur and force. To what actual extent the market for staves

might then be pushed, and the miseries and cruelties dependant

on the market, the vast islands and continental settlements,

as yet poorly cultivated and thinly peopled, belonging to

the Powers in question, leave us no room to surmise, and

much less to exaggerate. Aright honourable gentleman of

leading ability hath said, on a former debate, in application

to this argument, " is it an excuse for committing a robbery

" on Hounflow Heath, to say that another would commit

" it, and with the aggravated circumstances of murder too if

" you did not ?" This is a mere begging of the question. A

trade for slaves doth not in itself or necessarily imply robbery

or rapine. Not many years passed, Great Britain sold her con

victs (indirectly at least) to slavery. But for the trade in it

self I am no advocate. It rests on principles repugnant to

the temper of my mind. I would that it had never begun;

I wish that it may soon terminate, but the means proposed

are not merely inadequate to, they are preclusive of, such

effect. Having shewn that other states will be, and are,

ready to supersede us, and take every foot of ground we leav.e

for trade of slaves in Africa ; and even more : where are then

tie improved manners, and industry of the Africans, and

where the new culture and manufactures of Africa ?

I here at once sweep from your table, and reject from all

conGderation in this debate, the whole mass of evidence, or

of opinions rather than evidence, contained in the Report of

Privy Council, or in other documents before the House, re

lative to the promised substitute of commerce, which was to

be derived from the improved agriculture, manufactures and

K k % eivili
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civilization of Africa, and indemnify our merchants and (hip

owners for suppression ot the iraffr: in question. These were

assumed to arise on the suppression ot the liave trade; but the

Have trade cannot be supprelied by a partial dereliction, and

the grounds are lost on which these great resources were to bs

sought oat.

A right honourable gentleman, (Mr. Burke) whose ex

traordinary genius and acquirements have been, and will be

to the remotest times, the subject of delight and of im

provement to every ingenious, and to every intelligent mind,

he, Sir, with adiscernment immediate ascomprahensive, stated

on the first agitatation of this business. " that in adopting

" the measure proposed we must prepare to pay the price-et

" our virtue." I am ready to pay my share of this, or any

price ; but the object of purchase must be ascertained: is it

the happiness, or is it the wretchedness of thousands? We

must not be allured from our duty by mere names; if in as

sumed ben' volence we estimate not the effect, it is not bens-

Volence, it is dissipation.

Some high-miiuled and ambitious spirits, who, towering

above the sympathies and feelings of ordinary men, talk of

principles in the abstract, or if they condescend to an ap

plication of those principles, yet as if all was to bow to :heir

own pride of mind, measure out their ovvn materials, their

own frame of men and circumstances to work upon. These

men talk, for I have heard them task, a language specious

perhaps to some, but which I fairly confess my incapacity

to understand. By humanity being the principle as applied

to this question, I should suppose humane treatment, and

consequences of more goodness and more happiness, tobethe

object. " No," fay these wonderful orators, "a traffic in

*' human flesh is not a moment to be borne with; let it be

*' carried on by whom it will ; let it be aggravated by all the

*' miseries incident to a contraband trade of life and fever

t: under the torrid zone; let the consequences of Great Bri-

" tain suppressing suddenly her share of it he what they will;

'* the national honour, glory, and character require that

" suppression ; the consequences are not at our door.'' My

answer is short: my conscience tells me that the consequences

are at our door. The priordeclaration may suit the Statesman,

•who, dealing with brother Statesmen, is accustomed to rest

his all on a plausible manifesto of cause, but the Moralist,

who in the humbler path of lite, meditates '* on peace and

" good will towards man," will venture to call such

Statesman responsible for consequences. For one, 1 would

not too hastily or crudely, even with regard to the Africans,

forego my right to interfere as a British Senator, in regu

lating this trade to alleviation of its present evils, andulu
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stately to attainment of all the advantages which the best

and most sanguine friend of freedom and of man can promise

or devise. Mean time I would not forego my right to in

terpose regulations, respecting objects of sale in Africa, re

specting demurrage on its coasts, respecting the transport to the

West Indies, or the settlement of the slave on the plantations.

We on our side may do much, but I fear not to assert, that

the British trade to Africa for slaves will principally be abo

lished in, and from, the West Indies. Mean time, it ic

competent and proper to us so to provide for that event, at

to obviate the paroxysm of calamity and distress which a,

more sudden and declaratory act by the mother country

would occasion both in Africa and in our proper Colonies.

In regard to our Colonies, a sudden abolition of the trade

for African negroes would vet farther defeat its purpose of

humanity held out to us, and produce the most unequivocal

oppression and misery of the slaves in the islands. The ho

nourable gentleman who first agitated this business, must ob

serve, tbat I ever industriously seek to meet him on his own

and most favourite premises. Far from crouding philan

thropy out of light by details of political expediency, I stu

diously bring it to view. Proceeding to that part of the sub

ject which comprizes the relative situation of those in our

Colonies, whether masters or Haves, as dependant on the re-

folt of this question, I must solicit more particularly your

attention: I must beg the House well and warily to consider

the proposal suggested of gn-at and sudden innovation on our

colonial and commercial system, reverting in such their con

sultation to principles of policy ordinarily accepted in all

times, and in all countries, under good and wife Govern

ment. Let us observe how such sudden divulsion of interest*

as hath been suggested, stiocks everv just fense of action de

rived from experience and observation, of the cautious and

intricate workings of policy requisite in the rooting out old

habits, in the putting men aside from ancient practices, and

m the subverting prescriptive or legal claims and rights on

speculative reasonings, however just and trun. Let us, as

men, hesitate to use that rigid discipline even on the pas

sions and prejudices of men, which is suited rather to exaspe

rate than to amend : let us prefer the directing and the lead

ing our Colonists and others in the way we deem right, in-1

stead of rudely forcing them from the way we deem wrong.

Thus we shall act on principles of reform suited to a free

Government ; and above all, such temperate procedure it

nibst indispensable, if Government hath at any time regu

lated, protected, nay, even instituted and rewarded the very

course of adventure to its subjects, which it means thereafter

*o reprobate and set aside. When, in such cafe, charters
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corporate bodies, and positive laws of the land, under which

property hath been r ngaged and secured,, are to be annulled,

it is bu; fifing to require that the act should not be marked

with violence, but rather be palliated by precautions, and

preparatory experiment of tendency, to lhew that nothing

but extreme necessity, if that necessity is.found to exist, will

induce the intervention of a direct act of Legislature, in

change of its ancient, its own system. If deeds are lobe

cancelled, and laws repealed, under which all in our Colo

nies, and many in Great Britain, have embarked their very

means of subsistence, is it too much to ask, that such deeds

should be cancelled at least with form and solemnity; with

something like kindness and concern ; protracting all act of

power on the part of the mother country, till urged by the

refractory disposition of the Colonies, in providing for the

change of measures required ; not rudely tearing the papers

by which thtir properties are held, and thus adding wanton

ness to insult, insult to ruin. Ami now I would ask, if a

single instance, if one symptom even of such refractory

disposition hath appeared in the Colonies, as warrants the

British Parliament to suppose, that the several Legislatures

will not act, nay, are not acting, temperately, wisely, and

humanely, to attain the object pointed out to them, and

making the fairest experiment in proof of the honourable

gentleman's assertion, that a natural increase of negroes in

the West-Indian islands may be effected by an ameliorated

system of legislation ; and that in the result, a trade to Africa

for slaves will be no longer necessary.

If you interrupt the Colonies in their temperate procedure,

by crudely and widely attempting an anticipation of the end

they have now in view, they will never attain that end ;

whatever in the means suggested by the new Grenada act,

or consolidated act of Jamaica, or other Colonial acts, is be

neficial, will be for ever lost, and cur up by the root, if an

abolition of the slave trade is, by a direct and immediate act

of the mother country, at once declared ; a coincidence in its

views on the part of its West- Indian dependencies, cannot in

such case operate; hard necessity must induce other conside

rations. Their humane policy will cease to be practical, if

not supported for a time by that African trade which may

supply them with women and young people.

Yet the temper of their present proceedings affords presump

tion, that the humane policy of our colonists will continue

to operate, however it may lose of its efficacy. It will con

tinue to soothe the miseries, though unequal to remove the

evil: of a decreasing population ;—and we must take shame

to our own errors and temerity, if we throw impediments

in its way, and frustrate its purpose and present promise.

Indeed
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Indeed we put our fellow- subjects in the colonies to a se

vere trial: we controvert their character of benevolence,

and yet claim their benevolence: we bring distress on their

affairs, and then we expect exertions of experiments ami

of improvements from the state of embarrassment and of ruin

which we have involved them in.

1 (hall fliew, on testimony not to he controverted, that a

direct abolition of the trade for slaves must tend to distress ;

no language hath been omitted which may tend to degrade,—

md distress and degradation must tend to alienate those in

our colonies,—that is to fay, those who may be found indis

pensable to the framing any feasible plan for the benefit of

the slaves ; and who must be the instruments to give it force

and effect.—Peimit me to suggest, that ruin, ignominy, and,

disaffection, afford premises but ill suited to schemes of im

provement in agriculture, of amendment in morals, or of

co-operation in le'orm. 1 am not so ignorant of the prin

ciples of a free Government, or of the rights of Britisti sub

jects, as now for the first time to be taught,—" that allegi-

* anceand protection are relative terms."

Having assumed distiess and ruin in the colonies, as th«

probable result of present abolition of the trade for slaves,

1 will bring forward, I will bring home to view not an ima

ginary, not a distant cafe, but the most fair inference, on

facts and statements to be found specially in the minutes of

evidence before the House ; and which will remove every

doubt of the effect of present abolition of the trade to

Africa for slaves, to the ruin of the planter, the merchant,

the mottagee, and last, not least, to misery of the slave, of

the poor African or Creole slave now working on the plan

tations. Having served no one purpose ot philanthropy in

Africa or in the West Indies,—having aggravated misery on

both sides the Atlantic— Such is the result to compensate

truly for the immediate loss of Britisti commerce, and even

tual destruction of the British colonies : — is it too much to

fay of Great Britain itself? Before 1 adduce evidence as to

the probable effect, I should adduce evidence as to the pre-

mises on which the effect is to operate. These premises

consist of various matter, but all combined, and necessarily

to be viewed as one great whole, in application to the ques

tion of suddenly suppressing the trade for slaves.

T he actual state of negroes in the colonies, the propor

tions as to sex, their proportions as to young and old, and

to the stages of succession in life; their morals, their man

ners, and much else in their usage, as well as habits, inimi

cal to increase of the species, afford grounds for asserting,

that the negroes neither do nor can multiply by natural

•Beans, circumstanced as they are at the present hour: ad-

I ventitious
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ventitious.means for a time to come, are neeessarv to supply

those connections in society, which may give fair promise of

increase at a future period, by the ordinary course of births.

Such temporary supplies, co-operating with the present at

tention of our colonial Legislatures to the instruction, and

to the more secure and more happy situation of the slaves,

may, I doubt not, produce such effect. Hut tuch future ef

fect rs dependant on present supplies, and for a period ta

come.

That the negroes on the plantations do not at present ge

nerally increase by births, was a fact admitted in the 10th

and 1 1 th of the original resolutions brought forward by my

honourable friend. He advanced, indeed, that the annual

excess of deaths above births, diminished successively in each

period to the year 1787 in Barbadoes and Jamaica. In the

very able speech of Mr. Bryan Edwards*, delivered at a

conference of the House of Assembly, and of the Council

at Jamaica, the very grounds of the above calculation have

been proved to be delusive : the number of negroes being at

one period taken from the tax rolls, and then a comparison

drawn at another period, not from the numbers taken from

tax rolls, but from the estimate, the mere guess of a Gover

nor or others:— in those distinct grounds, no relation as

cafe or criterion can be assumed.

Mr. George Hibbert, in page 396 of the second volume

•f evidence states, on investigation made with care, and ap

parently accurate, that the decrease in Jamaica is of two and

a half per cent., that is, of one and a half more than is

slated in the above resolutions ; arid it is very remarkable,

that Mr. Hibbert shews the decrease to be greater in the lat

ter, than in a former period of nineteen years. If this cir

cumstance is attributed to hurricanes and to epidemic disease;

in answer, I must state my apprehensions, that hurricanes

and epidemic disease are sufficiently frequent in the West

Indies to warrant their making part of a general estimate.

But even admitting the position advanced in the resolutions

to its fullest extent, it doth not presume an excess of births

above deaths on the general average ; and it cannot escape

notice, that the instances brought forward in exception,,

of particular estates having a regular increase of negroes »v

births affect that general average, and afford an inference of

further decrease on the remainder,—that is, on the greater

total of estates. If, for instance, an annual loss offour is

said to fall on the number of twenty ; and in a distinct five

of that twenty we find that one again supplied, then the loss

* Vidt Mr. Edwards'! Speech, printed for J. Debrett,
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of four bears in fact on the remaining fifteen, and is to be

so estimated.

A similar inference occurs-, on consideration of the dif-

Eroportion of sexes : when particular estates are instanced as

aving an equal or greater number of females than males,

then the disproportion Df sexes stated in the total, bears

heavier on the remainder from the very circumstance of the

cafes in exception mentioned.

One matter of notori< ty hath in a great degree escaped

the attention of the exarr.inants, either of the Privy Cr un-

cil, or in your Committees, and which hath farther effect,

in aggravating the disproportion of sexes. It is, tint the

numerous white frvanrs, and others ordinarily sent forth

from the mother country in the state of apprenticeship, carry

out no help mate of their own colour, and certainly find no

help-mate ( f their own colour, and as certainly take to them

selves a help mate of any colour they can find : in calcula

ting the proportion of fexe*, we should take overseers and

other Europeans into consideration,—for they appropriate a

considerable number of negro females; and we may venture

to fay, they appropriate tr ose of but youth and form,—and

who might otherwise become prolific wives to the negro-

men, and increase the numbers on the plantations.

All these circumstances should be super-added to the an

swers made to the 28th query, transmitted from the Privy

Council to the Governors of the several islands : that is, to

she disproportion of two men to one woman in Grenada and

St. Kite's, and of four to three women in Jamaica, as af

firmed in the testimony of Mr. Hihberr, page 364 of the

second volume of evidence. In the islands of Barbadoes and

Antigua, where the answers returned leave the equality of

sexes a matter of doubt, the fame circumstances will operate

to ascertain a considerable disproportion.

Moreover, a disproportion of young people to old, under

present circumstances, obstructs natural increase, and requires

provisiouary means of remedy, which Africa must for a time

supply. In support of the latter inference, it would be

tedious even to recapitulate the mere names of witnesses,

who have stated the alteration of system within late years;

and have told our Committees, that in former times, by rjo

means an equal attention was paid to the breeding of negroes

as is now: of course, the gradation of ages from a period

back is not as yet duly silled, and a step of life is wanting

on most estates, leaving a chasm between childhood and ma

ture man. This observation is of particular importance,

considered as applicable to the necessity of a temporary im

portation of African slaves; that is, for such number of

years as the supply of youthful labourers shall be wanted to

Vol. XXIX. Ll nil
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sill the place of the aged or others, who drop off in the

couise of nature. The children in much the greater pro

portion born and reared within these twelve years passed,

have not reached the age and strength for labour on the plan

tations in succession as that labour is called for: and I desire

it may be remarked, that this just statement and inference

would have the full weight and effect in argument against

immediate and unqualified abolition of the flave trade, even

were the births equal to the deaths throughout the islands,

and the sexes numbered in due proportion. Besides these na

tural impediments to Population, which timei and a partial

assistance from a slave trade may during that time remove,

the neglect of marriage or permanent connection among the

negroes, their dissoluteness of morals, the practices of abor

tion, and the inattention to infants, are all evils to be over

come, and will h cannot be overcome suddenly.

The inference to he drawn from these statements is, that

the negroes in our colonies do, and must increase, until the

measures dictated by benevolence and policy shall have had

time to operate; and that mean while, supplies of staves

from Africa should be allowed In aid of such good and wise

leform in thd government and regulation of those actually

on the plantations. If the planters, being without debts,

and without engagements, were free to make a surrender of

half the income of their estates, and to let every other con

sideration give way to the sole object of encouraging the pro

creation and the rearing of infant negroes ; — if the planters

could direct their own views, and command their own time,

in the making an experiment at their own loss and hazard,

of from how small a stock, and under how many disadvan

tages, mankind may yet increase and multiply:— If no deed*

of mortgage, no contracts of consignment, controled and

directed their superititendance to other considerations ;— if,

in a word, the planter was not generally the stave of the

Britisli creditor, he might do much for increase of the staves

lie calls his own, and in many instances, circumstanced even

as his slaves are, might attain, in a number of ye*rs, the

object he has in view, without importations from Africa.

But whilst twenty millions of debt press on the proprietary

of the West Indies, as estimated, page 386, of the second

volume of evidence; whilst a full third of the propertv in

the islands, that is, of seventy millions, according to the

calculation of a noble Lord, most conversant in commercial

concerns, Is engaged by mortgage to the merchants and

others in the mother country; how can' the planter, speak

ing generally, remit labour and industry on those grounds,

where his own is but a residue, and where so great demands

are previously to be satisfied, and ere he can claim a mere

3 subsistence
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subsistence for himself? Under such circumstances, the slave

trade being suppressed, and his negroes decreasing the first

year, in the smallest per-centage, that decrease must become

progressive, and accelerate from year to year; for, as his

numbers became less, his labour becomes more, from time

to time failing heavier on the negroes who temain.

How cruelly the measure of suppressing at once the trade

for slaves from Africa, might operate in relation to the

slaves actually on the plantations of the West Indies, is not

readily to be conceived in all its extent of misery] — or not

to be conceived without horror.

I could give colour to these fatal consequences, from the

evidence of Mr. Francklyn, page 96; Sir Ashton Byam,

page 116; M>. Baillie, page 19?.; Mr. Gregg, page 226;

Mr. Douglas, page 292; and Dr. Athill, who, page 304,

of the second part of evidence, states, in addition to the ge

neral topics of too much labour, and too few labourers, the

particular destruction to young negroes, from the master

being in his necessities driven to make them work in the

fields ere their manhood is mature, and thus soon wear them

out, and bring on early decrepitude, or death. — As to the

general effects of cutting off all supplies of new negroes,

they are described in. the petition from Demerary and Esse-

quiho, in terms so plain and true, — that he who runs may

read.

This document, to be found in part 6, df the Appendix

of the Report of the Privy Council, is addressed to the

States of Holland and Friesland; it fays,— " that (in those

" colonies) their annual diminution of slaves is five per

" cent: this is little felt the first year; nineteen remaining

" negroes hardly perceive that they do the work, which the

<: preceding year employed twenty : hut the second year,

" the same work falls to eighteen; and if another year,

passes, without an augmentation by purchase, seventeen

" must do the work first allotted to twenty : this must give

" rife to discontent, desertion, or revolt ; or if the negroes

" put up patiently with the surcharge of labour, illness, and

" an earlier death, must be the cons.quence."

I cannot quit the subject of too much labour, and too

few labourers, without one farther reference to the evidence

of Mr. Ottley, Chief Justice in St. Vincent's. It is but

giving just and due weight to the testimony of that gentle

man, when 1 usher it in, by declaring the pleasure I take in

saying, on my intimate knowledge of him, from youth up

wards, that the best feelings have ever constituted him a

common friend of mankind, without distinction of colour

or condition; and. that natural and acquired powers of mind

have fitted him to execute, as to conceive, what is for the

L 1 %. benefit
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benefit of all around him. This short digression will be ei-

cused, wh'_*n I state, that it is made in justice to one who

anticipated the views of British benevolence, and was

framing colonial acts for the security, comfort, and happi

ness ot the fljves in St. Vincent's, before our first regulatory

bill was even opened in this country, or the slave trade in

any way made a question in this House. Mr. Ottley hath

given you the clearest stjtement of the result to the negroes

on the planta tions, derivative from a Kuluen suppression of

the trade to Afiica for fl.ives. ^age 167, of the last volume

of evidence, he fays, " that ellates in the Well Indies, in

" genera), are deeply mortgaged; thjt in many instances,

u where there is such incumbrunce and weight of debt, the

" greatest exertion of labmtr, and worst supply of food, are

u the consequences; that on such estates so circumstanced as

" to be defective in their natural increase, the proprietors,

** who are ohliged to answer the pieiiing demands of their

*l creditors, would (he feared) in many instances, b" induced

*' to work their gangs beyond their strength; and that a

" sudden unqualified abolition of the trade for slaves to

** Africa, would thus eventually prove oppressive to many

*' slaves in the West Indies." Sir, all these consequence? of

surcharge of labour, and of the wretchedness of the slave

keeping pace with the ruin of his owner, are obvious. But

do the misery and mischief end here, even in regard to the

slave? No, Sir; merchants of the sii ft eminence, men who

can speak to the intent of creditors, (for themselves are cre

ditors) tell you, " that, in cafe of the slave trade being

" abolist.ed, the merchants mortgagees, and others, must

u withdraw their indulgence hitherto granted to debtors,

tt and forclose." Look to page 397 of the second volume

of evidence, and generally to the evidence of Messrs. Baillie,

Rucker, Hankey, and Hihhert.

The effect of the creditor pressing on the planter, will be

fatal to the slave in a yet farther point of view. In page 173,

of the last or fourth volume of evidence, you are told by

the Chief Tuslice of St. Vincent's, " that slaves are liable to

" seizure for debts, in default of other goods and chattels;

" and that in a sale of slaves, under such circumstances,

f* there is no provision to guard against the separation of fa*

" milies, excepting in relation to the mother and infant

"child." Doth not such separation constitute a principal

share of that very extreme of outrage on the rights and feel

ings of human creatures, which the honourable gentleman

so strongly deprecates in Africa? Why institute new causes of

such separation in the West Indies?

The honourable gentleman, again, deprecates the tem

porary confinement in a slave ship; why give farther oc

casion
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casion to confinement in a West Indian prison ? where, under

a distrain for debt of the master, the poor slave may linger

for doable, for treble the time of a Middle Passage, iiut

even these horrors apart, is it nothing to excite a general

system of process and sales by the Provost Marstial, which

must at least tear the poor Creole slave from his old habita

tion? Says the Rev. Mr. Davies, in page 188, of the 4th

volume of evidence, " There have been instances of slaves

" pining away, removed from their habitations, and old

u spots of ground :" but the separation too is, from hi* wife,

from his child.

Sir, I have said enough of the consequences of the abolition

of the slave tiade, so far as it may operate on the situation

of the slave in Africa, or of the slave in the West Indies. I

have shewn that the cause of humanity is no gainer by such

precipitate undertaking. None can gain. What loss may

result from the measure it is not easy to estimate, taking into

consideration the many and intricate dependencies on the

question, adverting to commerce, navigation and revenue.

I must here, Sir, recall to your mind, that I have adduced

a body of evidence incontrovertibly, setting aside all preten

sions to the finding a substitute for the flave trade, in the im

proved civilization, manufactures, and culture of Africa:

such were stated by my honourable friend as the alternatives

of a stave trade, the expectancy was held out to us as result

ing from a suppression of the flave trade, but Great Britain

hath no power to suppress that trade : she may quit her share

of it indeed ; but 1 have shewn that such share so abandoned,

will be quickly seized by others, and the slave trade lie carrud

on with new exertions and rivalship on every part of the coasts

of Afiica,

The African trade, which we are called upon to surrender

at once and without preparation, and with no indemnification

of commerce whatever, is, in its connections at least, a

matter of the greatest concern.

As to the traffic for slaves in itself, and resting on its own

grounds, whether considered as a trade of export, or as a

carrying trade, or as part of our navigation, I declare most

explicitly that I cannot be its advocate, on any one question

even of national expediency : but as a resource, I hope and

trust a temporary resource, to our Well Indian Colonies, it

derives from its connection with them an importance touch

ing the very existence of the British empire. Should the

motion of this night be adopted, I presume not to measure

the extent ofruin in the islands, and decay in their commerce,

as dependant for a time on that with Africa, How little ti

such case the West Indian commerce might become, I dread

to think of ! how great that commerce actually is, I will

1
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shew briefly and in part only. To follow it through all i»

various channels and to the extent of its course, would re

quire more time, even in the mere statement of articles and

items, than this debate would admit of. In the year 1787

the exports from Great Britain to the British West Indian

islands are stated in the Report of Privy Council as follows:

jr.

British manufactures in value — 1,441,048

East Indian goods — — — 23»57°

Foreign goods — —■ — 1 74,084

jr. 1,638,702

There were employed in the above export trade 527 ships,

of which the aggregate tonnage was 124,454 tons.

In the fame year 1787, the imports from the British West

Indies were taken at a very low valuation £. 3,749^447

The excise and customs paid on which were - 1,614,689

These imports were freighted in 573 ships, of which the

aggregate tonnage ainounred to 151,934 tons, which is con

siderably above one eightli of the whole commercial tonnage

of these kingdoms estimated in 1789 at 1,054,000 tons.

In stating mere articles of import and export, and the

shipping employed, I know W( 11 that many direct as well as

collateral branches of national and mercantile advantage are

omitted in the estimate.

Moreover I pursue not the trade, even thus narrowed to

particular articles, beyond an immediate intercourse between

the Colonies and this island: I pursue it not to Africa, nor

to America, nor to Ireland, nor above all to the fisheries os

Newfoundland, or to the fisheries on your own Coasts. In

deed the capital engaged in this great trade, circulates through

everv vein; every the minutest duct of the political and

commercial frame of these countries: it is connected with

and invigorates every other part of the system, and if with

drawn, there would succeed a stagnation, an universal torpor,

a death to every energy which now makes our slate flourish in

wealth and in power.

This is what you are requested to endanger at least, by 3

vote for immediate abolition of the African slave trade; a

■vote which cannot have even the estect set up against so many

actual mischiefs, and so many apparent hazards; a vote

which must heap new calamity on the heads of the slaves in

Africa, and of the slaves on the plantations, w hom alone it

professes to serve.

I hope 1 shall not be told that it profeff.s to serve the plant

er himself. Certain examin.uits in your Committees, indeed,

hav
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have questioned to something like such eff.ct, and talked

of rain to the planters from the purchase of negroe s, as a kind

of rule.

Sir, the planters have generally stated their alarm from

every quarter, and have come with their petitions and Coun

sel to your bar deprecating the abolition of the slave trade.

They might, I think, have been spared the irony, the in

sult, of its being intimated to them, " that such abolition

" was meant kindly to them, and for their particular ad*

* vantage." *

The effect of cutting off all means of supplies of fresh ne

groes to the Colonies, would certainly be enhancing the

value of those actually on the plantations, and thus on the

few estates mentioned as being so circumstanced in point of

proportions of sex, as to increase naturally and by births,

would operate partially as an advantage to particular plan

ters. But the generality of the planters would be more or

less affected in a different way.

Those ure Tibarrassed by mortgages or contract of consign

ments might forego the culture of much of their estates, and

as their numbers of negroes decreased" in the first instance,

they might apportion the extent of cultivation to the. ease

and health of the remainder, and thus in a length of years

possibly surmount the obstacles to population, and leave to

their children, estates replenished with people, on the tem

porary sacrifice of their own income and comforts : this truly

would be a gloriou:sjcrifice. But I have already stated how

few there are in a condition to make such a sacrifice !

Most of the planters are much indebted. The alarm

which the measure would spread among the creditors in

Great Britain would operate to recal their monies, or cer

tainly to require more than ordinary punctuality in discharge

of the interests of their debts. The latter demand must at

any rate be a consequence of their property resting in general

opinion on a mere experiment and speculation. But it is not

too much to assume, that many may not permit the loan of

their fortunes to rest on a security under circumstances of

probable or possible deterioration, which, once incurred, can

never be retrieved. If the capital of debt is not at once de

manded, yet conditions of payment by installments must in

such cafe be rigorously exacted. Hence the planter, pressed

for certain payments, under all the uncertainties of season,

and under all the casualties to which his estate is liable, must

cn every dearth or disease spreading around him, require ex

traordinary labour on his plantation, and which labour must

from year to year incapacitate his slaves for any labour at

>'l : his people must be overworked, must be rendered mise-

r-Me, and himself be finally ruined and wretched. This

• statement
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"statement applies to estates in full cultivation : in cafes where

estates are not in full cultivation, or not supplied alrea

dy with negro labourers, equal in number to work the

plantation to its full extent, then so much of the plan

tation as there are not people to work, is lost, or, in other

words, so much is, by the act declaratory of suppression of

the slave trade, taken from the proprietors. If the person so

became a proprietor either by his money paid, or by the

sweat of his brow fertilizing the land granted in original co

lonization, he hath no petition, no prayef, he hath a claim

of right for indemnification* on the mother country ; which

first encouraged his enterprize, and which having given him

a title, or perhaps even made conditions of his procedure, is

bonnden to pay the price of the adventure, in terminating its

progress, and in frustrating its promise of advantage.

1 have spoken to distress and ruin in the Colonies, as ope

rating gradually : but may not the effect of the measore pro

posed be more sudden, a paroxysm, a convulsion of wretch

edness and desperation ? I will not prophesy details of insur

rection and of revolt. We all know that such consequences

are within the estimate of disaffection resultingsrom oppression,

whether of the slave over worked by the British planter, of

of the British planter, deprived by arbitrary and con

temptuous authority at once ot his fortunes and of his ho

nour. It seems to have been contended, almost with equal

earnestness and zeal, to place the slaves in their due rank of

men, and to dispossess their masters of the very characters of

men. Perhaps an experiment in actual proof of the latter

proposition, may not be an experiment either very profitable,

or very safe.

Having trespassed so much on your time, I should forego

all animadversion on topics apparently irrelevant to the ques

tion before you ; yet there is one subject, which I feel myselt

especially called upon to mention, if not to discuss. Sir, it

Is with pain that I for a moment advert to the very extensive

volume of evidence relating to the West Indian planters: I

to those whom it tends, 1 trust harmlessly as invidiously

tends, to vilify and degrade. Indeed the Colonists have, in

the course of this business, been no ways spared ; their for

tunes, their characters, have been equally and cruelly sport

ed with. A hasty admission of all sorts of tales from all sorts

of men; an over curious investigation of facts, too atrocious

and too singular to serve as lessons for reform, though, well

calculated as topics for reproach ; and a responsive zeal in tlw

witnesses, so very intemperate as occasionally to disregard

even consistency in allegations, characterise many parts of

the evidence relating to negroes in the islands. Some of the

persons who have been brought forward to speak of the con-

ihall merely touch
 

incral turn and matter, in justice

tluct
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duct of masters towards their slaves, begin with strong asser

tions of general cruelty and ill treatment; then examinartt

asks, " Can you mention any instance r" " Yes," fays the

ready witness, " I can mention an instance." He then tells

his dreadful story, and that storv, wish all its exaggerations,

perhaps stated too on mere hearsay, is confounded with the

prior general assertion : if tuch procedure hath the inference

in view, which it seems to have ; it constitutes, on proper

logical analysis, a mere calumny, aggravated hy fallacy and

disingenuousiness, in so arranging the terms of the proposition,

as to insinuate a generality from an instance; a rule ofconduct

from an exception.

Such critical investigation is not however always requisite,

in order to ground the censure which 1 presume to pass oh

parts of the evidence. When I am told of the combine))

precautions, and cruelties of punishment inflicted on women

in an advanced slate of pregnancy; the. tale is a calumny on

the face of it, contradictory in itself, and repugnant to

human nature, and to every principleos human actions. An

historian who valued his credit with the world, would have

been cautious of introducing such a tale on any authority

whatever, even into the memoirs of a buccaneer of Crom

well's time. Yet this tale is more than once introduced into

what is termed, evidence of the conduct of British planters,

cf British gentlemen, and their Britisli servants, in the liberal,

the enlightened aera of 1791!

I will not condescend farther to combat particular caffs

and instances. The self contradictions and inconsistences of

some of the witnesses are such, as outdo all the views of a

cross examination, and betray the parties most completely

into the hands of those who may think them of consequence

enough to engage their attention: but I must advert, al

though 1 cannot advert without regret indeed to that part of

the evidence where the questions are directed to an invidious

comparison, looking to a degradation of the humanity of a

British planter, below that of a Frenchman, of a Spaniard,

of an American, or of a Dutchman, in similar relations of

mailer to the slave. One of our best comic writers discrimi

nated better the pretensions of our people, when wisliing to

shew benevolence in its genuine and fairest colours, he

personified it in the character and conduct of n The West

Indian."

In thus reprobating the matter and the manner too of

much that hath been said in allegation before your Com

mittees, 1 by no means assert, that many good and intelli

gent men have not given just and candid accounts of the treat

ment and condition of slaves.

]"x Vol. XXIX. Mm Of
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Of all such evidence I should avail myself whenever a re

gulatory system is introduced; for I would wish such system

pursued in the West Indies, till not one slave is left dependant

pn the relative character of the master, but be at least as fc-

cure, 1 would lay more secure, than an apprentice in this

countiy. The colonial Legislatures have already gone far

in sucli system respecting their own immediate province, la

.Africa, and on the leas, our part in the business is scarcely

begun.

In the mean time, it is requisite that the intentions of the

Biitisti Parliament ihoulJ not be misunderstood. It is ne-

cessar) that the alarms which have arisen, in coniequence of

an immediate suppression of tiie slave trade being in agitation,

should be quieted, and that gieat question doted. This the

credits and connections of the moneyed and landed interest

in the West Indies require; ai> likewise the temper of the ne

groes, and general pe;'ce of the Colonies.

Moreover the system of regulation, and gradual and pro

per attainment o! thegre.it ends ot justice and policy in view,

jequire that our attention should rot be diavvii awav, to a

measure idly and vainly protesting to ..nticipate, and render

unnecessary the objects of that attention.

Under these impressions, 1 heard vvi'h satisfaction, that

the motion was such as to put us at issue on the qut-stion,

** That there should be an immediate and unqualified sup-

<c pression of the slave trade, on the part of < ireat Britain and

" her Colonies." That question has my decided nega

tive.

Sir, before I sit down, I must appeal to the powerful and

able advocates for my honourable friend's motion, and who

may assume a sliare iii this night's debate, for temperate and

fair construction of the part which myself and others may lake

with me, on the present occasion. I will not repeat hasty

expressions, thrown out at the close of yesterday's debate;

but if resumed, I would suggest to those who may resume

such language, that not unaccustomed to speculation on the

human mind, and on human actions, I must auger ill to tbe

success of a cause, the principle of which being " good will

towards man," is sustained by advocates, who treat the

opinions and conduct of those in opposition to them, neither

with moderation, as men; nor with charity, as Chris

tians.

Sir, I return my thanks to the Committee, for their pa

tience and attention to that, which I have thought it indis-

pensible in me, circumstanced and connected as lam, toosser

to their consideration. I shall sit down in full confidence,

that the event of this night will Jhew, that the good sense

arid true benevolence of a British House of Commons are not
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to be fascinated by eloquence, or drawn aside by any in

fluence, w lien the road to the true interests and welfare of

their country and of mankind is before them, and clear, and

direct : it leads to a rejection of the present motion.

Mr. As. Montagu declared, that he gave the most unqua- Mr.

lified approbation and support to the motion made by his ho- Montagin

nourable fri-. nd, and pledged himself, if this motion should

be rejected, to renew it at some future time, protesting, that

while he had breath and power to use whatever abilities sell

I) his lot, he should exert himself to the utmost to obtain an

Doject so desirable to every lover of justice, and every friend

to mankind.

Lord John Rujpll admitted, that the ideas attached to fla- Ld. John

very were repugnant to our feelings ; yet, he conceived that Russell,

ill the advantages which were supposed to result from the

present motion, would prove visionary and delusive. It was

nnly a feeble attempt, without the power, to serve the cause

t»f humanity. We might relinquish the trade; but the con

sequence would piove that it would be taken up by other na

tions. The African slave trade might admit of many regu

lations; and whenever a bill of regulation cnme forward, no

nan would be more ready than himself to lend it his support.

In this way, the rights of human nature might be aflerted,

without injuring one individual, or the commerce of the

kingdom. He hoped that he should not incur very severe

rensure for what he had said, as he was not sensible of having

1 hard heart, let his understanding be what it might. His

beart was as free and as accessible, as the rights of justice and

because of humanity required.

Mr. Stanley spoke strongly, and at very great length, Mr.

igainst the abolition of the slave trade, as oppressive and un- Stanley.

upon a greac body of planters and merchants, injuring

hem without any prospect of recompence, and from ideas of

lumanity to the negroes, which were ill founded. Thirty

ears experience of the situation, and that of the planters

ind others connected with the trade, gave him some right to

>elieve that he knew the true state of the cafe as well as most

■ecple. Of the evidence, some parts were true, some he

>new to be fallacious, and others much exaggerated. He

■oped, therefore, gentlemen would not lay such implicit

tress upon it, as fiends to the abolition wished them to do.

Wany respectable names had been introduced, and their opi-

lions quoted, as authorities; amongst others, he would men-

ion Admiral Harrington's, which avowed the necessity for

'■seipline among the negroes, such as was practised by the

" fed and best planters, else it would be impossible to keep

•WH in any kind of subjection or order. He might be an-

wered, that naval men were apeustemed to see harsh treat-

M m 2 ment,
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tnent, and taming of men, and therefore little disconcerted

by it ; but would this be a fair or liberal way of treating such

authority as he had mentioned r He likewise read, ai an

authority that flavery was not incompatible with ChrLlianity

and religion, opinion-, of the Bishop of Gloucester, and stat

ed, that if flavery was abolist.ed, tlie negroes would suppose

themselves on a footing with their mailers, and then an end

would be put to all ordtr, management, and safety. If it

Were can Wd into execution, he thought we might as well

give U]i our colonies and islands entirely at the fame moment.

The insurrections in Dominica, he was well informed, had

originated from the discussion of this question in England)

which was sent from France to the slaves in Martinique,

' and from theiice communicated to those of Dominica.

It was certainly the interest of the planters to increase

the population of negroes, and if humanity did not dictate

to them to treat them properly, their interest would ; icr

it was well known, that one of those who were called sea

soned neg.roes, were worth at least two African staves,

many of whom died before they were seasoned. He knew

a great many planters, and believed, in general, that they

all treated their staves Very properly. With regard to the

horrid instances of miserable wretches been seen in the situ

ations described by some os the evidences, from the cruel

ties of masters, these instances, he imagined, had been

collected by those who were not much acquainted with the

country, and had only been in towns, where they might,

perhaps, have seen examples of the enormities committed

by some monstrous rascals who were neither frequent nor

common. He wished some salutary regulations could be

. _ thought of, and if any one brought them forward, the

planter would give him every support and assistance in

their power, but he never could agree to a total abolition.

He then described the situation of Antigua, Nevis, anil

bit. Christopher's ; arguing still for the necessity of slavery

in those islands, and supporting his positions with extract*

from Locke, and once cr twice from the scriptures.

Mr. W. Mr. fViUiam Smith rose next, and observed, that it vat

Smith not his intention to have taken the least notice of the ar

gument attempted to be drawn from scripture, in support

of the slave trade, because, although he had seen it urged

in some pamphlets, it had always appeared to him so ex

tremely absurd and superficial, as to be totally undeservirg

of any reply. He thought it adapt. d merely ad captandun

ittlgus; to impose on those who never took the trouble of

thinking; and he had. imagined, that gentlemen would

have paid more respect to the discernment of the Commit

tee* than to have brought it, forward, there. Norr though
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the honourable gentleman who spoke last had adverted to

it, could he suppose, for a moment, that the good s£nse

ef the House could be misled by a few perverted or misap

plied passages of scripture, in direct opposition to the whole

tenor and spirit of Christianity ; to the theory, he might

say, of almost every religion which had ever appeared in

the world. Whatever might be ingeniously advanced in

debate, every man must feel, that the Have trade could not

exist an hour, is that excellent maxim, which lies at the

very basis of Christian morality, " To do unto others a«

" we would that others should do unto us," had its pro

per influence on the conduct of men.

The honourable gentleman had equally surprised him,,

by another of the arguments on which he had appeared to

rely, the weakness of which was equally apparent "The

antiquity and universality of slavery." It was impossible

not to fee, that from the mere existence of any practice,

not even a presumption could be formed in favour of its

justice or propriety. By this argument, if, indeed, it de

served the appellation, every vice and crime mighr be de

fended, which had disgraced mankind, from the days of

Cain, the first murderer, to the present times. The

slaves of antiquity, however, even undtrall the hardfh p$

they suffered, were in a situation far preferable to that of

negroes in the West Indies. The state of slavery then was

not ib degrading as that in which the wretched -Africans

are holden in these modern times : and a word, " Pater

familias," used by the honourable gentleman, bad re

minded him of a passage which exemplified this, in the

strongest manner : "Domini," says Macrobius, " a majori~

" bin w/irit, Patresfamilias, jervi Famdiares appellati junt ;

" quhd vellent, Us vocibus, a Domino omnem invidiam, a scrv»,

" imnem contumeliam, d<Hahere"—" Our ancestors denomi-,

" nated the master, Father of the Family, and the Have,

" Domestic ; with the intent'on of removing all rdium

" from the condition of the master, and all contempt from

" that of the servant." Could this language be applied

Jo the present state of West-Indian slavery ?

It had been complained of by many gentlemen who es

poused the opposite side of the question, tXat, in support

ing their caule, they laboured under very great- disadvan

tages; and among others, that they had to contend against

she most splendid abilities of which the nation could boast.

Though he was as little difposid as any man to depreciate

(hose admirable talents, on both fides of the Hojfe, which,

were so honourably united on this occasion, in savour of

justice and humanity, yet he knew, that among his anta

gonists also were men of great abilities, which, he doubted

not,
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pot, would be exerted to the utmost in defence of the

opinions they had adopted. But there was one disadvan

tage, under which those gentlemen laboured, of great

weight indeed, arising from the nature of their cause, and

for which no talents could compensate, the impossibility of

maintaining their ground fairly, on any of those principles

which every man within those walls had been accustomed,

from his infancy, to venerate as sacred. He, and his

friends, Mr Smith said, had lain under some disadvantages

also: a ridiculous charge of fanaticism had been alledged

against them, which he regarded as totallv unworthy of

any formal reply. It would be more than sufficient to

quote, in answer, the words of Mr. Long, the historian

of Jamaica, where, addressing himself to those planters

who were desirous of attempting improvements in culti

vation, he advises them " not to be diverted by partial

•* views,, vulgar prejudices, or the ridicule which might

" spring from weak minds, from a benevolent attention to

" the public good." Neither by such, Mr. Smith added,

nor by any other considerations, would he, or those gentle

men with whom he had the honour to act, ever be diverted

from the prosecution of their purpose. They were con

vinced of the rectitude and high importance of their object,

and were determined never to desist from the pursuit, till

the end should be completely attained.

But they had to struggle with some difficulties far more se-

t'ious. The West- Indian interest which opposed them, was

a collected body, and of great power, arising not merely from

exte >liv? mercantile connections, but also from tlie respect

able characters of many of the individuals, and the high esti

mation in which they stood with the world. He was happy

to be able, from intimate acquaintance, to bear his testimony

to the justice of this opinion, in numerous instances; and

one of the most fruitful and frequent sources of the hardstiipS

and injuries which the slaves endured, was, he doubted not,

the absence of such masters, whose inclination would coin

cide with their interest, to attend to and protect them.-

Artifice had also been emplovcd, and unfair statement? on

various points, had been used, to impose on the House, and

on the Public. -The abolition of the slave trade, and the

emancipation of the negroes now in the Colonies, had been

so often, so long, and so pertinaciously confounded, and by

some roo who must have been better informed, that he could

not avoid believing that it had been purpcsr'y done, with

the intent of throwing odium upon this measure ; and, with

the same view, its supporters had also been unjustly accused

of having given birth to the late insurrection in Dominica.

A revolt certainly had happened there; but that island was

3 knows
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known to be particularly liable to such disorders ; they had

frequently occurred before; nor, if this question had never

been jgi'ated, would it have been at all improbable, that, in

the course of three or four years, during which period the

buhneis had remained under consideration, such an event

should have taken place in one or other of the islands. Lut

he was peculiarly happy in having to oppose to any such

groundless accusations, the authority ot the honourable

gentleman who spoke last, (\ir. Stanley) who, even in an

attempt lo fix the charge, had (elated circumstances which

amounted to an entire exculpation. He expu-sfly said, that

all hud remained quiet till the disturbances took p:ace in

the French islands, after which tome of their negroes, and

some other persons, from some other places, (but who, or

from whence, it did not appear that the honourable gentleman

knew) had found their way into Dominica, and had excited

an insurrection. And the honourable gentleman, as if anx

ious entirely to clear the movers of this question Irom any

share of the imputed blame, had farther said, that the ne

groes now in the islands knew the British Parliament did

not intend to emancipate them, and wer therefore dissatis

fied with the attempt to aboliih the trade, by which they

imagined they seould be subjected to increased hardships. It

mult, therefore, on that ground, be absurd to pretend, that

the resistance of their masters to the abolition which they de

precated, could excite their resentment, or dispose them to

revolt.

Other fallacies had also been propagated, in order to en

hance the importance of the African and West-Indian trades

to this country. Of the African trade it had b en falsely

remarked, that the exports amounted annually to a million

sterling; whereas, from the report on the table, it appeared}

that at no period had they ever risen to 900,0001., and, on

average, they had amounted to little more than half a mil

lion; which included also the articles intended for the pur

chase of African produce, the return for which W3S a>out

140,0001. per annum. The House had been informed, two

years ago, by a Mr. King, that one merchant in London had

lent goods to Africa, to the amount of ioo.oool.in a year ;

in which, however, the value of the ship was included; an

attempt at exaggeration so gross, that he was sure, had it

been remarked at the time, the evidence would have been

rejected with indignation ; and indeed the testimony of any

person, attended with such a circumstance, could not but

be regarded throughout with a degree of suspicion.

The East-India trade was also declared very much to de

pend on the West- Indian and the African trnde. The ex

port of East-Indian commodities to the West ladies was tri

fling;
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fling ; anil a principal point in which that trade might be

iaid to be connected with the .African, was this: saltpetre,

jthe main ingredient in the manufacture of gunpowder, was

largely imported from the East Indies; and of 2,700,000

pounds of gunpowder, which had been exported in a year

from this country, one halt was sent to Africa alone; for

the purposes, doubtless, of maintaining peace and encouraging

civilization among its various tribes! Following the fame

line ofargument, 4 or 5000 persons were reported to depend,

for tlieir very exigence, on the particular manufacture of guns

for Africa; and this branch of the trade was described as totally

difttrnt from every other. In what the difference consisted,

the informant omitted to mention ; but that defect was sup

plied by one of the witnesses, who had repeatedly seen negroa

maimed by the hurtling of these guns, and who had been told

by them, that they killed more from the butt than from the

rnuzzie. Another witness had stated, That on the tea coast,

the natives are afraid to fire a tmds gun.

Jn the West- Indian commerce, 2.40,000 tons of shipping,

and ?i,oco seamen, were stated to be employed ; but here

ogain deception intruded itself. This account was not, as

jgvijtlemen might imagine, that of the st:ips engaged in the

intercourse between Great Britain and her colonies only ; but

it included every vessel, small and great, which went from

the British West Indies to the Continent of America, and to

the foreign lilands; and, what was yet more unfair, in order

to swell the sum, it included too all the repeated voyages of

each throughout the year. The actual quantity of shipping

occupied in the West-Indian trade, both from Great Britain

and Ireland, little exceeded half that which had been aflerted,

nor did the number of sailors, supported by that trade alone,

amount to ten thousand !

In a siiniljr manner, had the islands themselves been over

rated.' While, from official documents, tlieir value had been

computed, for the information of His Majesty and the Privy

Council, at 36 millions, the planters had thought proper al

most to double the sum, and estimate them at 70. The

truih, however, might possibly lie between these extremes.

Mr. Smith added, that he was sorry to have taken up so

much of the time of the Committee on this part of the sub

ject ; but he thought it necessary to animadvert upon, and

to expose, misrepresentations so palpable and excessive; while,

at the same time, he was very willing to allow, that out

West-Indian trade and dependencies were of so much real im

portance, as not to require the aid of such exaggeration.

He- would next proceed to take notice of various opinions

and assertions, which had fallen from different gentlemen in

#iie cowrie of the debate. The honourable Meinber for Li

verpool
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verpool (Colonel Tarleton) had disclaimed every attempt to

interest the feelings or passions of the House, but had desired

to call them to reason and to accounts. Many gentlemen

remembered when " question of feeling," was rather an ob

noxious phrase ; but if ever there was a question of feeling,

a question which ought to interest the best and noblest feel

ings of the human heart, it was this; but he did not wisti to

have the point decided on that ground alone. He also desired

to draw the attention of the Committee to reason and ac

counts—to the voice of reason, instead of the clamour of

prejudice, and to accounts, in the place of idle and ill-found

ed apprehensionsi The result, he doubted not, Would be a

full persuasion, that the measure proposed was equally sanc

tioned by policy, and required by justice. He, indeed, was

convinced, that true policy and strict justice were insepa

rable, and that no country could suffer, in any of its esiential

interests, by the most scrupulous adherence to the principles

of rectitude and the dictates of humanity. In the present

cafe, however, he thought it totally unnecessary to recur to

humanity, as to a principle which might grant what justice*

might deny ; for he would concede every point to his adver

saries, and utterly abandon his object, if it were not demon-

ilrahly clear, that justice itself, in the most rigid and con

fined sense of the term, loudly and absolutely demanded the

abolition of this horrible traffic.

The honourable Member had enlarged on the iniquity of

depriving the traders of Liverpool of a business, " on which

" were founded their honour and their fortunes." On what

part of it they founded their honour, it was impossible, Mr.

Smith declared, for him to conjecture; but of this he was

confident, that no West-Indian gentleman in that Commit

tee would rife to defend the honour of the African trade.

Among many other circumstances, equally honourable, it

had appeared, in evidence, that the agents, employed in ac

tually carrying on this business, had systematically practised

every fraud and villany, which the meanest and most un

principled cunning could suggest, to impose on ignorance ;

and yet, with unparalleled assurance, were the Africans ac

cused of treachery and deceit, shame on them, with such

brilliant examples of integrity before their eyes !

If there were any circumstances in the course of-this pro

ceeding, Mr. Smith said, which he had peculiarly regretted,

it was a defect to which the honourable gentleman had ad

verted, that the evidence had not been taken on oath. Num

berless facts had been related by eye-witnesses, called in sup

port of the abolition, \{p dreadfully atrocious, that the very

magnitude of the crimes, their horrible enormity, rendered

ilem almost, if notentirelv, incredible to persons acquainted

Vai.XXIX. ' N« only
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only with such a state of society as exists in this country;

they seemed rather, to use the expreffion of Offian, like

" The histories of the days of other times " This procured

for the trade to which they owed their own birth, a speciis

of acquittal which it could not have obtained, had the Com

mittee been authorised to have removed all objection to the

validity of their testimony, by the sanction of an oath. He

apprehended also, that it would have had the farther advan

tage of making some persons rather more guarded in ths testi

mony they had given. Captain Knox might not then, per

haps, have told the Committee, that 600 slaves could have

Comfortable room at night, in his vessel of about 140 tons;

when, by a calculation given in by another of their own

witnesses, and strained to the very utmost towards the fame

point, it appeared, that such a vessel could assord no more

than five ftet fix inches in length, and fifteen inches in

breadth, 10418 only, or about two-thirds of his number;

nor, perhaps, would he have maintained that, in another

ship of 120 tons, he had carried 1 30 tons of water only, be

sides five hundred persons, with sufficient provisions and

stores, &c. for them all. Mr. Smith said, the thing was

impossible; the most informed knew it was not true, and the

most ignorant could not swallow it. On account of these,

and an insini e number of inconsistencies, equally flagrant,

which he could mention, he sincerely wished that the wit-

nesses had been required to give their evidence on oath.

The next point on which he should observe, was of great

consequence, and had been much insisted on—the importance

of the slave trade, as a nursery for seamen. In full confir

mation of every word which had been asset ted on this head,

by the advocates of abolition, and to the confusion of those

who had contradicted them, it had appeased, by the muster-

rolls of the slave vessels, brought from Liverpool, the pro

duction of which would have been avoided, if possible, that

considerably snore than one-fifth part of the men employed

in them actually died in the service, amounting to several

hundreds annually, exclusive of many who were discharged

and perished in the West Indies; and yet, the honourable

Colonel had been instructed by his constituent* to sav, that

notwithstanding this vast loss, unheard of, almost impollible,

in any branch of legitimate commerce, it was ilill a nursery'

for seamen; for that about 3000 men annually sailing from

England, 1600, or one half, were landsmen, and therefore,

that though 600 or 700 should die, a great number of seamen

were continually forming. Not to dwell on the expensive

cruelty of forming these seamen, by the yearly destruction ot

so many hundreds, whom these gentlemen of Liverpool seem

ed entirely to disregard, if they could prove them to be only

English-'
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Englishmen, and not sailors, Mr. Smith declared he was asto

nished that these people should have no more respect for their

honourable representative, than to expose him to the unplea

sant circumstance of having his assertions directly contra

dicted by the clearest and most undeniable evidence. Not

only did it appear by the mufler-rolls from Bristol, that the

proportion of landsmen little exceeded one- twelfth part, but

the proper officers of the port of Liverpool itself, whose bu

siness it was to be acquainted with the subject, had, in their

answers to the Privy Council, expressly stated the proportion

froth therice to be, not half, but one-sixteenth part only 1

In the face, however, of the most glaring facts, some per

sons had been sufficiently bold, or uninformed, to say that

the mortality in these vessels did not exceed that of other

trades in the tropical climates. The fame documents, by

which we learnt that, in this wasting traffic, 23 per cent,

of the men were destreyed. informed us, that even in the

West-Indian ships, enly about one and a half were lost, in

cluding every casualty; and indeed he should vary much

alter his opinion cf the value of the latter commerce, if it

were poflible for human ingenuity to prove it equally destruc

tive. But the very men, under whose management this

mortality had been conllantly occurring for a succession of

years, c< oily informed us, that much of it might be avoided

r>Y proper regulations. He would be glad to know, then, for

how much they would have to answer, who, knowing this,

had neither publicly proposed, nor in their practice adopted,

such regulation?. Exclusive of another, and a more serious

account, which they would have to render, let them recol

lect that it wa? upon them that their country had a right to

charge the destruction of multitudes of their fellow citizens.

They were not, they could not, be ignorant of what was

perpetually under their observation; but their whole souls

were occupied with another object ; their attention was alone

directed to the ultimate profit of the voyage; and, any far

ther than as it diminished their expences, the waste of a pe

rishing crew was a trifle beneath their concern !

Objections had been raised to a calculation brought for

ward by his honourable friend (Mr. Wilherforce) on a for

mer occasion, in which the average loss of the staves on board

was stated at 12 and a half per cent. It was not of great

consequence whether that proportion was truly exact : he

was himself persuaded that, taking in all circumstances, the

honourable gentleman had riot exceeded the truth ; hut that,

for a series of vears, not less than one tenth had so perished,

' he would challenge those concerned in the traffic to disprove.

Much evidence had been produced on the subject, but both

the persons and the voyages had been generally selected by

N n 2 those.
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those who possessed almost all the information, nor had any

one of them thought it prudent to disclose thehlack catalogue

of death throughout the whole series of his concerns, except

Mr. Anderson, of London, a gentleman, he believed, of

very fair reputation, and whose engagements in this line had

been very inconsiderable. His loss, indeed, on the trifling

number he had exported, had been only ^ per cent. ; but,

unfortunately for the credit of the slave traders of Liverpool

and Bristol, it appeared, on the face of the account he had

delivered, that his vessels had no: taken above three fourths

of that number in proportion to the tonnage, which they had

uniformlv and repeatedly stated to be absolutely necessary to

the very existence of 1 1 >ei r trade; and it appeared also, that

a commerce in the produce of the country was Mr. Ander

son's favourite object.

Another honourable gentleman (Mr. Grofvenor) had, on

the preceding day, attributed the protraction of this business

to those who had introduced it; but very forgetfully and er

roneously : for, notwithstanding the eagerness which its ene

mies had frequently expressed to bring on the decision, the

original motion for farther evidence, beyond that contained

in the Privy Council's Report, whch first occa ;oped delay,

was their's. And, in the examination of witnesses, the last

Parliament, they had occupied by far the largest portion of

the time employed ; while, in the present session, w|ien he

and his friends had not been much interrupted, they had not

exceeded 'the limits which the House had assigned them. The

honourable gentleman had farther remarked that preat Bri

tain had the same right, by natural law, to carry on this

trade, that any other nation possessed; that it was impossible

to abolish it ; and that the Committee had better be easy and

quiet, for that they were happy. His first position Mr.

Smith did not mean to deny. We undoubtedly possessed a

light to the trade equal to that of any other nation ; but

what that right could be, he was unable to imagine; nor

had he been so fortunate as to discover the law on which it

was founded in any code or system os natural, cr any other

law, with which he had ever met. As to impossibility, none

certainly existed, of forbidding the farther importation of

slaves into our own colonies, and beyond this, the motion
did not extend. " *-••*•■'

To the honourable gentleman's last observation, he would

reply, that it was not on account of any supposed unhappi-

rtess of Parliament that it was called on to decide the question.

In their individual situations', gentlemen undoubtedly were

happy; but did it, therefore,' the less behove them to con

sider the happiness of others ? And was the state of Africa

happy ? Was the situation of the slaves a happy one ? The
r'*'> ■ ; ' ' " ' trade
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trade was replete with fraud, cruelty, and rapine. The

facts were acknowledged, and on record ; even Mr. Long,

before quoted, confessed, " That, in Africa, it was certainly

" the custom to go to war, for the purpose of making slaves."

To deny these charges, had been truly owned by Mr. Ed

wards, even in the Assembly of Jamaica, to be no better than

" mockery and insult." That it was indeed mockery and

insult, Mr. Smith said, he would never cease to repeat in

the ears of every one who should attempt to contradict what

had been so incontestibly proved : and, for himself, he was

ready to declare, that, as an Englishman, he should never be

happy, while he considered his country as contributin g by

persevering in this traffic, to perpetuate misery, and to en

courage the commission of every species of crime.

From the concession of his honorable friend, of the al

ready meliorated state of the slaves in our colonies, and his

assertion that an increase was actually begun, it had betn

argued, that immediate abolition would he a violent, and,

therefore, an imprudent measure; and that it might affect

public credit. But surely nothing could be plainer than that

an increase commenced, was the best posliblr answer to the

charge of violence, as it precluded all danger of injurv to the

islands, unless from their own subsequent misconduct ; and

though he would chearfully and confidently commit the

question of public credit into the hands of a right honourable

gentleman, yet he could not avoid observing, that this argu

ment was, like many others, indeed, which gentlemen had

used, a mere pet'ttio principii—an assumption of the great point

of the controversy.

In what remained for him to observe, he mould proceed

with the less satisfaction, as a wide difference of opinion

might lead him to treat very lightly the arguments of his

honourable friend, who had opened the debateof that day (Sir

^ illiam Young) by whom, however, he knew he sliould be

acquitted of any personal disrespect. The honourable baronet,

with some other gentlemen, acknowledging the object aimed

at, to be in itself highly praiseworthy and desirable, had ar.

gued against the proposed measure, on the ground of its

ir.efficacy to the attainment of the end; because, that,

though we might instantly abandon the trade, it was im

possible for us totally to suppress it. Allowing then this

^possibility of a total and immediate suppression, were there

no important advantages to be gained by our dereliction of

the commerce? whether we considered our own honour, or

the probable efficacy of example, would it be nothing publicly

to recognize and establish a great and just principle of con

tact, in an affair of such vast moment? in the extermination

•s every writ, and especially of those which were fortified by
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the sanction of time and authority, it Was neceflkry that

some one should lead the way. Let the British Parliament

then, as became the senate of a virtuous and enlightened peo

ple, beir its decided testimony against this flagrant iniquity:

let it maintain its foremost rank among the nations, by set

ting a noble example, and he would not affront the House by

^the supposition, that its condact would have no influence on

the other countries of Europe. But should all feelings of

honour, or of generous emulation, in such a cause, fail to

operate, he doubted not that France, and Spain, and Hol

land, and Denmark, would soon learn, from our experience,

that, by proper management, such as it was no less the doty

than the interest of every country to enforce, American Co

lonies could be cultivated without the necessity of continual

supplies, equally expensive and disgraceful. Nay, he was

perfectly convinced, from a long and careful investigation,

that, in most of the islands, it was merely the existence of

this supply which prevented the actual increase from being,

even now, perceived.

The reasoning of the honourable Baronet, on the contrary,

he was sorry to think, tended to the perpetuation of the

abuse ; as universal concurrence in any political measure,

however .wise, was not to be expected. Every man kne*

that the custom of selling their prisoners of war into slavery,

existed among even the most civilized states of antiquity;

and no one was so chimerical as to imagine, that it would

ever have ceased, had it been necessary to have waited for its

abolition till all nations, in general assembly, had renounced

I: by mutual consent. But we might do more than merely

lay down principles, of propose examples: we might, in fact,

diminish the evil itself immediately, by no inconsiderable

part—the whole of our own supply ; for he could not at all

agree with the honourable Baronet in what seemed to him a

commercial paradox, that taking out of an open trade, by

far the largest customer, and lessening the consumption of

the article, would increase both tire competition and the de

mand, and, of course, all those mischiefs which he allowed

to be the uniform consequences. Nor could he admit, in ex

culpation of this trade, that it ought not to be made answer

able for those acts of barbaritv with which thewars of se

t-ages always were, and ever hid been, stained; or that, by

its kind interference, many were only doomed to perpetual

slavery, who would otherwise be devoted to destruction. He

should have considered these cruelties as affording another,

and a most powerful motive, for putting a period to a certain

and acknowledged cause of these wars, rather than as a reafcn

fbr suffering the cause to exist, for the sake of an uncertain

and disputable alleviation of the evils which it occasioned.

That
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That the civilization of the Africans was promoted by their

intercourse with the Europeans, as at present conducted,

was an idea utterly void of all foundation ; as appeared most

undeniably from the tenour of the evidence. In <lrefjs, in

manners, aud in dishonesty, they had, indeed assimilated

much with those who frequented their coasts ; but the greatest

degree ofindustry, and the least corruption of morals, gene-

raly prevailed where they were least acquainted with the be

nefits of this civilizing connection.

To relieve the comment of Africa from the miseries occa

sioned by famine, was another of the benign reasons for con

tinuing to excite wars and to carry off its inhabitants. That

famines had sometimes occurred, he did not doubt; that

they were either very frequent or very destructive, the proof

was extremely slender indeed; but that they should annually

visit those devoted countries, and with such arithmetic ex

actness as to render necessary a remedy so violent in its ex

ecution, but so uniform in its quantity, was a circumstance

most extraordinary—so wonderful indeed, that, could it once

be proved, he mould consider it as a far better argument in

favour of the divine approbation of the slave trade, than any

which had ever yet been produced.

As to the effect of the abolition in the West Indies, he

was convinced, notwithstanding the arguments which had

been urged, that so far from being ruinous, it would give

weight to every humane regulation which had been, or

should be, made; by substituting a certain and obvious in

terest, in the place of one depending on chances and calcula

tion. An honourable gentleman had declared that, were the

planters but convinced of the possibility of cultivating their

estates, without farther importations of negroes, they would

happy to he freed from the expence of purchasing those

supplies. This conviction, he believed, might be attained,

if their reason alone required it ; for, of all the legion of au

thorities which the honourable gentleman had brought to

prove the impossibility for which he contended, there was

icarcely one, which might not be pressed to serve more

eife&ually against him. Almost every planter whom he had

named, found his negroes increase under the good treatment

he professed to have given them. And, in the islands of

Barbadoes and Dominica, if, on the one hand, the proper

utage of slaves had been proved by the respective Governors,

it was also at least equally iiicontiovertible, from the evi

dence, that importations were not requisite to keep up their

numbers. To the fame point, and with equal ill success,

Lord Macartney, who had resided three years in the W est

Indies, and whose character he highly respected, had Leen

quoted; and what had his Lordship said on the subjects when

$ the
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the question was first put to him, in the Committee, whether

it would be prudent to abolish the stave trade, his Lord/hip

had answered, that he was an incompetent judge. His

Lordfliip was asked the fane question a second time, and

g^ve the same answer. Yet his Lordship, it was evident,

knew just as much of the business as several other Governors

and military persons wlio had been called, who, neverthelessj

in support of preconceived opinions, had spoken very decid

edly from very incompetent information. Nor had some

other gentlemen been more cautious. Of the great island of

Jamaica, which contained more than one half of the slaves in

the West Indies, it had been seriously asserted, by several

witnesses, that all possible means had been there used to keep

up the stock by breeding, although it was allowed, that the

morals of the slaves had been totally neglected, and that the

sugar planters preferred buying a larger proportion of males

than females; lioth which circumstances were acknowledged

to be in a high degfee unfavourable to population.

The great misfortune Was, that prejudice, not reason,

was the enemy to be subdued* and he was sorry to say, that

the prejudices of the Weit Indians, on these points, were nu

merous and inveterate. An historian of their own body,

speaking of the various difficulties raised against any proposed

improvements, had described them in terms, which he could

scare ly have used, without incurring their resentment; as

" absurd," '* antiquated," and even " detestable;" and yet,

that with respect to the negroes, this gentleman himself was

under the influence of the blindest prejudice, his own words

afforded irrefragable proof. He characterised them generally,

as teplete with the extreme degree of every evil quality, un-

allayed with the smallest mixture of any good whatsoever;*

and justified the practice of confining them in chains on board

the African ships, on account of their " bloody, cruel, and

" malicious dipositions." And though, after having given

an account of some of the Aborigines of Jamaica, who had

" miserably perished in caves, whither they had retired to

" escape the tyranny of the Spaniards," he added, in lan

guage, worthy of an enlightened and philosophic historian,

*' leaving a glorious monument of their having disdained ta

" survive the loss of their liberty and their country;" ha

Was yet incapable of perceiving, that this natural love of li

berty might operate as strongly and as laudably in the African

negro, as in the Indian of Jamaica.

He was yet more concerned to acknowledge, Mr. S:ni:!i

said, that these prejudices were yet farther strengthened by

Resentment against those persons who had brought forward

to the public eye, circumstances, by which the state of legi

slation and of society in the West Indies was undoubtedly

de^ly
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deeply disgraced; and who had, to use their expressions, im

pertinently interfered in the management of their concerns.

He was not at all surprised that men of reputation, of honour

and of humanity, should feel quick resentments at finding

themselves involved, to a certain degree, in the disgrace of

crimes, of which they knew themselves incapable; and the

commission of which, many, for want either of infor

mation or attention, were disposed to disbelieve or even to

deny-

Jn exculpation of his friends and himself, Mr. Smith said,

he rriust tell such gentlemen, that the relations which had been

given were no less disgraceful than true; and that, on this

head, they had proceeded, not wantonly, but tenderly, in

the business that the facts which, out of many others, had

appeared, they had thought it absolutely necessary to produce,

not with the view of fixing an unmerited stigma, either on

tlie whole body os West Indians, or much less on innocent

and valuable individuals; but to prove the degraded and ne

glected state in which the slaves had been suffered to exist;

which had incontrovertibly appeared, not from any evidence

that extreme ill treatment was the general system, but from

the frequency, the notoriety, and, beyond all, the impunity,

of various species both of legal and of illegal abuse.

That they were exposed to much misery in consequence of

their situation, was not only true in fact ; it might have been

previoufly asserted, without fear of contradiction, from a

knowledge of their circumstances and of the pernicious effects

of arbitrary power in the hearts, even of the best of men.

Far worse consequences might reasonably be expected, as an

honourable gentleman had well observed, from a union of

the three characters of party, judge, and executioner, too

often in men unprincipled, uneducated, and prompted by

interest also, to acts of severity. The slave too, was more

unfortunately situated even than the brute, as being capable,

from the superiority of his nature, of exciting, in a higher

degree, the passions of his tyrant, he was liable to experience

more violent effects of his resentment. And such effects

were sometimes produced, and openly exhibited as would, in

this country, excite a tumult of detestation and abhorrence.

Grneral Tottenham had given in evidence, that, in 1780, in

the public streets of Bridge Town,' the capital of Barbadoes,

he met one of the most deplorable objects which the human

eye, perhaps, ever beheld. " A youth about nineteen," to

use his own words, " entirely naked, with an iron collar

" about his neck, having five long projecting spikes ; his

" body, both before and behind, was covered with wounds ;

** his belly and thighs were almost cut to pieces, with run-

" ning ulcers all over them, and a finger might have been

Vol. XXIX. Oo « laii
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" laid into some of the wheals. He could not sit down be-

" cause his hinder part was mortified, and it was impoffible

" for him to lie down on account of the prongs of hitfcollar."

He came to the General and supplicated for relief, which, of

course, was granted. The General asked him who had in

flicted on him so dreadful a punishment ? it was plainly not

the judicial authority who had afflicted it. Could any Court

have given such a sentence, they would have been hunted

like wild hearts from the face of the earth. The youth told

the General, it was his master who had inflicted thewound>;

and because, he could not work, his master, in the same spirit

of perversion which extorts from scripture a justification us

the slave trade, had fulfilled the Christian and Apostolic

maxim, by giving him nothing 10 eat. Mr. Smith said, lo

use the language of Mr. Ross, if he wished to " harrow up

their feelings," he could mention many act1;. But the one

he had just related, was mentioned hy a General officer in

his Majesty's service. The only use he meant to make of .t

was, to show the unprotected state of the slaves, and to

prove that there must be something fundamentally wrong in

the laws and state of a society, where such a circumstacce

coul'l publicly exist at all, much less unpunistied, and almost

unregarded. If, in ' the streets of London, but a dog were to

be seen lacerated like this poor, mifirable man, how would

the cruelty cf the wre'ch be execrated who should have so

abused even a brute

Mr. Smith next remarked he was very sorry to have orcu-

pieJ so much of the time of the Committee, but, in order to

give gentlemen, in one view, the strongest proof he wasaM?,

of the low estimation in which negroeswere considered, from

the strength of old customs, and deeply rooted prejudices,

and of their debased and unprotected state, he would take

the libertv, before he sat down, to relate two circumstances

in con'rast, with a few observation;. Mr. Edwards, in hs

speech before the Jamaica Assembly, having occasion to

mention a " rebellion," as it is called, of the negroes, very

pathetically told the following story:

" The rebels surrounded the dwelling house, and seized

M their unhappy mistress. She was young, beautiful, meek,

,{ modest and unoffending, and was in bed with a lovelt

" infant, when the bloody savages demanded her person.

" Resistance and prayers were equally fruitless. The female

" staves who attended her, d.ired not to express their pity.

" if pity they felt; but, having thrown a loose robe over

" her, delivered the miserable vict'in inro their hands, and

" she heard the savages calmly deliberate on the meansot

** putting her to death in torment. It happened, however,

" that her person and appearance excited the appetite of the

« ring
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" ringleader, who declared he would preserve her to be his

" mistress. The others reluctantly consented, and the next

" object of their cruelty was the child, which they devoted

" to instant destruction. Nature now resumed her seat in

* the bosom of the unfortunate mother. She screamed aloud,

" and clasping the knees of him who had spared her life, im-

" plored him to save her infant. She implored in vain.

" Holding up the poor babe by the feet in the mother's sight,

" tliey cleft it in twain with a hatchet." Mr. Edwards pro

ceeded to fay, " that his audience would probably think,

" after hearing theaccotmt which he had then read, that no

" punishment could be too severe, no torments too great,

" for such horrible excesses. Nevertheless, he was of a diffe-

" rent opinion; I13 thought that simple death, unacconit

" panied with any circumstances of cruelty, should be the

" utmost exertion of human authority over our unhappy fel-

" low creatures."

Torments, however, in these cafes, always were inflicted,

of the most horrible nature: the punishment was gibheting

alive, exposing them to perish by the gradual effects of hun

ger, thirst, and a parching fun; in which situation they had

been known to suffer the most excruciating agonies for nine

days with a fortitude scarcely credible, never uttering a single

groan. And yet, without any attempt to lessen the mingled

sentiment of horror and compassion, which every one must

feel, or to justify the barbarity of their conduct, it ought

to be remembered that these excesses were committed by ig

norant savages, who had been dragged from all they held

most dear, whose patience had been exhausted by a cruel and

loathsome confinement during their transportation, and their

resentment wound up to the highest pitch of fury, by the

driver's lash, the utmost severity of which, their reluctance tQ

labour, without pay, had doubtless excited.

The other story, Mr Smith said, which he should place

in contrast with the affecting narrative he had just related,

ffas the plain unornamented tale of a common seaman, who

Wl an eye-witness to the fact, on board a stave fliip; and he

then read as follows, in the words of the evidence: " A

" child of about ten months old took sulk, and would not

" eat. The Captain took up the child, and flogged him

11 with a cat, 'D—n you,' said he, V I'll make you eat or

' I'll kill you.' From this, and other ill treatment, the

' child's legs swelled, and the Captain ordered some water

' to be made hor, for abating the swelling." But even his

ender mercies were cruel ; for" the cook putting his hand

' into the water, said it was too hot. 'Damn him,' laid

' the Captain, 4 put his feet in.' The child was put into

' the water, and the nails and Ikin came all off his feet.

Oo 2 "Oiled
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«' Oiled cloths were then put round them. The child was

" then tied to a heavy log, and two or three days afterwards,

<' the Captain caught it up again and said, * I will make you

<S eat, or I will be the death of you.' He immediately stog-

" ged the child again; and, in a quarter of an hour, it

" died." One would imagine, that the most savagecruelty

would here have been satiated; but, extraordinary as it might

appear," of this detestable transaction the most detestable part

yet remained, After the infant was dead, he would not

suffer any of the people on deck to throw the body overboard,

but called the mother, the wretched mother, to perform

this last fad office to her murdered child. Unwilling, ask

might naturally be supposed ihe was, to comply, " he beat

her," regardless of the indignant murmurs of her fettered

countrymen, whom in barbarous plenitude of secure tyranny

he permitted to be spectators of this horrible scene, " he

,{ beat her, till he made her take up the child and carry it to

** the side of the vessel, and then stie dropped it into the fe;,

" turning her head the other way, that ske might not see it !*

Mr. Smith asked the Committee if ever they had heard of

such a deed, on which some of the inconsiderate few laughed,

and on hearing it, he declared, with great indignation, that

he should not have thought it possible for any one man in that

Committee to have betrayed such a total want of feeling,

and that he was almost ashamed of being a member of the

Aflembly, in which so disgraceful a circumstance had happen

ed. But it would naturally be asked, " Was not this Cap

tain also gibbeted f" Alas! although the execrable barbarity

of the European exceeded that of the Africans, almostas

much as his opportunities of instruction had been greater

than theirs, n. notice whatsoever was taken of this horrible

action ; and ten thousand similar cruelties had been committed

in this abominable trade, with equal impunity. Here, in

deed, was the point to be most censured and lamented; for

if the perpetrators had been brought to justice, he should not

have thought the facts themselves more deserving os being

forced on the unwilling attention of the House, than the

cruelty of a Browririgg, who had been execrated and punish

ed ; or than that of the man who murdered his wife the last

week, who,' he hoped, would also suffer the punishment due

to his crime. What he particularly complained of, Mr,

Smith said, was, that those, and they were not a few, who,

in the prosecution of the African trade, had been guilty of

such enormities, had escaped with absolute impunity; and

that, if iu the West Indies, a bright exception had occasion

ally happened in favour of justice, the instances were too

rare, and the punishments too inadequate to the offence, to

produce any beneficial effect. On these grounds, therefore,

among
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among others, he should give his decided and cordial vo'e for

immediate abolition, as that which, in his opinion, alone

afforded the prospect of an adequate remedy for the dreadful

disorders which prevailed in Africa; to the cruelty and de

struction of the Middle 'Passage; and would tend, though

gradually, yet more efij'-ricioully than any other plan which

could be devised, to meliorate the situation of the negroes

now iu the islands; who at present enjoyed scarcely any other

protection from the molt capricious or stvere tyrant, but

that of laws, for them, almost without sanction, and of

Courts, which totally rejected their evidence.

Mr. Cawtborne said, that the story of the child, from its Mr. Caw-

enormity, was impossible, as many other parts of the evidence 'borne,

might be refuted on the fame ground. Of this there were

many instances; ont man said that the Captains of French

Have ships, when they had not a sufficient quantity of water

for the number on board, preferred giving them ailenick to

throwing them into the sea. Another believed that the re

ligion of Angola was the Roman Catholic. Did evidence so

absurd deserve the least attention r In deciding on a question,

which involved the abolition of the slave trade, they would

do well to recollect what was required by justice to the islands,

by humanity to themselves, and by general policy. He in

timated, that if thf honourable gentleman were to lose the

question, as he trusted he stiould, he would make a motion

of a/liflerent tendency.

Mr. Courtcnay observed that he had heard, last night, the Mr.

eloquent, pathetic, and forcible speech, of the honourable Courttnajr

Mover of the question, with much sympathy and conviction ;

nor had his sentiments been at all shaken by any thing which

he had heard on the other side.

As to what had fallen from the honourable Baronet (Sir

William Young) it was a mistake to suppose that the slave-

trade, if abandoned 'by us, would sink into the hands of

France. It ought to be recollected, with what approbation

the motion for abolishing the trade, made by the late Mr.

Mirabeau, had been received, although the situation of the

French Colonies might not have made it prudent to carry

the measure into immediate execution. It was not to be

doubted, that, if the Parliament of this country sliould begin,

lo wile and enligh'cned a bedy as the National Assembly

would quickly follow their example. The cause of justice

and humanity, in both these nations, now cemented by free

dom, could not long miscarry. But even though the trade

should not be relinquished by others, if justice required its

abolition, how could we hesitate as to our own part ?

Some gentlemen had said, that the trade was conducted

on principles of humanity. Truly it was a new species of

humanity !
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humanity ! We rescued them, from what we were pleased to

term their wretched situation at home, and then we took

credit sor our humanity, because, after killing one half of

them in the seasoning, we substitute, as we contend, a better

treatment in the Colonies than that to which they were liable

at home ! 1

II had been stated, that the principle of war, among sava-

gts, was a general massacre. This was not the fact, as

would appear from the accounts of travellers. On the con

trary, they even frequently adopted the captives into their

own families; and, so far from massacring the women and

children, gave them the protection which the weakness of

sex or a<re demanded. There could be no doubt that the

practice of kidnapping prevailed ; and, as to the convictions

for adultery and witchcraft, which were part of the alledged

cause of slavery, every man being allowed six wives, there

could be no great inducement to the crime of adultery. As

to witchcraft, he observed, that this had been made a crime,

in the reign of James the First, in this country, for the pur

pose of informations J and how much more likely vvas this t«

be the cafe in Africa, under the encouragement, to such con

victions, alsor 'ed by the slave trade ? If the slave trade was

sanctioned, asha i been said, by twenty fix acts of Parliament,

he did not doubt but that fifty fix acts might be found,

by which Parliament had given its sanction to witchcraft.

It had been said, that the pulpit had been used as an instru

ment of attack on the slave trade. He was happy to learn

that it had been so well employed ; but he rather doubted of

this f.icr, as he believed that some of the clergy had obtained

preferment, for inculcating the doctrine, that the negroes

were predestinated to slavery. Yet he could not doubt,

when the bill went to the Lords, that the Bishops would rise

up, with that brave and virtuous indignation which became

them, to abol ish a traffic so contrary to all the principles of hu

manity, justice and religion.

Mr. Courtenay concluded his speech, by entreating every

gentleman to recollect, that, on his vote, that night, de

pended the happiness of millions, and that it was now in his

p;nver to promote a measure, of which the benefits would be

! *!r, over one whole quarterofthe globe; that the feeds of

civilization might, by the proposed bill, be sown all over

Afiica; and the first principles of humanity be established

iii regions where they had hitherto not teen suffered to pre
vail. •

Lord Lord Carysfort declared that if he had entertained any

Osysfon. doubts on the present question, they would have been removed

entirely by the very able arguments used at the introduction

t.f. i: ; :!;o'igh, if possible, he was convinced still more by

th»
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the manner in which it had been opposed ; no one argument,

of solid weight, having, in his opinion, been adduced against

it. He spoke of the inadequacy of the colonial laws tor the

protection of the slaves, and the severity of their punishment.

They were ordered to receive thirty nine lashes, from a cart

whip, for the ordinary offences: but how dreadfully severe

and disproportionate was this punishment? I hey were de

prived of the right of self-defence against any white man; and

the system, in the West Indies, was totally repugnant to the

principles of our constitution.

The measure had policy on its fide; for the true interest of

every nation consisted in adhering to justice: and, though

other countries should retain the trade, yet, founded, as it

was, in false policy and complete injustice, there cculd be

no cause to regref our relinquishing it to other hands.

Colonpl Pbipps role, and observed, that it had been asierte I Colonel

that this was a question in which the rights of humanity, and Phipp».

the laws of nature were concerned. He could not agree to

consider it in that light ; nor did he think that those persons

who had formed their opinions on the fame gr und with

himself, were at all deserving of the harsh expressions used

the preceding evening. Sure he was, that he was not less

sensible to feelings for the rest of mankind, than any other

honourable gentleman.

Colonel Phipps then described the nature of the Govern

ments of Africa, from whence the negroes, who were the ob

jects of the slave trade, w?re originally procured. The Afri

can Governments, he said, were not like those of I'.urope:

they were neither limited monarchies, aristocracies, nor de

mocracies. They were founded in absolute despotism, and

every subject was an actual slave. The great men of the

country were ilaves to the Governor, their dependants were

slaves ro those great men, and soon, downwards. All their

customs, in like manner, were different from those of other

countries. The prisoners of war too were subject tr> slavery,

snd such being t he case, he saw no more cruelty in disposing

ot them to our merchants, than to those of any other nation.

I he life of any subject of another Prince was forfeitable, if

he wsre taken captive in war. Criminals also, in cases of

adultery and ' witchcraft, were subject to slavery in Africa.

He observed, that it had been said, in debate, that there

were no laws in the West Indies for the protection of the

staves. He begged leave to deny the fact. There were se

veral laws in being in the Colonies, though he was ready to

admit that farther regulations were necessary, and he was

ready to gOj in this respect, as far as ever humanity might

require. He had passed ten months in Jamaica, where, he

declared,
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declared, he never had seen any such acts of cruelty as were

now talked of. Such severities as he had seen, had not been

exercised by pl.inters, or masters, or overseers, or any other

whites; but all the cruelties which he had observed, were

committed by the blacks. The dreadful stories, read and

recited to the Committee, ho more ought to fix a general

stigma on the planters, than the story of Mrs. Brownrigg,

which had been mentioned in the course of the debate, ought

to stamp this polished metropolis with the general brand of

murder. There was once a haberdasher's wife (Mrs. Nairne)

who locked up her apprentice girl, and starved her to death;

but did ever any body think of abolishing haberdashery on

this account ? and he really thovght this a parallel case. He

was persuaded that the negroes in the West Indies were, in

general, cheat ful and happy. They were fond of ornaments;

and he appealed to the observation of every gentleman, whe

ther it was the characteristic of miserable persons to shewa

fondness for finery ? On the contrary, he asked, if it did

not imply a chearful, contented mind, when people were de-.

sirous of decorating the body.

If, as he trusted would be the cafe, the honourable gen

tleman should lose his motion, he was sure his humanity

need not be at an end ; for it would induce him to employ

himself in devising the means of providing, as comfortably as

possible, for the accommodation of the negroes, by some

provident regulation1!.

Mr. Chancellor Pitt declared, that from the first hour of

his having bad the honour to fit in Parliament, down to the

present, among all the questions, whether political or per

sonal, in which it had been his fortune to take a (hare, there

never had been one in which his heart was so deeply interest

ed as the present ; both on account of the serious principle*

which it involved, and the important consequences connected

with ir. He obfeived, that however forcibly he might ap

peal to the natural .md unerring feelings of every man upon

this subject, and however strong an argument he might,

therefore, draw, even from this consideration, yet this w.u

not the ground on which he was about to rest the determi- j

nation of the present question.

The present was not a mere question of feeling; it was

not for the fake of exercising humanity, as had hee-n often

fallf-ly imagined, that the abolition of the trade in slaves was

pressed upon thr Committee; but it was quite another prin

ciple, which ought, in his own opinion, to determine their

minds. The main argument insisted on was, that the slave

trade was founded in injustice; "and it is therefore," said

IV! r. Pitt, " such a trade, as it is impossible for me to sup-

" port, unless gentlemen will, in the first place, prove to

"me,
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" me, that there are no laws of morality binding upon na-

" tions, and that it is no duty of a Legislature to restrain its

" subjects from invading the happiness1 of other countries,

w and from violating the fundamental principles of justice."

He observed, that many gentlemen, however, who opposed

the motion, had brought forward, on the present occasion,

a plea of impracticability. Several of them had even ex

pressed a desire to see the slave trade abolished, if it were not

for some necessity for continuing it, which they Conceived

to exist ; nay, almost every one, he believed, and in particular

an honourable Baronet (Sir William Young) and another

honourable gentleman (Mr. Stanley, agent for the islands)

appeared to wish, that the farther importation of slaves might

cease, provided it could be made out that the population of

the West Indies could be, by any means, maintained with

out it-

Mr. Pitt proposed, therefore, with the permission of the

House, to apply himself particularly to this subject ; for as

this appeared to operate, in the minds of so many gentlemen,

as the chief objection, he trusted, that, by sliowing this ar

gument to be groundless, and the whole idea of impractica

bility, as it was now urged, to be entirely a misconception,

he mould be able thus to clear away every obstacle whatever;

so that, having no ground, either of justice or necessity, to

stand upon, there could be no excuse or pretence left to the

Committee, for resisting the present motion.

He might reasonably hope, however, that gentlemen,

even upon their own grounds, would not reckon any disad

vantage to the plantations, which was merely small and tem

porary, to be a sufficient reason to warrant the continuance

of the slave trade. It was surely not any slight degree of ex

pediency, any small balance of profit, nor any light shades

of probability, on the one side, rather than the other, which

would determine any gentleman in the present question. He

asked pardon even for the supposition. The House, he was

sure, would not decide the question, on such grounds. The

Dave trade was an evil of such a magnitude, that there must

be acommon wish in the Committee at once to put an end

'0 it, if there were no very great and serious obstacle. No

thing short of the utmost danger, nay of ruin, to the West

Indian islands, ought we to hear urged as a plea for continu

ing such a trade as this! It was a trade by which multitudes

of unoffending nations were deprived of the blessings of civi

lization, and had their peace and happiness invaded. It

ought, therefore, to be no common expediency it ought

'ither to be some positive necessity, or, at least, something

«ry like necessity, which it became those gentlemen to

Vet. XXIX. P p plead,
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plead, who took upon them to defend the continuance of thj

trade.

He knew that the West Indian gentleman had used verl

strong language, on this part of the subject, and had expreflil

an alarm for the islands that was very serious indeed. I

would be proper, however, for the Committee to considd

this for themselves ; for he could not help thinking, tlied

was an over great degree or sensibility, among those gentM

men, on this particular point, and that their alarm, as ■

hoped to prove, was excited in a way which the occasion bl

no means justified, lie had endeavoured carefully and in

partially to examine into this himself, and he would noM

-proceed to lay those reasons before the House, which indues

him sirmlv to believe, not only that no permanent mischifl

would follow from the abolition, but not even any such tenB

porary hurt or inconvenience as could be stated to be a reatefl

for preventing the House from agreeing to the <jm stioii hetofl

them : but, on the contrary, that the abolition itself woia

lay the foundation for the more solid improvement ot all VjM

various interests of thole Colonies.

In proceeding upon this sul>ject, he should apply his obfefl

vations chiefly to Jamaica, which contained more than hal

the slaves in the whole West Indies, and, if he should luccfqfl

in proving that no material detriment could arise to the pop'4

lation of that island, this would be so considerable a part Æ

the question, and would afford so flronga presumption witfl

respect to the other island, it being a tolerably fair sample ofl

. the whole, that the House could not any longer hesitate whtfl

ther they fliould or should not put a flop to tliis most horrtl

trade.

In the twenty years, ending in 1788, the annual loss etfl

slaves in Jamaica (that is the excess of deaths above thjfl

births) appeared to be one in one hundred; in a preceding

period the loss was gieater, and in a period before that greatfl

still, there having been a continual gradation in the decreauj

through the whole time, as appeared from an accurate exal

mination of the particular years in each period. It might

fairly be concluded, therefore, that (the average loss of ihJ

last period being one per cent.) the loss in the former part ofl

it would be somewhat more, and in the latter part somewhat

less than one per cent. ; insomuch that it might be fairly

questioned whether, by this time, the births and deaths in

Jamaica might not be stated as very nearly equal. It was to

be added, that a peculiar calamity, which swept away 15,000

persons, had occasioned a part of the mortality in the last-

jnentioned period ; the check to the provision trade, occa

sioned bv the independence of America, had also been urged,

by the West-India gentlemen, as a cause of more than com-

mon
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ion depopulation in the fame time : whether this had really

perated to so great an extent as had been stated he could not

»^ctly fay, hut he was clear that this also was an evil which

light not be expected to return, as a very considerable cul-

jre of provisions in the islands had now happily taken place,

: was plain, then, even on these grounds only, nay, even

the apparent lass had been, as some statements made it,

lore than one per cent., the probable loss now to be cx-

;.rt.3d must be very inconsiderable indeed.

There was, however, one circumstance to be added, which

ie West In;! i a gentlemen, in stating this matter, had en-

rely overlooked, and which was so material as clearly to re-

nce the probable diminution in the population of Jamaica

own to nothing, supposing even that all the observations he

.id just been making were entirely to fail him. The cir-

umllance he meant was this : in all the calculations he had

:ferred to of the comparative number of births and deaths,

!1 the negroes in the island were included; those newly -im-

orted negroes, who died in consequence of the seasoning,

lad? a part, and swelled, therefore, very materially the num-

er of the deaths; but as these extraordinary deaths would

ease as soon as the importation ceased, there ought to be a

ialuction of them made from his present calculation.

Now this number would make up of itself nearly the whole

•f that one per cent, which had been stated, laying aside all

he other considerations. He particularly pressed gentlemen's

attention to this circumstance; for it was undoubtedly the

act, that the complaint of being likelv to want hands in Ja

maica arose from the mistake of including the present unna

tural deaths caused by the seasoning among the natural and

'trpetual causes of mortality. These deaths, being errone

ously taken into the planters' calculations, gave occasion to

'he idea that the number could not be kept up. These

leaths, which were caused merely by the slave trade, fur-

wihed the very ground, therefore, on which the continuance

of tlie slave trade was thought necessary, and became the

very reason for bringing over more of those wretched negroes,

and for thus adding to this very source of mortality.

she evidence before the House as to this point was per

fectly clear ; for it would be found in that dreadful cataloguer

of deaths, in consequence of the seasoning, and the middle

passage, which the House had been condemned to look into,

tnat one half die. An annual mortality of 2,000 in Jamaica

m,ght be charged, therefore, t* the importation, which,

compared with the whole numbers on the island, hardly fclL

short of the whole one per cent decrease.

Joining this with all the other considerations, Mr. Pitt

^en aflud, Can the decrease of slaves in Jamaica be such

? p 2 —Ca»
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—Can the colonies be so destitute of means—so incapable of

thole improvements winch a more prudent management, and

a spirit of benevolence must natually furnilh—Can they, at

a time when they leli you of new regulations, to benefit

the flu\es, wl ich, they fay, are establishing every Jay—Can

they, under all these circumstances, be permitted to plead

that total impossibility of keeping up their number, which

they have reltnl on, as being indeed the only possible pretext

for allowing freih importations from Africa? He appealed,

therefore, to the lober judgement of every gentleman in the

House, W hether an interest on the part of Jamaica, such

as ne had described, could form an objection, or justify a

hesitation, in agiteing to the present motion.

It might le observed also, that, when the importation

should stop, that dispropoition between the sexes, which

was one of the obstacles to population, would gradually

diminish, and indeed our whole colonies in the West Indies

would revert to that natural order and course of things by

which population and civilization are promoted. Through

the want of this natural order, a thousand grievances were

created, which it was impossible to define, and which it wu

in vain to think tHat, under such circumstances, we could

cure. He was convinced that the abolition itself would

work thisefKct. The West Indians would then feel a near

and urgent interest, to enter into a thousand little details

which it was impossible for him to describe, but which have

the greatest influence on population. A foundation would

thus he laid for the general welfare of the islands, a new

system would rise up the reverse of the old, and eventually

both their general wealth and general happiness would in

crease.

This, however, it should be remembered, was proving

far more than he was bound to, with a view to the present

question, for gentlemen must, seel, that if even he could

prove the abolition not ruinous, it would be enough. He

could give up, therefore, three arguments out of four,

through the whole that he had said, and yet have enough

left to establish his position. As to the Creoles, it was a

plain point that they would increase; they differed in this

intirely from the imported slaves, who were both a burthen

and a curie to themselves and others. The measure noff

proposed would opeiate like a charm, and besides stopping

all the miseries we ^ive occasion to in Africa and the middle

pasijge, would produce even more benefits in the West

Indies than legal regulations could do.

One thing he must touch upon, which was rather a deli

cate Doint; the question of emancipating the slaves in the

West Indies. A ralh emancipation he was clear would be

wrons
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wrong and mischievous: In that unhappy situation to which

our baneful conduct had brought both ourselves and them,

it would be no justice on either side to give them liberty.

They were as yet incapable of it, but gradually their situation

might be mended. They ini^ht be relieved from every

thing harsh and severe, raised from their present degradation,

andjput under the powerful protection of law : till then to talk

os emancipation was insanity. But it was the system of

fresh importations that interfered with these principles of

improvement, and it was the abolition of the slave trade

which would furnish the means of effectually regulating the

situation of the slaves in the islands. This was not a warm

idea taken up without due reasoning and reflection, but had

its foundation in human nature: Wherever there was the

incentive of honour, credit and fair profit, there industry

would be"; and when these labourers should have the natural

springs of human action afforded them, thej would then

rife to the natural level of human industry ; but when de

graded into mere machines, they would not even afford you

all the benefit of machines, but became more unprofitable,

and every way more disadvantageous, than any other instru

ment of labour whatsoever.

Mr. Chancellor Pitt then proceeded to some short obser

vations on each of the other islands, as there were some cir

cumstances of difference between them. In Barbadoes there

had been no decrease to alarm us ; on the contrary, the slaves

in that island seemed rather to increase. In St. Kitt's, the

decrease for 14 years had been but 3"4ths per cent, and here)

many of the fame observations would apply, as he had been

ofing in the case of Jamaica. In Antigua, a considerable

number had died by a particular calamity; but for this, the

decrease would have been really trifling. In Nevis and

Montserrat there was this strong and most favourable cir

cumstance, that there was little or no disproportion of sexes,

and it might well be hoped the numbers would be kept up.

In Dominica, some controversy had arisen about the calcula

tion; but he had to observe, that Governor Orde mentions

that there is an increase of births above the deaths. From

Grenada and St. Vincent's, no good accounts had be«n tran

smitted, in answer to the queries sent them; but they were

probably not in circumstances less favourable than the other

islands, though perhaps it might be found, that persons who

had proceeded on recent grants might be entitled to our con

sideration ; but whether their cafe was separated from the

others or not, it never could be argued that they ought to

stand in the way of the great object before the House.

On a full review of the probable state of the negro popu*

lation in our West- India islands, was there then, any serious

1 ground
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ground of alarm from the measure of abolishing the slave

trade, of abolishing it entirely and immediately? and wai

there any of that impracticability to he plead; d, on which

alone so many gentlemen had rested all their objection;?

Must we not blush at pretending that it would distress our

consciences to abolilh this most horrid trade, on account of

the alarming conlecjuences to the population of the island*'

Intolerable were the rhischiefs of this Trade, both in its'

origin, and through every stage of it< progress. The

honourable gentleman near him (Colonel I'liipps) had been

describing Africa as a continent half cultivated. Irl such a

country, in order to promote this traje, you must applv

■yourselves to the avarice and to the worst passions of the

princes. To fay that slaves can be furnished us by fair and

commercial means, were1 absurd and ridiculous. The trade

sometimes ceased, as during the last war; sometimes the de

mand increased, sometimes it was declining, recording to

our circumstances. But how was it possible that, to a ce-

mand so extremely fluctuating, the supply of slaves should

always exactly accommodate itself? Alas! alas! (said Mr.

Pitt) we make human beings the subjects of commerce; we

learn to talk of (hem a> such; yet we will not allow to them

the common principle of commerce, that the supply mull

accommodate itself to the consumption. It was not from

wars then that the staves were chiefly fumiflied. They

were obtained in proportion as they were wanted. If a de

mand for slaves arose, a supply was force.! in one way or

other, and it was in vain, overpowered ps we now were with

positive evidence, as well as the reasonableness of the suppo

sition, to deny, that, by the stave trade, we were the causes

of those dreadful enormities on that unhappy continent. It

was plain, if we considered the number annually carried off,

that no regular or ordinary means could surnilh so many

captives.

It was said by an honourable Baronet (Sir W. Young)

that if we did not take them, they would be destroyed; but

this he did not believe, because he did not find, from all bis

reading, that the destruction ot their captives was the com

mon practice, as had been stated, of all uncivilized jiations.

We assumed, therefore, what was false, the very selling

them implied this; for if they would fell their captives for

profit, why should they not employ them in any labour that

would yield a profit, for the (ame reason? Nav, many of

them, while there was no demand from the llave merchants

were often actually f> employed. The wealth of the richer

people in Africa was reckoned to consist in staves, and how

could we suppose they would be so absurd, then, as to de

stroy them? Besides, the trade had been suspended during

the
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the war, and it was never said, or thought, that any such

consequence had then followed. But even if, instead of the

present pitiless transportations, some few lives should be

actually destroyed; if at the first they, with the guilt on

their heads, should put some few prisoners to death, it was

clear, in his opinion, that we ought not to make this any rea

son for persisting in the trade, i he duration of this evil that

was dreaded would be short; by degrees the interest of hu

manity would work its own way, if our perverted f y stem did

not obstruct its course.

]t had been argued, by the honourable Baronet, th.it thd

Idling men for witchcraft was no consequence of the fl.iva

trade, for that witchcraft commonly implied poison, and

was a real punishable cr me. nut it was recollected, that in

the cafe of witchcraft or poison, it was not the individual,

only, but man, woman and child, every connection and re-

Ltion of the guilty person that were fold for slaves, which

principle of injustice and cruelty was promoted most un

doubtedly by the slave trade. '1 he truth was, that we stoptr

she natural progress of civilization; we cut off" Africa from

the opportunity of improvement, we kept down that conti

nent in a state of darkness, bondage, ignorancr, and blood.

V»a? not this an awful consideration for this country? Look

fin the Map of Africa; how little useful intercourse had

been established in that vast continent? While other, coun

tries were assisting and enlightening each other, that alone

had none of these b-nefits? We had obtained as yet only

just so much knowledge of its productions, as to shew that

there is a capacity for trade, whkh we check. Indeed, if

the mischiefs in Africa were out of the question, the cir

cumstances of the Middle Passage alone would, in his mind,

be reason enough for the abolition. Such a scene as that of

the slave ships, passing over with their wretched cargoes to

the West Indies, if it could be spiead before the eves of the

House, would be sufficient of itself to make them vote nt

once for this question. And when it can he added also, that

the interest even of the West Indies themselves rests on the

abolition of this trade (Mr. Pitt said) he could not conceive

an act of more indispensible duty than that which was now

proposed to the Pfouse. If even the consequences had ap

peared to him widely different from what they did appear,

"ill he should insist that the House ought to give the lame

vote. What an aggravation then of guilt would it be, if

the policy, instead of being against the measure, was also

for it? A more imperious duty than that of abolishing the

flave trade, he believed was never exercised in the Parliament

of Great Britain.

Sir
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Sir Arch. Sir Jrck bald Edmonjlone desired to know, before the qms-

Edmon- tion was put, wliat was the exact purport of it, and whether

stone. it went so far as to pledge those who voted for it, to a total

and immediate abolition of the flave trade.

Mr Aid Alderman IVatson proceeded into an agomen t to show

Watson. ' t'lut ,mS trade was not liable 10 the objections urged against

' it. He defended it as highly beneficial to the country, be

ing one material branch of its commerce. He said that he

could not think of the African trade w.thout connecting, in

his mind, the West-India trade with it ; for that, in truth,

the one hung upon the other. Nor was this all : a third im

portant branch of our commerce entered also, into the fame

manner, into his consideration, which was the Newfoundland

fishery; and he went into a detail which he concluded bt

observing, that this most valuable fishery could not answer

to this country, if it were not for the quantity of inferior

fish bought up for the negroes in the West Indies, and which

was quite untit for any other market. He sooke of the mu

tual dependence, that each of these three trades had on the

other, and of the great importance, in a commercial point at

view, of not interfering with the one, lest we should endan

ger the existence of the •thers.

He referred also to what had passed in the National As

sembly, on the subject of the flave trade, and read part of 2

speech of M. Turgut, recommending a gradual abolition cf

it, and not one that was, by any means, immediate.

The Alderman recommended it to the House, to follow

the same prii ciples, and to soften the rigours of slavery, bj

wholesome regulations; but not to adopt so rash a conduct as

to vote the immediate abolition of the trade in slaves.

Mr Fox " ^lr. F°x observed, that some expressions, which he had

used on the preceding day, had been complained of, as tco

harsh and severe. He had now sour and twenty hours to

reflect on his words, he had revolved them over and

over again in his mind, but he could not prevail on him

self to retract them; because, the more he considered and

knew of 'he subject in discussion, the more did he believe,

that if, after read ng all the evidence on the table, and at

tending to the debate, any gentleman could continue to op

pose the abolition of the slave trade, and could thus avow

himself, after a full knowledge of the subject, an abettor of

this shameful traffic in human flelh, it could only be either

from f'me hardness of heart, or some such difficu'tv of un

derstanding as he really knew n >r how to account for.

Some gentlemen had considered this question, as a question

of political freedom ; whereas it was no such thing. No

man would suspect him of being an enemy to political free

dom ; his sentiments were too well known to leave him sub

ject
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ject to such a suspicion. But, this was a question not of po

litical, but of personal freedom. Political freedom was un

doubtedly as great a blessing as any people under Heaven

(considered collectively as a people) could pant after, or

seek to possess ; but, political freedom, when it came to be

compared with personal freedom, sunk to nothing, and be

came no blessing at all in comparison. To confound these

two, served, therefore, only to render all argument on either,

perplexing and unintelligible. It was personal freedom that

was now the point in .question. Personal freedom must be

the first object of every human being, and it was a right, of

which he who deprives a fellow-creature, is absolutely cri

minal in so depriving him ; and which he who withholds,

when it is in his power to restore, is no less criminal in with*

holding. Mr. Vox therefore declared, that, though he pro

fesied great regard for an honourable friend who had com

plained of his words, and for a noble Lord who fat near him

(Lord John Russel) yet unless they endeavoured, zealously

and sincerely, tp put an end to so horrid a violation of per

sonal freedom, as the African slave-trade most undoubtedly

was, however it might hurt those for whom he felt an affec

tion and respect, yet he could not so far compliment them as

toietract his words, or to neglect speaking in the manner

which his duty required, upon a subject so serious as the pre

sent.

The House being now apprized of t'le nature of this trade,

having received evidence, having had the facts undeniably

established, knowing, in sliort, what the slave trade was, he

declared, that if they did not, by the vote of that night,

m.irk to all mankind their abhorrence of a practice so enor

mous, so savage, so repugnant to all laws, human and di

vine, it would be more scandalous, and more defaming, in

the eyes of the country, and of the world, than any vote

which any House of Commons had ever given. He desired,

them seriously to reflect, before they gave their votes, what

they were about to do that evening. If they voted that the

slave trade should not be abolished, they would, by their

vote that night, give a parliamentary sanction to rapine, rob

bery, and murder; for a system of rapine, robbery, and

murder, the slave trade had now most clearly been proved

to be.

Every gentleman who had perused the examination of the

witnesses, upon the table, must acknowledge, that he had not

used one word too strong. He had read the Privy Council's

Report some time ago; but owned that it was but lately

that he had turned his attention to the evidence since taken

before the Select Committee; and he regretted that he had

not done it sooner ; for the facts he there found were such as

Vol. XXIX. Q_q proved
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proved the absolute necessity* on every consideration of mo

rality and justice, of putting an end to a practice, so pregnant

with circumstances of terror and alarm to this country..

That the pretence of danger to our West-India islands,

the abolition, was totally unsounded, the speech of the ho-

^ nourable gentleman who introduced the motion had fully

convinced him; but, is it had not, the speech of the right ho

nourable the Chancellor of the Exchequer, by which he had,

in so masterly a manner, establistied that point, must have

given him complete satisfaction. If there was any thing for

him at all to find fault with, in the right honourable gentle

man's speech, he should say, that it could only be his dwell

ing so much on that part of the subject, and bestowing so

much eloquence and ability on it; so as to give an air of

more importance to the pretexts of the other side, than they

at all deserved ; thus drawing the Committee's attention

from the justice of the question, which was a thing of infi

nitely greater magnitude

It had been shown, on a comparison of the deaths and

births in Jamaica, that there was not now any decrease; but

if there had been, it would have made no difference in his

conduct on the subject : for had the mortality been ever so

great, he should have ascribed it entirely to the system of im

porting negroes, instead of encouraging the breed. If any

man were to tell him of a country in which, though horses-

were used, yet very few were bred, this would not indue*

him to suppose, there was any unfriendliness, in the climate

of that country, to the natural propagation of horses, but

merely to its being found or thought cheaper by the inhabi

tants, to buy horses than to breed them. It was not his

fault, Mr. Fox said, that he was reduced to the degrading

necessity of speaking of human beings, as if they were

horses.

But what he urged in the cafe of horses, was evidently the

cafe with staves in the West Indies. The climate was de

clared to be remarkably congenial to them, and to be just

like their own. This had been actually pleaded (with a dif

ferent view indeed) in favour of the slave trade—then why

should they not breed f It was merely because the West-In

dia planters thought it more convenient, more agreeable to

them, or more cheap, to buy them fit for work than to breed

them—it was because the planters did not chuse to treat them

with that attention and humanity which would ensure their

breeding. What then was the purpose for which this ac

cursed and horrid trade in human creatures was desired to be

kept up ? The purpose was this—in order to give the plan

ters the opportunity of destroying the negroes on their

estates, as fast as they pleased. The plea on which the slave

I trade
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trade to Africa was to be kept up (if the mortality in the

islands was the plea) could only be in order to indulge the

planters in the liberty of misusing their slaves, so as to check

propagation; for it was from ill usage only that, in a climate

so natural to them and so favourable, their numbers could

ever diminish. Mr. Fox stated, therefore, that if the morta/

lity in the West Indies, were ten times greater than it was,

this would only be a ten times stronger reason for forbidding

the importation of staves. It would only argue ten times

more ill usage than now prevailed, and Parliament would be

so much the more loudly called upon to put an end to a sys

tem so destructive of human life.

The very ground, therefore, on which the planters rested

the necessity of fresh importations, namely, the destruction

of lives in the West Indies, was itself the strongest reason that

could possibly be given, for the abolition ofthe trade, and,

the more strongly they chose to urge, the more strongly

should he argue from it thefnecessity of the present measure,

and the serious need there was of a parliamentary interfer

ence. He observed also, that, if any thing could aggravate

the national guilt of the slave trade on the coast of Africa, it

was this fame dreadful argument of its being necessary in or

der to replace the lives destroyed by our inhuman system of

treating them in the West Indies.

Mr. Fox next adverted to some instances of cruelty

which had been mentioned, and which appeared in actual evi

dence. He thought that an honourable gentleman (Mr.

Smith) who had spoken with much sound argument and

manly sense, had done well to' introduce those stories, which

had made such an impression on the House, that they could

scarcely bear to be present when such horrid tales was even

related. But had the truth of any one of them been contro

verted? An honourable gentleman (Mr. Cawthorne) by way

of discrediting the account given of the African captain's

cruelty to the child ten months old, could only fay that it

was too bad too be true, and that it was impossible : and, in

order to discredit the witness, had bid you look to his cross

examination. The honourable gentleman, however, had de

clined turning to the cross examination, the whole of which

(Mr. Fox desired the House to observe) amounted to this:

that when pressed, in the closest and strictest manner, by

some able persons of that House, the only inconsistency they

could six upon him, was a doubt whether the fact had hap

pened on the fame day, of the fame month, of the year 1764,

or the year 1 765.

He observed, that absolute power was not denied to be ex

ercised by the slave captains, and, if this were granted, such

Was human nature, that he was persuaded all the cruelties

Q_q a charged
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charged upon them would naturally follow. He also re

marked, that nothing less than complete arbitrary power,

was exercised over the slaves in the West-Indies, and he spoke

of the abuse of it, which there, as well as every where ti e,

must be the consequence. Never did he hear of any charges

exhibited against any set of men, before any Court or -Legis

lature, of so black and horrible a nature, as those contained in

the evidence now on the table ; and it became those who la

boured under them, to come forward to vindicate their cha

racters to their country.

Many, in short, were the instances of cruelty to which this

trade gave rife; it was a scene of such iniquity and oppres

sion, in every one of its stages, that if the House, with all

their present knowledge of the circumstances, should dare to

■vole for its continuance, they must have nerves of which he

had no conception. We might find instances indeed in an

cient history, of men'* violating all the feelings of Nature in

some cases of an extraordinary Wnd. Fathers have sacrificed

their sons and daughters, or husbands their wives ; hut if we

are to do violence to the feelings of humanity, and, in this

respect, to imitate their characters, we ought not only to

have nerves as strong as the two Brutuses, but we ought

also to take care that we have a cause as good, and that we

have motives for such a dereliction of our feelings, as pa

triotic and public spirited as they had.

But what was the true motive?—this trade so contended for,

this wholesale sacrifice of a whole order and race of our fel

low creatures, which, in violence to all our feelings, we are

asked to vote the continuance of? It was a traffic for human

beings, who were to be carried away by force, from their

native country, in order to be subjected to the mere will and.

caprice, the tyranny and oppression of other human beings,

for their whole natural lives, they and their posterity for

ever ! ! -

Mr. Fox then entered into some account of the trade,

tracing it from its first scenes in Africa, through the middle

passage, to its conclusion. It was impossible, he said, to con

sider it in the light of any natural or ordinary commerce.

We might, if we pleased, give it the name of a trade belong

ing to it. It was even on the first view obvious, that there

could not be a multitude of human beings, at all times,

ready to be furnished, in the way of fair articles of com

merce, just as our commerce, just as our occasion might re

quire. The argument urged by the right honourable the

Chancellor of the Exchequer upon this head, was perfectly

unanswerable. Our demand was fluctuating, it entirely

ceased at some times, nay, for whole years together, as was

the cafe during the last war ; sometimes again a demand for

slaves
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slaves was great and pressing. How then was it possible, on

every sudden call, to furnish a sufficient return in slaves,

without resorting to those means of obtaining them which

had been mentioned, and the very mention of which was

sufficient to strike us with horror? He observed there had

been three reeans slated, of procuring slaves; namely, thole

of war, trade, and crimes supposed to he committed, each of

which he would now a little examine the justice of.

Captives in war, it was urged, were in uncivilized coun

tries commonly doomed to llavery. This, however, was

false in point of fact ; and it was so far from being the cafe in

Europe, that it was become a custom (founded on the wisest

policy) to pay the captives a peculiar respect and civility.

Ought we not to inculcate the same principles in Africa? So

far from it, we encouraged wars for the fake of taking, not

the man's goods and possessions, but the man himself, and it

was not the war that was the cause of the slave trade, but the

slave trade that was the cause of the war. The practice was,

as appeared in evidence, for the slave merchants to carry pre

sents, consisting commonly of spirits, to the African kings,

and when intoxicated with them, then it was that the royal

prerogative of making war was exercised.—An instance was

mentioned in evidence, of an African Prince, who, when

sober, had resisted the wishes of the slave merchants; but, in

the moment of inebriety, gave the word for war, attacked

the next village, inhabited by his own subjects, carried them

all off, and sold them to the slave merchants.

After dwelling on the enormity of the system of making

war in Africa, which was one source of obtaining slaves, he

came next to the? second way, of trade. This he said was

proved, by the most undeniable evidence, to be little more or

less than a most shameful and unrestrained system of kidnap

ping. He referred the House to various instances of this.

He mentioned one cafe, when the agent of the merchants af

fected to act as mediator between two contending parties,

who, if he might use a pun on so melancholy an occasion,

certainly brought the two parties together, for he brought

them tied back to back to one another, and hurried them both

on board a slave ship.—There was another instance of a con

siderable black slave merchant, who, after having sold a girl

whom he had kidnapped, was presently aster kidnapped and

carried away himself : and when he asked the African captain,

in his strange language, " What, take me grand trader too ?"

The only answer was, " Yes, we will take you, or her, or

u any one else, provided any body will sell you to us." And

accordingly both the trader and the child were carried off to

gether, to the West Indies.
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Mr. Fox then "adverted to the third mode of obtaining

slaves ; by crimes committed, or supposed to be committed.

This had been stated in such a way, that one would think

the slave trade was kept up by us, on a sort of friendly prin

ciple, and as a necessary part of the Police of that country.

It was remarkable, that two of the chief crimes which pro

duced convictions, were adultery and withcraft. Was adul

tery then a crime which we need go to Africa to punish?

Was this the way we took to establish the purity of our na

tional character? Where marriage was solemnly instituted,

as a religious rite, as it was in this civilised country, be

ihould be sorry to speak lightly of the crime of adultery.

But was Africa the place where Englishmen, above all men,

ought to go in search of adulterers? Did it become us to use

-cur Saviour's expression, ** To cast the first stone?" It was

a most extraordinary pilgrimage, for a most extraordinary

purpose ! And yet this was one of the chief crimes by whichy

in that civilized country, we justified our right of carrying

otF its inhabitants into perpetual slavery, in the West Indies.

The next crime to this was the supposed one of witchcraft.

We> ourselves, more enlightened than they, were aware that

the crime does not really exist; but, instead of humanely

trying to dispel their blindness and ignorance, we rather

chose, for the sake of the slave trade, to lend ourselves to

their superstition, and become the instruments of their blind

vengeance. We stand by, (said Mr. Fox) we hear the trial,

we know the crime to be impossible, and that the accused

must be innocent ; but we wait, in patient silence, for his

condemnation, and then we lend our friendly aid to the Po

lice of the country, by buying the wretched convict, with

all bis family, whom, for the benefit of Africa, we carry

away also into perpetual slavery.

Having spoken of the three ways of obtaining slaves, Mr.

Fox proceeded to the manner of their transportation. He

knew not how to give the House a more correct idea of all

the horrors of their situation, when on board, than by refer

ring them to the section of a slave ship, where the eye might

see, what the tongue must fall short in describing. Here he

enlarged on the effects of despotic power, in the case of cap

tains of slave ships, and on the strange instances of cruelty,

proved in evidence, to have been perpetrated.

They had been thought, bv some persons, to be so extrava

gant, that the term of insanity had been used : and, indeed,

they were unaccountable, except on the principle that despo

tic power, by long use, is apt to produce acts of cruelty, so

enormous, that they have been 'known frequently to assume

the appearance of insanity. Among European sovereigns,

indeed, the mild influence of religion, philosophy, and the

modern
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modern limitations of power, had rendered acts of despotism

and cruelty, far from common ; but, 3mong the Emperors

of Rome, how many were there who, by the unrestrained

use of their power, became so cruel as to be suspected of oc

casional insanity, just as many masters of slave ships had been.

Who was there that ever read, in the Roman history, the

Facts recorded of Nero, without suspecting he was mad?

Who would not be apt to impute insanity to that monster Ca

ligula? Who would not think the same of Domitian? Who

would hesitate to pronounce Caracalla insane ? Who could

Dtherwise account for the vices of Commodus ? Or who

could not doubt that Heliogabalus was out of his fenses?

Here were six Roman emperors, not connected in blood, or

by descent, who each of them possessing uncontrolled power,

tad been so distinguished for cruelty, that nothing Ihort of

insanity could well be imputed to them. He then asked,

whether the insanity of the masters of stave ships might not

be suspected to be something of the same species, and might

uot he accounted for upon much the fame principles?

Mr. Fox then proceeded to the situation of the slaves,

*hen brought to the West-Indies. It had been said indeed,

that they were taken from a worse state, to a better. The

House, he knew, could not wish to hear recitals of cruelty,

nor did he like to dwell upon them. It was their duty how-

tver, in the present case, to open their ears to them, and the

House (exclaimed. Mr. Fox) shall hear them. An honour

able gentleman before him (Mr. Smith) had quoted some

instances, and he would now quote two more. The first was

in a French island; but was declared by witnesses of unim

peachable credit. A slave, under hard usage, urged by the

first impulse of Nature, had run away, and attempted to get

his liberty. To prevent his repeating the offence, the plan

ter sent for his surgeon, and said to him, " Cut off this man's

leg." The surgeon, who had more humanity than his mas

ter, refused. " You refuse (said the planter) then what you,

decline, ax an act of friendship to me, I will compel you to

Jo, as an act of duty." Upon this, the planter broke the

poor roan's leg. " There now," said he to the surgeon,

K you must cut off his leg, or the man will die." We

might console ourselves, perhaps, that this was in a French

island, but in the English there was no great difference; and

the next instance he should state was in an island of our own.

A gentleman (Mr. Ross, as appeared in evidence) while he

was walking along, heard the shrieks of a female, issuing

from a barn or outhouse; and as they were much too violent

to be excited by any ordinary punishment, he was prompted

to go near, and fee what could be the matter. On looking

•*') he perceived a young female, tied up to a beam by her

wrists,
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wrsts, entirely naked, and in the act of involutary writhing

and swinging, while the author of her torture was standing

below her, with a lighted torch in his hand, which he ap

plied to all the parts of her body, as it approached him.

What crime this miserable wretch had perpetrated, he knew

not ; but that was of little consequence, as the human mind

could not conceive a crime, in any degree, warranting such a

punishment.

By the manner in which the House received this story,

Mr. Fox observed to them, that he saw the tale was so hor

rid, that they could not listen to it without shrinking. Will

the House then, said he, sanction enormities, the bare recital

of which is sufficient to make them shudder ? Let them re

member that humanity consists not in a squeamish ear. It

consist? not in starting or shrinking at such tales as these, but

in a disposition of heart to relieve misery, and to prevent the

repetition of cruelty. Humanity appertained rather to the

mind, than to the nerves; and it would prompt men to use

real and disinterested endeavours, to give happiness to their

fellow creatures. Here in England such was our indigna

tion at every act of injustice, that a highwayman, a pick

pocket, or even a pilf-rer, was, by law, condemned to death;

so jealous were we, in cafes where our own property was

concerned : but, we permitted to go unpunished, crimes

committed in consequence of the slave trade, in comparison

with which, the criminal practices of England were innocence

itself. Whit was the consequence of this? We unsettled thi

principles or justice, in the minds of men, and we deprived

the Legislature of that strong influence which it ought ti

derive from its known integrity, and from its uniform con

sistency of conduct. It was as important, therefore, in soud

policy, as it was in point of justice and honour, to abolish a

trade which discredited our morals and police at home, u

well as our national character abroad. For what could any

think, either of our justice or consistency, who should fee:

man that had picked a pocket going to be hanged for th

crime, while all the enormities which had been perpetrate

in Africa, and all the other cruelties now in evidence befon

the House, were known not only to pass off with impaniry

but while the continuance of them was permitted by a vol

of the British Parliament ?

It was said, however, that the Africans were less happy 1

home than in the islands, and that we were therefore justifi*

in carrying them away ; but what right had we to be th

judges of this, or to force upon them a new condition

" However unhappy in your opinion (they might fay to u>

yet we wisti for the comforts that surround us, the social reb

tions of life, the liberty of our native, though uncultivated
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plains; and yon have no right to change, nay, even to bet

ter, our condition." But it was ridiculous to plead that we

bettered their condition, when we dragged them from every

thing that was dear in life, and reduced them to the most

abject state of flavery. ,

One argument, indeed, had been used by an honourable

Alderman, in the way of commercial policy, which, for a

subject so grave, was rather too ridiculous. The slave trade,

laid the honourable Alderman, was necessary, on account

of the support it gave to our fisheries, for that the New

foundland trade depended on the staves, for the consumption

of a vast quantity of refuse fisti, for which there would other

wise be no vent. What was this but to fay, that the flave

trade must be kept up, with all its enormities, in order that

there might bs persons to eat up the refuse fish which was too

bad for any body else to eat ! !

Jt had been said, that England ought not to abolish the

trade, unless France, Spain, and Holland would also give it

up. But if it was a trade founded in- violence and injustice,

Great Britain ought to wash her hands of it at any rate ; nor

was the practice of other countries any thing at all to the

question. It was as isa person addicted to felony, but now

conscious of his past guilt, should fay, " There is a man now

" whom I have an opportunity of robbing on the highway;

* I am extremely sorry to do it, for I am become fully sen-

" fible of the guilt, but I know that if I should not rob him,

" there is another highwayman, half a mile farther on the

** road, who certainly will, and thus/he will get the man's

" purse instead of myself." Mere gain was not a motive

for a great country to rest on, as a justification of any mea-

sare. It was not the first purpose of a well regulated Go

vernment: honour was its superior, as much as justice was

superior to honour.

With regard to the emancipation of the negroes already in

flavery, his own doubts of the efficacy of an act of the Bri->

listi Legislature for this purpose, was a reason for not enter

ing into it. He himself did not think such a measure could

be suddenly ventured upon; and though every man had a

sight t» freedom, yet it should be observed, that men inured

to slavery all their lives, felt certainly less degraded by it than

those who were born to independence. It might be dange

rous to give freedom at once to a man used to flavery, on the

same ground as, in the cafe of a man who had never seen day

light, there might be danger of blinding him, if you were to

expose him all at once to the glare of the sun.

Mr. Vox condemned the arrogance of the notion, that all

the inhabitants of Africa had minds inferior to ourselves.—

How did we know that such was the cafe ? Why might there

Vol. XXIX. Rr not
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not be men in Africa, of aS fine feelings as ourselves, of as

enlarged understandings, and as manly in their minds as any

of us ? He then mentioned the cafe of an African Captain,

who heard in the night some violent groanihgs, which had

caused a disturbance in his stiip. There was among his slaves

one person of very considerable consequence, a man once

high in military station, with a mind not insensible to the

eminence of his rank, who having been taken captive in

battle, was fold to the stave ships, and laid promiscuously

with the rest. Happening in the night to obtain room to

stretch his weary limbs, at rather more ease than usual, he

had fallen fast asteep, and he dreamt that he was in his own

country, high in honour and in command, caressed by his

family and his friends, waited on by his domestics, and sur

rounded with all his farmer comforts in life; when, awaking

somewhat suddenly, he found himself fastened down in the

hold of a stave (hip, and was heard to burst into loud groans

and lamentations on the miserable contrast of his present

state, mixed with the meanest of his subjects, and subjected

to the insolence of wretches, a thousand times lower than

himself, in every kind os endowment. Mr. Fox appealed to

the House, whether this was not as moving a picture of the

miserable effects of the stave trade, as any that could be ima

gined ? There was one way, and it was an extremely good

one, by which any man might come to ajudgement on these

points—let him make the cafe his own. What, said he.

should any one os us, who are Members of this House, fay,

and how should we feel, if conq uered and carried away, by a

tribe, as savage as our countrymen on the coast of Africa

soew themselves to be? How should we brook the same in

dignities, or bear the fame treatment ourselves, which we

do not scruple to inflict on them r Having made this appeal

to the feelings of the House, Mr. Fox proceeded to observe,

that great stress had been laid on the countenance that was

given to slavery by the Christian religion. So far was this

from being true, that he thought one of the most splendid

triumphs of Christianity was, its having caused slavery to

he so generally ai'olilhed, as soon as ever it appeared in the

world. One ohvious ground on which it did tl;is, was by

teaching us, That in the sight of Heaven, all mankind are

equal. The fame effect might he expected also from the ge

neral principles which it taught'. Its powerful influence,

appeared to have done more in this respect, than all the an

cient systems of philosophy; though even in them, in point

of theory, we might trace great liberality and consideration

for human rights. Where could be found finer sentiments

of liberty, than in the works of Demosthenes and Cicero-

Where stiould we meet with more bold assertions of the right?
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of mankind, and the dignity of human nature, than in the

historians Tacitus and Thucydidc-s ? It was remarkable, how

ever, that these great men kept slaves in their houses, and

permitted a who'e order of slaves to exist in their country.

Heknew, indeed, that, what he had been ascribing to Chris

tianity, some imputed to the advances which philosophy had

made. Each of the two parties took the merit to itself; the

divine gave it to religion, the philosopher to philosophy.

He should not dispute with either of them; but as both co

veted the praise, why should they not emulate each other,

in promoting this improvement in the condition of the human

racer

Mr. Fox, having drawn his argument, on the general ques

tion, to a conclusion, wished, he said, to give an answer

to an honourable Baroret over the way (Sir Archibald Ed-

mondslone) wh had asked, what was meant to be done by

the honourable Mover, if the present question for leave to

bring in a bill sliould be carried ? Mr. Fox said, that he con

ceived the intention of the honourable Mover, undoubtedly

was, to bring in a bill for abolishing the slave trade imme

diately; but that, the form* of the House made it necessary

that the time should be left in blank, and that the blank

might be filled up, by naming any period of one, two, three,

orfour years, as the House might think expedient; so that

there was no reason why the honourable .Baronet, or any

other gentleman, who objected to so immediate an abolition,

lhould not, in this instance, vote with him. Mr. Fox paid

some compliments to the honourable gentleman who intro

duced the motion, saying, that he had fully intended to

make a motion, for leave t;i bring in a bill of the same na

ture; but that he was extremely happy it had fallen into bet

ter hands. He declared, that the whole country, and indeed,

the whole civilized world, must rejoice, that such a bill had

teen moved for, not merely as a matter of humanity, hut as

an act of mere justice, and nothing else: for he would put

humanity wholly out of the case. He asked, could it be call

ed humanity to forbear from committing murder? Exactly

upon this ground did the present motion stand, being strictly

i question of national justice.

Mr. Fox observed that it could not be supposed, that he

tad been induced on the present occasion, to lend his assistance

by any personal considerations, and he assured the friends to

the aboliijon, that, in whatever situation he might ever be,

»ij warmest efforts should be used in promoting the same

cause.

The strangers were ordered to withdraw.

Mr. Stanley said, that he came into the House purposing Mr.

to vote against the abolition, but that the impression, made, Stanley.

R r 2 both
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both on his understanding and his feelings, was such as he

cculd not resist; and he was now convinced, that the entire

abolition of the slave trade was called for equally by found

policy and justice. He thought it right and fair to avow

manfully this change in his opinions, m consequence of what

he had heard The abolition, he was sure, could not long

fail to be carried : the arguments for it were, indeed, irresist

ible.

Mr. The honourable Mr. Ryder said, he came to the House,

fyder- not exactly in theeircumstances of the honourable gentleman

who had just spoken, but very much undecided on the sub

ject; that he, however, was so strongly convinced by the

arguments he had heard, that he was become equally earnest

for the abolition, and would most heartily give his vote for

it.

Mr. Mr. Smith (Member for Pontefract) said, that he should

Smith, not trouble the House at so late an hour farther than to enter

his protest in the most solemn manner he possibly could,

against this trade, which he considered as contrary to justice,

and most disgraceful to the country.

Sir Wm. Sir ff>ill'tam Young declared, he was not convinced by any

Young. thing tnat (laj passed at.all to change his opinion; that he

thought his own fide of the question was the side of true hu

manity ; and he was as conscientiously convinced of it, as it

was possible for any man to be.

Mr. Mr. Sumncr declared himself against the total, immediate,

Sumner. and unqualified abolition, which he thought would wound at

least the prejudices of the West Indians, and might do mis

chief; but a gradual abolition he should much wish to see.

Maj.Scott. Major Scott protested that he could not possibly give a

silent vote on so momentous a question, and particularly af

ter what had been said of those who should distent from the

motion. He affirmed that there was no Member in the House

who could give a more independent and honest vote upon the

question than himself. He had no sort of concern either in

the African or West-India trade, farther than an acquaintance

with many very respectable West-India merchants, which

could not possibly bias his judgement. He had read the evi

dence with the utmost care, and had heard all that had been

said upon it ; but in the present alarming state of the finances

of this country, he was clearly of opinion that it would be

a most dangerous experiment, indeed, to risque any one part

of our foreign commerce. As far as regulation could go,

he would heartily join, and was confident that the inquiries

of the honourable gentleman (Mr. Wilberforce) had produced

many very beneficial effects ; but a total and immediate abo

lition of the slave trade struck him as a very dangerous ex

periment. Let the trade be regulated, and as population in

creased
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creased in the West Indies, the African trade would abolifli

itself. _ . .

Mr. Burke observed, that he had, for a long time, had his Mr.Burke

mind drawn to the slave trade ; that he had even prepared **'

some measures for its regulations, conceiving the immediate

abolition of it (though highly desirable) to be then hardly a

thing which could be hoped lor : but when he found the ho

nourable mover was bringing forward the present question,

which he approved much more than his own, he had burnt

his paper, and made an offering of them, in honour of the

proposition of the honourable gentleman, much in the fame

manner as we read that the curious books were offered up

and burnt at the approach of the Gospel. He rejoiced at the

submission to reason and argument which gentlemen, who

came in with minds somewhat prejudiced, had avowed on ,

that day. They thereby told their constituents, as they

ought to tell them, that it was impossible for them, if sent

to hear discussion in the House of Commons, to avoid sur

rendering up their hearts and judgements to the cause in

question, however they might have been taught beforehand

to come prejudiced against it.

Mr. Drake ame into the House, he siiid, with an unim- Mr.Dnke

passioned vacancy of head and heart, but with all his might

he would oppose the question. We had, by want of tempe

rance and of prudent conduct, lost America. The House

should beware of being carried away by the meteors they had

been dazzled with. The leaders, it was true, were f r the

abolition; but the minor orators, the d waifs, the pigmies,

be trusted, would this day carry the question against them.

The property of the West Indians was at stake, and though

men might he generous of their own property, they should

not be so with the property of others.

Lord Sheffield reprobated the overbearing language which Lord

had been used by some gentlemen towards others who differed Shtffitld.

in opinion from them, 011 a matter of so great difficulty and

so much doubt as this, and declared that it was not the way

to convince him. He protested against a debate in which he

could trace nothing like reason, but, on the contrary, down-

right phrenzy, taised perhaps bv the most extraordinary elo

quence; yet he was satisfied he could at any other time de

monstrate that the abolition, as proposed, was impracticable,

and that the attempt would be productive of the greatest mis

chief. He denied the right of the Biitish Legislature to pass

such a law. He turned to the Chancellor of the Exchequer,

and warned him, that the day cn which the bill mould pass

into a law, would be the worst he had ever seen. It would

lumper him more than his Spanish or Russian war, or a war

with
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with all Europe, inasmuch as a civil war was more terrible

than all other wars.

Mr. Mr. Milnti declared, that he adopted all those expressions

Milncs. aga;nst the stave trade, which were thought so harsh by the

noble L ord; and insinuated that his opinion had been turned by

his being Member for Bristol. He quoted a passage from Lord

Sheffield's pamphlet, and insisted, that the separation of fa

milies there complained of by the noble Lord, ought to af

fect his mind as a crying evil in the West Indies, as well as

In Africa, and that he ought, on his own grounds, as stated

in his pamphlet, to take the contrary side of the question.

Lord Lord Sheffield replied, that his opinion had always been

Sheffield, the fame, and that the honourable gentleman misunderstood

what he had been reading. He wished the condition of tb«

negroes in the West Indies to be meliorated as much as any

man; but it must be done with justice and good fense, and

through the medium of the West-India Assemblies, who alone

could carry it into effect.

The House now divided ;

Noes — 163

Ayes — 88

Majority against the abolition - 75

The House adjourned.

Wednesday, 1.0th Jpri/,

No material debate occurred.

Thursday, %\Jl Jfril.

The order of the day having been read for the re-commit

ment of the Quebec Bill,

Mr. Mr. Sheridan observed, that as, on the present occasion,

Sheridan, the number of Members within the House was far from being

considerable, he trusted, that if the right honourable gentle

man absolutely wished that the principles and regulations of

the bill might become the subject of examination and discus

sion, he would postpone its consideration until a future and

more convenient day. Indeed, the circumstance of his hav

ing fixed upon this day, immediately before the holidays,

when the attendance of the House was unusually thin, for

the re-cc mmitment of the bill, had induced several Mem

bers to believe that it was not his serious intention of bring

ing it 011; and they had in consequence absented themselves,

though they would otherwise willing have been present.—

There was another reason why the consideration of the bill

should be put off. The right honourable gentleman had,

indeed, laid information upon the table, but he had not moved

that it should be primed J and certainly if he had intended
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that this information should have been perused, and consi-, -

dered by the Members, he ought to have made the motion.

Mr. Sheridan conceived that it should now be printed, and

the Easter holidays would afford Members an opportunity of

taking it into consideration, so that they might be better pre

pared to state their opinions. There was still another reason

why he considered delay as necessary, not only to the House,

but to the right honourable gentleman. It was not till late

ly, he understood, that the very persons had not been con

sulted in this business who were most interested, and best qua

lified to give information. It was certainly requisite, in

forming any new system of Government, to obtain the most

perfect acquaintance with all the particulars of the situation

of those who were to be governed, as well as to pay the ut

most attention to their opinions with regard to the nature of

the regulations which ought to be adopted. It might appear

proper to consult those who were to be governed, before

hand, as it was certainly desirable that every Government

should meet the wiflies of its subjects. It was politic, as

people were most sensible of their own wants, as they might

be supposed to be acquainted with the causes from which they

rose, and qualified to point out the means of remedying

them. By some strange neglect, however, the riglit honour

able gentleman had not communicated on the subject with

those very people from whom he was most likeiy to have re

ceived information and advice.

Mr. Chancellor Pitt observed, that there was no bill which Mr.

had, perhaps, met with io little opposition, and been so much

delayed. It had already gone through a Committee, but on

the motion of a right honourable gentleman he had again

consented that it should be re- committed, so desirous was he

that every objection siiould be removed, and the bill sliould

undergo the most full aid candid discussion. He had yester

day put off the re-commitment, on account ofthe latedeba:e

of the former day, but had given notice of his intention of

bringing it on this day, in the manner which he thought

best calculated to procure a full attendance of the House. If

the attendance was not full, he hoped that it would not be

deemed imputable to him. At the fame time, having already

consented to so much delay, he felt it at last incumbent on

him tostiew himself serious in the business, in order that he

might not appear to trifle. He should, therefore, insist that

there-commitment should take place to-day. As to the in

formation, it had now been laid a long time upon the table,

without any motion having been made for its being printed.

He should wish to know what part of it had suggested to the

honourable gentleman the necessity of its now being printed,

or
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or produced those objections with which he had been so late

in coming forward?

Mr. Mr. Sheridan remarked, that as to his objections to the

Sheridan, bill, they did not apply to any particular regulations ; they

were fundamental, they were to the principle of the bill it

self. 1 he information which the right honourable gentleman

had not received, he could net be ignorant of; it had been

offered ; it was that of the agent who had come over with a

petition from a most respectable body of Canada. After this

bill had been so very long in agitation, and had occupied no

less than five or six years of the honourable gentleman ; after

it had been lo repeatedly delayed, it certainly was a kind of

dutv ro reserve the discussion of it for a fuller attendance.

Mr. Pitt. Mr. Chancellor Pitt said, that it now appeared that the

person whose information lie had not received, was Mr. Lim-

burner; but the House would recollect that his opinion had

been desired to be delivered in writing. It had likewise been

printed, but whether it had been laid on the table, or the

Members had called for it, he could not tell.

M*. Mr. Sheridan contended, that though what had now been

Sheridan. statej was truCj vet f\j]| n;s assertion had equal force, as Mr.

Limburner was not consulted, nor his opinion called for, till

the bill had been previously framed.

Mr- M r. Powys thought it better that the re-commitment should

Powys. De adjourned,

Mr. Pitt. Mr Chancellor Pitt declared, that still if there was any

gentleman on the other side, who should say that he was not

ready for tiie discussion, he should agree to put off the re

commitment of the bill.

Mr. Mr. Huffiy wished that the consideration of the bill might

Hussey. be put off, if such delay would not prove injurious to the

prosperity os the province, or the interests of His Majesty's

service.

Mr.M A. Mr. M. A. Taylor complained that this business had very

Taylor, improperly been put upon the footing of involving the con

sideration of general principles of government, and the con

stitutions of other countries. Upon this ground, insinu

ations had been thrown upon g' ntlemen on this side of the

House. If such insinuations should again be attempted, he

should consider himself entitled to call to order. It was their

business, in the present question, to lake the constitution of

the country a« they found it, and equally to decline all ge

neral discussion and particular reference, unconnected with

the subject.

Mr. Fox. Mr. Fox said, that having subjected himself to -some im

putations, he was desirous to follow, rather than lead, in the

present business. He had been called upon for a declaration

of principles. The present question, indeed, he considered
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as connected with general principles of government, though

he did not fee that it had any reference to opinions of the

constitutions of other countries. He had taken occasion fre

quently to mention the revolution of France, and to express

his opinion favourably to that revolution. Whether jn

this instance he was right or wrong, lie mould not determine.

In his speech on the Government of Quebec, which had given

'ile to imputation, he had made some allusion, silly enough,

jerhaps, to an intern ion of giving refuge in that province

0 the exploded titles of Nobility. Indeed, whatever were

lis opinions, it was not difficult to find them out. And

ven his best friends would not impute to him the virtue of

ny prudence with regard to concealing his sentiments. He

onsidered the opinions of every public man as due to the

'ublic, and as not to be withholden from private conside-

ations. He had approved likewise of the constitution of

America, and indeed, in forming a Government for Canada,

e considered that we ought to h.ive regard to the excellence

f that political system, adopted so immediately in its neigh-

ourhood. He had frankly declared, as he thought, that

nder the pretence of giving to Canada the Britisti constitu-

op, we in r.ality gave them a constitution eflentially diffe-

:nt, and by no means possessed of the same privileges,

Mr. Dune/as- said, he rose to advert to an exprelfion that Mr.

id fallen from an honourable gentleman. We were to take Dundai.

le constitution of this country as we found it. We were

3t to take it merely because we had found it, but because we

i! roved it in preference to every other, and considered it as

e most perfect which could be adopted.

Mr. A. Taylor justified the expression by the authority of Mr. A.

ackstone, which in point of law, he said, was at least equal Taylor,

that of the honourable gentleman.

Mr. Burke observed that there was nothing which he could Mr.BurJw

>re regret than anv difference of opinion ; there was no-

ng which depressed him more. How must he deplore any

Ference, with eloquence so greatly superior to his own,

th abilities whose force nothing could resist. Dear, howr

:r, as was his friend, desirous as he was to avoid any diffe-

ice, there was another object still dearer, of which he was

1 more desirous, the dischargeof his duty. His opinions

I principles were not unknown, and whenever the qccasion

>uln* again present itself, he would not fliun to declare

•nt.

rhe re-commitment of the Quebec bill was adjourned to

day, 6th May.

wlr Hippejlcy remarked, that in the question which had Ms-

been disposed of, much had been said pf anticipation and Hippefltjr.

osptrct. In what he h»d to offer, he should strictly con-

ol. XXIX. Ss line
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fine himself to retrospect, as he most seriously shrunk from

anticipation on the subject of our contest in India. Some

very important news had been received, and detailed in tbe

public prints, particularly a letter from Colonel Floyd to

Col. Stuart, giving an account of an unfortunate check we

had received from the army of Tippoo Sultan: Mr. Hippelley

wished to hear from a right honourable gentleman whom he

saw in his place, and who was best qualified to give infor

mation on the subject, whether this intelligence, stated in

the Morning Chronicle, was authentic, and such other in

formation as he might think consistent with his candour to

communicate. Mr. Hippelley conceived the House was

strictly entitled to this communication from the right honour

able gentleman, as it had lately pledged their constituents so

deeply in the event of the war in India.

On Mr. Hippeiley's sitting down, the Speaker observed

that he was not in order, not having followed what he had

said with any motion.

Mr. Hippesley replied, that it was not his intention to

have made any specific motion, but merely to have drawn

from the right honourable gentleman the necessary informa

tion, which, he conceived, was not altogether irregular, bot

he was ready to move for a continuation of the correspon

dence of our Government in India with respect to the war

with Tippoo Sultan.

Having accordingly made such a motion, and being second

ed by Mr. Fox,

Mr. Mr- Dundas rose, and expressed his hopes, and almost firm

Dundflt. belief that when the honourable gentleman should have re

collected that the correspondence from India contained such

information as might not prove altogether proper to he made

public at once, he would not persist in his motion. The ac

counts received were, certainly not of the most agreeable

nature, but in the dispatches there might be intermixed with

the present state of affairs opinions respecting the future pro

ceedings; these might be intermixed with the account of

what had happened; intimations of what was likely, though

not certain, to be pursued in future; and from this, and

other reasons, which must be obvious to the honourable gen

tleman, it was his duty to oppose the present motion.

Mr. Fox. Mr. Fox contended that the present war in India was verq

different from any other war that ever had happened, and hM

would state it in two points of view which particularly ought

to regulate the conduct of that House ; the first was, thatj

they had already come to a vote of approbation of it; but i

this approbation only went to the commencement of thsj

war, and therefore it remained still to be determined whetherj

they gave their approbation to the continuance of it. It was!
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a war less connected with the responsibility of the executive

Government than any other could be, because the India

Company was concerned. The next point which demanded

attention, was the expence which roust necessarily attend

this war in India; an expence, as to the manner ofdefraying

which, that House and the country were as yet ignorant.

The expence of an armament or a war against Russia, they

all knew must fall upon them and their constituents, but

hitherto, it had been a very different cafe with wars in India,

and he wished to know from the right honourable gentleman,

at the head of the Indian Board, whether in the budget which

he was accustomed to bring forward annually, and no doubt

would soon lay before the House, he meant to inform them

how the expence was to be defrayed, whether India afforded

the necessary resources, or any demand was to be made upon

that House for their assistance to continue a war, which

however adverse his opinion might be to it, had already the

sanction of a vote to approve the commencement of it.

General Smith thought that the Ministers should have pub- General

Jisticd a Gazette upon the receipt of the dispatches which they Smith,

had received, that the country might ascertain the real state

of facts. All his acquaintance had come to him anxious to

know what information he had received; and with regard to

Colonel Floyd's letter, which was in the Newspapers, it was

nothing but a copy from the Calcutta Gazette.

Mr. Dundas expressed his astonishment that -the honour- Mr. Dun-

able gentleman should have censured Ministers for not pub- das-

lilhing a Gazette; they certainly had not refused to doit;

but the truth was, that he received the dispatches in the

country only yesterday forenoon, and came to town immedi

ately. He had not yet been able to go through them all ;

but so far as he had gone, he had selected what he thought

most material to be publicly known, and sent that to the

newspapers, which ,he conceived to be the speediest method

of communication ; publishing a Gazette, therefore, in his

mind, would have been premature.

Mr. Hippe/ley said, that he did not mean at that time to Mr.

press his motion, but was ready to withdraw it. He made Hippefley

it merely on the Speaker's suggestion in point of order, and

was perfectly satisfied with the avowal of the right honour

able gentleman (Mr. Dundas), that Colonel Floyd's letter

was the most authentic and best information which he could

give to the House. t

Mr. Dundas named the 10th of May for his budget, and

moved,

" That the papers respecting the finances of the East India

" Company he referred to the Committee of the whole

" House," which was agreed to. -?f *

Ss 2 The M
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The House adjourned for the recess.

Tuesday, $d May.

The order of the day having been read for the second read

ing of the Sierra Leone BilJ,

Mr. Mr. Gascoyne begged leave to call to the recollection ofth«

fiascoyne. House the circumstance of his having presented a petition

some time ago from his constituents, praying to be heard by

counsel against the bil', and as the House would recollect,

also presented two petitions against it that day from most re

spectable bodies, viz. from the merchants of London, and

from the A frican Company. He observed that he was noc

ready to be heard by counlel against the bill in that stage,

nor did he know yet whether the petitioners would feel it ne

cessary to be heard by counsel at all. That, he said, would

depend altogether upon the sort of answer which he might

receive from the honourable gentleman who had introduced

the bill; if that answer mould not be satisfactory, he should

hope for the indulgence of the House, and expect their per

mission to let the petitioners be then heard by counsel on the

report. Mr. Gascoyne declared, that the principal objection

his constituents and the other petitioners had to the bill was,

that it tended to establifli a species of monopoly. He ac

knowledged that he had himself heard without doors, that

the bill had no such object in view, but he would in a few

words state the grounds on which such a suspicion was enter

tained' If the bill gave the intended corporation an exclu

sive right to the harbour of Sierra Leone, that would be a

fort of monopoly, against which he should contend. If the

wafer which he understood was now got for the ships from a

spring within the circumference or tract of land, of thirty

leagues, whicli the Company meant to have enclosed, was

to He paid for by the ships who wnnted it, that he should

deem a monopoly; or if, as the natives now brought their

rice and commodities down to the ships in Sierra'Leone har

bour, across the tract intended to be inclosed, the natives

were either obliged to go circuitousty round, or pay for pas

sing over the usual tract, in either case, he should contend

against it as a monopoly. He then proceeded to state one

or two other cafes, making altogether the general outline of

the ground on which the petitioners would hold themselves

bound to contest the bill as a monopoly. He also said, that

if the object of the bill was to increase the trade to the natives

of Africa, that he conceived could be effected without a bill,

as the trade had been long since made a free trade and thrown

open to all adventurers who chose to enter upon it. He far

ther stated that in the last treaty of peace with France we

specified plac«3 where the Englisti might not trade in Africa,

3 *ni
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and consequently in all others not so especially excepted, we

might trade without interruption ; Sierra Leone, he said,

was one of these; therefore, if any other persons were re

stricted from trading there, except the newly intended com

pany, it would be an objectionable monopoly. Mr. Gas-

coyne concluded with repeating that if the honourable gen

tleman who brought in the bill, would contend that it was

not a monopoly, and support his argument by proof, nei

ther his constituents nor the other petitioners, he believed,

would oppose it.

Mr. Tbcrnton in reply said, that he had in fact given an an- Mr.

swer to the honourable gentleman, when the subject was Thornto*

first agitated within those walls. He could undertake to fay

forhimlelf, and he believed he could fay the fame for the

other gentlemen concerned in the bill, that they meant not a

monopoly; it would be better, however, if instead of trust

ing to any assertions, that he or any other individual might

make on the subject, the honourable gentleman would look

to the bill itself, as the clauses of it would best shew what

were its real objects. The objections stated by the honour

able gentleman, Mr. Thornton said, went not against the

principle of the bill, but rather against a particular clause,

which might even be left out without material injury to the

bill. For his part, he thought the clause a useful' and a pro

per clause, and as such he sliould be ready to argue it at the

fit time for its discussion. With regard to the nature of the

bill, it was this, viz. that a number of gentlemen, of which

there werealrcacly about one hundied subscribers, partly from

pubi c spirit and partly from a spirit of speculation, had em

barked a portion of their fortunes in a commerce for the na

tural produce of Africa, and wishing to extend that 'rad?,

they, were desirous of securing themselves from being respon-

sible'with their whole fortunes for more than the stiare of

losses they respectively took upon themselves, bv the pro

portion of their several subscrptions ; and as to the situation

in which the other traders to Africa would be placed by the

operationof the bill, Mr. Thornton declared, it would not

hesobadas the honourable gentleman seemed to imagine;

because all the length of tract the gentlemen concerned wiihed

10 enclose, was only about thirty miles, and not thirty

leagues as had been erroneoufly stated, along ow. fide of the

river Sierra Leone, and all the other fide, which was equal

ly well calculated for landing and shipping goods, and which

had the fame water near it, and every other cooveniency,

would remain perfectly free for other traders. Mr. Thorn

ton said the attempt of the gentlemen to extend the trade to

Africa, appeared to him to be not only warrantable, but laud-

aMe and worthy encouragement; and unless it was meant

that
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i con-

that no trade but the slave trade should be carried on will

Africa to any extent, he could not but persuade himself thai

the House would see the object of the bill in its true light,

and give so laudable an attempt as that of the gentlemen

cerned every necessary and proper encouragement.

Mr. Mr. Gascoyne saw clearly, he said, that there were between

Gascoyne. the gentlemen concerned in the bill and the petitioners cer

tain points on which they were likely to differ; one of these

was, that he did not believe the tract proposed to be enclosed

was at present in possession of the K.ing of Great Britain; he

should hope, therefore, that the petitioners might be pennit-

U d to be heard on the report.

The bill was then read a second time and committed for the

next day.

Geneial Smith inoveJ, that Lord Cornwallis's commission,

as Governor General in India, might be read. The (ame

having been read accordingly,

Mr. Mr. Dundas observed, that as the subject was of material

Dundas. importance, and required consideration before he could far

whether he could agree or must differ with the honourable

Gener.nl, if the honourable General would consent to put it

off till the next day, he would prepare himself either toagree

with the motion, or to state his reasons for differing from

it, should the latter appear to him to be his duty.

General General Smith said, he had no object in view but the pub-

Smith. lic good, and therefore, as it was more adviseable that the

executive Government of the country should take the lead

in the business, he had not the smallest objection to comply

with the right honourable gentleman's request.

The House adjourned.

Wednesday, qth May.

No material debate occurred.

> Thursday, $th May.

Nothing material.

Friday, 6th May.

The House resolved itself into a Committee on the Quebec

Bill, Mr. Hobart in the chair.

When the Chairman put the question, that the clauses of

the bill be read paragraph by paragraph,

Mr.Burke Æ»ri* said, it might be a question whether the Chair

man should be directed to leave the chair, or whether the bill

should be debated clause by clause. He should, therefore)

speak to the general principle. The House, by tlje bill, wa»

going to do a high and important act; to appoint a Legisla

ture for a distant people, and to affirm a legal authority in

itself,
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itself, to exercise this high power. The first consideration

then was, the competency or incompetency of the House to

do such an act ; for if it was not competent, the beneficence

of the intention, or the goodness of the constitution they

were about to give, would avail nothing. A body of rights,

commonly called the rights of man, imported from a neigh

bouring country, was lately set up by some persons in this,

as paramount to all other rights. This new code was—

" Thar ail men are by nature free, equal in respect of rights,

" and continue so in society " If this code were admitted,

then the power of the House could extend no farther than to

call together all the inhabitants of Canada, and recommend

to them the free choice of a constitution for themselves.—

On what then was this House to found its competence ?

There was another code on which men in all ages had acted,

viz.vths Law of Nations, and on this code-he thought the

competence of the House must rest. This country had ac

quired the power of legislating for Canada by right of con

quest; and in virtue of that right, all the rights and duties

of the old Government had devolved on us. In the second

place, came the right by the cession of the old Government ;

and in the third, the right of possession, which we had held

for about thirty years. All these, according to the law of

nations, enabled us to legiflate for the people of Canada,

bound us to afford them an equitable government, and them

to allegiance. Setting aside then the doctrine of the tight*

of men, which was never preached any where without mis

chief, the House was bound to give to the people of Canada

the best government that their local situation and their con

nection with this country would admit. How was this to

be done ? He could not refer to the experience of old go

vernments, for that was exploded by the academies of Paris

and the clubs of London, who saw too much by the light of

their new lantern to have recourse to any other. The great

examples to be considered, we're the constitutions of America,

of France, and of Great Britain. To that of America great

attention, no doubt, was due, because it was of importancs

that the people of Canada should have nothing to envy in

the constitution of a country so near to their own. Situation

and circumstances were first to be considered—Non mih'i res

fed rebus me J'ubmlttere conor. They were not to imitate the

examples of countries that had disregarded circumstances,

torn asunder the bonds of society, and even the ties of nature.

In the local situation, was there any thing to give a prefe

rence to the American constitution, or in the habits of the

people ? Part of the province was inhabited chiefly by persons

who had migrated from tr»e^ United States. These men had

fled from the blessings of American government, and there

was
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was no danger of their going back. There might be many

causes of emigration not connected with Government, such as

a more fertile foil, or more genial climate; but they had for

saken all the advantages of a more fertile foil, and moie

southern latitude, for the bleak and barren regions of Canada.

There was no danger of their b.ing so much shocked by the

introduction of the British constitution, as to return. The

people of Ameri a had, he believed, formed a constitution as

well adapted to their circumstances as they could. But,

compared with the French, they had a certain quantity of

phlegm of old iinglilh good nature, th.it fitted them better

for a republican Government. They had also a republican

educ.ition: their former internal Government was republican,

and the principles and vices of it were restrained by the bene

ficence of an over- ruling Monarchy in this country. The

formation of their constitution was preceded by a long war,

in the courle of which, hy military discipline, they learned

order, submission to command, and a regard for great men.

They learned what, if it was allowaMe in so enlightened an

age as the present to allude to antiquity, a King of Sparta

had sa d was the great wisdom to be learned in his country—

to command and to obey. They were trained to govern

ment by war, not by plots, murders, anil assassinations. In

the next place, they had not the materials of monarchy or

aristocracy among them. They did nor, however, set up

the absurdity that the nation should govern the nation ; that

Prince Pretty man should govern Prince Prettyman ; but

formed their government, as near as they could, according

to the model of the British constitution. Yet he did not

say, give this constitution to a British colony, because if the

i nitation of the British constitution was so good, why not

give them the thing itself; as he who professed to sing like a

nightingale, was told by the person to whom he offered his

talents, that he could hear the nightingale herself. Henc*

he thought the greater number of inhabitants of that descrip

tion, would have no objection to the British constitution;

:;nd the British inhabitants were probably not so much cor

rupted by the clubs of London, and the academies of Paris,

as to think anv form of government preferable to an old one.

The ancie;it Canadians were next to be considered, and being

the moll numerous, they were entitled to the greatest atten

tion. Were we to give them the French constitution—1

constitution founded on principles diametrically opposite to

to ours, that could not assimilate with it in a single point;

as different from it as wisdom from folly, as vice from virtue,

as the most opposite extremes in nature—a constitution found

ed on what was called the rights of man ? But let this con

stitution be examined by its practical effects in the French
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Well-India colonies. These, notwithstanding three dis

astrous wars, were most happy and flourilhing till they

heard of the rigiits of men. As soon as this system arrived

among them, Pandora's box, replete with every mortal

evil, seemed to fly open ; hell itself to yawn, and every

dæmon of mischief to overspread the face of the earth. Black*

role against whites, whites against blacks, and each against

one another in murderous hostility ; subordination was de-

itroyed, the bonds of society torn asunder, and each man

kemed to thirst for the blood of his.neighbour;

" Black spirits and white,

M Blue spirits and gray,

" Mingle, mingle, mingle."

All was toil and trouble, discord and blood, from the moment

that this doctrine was promulgated among them ; and he ve-

rilv believed, that wherever the rights of men were preached,

such eres had been and ever would be the consequences. —

France, who had generously sent them the precious gift of*

the rights of men, did not like this image of herself reflected

in her child, and sent out a body of troops, well seasoned too

with the rights of men, to restore order and obedience.

These troops, as soon as they arrived, instructed as they

were in the principle of government, felt themselves bound

to become parties in the general rebellion, and like most of

their brethren at home, began asserting their rights by cut

ting off the head of their General. Mr. Burke read the late

accounts from St. Domingo, delivered to the National As

sembly, and added, that by way of equivalent for this infor-

ma ion, M. Barnave announced the return of the Members

ot the late Colonial Assembly to the true principles of the

constitution 1 he Members of an Assembly no longer in

existence had bequeathed their return to the principles of the

constitution as their last act and deed as a body, and this

was an equivalent for all the horrors occasioned by troops

joining in a rebellion which they were sent to quell. Ought

this example to induce us to fend to our colonies a cargo of

the rights of men ? As soon would he fend them a bale of in

fected cotton from Marseilles. If we had so little regard for

any of our colonies, as to give them that, for thv fake of an

experiment, which we would not take to ourselves, — if

we were for pa iculum in carport vdi, let us think how it

would operate at home. Let us consider the effects of the

French constitution on France, a constitution on which he

looked not with approbation but with horror, as involving

every principle to be dttested, and pregnant with every con

sequence to be dreaded and abomina ed, and the use which

they proposed to make of it. Thev had told us themselves,

Vol. XXIX. T t and
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and their partisans in this country, the Revolution and the

Unitarian Socities, had told us, that they had erected a great

monument for the instruction of mankind. This was cer

tainly done, not without a view to imitation. Let us fee

what we were to be called on to imitate ; what were the Jail

acts of the contrivers of this glorious form of Government.

There were here no doubts of the facts, forthey were related

bv the authors ; and there were cafes in which the falsest of

men might1 be believed, namely, when they gave a true

character of themselves. When they had got a constitution,'

moulded according to the newest pattern of the rights of man ;

when they had got a King, who was every thing in name,

and nothing in realiry, over whom, as a State prisoner, the

Marquis de la Favette, the chief jailer of Paris, mounted

guard : he was desirous of taking a little fresh air, and a little

recreation in the country, and they granted him a day rule

to go five miles from Paris. But then recollecting, as it is

the quality of the rights of men never to be secure, that this

tempoiary release from impi isonment might afford the means

of escape, they surrounded his carriage, commanded him to

stop, and one of the grenadiers of his faithful and loyal body

guard presented his bayonet to the breast of the fors

horie

Mr.Baker Mr. Baker here called Mr. Burke to order. He said lie

had sat many years in Parliament, and no man entertained a

higher opinion of the integrity and abilities of the right ho

nourable gentleman than he did. His eloquence was great,

and his powers, on many occasions, had been irresistible.

His abilities might enable hint to involve the House in un

necessary altercation : this, perhaps, the right honourable

gentleman might do unwittingly for others, and not to serve

any purpose of his own; he himself, perhaps, might be the

unwilling instrument, and might involve the country itself

in a contest with another nation ; he could not, therefore, fit

any longer, without calling him to order; and he mould insist

upon every person adhering to the question, and that the

Chairman state what the question before the Committee wa».

He said he had no objection, on any occasion, when questions

of this fort came properly before the House, fairly and fully,

openly and explicitly, to state his opinion. He had called

the right honourable gentleman to order, merely for the fake

of the House, and of the" peace of the country; and he had

a right to say, that the right honourable gentleman's conduct

vas inconsistent with the order of debate, and the regularity

of the proceedings of that House.

The Chairman stated that thequestion before theCommit-

• tee was, whether the clauses of the Quebec bill should be

read patograph by paragraph.

Mr.
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Mr. Fe* now rose and said, that he conceived his right Mr. Fox.

honourable friend could hardly be said to be out of ord- r.

It seemed that this was a day of privilege, when any body

iiuglit stand un, select his mark, and abuse any govern

ment he pleased, whether it had any reference or not to th»

point in qu> stion. Although no body had said a word on

the subject of the French revolution, his right honourable

friend had gotten up and abused that event. He might have

tre.ited the Gentoo government, or that of China, or the

government of Turkey, or the laws of Confucius, precisely

in the same manner, and with equal appositeness to the

question before the House. Every gentleman had a right

that day to abuse the government of every country as much

as he pleased, and in as gross terms as he thought proper, or

any government, either antient or modern, with his right

honourable friend.

Mr. Burke replied that, the honourable gentleman's con- Mr.

elusion was very ill drawn from his premises. If he was Burke,

disorderly he was sorry for it. His right honourable friend

had also accused him of abusing governments in very gross

terms. He conceived his right honourable friend meant to

abuse him in unqualified terms. He had called him to an

account for the decency and propriety of his expressions.

Mr. Burke laid he had been accused of creating dillention

among nations. He never thought the National Assembly

was imitated so well as in the debate then going on. M.

Cazales could never utter a single sentence in that Assembly

without a roar.

Mr. M. A. Taylor spoke to order- He thought the dis- Mr. M.

cuflion was carried forward to no good purpose. He said, A. Tay-

he revered and respected the character of his friend. They lor.

came to argue the question on the Quebec bill; they were

not discussing the English constitution, but whether, in

tact, they ought to give the British constitution to Canada;

and if they ought to, give it, whether the present bill gave it.

When he sliould be permitted to give his opinion, he should

endeavour to fliew that the bill did not give our constitution

to that country. He said, he must insist; on the rule of

order. They were then discussing whether it would be right

to give Canada our own constitution; and secondly, if k

were right to give it, whether that bill had given it.

Mr. Burke submitted to the Committee whether he was Mr_

or was not in order. The question was, whether the bill Burke,

was then to be read paragraph by paragraph. It was in a

fairway in reasoning to see what experiments had been made

mother countries. His right honourable friend had said that

no body had the least idea of borrowing any thing of the

French revolution in the bill. Mr. Eurke asked how his

T t 2 tight
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right honourable friend knew that? For any thing he knew,

he, (Mr. Burke) himself, might mean to insert some clause.

If he were to be Hopped, he asked, why was it not in the

beginning, and before he had fully declared the French re

volution to be the work of folly and not of wisdom: It was

the work of vice and not of virtue. If the Committee would

permit him to go on, he lhould endeavour to meet the mott

captious ideas of order. He declared he would not suffer

friend nor foe to come between his assertion and his ar

gument, and thereby to make him a railer. His honour

able friend had said that, although he did not do it himself,

he was probably, though unwittingly, the instrument of

some other people's folly. He declared, he had not brought

forward this business from any views of his own. If they

did not sutler the affair to be diicussed, if they stiewcd a re

luctance to it

Mr. Here Mr. St. John called Mr. Burke to order, and slid,

St. John, the discussion could not be brought forward with any re

gard to older. He really asked it as a favour of his right

honourable friend, that he would fix a day on which he

would bring on the discussion of the French constitution.

He said he knew the English constitution; he admired it; he

daily felt the blessings of it. He (hculd be extremely forty

if any person in England should endeavour to persuade any

man, or body of men, to alter the constitution of the coun

try. If his right honourable friend had made the French

revolution tlje lubject of a distinct discussion, that would he

bringing it on in a fair way. If his friend felt the mischiefs

of the French constitution as applicable to the English con

stitution, let him appoint a day for that discussion. This he

requested of his right honourable friend as a particular fa

vour.

Mr. Mr. Martin was of opinion that the right honourable gen-

Martin, tleman (Mr. Burke) was not irregular in speaking of the .

French constitution. He had formerly heard a right honour

able gentleman, say, that the public had a right to the senti

ments of public men on public measures, and therefore he

hoped the right honourable gentleman would be permitted

to go on.

Hfr< Mr. Burke in reply said, he meant to take the sense of the

Burke. Committee, whether or not h'e was in order. He declared

he had not made any reflection, nor did he mean any, on

any one gentleman whatever. He was as fully convinced as

he could be, that no one gentleman in that House wanted to

alter the constitution of England. The reason why, on the

first regular opportunity that presented itself> he was anxious

to make his reflections on the lubject, was, because it was »

matter df great public concern, and occasion called for his
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observations. As long as they held to the constitution he

should think it his duty to act with them; but he would not

be the slave of any whim that might arise. On the contra

ry, he thought it his duty not to give any countenance to

certain doctrines which were supposed to exist in ihis countty,

and which were intended fundamentally to subvert the con

stitution. They ought to consider well what they were

doing.

Here there was a loud call of Order!—Orde»!—and Go

on !—Go on !

Mr Burke laid, there was such an ethusiasm for order that ^r

it was not easy to go on, but he was going to state what the Burke,

result of the French constitution perfected was, and to shew

that we ought not to adopt the principles of it. He might

be asked, why state it, when no man meant to alter the

English constitution? Why raise animosities, where none ex

isted? And why endeavour to stir up passions where all was

quiet before? He confessed a tiling might be orderly, and

yet that it might be very improp r to discuss it. Was there

any reason for doing this, or did they think the country

was in danger? He declared he was ready to answer that

question. He was perfectly convinced that there was no

immediate danger. He believed the body of the country

was perfectly found, although attempts were made to take

the constitution from their heads by absurd theories. He

firmly believed the English constitution was enthroned in the

affections of their bosoms; that they cherished it as a part

of their nature; and that it was as inseparable from English

men, as their fouls and their bodies. Some Ministers and

others had, at times, apprehended danger, even from a mi

nority; and history had (hewn that in this way a constitu

tion had been overturned. The question, he said, would be,

what had they to do with the French constitution? They

had no right to have recourse to the proceedings of the Na

tional Assembly, because the government of this country had

not yet recognized it. If they had, they would silence him.

If the French revolutionists were to mind their own affairs,

and had shewn no inclination to go abroad and to make pro

selytes in other countries, Mr. Burke declared, that neither

lie for one should have thought, nor any other Member of

the House, had any right to meddle with them. If they

were not as much disposed to gain proselytes as Lewis

XlVth had been to make conquest, he should have thought

it very improper and indiscreet to have touched on the sub

ject. He would quote the National Assembly itself, and

a correspondent of his at Paris, who had declared that he

appeared as the ambassador of the whole human race.—

1 ' Mr.
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Mr. Aa- Mr. ÆJlruther interrupting Mr, Burke, here spoke to

firuthcr order. He said, his right honourable friend had transgressed

something of what he looked upon to be the bounds of order

in that House. It was a rule of order for Members to con

fine themselves to the question in debate. When he stated

this, he begged it to h; understood, that if any minority in

the country rud any inten'ions to alter the constitution,

there was no man mere ready to take strong and decided

measures yto check that minority, and to crush that spirit

then he mould be—

Colonel Here Colonel Ph'ipps called Mr. Austruther to order, and

Phipps. said, that a declaration of his attachment to the constitution,

or of his gallantry in defence of it, was as much out of

order as the right honourable gentleman, whom he was

calling to order.

Mr. An- Mr. Anftruther replied, that if the honourable gentleman

struthcr. had condescended to hear him out, before he had called him

to order, he would have saved himself some trouble. The

honourable gentleman would recollect, that he had said he

had heard of a design in this country to overturn the consti

tution. If such a design really existed, it was the duty of

the right honourable gentleman, who had stated it, to bring

forward some specific measure on the subject. It was disor

derly in the right honourable gentleman to thrust that into

a debase on the Quebec bill. If such a design really existed,

it could not be debated on that day consistently with regu

larity. The question before the Committee was, whether

the bill should be read paragraph by paragraph. The right

honourable gentleman had said, how did gentlemen know

but that somebody, perhaps that right honourable gentle

man himself, meant to propose something of the French re

volution in the bill. Let them stop then till a clause or

clauses of that fort were proposed, let them be silent till

something like the principles of the French constitution ap

peared in the bill, and then any gentleman would have a

right to argue the subject : but till then all the debate was

foreign to the question. He should say nothing to the dan

ger, how far it was proper, how far it was decent, how far

it was prudent, and how far it was wise. Gentlemen were

discussing the French constitution without any question be

fore them. The question was the Quebec constitution.

The principle of the Quebec bill, if it had anv principle,

was somethiug like the Englisli constitution. The French

constitution, for any thing we knew, might be good sot

them, and might be bad for us. It was neither fit nor pru

dent that that should be made a question of discussion in Par

liament. If any intention existed in any part of the coun

try to ..itroduct; the constitution of France, it should not be

consi-
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considered under the Quebec bill, but they should appoint a

day for taking the subject into consideration to stop, cruih,

and quell any machination of that fort, if any such existed

in any minority.

Mr. Burke said, an objection had been taken against ar- \fr.

guiog the business on the ground, that although it might be Burke,

in oider, yet the discussion of it might be attended with

mischievous consequences. If some good were not to be ob

tained by it, he admitted, it might be censurable to argue it,

and prudence he owned was a very useful quality, and a part

of every man's duty to his country. He said, he had for

merly observed, in the course of this most irregular debate,

that the bo<!y of the country was yet untainted with this

I retich malady—The Hou.e smiled at the exptesiVn, -and

Mr. Burke observed, that there might be some allusion which

might not be so proper. He lioped there was a very little

minority indeed out of doors, who were disaffected with the

English constitution, and who wished to put the country out

of love with it, by endeavouring to sill them with admira

tion for another.—He was asked why he did not come for

ward with this business as a distinct subject? He said, before

he did that, it would be proper first to know what support

he was likely to have. He must know how government stood

affected to the business, and also how the other side of the

House liked it. He had sat six and twenty years in that

House, and had never called any man to order in his life.

This being a question of prudence, he thought it was the

parr of a wife man and good citizen rather to discountenance

the measure, and to admonish thole, who might entertain

such designs, of their danger, than to come immediately to the

knife. He knew there was a levity natural to mankind;

but when they were alarmed, they might recollect them

selves, and correct those things which he should be sorry if

the law were to correct for them.

[Here there was a loud cry of " Chair! Chair!" and of

"Hear! Hear!"]

Mr. Austruther interrupted Mr. Burke, and spoke again

to order.

Colonel Pbippi immediately called Mr. Austruther to or- Colonel

der, conceiving that the right honourable gentleman was Fhippi.

not out of order, in as much as he had a right to introduce

into the debate every topic that was at all applicable to the

question.

Mr. Fox said, he still entertained the opinion that he had Mr. Fo*.

stated originally, and he had befere spoken serioufly and not

ironically. He thought his right honourable friend had a

right to enter into the constitution of France, because he had

a right to enter into the constitution of Turkey, or into

that
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that of the Gentoo government, upon just the same princi

ple. But it had been usual when persons had gone into 3

question, to state which side of a question they meant to

maintain. He confessed he did not know to what side of the

question to apply what had been said. He did not know

whether his right honourable friend was for or against

reading the clauses paragraph by paragraph. He wished fe

would favour the Committee with the real" ns which induced

him to think, the bill should be read paragraph by paragraph

or not.

Mr.Grey. Mr. Grey said, it was certainly true, that when a govern

ment was to be provided, strictly speaking, he understood

that any Member had a right to support any form of go

vernment, or to shew the evil tendency of another syst«n

which had been recommended by others. Yet he thought

his right honourable friend had precluded himself from that

by stating the view and purpose for winch he brought for

ward that measure. Fe had said he did not believe there

was a man in that House who wished to alter the constitu

tion; and Mr. Grey beiieved his right honourable friend was

perfectly sincere in that idea; upon what grsund then, and

upon what principle was it necessary to go into the French

constitution? I'ecause the right honourable gentleman kiv*

a design existed somewhere to overturn the fun amenial

principles of our constituiion. The right honourable gen

tleman had repeatedly declared, that he knew such a delign

existed. Now, if this wa* his ground, Mr. Grey wished 10

appeal to the right honourable gentleman himself, and to the

Committee, whether that business ought 'o be discussed in

the Canada bill ; and whether that was a sit moment for such

a discussion ? It was a duty which that right honourable gen

tleman owed to his country, to discover that design; and if

any person was more called upon than another, to wifn that

the discussion siiould be seriously taken up, it was the right

honourable gentli-man opposite to him (Mr. Pitt), who w«s

hound to watch over the interests of the country, and to

take care that no such design should he carried into efRct,

and therefore Mr. Grey hoped that the right honourable

gentleman would unite with him in requesting hi? right ho

nourable friend to drop this business on the Canada bil!,

and to make a direct charge with all that gravity which ths

most seri us mode of form would allow, for bringing it

with due solemnity before the Houle.

Mr. Pitt Chancellor Pitt hoped the honourable gentlemm

would not call on him to give him an answer till he coulJ ''1

it consistently with order. He doubted whether what had

just been delivered by the honourable gentleman was a speech

in order ; and unless some question had been moved or crdrr

ma-*
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made to stop the right honourable gentleman, he said, he '

could give no answer without being guilty of an irregula

rity.

Mr. Grey said it was not his custom to call for an answer Mr.

from the right honourable gentleman when he was precluded Grey,

from giving that answer. He repeated it, that if any mem

ber knew of a dt sign existing to overturn the constitution of

the country, it was the duty of that member to bring it for

ward; and he requested the right honourable gentleman to

unite with hjm in intreating his right honourable friend to

put an end to a discussion which could not then, with pro

priety, come before the Houle. He therefore again called

on the right honourable gentleman to adopt the mode of nam

ing a day when he might bring forward the subject properly,

and have it regularly discussed.

Mr. Sheridan made the same application to the right ho- Mr.

nourable gentleman opposite to him, (Mr. Pitt). He was Sheridan,

extremely glad, he said, to find that right honourable gentle

man had professed himself an advocate for order.

Mr. Chancellor Pitt called Mr. Sheridan to order. He Mr. Pitt,

submitted it, to the Committee, whether, when the question

was with respect to the order or disorder of the right honour

able gentleman, the honourable gentleman (Mr. Sheridan)

had a right to digress from that question ?

Mr. Sheridan said the right honourable gentleman, who Mr.

was out of order, spoke to order. He said if there were any Sheridan,

design to overturn the constitution, it was the duty of that

House, and particularly of that right honourable gentleman,

to endeavour to follow up the idea, and to prepare, in a fair,

manly way, for the discussion. sMr. Sheridan was going on,

when he was called to order by Mr. Orde.]

Mr. Sheridan thought it his duty to interrupt the right ho

nourable gentleman whenever he spoke on that question.

He had been stating matters, which he thought required a se

parate discussion.

Colonel Phipps called Mr. Sheridan to order.

Mr. Chancellor Pitt said, whenever any body conceived Mr. Pitt,

the right honourable gentleman was out of order, they got

up and interrupted him. The only way to bring this to a

point would be to move, that it was disorderly for him to

to advert the French Constitution in the present debate. He

said he himself could not interrupt him unless he was con

vinced he was out of order.

Mr. Burke again submitted to the Committee, whether he Mr.Burk*

was orderly or not. He desired to proceed no further, with

out taking the fense of the House upon it. When he spoke of

a design that was formed in this country against the constitu

tion, he said, he spoke with all the simplicity of a member of

Vot. XXIX. U u Parlia-
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Parliarrient. He did not imagine there were any plots, but

he had a knowledge or conviction of them. Mr. Burke

complained that his f iend had not used him with candoor-

He said, if they reluctantly forced him to take a regular djy ,

lie should certainly do it, provided they gave him a regular

parliamentary call to do it.

Mr. Mr. Grey said, he certainly did not mean to shrink frorn

Grey, any thing he had before Hated. He did not know he could

call on the right honouraMe gentleman to bring forward the

measure, but if the right honourable gentleman knew of any

such design, it certainly was his duty to me.ition it.

Mr. Mr. Burke .inert ed that there was such a design, so far U

Burke, could be collected from the conduct of certain persons in the

country, to put us out of love with our constitution. If

he was called on reguLrly, he mould certainly make good

hi . charge.

Mr Mr. St. J'bn called Mr. Eui ke to order a second time, aud

St. John, said, he should think it r.eceflaiy to take the opinion of the

House on his conduct.

Mr. Mr. Burke said, an attempt was now made, by one who

• Burke, had been former Iv his friend, to bring down upon him the

censure of the 1 louse ; it was unfortunate, he said, for him,

■ sometimes to be hunted bv one party, and sometimes by ano

ther. He considered himself to be unfairly treated by those

gentlemen with whom he had been accustomed to act, but

from whom he now received extreme violence. He should,

he said, jf the tumult of order abated, proceed in the account

he was going to give of the horrible and nefarious conse

quences flowing from the French idea of the right' of men.

Lord Lord Shefflild spoke to order. Whatever might be said by

Sheffield, gentlemen on the other side of the House to the contrary,

his Lordship declared, he was convinced that the right ho-

nojrable gentleman was disc derly, and would move, "That

dissertations on the French Constitution, and to read a narra

tive of the transactions in France, are not regular or orderly

on the question that the c I j use* of the Quebec bill be read a

second time, paragraph bv paragraph."

Mr. Fox seconded the motion.

Mr Pitt Chancellor Pr.: w;is glad of the motion, as it reduced

the debate to something lik<: order. He said, he considered

the introduction of a discussion on the French constitution to

rest on discretion and order, which were two distinct things;

he explained their diffetence, and said, for his own part he

would use no vehement languag", nor any words that might

give umbrage; not conceiving, however, that the right ho

nourable gentleman was disorderly, he should certainly give

his negative to the motion.

Mr.

3
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Vlr. Fok said, he was sincerely sorry to feel that he must Mr. Fox.

port the motion, and the more so, as his right honourable

nd had made it necessary hy bringing on, in (b irregular a

iner, a discussion of a matter by no means connected with

Quebec bill, in a manner which he could not help thinking

emely unfair, but which he must consider as a direct in-

ice to him. If the right honourable gentleman's argu-

it over t: e way, witli regard to order was to obtain order,

'as a mode of order that would go to stop every proceed-

of that House, especially in committees. It was proper

ebate the principle of a bill in the second reading of it ;

referring to matter that might be analogous, much Jati-

: would be required; the Quebec bill had been read a se-

I time, and was decided. If gentlemen, then-fore, when

II was in a Committee, would come down and state in

; speeches, general answers to all possible objections, to

ses that might be proposed, but were never meant to be

losed, debates might be drawn to any imaginable length,

the business of the House suspended at the pleasure of

or.e of its members. 'I he argument which some gen

ian might possibly move, that the Chairman leave the

r, wa< applicable to every clause, and lo every stage ot

bill in the Committee; and if on that account every spe-

ot volunteer argument was to be held in order, it would

■npossible for business tp proceed. His right honourable

id, instead of debating the principle of the bill in any stage

:h was usual, had come down, not to debate the clauses,

to fortify misrepresentations of what he had said in a

let debate, which his right honourable friend did not even

Order and discretion in (h bate, had been said to be

tict; with him, Mr. Fox declared, they never stiould be

rate. Where the distinction lay he could not see, for he

ys conceived that order was founded on discretion. He

not in the habit of interrupting any gentleman on the

t of order; because, unless the deviation from it was

g indeed, more time was often lost by calling to order,

by suffering gentle men to proceed. But if he saw any

ffion attempted to be introduced in a way not merely ir-

lar, but unfair, he felt himself obliged to endeavour tq

it. Much had been (aid on the present occasion, of the

er of theorv and the safety of practice. Novv, what had

the conduct of the gentleman who looked on theory

abbofience ? Not to enter into a practical discussion of

>ill clause by clause, and to examine whether it gave,

it professed to give, the British constitution to Canada,

aving neglected to have done his duty, and attended the

x stage of debating the principle, to enter into a theo-

\ enquiry of what the principle ought to be, and a dis-

U u 2 cuffion
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cuflion of the constitution of another country, respecting

which it was possible that he might differ from him. If this

were not manifest eagerness to leek a difference of opinion,

and anxiety to discover a cause of dispute, he knew not what

was ; since if they came to the clauses of the bill, he did not

think there would be any difference of opinion, or at most

but a very trifling one. If the right honourable gentleman's

object had been to debate the Quebec bill, he would hare de

bated it clause by clause, according to the established practice

of the House. If his object had been to prevent danger ap

prehended to the British constitution, from the opinions of

any man', or any set of men, he would have given notice of a

particular day for that particular purpose, or taken any other

occasion of doing it, rather than that on which his nearest

and dearest friend had been grossly misrepresented and tra

duced. That at least was the course which he mould himself

have taken, and therefore what he naturally expected from

another. The course which his right honourable friend had

chosen to take, was that which seemed to confirm the insinua

tion urged against him, that of having maintained republican

principles as applicable to the British constitution, in a former

debate on the bill. No such argument had ever been urged

by him, nor any from which such an inference was fairly de-

ducible. On the French Revolution he did indeed difier

from his right honourable friend. Their opinions, he had

no scruple to say, were wide as the poles asunder; but what

had a difference of opinion on that, which to the House was

only matter of theoretical contemplation, to do with the dis

cussion of a practical point, on which no such difference

existed ? On that Revolution, he adhered to his opinion, and

never would retract one, syllahle of what he had said. He

repeated, that he thought it, on the whole, one of the roost

glorious events in the history of mankind. But when he had

on a former occasion mentioned France, he had mentioned

the Revolution only, and not the constitution; the latter re

mained to be improved by experience, and accommodated to

circumstances. The arbitrary system of govornment was

done away : the new one had the good of the people for irs

object, and this was the point on which he rested. This opi

nion, Mr. Fox said, he wished the time might come to de

bate, if opinions of his were again to be made the subject ol

parliamentary discussion. He had no concealment of his

opinions, but if any thing could make him shy of such a dis

cussion, it would be the fixing a day to catechize him respect

ing his political creed, and respecting opinions on which the

House was neither going to act, nor called upon to act at all-

He had been thus catechized in 1782, when a right honour

able gentleman (Mr, Dundas) in the last stage of the then
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administration, had said, " Admitting this administration to

be bad, where are you to rind a better ? Will you admit men

into power, who fay, that the representation of the people is

inadequate, and whose principles would overturn the consti

tution ?" On that occasion, he had found an able defender in

a right honourable gentlemen, whom he could not expect to

be his defender that day ; but who had in 1782 demanded in

manly and energetic tones, " if the House would bear to be

told, that the country was incapable of furnishing an admi

nistration more worthy of trust than that whose misconduct

was admitted even by its advocates?" He might now have

looked for a defender to another quarter, to the Bench on

which he fat, and been as much disappointed. Yetthecate-

chizer on that occasion had soon aster joined another minis

try, and supported that very reform of the representation

which he then deprecated as more dangerous to the constitu

tion and the countrv, than all the misfortunes of that admi

nistration. Were he to differ from his right honourable

friend on points o; history, on the constitution of Athens or

of Rome, was it necessary that the difference should be dis

cussed in that House? Were he to praise the conduct of the

elder Brutus, and to fay that the expulsion of the Tarquins

was a noble and patriotic act, would it thence be fair to argue

that he meditated the establishment of a consular government

in this country ? Were he to repeat the eloquent eulogiuin of

Cicero on the taking off of Cæsar, would it thence be dedu-

cible, that lie went with a knife about him for the purpose of

killing some great man or otator ? Let those who said, that to

admire was to wish to imitate, shew that there was some simi

larity of circumstances. It lay on his right honourable

friend to shew that this country was in the precise situ

ation of France at the time of the French Revolution, before

he had a right to meet his argument ; and then with all the

obloquy that might be heaped on the declaration, he stiould

he ready to fay, that the French Revolution was an object of

imitation for this country. Instead of seeking for differences

of opinion on topics, happily for the country, entirely topics

of speculations, let them come to matter of fact, and of prac

tical application ; let them come to the discussion of the bill

heforethem, and see whether his objections to it were repub-,

lican, and in what he should differ from his right honourable

friendr He had been warned by high and most respectable

authorities, that minute discussion of great events, without in

formation, did no honour to the pen that wrote, or the

tongue that spoke the words. If the Committee should decide

that his right honourable friend should pursue his argument

°n the French constitution, he would leave the House ; and

if some friend would send him word, when the clauses of the

Quebec
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Quebec bill were to be discussed, he would return and debate

them. And when he said this, he said it from no unwilling

ness to listen to his right honourable friend ; he always had

heard him with pleasure, but not where no practical use could

result from his argument. When the proper period for dis

cussion came, feeble as his powers were, compared with those

of his right honourable, friend, whom he must call his master,

for he had taught him everv thing he knew in politics, (as he

had declared on a former occasion, and he mea/it no compli

ment when he said so) yet feeble as his powers comparatively

were, he should be ready to maintain the principles he had

aliened, even against his right honourable friend's superior

eloquence, and maintain, that the rights of man, which his

right honourable friend had ridiculed as chimerical and vi

sionary, were in fact the basis and foundation of every ra

tional constitution, and even of the British constitution it-

lelf, as our statute book proved : since, if he knew any thing

of the original compact between the people of England and

its government, a* stated in that volume, it was a recognition

of the original inherent rights of the people as men, which

no prescription could supersede, no accident remove or obli

terate. If such were principle s dangerous to the constitution,

they were the principles ot his right honourable friend, from

whom he had learned them. During the American war they

had together rejoiced at the successes of a Washington, and

sympathized almost in tears for the fall of -a Montgomery.

From his right honourable friend he had learned that the re

volt of a whole people could never be countenanced and en

couraged, hut must have been provoked. Such had at that

time been the doctrine of his right honourable friend, who had

said withequal energy and emphasis, that he could not draw

a bill of indictment against a whole people. Mr. Fox declared

he was lorry to find that his right honourable friend had

since learnt, to draw such a bill os indictment, and to crowd

it with all the technical epithets which disgraced our statute

book, ot false, malicious, wicked, by the instigation of the

devil, not having the seas of God before youreyes, &c. Having

been taught by his right honourable friend, that no revolt of

a nation was caused without provocation, he could not help

feeling a joy ever since the constitution of France became

founded on the rights of man, on which the British consti

tution itlelf was founded. To deny it, was neither more

nor less than to libel the British constitution ; and no book

his right honourable friend could cits, no words he might

deliver in debate, however ingenious, eloquent and able, as all

his writings and all his speeches undoubtedly were, could in

duce him ro change or abandon that opinion ; he differed

upon that subject with his right honourable friend teto carlo.

Having
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Having proceeded thus far, Mr. Fox declared he had said

more than he had intanded, possibly much more than was ei

ther wife or proper ; but it was a common error arising from

his earnestness to he clearly understood; but if his sentiments

could serve the other lide of the House, which had counte

nanced the discussion of that day, apparently in aider to get

at them, they had acted unnecessarily. They might be lure

of him and his sentiments on evory luhject, without forcing

on any thing like a difference between him and his right ho

nourable friend, and having once heard them, they might act

upon them as they thought proper.

Mr. Burke said, that though he had been called to order so Mr.Burke

many times, he had fat with perfect compcfute, and had

heard the most disorderly speech that perhaps ever was deli

vered in that House. He had not pursued the conduct of

which an example had -been set to him, hut had heard, with

out the least interruption, that speech out to the end, irre

gular and disorderly as it had been : his words and his con

duct throughout had been misrepresented, and a personal at

tack had been made upon him from a quarter he never could

have expected, after a friendship and an intimacy of more

than twenty- two years; and not only his public conduct,

words, and wriings, had been alluded to in the severest

terms, but confidential conversations and private opinions

had been brought forward, with a view of proving that he

acted inconsistently ; and now a motion was introduced,

which hindered him, in a g'eat measure, from having an

opportunity to ascertain, by facts, what he had stated as opi

nions. He could not help thinking, that on the subject of

the French revolution, he had met with great unfairness

from the right honourable gentleman, who had said as much

as that he had acted and spoken raslily, without information,

and unsupported by facts to bear out his deductions, and

this had been treated in a manner that did little justice to his

feelings, and had little appearance of decency on the part of

tht right honourable gentleman. However, when, and as

often as this sub'ect came to be discussed fairly, and facts that

he was possessed of allowed to be brought forward, he was

ready to meet the right honourable gentleman hand to hand,

and foot to foot upon it. Much was said against proceeding

without good information. He was ready to state his proofs

for all the facts he had alledged, to which public proof was

at all applicable ; that indeed theie were a few particulars on

which he did not chuse to take issae ; because, in the pre

sent state of things in the happy country of r ranee, he might

subject his relators to the fashionable summary justice of the

lanttrnt. Under a very few reseives of that kind, he was

ready to enter into the discussion concerning the facts in that

hook,
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book,, whenever he pleased. He might possibly fall into mi

nute and trivial mistakes, but he was lure he was substantially

right in every substantial matter of fact. To the few mat

ters on which he must decline offering proof, he pledged him

self, upon his honour, that he had sufficient to satisfy a sober

and considerate judgement. But this, it seemed, was not the

cause of quarrel ; it was not because this authority, or thst

example, were mentioned, but he was accused of misrepre

senting what the right honourable gentleman had said on a

former day, when he owned he was not present, and which

he disavowed in the most positive terms. He denied any re

ference to that, or any other speech of the right honourable

gentleman, and contended that he hat! argued on this, as he

wistied to do on every other occasion, in a candid, plain, and

simple manner. With regard to the subject which he meant

to introduce in the Committee oh the Quebec bill, the right

honourable gentleman was no stranger to the grounds He

meant to go upon. He opened to him very particularly the

plan of his speech ; how far he meant to go; and what li

mits he proposed to put upon himself. His reasons for

forming those opinions, he had mentioned in the fullest

and most particular manner to him, at his own house,

and walked from thence to that House with him, con

versing all the time on that subject. The right honourable

gentleman had then entirely disagreed with him upon it, but

they had no quarrel upon it, and what the right honourable

gentleman had said upon the subject, he did not now wish

to state. He would not, however, be persuaded, frora

what the right honourahle gentleman said, to give up his

purpose of stating to the House, upon this occasion, his

mind with regard to the French constitution, and the fists

which led him to think as he did ; and certainly in this he

thought there could be nothing disorderly, especially when

so much had been already introduced, not about the consti

tution of Quebec, but about the American constitution. He

had asserted that dangerous doctrines were encouraged in this

country, and that dreadful consequences might ensue from

them, which it was his sole wi;h and ambition to avert, by

strenuously supporting the constitution of (ireat Britain as it

is, which, in his mind, could better be done bv pieventing

impending danger, than by any remedy that could afterwards

be applied ; and he thought himself justified in saying this

because he did know that there were people in this country

avowedly endeavouring to disorder its constitution and go

vernment, and that in a very bold manner. The practk*

now was, upon all occasions, to praise, in the highest strain,

the French constitution ; some, indeed, qualified- their argu

ment so far, by praisitrg only the French revolution; but in
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th.it he could see no difference, as the French constitution,

if they had any, was the consequence and effect of that revo

lution. So fond were gentlemen of this favourite topic, that

whoever disapproved of the anarchy and confusion that had

taken place in France, or could not foresee the benefits that

were to arise out of it, were stigmatised as enemies to liberty,

and to the British constitution, charges that were false, un

founded, misapplied, and every way unfair. Doctrines of

this kind, he thought, were extremely dangerous at all times,

aud much more so, if they were to be san&ioned by so great

a njme as that of the right honourable gentleman, who al

ways put whatever he said in the strongest and most forcible

view that it could appear. Thus it had become common to

set the French constitution up against the English constitu

tion, upon all occasions, when the comparison could be in

troduced ; and then he insisted, if the former was praised,

the latter must be proportionably depreciated. Here again

he reverted to what he had been told had palled on a former

day, when he said the right honourable gentleman had taken

fire when the French constitution was mentioned, and had

termed it the most glorious and stupendous fabric that ever

was reared by human wisdom. He still insisted, that the

discussion of the Quebec bill was a proper opportunity, after

what had been said, for entering upon a true and minute

comparison of the French constitution with that of England,

though the disorderly rage for order that prevailed that day,

seemed to be adopted for the purpose of precluding every fair

or proper discussion. He had that day been accused, amongst

other breaches of friendship towards the right honourable gen

tleman, of having provoked this. discussion, to give an ad

vantage to the right honourable gentleman's enemies, aprin-

ciple that he utterly disclaimed, and never thought that any

fair or candid man could have brought ; however, if any

could have supposed so before what they had heard from the

opposite side of the House, this day must convince them of the

contrary. In what he had repeatedly said and written con

cerning the Ftench revolution, he had been accused of stat

ing his opinions rashly and without foundation, a charge

which he was certainly anxious and able to refute, if he had

been allowed ; and at the very time when he was going to

produce facts in support of what he had asserted, blended

partly with private information and respectable authorities,

though he perhaps might have gone greater lengths than he

wistied, by disclosing communications which he ought to

conceal, yet being so particularly called upon, he would have

done it; at this very moment, he was stopped in the most

unfair, and, notwithstanding, as he had already said, the

rage for order, the most disorderly manner : and but for this

VoT.. XXIX. X x extra-
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extraordinary conduct, he would have proved that the tZiie

of the French constitution, or revolution, which they liked

to call it, was not intended for, and never could be, tor th<!

cause of liberty, but, on the contrary, ever was, and ever

would br, for the cause of tyranny, oppression, injustic ■, anir

chy, and confusion. After what had been said, nobody could |

impute to him interested or personal motives for his condact; '

those with whom he had been constantly in habits of friend

ship and agreement with him, were all against him, and free

the other side of the House he was not likely to have much

siippdrt; ye't, all he did, was no more than his duty. It

was a struggle, not to support any man, or set of men, but

a struggle to support the British constitution, in doing wbkh

he had incurred the displeasure of all about him, and those op

posite to him ; and what was worst of all, he had induced the

right honourable gentleman to rip up the whole course ar,i

tenure of his life, public and private, and that not without

a considerable degree of asperity. His failings and imperfec

tions had been keenly exposed, and, in short, without the

chance of gaining one new friend, he had made enemies, it

appeared malignant enemies, of his old friends; but, ahVr

all, he esteemed his duty far beyond any friendship, any fame,

or any other consideration whatever. He had stated the dan

ger which the British constitution was daily in, from the doc

trines and conduct of particular persons ; however, as neitkr

side of the House supported him in this, but as both sides

thought otherwise, he would not press that point upon them

now in any stronger way than he had done ; but he wocli

still aver, that no assistance which could either be given 0:

refused to him, would ever bias him against the excellencec!

the British constitution ; nor lead him to think well of the

French revolution, or the constitution, as it was named, th;t

was formed in its place. The right honourable gentleman,

in the speech he had made, treated him in every sentence

with uncommon harshness. In the first place, after being

fatigued with skirmishes of order, which were wonderfully

managed by his light troops, he then brought down the

whole strength and heavy artillery of his own judgement,

eloquence, and abilities, upon him, to crush him at once, br

declaring a censure upon his whole life, conduct, and opinions.

Notwithstanding this great and serious, though, on his pit;,

unmerited attack, and attempt to crush him, he would no:

be dismayed ; he was not yet afraid to state his sentiments in

that House, or any where else, and he would tell all the

world that the constitution was in danger. And here he

must, in the most solemn manner, express his disapprobation

of what was notorious to the country, and to the world.

Arc there not clubs in every quarter, who meet and vote te-

solnticas
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blutions, the contents of wliic'.i wis it necessary for him to

:numerate? Do they not correspond all over the country> and

ivirh other countries ? Do they not preach in their pulpits

loclrines that are dangerous, and celebrate at their anniver

sary meeting";, proceedings incompetent with the spirit of the

liririfh constitution ? Admitting these, and he believed no

body would say his observations here were ill founded, would

they hesirate a moment to pronounce such transactions dan

gerous to the constitution, and extremely mischievous in their

nature ; when added to this, infamous libels against the con-

sthution were-circulated every where. The malignity with

which the right honourable gentleman had spoken his senti

ments with regard to Government, and the charge of incon

sistency in his political life and opinions, were neither fair

nor true ; for he denied that he ever had any different idea

of Government from what he now entertained, and had upon

many occasions stated; he laid it down as a maxim, that mo

narchy was the basis of all good government, and that the

nearer to monarchy that any government approached, the

more perfect it was, and vice versa; and he certainly, in his

widest moments, never had so far forgotten the nature of

Government, as to argue that we ought to wisli for a con

stitution that we could alter at pleasure and change like a

dirty shirt. He was by no means anxious for a Monarchy

with a dasti of a republicanism to correct it. But the French

constitution was the exact opposite of the English in every

thing, and nothing could be so dangerous as to set it up to

the view of the English, to mislead and debauch their minds.

In carrying on this attack against him, the right honourable

gentleman had been supported by a corps of well disciplined

troops, expert in their manœuvres, and obedient to the

word of their commander.—

[ Mr. Grey here called Mr. Burke to order, conceiving that

it was disorderly to mention gentlemen in that way, and to

a'ciihe improper motives to them.]

Mr. Burke explained, and went on. He said he had for

merly stated, that he believed those who fomented what he

dreaded as dangerous to the constitution, to be a very small

number indeed ; it was not from their numbers now, but if

'lie spirit wa> suffered to fermenr, who could tell what might

happ. n? Let it be remembered there were 300,000 men in

srms in France, who at the proper moment might, assist that

spirit ; and though there might be no immediate danger

'hreatening the Britislr constitution, yet a time of scarcity or

•urnult might come, and in such a case it was certainly safer

arid wiser to prevent the consequences, than to remedy the

*v'l. He recurred to 1780, and mentioned the dreadful con

fluences of the riots occasioned by Lord George Gordon.

X x 2 ' Had
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Had he at that time cautioned the House to beware of the

Protestant Association, and other caballing meetings, he sup

posed his cautions would have been treated in the fame way

as those he offered now ; but he trusted no person would wilh

again to see such destruction and disorder; the houses of

some of the greatest and best men that ever adorned the

country, the Marquis of RocMngham and Sir George Jiaville,

beset by the mob, and obliged to be defended by armed force;

they surely could not desire again to behold camps in all our

squares, and garrisons 'in our palaces. As to the present

state of this country, he described the King as^in full power

in all his functions, that his Ministers were responsible foe

all their conduct ; that the country was blessed with an op

position of strong force, and that the common people were

united with the gentlemen in a column of prudence. From

all which he argued, that the present was the moment for

crushing this diabolical spirit, and every trivijl attempt to

subvert the principles of the constitution ought t6 be watched

with the greatest jealousy and circumspection; when be

spok? of our constitution as valuable, he spoke of the whole

complete, and not of any particular or predominant part;

and therefore thought it wiser to be prepared for any attack

that might be made upon it, than to trust that we could pre

serve it, even after the attack was made. Having dwelt for

some time upon this point, he next began to recapitulate the

political questions upon which he had differ.d with the right

honourable gentleman upon former occasions, paiticulaily

the several attempts that had been made for a parliamentary

reform, the Dissenters bill, and the Royal Marriage act ;

perhaps, too, in other instances ; hut in all these, in the

course of their acquaintance and ir|timacv, no one difference

of political opinion had ever for a moment interrupted or af

fected their friendship. It certainly was indiscretion, at any

period, but much greater at his time of life, to provokeene-

mies, or give his friends cause to desert him ; yet if that was

to be the cafe, by adhering to the British constitution, he

would risk all, and, as public duty and public prudence taugh:

him, in his last words, exclaim, " Fly from the French con

stitution." [It was whispered by Mr. Fox, there was no loss

of friends.] Mr. Burke said, yes, there was a loss of friends,

he knew the price of his conduct ; he had done his duty at

the price of his friend ; their friendship was at an end. He

had been told, that it was much better to defend the English

constitution, by praising its own excellence, than by abusing

other constitutions, and certainly the talk of praising was

much more pleasant than that of abusing; but he contended

that the only fair way of arguing the merits of any constitu

tion, was by comparing it with others, and he could not
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peak with propriety of the excellence of the English consti-

ution, without comparing it with the deformity and injustice

>t the French, which was thestiade that.brought its colours

orward in the brightest point of view; and omitting to do>

t, would be like presenting a picture without a stiade. He

hould warn the right honourable gentlemen who were the

;reat rivals in that House, that whether they should in future

nove in the political hemisphere as two flaming meteors, or

valk together as brethren, that they sliould preserve and

herifli the British constitution ; that they should guard

gainst innovation, and save it from the danger of these new

heories. In a rapturous apostrophe to the infinite and un-

peakable power of the Deity, who, with his arm, hurled a

omet like a projectile out of its course—who enabled it to

ndure the sun's heat, and the pitchy darkness of the chilly

light; he said, that to the Deity must be left the talk of iu-

inite perfection, while to us poor, weak, incapable mortals,

here was no rule of conduct so safe as experience. He con

fided with moving an amendment, that all the words of the

notion, after " Dissertations on the French constitution,"

hould be omitted, and the following be inserted in their

oom—" tending tostiew that examples may be drawn there-

' from ; and to prove that they are insufficient for any good

' purposes, and that they lead to aoarchy and confusion,

1 and are consequently unfit to be introduced into schemes

! of Government, are improper to be referred to on a motion

' for reading the Quebec bill paragraph by paragraph."

In the course of the preceding speech, Mr. Burke having

aid that Mr. Fox hid of late years forborne that friendly

atercourse with him, by visits, &c, which he had formerly

reserved, the latter, in reply, said, that the omission com

bined of, was purely accidental ; that men, at different pe-

iods, fell into different habits; and without any intentional

neglect, it frequently happened that they did not fee their

riends so often as they might have done in preceding years :

ut at the fame time, that their friendship was as warm and

s sincere as ever.

Mr. Burke, likewise, while in one of the parts of it, where

s was reasoning with great warmth, checked himself, and

ddreffing himself to the Chair, said, " I am not mad, most

' noble Festus, but speak the words of truth and soberness."

Mr. Fox rofe to reply, but his mind was ib much agitated Mr.

'id his heart so much affected by what had fallen from Mr.

jurke, that it was some minutes before be could proceed.

ears trickled down his cheeks, and he strove in vain to'

ive utterance to feelings that dignified and exalted his na-

are. In justice to the House, it must be said, that th«

nubility of evary one present seemed to be uncommonly ex
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cited upon the occasion. Being at length recovered from the

depression under which he had risen, Mr. Fox proceeded to

answer the assertions which had caused it. He laid, how

ever events might have altered the mind of his right honour

able friend, for so he must call him, notwithstanding what

had passed, because, grating as it was to any man to be un

kindly treated by those who were under obligations to hira,

it was still more grating and p.iinful to be unkindly treated

by those to whom they felt the greatest obligation^, and whom,

notwithstanding their harfliness and severity, they found

they must still love and esteem. He could not forget, that

\yhen a boy almost, he had been in the habit of receiving

favours from his right honourable friend ; that their friend-

sliip had grown with their years, and that it had continued tor

upwards of twenty five years, for the last twenty of which

they had acted tone;her, and lived on terms of the most fami

liar intimacy. He hoped, therefore, that notwithstanding

what had happened that day, the right honourable gentlemin

would think on past times, and however any imprudent words

or intemperance of his might have offended him, it would

ihew that it had not been at least intentionally -his fault.

The right honourable gentleman had said, and said truly,

that they had differed formerly on manv subjects, and yet

it d'.d not interrupt their friendship. Let the right honour

able gentleman speak fairly and say, whether they could not

differ, without an interruption of their friendship, on the sub

ject of the French revolution, as well as any of their former

subject* of difference. He enumerated severally what those

differences of opinion had been, and appealed to his riglt ho

nourable friend, whether their friendship had been interrupted

on any one of those occasions. In particular, he said, on

the subject of the French revolution, the right honourable

gentleman well knew, that his sentiments differed widely

from hisown; he knew also, that as soon as his book on the

subject was published, he condemned that book both in pub

lic and piivate, and every one of the doctrines it contained.

Mr. Fox again explained, that Mr. Burke' s conduct appeared

as if it sprung from an intention to injure him, at least it pro

duced the same effect, because the right honourable gentle

man opposoe to him had chosen to talk of republican principles

as principles which he wished to be introduced into the new

constitution of Canada, whereas his principles were very

from republican in any degree. If, therefore, his right ho

nourable friend had thought it necessary to state to the House

his sentiments on the French revolution, he migbt have

done it on any other occasion, with less injury to him, than

on the Quebec bill, because his doing it then, confirmed and

gave weight to the misrepresentation of the right honourable
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wtieman opposite to him, and not only that, but put it

it of his power to answer him properly. Besides he had,

every other man must have, a natural antipathy and dislike

• being catechised as to his political principles. It was, he

id, the first time that ever he had heard a philospher state,

at the way to do justice to the excellence of the British

institution was never to mention it without at the fame

ne abusing every other constitution in the world. For his

rt, he had evtr thought that the British constitution in

eory was imperfect and defective, but that in practice it

is excellently adapted to this country. He had often pub-

ly said this; but because he admired the British constitu-

»n, was it to he concluded that theie was no part of the

nltitution of oiher countiies worth praising, or that the

iti<h constitution was not still capable of improvement?

e therefore could neither consent to abuse every other con

tusion, nortoextol our own so extravagantly as the right

incurable gentleman seemed to think it merited. As a

rot that it had not been thought cjuite perfect, let the two

ly reforms of it be recollected that had been attempted of

e years; the reform relative to the representation in Par-

inent of the right honourable gentleman opposite to him,

J the reform in the civil list by his right honourable friend,

as it expected that he should declare the constitution would

ve been more perfect or better without either of those two

erms ? To both had he given his support, because he ap-

jved both ; and yet they were both tests, one to retrench-

: influence of the Crown, the other to enlarge the repre

ssion in that House; and would the right honourable

itleman say he was a bad man for having voted for both ?

was, Mr. Fox (aid, an enemy to all tests whatever, as

had hitherto thought the right honourable gentleman was,

I therefore he objected to every man's being expected to

e his political principles put to the test, by his being ob-

(1 to abjure every other constitution but our own. Such

ode of approving one's zeal for the latter, reminded him

he man who signed the thirty nine articles, and said he

led there were an hundred and thirty nine more, that he

ht have signed them too, to prove his orthodoxy.—

:hing but the ignominious terms which his right honour-

friend had that day heaped on him— [Mr. Burke said

I enough to be heard, that he did not recollect he had

I any. J " My right honourable friend, said Mr. Fox,

not recoil- ct the epithets, they are out of his mind ;

l .they are completely and for ever out of mine. I cannot

ish a recollection so painful, and, from this moment,

are obliterated and forgotten." Mr. Fox then pursued

irgument, and expressed his surprise that his right ho-

i nourabie
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nourable friend had talked of the friends who fat near him a

a phalanx, and as disciplined troops ; if by that he mean

that any improper influence had been exercised, or attempts

to be exercised, on their minds, he disclaimed the idea; am

indeed his right honourable friend belt knew, so long as hi

had acted with them, when any such influence had been exer

died over his own mind. He declared he could not but hi

sorry that such a character of a party, linked together c;

the moft honourable principles, should come from one oi

their own corps. He had imagined, that his right honour

able friend knew more of them than to impute such cocdu£

to men of their description. The fact was, Mr. Fox said

that, upon his honour,- no one of the honourable gentlema

near him, who had risen that day,- and called his right honour

able friend to order, had been desired by him to do so; or

the contrary, wherever lie thought he was likely to ruv<

his application complied with, he had earnestly mtreateil hi

friends not to interrupt the right honourable gentlenwn,

He admitted that no friendship should exist in the way cl

public duty; and if his right honourable friend thought ht

did service to the country by blasting the French revolution,

he must do so, but at the time, he must allow others, who

thought differently, to act in a different manner. Mr. Fox

Alluded to what Mr. Burke had quoted from Montesquieu,

and dt ctared he agreed with Montesquieu in his observation

on the British constitution, but could not admit that Mon

tesquieu meant to say that it was a model for all other coon-

tries. If he referred to what had passed in 1780, the right

honourable gentleman would fay that he raked into all the

transactions of his life; Mr. Fox declared he would not, un

less it redounded to his honourable friend's honour, anda

the glory of his character, and where could he find the inci

dent that did not? In the year 1780, it had been the opiniJ

of that House, " that the influence of the Crown had ill

" creased, was increasing, and ought to be diminished.]

His right honourable friend had agreed to that resolatioi

and thereby declared, that the constitution was not perse

without such reduction. Would he not grant to the Frew

the fame right that he had himself exercised ? If the influen

6f the British Crown, which consisted in the civil list, in '

army, navy, and the power of giving places and honou

was so great as to be thought dangerous, what, in the t]

of reflecting Frenchmen, must have been the extravjg

influence of the Crown of France ? With a civil list ten tit

as large as ours; with a navy almost as large; an army 'e|

fold ; a church more than tenfold ; must they not, as we M

done, pursue the course of diminishing its power? W

in addition to this, they had to deplore the degree of cc

rupti
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rupfion and despotism into which the whole of their govern

ment had fallen} was it not right that they should endeavour

to better their condition, and to extricate themselves from

their misery and slavery ? His right honourable friend had

said, that they must not hear of the French constitution, be

cause it was diametrically opposite to ours ; how that could

be, be could not easily comprehend. His right honourable

friend bad also asserted that evil must not be done, that good

might come out of it ; that must be left to God alone ; what,

Mr. Fox asked, did his right honourable friend think of the

occasion of war? War, in itself, was certainly an evil, civil

wsr a moral evil, and yet war was often commenced, that

good might come out of it. If original rights were totally to

be disregarded, Mr. Fox said, he should contend that the

resislance of the Parliament to Charles the first, and the re

sistance of 1688, had been very unjustifiable; but the origi

nal lights of men were, in his opinion, the foundation of all

governments, and all constitutions, which were a compact be

tween the governors and the governed, binding on both fides.

He would not fay that the government of France was good ;

t was undoubtedly capable of improvement, and would be

intended by degrees. How, he asked, did we make our own

government? By sending to Greece or Rome fora pattern

for our constitution ? No! but by gradually improving our

fovernment, which was bad at first, and which grew letter

n proportion, as experience suggested alteration. The

French would in time experience the defects of their govern-

nent, and would have the fame opportunities of correcting

t.

With regard to his honourable friend's enthusiastic attach

ment to our constitution, in preference to all others, did he

emeniher when His Majesty's speech was made in 178}, on

he loss of America, in which His Majesty lamented the lose

he provinces had sustained, in being deprived of the advan

ces resulting from a monarchy ; how he had ridiculed it,

id compared it to a man's opening the door after he had left

room, and faying, " at our parting, pray let me recom

mend a monarchy to you." In that ridicule, Mr. Fox

id, he had joined heartily at the time. The French, he ob-

rved, had made their new government on the best of all

rinciples of a government, viz,, the happiness of the people,

ho were to live under it. The French, it should be cen

tered, were a great nation ; they were inferior to England

nly, in arts, arms, the powers of reasoning, &c. Was it

Dt joyful, then, that she should have cast off the tyranny

: the most horrid despotism, and become free f Surely, we

d no£ wish that liberty should be engrossed by ourselves,

his right honourable friend talked of light and shade, Mr,

Vo*., XXIX. Y y F««
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Fox said, there was no shade so proper for the people of this

country, as the departed despotism of France; of which,

though no more in existence, we seemed still to be afraid;

and the French themselves, from a dread of the return of the

spectre, did many tilings which appeared extravagant and

absurd to us, who were cool observers of the scene passing in

France. A ludicrous image of this was given by the first

of our dramatic poets, who makes Falstaff fay, " I fear this

" gunpowder Percy, though he be dead." The right ho

nourable gentleman has said, that he shall lose my friend?-

ship, (continued Mr. Fox) but this I assure him he shall not

lose. He has also said, he should lose that of the friends

Jtbout him, because he stands up for the constitution of this

country. I, however, hope that my friends areas fond of

that constitution as the right honourable gentleman is, and

that the example of France will make them cautious not

to run into the fame errors, and giv« the fame provocation

to the people. With regard to tests, Mr. Fox laid, h«

would not believe his rig' it honourable friend had altered his

sentiments on that head, till he saw him voting for one.

France had established a complete unequivocal toleration, and

he heartily wished that a complete tolsration was also efiab-

listied in England. Because troubles had happened at the

time the French were changing their constitution, should we

fay that they would also happen in England, were any alte

ration made in our constitution ? He must contend for the

contrary ; and as he thought that the British constitution was

capable of improvements, so did he think the greatest im

provements might be engrafted on it, by degree-, with suc

cess, and without any violation of the public tranquillity.

Mr. Fox said, he lamented the difference that had hap

pened, but he hoped, that when his right honourable friend

came to turn in his mind all the circumstances that had occa

sioned it, he would forget what was past. His right honour

able friend had said, that if he were to quote some of his ex

pressions on particular occasions, he could prove his incon

sistency. Mr. Fox acknowledged that no Member of that

- House was more apt to let expressions fall which, perhips

were rash and imprudent, than he was. He knew he had done

so; but his right honourable friend never let any thing fall

but what did him honour, and might be remembered to his

credit. Mr. Fox now proceeded to speak of the reasons

which had induced the right honourable gentleman and him

self to enter into a systematic opposition to the present admi

nistration; this was not, he said, for the purpose of obtaining

power and emolument by the means of a faction, but he had

ever understood they and their friends had formed a party for

supporting the true principles of the British constitution and

watching
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watching the prerogative. After expatiating on this, Mr.

Fox said, " let the right honourable gentleman maintain

" his opinions, but let him not hlame me for having mine."

He then noticed the cruel and hard manner in which his right

honourable friend had used him, and spoke feelingly of th«

pain it had given him. The course he should pursue, he

said, would be to keep out of his right honourable friend's

way, till time and reflection had fjtted him (Mr. Burke) to

think differently upon the subject; and then, if their friends

did not contrive to unite them, he should think their friends

did not act as they had a right to expect at their hands. If

his right honourable friend wished to bring forward the ques

tion of the French revolution on a future day, in that case

he would discuss it with him as temperately as he could ; at

present he had said all that he thought necessary, and let his

right honourable friend fay what he would more upon the sub

ject, he would make him no farther reply.

Mr. Burke said; that the tenderness which had been dis- Mr.BorKj

played in the beginning and conclusion of the speech, had

been completely done away by what had occurred in the

middle part. Unuer the mask of kindness for him, an at

tempt had been made to injure his character, and attack the

whole of his public conduct. The event of this night's de

bate, in which he had been interrupted, without being suf

fered to explain, in which he had been accused, and had not

been heard, made him at a loss now to understand what was

party or friendship. He had, indeed, as had been alledged,

proposed a reduction of the power, of the Crown ; but he

had proposed it only so far as he considered it necessary ; and *

though his views had not been complied with, no bad conse

quences had followed. In 1784, an attack had been made,

not upon the form, but upon the spirit of the constitution.

His opposition to this attack had not been single and unsup*

ported. He had not, indeed, succeeded in procuring a re

medy . He knew not, indeed, where the remedy was to be

found. The evil arose from the people; and till they should

be made sensible of the disease, how was it possible to apply

the means of cure ? He did not expect that his jests, that

hasty or careless expressions should have been recorded against

him, and mustered up in the form of accusations. And yet

M this was done under the mask of friendship ! He had been

charged with inconsistency, but he desired that there mould

be shewn one word, one expression, one act or occasion, ir>

which he had discovered the smallest inconsistency. It had

been sai<!, that the British constitution might in some points

be amended. But had he ever affirmed that it, or any other

human constitution, might not ? It had been charg' d upon

him, that he thought it necessary to abuse every other consti-

k Y y 3 tutioq,
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tution, in order to praise the Britiih. But had he ever dis

played any such spirit? On the contrary, he should never

have thought it necessary to bring forward the French con

stitution as the subjtct of animadversion, had not attemptt

been made to introduce the monster into this country. He

had heard the right honourable gentleman, who now appeared

as so violent an advocate of the French constitution, fay,

that the King of France was the best-intentioned Sovereign

in Europe. This King might now be said to be in jail. In

consequence of his good nature, indeed, he had been ruined.

He had gone on from concession to concession—from the

grant of one indulgence to another, till at last he found him

self deprived by his subjects of his own rights, thus holding

put a memorable lessun to all Monarchs to be watchful in

preserving their privileges, and cautious in guarding against

the incroachments of their subjects. Politic-! truth, it had

teen said, gains by discussion, but it was surely not that s-rt

of discussion which had taken place this evening, in which

his facts had not been allowed to be produced, and his argu

ments had not been heard. A serious danger, as he had stat

ed before, and would now repeat, was to be apprehended

from the introduction of the principles of the new constitu

tion into this country. If there should be formed in this

country a party, however small, who might join with those

abroad, what evils might not ensue ? However small might

be the party inimical to the constitution, in this country, yet

they were not less to be dreaded ; they would not want the

support of numbers. The constitution of this country leans

to Monarchy : it was necessary that all parts of it fliould be

defended together. All the par's of the constitution had now

been attacked, l ibels were circulated against the constitution

by Societies, who assumed the name of Constitutional. Nay,

libel? were circulated through the country in the name of the

Crown, and under the pretended sanction of His Majesty's

Ministers, and from that authority, recommended to the pe

rusal and attention of the people. Such libels, issued in the

name of the Crown, and eagerly devoured by the ignorant

and hot-headed multitude, had been, in a great meafute, the

source of the evils in France, and their progress was to be

fuarded against in this country. The new constitution in

ranee had been called a stupendous fabric of wisdom. He

had thought that the right honourable gentleman had poi-

sessed a better taste in architecture, than to bestow this mag

nificent epithet on a building composed of untempered mor

tar. For his own part, when he saw the new temple, he

wep\ He considered it as the work of Goths and Vandals,

where every thing was out of place, disjointed, and inverted.

It had been said, that he did not love tests: yet, if his inti

macy
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macy should be renewed with the right honourable gentleman,

he might exp'ain to him, that it was necessary that some evil

should be suffered in order to obtain a greater good. In

France, it had been asserted by the right honourable gentle

man, prevailed the largest religious toleration. It would be

judged of what nature was that toleration, when it was un

derstood that there the most cruel tests were imposed. Nay,

tests were imposed for the most inhuman of all purposes, in

order to deprive those of whom they were exacted of their

bread. The treatment of the Nuns was too (hocking almost

to be mentioned. 1 hese wretched girls, who could only be

animated by the most exalted religious enthusiasm, were en

gaged in the most painful office of humanity, in the most sa

cred duty of piet'/, visiting and attending the hospitals. Yet

these had been dragged into the streets; these had been

scourged by the soveieigns of the French nation, because the

priest, fro^n whom they had received the sacrament, had not

submitted to the test. This proceeding had passed not only

unpunished, but uncensured. Yet, in the country in which

such proceedings had happened, had been said to subsist the

largest religious toleration. The present state of France was

ten times worse than tyranny. The new constitution was

said to be an experiment ; but it was not true. It had already

been tried, and been found to be only productive of evils.

They would go on from tyranny to tyranny, from oppression

to oppression, till at last the whole system would terminate

in the ruin and destruction of that miserable and deluded

people. He stated that his opinion of the revolution in. Ame

rica did not at all militate with his opinion of the revolution

of France. In that instance, he considered that the people

had had some reason for the conduct which they had pursued.

There was an expression of his, which had been taken ex

ception at—"well-disciplined troops." He only meant that

every body of men who acted upon a method, and in concert,

were well disciplined. He was sorry for the present occasion.

Sufficient to the day was the evil thereof. Yet let the evil

be to him, if the good was to many. He hoped that they

would not barter the constitution of this country, the erer-

pal jewel of their fouls, for a wild and vifonary system,

which could only lead to confusion and disorder. With re

gard to pretences of friendship, he must own that he did pot

like them, where T is character and public conduct, as in the

present instance, had been so materially attacked and injured.

The French principles in this countrv, he had been told,

would come to some head. It would then be perceived what

were their- consequences. Several of the gentlemen were

young enough to see a change. They would be enterprising

*nonjh to act a part. It would then be seen whether they

would
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would be borne on the top, or encumbered in the gravel. Tn

going along with the current, they would most certainly be

forced to execute and approve many things very contrary to

their own nature and character.

Mr Chancellor Pitt laid he rose to take notice of the very

extraordinary situation in wh ch the House stood, but would

say only a very few words; and indeed the only subject to

which, as the question then stood, he could speak, was cms

which exclude! him from going into any debate upon if,

They had been engaged for some hours in an unfinished de

bate on a question of order, moved in the middle of the right

honourable gentleman's speech, on the question of reading

the clauses in the Quebec bill, paragraph by paragraph; and

the question of order was, whtther the rigrit honourable gen

tleman should be permitted to go on in an argument on the

subject of the French revolution, which he had begun, but

had been frequently interrupted by having been called to

order by different gentlemen on the other side of the House,

The right honourable gentleman oppolite to him (Mr. Fox)

had spoken early in the debate on the question of order, and

had given it as his opinion, that it was disorderly for the

other right honourable gentleman to enter into a discussion

respecting the late revolution in France; and yet the right

honourable gentleman himself had, in his own speech, gone

directly to that discussion, and the Committee had since heard

two speeches from each of the right honourable gentlemen

immediately upon the subject of the French revolution. For

his own part, he had all along been of opinion that the right

honourable gentleman who opened the first debate, had been

strictly in order in introducing his opinions on the French

jevolution, when speaking on a subject of a censtituionto

be provided for Quebec, although he could net but think,

that every asperity and censure on that event had, for various

reasons, better be avoided. Circumstanced as the Committft

then stood, he said, he felt a considerable degree of embar

rassment; he did not think it consistent with decorum to

move any amendment to the question of order, nor that any

advantage was likely to result from taking the sense of the

House upon ir. The only adviseable thing to be done, ws»

to withdraw it; but to that there was clearly an ohstaclfj

though he hoped not altogether an insuperable one. It *u

usual, he believed, to obtain the consent of the mover of any

question, previous to its being withdrawn; but in the pret

sent case, the noble Lord who had proposed the question had

withdrawn himself. His having left the House, howeWi

might be presumed to be! a pteity strong implied consent on

the part of the noble mover to its being withdrawn, and

therefore he stiould suggest that measure. Mr, Pitt then re-
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irred to the first debate, and said, that, upon the question

hether the clauses of a bill be read paragraph by paragraph,

y gentleman who thought the general principle of the bill,

d the principles of the clauses, lo objectionable, that they

uld not be so modelled and matured by correction in a

immittee, as to be made fit to pals, was undoubtedly en-

led to state his objections to the bill ; and therefore he had

juglit the right honourable gentleman perfectly in order

the mode he had adopted ; but it had been supposed that

had given an opinion that the right honourable gentleman's

;uments and doctrines were not to be supported either by

n, or any of those honourable friends who generally voted

th him. Now, it was to be recollected, that he had de-

led giving any opinion whatever on the subject, and had

efujly avoided doing so, declaring that he did not think,

noper for him, in the situation in which he stood, to en-

into discussion of an opinion on the constitution then

ning in a neighbouring country. With regard to whaC

right honourable gentleman had said of a milrepresenta-

i by him of that right honourable gentleman's words in

rmer debate on the Quebec bill, if he had given any mif-

esentation of the right honourable gentleman's speech,

lad given it in the right honourablegentleman's own words,

in his presence ; if, therefore, he had mistaken or mistated

thing the right honourable gentleman had said, it had

i in his own power to set him right at the instant, and

let a wrong impression of his words go abroad. The

was, that in discussing the subject of the new constitu-

for Canada, he had suggested his intention to propose,

e bill in fact did provide, an hereditary Council, in imi-

n of our House of Lords ; whereas the right honourable

leman had suggested that, in his opinion, an elective

icil would be preferable; and, as the right honourable

leman had just been talking of the Governments of the

pendent and United States of America, which were Re~

cs, he (Mr. Pitt) had conceived that the right honour-

.entleman was inclined to think, that a greater infusion

publican, principles into the new government of Canada

d be better adapted to that province than a constitution

exactly similar to our own ; and therefore, in his reply

id given his sentiments against any greater - infusion of

ilicanifm into the new constitution of Canada than at

it subsisted in the British constitution. That was pre-

wliat he had said^ and that, he conceived, was no

presentation of the right honourable gentleman** speech.

> the publications which the other right honourable gen-

n had stated to have been d sseminating throughout this

;ry, with a view to extol the French revolution and its
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consequences, ?nd to induce the people to look into the

princ pies of their own constitution, he did not venture to

think that there might be no danger arising from them ; but

when he had said that he saw no cause for immediate alarm

from them, it was because he wa< of opinion that they wert

the Itti dangerous at that time, sine* he could not think the

F rench revolution, or any of the new constitutions, couli.

be deemed an object fit for imitation in this country, by any

set of men, or that such an attempt should ever be made —

There was such a fund os good sense in that House, and such

a love for the constitution ynplanted in the minds of the

people in general, that he saw no reason to apprehend anv

one revolution in this country. But although he was not

desirous of going with the right honourable gentleman in his

comments on the French revolution, and little apprehensive

as he was of a similar revolution taking place in this coun

try, yet he agreed with that right honourable gentleroan,

that our own constitution was inestimable; and that not only

no other constitution was preferable, but that no other

whatever, as adapted to the genius of the people, and the se

curity of popular freedom, would bear a moment's compa

rison with it. The right honourable gentleman, he observed,

had intimated that he was to receive no support from him,

nor from any near him, in his arguments that day ; the fact

was, he said, that they had not got so far into the debate,

that it was possible for the right honourable gentleman to

have heard from him, or from any of his friends, whether

they meant to support him or not. He had already declared

that, for various reasons, he did not wish to enter into any

discussion on the subject of the French revolution ; and if,

hereafter, there should appear more serious ground of appre

hension, that there was any d-fign to subvert our constitu

tion, and that ground should be stated by the right hononr-

ahle gentleman, he should nor only receive bis warmest and

most effectual support, but no gentleman, who thought as he

did, he was persuaded, would refuse his support to the right

honourable gentleman. He thought the right honourable

geirleman entitled to the gratitude of his country, for having

that dav, in so able and eloquent a manner, stated- his fense

of the degree ofdanger to the consiitu1 ion that already existed,

•and did assure him, that although he was of opinion that our

constitution was capable of gradual and temperate meliora

tion and amendment in some sew of its principles, vet so

fully and perfectly was he persuaded of its being preferable

to that of any other constitution in the world, that he would

cor. lially co-operate with the right honourable gentleman in

taking every possible means to preserve it, and deliver it

down to posterity, as the best security for the prosperity, free

dom,
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com. and happiness of the British people. In the course of

his speech, Mr. Pitt hinted that it would be impossible for

them, at that late hour, to go into the discussion of the

clauses of the bill.

Mr. Fox immediately rising, acknowledged that the right Mr. Fox.

honourable gen leman had given a pretty fair account of

what had passed the other day upon the Quebec bill, and he

was obliged ro him for having explained his meaning. In

the proposition of having the Council elective rather than

hereditary, he declared he did not think there was any thing

like instilling republican principlrs into the new constitution

for Canada; of which, he was satisfied, he should be able to

convince the right honourable gentleman who had just sat

down, as well as the right honourable gentleman near him,

when they went into the debate on the chuses of the bill.

When that day cam*, Mr. Fox sard, he hoped the right ho

nourable gentleman near him would come down to the House

and.join in the debate, as he was anxious to get to practice '

from theory ; and whatever the right honourable gentleman

himself might think, all his arguments that day had been

mere theories, and nothing else. Mr. Fox declared he was

not to be imposed on by sounds, so as to be startled at the

name of republican principles; there was in our own consti

tution something of those principles, inasmuch as that House

was elective ; but it was on account of the bad use of the

word " repu' lican," and the purpose to which it might be

converted, that he had been anxious to have his former ar

guments explained. They all knew that the word " repub

lican" was a watch word, always unfairly applied to any

man, when the object was to run him down, and exasperate

the country against him. He should, therefore, be glad

when they came into the clauses of the bill, because proses- '

sions of principles were at all times odious to him : and in

deed every body m;c,ht know his principles from his political

life, having never attempted or wished to disguise them.

When, however, they came into the debate on the clauses,

he should state his reasons why he preferred an elective to an

hereditary Council for Canada, and he flattered himself, not

altogether without success.

It was then moved, " That the Chairman leave the chair,

" and ask leave to sit again."

Mr. Chancellor Pitt wiflied to know what day would be Mri pj^

agreeable for the Committee to be resumed, and at length

Wednesday next was agieed on.

The House adjourned.

Vol. XXIX. Z 2
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Monday, qth Afay.

jjr, Mr. Yorke, in consequence of the notice given on Fri-

Yorke. day, rose to make a motion for leave to bring in a bill to en

able the judges to fend and receive letters free of postage.

This motion he foun.led on two grounds ; 1 ft, The dignity

of the judges which entitles'them to every mark of conside

ration ; and, 2ndly, Their having frequent occasions, particu

larly on the circuits, to fend and receive letters on public

business. He spoke with great respect of the characters of the

present judges, and said, that from the dignity of their office,

their elevated rank, and a variety of other considerations

every possible mark of distinction should be paid to them.

He mentioned, that the commander in chief, the adjutant

general, and other military characters possessed the privilege,

and therefore it appeared the more singular that the judges,

to whom a varietv of letters of an official nature were ne

cessarily sent, should not have had the privilege extended to

them. Mr. Yorke said, it might happen that a Lord Chan

cellor was not a Peer, and the Master of the Rolls might not

be a Member of Parliament, and yet their correspondence

on official subjects might be extremely extensive; the pro

priety therefore of giving them the privilege of receiving let

ters free, and franking their own letters, seemed to him to be

so obvious, that he could not forefeeT any objection to his

motion. The only objection that could possibly be made to

it, was, on the score ot revenue ; but that consideration would

not, he conceived, weigh much against a proposition by which

the revenue would be so little affected. He concluded with

moving, ** That leave be given to bring in a bill to enable

*' the Lord Chancellor, Lord Keeper, or Commissioners for

** executing the office of Lord Keeper of the Great Seal of

n Great Britain, the Master of the Rolls, and the twelve

" Judges of England (for the time beinq^) to fend and re-

** ceive letters and packets free from the ciuty of postage.9

Mr. Chancellor Pitt seconded the motion.

Sir John Sir John Sinclair did not rife to oppose the motion, but to

Sinclair, suggest the propriety of extending the hill to the Judges of

Scotland. In point of revenue, Sir John said, the difference

could be no object, and the principle was the fame in respect

to both parts of the kingdom.

Lord Ad- The Lord Advocate (poke a few words in support of Sis

vocate. John Sinclair's proposition.

Mr.M. A. Mr. AL A. Taylor said, he was extremely sorry to find him-

Taylor. self obliged "to differ from the learned gentleman who made

the motion, and the right honourable gentlemen who seconded

it. He knew and felt how extremely unpleasant it was for

4kr man to oppose a motion which professed to have for its

object
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object the doing honour to men of such high and respectable

characters as the present judges, but much as he regretted it,

his duty must be performed. He greatly feared that the

principle of the learned gentleman's bill, if extended at all,

must be extended much farther than either the learned gen

tleman, or the right honourable .gentleman, meant it to be.

The privilege of franking he had ever understood to be the

exclusive privilege of Members of the two Houses of Parlia

ment, and if it were extended to judges on account of their

official characters, he saw not where to draw the line: jus

tices of the peace and various other descriptions of men, con

nected with judicial proceedings, would naturally expect and

claim the fame privilege. He bad, about five years since,

paid particular attention to the subject, and therefore he

spoke from information, when he asserted that scarcely any

cneof the Judges paid above three pounds per annum for the

postage of letters, packets, &c. He stated the cafes in which

a Judge might be imagined to hold an official correspondence.

Suppose, for instance, that a Judge leaves a certain number

of convicts under sentence, and application is made to him

by letter in favour of any of them, in that cafe the Marshal

or proper officer pays and charges for all such letters.

Again, if a Judge had occasion to correspond with the

Secretary of State, the Secretary of State sends an answer

free. Let them look to the case of the Lords of Session,

the Lords Justices, the Welch Judges, and a variety of others

who had, at least, as good a claim to the privilege as the

Judges. Did any man think of giving the privilege of frank

ing to the Sheriffs for the time being, and yet Sher iffs had a

vast correspondence in consequence of their office. No

Judge, he was sure, paid more than 5I. a year in the whole

for postage. Let gentlemen recollect the large addition made

some years ago to the salaries of the Judges. Neither of the

Judges received less than a net 2000J. a year, and some of

those belonging to the King's Bench more for affidavits, &c.

With regard to the point of dignity, did it add at all to the

dignity of Members of Parliament to have the privilege of

writing their names on a piece of paper. No man, he be

lieved, would fay it did: he begged the House, therefore,

would a little consider, whether if the privilege of franking

were extended to the Judges, it might not likewise be ex

tended to Masters in Chancery. Air. Taylor concluded

with saying, that he would not declare it was his intention

to oppose the bill in all its stages, but he wished to have the

question considered abstracted from the characters of the pre

sent Judges, whose conduct and respectability would com

mand almost any thing.

Z z 2 , Mr.
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Mr. Mr. lorke, in reply, sai l, he should be extremely ferry, if,

Yorke. in consequence of any motion of hi>, any th-ng prejudicial

to the Judges should be suggested. With regard to the ob

servations made by different gentlemen, it would he time

enough when the bill should be brought in, and to go to a

Committee for the House to adopt any alteration or amend

ment that they thought proper.

Mr- Mr. Pawlet said, the privilege of franking should cer-

Pawict. tjjnly be confined to the Members of the two Houses of

Parliament.

Mr.Baktr Mr. Baker thought that, in the present state of the re

venue, no measure tending to abridge its receipt should be

adopted: as it was, the privilege of flanking, as they all

knew, had gone to a very scandalous length.

Mr. Pitt. Mr. Chancellor Pitt said, that if the honourable gentle-

, man could point out a teniedy for the abuse he complained

of, it would be thankfully received ; but many inconveni

ences were known of, which it was easier to mention than to

remove. With regard to the motion, he did not think that

when it came to be stated as a question, whether the Judges

of England were not as fair objects for the distinction of the

privilege of franking as any other description of men, that

there could be any possible objection. In a pecuniary point

of view the matter was merely of so trivial a consideration,

that it was no object.

Sir Adam Sir Adam Ferguson declared, he had not meant to fay a

Fergulon. worj on t))e subject ; but if the matter was trivial in point

of pecuniarv view, and merely to be considered as a mark of

dignitv and distinction, he saw no reason why the Judges, in

both parts of the kingdom, should not be put on a footing,

as their rank was equal, and their avocations similar.

Mr. Mr. Burden did not think, in the present situation of the

Burden. revenue of this country, that any extention of a privilege

likely to diministi it would be prudent.

Mr. Fox. Mr. Fox observed, that if it was merely on the score of

distinction that the privilege of franking was wished to be

extended to the Judges, it ought to be remembered that the

Archbishop of Canterbury, and some of the highest charac

ters in the country, had not the power of franking their let

ters during the interval between a dissolution of a Parliament,

and the choice of a new one.

Mr Mr. lorke spoke of the nature of the correspondence which

Yorke. the Judges had, and observed, that it was nor very usual to

object to a motion for leave to introduce a bill; he hoped,

therefore, that gentlemen would suffer the bill to be brought

in, and debate it when there was a fuller attendance.

Mr. Mr. Martin said, that so far from wishing to extend the

Martin, privilege of franking, he wished to see it contracted, being

1 certain
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certain that it was shamefully abused. The advantage of

corresponding with the most distant parts of the country, at

so small an cxpence, was so great, that he thought no person,

ought to refuse to pay for it. Besides, it was almost always

for the benefit of the rich, and those who could well afford

to pay, that the privilege was exercised.

Mr. H.tjsey declared, that the privilege of franking was a Mr.

privilege of which he was ashamed, and had rather he with- Hussey.

out. He could not, he said, agree to accommodate the rich

at the expence of the poor.

The House divided ;

Ayes, 38 ; Noes, 52.

Tuesday, 10th May.

Sir Gilbert Elliot moved that the petition from the General SirGilbert

Assembly of the Church of Scotland, and the act of 25th of Elliot.

Charles II. cap. 2. might be read ; and they were accordingly

read; upon which he rose, and begged to state the origin of

the petition, in order lo do away every opinion that the pre

sent application had arisen from party or politic-1 views : it

had origirlated, he said, from the suggestion of an individual

in Scotland, a private character, but highly respected, who

was a man of learning, of abilities, and esteemed for his pri

vate worth ; he was a Minister of the Kirk of Scotland,

biassed by no party motive, but liberal and unprejudiced, at

tached to toleration and to religious liberty, who had been

induced to submit the proposition he had made to the Gene

ral Assembly of the Kirk of Scotland, in consequence of an

observation on the last debate for the repeal of the test act.

In that debate he had observed, that the objection to the re

peal was most forcibly urged, upon two grounds, which ap

peared to him to he conclusive in favour of an application

troii the professors of the doctrines of the Kirk of Scotland,

to be relieved from the Englsh test; and thinking it a fa

vourable opportunity to be embraced for an application, he

communicated his opinion to another clergyman of the kirk,

and with him drew up an overture, and presented it to the

General Assembly. That overture met with the reception

it merited, an ample discussion ; the result of which was, as

might be expected, an unanimous approbation of referring it

to the General Committee to carry into effect the application

the House had just heard read.

The honourable Baronet argued from the unanimity of the

General Assembly ; which he stated to be a conclusive proof

that the question was not a question of party, but that it

tested wholly on its own merits. The application Was

touched in the most respectful terms ; aud though they had

had
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had many opportunities to join their cause to the cause of

persons of a different description, they had avoided such con

nection, and confined their representation to their own griev

ances, conducting their application with as little agitation

to the puhlic mind as possible. He was aware that it might

he urged against the application, that the Assembly of the

Church had travelled out of the strict line of their duty, in

representing what might be considered a civil grievance; bat

he contended that it was a religious, as well as a civil griev

ance; for both could not be enjoyed by professors ot the

Kirk; if they enjoyed the civil, they must abandon the ec

clesiastical ; and if they enjoyed the ecclesiastical, they must

abandon the civil, or render themselves liable to the penal

ties of not complying with the test. Their application for

redress of this civil grievance, interwoven with the ecclesias

tical grievance, was, in his opinion, a preferable mode to the

convening county meetings to co-operate with them, since it

shewed their moderation, and was an additional proof that

they were not urged on by party motives.

Sir Gilbert stated, that the Committee had applied by letter

to the Minister, and to another right honourable gentlenun

in the House (the Lord Advocate) but had not from the for

mer received any answer, though from the latter they had

■received a discouraging one; tin's discouragement he did uot

expect to hear urged agninst their pressing their application,

as offensive to the House, for the right of any of His Ma

jesty's subjects to petition against a grievance, depended not

upon the approbation of Ministers, or any man.

Having thus adduced convincing proofs that the petition

.had not its origin in party, the honourable Baronet next

begged to assute the House, that he himself had not under

taken the conduct of it from any party motives; for though

lie was not ashamed of avowing his attachment to those gen

tlemen with whom he had the honour to act, in the present

instance he was actuated by no party views whatever. He

lamented that tjie subject had not been taken up by some

other gentleman, that it might have been handled with

greater ability than he could pretend to; but having taken it

up, he would exert himself to the utmost, heing a well-

wisher to that part of the country from whence the appli

cation came. It would be unnecessary, he said, for him to

enter, at any length, into arguments in support of the mo

tion he should submit to the House, as a similar subject had

been some time since fully discussed ; and it was less necessary

now to enter into any length of argument, since, in the pre

sent session, by a hill that had gone through that House (the

Roman Catholic bill) a proof had been given to the world

that they possessed tolerant and liberal opinions. He would

there -
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therefore, in what he had to say, confine himself to two

principles, whicli he should lay down as the foundation of

bis motion; in support of which principles he was almost

ashamed to offer argument, they being in the present en

lightened day, universally admitted. The principles were,

first, that religious persecution was now disclaimed in all

parts ; and secondly, that pain, or restraint, was unjust for

religious opinions, merely considered as such. Those few, he

said, who ltill retained any particle of the spirit of religious

persecution, were obliged to shelter their opinions under

civil policy, and the public good ; for the true spirit of reli

gion was now too well known to suffer the spirit «f persecu

tion to appear; and the attributes of the divine goodness

were also too well known for an idea to be entertained that

merit would be found in his sight by our afflicting each

other. By authority, men might be induced to disguise

their opinions, but authotity had no hold over the mind.

Persecution, he observed, had made hypocrites and martyis,

but never yet made a convert. Open persecution was now

unknown, but its smaller branches were justified occasionally

under a provision for public safety, into the justice of which

principle he would not then enter, as it was immaterial to his

object ; on the contrary, he would admit, for the lake ol ar

gument, that it was a right in Government to lay them urr-

der civil restrictions for religious opinions; in return for

which hcflhould ask to have granted to him, that a govern

ment had no right to persecute for teligious opinions, but

where these opinions were known to be dangerous to the

State.

It was not his intention, Sir Gilbert said, to enter into a

discus? >n of abstract rights; on ths contrary, he should

carefully avoid such discussion : he was warranted, however,

in contending, that no citizen whatever ought to be abridged

of his rights in any cafe but of absolute necessity ; when that

necessity ceased, the restriction becomes oppression. It was

not the business of any one to prove that he ought not to be

restricted in his right, the onus lay on the other side, for the

necessity ought to be proved by those who imposed the re

striction. On the two propositions which he had stated, he

rested his cause, and would only assert, shortly, that Scot

land was restricted of rights without any ground to prove

that the possession of those rights were dangerous to the

state ; and that she was abridged of the privileges without

any ground of necessity. By law and by treaty, Scotland

had a separate church, and a separate religion, essentially dif

ferent from the church of England ; by the Treaty of Union

the subjects of both countries were to have a free commu

nication of right throughout the whole united empire : but

how
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how had they such free communications of right? If the

test act was suffered to apply to the Members of the Kirk of

Scotland, they were injured in both their civil and religious

rights, for they could not enjoy both. Here the honour

able Baronet said he stood upon ground, and called upon

his adversaries to prove that Scotland had not a right, both

by treaty and by law, to enjoy her civil and religious privi

leges in equal participation with the subjects of England.

It was a natural and a laudabla ambition, he said, to be de

sirous of taking a part in the affairs of our country ; it was

an ambition that ought ever to be encouraged, for by that

ambition was produced the activity and energy essentially

necessary for the public good. Where, he asked, was the

justice or the policy of any government to require of a whole

people, a sacrifice of such ambition ? Where was the policy

of prohibiting a whole race of men from fighting our hat-

ties, or taking an active part in our Councils ? But such

was at present the case ; and gentlemen who were members

of the kirk, after having served their country with fidelity

and honour, and after having bled in her cause, were liable,

•upon their return home, to be ruined by fines, and to be sub

jected to punishments fit only for felons.

He would not, however, Sir Gilbert said, waste the time

of the House by stating what might happen, but would re

mind them of what had actually happened; he then stated

the historical fact of the defenders of his late Majesty's cause

in Scotland, who had bled in that cause, having been under

the necessity of being included in the general pardon to the

rebels. The injustice he had already stated, he said, in his

opinion, entitled him to fay he had made out his cafe; but he

would proceed somewhat farther, and look for every objection

lie conceived likely to be made to his motion. It was, he

said, chiefly depended upon in opposition to the application

of the Dissenters; first, that a religious establishment was

necessary in the constitution of the country: and, secondly,

that the safety of the constitution depended on the mainte

nance of that establishment, and that it was dangerous to ad

mit those to places of power who held opinions contrary to

the establistied religion. Neither of these objections could

apply against the present application; they had the direct

contrary tendency. Sir Gilbert profesied himself to Sea

hearty friend to the establishments in both countries, and de

clared, he would ever oppose an attack on either, being con

vinced, that they could not be successfully attacked without

danger to the constitution, and injury to both countries.

But in agreeing that religious establishments were necessary,

he contended that the establifliment of the Kirk of Scotland,

was
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vas a part oftlie religious establishment of this country: if,

herefore, those who were employed in the service of England,

ind professed its establishment, were called upon to take the

est of their church; those who were members of the Kirk of

icotland, and likewise in the service of their country, ought

ot to be called on to perform an act of departure from the

jrms of their church. The argument against the Dissenters

{ the danger of admitting thole into power who were of

pinions hostile to an establishment, could not be urged

gainst -Scotland, they having an establishment of their own ;

it was necessary for the safety of the established church of

ngland, that none but its professors should be admitted into

ffice, the same safeguard might be claimed with justice for

cotlaud ; and her establiflied church being part of the esta-

lifhed religion of the country, a test to that establishment

ught to be deemed equally sufficient. The objection made

> the repeal of the test act in favour of sectaries, namely,

mt they would be attempting more and more for the pur-

»se of overthrowing the establishment and erecting another,

juld not, Sir Gilbert said, apply against Scotland, for if the

>!cration they prayed was granted, they could ask no more,

iving already an establishment by law. He said, it might

: argued that the hands of the House were tied up, by the

eaty of union, from granting the prayer of the application,

it this he denied, declaring it to be left open by the act of

lion to the wildom of future time; he should, however,

the articles of union had been explicit upon the point of

lablishing the test, deny that in consequence it must remain

, when a case of justice and advantage to Scotland was

ade out, for it not to be so continued ; his proposition

>wever was, that there was nothing in the treaty precluding

e House granting every thing now asked, to prove which

; would read tlie particular clauses, bir Gilbert having

ad three or four clauses to prove that the matter was left

inpletely open, entered into a detni! of several historical

cts of the proceedings of the Scotch and Englisti Parliaments,

>m which he drew a conclusion, that the exemption from

e test was considered to be contained in the treaty. Pro-

>iitions were made, he said, in the Scotch Parliament, prior

the union, to insert in the articles, provision for an ex-

iption against the test act, which propositions had been ne-

tived: An exemption was however made in Scotland, from

I future tests: by which it was plain they did not mean to

n ounce the exemption from tests in other parts: The de-

acy of the times rendered it advifeahle for them to abstain

>m explicit declarations, but it was evident and clear to

rn that they had left it epen to the construction of future

Vol. XXIX. 3 A reason
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reason and justice. The Parliament which negatived ih'.

provision for the exemption, were known to have gone upon

the idea that it had been provided for in thearticles as they

stood; and the fame opinion had been acted upon by the Bri

tish Parliament. The question therefore turned a^ain upon

its origin.il ground, namely, was it politic, or was it just to

disfranchise, and disable from serving in military and other

offices, a race of men, merely r.eca'.ise they were attached to

the lelig'on in which they htid been bred, and which was se

cured to them by law and by treaty? Sir Gilbert Elliot con

cluded with moving, " That the House immediately resolve

" itself into a Committee of the whole House, to consider

" how sai the provisions of the (aid act, which require per-

" sons holding any office, civil or military, or any place of

" trust under the Crown, to receive the Sacrament of the

" Lord's Supper, according to the usage of the church of

" England, extend, or ought to extend to persons born

M in that part of Great Britain called Scotland."

- Mr. Frar.cis seconded the motion.

Mr. Mr. Pultcncy was of opinion that the motion made by the

fultcney. honourable Baronet was of a very different nature from that

for the lepeal of the test act in England. He observed,

by the treaty of union two national religions were esta

blished; and he was persuaded it never was the intention

either of the people of Scotland or of England, that the

members of the church of Scotland should take a test. The

proceedings on tha' subject about the time of the union, had

been very fairly and very accurately stated by the honourable

Baronet. If the test had been made a part of the treaty, the

union could not have been effected, and therefore it was al

lowed to lie dormant. But the church of Scotland was one

of the two established religions in this country, and its mem

bers were entitled to all the privileges of the members of the

church of England. It was impossible, however, to reconcile

that idea to the test act. If it was a matter that was dange

rous, and that ought not to be granted, in God's name, Mr.

Pulteney said, let the petition be rejected; but if it werea

measure perfectly innocent, if no evil or mischief whatever

could arise from it, why should it not be granted ? If the

question had nothing to do with the test act, but if it remained

as it was. in that cafe he should think it right to go into a

Committee on the petition, and consider how far the prayer

of it could, with propriety, be granted. Mr. Pulteney said,

the arguments against the repeal of the test act were chiefly

two. The one was, that there was a hazard in admitting

those persons into offices and places of trust, who did not

conform to the rites of the church of England ; and the other

was,
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^vas, the danger that might arise from the corporation act

fceing enforced. These two acts were not taken separately,

but together. Neither of those arguments, Mr. Pulteney

contended, applied to the present cast-, for the members of

the church of Scotland were not sectaries, but were members

of a church, established by law as much as the church of

England was, and consequently they were equally well

qualified for offices and places of trust. Secondly, with re

gard to the corporation act, there was no proposition before

the House. It came then, Mr. Pulteney laid, to this very

short proposition, namely, the church of Scotland and the

church of England, being equally establistied by law, and

both being equally the national religion, whether, under these

circumstances, the members of both churches had not an

equal right to the participation of every privilege and ad

vantages as to the Scotch Clergy, he joined with the honour

able Baronet in bearing testimony to their worth, learning,

and abilities. They had always fliewn themselves attached

to the Government, the constitution, and to general liberty.

They were, in general, men of independent spirit too, and

not subservient, as was sometimes said of the English Clergy,

to those who were in power. He therefore thought they

were entitled to the panegyric which the honourable Baronet

had made on them, and that their petition should be treated

with respect by the House.

The Lord Advocatefor Scotland said, he thought it his duty Lord Ad-

to rife, though he did it with reluctance, in order to deliver vocate for

his sentiments on the subject. He paid great respect to those Scotland,

who had gone before him, and certainly agreed most heartily

with them in all the praise they had bestowed upon the

Scotch Clergy, whqm, from his knowledge and experience,

he believed fully merited all that had been said of their

learning, integrity, and abilities. The honourable Baronet

had wished the House to think that in bringing forward the

motion of this d^y, he was not actuated by party motives;

he, for one, from his knowledge of the honourable Baronet,

would readily acquit him of any such intentions, and trusted

that the House would consider him, in whatever he might say

in opposition to the motion, to be equally uninfluenced by

motives of that nature. In arguing this subject, which he

would do as shortly as possible, he must begin by stating, that

since the union, a period of eighty years, no application of

this nature had ever heen judged necessary to be presented to

Parliament, till the last meeting of the General Assembly of

the church of Scotland, although that Assembly had regularly

met in the month of May every year during that period ;

this hasty manner of proceeding, in a matter of so much im-

3 A 2 portauce,
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portance, and which had been so long known to exist, with

out tfven a supposed grievance, till lor the first time it was

stated, last summer, was certainly one reason, is there were

no others, why he would oppose going into the Committee

now; because he thought the subject required much mor»

serious consideration and discussion, than it had vet received

even in the General Assembly itself, before it became Parlia

ment to determine upon the propriety or impropriety of the

measure proposed. Much stress, he laid, had been laid upon

the 'unanimity which prevailed on this subject, among the

clergy of the church of Scotland ; but he denied that it ex

isted; and he begged leave to remind the honourable Baronet

that, in the Committee, appointed by the general Assembly,

•which no doubt consisted of men, who, for integrity, learn

ing, and genius, were the fittest to be upon such a Com

mittee,' so far were they from being unanimous, that there

were nine for this application to parliament, and eight againfi

it ; he thought was another very strong reason why the House

should not proceed rashly. He must likewise say, that con

sidering how soon the ensuing Assembly were to meet, it

would have been much more decent, had the Committee

presented their report to them, and waited till the subject

had been more fully considered, before this application was

made to Parliament : which he consequently opposed as pre

mature, improper, and not even consistent with the unani

mous wishes of the clergy of Scotland, a,s had been stated.

Had there been only the diversity of opinion he had mentioned

in the Committee, that was a sufficient cause for referring

the subject again to the General Assembly, where its nature

was best understood, and having it properly investigated, the

grievance, if any, clearly pointed i>ut, t,he proposed redress

distinctly stated, and the whole system completely ri penal,

before any application of this sort was carried to Parliament,

without their consent; which he must think to he the cak,

knowing that a variation of opinion does e::ist amongst the

Clergy, and on this ground, the Lord Advocate said the mo

tion should have his decided opposition.

With regard to the treaty of union, and what had been

said about our ancestors not wishing to press these questions

at that time, he must beg that gentlemen would recollect the

situation in which the coinrrissioners, who settled trT3t treaty,

were placed; they had no discretionary power to interfere,

or not, in settling the establishments of the two churches;

on the contrary, they were on both fides totally excluded,

the English commissioners by an act of the Englisti Parlia

ment, and the Scotch commissioners by an act of the Scotch

Parliament, from entering at all upon the discussion of any

difference,
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differences with respect to religious establishments in either

kingdom; and for this very plain and wile reason; that

many schemes had been thought of on this subject, previous

to that period, which had ' proved abortive, and prevented <

the union that was so much desired between the two king

doms, which made all wife men think, -at that time, that

such attempts had been, and would be, the rock on which

we split. Nothing, in either the 4th or 25th articles of the

union, could, in his mind, apply to the reasoning which

had been made use of that day; and the commissioners for

settling the treaty of union having no powerto interfere with

the test act at that time, the wisdom of the two Parliaments

having declared it dangerous to the object in view, they could

not make any proposition to that efftct, nor had it ever been

thought necessary to make any since. As to an equal partici

pation of civil rights and privileges of Scotchmen going to En

gland, and Englishmen going to Scotland, he beli. v d, no

body would fay that it was not fully enjoyed, although

nothing respecting the test act was comprehended in the trea

ty of union. He therefore never could agree to this-appli-»

put ion, unless spme necessity for it was shewn, or the ex

istence of grievance somehow proved. As to civil offices, he

believed, tew would fay that the Scotch were not admitted

to their full share of them; indeed the reverse was much

oftener insinuated. He would follow the example and the

wisdom of his ancestors, bv avoiding all discussion of differ

ences on opinion that could produce no good effect; and

owned he was fully content with the acquiescence w hich the

church of England gave to Scotchmen, enjoying offices, by

not requiring tests. He had only one more observation to

make before he sat down, and that was, that the laity of the

country had net been consulted, nor h;id they made any com

plaint of grievances; a circumstance which would weigh

strongly with him, even if the. Clergy were unanimous in

their opinions concerning it. He disapproved of taking up

this matter, after eighty years experience had taught any

such interference unnecessary, and concluded by giving his

hearty dissent.

Mr. Anstruthcr rose to fay a few words in reply to what Mr. An-

had fallen from his honourable friend, who spoke last. With struther.

regard to the opinion of the clergy being unanimous on this

subject, however the Committee might differ about the mode

of application for redress, certainly the General Assembly

was unanimous as to the grievance; which a reference to the

petition on the table would clearly shew, as it contained a

copy of the resolution which the Assembly came to upon

that question. The Committee themselves had no difference

on
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on this point, nor had they any power to give an opinion

upon it, because the order of the General Assembly referred

only to them the mode of obtaining redress, and a majority

of them had thought the best way was by an application to

Parliament, which thev had adopted. The General Assem

bly had determined the question ot grievance, which his ho

nourable friend was anx.ous to avoid a discussion of; becaule,

he said, Scotchmen enjoyed their civil rights and privileges

to any extent in iingland, by the silent acquiescence of the

church, and without in-erference ; but that he thought was

little to the purpose, for the fault was on the statute book.

Why will you have laws which you are obliged to suspend

by an annual act of Parliament, or rather by suspension from

six months to six months? It is true that Scotchmen maybe

in civil and military offices in England; but still this act

hangs over them, and they only enjoy such, without the

test, by the indulgence of this uncertain act of suspension.

His honourable friend had rather miftated the act of the two

Parliaments of England and Scotland, impowering com

missioners to settle the articles of union; the act of the

English Parliament only excluded them from entering into

any discussion relative to alteration of the liturgy, rites, or

ceremonies of the church of England, and certainly this

could not include the test act, which concerned neither the

liturgy, rites, nor ceieinonies of any church. Before the

union, Scotland had nothing to do with the test act, while

they dii! not go into civil or military situations in England,

and certainly in their own army or navy they had nothing

to do with it.

He.atgued that no power of the commissioners, nor any

article of the treaty of union, had confirmed the test act as

an unalterable immutable law, which his honourable friend

had stated it to be. The act of the 13th Elisabeth, with re

gard to the church establishment, and the act of succession

in Charles the Second's reign, were certainly confirmed by

the treaty of union, and was unalterable, and to continue

for ever; but would his honourable friend sav the same of

the test act, which was altered every year, which was a di

rect contradiction to any such idea. The test act, he (aid,

rever was made to protect the church of England against

Presbyterianilm, but against the Papists. After some obser

vations upon toleration, Mr. Anstruther concluded, by

stating it to be the intention of the ire.ity of .union, to give

to the subjects of both kingdoms a full and equal participa

tion of all civil and military righti and piivileges, and

therefore he wished to go into the Committee as the most

proper way of discussing the subject fully.
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The Master of the Rolls rose to oppose the motion, and en- Master of

tering into .1 long train of legal arguments, considered it as the Rolls,

a demand that the House ought not to comply with. He

said, he looked upon the subject to be of as great importance,

as gentlemen on the other side seemed to do; but he thought

anv attempt to repeal the test act, as far as it regarded

members of the church of Scotland, an infringement upon

the treaty of union, and therefore reprobated the doctrin«

laid down that day. The learned gentleman, who had

spoken last, seemed to think it might be altered or repealed

at any time; he wistied to know, if he had the same opinion

of the act 13th of King William. In his own opinion,

after the trea.y of union, both were irrepealable. When the

act of occasional conformity was repealed, two clauses were

proposed to be introduced for protecting Scotland from the

effect of the test act, but were negatived. The Master of

the Rolls went through the history of the times, just before

the act of union was effected, and mentioned the pnrt taken

on that occasion by Lord Cowper, who was Lord keeper of

the seals at the time; deducing from the whole, that the

matter had been maturely weighed originally, and ought not

to be changed without some very strong case, indeed, could

be stated to induce the House to entertain such an idea. He

however, allowed that the Scotch clergy deserved all the

praises that had been bestowed on them.

Sir Adam Ferguson rose to take notice of the expression of §;r ^dat*

the honourable and learned gentleman, who had just fat Ferguson,

down, who had called the application a demand. A demand

made in a disrespectful manner, Sir Adam said, he always

would resist ; but he must beg leave to differ a little from the

honourable and learned gentleman on the present occasion ;

for there surelv was nothing peremptory or disrespectful in

the present application. Sir Adam then proceeded to declare

that he was as little influenced by party motives as any of

his honourable friends who had spoken; and thought it his

duty to speak upon the question which had been so ably

treated by the honourable gentleman who brought it in.

His honourable friend opposite to him (the Lord Advocate)

had said that the laity of Scotland had not been consulted,

nor had they complained; and that their opinions ought to

have considerable weight, even if the clergy were unani

mous. From the very constitution of the General Asitmbly,

he imagined that a very great and a v?ry well informed part

of the laity had an opportunity of discussing and giving

their judgement upon this measure. He was not a Member

of the General Assembly himself, but he knew that many re

spectable gentlemen in that House, and belonging to Scot

land, were Members of it. There certainly were fettled by

1 the
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the treaty of union two distinct churches for Scotland and

England; but he did not believe, that any man would (ay

there were two different religions esta'dislied in Great Bri

tain. The fact was, that their doctrine was the fame, and

the only difference was in ceremonies, and the form of

church government; and he contended, that the Members

of both churches were equally entitled to the benefits of the

union, without renouncing the established religion of the

country, in which they were bred; for certainly it never

could be meant that a man should be debarred from civil

offices in any part of the country, because he did not take

the test imposed by another part of the country, which be

could not do, without renouncing the religion he had been

brought up to. All the meaning of a qualification, he con

sidered to be a solemn declaration, that he does belong to the

cilablisiied religion of the country, and is intended as 2

check on Popilh recusants, and not on Presbyterians. With

regard to the tell act, he said, Scotland had nothing to do

with it before th; union, for then Scotland was a kingdom,

as foreign as any other to England. The Scotch had no

tHls, and wifely avoided them, yet his honourable friend,

from his official situation, must be a Member of the General

Assembly, and must there make a solemn declaration,

(stronger, in his opinion, than an oath) that he belonged to

the church of Scotland, and would adhere to ity doctrines

and discipline. Now, if his honourable friend was to be ap

pointed- to any official siiuation in this country, he must

take the sacrament according to the rites of the church of

England; and it perhaps might, to him, be a difficult situa

tion to be in. For his part, he could fee no objection to

communicating with the church of England, though he had

been bred to the church of Scotland; but neither he, nor, he

believed, his honourable friend, would chuse to make a lo-

lemn declaration that they belonged to a church, which they

had before made a similar declaration they did not belong

to. The honourable Baronet concluded his speech with some

farther observations on the treaty of union.

TVTr. Mr. Dundas said, he could not give a silent vote on a mo-

Duutks. tion t0 which, though m.ide in consequence of an applica

tion from a body of men whom he had long known to be-

persons of the most worthy character, respectable for their

learning, and the purity of their lives, and zealously attach

ed to the British constitution, he must give a decided nega

tive; and were he to agree to the doctrines which he had

heard that day, he must conceive himself endeavouring to

get the better of a treaty, by which he and his country had

obtained benefits and enjoyed privileges, which they ought

never to forget or treat with ingratitude. As a Scotch

Member
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Member of Parliament, and considering himself as a repre

sentative of this country too, he must fay, that if such at

tempts prevailed or succeeded, the dissenters of England, on

the refusal that had been given to their different applications

for a repeal of the test act, had been unjustly, harshly, and

cruelly used indeed. As so much had been said about the

test act, and the treaty of union, he must take the lib«rty of

stating to the House the true and precise situation in which

Scotland was, with regard to the test act, as that period of

history, which he well knew the right honourable Baronet,

who spoke last, was not unacquainted with. It was certain

ly known to the Scotch nation, that the test act existed in

England, as the debates that ensued in their own Parlia

ment, previous to the settlement of the treaty of union,

clearly demonstrates. For when the articles of the treaty

were sent to Scotland, and before they were returned to En

gland, several propositions were made in the Scotch Parlia

ment for relieving the Scotch from the effect of the test act,

which were all, after serious debate, rejected; and in order to

prove why they were rejected, and the propriety of that

conduct in the Scotch Parliament, he would plainly state

who were the parties that wished to insert that article into

the treaty of union. The party who wished not to insert

that article, consisted of those who were friends to the revo

lution, friends to the revolution principles, friends to the

Hanoverian succession, and friends to the treaty of union;

in short, they were all the great whig families in the coun

try. On the other side, those who wished to have the

Scotch relieved from the test act, were the enemies to the

revolution, the enemies to the • revolution principles, the

enemies of the House of Hanover, and those who wanted to

impede and prevent the treaty of union; and what was more,

consisted of people who were no friends to, nor held any

communion with, the church of Scotland. This, Mr.

Dundas stated, came out, by publishing the names of those

who divided on the different propositions that had been de

bated in their own Parliament, so that the truth being

known, they acted like wife men, and distinguished their

friends from their foes, by which means the union was

brought about, and the conclusion certainly wa?, that if a

different conduct had been pursued, no union would have

taken place. Thus, the Scotch being fully informed con

cerning the test act, previous to the union, and having vo

luntarily agreed to it, any attempt to get free of it now,

would be, in his opinion, playing a shameful game at fast

and loose with England, and retreating from our contract

after we had got possession of great and invaluable benefits

which she could not retake from us. In public transactions,

Vol. XXIX. 3B it
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it was a kind of chicane, which gentlemen would never al

low themselves to be guilty of in private conduct. With

regard to the declaration made in the General Assembly, and

referred to by the honourable Baronet, he certainly had

signed luch an one; and when he accepted another official

situation in this country, had conformed to the test act; but

would not allow that his doing the latter was any dereliction

of the religion that he had declared himself to adhere to,

-but only shewed his opinion to be against any objections to

communicate wi h the church of tngland, and that he

thought each of the churches best adapted to the country in

which it was established. There were, he said, no tells

in Scotland; and when a counter lest had been proposed, il

was very wifely refused; and for this reason; that the esta

blished religion of the country had nothing to fear from

episcopacy. " No," said the sages of the Presbyterian

church, " we have nothing to fear—our church is secnre

" from all attacks— its foundation is solid and impregnable—

f* for it is built upon the rock of poverty, and is not to Is

f* shaken, even when assailed by the most violent winds, or

** boisterous storms. But far disseient is the situation of the

" English church; she has her Archbishops Bishops, and

" Dignitaries, extensive fees, and profitable livings; and when

" she observes so many of us poor Presbyterians crossing her

f* bordeis, and penetrating into her best provinces, has more

" reason to be alarmed, and of course, more need for tests.'

Mr. Dundas enlarged upon this, and took notice of the argu

ment of Sir Adam Ferguson and several other gentlemen

who had supported the motion, to which he said he felt him

self obliged to give a direct negative.

Fox. Mr. Fox next rose and said, that although he had intro

duced a motion for the general appeal of the test act, and

had declared himself readv to move, or to support such a mo

tion, as often as those who felt themselves aggrieved by that

act, should think proper to biing it forward, he could have

wished rather to hear the arguments of other gentlemen

on the present occasion, than to repeat arguments which he

himself had perhaps already used. There were in this coon-

try various descriptions of men, with respect to the opinions

they entertained on religion: Some professed themselves tt{

friends of toleration in the utmost extent of the word; fom-

of toleration in a limited sense; some of establishments, J™

some of public worship independent of establishments. H»

professed himself the friend of toleration, without any re

striction, and at the same time of an established church; and

every argument that could be advanced in support of either,

was applicable to the support of the present motion. N*"

withstanding all that had been said of the history of the

3- '
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onion, the discussions, and the acts of Parliament, that pre

ceded it, there appeared to him a considerable degree of

doubt, whether the test act did or did not apply to Members

of the church of Scotland, and therefore he thought the

motion for going into a Committee to enquire how the law

stood, extremely proper. Those who contended, that by the

act of union the test act was meant to apply to Members of

the church of Scotland, viewed the question only on one

side. They called in the evidence of history to prove, that

if it had been understood, that the test act was not to be thus

applied, the people of England would not have consented to

the union. It was just as fair for him to take the other side,

and contend, that if it had been understood that the test act

was so to apply, the people of Scotland would not have con

sented. That Scotland had derived great advantages from

the union, would not now, he apprehended, be called in

question. That England had also derived great advantages,

was no less certain. The advantages, perhaps, were equal;

but it was no panegyric on the act of union, that the preju

dices of both countries were so strong at the time of conclud

ing it, as to prevent the fair and open discussion of all the

considerations that ought to have entered into it. It had al

ways been contended by the violent friends to the test act,

and the violent friends to that act, (without having taken

much pains to enquire who they were) he sincerely believed

to have been generally the enemies to every thing that was

great and good; had always insisted upon it, as so intimately

connected with the civil and religious constitution of the

country, that it could in no cafe be given up; and therefore

that it must neceflarily have been included wit'i respect to

Scotland in the act of union. Mr. Fox then went over the

material circumstances of the union, from which he inferred,

that the point was at least doubtful. There was no mention

of the test in the act of union, and supposing that there had

been a test in Scotland previous to the-union, of which also

no mention was made, would it have also followed that such

a test must apply to both countries? This, he thought,

would hardly be maintained, certainly would not have been

as strong in the one cafe as it was in the other.

People in this country were too apt to consider the people

of Scotland as having come to them ; as having been an-^

nexed to the Crown of England in the nature of a province;

whereas, in fact, the two countries treated and contracted as

two independent kingdoms, which tbej really were; and

whatever right or privilege was secured to the one, was

equally secured to the other. The establishment and de

scription of the church of Scotland was as much secured in

kw, as the establishment and description of the church of

3 B 2 England.
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England. They were very properly put upon equal terms.

Was it consistent with this equality, that a member of the

church of Scotland, as a qualification for a post as an Eng

lish officer, not for an officer in the English church, or an

English corporation, but a British officer, an officer in the

British army or navy, should make a solemn profession of

attachment, not to the establishment of the church of Scot

land, but to that of the church of England ?, It never could

be the intention, as a right honourable gentleman (Mr. Dun-

das) had explained it, that members of the two establishments

should communicate with either. It was never understood

that a member of the church of Scotland, in order to enjoy

the advantages of the union, fliould communicate with the

church of England. He was told, that the members of the

church of Scotland had no objection to communicate with

the church of England. This he could neither admit nor

deny, on any knowledge of his own ; but he well knew that

the other part of the position, were this motion ever to

come before the House of Lords, where the heads of the

church of England were, would be formally denied them.

Now how was the line of distinction to be drawn? By a na

tural or geographical limit ? If a man to the north of the

Tweed accepted of an imperial office, he was not to commu

nicate with the church by law established there; but if he

accepted of the office on the other side of the Tweed, he wai

required to do so, under heavy pains and penalties. There

was no law to prevent the King from residing in Scotland.

Suppose he were to do so, he might appoint all his officers of

state, without any one of them being obliged to qualify ac

cording to the test act, and let in all the imaginary dangers

to church and state, against which he was held up as the

impregnable barrier. A person receiving His Majesty's or-

de s to raise a regiment in Scotland, might there appoint all

his officers without any test ; but the moment they came

into England they must take the test within a time limited,

or incur the penalty of outlawry. But it had been said, a$

the law was never enforced, these inconveniencies were mer*

theories, if it were not enforced, why suffer it to remain?

for a law not executed is, if possible, more theoretic than

theory itself. The penalties, however, were not theoretic,

because not enforced. Their execution depended neither on

the church, nor on the government, but on the will of any

malicious person who might choose to turn informer, if, in

deed, it was fair to call any man malicious, for doing what

the law directed him to do, and held out a reward for doing.

Of all the penal statutes, the constant defence was, that they

were not executed ; a very irrational defence to be sure; and

this was strengthened by a demand of " shew me the prac-
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tice." Thank God, Mr. Fox said, he could not shew the

practice. The wisdom of the legislature had taken care,

from time to time, that the practice should not appear; but

thtre could not be a stronger argument that they were not fit

to remain as laws than the general concurrence of mankind,

that they were not fit to be acted upon. But they were re

tained for the safety of the church. It was an ill compli

ment to the church of England to fay, that slie could not

support herself by the purity of her doctrines, and the good

example of her members, without a provision by law ; that

not only all those educated in her bosom, but those educated

in the bosom of another church, mould make a profesiion of

attachment to her, as a qualification for civil offices; while

the church of Scotland, her neighbour, not only required no

such protection, but apprehended no danger from her sons be

ing obliged to profess attachment to another, in order to en

joy the common rights of subjects. A right honourable

gentleman had said, that the church of Scotland was secure

in her poverty, which dreaded no attack. Had he any rea

son to believe, from the history of his country, that poverty

was an adequate protection ? Was no attack made upon her

by the episcopal bigotry of Charles I. ? Was none to be ap

prehended from the Roman Catholic bigotry of James 11.?

Was not the fear of some such future danger as rational a

fear, as that kept up by the clamour of faction for the safety

of the church of England, at the time of the Union, a cla

mour to which, fortunately, Parliament did not li lien ? Both

were now equally imaginary; what reasonabl* objection

could then remain to discuss how the law stood in conse

quence of the Union. As a friend to an established church,

he was an enemy to the distinction which the test set up be

tween the two established religions of the country ; for what

was the consequence ? If a man born in one part of the

kingdom conformed to the law and religion of the country,

accepted a public office, he was called on not to profess his

attachment to that religion, but to examine the doctrine and

discipline of another, and to make a solemn profesiion os at

tachment to it, which, in the opinion of many, amounted

to a disapprobation of that in which he had been educated.—

Was not this a mockery of establishments ? It was, indeed,

said, that this was no dereliction ; but, in discussing the ge

neral repeal of the t~st act, was it not generally said to be a

profession, that he who took it was of the religion of the

state? Was not this the argument at all the public meetings

called for the purpose of opposing the repeal ? Was it not

the answer to the alledged profanation of a Sacrament, that

it was not taken on account of an office, but as an act of

nligion, which he who took it was bound to perform, with

out
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out any regard to public office ? What was the religion of

the state as thus explained ?—The religion of the church of

England Must not then the church of Scotland feel that

flie was not considered in the same light with the church of

England, that (he was not in the situation to which, as part

of the establilhed religion of the country, Ihe was entitled?

The very name of the test ought alone to supersede all these

arguments. If they were to fay with a right honourable

gentleman, to whose argument he had before alluded, that

the test meant nothing hut a profession, that he who took it

entertained no hostile ideas against the establishment; that he

was ready to communicate with either church ; that he who

was of the church of Scotland when out of office, might

communicate with the church of England when in ; let that

explanation be given, by which neither religion nor politics

would be much benefited. Notwithstanding what a learned

gentleman had said, with respect to the origin of the present

motion, .he was satisfied from what he had heard, that it had

originated, as stated by the honourable Baronet who moved

it, on the unanimous opinion of the General Assembly, that

the test act, as appeared to members of the church of Scot

land, was a grievance, and their vote unanimous to apply

for redress. It might, for any thing he knew, he considered

in Scotland as a solecism to apply to Parliament, when they

had reason to believe that His Majesty's Ministers were not

inclined to favour their application ; but it was not, and he

trusted never would be, considered as improper or unseason

able in this country, for any subject or class of subjects, to

apply to Parliament for relief from a grievance, whatever

might be the disposition of those in power. It had been

farther observed, that the application came from the clergy

of Scotland only ; and it was asked, why the sense of the

people had not been taken. After all they had lately heard,

of alarms in the minds of the people, (vain alarms, in his

opinion) was it wife, was it politic, was it like statesmen,

when a proposition came before them from a respectable

body, founded on sense and reason, to set it afloat among the

people, and desire them to hold public meetings, and discuss

its merits for the instruction of the Legislature ? The history

of the Union afforded no rule on the subject, .both parties

were afraid to come fairly to the question. The great men

of that period were obliged to yield to the prejudices of the

times. The- House would recollect how far short of their

own opinions they had been obliged to set up in relieving

Roman Catholics. Was it then to be wondered at, tha:

eighty years ago Lord Cooper, and the statesmen with whom

he acted, should have yielded to the same sort of necessity?

With regard to religion, there were few acts en the statute

boot:
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books which ought not to be completely expunged. Instead

of that, they busied themselves in explaining, mitigating, or

suspending ; and whenever the only proper remedy was men-

tionrd, the answer was, " They are not executed f the very

worst character that could be given of them. This had been

the answer to all the propositions that had been lately made.

Ought not the House at last to see that laws, unfit to be exe

cuted, that were sometimes the instrument of partial oppres

sion, but never of public benefit, were not sit to remain ?

They were well described by a learned and orthodox Prelate

as "dangerous weapons laid in the way, which no good man

" would use, and which ought not to lie there as a tempta-

" tion to the bad." Mr. Fox said, that he was a complete

friend to religious establishments, on the fame ground that he

was a friend to toleration. He thought it highly proper that

asystem of instruction for the improvement of morals slioujd

be provided for in every country ; but highly proper also

that those who dissented from that system should incur no

penalties, should suffer no disabilities on account of their

dissent, because, to admit of religious instruction, whatever

character it assumed, as far as it contributed to inculcate

morals, was to enlarge the sphere of religion. Many emi

nent divines of the church of England were of this opinion.

The reverend Mr. Paley, a most orthodox author on tolera

tion, after discussing all the branches of the subject, con

cluded with approving of a church establishment joined to a

complete toleration.

To get rid of a charge that was frequently put on those

who argued as he did, he should wisti to know precisely,

whether the test was a political or a religious act. When he

called it a political act, he was told that it was an act for the

security of religion, and, as such, by the union was made per

petual. When he called it a religious and persecuting act,

he was told that" it was a mere regulation of civil govern

ment, and had nothing to do with religion. It had, indeed,

nothing to do with religion in its origin. It was intended

merely to keep out Papists—an unwise expedient, in his opi

nion, to attain an unwise end ; and now that the object of it

existed no longer, it could be considered only as an instru

ment of religious persecution. The church of England

could never be in/langer but from building her safety on in

tolerant principles, and making that a pretext for opposing

the extension of religious freedom. This, however, was

pining ground in other countries, and would continue to do

f°- This country, he hoped, would not be the last to adopt

The question of toleration he should always be ready

to meet, whenever it was fairly and properly brought for-

Vard, and the oftener, he thought, the better ; for there was
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no question that gained mojre by discussion—no question, the

discussion of which contributed so much to the improve

ment of religion, of morals, and of happiness. On this

general ground, he supported the motion, as well as on the

particular grounds he had already stated. One argument

that might be urged against it, Mr. Fox said, he wished yet

to obviate. If it were doubtful whether the Test act did ap-i

ply to members of the church of Scotland, it might be said,

why not try the question in the regular course of law ? This

might, indeed, be proper in a civil cafe, but could hardly be

done under a penal statute. If it were doubtful whether!

particular act was a capital offence, it would be rather hard

to fay, do you commit the act, and whether you are hanged

or acquitted, the law will be clear. If any gentleman were

disposed to try this question, and the law mould be explained

to be against him, he would he condemned to a fine of five

hundred pounds, which many gentlemen might readily pay;

but the rest of the penalty, to be rendered incapable of hold

ing any public office ever afrer, of being 3n administrator or

executor, or of receiving a legacy, was rather too much for

any gentleman to be expected to risk. There could be no

objection to enquiring how the law stood, and the decla

ration of the House might be considered as a safe guide. Mr.

Fox concluded with declaring that he would give his vote for

the motion.

A"r. Pitt. Mr. Chancellor Pitt rose to make a few observations on

what had fallen from Mr. Fox. He said he could not hope

the right honourable gentleman would think better of him

than of all the former friends of the test act, whom, without

knowing them, he had pronounced the enemies of all that

was great and good; for he must still continue to be a friend

to it, till he heard better arguments against it than any he

had yet heard. He had never been a violent friend to it,

but he profesied himself a firm and steady friend, because he

thought it essential to the security of the church, and as con

nected with that, to the civil establishment of the country.

He considered the present motion as nearly connected with

the general repeal of the test act ; and unless a clearer distinc

tion could be made out, than any yet stated, he must look

upon the one as a preliminary to the other. The manner

in which it had been argued, was extremely indistinct.

The House was sometimes told " Go into a Committee,

" because, as applied to Scotland, it is not law." At other

timesthey were told, <! Go into a Committee, because, if

it be law, it is so great a grievance, that it ought to be re

dressed." If gentlemen thought that it was not law, they

ought to corce forward with a distinct proposition on that par

ticular point; but they proposed going into a Committee, t»

disease
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liseuss either question, and neither distinctly. To this he

ould not agree, unless he were convinc«d, that if it was the

aw, it ought not to be the law, which he was not by any

neans disposed to admit, although if it were not the law, he

should undoubtedly admit that, whatever might be his opi

nion on the expediency. But it was impossible to admit,

;bat the law was doubtful, and then that it was such a griev-

ince as ought not to be endured. What, after it had been

so long open to the examination of those on whom it was sup»

posed to be a grievance? After they had submitted to it,

without a single question, for so many years, was it to be

imagined either that the law was doubtful, or that the griev

ance was oppressive? The question of th* test act had been

agitated in the Scots Parliament before the union. Their

attention had been particularly called to it; they were not

therefore taken by surprise, and their acquiscence was a

sufficient indication of their opinion. Had they been re

solved to object to it, they could not indeed have bound En

gland by any act of theirs, but they might have inserted an

article respecting it in the instructions to their commissioners

as* fundamental principle. Mr. Pitt here entered into a

discussion of the circumstances that immediately preceded

and followed the union, from which he drew a general con

clusion, that historical inference, contemporary exposition,

and the practice of eighty years, proved it to be law, that

members of the church of Scotland were not exempted from

the test act in England. The next consideration was, whether

the law ought to be repealed, while it was the fense of a great

majority of the legislature and of the country, that the test

act ought not to be generally repealed? Was there any thing

of it in the circumstances of the cafe that called for this par

tial repeal? The whole ot the imaginary grievance arose

from a misrepresentation of the nature of the test, which, in

stead of being a solemn profession that the person who took it

was a member of the church of England, he had always

considered as a testimony that he did not think so ill of that

church, and was not so disaffected to it, as to refuse to com*

rounicate with jt. This he understood from many gentlemen,

from the authority of the Ministers of the church of Scotland,

was the general sentiment of the members of that church.

Theyhad not such objections to the discipline or doctrines

of the church of England, as to refuse to communicate with

•t. If this were the cafe, they did not stand in the fame pre

dicament with the Dissenters in England, much less with

those Dissenters who thought the establishment of the church

idolatrous and sinful, and that they were bound in duty to la

bour for its demolition. There might be many descriptions

of religious opinions included under the general term of the

Vol. XXIX, , 3C church
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church of Scotland ; there might be many of those who

thought tha- they ought not to hold communion with tlie

church of i ngland; but than all who thought so charitably

of that church as not to refuse communion, being the great

bulk of the members of the church of Scotland, suffered no

giievance from the operation of the test act. If there were

others less liberal, they did not come under the proper cha

racter of members of the church of Scotland, but under the

character of Dissenters, and no reason could be alledged for

exempting them from the test that would not operate with

equal, if not greaser, force, for exempting English Dissen

ters. There might be many such Dissenters in Scotland,

where there was no test by which to ascertain who were

members of the church, by law established, strictly speaking,

and who were not. The consequences of the exemption

then would be to let in all forts from Scotland, and Dissenters

of every description. On these general grounds, that the

bulk ot the members of the church of Scojland were not'-***

eluded by the test, and that it would be unsafe to admit Dis

senters from Scotland, he was satisfied, in his own mind,

that the law, as it stood, was no grievance, as well as from

a thousand collateral reasons which he could mention, bat

with which he thought it unnecessary to trouble the House;

and consequently should vote against the motion.

Colonel Colonel Macleod said, that before he came down to the

M»cleod. House, that d.iy, he ha 1 not imagined any one gentleman,

who represented that part of the country fiom whicli he

came, would have argued or v-ned against the question: at

being a representative for Scotland, he thought himself

bound in honour to support the independence of the esta

blished religion of the country. He knew that the senti

ments of the people would be, that such gentlemen were

more attached toMinisters than to their country. Tooblige

a member of the church of Scotland to profess an attachment

to the religion of hnglan !, instead of his o«n country, was1,

in his opinion, a mark of subjection, an invidious distinction,

that ought not to exist. He felt great obligation, and the

people of Scotland would concur with him, to the right ho

nourable gentleman (Mr. Fox) for the liberal manner in

which he had spoken of their independence, and their claim

to be treated on equal terms ; while they courd not but con

sider the language »f another right honourable gentleman

(Mr. Pit'), as holding them up in the light of adependant

province, rather than an independent nation, that had united

with England on an equal footing. The House divided on

the motion ;

Ayes, 62; Noes, 149. Majority, 87.

1
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Mr. Fox gave notice that lie sliould bring forward his

lotion on libels on 1 hursday se'nnight.

Mr. Chancellor Pitt wished to know the nature of the

lotion.

Mr. Fox fan], he h;-d formerly slated, that it would be to Mr. Fox,

;solve into a Committee on Courts of Justice, to enquire in

lat Committee into the proceedings by quo warrant, and

ha' was the present doctrine of the Courts respecting libels.

1 doing this, he might have occasion to mention particular

ises, by way of illustrating his argument, some of which he

ught think deserving of censure^

The House adjourned.

Wednesday, 1 1 tb May.

The House having resolved itself into a Committee on the

Tiebec Bill, Mr. Hobart in the chair,

Mr. Chancellor Pitt moved, " That the bill be read clause Mr. Pitt;

by clause." He said, that he trusted it was not now ne-

ssary to read over the whole clauses, and that any gentle-

m would state his objections to anv particular clause.

Mr. Hujsey objected to the division of the provinces, stated Mr.

the bill, a measure which he considered as not suited to Hussey.

e purposes of legislation. He thought that they all would

come British subjects sooner, if this division did not take

ice. He considered it, instead of tending to heal their dif-

ences, as calculated to preserve and inflame their animo-

y. Commerce was the chief point of view in which Que-

: was of importance to this country. It behoved the

>use, therefore, to provide for that most essential object,

■ security of property. We ought to introduce the English

liniercial law, and leave the House of .Assembly to make

h alterations as they should find rendered expedient by

ir own peculiar circumstances. •

Mr. Potvys said, -that the reason of this division was stated Mr.

be to prevent feuds and divisions. But he very much Powys.

ibtetl that the method of division, whether or not it came

he form of a declaration of His Majesty's intention, would

but ill calculated for this purpose.

wlc Fox wished to be informed of one point, which had Mr. Fox.'

er been explained, and that was, whether His Majesty

a power to divide the province, a< was then proposed.

Jpon consulting the 14th George III. it appeared that the

g had that authority.

Ar. Chancellor Pitt said, the point being settled that His Mr. Pitt,

jesty had an authority to divide the province, the question

lid be, whether it was fit for Parliament to ajjree with

Majesty to establish two Legislatures ; and if they did

agree, they might negative the whole of the clause, and

3 C 2 might
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might dispose of the whole of the bill ; because it proceeded

all through its various clauses on the fundamental supposition

of two Legislatures. It appeared to His Majesty's Ministers,

first, that the only way of consulting the interest of the in

ternal situation of Quebec, and of rendering it profitable to

this country, was to give it a Legiflature, as near as circum

stances would admit, according to the principles of the Bri

tish constitution. In the next place, it appeared to them

that there was no probability of reconciling the jarring inte

rests and opposite views of the inhabitants, but by giving

them two Legislatures. It was conceived this form of Go

vernment was best adapted to put an end to all the difficul

ties of a legal fort, and to render the regulations more useful

to the subjects of thatcountiy. He believed there was soch

a rooted opposition of interests of the one description and

the other, that if there was a constitution, consisting of a

House of assembly, in which the parties might be nearly

balanced, the consequence, at least for a long series of yean,

would be a great degree of animosity, and a great degree of

confusion. If one of the parties had a great ascendancy over

the other, the party staving the superiority was very unlikely

to give satisfaction to the other party. It seemed to His

Majesty's servants the most desirable thing, if they could not

give satisfaction to all descriptions of men, to divide the

province, and to contrive that one division should consist, a

much as poflible, of those who were well inclined towards

the English laws-, and that the other part should consist tjf*

decided preponderincy of the aftcient inhabitants, who wtre

attached to the French laws. It was perfectly true, Mr.

Pitt said, that in Lower Canada there still remained" a certain

fiumber of English/ subjects, but these would hold a much

smaller proportion than if therewaa one form of Government

for every part of the province. It was in Upper Canada

particularly that they were to expect a great addition ofEng

lish inhabitants. The consequence was, that if it Was not

divided from the rest, the Canadians forming a majority of

five to one, the grievance would be every year increasing in

proportion as the population increased. He was ready to

admit, on the other hand, that it was impossible to adopt any

measure that was perfectly free from inconvenience. The

division of the province might be liable to some objection,

but, on the whole, it was subject to fewer objections than

any other measure, and would tend more to promote their

connection with this country, or to produce good effects.

Mr. Mr. PoWys owned that he was not convinced'by the right

F»wy». honourable gentleman's reasoning. He had allowed, that in

this instance the interests of one part of the inhabitants of

Canada were sacrificed ts thoft of the ether. He couM not

give
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give up His Majesty's declaration, of which he read some

part, promising to the inhabitants of Canada the Britisli con

stitution.

Mr. Burke said, that it was evidently the intention of His Mr.Burko

Majesty's declaration, that the laws adopted in Canada should

be as nearly as possible similar to those of England. Indeed,

it was usual in every colony to form the Government as

nearly upon the model of the mother country, as consistent

with the difference of local circumstances. It was proper

that every corporation should adopt for its own use the regu

lations of the community from which it held. To ascertain

the propriety of dividing the provinces, required a degree of

local knowledge, which he did not possess ; but he should

take it that the measure was convenient. An attempt to

join people dissimilar in law, language, and manners, ap

peared to him highly absurd ; to join too the conquerors and

the conquered, must give rife to much unpleasant feeling,

and many invidious distinctions. Such a measure would ap

pear to him to sow what must be moil fatal to the establish

ment of a new Government, the seeds of discord. Thi»

geographical distribution then was, in his opinion, highly

convenient. The upper colony was chiefly inhabited b,y emi

grants from America: these then were desirous of the Eng

lish constitution. Let the Canadians have a constitution

formed upon the principles of Canadians, and Englistimen

upon the principles of Englistimen. Let them be governed

upon the nature of men, the only wife foundation of all

Government ; and let there not be adopted any wild theories,

snore unknown than the north west coast of America. In

this point of view he approved of the division, as accommo

dated to the circumstances of the country, and the natural

prejudices of the inhabitants. He recommended that system

of Government which tends to promote the union of the good

of the individual and of the Public, in opposition to that

which attempted to methodize anarchy. He admired the

division ; no, he did not possess sufficient local knowledge to

admire it ; but he could at least fay, that he did not disap

prove it. Situated as he was, in a state supported by no

party, there was a voice which cried to him, Beware. In

the short time during which he remained in Parliament, and

it would be but a very stiort time, he would, however, sup

port those principles of Government which were founded

upon the wisdom of antiquity, and sanctioned by the expe

rience of time. On the present bill, necessary as it was for

him to be Careful of what he should say, he should state the

arguments that occurred'to him, as they should arise, upon

tvery clause.
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Mr. Pit:. Mr"* Chancellor Pitt said, that there were none, who,' from

their attention to every clause, were more qualified, on the

present bill, to communicate information from the source of

their knowledge, or draw illustra ion from their powers of

eloquence, than the right honoui able gentleman ; yet he was

desirous, that in considering particular clauses, regard should

likewise be had to their connection with the general tenor of

the bill. It was intended to give a free constitution to Ca

nada, according to British ideas of freedom. 1 his could not

be done wihout a division of the provinces, to prevent that

clashing of opposite interests which must otherwise necessa

rily ensue. Yet even this measure, he had owntd, was not

free from local inconvenience, though by no means equal to

the inconvenience of either not giving them a new system of

government, or not providing in thai system for this division

of the provinces. Could it be inferred, from His Majesty's

proclamation, that he was to give Canada the whole of the

English laws? This proclamation was made in 1763; and by

an act of Parliament in 1773, all Englisti laws had been aho*

lished, except the criminal laws. From this fact, It would

be judged how far it was binding on His Majesty to give to

this colony the whole of the Englisti laws.

Lord Sheffield said, that in addition to the objections which

had been made to the division of the province, he thought it

not justifiable, in any principle of policy or colonization, to

encourage settlements in the interior parts of America, which

the division certainly tended to do. It had been much doubt

ed, whether colonies were advantageous to the mother coun

try. Certainly, those which furnistied only the same pro-;

ducts were not ; but those which assisted our fisheries, and

above all, the West-India plantations, were highly advan

tageous ; the latter produced what we could not ; we sup

plied them with every thing—we carried for them. They'

do not build ships, or vie with us in any thing, and never

could manufacture for themselves. He noticed the design of

building the feat of the new Government on the most distant

part of Lake Ontario, between which place and the mother

country the communication must ever be difficult.. He ob

served, that it could not be the interest of Great Britain to

form a settlement of farmers in a country which grows the

fame articles as our own. The ex pence would be great, as

ir must be a long time before it could maintain its own Go- .

vernment. At the fame time, it would not be possible to

retain the supply of such settlements, as it would not be

practicable to prevent the smuggling of manufactures from

the adjoining United States. . He concluded by saying, that

it would be adviseable to maintain a few posts, to promote a

trade with the Indians; but to encourage migration from
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the coast to the interior parts of that great continent, he

conceived to be a syllem extremely unwile.

Mr. Fox asserted, that it was a mistaken inference of the Mr

right honourable gentleman, that those who disapproved of

the division of the colony, rejected the whole clause. They

wilhed only to amend it, by leaving out the first part. That

clause contained the whole plan of Government, the Gover

nor, the Legistative Council, the Assembly, to which no one

had stated any objections. With regard to the different opi

nions of the division of the colonv, there was certainly diffi

culties on both sides. If the division stiould take place, the

French laws would be established as general in one province,

and the English laws in another. Many had gone to settle

in the colony, on the faith of His Majesty's proclamation,

that the British constitution would he established. Could

this division be attended with a complete separation of the

old and new inhabitants, its views would then be answered.

But several of those who had come on the faith of His Ma

jesty's proclamation, resided not in the upper, but in the

lower province ; and sever.*', of those, who might be deemed

to be hardly used, resided in the upper. But it might lie

answered, that the act, made seventeen years since, did away

the proclamation. That act had given great dissatisfaction at

the time, and since it had frequently been thought that it

ought to be repealed. If the question of right was insisted

upon, it was certainly done away legally; hut in forming

this new constitution, it would be more desirable to act upon

the principles of good faith. Was it necessary, asked Mr.

Fox, to adhere to the proelamation, that all the English

laws should be introduced into the colony ? None wilhed it,

and that was a reason why they should not do it. With

rtgard to the F rench laws, they might he allowed to have

constitutional and municipal laws, if ihey were desirous that

these laws stiould not be taken away. But in fact, these

were not the French laws at the conquest of Canada. Thev

had sent only a part of their laws to their colony ; they formed

merely what was called the custom of Paris; but that had

h"en long since abrogated. Hence arose the utmost difficulty

in appeals to the Privy Council ; the law to which they re

ferred no longer existed ; it was necessary to consult, not the

French lawyer, but the antiquarian. If any middle way

could he found, he owned it would be the best. He would

suggest one expedient, and that was, to adopt the Frenoh

laws in the upper, and compel the Government to alter them,

till they should have accommodated them to the local cir

cumstances of the country. But as for tl>e division, he

owned that he regarded it as attended with the utmost pos

sible inconvenience. The commerce of the upper part, in

order
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order to be carried on, must pass through the lower, and

might in its passage be fettered by the Legislature therewith

whatever duties or obstructions they might chuse to impose.

All English merchants had complained of the loss which

they had s ustained from the French laws, and affirmed, that

in consequence of their uncertainty and defective regulations,

whatever flourishing appearance their trade might have exhi

bited, they had ultimately been sufferers in every connection

with that colony. So that the result of their experience had

been to abandon a trade, from which the uncertainty of law

had shut up every avenue of advantage.

Mr. W. Mr. W. Grant said, that, in general, commercial lawi

Gr»nr. differed but little from one other. The commercial laws of

England and of France were nearly the fame. All com

mercial laws were fouaded upon the principle of contracts,

either expressed or implied. He begged leave to correct a

mistake on a subject of which he was enabled to speak from

his loci knowledge. The custom of Paris had no reference

to the regulations of commerce, but of real property. The

merchants were aggrieved, not inconsequence of commercial

decisions, but of insolvency. The relief granted to creditors

was very different in different countries. It was granted in

r ranee according to the nature of the debts. The merchants,

thought that they had reason to complain, when they found

the whole of the bankrupt estate run away with by French

deeds, of which they knew nothing. The uncertainty of

laws was in every colony necessarily a subject of complaint,

They brought with them only that part of the laws of the

mother country which was applicable to their new situation.

In Canada the uncertainty, from the mixture of French, was

Hill greater. Another disagreeable circumstance was, a dis

pute whether.- collection of commercial laws made by Lewis

XIV., called the Code Marchand, had ever been really intro

duced into the colony, or ought to form part of the system.

Instead of framing a new bankrupt law, would it not be bet

ter to allow any sort of an Assembly to enter into the detail

of regulations, which, in the local circumstances of the

country, th^y should find most convenient? It was not to

be wondered at, that appeals mould be a source of litigation,

as those to whom they were made could not be supposed per

fectly acquainted with the French laws.

Mr. Foi-. Fax, afcer Pay'ng a compliment to the abilities of the

honourable and learned gentleman that had spoke last, thanked

' J;im for having corrected his mistake. He had had, he said,

• his information from those merchants who had been them

selves sufferers. But notwithstanding what had been urged)

he was still in as much doubt as ever about the unintelligibi-

lity of ih<: laws. It had been admitted by the honoorahk
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gentleman, though he had ascribed it less to the laws them

selves, than to the situation of the country. Jf the laws

were English, and they were bad, their defects would be easily

perceived, and might quickly be remedied.

Mr. Burke said, the question was, whether the English Mr:

laws were or were not better than the French laws. He re- Burke,'

peated what he had formerly said, that the English in Canada

were attached to the English constitution and to the English

laws, and that the French, from their prejudices, were

equally attached to the Canadian laws. He then made some

observations on the difference between debtors and creditors,

who were landholders, and those who stood in that relation

merely from commerce. He perfectly concurred, Mr.

Burke said, in opinion with what had been advanced with

so much propriety by Mr. Grant: The English ought to

enjoy the English constitution, and the French the old Cana

dian constitution. Those colonies ought to be considered

both with regard to commerce, and also with regard to

their own internal happiness.

Mr. Alderman Watson observed that the Englisti were Mr< Ajd

attached to the constitution and laws of their own country, Watson*

and sought protection under them. The French were cer

tainly attached to the Canadian laws. He complimented

Mr. Grant on his abilities and knowledge, and said, no man

in that . House was better qualified, from his experience and

good understanding, to give them information on the subject

than the honourable gentleman. All that he asked for the

inhabitants of Canada, he said, was that they should enjoy

the security of British laws on commercial principles. "With

regard to the division of the province, he saw no other

mode of securing the quiet of the colony.

The Attorney General desired to make a few observations on Attorney

what had fallen from the worthy Alderman, respecting the General,

state of the mercantile law in Canada, and the uncertain

manner in which it was administered. He said it had fallen

within his official duty some years ago to examine that subject

very fully, and he rose from that examination confirmed in

the opinion of his honourable and learned friend, that the

fundamental principles upon which a merchant could reco

ver his debt from a solvent man were not very different from

those which prevailed in this country; and he believed almost

every other country; and that excepting upon the subject of

th« law of insolvency, there was a reasonable degree of uni

formity in the decisions of the judges. The doubt arising

from the law of insolvency, arose from its being a question

whether the Code Marchand of Louis the XIV th was

ever adopted in that country. It was contended, on the one

hand that it did not appear ever to have been registered by

Vol.XXIX\ 3 D the
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the Supreme Council; on the other hand it was insisted, that

it had been sufficiently acted upon to shew that it might have

been registered, or in some other manner adopted. In this

consisted the great complaint of uncertainty; that subject,

however, was in a course of decision, and consequently it

would be ascertained that an insolvent law did exist, and that

a law must be made suitable to the local circumstances of

that country. But if it were true that the mercantile law of

Canada was imperfect, the remedy of overturning it, and

putting a law different in its forms and all its detail, al

though similar in principles, in its place, would be attended

with the utmost inconvenience. It must be considered, he

said, how mercantile law had been established in this coun

try; it was by pursuing the practice of merchants in this

Country, which local experience had (hewn to be best adapt

ed to their profession, and as such adopted and confirmed by

our courts of law. He observed, that if in all its minute de

tail, that system were carried in the lump to any other coun

try, the utmost embarrassment might follow. In the roost

minute instances, that detail might be found inapplicable;

who could fay with certainty that the fame diligence which

was required in this country, with respect to unaccepted or

unpaid bills of exchange, would be practicable in that coun

try? who would fay, that where a certain number of days

were admitted in this country, as days of grace, it would be

convenient in that country? The forms of actions, which

would be now and fhen, would be suddenly introduced, re

quire the sudden introduction of pleaders and advocates to

conduct them. Mercantile law, though almost universally

similar in its leading principles, was in its detail perhaps the

most local of any other subject of law. He observed, that

what had fallen from the worthy Alderman and others,

shewed that when they spoke of the introduction of the

mercantile law of England to supercede the present law, it

was forgot that it would go far beyond the great exporter

and importer, (who seemed only to be in gentlemen's con-

ttmplation, and they were chiefly English); but it should be

considered that it would pervade the traders of every de

scription in the whole country. Having reasoned upon this,

the Attorney General proceeded to slate that he had himsel

Conversed with several Canada merchants, and upon repre

senting to them the great extent of their wishes, to adopt tl«

whole mercantile law of England, they unanimously ex

claimed against particular parts, especially the bankrupt latr.

It would therefore becomen ecessary to reflect before ans

mode was adopted. He thought that such a selection could

only be roadeby a legislatureonthe spot; who would gradually,
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and as particular exigencies called for it, adopt so much of

the English law as should be necessary. He observed that

the idea of ascribing losses to the imperfection of the subsists

ing law in Canada, prevailed so much in the minds of En-

ghlh merchants, that he had heard it mentioned as a grie

vance, that a great cargo of goods sent to Montreal, had

been sold, the money laid out in land, and settled by a famir

ly settlement, on a marriage,* which by the law of Canada

could not be reclaimed by the merchants. He observed that

the law of England would have said the same, and he con

ceived that it would be so in most other countries.. He

therefore concluded with observing, that as far as the leaving

it to the wisdom of the local legislature to assimilate their

mercantile law to that of England, instead of overturning

the present laws, was an objection to the division of the pro

vince, he thought it wise and proper to give to the one part

the law of England, which they were acquainted with, and

leave the law of the other, subject to temperate and gradual

alteration.

Mr. Francis asked Mr. Chancellor Pitt if it was his inten- Mr.

lion, by the division of the province to assimilate the Cana- Francis,

dians to the language, the manners, the habits, and above

all, to the laws and constitution of Great Britain?

Mr. Chancellor Pitt replied, that he certainly did mean to Mr. Pitt,

do so, and that he was clearly of opinion in the present case,

that an attempt to force on them those laws to which their

own prejudices were averse, was not the way ever to recon- /

cile them to the British laws and constitution. He said at

great part of the commercial law of this country was alrea

dy in Canada, and he intended to leave it to the legiflature of

Canada to adopt such laws as they thoughf were suited for

their situation. •

Mr. Fox said, that it was not his wish to introduce all the Mr. Fox.

English laws into Canada. But he thought that the system,

which was now pursued, with regard to the government,

had a tendency to prevent even the propability of adopting

English regulations. By being mixed, they would certainly

be more liable to coalesce. And it was not recollected, that

while they were consulting the prejudice of the inhabitants

of Lower Canada, they were leaving unprovided those of

Upper Canada, who were really desirous of English laws.

Mr. Huffiy wished to make some e.iquiry about a circum- Mr.

stance which he believed it might be as proper to mention Hussey.

now as at any future stage of the bill. He had in his pocket

an attested copy of a memorial to Lord Dorchester, signed

by many respectable inhabitants of the province of Canada,

complaining that their 3gent, Mr. Limburner, upon an ap

plication to the then becretary of Sate, (Lord Grenville)

3 D 2 for
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for a copy of the proposed bill, which was meant to frame a

constitution for Canada, had been refused. In his opinion,

it would have been better that the persons who were princi

pally interested in this bill, should have had an opportunity

of knowing its contents, that we might be certain, when we

were framing a law for their government, that we were doing

it in a way which was likely to give them satisfaction.

Mr. Pitt. Chancellor Pitt thought, that if it was deemed neces

sary to consult the province of Canada, further than thej

knew of their sentiments already, upon the necessity for

some new constitution, which Mis Majesty's Ministers had

pledged themselves to bring forward, it would have been,

much better that the honourable gentleman, or any peifon

who hail any information upon the lubject, h -d mentioned

that citcumstai ce before this time. As to the application

made to His Majesty's Secretary of State, he recollected

heating lometliing of it; but at the t;me >t was made, he be

lieved the Secretary of Sate thought it improper to give in

formation to tin person who applied, without any particular

authority; because he considered, that while he was taking

every step to obtain information upon the subject, he could

not give any copy of what was likely to bs brought before

Parliament.

fyjr_ N r. Pewys wished to astc. one question, and he thought not

Powys. an unfair one. It was, whether the Minister knew that this

bill would be agreeable tc that province, for wh. fe benefit it

was intende '? He thought it could not be so; as one set of

petitioners had prayed, that they might have no Assembly,

and for them an Aflembiy was provided. Another had

wished for an Assembly, and their wishes this bill would not

satisfy, because it gave them no Assembly, from which h:

thought it was not probable that the bill was likely to he a-

greeable to those whose relief and advantage it was intendti

for.

Mr. Pitt. Mr. Chancellor Pit: contended as formerly, that Ministers

were pledged to bring forward some proposition for t'<>e go

vernment of Canada, and that it was their duty to consider

what was the most agreeable mode of doing it.

|^jr Mr. Sheridan said,' he meant to have moved, and he hoped

Sheridan, that some person of greater weight would yet move, that the

bill should be sent over to Canada, since it would he ex-

tremelv desireahle to know whether the plan was likely ro

meet the wishes of the people, even though they waited till

next session for an answer.

Sir John Sir John Sinclair proposed an amendment to the clause, the

Sinclair, effect of which was, to prevent the division of the province

The Chairman put the question on this amendment, which

was negatived without a division.

The
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The Chairman having read the next clause of the billi

iz. that for the constitution of the Legislative Council,

Mr. Fox rose to oppose the clause, and object to the mode $OXr

if appointing the Council. He said, that he would throw

mt generally his ideas as to the means of substituting what

le could not but conceive to be a better mode of appointing a

Council, than the mode adopted in the clause as it stood,

-irst, he laid it down as a princi] le never to be departed from,

hat every part of the British, dominions ought to possess a

;overnment, in the constitution of which monarchy, aristo

cracy, and democracy were mutually blended and united;

nor could any government be a fit one for British subjects to

live under, which did not contain its due weight of aristocra

cy, because that he considered to be the proper poise of the

constitution, the balance that equalized and meliorated the

powers of the two other extreme branches, and gave stabili

ty and firmness to the whole, [a loud cry of hear! hear,'.] It

became neccssarv to look what were the principles on which

ir.strocacy was founded, and he believed it would be admit

ted to him, that they were two-fold, namely, rank and pro

perty, or both united. In this country, the House of

Lords formed the aristocracy, and that consisted of heredi

tary titles, in noble families of ancient origin, or possessed

by Peers newly created, on account of their extended landed

property. Mr. Fox slid, that prejudice for ancient families,

and that sort of pride which belonged to nobility, was right

to be encouraged in a country like this, or one great incen

tive to virtue would be abolished, and the national dignity,

as well as its domestic interest, would be diminished and

weakened. There was also a thing to be remembered, which

gave additional honour to our House of Lords, as long esta

blished respect for the persons and families of those who, in

consequence either of their own superior talents and eminent

services, or of one or both in their ancestors, constituted the

Peerage, Aristocracy, he observed, was by no means pe

culiar to pure aristrocacies, such as Venice and Genoa, and

fen to despotic or to mixed governments. They were tt»

he found in democracies, and were there considered as an es

sential part of the constitution, affection to those whose fa

milies had best served the public, being always entertained

With the warmest sincerity and gratitude. Thus in the an

cient republics of Athens and of Rome, they all knew the

respect paid to those, who had distinguished themselves by

their services for the commonwealth. LTpon every ground

°f consideration, therefore, it would be wife, and what was

m°te, indispensibly necessary, that an aristocracy should

make a branch of the constitution for Canada; it was un

doubtedly equally important with either the popular or the

monar-
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monarchical. But then the nature of the case must be consi

dered; and he should therefore not advise the giving Canada

a lervile imitation of our aristocracy, because we could not

give them a House of Lords like our own. The right ho

nourable gentleman over the way appeared to be aware of

this, and therefore he had recourse to a substitute for heredi

tary nobility. It was, however, he must contend, a very in

adequate substitute, it was a semblance but not a substance,

Lords indeed we might give them, but there was no such

thing as creating tliat reverence and respect- for them, 00

which their dignity and weight in the view of both the po

pular and monarchical part of the constitution depended,

ami which alone could give them that power of controul

and support that were the objects of their institution. If

Canada should grow into a great and flourishing colony,

(aad he trusted that it would) as it was removed at such a

distance from the principal seat of Parliament, it was, the

more necessary to make the Council, in a considerable degree,

independent of the Governor and the people; because the pro

vince being so far off", the power of controul could not be

properly exercised by that House, with a view to the calling

upon the responsibility of Ministers, and punishing them

for any abuse of the prerogative, by giving wrong advice to

the Council, through the medium of the Governor. Tbij

was, he laid, a clear argument why the Council ought not

to be appointed by the Crown.

Property, Mr. Fox find, was, and had ever been held to

lie the true foundation of aristocracy; and when he used the

word aristocracy, he did not mean it in the odious fense of

aristocrat, as it had been lately called, with that he had no

thing to do. He meant it in its true fense, as an indispensi-

Hy neceuary part of a mixed government, under a free con

stitution. Instead, therefore, of the King's naming the

Council at that distance, (in which cafe they had no security

that persons of property, and persons fit to be named, would

bechossn), wishing, as he did, to put the freedom and stabi

lity of the consti'ution of Canada on the strongest basis, he

proposed that the Council should be elective. ^Jut how

elective? not as the Members of the Hoose of Assembly

were fntended to be, but upon another footing. He proposed

that the Members of the Council should not be eligible to

be elected, unless they possessed qualifications infinitely

higher than those who were eligible to be chosen Members of

tlv House of Aslembly; and in like manner the electors of

1 lie Members of Council must possess qualifications also pro

portionally higher than those of th? electors to representa

tives in the House of Assembly. By this means, Mr. Fox

said, they would have a real aristocracy chosen by persons of

property
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property from among persons of the highest property, and

would thence necessarily possess that weight, influence, and

independency, from which alone could be derived a power

of guarding against any innovations that might be made,

either by ihe people on the one part, or the Crown on the

other. In answer to this proposition, Mr. Fox observed, it

might possibly be saiJ to him, if you are decidedly in favour of

an elective aristocracy, why do you not follow up your own

principle, and propose to abolish the House of Lords, an4

make them elective? For this plain reason, because the Bri

tish House of Lords stood on the hereditary, known,, and

acknowledged respect of the country for particular institu

tions; and it was impossible to put an infant constitution

upon the fame footing. It would be as ridiculous to fay yc*a

stiall have a house of Lords like that in England, as for a per

son in his closet to make and lay what degree of reverence

and respect should belong to tliem. From what he had said,

Mr. Fox remarked, that he might possibly be deemed an ad

vocate for aristocracy singly; he might, undoubtedly, with

as much reason? as he had been called a republican. Those

who had pretended that he was a favourer of democratical

principles, bad surely read very little, and little understood

the subjects. He mentioned the American governments,

and said, he thought they had acted wisely, when upon

finding themselves reduced to the melancholy and unfortu

nate situation of being obliged to change their governments,

they had preserved as much as they possibly could of the old

form of their governments, and thus made that form of go

vernment which was best for themselves; most of which con

sisted of the powers of monarchy, aristocracy, and democra

cy blended, though under a different name.

In order to shew, that his idea of an elective Council was

not a new one, he said that before the revolution, more of

the Councils in our colonies were elected by the people than

the King. Mr. Fox said, he had thus generally stated tlie

outline of his proposition, upon which he did not mean to

take the fense of the Committee, unless it fliould be the ge

neral opinion that it ought to be adopted ; if he did take the

fense of the Committee, and. their fense should be against him,

he should then propose that the Council should either be all at

the nomination of the King, or all hereditary. He believed

that any Council chosen in any manner would be better than

none; to have them elective as he had stated, he seriously

thought would he best, but it would be more detrimental than

even the not having an elective Council, that the Governor

should be left to himself, to decide alone. He remembered it

had been once said, when talking of representation, that any

five hundred and fifty eight gentlemen, who could be first

Z stopped
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stopped at Hyde-park turnpike, and assembled in that House

would be of as much service to the people as they were

Mr. Fox said, he by no means agreed with the proposition

or any one equally extravagant; but many were always;

check to one, and a Governor might decide iii his closet upor

a measure so foolish and so wicked, that he would not havt

• the face to state it to any,' slumber of persons'. The ver)

circumstance of a Governor's being obliged to have his opi

nion canvassed by many, was a positive advantage; and dil

cuffion, he was satisfied, always produced good. After put

ting this pointedly, he said, if there were to rVe hereditary

members of the Council, they ought all to be so. Tit

Check upon making Peers here, he said, he bad ever con

sidered as attended with this advantage, that when the King

made a Peer, be recollected that he entailed an hereditary Le

gislature on the country. A doubt existed, Mr. Fox said,

whether the King had a right to make a Peer for life, with

out his title being hereditary, and at this time he understood

there was such ajuridical question collaterally existing in the

House of Lords, which was a clear proof that the practice

was unknown. If the Crown had such a power, the life

Peers might overwhelm the hereditary peerage,- and thus de

stroy the constitutional contronl of the Aristocracy, in cafe

they attempted to resist the Crown. Thus under pretence

of Aristocracy, Lords might be introduced as mere tools of

the Minister, and give Government an opportunity to destroy

the constitution, and exercise despotic power in the most 0|*n

shape. If, however, such an use of the prerogative should

be exerted, He had no doubt, he said, but it would be soon

remedied.

In the province of Canada, Mr* Fox continued to obsen'f)

the introduction of nobility was peculiarly improper for aj

variety of reasons, in fact there was a sort of nobility thenf

already, viz. the Seigneurs, who were utterly unfit, anfl

were not respected enough, to be made hereditary noblesl

atnd yet would Ministers, he alked, pass by the real nobility!

of the country, the Seigneurs, and create a set of peopld

over them, whom the world called nobility, and invest them

with hereditary honours? By the bye, the fort of titles

meant to be given were not named in the bill; he prefiimei

the reason was, that they could not be named without creat*

ing laughter. Having thus gone through his propositions

Mr. Fox generally remarked, that so necessary was aristo

cracy to all governments, that, in his opinion, the destructifi

of all that had been destroyed, could be proved to have swise«

from the neglect of the true aristocracy, upon which it '•!**

pended whether a constitution should be great, energetici

and powerful. He explained that he was so far a republics

tint
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that he approved all Governments where the res publica was

the universal principle, and the people, as under our consti

tution, had considerable weight in the Government. Mr.

Fox concluded with declaring emphatically, that true aristo

cracy gave a country that fort of energy, that fort of spirit,

and that fort of enterprize which always made a country great

and happy.

Mr. Burke and Mr. Chancellor Pitt rose at the same time,

but the latter persisting, Mr. Burke sat down.

Mr. Pitt then said, that it was with great reluctance he Mr. Tittj

had opposed the right honourable gentleman's being first heard,

hut as he had brought in the bill, and as the subject to which

the right honourable gentleman, who had just sat down,

applied* wasextremely important, he felt himself peculiarly

anxious to explain his sentiments upon it, immediately, while

the opinion of the tight honourable gentleman was fresh in

the minds of the Committee. It was, he declared, with

gnat satisfaction that he had heard a considerable part of

the speech which the right honourable gentleman had just

slated. He said, he rejoiced at it with the utmost sincerity,

since doubts had been entertained of the right honourable

gentleman's regard to our happy and excellent constitution

which the cordial, and he entertained not the least hesitation

to say, the sincere testimony of the attachment which the

right honourable gentleman bore to the principles of our an

cestors had completely removed. He was thence proud of

the advantage that he should derive from the support of the

right honourable gentleman to resist any attempt that might

be made contrary to our constitution. He rejoiced, he said,

to have a basis for the infusion of those principles, a mixture-

of the derrrocratical, the aristocratical, and the monarchical,

on which had depended the safety of our constitution, in

preserving pure and entire the power given to the King, the

people, and the country, on the maintenance of which de

pended our happiness and our future prospects. Aristocracy

was, he contended, the true poise, as the right honourable gen

tleman had emphatically stated it, cf the constitution ; it was

the essential link that held the branches together, and gave

stability and strength to the whole; aristocracy reflected

lustre on the Crown, and lent support and effect to the de

mocracy, while the democracy gave vigour and energy to

both, and the sovereignty crowned the constitution with au

thority and dignity. He joined, therefore, as far as that

Went, with the right honourable gentleman, and agreed

with him that as much as possible of a constitution, deservedly

the glory and happiness of those who lived under it, and the

model and envy of the world, should be extended to all our

Vol. XXIX. 3 E depen-
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dependencies, as far as the local situation of the colony, aa4

the nature and circumstances of thecale w<Q'-ild admi>

Where he differed with the right honourable gentlemw

was, with respect so the aristocracy proposed to heinfufed

into the constitution of Canada, which he thought might be

brought much nearer to our own, by other means than by

those the right honourable gentleman had proposed. Our

aristocracy, Mr. Pitt said, was not merely respectable un

account of its property, though that undoubtedly was no

small consideration in the scale of its respectability ; but it

w.is essentially respectable for its hereditary distinctions

flowing from the Crown, as the fountain of honour. It wu

on that account not less the poise of the constitution, than if

our aristocracy were elective; on the contrary, it was mote

so, because according to the known genius ~nd spirit ofoor

constitution, monarchy was the source from whence the

other parts arose, and therefore the more near the aristocracy

was to the Crown, consequently the more immediately cm-

genial was it to the constitution itself, as originally adopted

and planned by our ancestors. In that happy form, aoi

constructed and preserved upon that wise principle, we fell

the blesiing of monarchy, aristocracy and democracy all Bai

ted. He should lament, therefore, t» create an aristocracy

by a selection from property alone, or by making it electire,

as in either case it would render the poise nearer to the peo

ple than it was to the Crown in the British constitution. He

agreed, he said, with the right honourable gentleman, that

we could not give all the respect to a new nohility, that be

longed to an hereditary line of nobles traceable to antiquity*

hut we could give the fame degree of respect to it as ha!

accompanied the origin of our nobility, and succeeding aga

would bestow all the rest. Mr. Pitt laid great stress on tbt

circumstances, of the hereditary honours being derived imme

diately from the Imperial Crown of Great Britain, which bt

considered as a matter of peculiar value. [Mr. M. A. Taylor

having laughed out. while Mr. Pitt was expressing his latis-

faction at finding that Mr. Fox's principles were constitu

tional, the Chance Hor of the Exchequer took the presentop-

portunity essaying, that hs could not believe, even in uV

infancy of such honours, there was any thing that oughtto

provoke a smile.] With regard to the object of hereditary

nobility, he conceived it could only be gradual; but he so

far differed from the right honourable geutleman, that It

thought there was something in the habits, customs

manners of Canada, that peculiarly fitted it for the receptios

of hereditary honours; and in respect to Seignories, he said,

he imagined that some of the Scignors were to be foued of

sufficient property and respect to make it sit that they stoull
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btf among othdrs rtamed to those honours. The extension of

commerce and of wealth in the province, which there was

every reason to imagine would follow the introduction of the

new constitution, would make them hold a fair weight in

that constitution, and imperceptibly clothe them with that

respect and influence' that ought to belong to the aristocraticar

branch of a free Government ; and he was firmly persuaded,

that the aristocracy flowing fiom the Imperial Crown of

Great Britain, would tend materially to strengthen the system

ofconnexion between the colony and the mother country.

The want of those honours, Mr. Pitt said, had tended to

accelerate the separation of the former Colonks. He decla

red, he neither wished the aristocracy to be dependent on

the Crown, nor on the people, and therefore he was desirous

ofbringingit as near to the model of the British aristocracy

2% possible. He feared there was not enough at present to

form an hereditary Peerage, and, therefore we could qnlyex*

pect, it being an infant aristocracy, to bring it as near as

circumstances would admit to our own, but they would gra

dually increase till all became hereditary. He took notice of

the definition which Mr. Fox had given of his republican

principles, and said, as far as a regard for all Governments

that had the good of the commonwealth for their basis, there

was scarcely a Government in Europe, that was not in some

degree republican.

Mr. M. A. Taylor got the start of Mr. Burke, though the Mr.M.A,

latter gentleman was on his legs. Mr. Taylor said, as the Taylor,

right honourable gentleman had called him to order for an

accidental laugh, he was anxious to fay that it escaped him

at hearing the right honourable gentleman express his satis

faction on finding his right honourable friend (Mr. Fox) was

not so republican in his principles as he had imagined. Mr.

Taylor contended that his right honourable friend had not

manifested more constitutional principles that day, than he

had uniformly supported throughout his political life. He

instanced a proofof it, afforded on a day when the army was

voted in the last Parliament, and mentioned other corrobora

tive examples.

Mr. Burke began with observing on Mr. Taylor's having Mr.Burke

interrupted him, but had apologized for so doing, with great

good humour on the subject. The honourable gentleman,

he said, had laughed first, and communicated the laughter to

others; he hoped, therefore, that as the House had possibly

had their laugh out, they would indulge him with a patient

hearing. Mr. Burke said, he had served the House and the

country in one capacity or other twenty-six years, five and

twenty of which he had spent within those walls. He had

wasted so much of his life to a precious purpose, if that

3 E 2 House
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House would at last countenance a most insidious design to

ruin him in reputation, and crown his age with infamy.

For the best part of the time, he said, he had been a very

laborious and assiduous, though a very unimportant, servant

of the public. He had not, he declared, been used with

friendship; but if he was separated from his party, and left

alone by them, he hoped to meet a lair open hostility, to

which he would oppose himself in a firm manly way for th«

yery short period that he should continue a' Member of that

House. He had felt deeply wounded, but jam ccrtui tundi9

carpibatsemnus. With regard to the friendly censures that a

right honourable gentleman had cast on him, he felt «he

difficulty that he had experienced the other night, in a pecu

liar degree at that moment, because if he should reply to

what he had heard from the right honourable gentleman near

him, on his idea of a" Legislative Council for Canada, and

should say that his sentiments were too democratical, h«

should then be liable to be pointed out as invidioufly de

signing to prevent the right honourable gentleman's prefer

ment, by describing him as unworthy of his Monarch'* fa-r

vour; and if, on the other hand, in observing upon the

different suggestions of the right honourable gentleman over

the way, he should state that they appeared to him lo be too

favourable to monarchy, then he might be said to have charg

ed that right honourable gentleman with holding principles

of despotism, which would render the right honourable gen

tleman liable to the disfavour of that House, and of the

Crown, both cf whom he ought to honour and respect.

Mr. Burke said farther, that in consequence of the turn the

conversation between a right honourable gentleman and him

self had taken the other night, he had heard that there wai

an intention to make or take an occasion of imputing what

ever he might say, to a base premeditated artiSc on his par,

to make the right honourable gentleman t ass for a republican,

in order that he might sooner get into power himself. He

had found this design conveyed to him as a secret, hut the

very next day a plot! a plot! was cried out in one of the

common newspapers, which was wholly ascribed to him.

[Mr. Burke here read from a daily paper, an intimation that

an account of such a plot had been received by the editor,

but that for prudential reasons, he did not choose to print

it.]

Mr. M. A. Taylor rose to call Mr. Burke to order, but

was prevented by the gentlemen who fat next him

Mr. Burke resumed his argument, contending that he had

a right to be heard, while he endeavoured to clear himself

from the foul conduct that had been imputed to him. Would

the House, he asked, think he was a fit man to sit there

3 - ' while
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while under the imputation that he had described? If he had

vished to attack the right honourable gentleman for his opi-

lions respecting what had happened in France, he was free

o do it any day he chose ; as the right honourable gentleman

ia<l sufficiently often avowed those opinions in that House.

rinding himself, without any cause, separated and excluded

rom his party, it was a loss which he severely felt; but

while he felt like a man, he would bear it like a man. He

lenied that he had ever imputed democratic principles to the

ight honourable gentleman with a view to hurt him in the

nindof his sovereign, and if he had pushed him to a declara

tor! of his principles, the speech of the right honourable gen-

leman that da\ would prove whether he was likelv to have

ittaine<i his end, if he had wished to draw from him a decla

ration of democratic principles. In the conversation the

sther evening, the right honourable gentleman had said, he

lad written a botk which he had thought it sealonable and

proper for him to go about and reprobate in the whole, and

nail its essential parts anil principles, fa call of No ! no!

from the opposition benches.] He rose thertf re to justify

bimlelf in the face of that House and of his country, and in

t^e face of an adversary the most able, eloquent, and power-

f I, t/fat ever was encountered, and he was sorry to perceive,

l\ e most willing to rake up the whole of his opinions and

conduct, in order to prove that they were abandoned by him

.vi'h the most shameless inconsistency. He avowed the book

:n all jt contained ; when he wrote it, he did it to coun

teract the machination us one of the most desperate and most

malignant factions t'lat e-er existed in any age or couwry.

He would still oppole the mischievous principles of such a

fact on, though he was unfortunate enough to stand alone,

onprotected, supported with no great connexions, with no

great abilities, and with no great fortune ; and thus was he

delivered over to infamy at the end of a long life, just like

the dervise in the fable, who, after living till ninety in the

supposed practice of every virtue, wa tempted at last to the

commission ofa single error, when the devil spit in his face

as a reward for all his actions. Had he, in order to support

Monarch v, said, the other evening, that it was right to

abuse e e^y republican Government that ever existed? Had

he abused America, or Athens, or Rome, or Sparta? But

every thing had been remembered that he had ever said or

written, in order to rentier it the ground of censure and

of abuse. He declared he could not caution the House

too much against what had pastf-d in France, but he had not

palled that a republic; no, it was an anomaly in Government,

he knew not by what name to call it, nor in what terms to de

scribe it. It was

« Asliape.
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*• A shape.

If stupe it might b> called, that stupe had nona

Distinguishable in member, joint, or limb;

Or lubsiance might be call'd >hat lhadow seem'd,

I «r each leemV either; black it stood as night,

Fierce as ten furies, terrible as hell,

And shook a dreadful dart : what seem'd his head,

The likeness ofa kingly crown had on.

With wide Oi berian mouths full loud, and rung;

A hideous peal."

It was, he added,

" Astiapeless monster, born of hell and chaos.*'

After having repeated these emphatical lines, Mr. Burke,

observed that the right honourable gentleman's wotds had

gone deep to his heart, when he had told him,'" he knew

** how to draw a bill of indictment against J whole people."

He knew not how to dr.iw any such indictment; but he

would tell the House who could, viz. the National Assembly

of Fiance, who had drawn a bill of indictment against th0

peoi le of St. Domingo. He could dra.v a bill of indictment

against murder, against treason, ag.i'i 1st felony, or he could

draw such a bill against oppreffi >n, ivranny, and corruption,

but not a hill of indictment against a whole people. After

a great deil of remark and complaint on the ground of mat

ter personal to himself, Mr. Burke at length came to consider

the subject of the clause before the Hous.', and declared thaf

the right honourable gentleman opposite to him (Mr. Pitt)

had spoki-n his sentiments much better and more eloquently

than he could have done himself on that subject. In a Mo

narchy, he declared the aristocracy must ever be nearer to

the Crown than to the democracy, because it originated in

the Crown as the fountain of honour, but in those Govern

ments which partook not of any thing monarchical, the

aristocracy there necessarily sprang out os the democracy. In

our own constitution undoubtedly, as the right honourable

gentleman had well defined it, continued he, our aristocracy

was nemer to the Crown than the people, because it reflected

the honours of the sovertign. He must agree that a King of

England was the rod of the constitution, whereas in France,

he- was only, as he had been made to state himself, the first

Minister. A King of England might, if he chose it, select

any persons, however improper obj cts for honours;- bur he'

did not do so, h -cause it wouhl, as he well knew, bring his

Crown into contempt ; and therefore he exercised hi* prero

gative in that respect cautiousty aud prudenrfy; But could

the King of France create nobility ? He could dor> because
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: was himself degraded, and a prisoner; his orders, there-

re, would not he respected, which ought ev«r to he the first

tendant on nobility- Mr. Burke went much at large into

econstitution of iheHouseof Lords, declaring that the

>nour of a Duke, a Marquis, an tarlor a Viscount, were

/erally familiar to us; we knew the nature and origin of

ole honours. With us the Crown was the fountain of ho-

'Ui ; in other constitutions, the people laid they themselves

:re. He spok; of the power of the Crown to create a new

der, as it had done in Ireland, and, he laid, let the title

/en to the hereditary nohilitv in Canada, he whatit might,

?re could be no manner of doubt that those whom the

ng designed to honour would have more or less respect,

r. Burke took notice of the suggestion of Mr. Fox, ofhav-

; the Council elective, Which he owned he had put forcibly,

ause that right honourable gentleman never laid any thing

,t was fooi l'h ; hut he had gone beyond his point ; it was

e, we could not have in Canada ancient hereditary nobility

■re had here, because we could not make that one hundred

irs old that was made but yeflerday ; but an elective Coun-

would clearly be a democratical Council,

ie next spoke much at length of the various forts of go-

nments that had obtained in different colonies; in some

re were Councils, others again had been a Government by

rter, consisting of a Governor and a company, in which

the settlement was governed by the Governor and frse-

i. He mentioned in paiticular the Mississippi scheme,

ch had been of that nature, and quet-d Douglas's remarks

n it. He spoke of mere wealth alone as not a good

;nd for aristocracy, though wealth, he admitted, was a

;rial thing in it. Undoubtedly, he said, there might be

r, and Baronetage, he thought, not an unfit one, as it

a species of hereditary honour, though not a Peerage;

in all tho/e things, Mr. Burke said, they must resort to

rience. He spoke of the various conilitutions that had

ailed in our own Colonies before we lost them; that

h approached nearest to perfection, he said, had been that

laflachusets, and yet the province rebelled; and so did

ithers, where different forms of Government prevailed,

lid not therefore attribute the loss of our colonies to any

brm ofconstitution for them; that form was umloubt-

the best under which they were th* most flourishing and

v. He pointedly condemned what he called a close

■cracy, which he said, would prove a d^jd w ight on

government, counteracting and ultimately clrpging its

n; he recommended above all things an op<-n ai ist jcracy,

"aid, he had always thought the Crown h. rir g it in its

- to make an Admiral, who had distinguiihod cimsclf, a

Peer,
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Peer, and decorate the old nobility, by tlie infusion of new

ones, occasionally, upon account of their merit and their

talent?, one of the first and most excellent principles of iht

hritifh constitution. Having much at large spoke to tht

clause before he returned to a consideration of himself, he said,

lef; alone as he was, he hoped the House would not consider

him a bad man, though he was excommunicated by nil

party, and was t"o old to seek another. If his book stood in

object of odium, he might possibly belong to a faction, but

not to a party; and consequently could be of less use to hit

country. He defined the distinction between a party and 1

faction," A party, he said, he had ever understood to meana

set of men, bound and united by principles to act together

in watching over the conduct of Ministers, and taking care

that nothing fliould be done that was likely to prove injoTH

ous to the constitution ; whereas a faction did not draw to

gether upon any known principles, but was devoid of all

principle of union and common interest. He said, hii men

tioning disciplined troops had been deemed uncivil, when he

meant no incivility. Discipline he had ever considered as on!

necessary quality of party, and he trusted he had ever shewn

himself reasonably a friend to discipline, which was that fort

of connexion which made men act together as a compact

body, having one common object, and professing to feel it

in common with their leader. In that fense he had meant the

word discipline the other evening, and he trusted the gen

tlemen of the party, that had excluded him, would with

their usual fairness continwe to act against their common

adversari es, on the common principles of public good, and

not direct their weapon? against a poor unfortunate man who

had been twenty-six years extrting his best eiideavourstosen*

his coantry.

He gave an account of his first entrance into Parliament;

declaring, that he remembered that the first question heerer

brought forward, he lost; the next he attempted, was to

oppose the taking off the duty of one shilling from the land

tax, being of opinion, perhaps weakly, -that it was necessaff

to keep up the taxes, although it was peace, in order the

sooner to reduce the debt of the country, and nothing could

prevail on him to abandon his purpose. He had mentioned

at the time, that he had laid his political principles veryloWi

in order that they might stick by him, and he by them, all

his life. He had done so, and he had seen, on one occasion,

two great parties join against him, who had never acted toge

ther before, viz. Mr. Grenville's party, and the late Lord

Rockingham's. He had then persisted, with the fame perti-l

nacity, as he had supported his unfortunate opinions on the

French revolution. He complained of being obliged to (Im*!
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ipon his defence by that honourable gentleman who, when

i young nran, in the vigour of his abilities, at the age of

burteen years, had been brought to him, and evinced the

□ost promising talents, which he had used his best endeavours

o cultivate; anil this man who had arrived at the maturity

if being the most brilliant and powerful debater that ever ex

iled, had described him as having deserted and abandoned eve-

y one of his principles.

He said, that at a time when there was not a plot indeed,

>ut open and avowed attempts made by clubs and others, to

:irculate pamphlets, and disseminate doctrines subversive of

:he prerogative, and therefore dangerous to the constitution,

t was unwarrantable for any good subject to be day after day

lolding out a parade of democracy, in order to set a mob rag

ing against the Crown. It should not, and it ought not to

be. The perpetually making violent and flaming panegy

rics on the subject of what happened in France, he con

temned as dangerous; and he said, he now supported the

Monarchy, not that he thought itbetterthan the aristocracy

or the democracy, but because it was attacked and endea

voured to be run down. In like manner when Lord George

Gordon acted as a firebrand, and caused the proud city of

London and of Westminster to bow its head to its very base,

if they had joined in the cry against popery, was it not clear

that they would have done infinite mischief? and yet he be

lieved neither of the two right honourable gentlemen, nor

himself, were suspected of a violent attachment to popery;

but was that the hour to stand up for protestantism ? If they

had been rash enough to do so, they must know that they

would have clapped a firebrand to the pile, and not only the

metropolis, but all England would have blazed. Let them

take warning by that event. Let them recollect that the

mere suggestion that forty thousand persons could not assem

ble in a room, for none was large enough to hold them,

which appeared ridiculous and contemptible at first, had

produced in one day, such dire terror and alarm, that all

ranks of people felt indefcribeable apprehension, and knew

not whither to fly for safety. Just so there was at present a

run against Monarchy, which was said to be the child of his

wild ungoverned imagination : let them not rest securely on

such a conception, but take care in time to prevent the possi

ble effects. In what he had said upon the subject, he was

conscious he had done his duty, and he hoped he had averted

what unnoticed, might have tumbled the British constitu

tion in ruins. That being the cafe, separate and unsup

ported as he was, let not the party that had excommunicated

him, imagine that he stood deprived of every comfort; though

Vol. XXIX. 3F all
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all was solitude without, there was sunshine and company

enough within.

Fox. tyJr. fox said, in reply, that however the right honourable

gentleman might be unkind enough to impute democratic^

or republican sentiments to him, he could assure him that bis

sentiments', whether about religion or any other topic, al

ways made a due impression on his mind. He said, that he

did not like bestowing fulsome and unnecessary praises on the

English constitution ; they reminded him of a passage in one

ef our best poet's best plays ; he meant, he said, King Lear;

who asks his three daughters how much they love him ? Go-

Beril and Regan answer him in terms of the most extrava

gant and studied panegyric ; but when he puts the, fame quo

tient to Cordelia, she answers just as he would answer thd

time fort of question, if it were put to him respecting the

constitution, when he should lay, he loved the constitution

of Great Britain just as much as a subject of Great Britain

ought to love a Government under which he enjoys such

blessings. They were all, Mr. Fox said, bound to lovei

constitution under which they lived happily, and whenever

it mould really be attacked^ all he should say was, that ht

would not be found the most inactive in its defence. WitS

rsgard to the right honourable gem leinan's declaration, that

he was separated from the party, if he was so separated, if

must be his own choice; and if he mould repent that sepa

ration, he might be assured his friends would ever be ready to

receive him, to respect him, and to love him, as heretofore.

With regard to the situation of the Seignories in Canada, the

right honourable gentleman had stiewn himself weak in that

part of his argument, and had evaded an ansvver; and the

right honourable gentleman on the same bench with him

utterly and completely ignorant of the fact, he did not mean

ignorant in an invidious fense of the word. Let the two

right honourable gentlemen enquire farther, and they would

And that he was right in his declaration, because there was

no stuff to ingraft hereditary honours upon, no rank of per

sons at all qualified to receive those honours. The right ho

nourable gentleman near him, Mr. Fox observed, had kiJ

he preferred an open aristocracy to a close one; be wouU

shew that the sort of aristocracy that he had recommended,

could not be a close aristocracy, which he disapproved a*

much as the right honourable gentleman-himself. With re

gard to the declaration of the right honourable gentfeww

near him, that the whole must be governed by experienct.

experience was undoubtedly a very good general guide is

most matters, hut it was rather a strange argument to resort

to in the; present instance, for whioh there never had enisted J

precedent. There was no colony, ancient ot modern, that
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ever had precisely the same constitution : it resembled that

of some of the American States, but that of Massachusetts

the most nearly of any.

Mr. Fox then took notice of Mr. Pitt's having said, that

liis principles were so far republican as he had described. Mr.

Fox declared he had no difficulty to admit that his principles

were so <ar republican, that he wished rather lo give the

Crown less power and the People more, where it could be

done with safety, in every Goverument old or new and

from that principle it was, that whenever any bills for that

purpose had been introduced, he had given them his support,

and the right honourable gentleman opposite to him, he ob

served, had maintained republican .principles, according to

his own mode of defining the word republican ; for he had

made several propositions of that kind to the House, and it

was we^l known that the right honourable gentleman near

him had done the fame; they were equally chargeable, there

fore, with republican principles; and to the extent that he

had described, Mr. Fok said, he was extremely willing, nay,

desirous, to remain chargeable. With regard to foreign co

lonies, he was of opinion that the p»wer of the 'Crown ought

to be kept low. It was impossible to foresee what would be

the fate of distant colonies, at a distant period of time; but

in giving them a constitution, his idea was, that it was our

interest, as well as our duty, to give them ns much liberty

as we could, to render them happy, flourishing, and as little

dependent, as possible. We should make the free spirit of our

own constitution applicable, wherever we could render it so ;

and if there was any risque or danger in so doing, he was

persuaded the danger was not greater on one side than on the

Other; indeed, he thought the more despotic the constitution

we gave a colony, the more we made it the interest of that,

Polony to get rid of such constitution; and it was evident

the American States had revolted, because they did not think

themselves sufficiently free.

Mr, Po* summed up this part of his argument, by de

claring, that he was decidedly of opinion that the constitu

tion of this country was more liable to be ruined by an in

crease of the power of the Crown, than by an increase of the

power of the People. He next took notice of what Mr.

Burke had said of inflammatory publications ; if any dange

rous doctrines were disseminated in pamphlets, he said, it be

hoved the Government to look to them, and in case the law

officers of the Crown failed in doing so, it was then the duty

0' that House to remind the Ministers of their neglect. He

owned, however, that for his part, he was of opinion that

free discussions of the principles of the constitution ought

to he suffered i if the constitution had opposers, it would

3 F 2 also
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also have advocates, and the more it was discussed the better.

He hinted that it was misusing the functions and privileges

of that House, for any Member to come down, and by hom

ing long discourses, personal to himself, and relative to ima

ginary plots, which he (Mr. Fox) really believed had no

foundation in fact, prevent a Committee from doing its duty,

and examining the clauses of a bill of great importance, ll

was their duty also to look to the conduct of the execute

Government, to watch and examine the measures of Mini

sters, and to guard, check, and control the public expend

ture. For any gentleman to suppose, that by the authority

of discussions on personal topics in that House, what he said

there would have any effect on public opinion, respecting 1

matter to which thejr had made up their mind, he believed i!

would be found a vain and fruitless expectation.

Mr. Mr. Burke rose in reply, and began with retorting on Mr,

Burke. Fox for what he had said respecting the eulogies on the con

stitution. He said, they were at least as useful as that righ:

honourable gentleman's almost daily professions of admiration

for the revolution in France. As the right honourable gen

tleman had thought proper to appeal to a passage from one

poet in praise of the constitution, he would take the liberty

of remembering another line from another poet,

• £)ui non defendit, alia culpante.

Mr. Burke also told a story of a Lacedemonian, who observ

ing a man for ever praising Hercules, asked who hlamed him'

since he thought he was going to he put to the distaff, or

something worse than all his labours. He referred to the

books that were in circulation, and said, there was serious

cause for alarm, when associations publicly avowed doctrines

tending to alienate the minds of all who read them from the

constitution of their country, especially at a time when it

was notorious that it was systematically run down abroad,

and declaimed against as the worst in existence. He again

reminded the Committee, from how trivial a commencement

Lord George Gordon's riots began, in consequence of which

London had bowed its head so low. Mr. Burke said, he had

never desired any books to be prosecuted, but the right ho

nourable gentleman near him had more than once. He took

notice of what had been said, that if lie would repent, he

would be received. He stood, he said, a man publicly dis

graced by his party, and therefore tht right honourable gen

tleman ought not to receive him. He declared he had gonf

through his youth without encountering any party disgrace;

and though he had then in his age been so unfortunate as to

meet it, he did not solicit the right honourable gentleman!
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friendship, nor that of any man, either on one side of the

House or the other.

Mr. Martin exprested his surprise at Mr. Burke's having Mr.

said that certain societies had circulated doctrines and pam- M«"i«»

phlets relative to the constitution, the doctrines of which he

reprobated as foolish and adulatory. The right honourable

gentleman in particular had mentioned by name the Consti

tutional Society, the Revolution Society, and, what was ra

ther strange, the Unitarian Society. Mr. Martin said, so

far from thinking he had any cause to be afliamed of belong

ing to the Constitutional Society, it was his pride to be a

member of it; persuaded as he was that they acted upon mo

tives too pure to merit reprehension ; and surely, no gentle

man would think a society, instituted to commemorate the

revolution, illaudable. He said, that the other day he had

taken up a volume of Locke on the Human Understanding,

from which he would read a short extract, which appeared to

him to be apposite to the present times. This extract he

read ; the object of which was, to state that innovation was,

not the less sounded in truth because it was new. Mr. ,

Martin added, that Mr. Burke's reflections had called forth

manv comments, and amongst them an excellent pamphlet

from a gentleman, formerly a Member of that House; he

said he meant Mr. Rous, who prpved himself to entertain

sound constitutional principles,

Mr. ffilbcrforce complimented the Constitutional Society, Mr.

declaring that he believed them more likely to repress than Wilbtr-

to excite clamour or commotion. Having said this, he de- f°rce-

sired to know from Mr. Fox, whether he intended his elective

Council to be for life, or for a term of years r

Mr. Fox said, he had not decided upon that point, but he Mr. Tax.

rather inclined to constituting them for life.

Mr. PVtlbcrsorte objecting to this, said, that let the elec- Mr. Wil-

tive Council be for life, or for a term of years, in the oneberfbrce.

Cafe they would clog the prerogative, and deprive the subject

of its protection ; in the other point of view, it would be a

democracy under another name, and give the popular branch

of Government too much power ; whereas if they adopted

an hereditary Council, they would form an open aristocracy,

and though at first produce only saplings, in a course of years

they would become forests, capable of bearing up against any

innovation, either of the Crown or People.

A few words more passed between Mr. Fox and Mr. Pitt,

after which the question was put, and the clause passed.

The House adjourned.
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ThurJXay, i tth May.

Seine motions having been made, and a pause taking place

■ " -*v - in the business of the House,

Mr. fAr. -Martin got up, -and said, that urihss some good «a-

Martin, son coald lie assigned for the thin attendance of the Houk,

and the absence of His Majesty's Minister at that late hoar,

he would move for an adjournment.

M Rose ^rf* ^n rePty' tnat the private business had been

jost concluded; that the Minister had been in the House

some time finee, hut finding no appearance to detain him,

had taken the advantage to retire a few minutes. He was

surprised, therefore, that the honourable gentleman would

make such an attack upon him in his absence.

Mir. Martin professed that he meant nothing personal.

Mr Grey Ms- Grey declared his regret, that by withholding his mo-

■ tion a minute, he should have given .au honourable gentle

man occasion to complain of the interval of husiness. He

then proceeded to state his motion for the relief of insolvent

debtors, in pursuance of the notice he had yesterday given.

Hesaidthat the law of debtor and creditor in this country

was condemned universally, and with justice. Whether tbev

confideced the practice of confining for .debt, men wooha4

no means of.diicharging such debt, or, on the contrary, fran-

dulent debtor?, whose creditors by no process could compel

them to pay ; these circumstances were sufficient for inducing

the House to institute an inquiry into the state of the laws

relating to debtor and creditor. He moved, therefore,

** That a Committee be appointedto enquire into theprac-

*' tice and effects of imprisonment for debt."

*' That five persons be a quorum.

" That they have power so -tend for person?, papers, and

• ' "". . ' ** records.

<** To fit, notwithstanding any adjournment of the House.

Thtrt the Committee have power to adjourn from place

" >to ■place."

M<r. JBurke seconded tire motion. .

Attorney *^'n? ■^tim>ney GmcraJ hid, thattoevery gentleman it must

general. ^e obvious, that in a commercial country, the chapter of

debtor and creditor could not but be very .copious. It was

<of mach importance to the country at large, and particularly

to a number of their fellow citizens, that there should be an

inquiry as extensive as the motion of the honourable gentle-

• man. The House .would he abhi to furnish a large mass of

information on the subject, and would prepare for taking in

to their serious consideration and deliberation what could he

done. In the jails of this king lom, it had been stated, that

there were between three and four thousand persons confined

'for
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for debt, ami if to this number were added their wives and

children, they would at least, amount to ten thousand.

There were, 'Mr. Attorney General observed, two or

three points which he wished to state shortly to the House.

In the first place, he begged they would look to an object

of consideration which sometimes escaped the attention that

was due to it ; he meant the situation in which the creditor,

stood. There were many creditors in this kingdom who

could not possibly recover one shilling from an opulent debtor,

if that debtor chose to remain in prison ; this, Mr. Attorney

(aid, was contrary to all the principles of common fense and

common justice. On the abstract circumstances of insol

vency, it might be enquired how far a creditor had a right

to have the person of his debtor as an hostage, while his

debt was unsatisfied, though after the debtor had parted

with his uttermost: shilling ; but, it was quite a different

consideration, whether a man was insolvent, or whether lie

was a knave? If he was a knave, and lived by imposition,

let him be punished as a knave; but the single circumstance

of not being able to discharge his debts was a very dirletent

thing, and was a circumstance that might happen to any

man of the fairest prospects, and most upright character.

The cafe of the debtor, therefore, was well worthy the con

sideration of the House ; and it must be owned, that they

had been rather to blame in not having sooner sufficiently

looked at the case of the creditor. The House would take

both parts of the question into consideration : they would re

flect on the state of persons in trade, of gentlemen, and of

men of all professions and descriptions. He strongly sus

pected there was some vice in the laws of this country re

specting debtor and creditor. It was a most shameful thing,

to state, but it W3S a fact, that in one of the jails, which was

but a few hundred yards from the place where he was speak

ing, seme of the prisoners were wallowing in luxury, and in

dulging themselve's in every species of profligacy. While

one class of prisoner's was confined for small debts, another

class kept their creditors at arms length: he was convinced

. therefore, that there must be something unsound in some

part of the system of our laws relative to debtor and creditor:

ami it was his wish to probe it to the very bottom. He

thought it was right, and consonant to the principles of na

tural equity, that the debtor ihould pay the creditor every

milling he possessed; but after he had done that, it might be

made a question how far the person of the debtor should con

tinue as an hostage to the creditor for the remainder of hia

debt. These were, Sir Archibald observed, important con

siderations, and their discussion and examination would oc

cupy a great deal of time. In his Opinion, the mode the

i House
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House had adopted of instituting an enquiry into the subject*

was the proper way of [proceeding in the business. When

the House entered upon it, it would soon lie seen if any

thing could be effected, and what ought to be done. AU

though he was completely inimical to an insolvent act, he

reluctantly confessed, it had frequently been found tobea

necessary remedy. An insolvent act, the Attorney General

said, was, in his opinion, an encouragement to gambling,

and to every species of profligacy. Doubts, he said, had at

different times been entertained whether insolvent debtors

lhould not beliberated from jail; but experience manifested,

that their liberation had ever been attended with the worst

consequences. These considerations put together, he con

ceived were sufficient to furnish strong ground to institute an

inquiry into a subject so important. Before he sat down,

he wished to suggest, that as a part of the business, it would

be necessary to establisti some new plan for the regulation of

their jails.

Mr.Burks Mr. Bar/* rose, and thanked the honourable and learned

gentleman for his excellent speech. The public, Mr. Burke

laid, were extremely obliged to the honourable and learned

entleman for such exertions of judgement, prudence and

umanity, which latter constituted, as every body knew,

so striking a feature in his character. The public were

also under many obligations to the honourable gentleman

who had undertaken to bring forward so great, so laboiious*

and so delicate a business. It would be necessary for him, in

this cafe, Mr. Burke said, to sift the false pretences of per

sons, and to make a nice discrimination between what was

?; real and what was affected. He never had an opportunity of

bringing forward this subject himself, though he was always

ready to give his best assistance to those, of greater weight,

by whom it was undertaken. The motion furnished an

awful monument of the difficulty of giving a definition of

law.

It had been said that it was a state of liberty in society, to

be governed by law. They had, Mn Burke said, not only

their prisons full, but they had a commonwealth of debtors,

1 a- commonwealth of prisoners; a commonwealth as numer

ous as many that had subsisted in ancient history. These

prisoners were not distinguished from slaves, but actually

were slaves, existing in a country valuing itself on its laws,

and boasting its freedom, but in which they endured a greater

portion of slavery than ever had been exercised by the most

despotic powers. It certainly was a blemish of our law to

produce all the effects of the most horrible tyranny, and

likewise all the effects of the most abject slavery. It was

a paradox strange and irreconcileable. One thing, he wished

to
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to suggest to the right honourable gentleman, which waSj

that it was not to be held, that this business was in all cafes

cronr>':ctpd with commerce: the contracting of debts often

liappened amrng the lower classes of men in the common

transactions ot life, and were deemed civil suits, founded on

false credit; commeice was too wife and too cautious to

act upon suc:i a fallacious principle; in cafrs of commerce,

the creditor only wished to secure the ccjfit bonorum. Not

only the trading part of the community, therefore, hut every

man in :he kingdom was deeply interested in the enquiiy : if • ;

the system of laws on the subject was a wrong one, it affects

every body. Ifanv alteration was introduced with regard

to the imprisonment of insolvent debtors, it would be said,

perhnps, that such alteration would affect public credit: he

denied it. It would make men cautious, and would tend to

protect them There was no such thing, Mr. Barke said,

as a corps of debtors, then- was no such things as a corps of

creditors; debts were contracted by the rash and inconsiderate

cretlit thrt was given. The power of a creditor to leize the

person of his d.:btor was like a person grasping at real mon»y,

but finding h;s hand full of assignats. He hoped the subject

•would be examined on the just and fair foundation of public

credit; he hoped they would examine it on the fair examples

of debtor and creditor. Deb;or and creditor stiould never,

he said, be separated; they were one person, and what was

for the benefit of the one, was evidently for the advantage of

the other. Besides, Mr. Burke observed, were they had

one man in jail, they had two or three that were in daily

terror of imprisonment. If th»re were ten thousand in pri

son, there were at least thu ty thousand people shut out from

the means ot getting their bread, and either were in the

prison of the mind, or in the pi ison of« terror. How many

persons were there, who existed in the prison of flight, and

in hiding places; who were a loss to society, and a dead

weight on the community ! Thirty thousand at least were in

that predicament. , This, therefore, was- a subject highly

worthy of the wisdom and humanity of the honourable and

learned gentleman and also highly honourable to a young

gentleman, (Mr. Grey) of very great abilities, who had

taken it up, and had made the motion. Mr. Burke conclu

ded with observing, that it was a disgrace to the law of this

country, to fay that it h.id imprisoned more than the most

absolute power had done in any other country.

Mr. Bernard wished to know whether the honourable Mr.

gentleman who had made the motion enrertained the same Beruird.

opinion on the subject as the Attorney General did ?

The. attorney General, in reply, said, that he was extremely Attorney

" jmxious not to be misunderstood on the subject. The inquiry GenersU

Vor. XXIX. . 3G " would
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would lead them into the consideration of some of the deep

est and most abstruse parts of the law, and if any gentleman

thought the inquiry would be soon finished, he could assure

him he would find himself much disappointed. He should

not be surprised if it were to be late in another session of Par

liament before they got to the conclusion of the business.

He also wished to be distinctly understood that in what be

had been faying, he meant nothing like an insolvent debtors

bill.

Mr.Grey- Mr. Grey said, he undoubtedly entertained the same opinion

on the subject as the honourable and learned gentleman ; and,

with respect to an act of insolvency, so far was he from

entertaining any intention of proposing one, that one of the

principal objects of the enquiry he had moved to institute,

was, to prevent the necessity of such a measure in future.

And, although he was aware of the extent of the subject, he

was extremely anxious if possible to get into a Committee, to

enter into immediate argument, and to lose no time but to

proceed with all possible expedition, and even soon to be

able to apply a remedy to some of those evil* that had been

t stated. ' *

Mr. Mr. Jckyll was extremely happy that the motion wa»

Jckyll. brought forward. The Committee might soon make a re

port, which would befit for the consideration of that House;

and although he acknowledged, that he was not very con

versant in the journals of Parliament, he believed there was

a similar Committee moved for in the year 1740 or j 750.

They might look into the proceedings of that Committee

which would probably throw some light upon the sub

ject.

Attorney The Attorney Gtneral said", that nothing could be mort

General, hurtful, or lead to worse consequences, than an idea, that

the prison doors would soon be thrown open, and provifion

made for the delivery of all insolvent debtors. And while

none could be more desirsus than he was of the benefits to be

reaped from the motion, or eager to promote them, none

could be more apprehensive of such an idea, or solicitous to

guard against its consequences.

The question was then put and carried^ And" the Com

mittee, appointed to make the inquiry, consisted of the

following gentlemen, Mr.- Grey, the Chancellor of the

Exchequer, Mr. Fox, &c.

Mr. Powys having moved the order of the day for the"

farther consideration of the offenders bill, he farther moved,

that the word " now" stand part of the question.

Mr. Mr. Maitvwaringi upon this, rose, and after repeating hit

MtimtHt- former arguments against the bill, via. that it would entail

»»t' a heavf
-
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a heavy cxpence on the several counties, and that it was un

necessary, as the fame matters were provided for by the 24th

ofthe present King, moved, by way of amendment, «* that

the bill be committed for that day three months."

Sir William Tonge seconded the motion, and assigned his sir w

reasons at some length for opposing the bill. Young*.

Mr. H'ilbcrsorce said, he considered it as an hardship upon Mr wij<i

those who had erected penitentiary houses, to have poured berforce.

in opon them an inundation of convicts from the country

jail. It would render these institutions useless, and ope

rate as a discouragement to- their founders.

Mr. Vanjittart thought the whole bill unnecessary, and al- Mr. Van-

resdy provided for by former acts. . ♦ sittatt.

Mr. Baker said, that the sentence of transportation, whe- Mr.Baktr

tlier for seven or fourteen years, was now inevitably for

life. New South Wales was that sliore from whose bourne

no traveller could ever return. He advi'.ed the bill. to be

put off for this session, till its principle could be rendered

more intelligible.

Mr. Po-uiys said, the same bill had been received without Mr."

cppositiqn last year. Instead of its having a tendency to Powyi.

spread contagion, one of its chief principles was, to keep

different convicts separate. Whether the jail or the peni

tentiary house, it required the prisoners to be kept separate,

and employed in hard labour. It created no newexpences;

it only incurred expences which were already created. The

other acts on the fame subject were not in force, and fell

.short of the ends of this bill.

Mr. ftiy'l in support of the bill, produced a paper stated Mr.

to be "a list of the prisoners under confinement, and fen- Jekyll,

«' tenced to hard labour in the castle jail and bridewell of

" the county of Oxford, with an account of the earnings,

«' expence of maintenance, materials for work, cloaths,

" overlooking, &c. from the istof January 178s, to the

" i ft of January 1790," whence it appeared that eighty

prisoners had earned in that time,—-

, £• 383 si 7

Their total expence had been. 263 190

Balance saved to the cou/ity, over and

above every expence — — — 119:27

Mr. Jekyll commented upon this as a matter well worthy

the serious attention of the House, since it proved that the

example, if followed in every county in the kingdom, and

managed with the same exertion and attention, which it

hid experienced in the hands of the keeper of Oxford castle, , .

ivould doubtless prove equally successful, and produce many

beneficial consequences.

3 G 2 Mr.
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Mr. Harrison sp ke for the bill's being committed.

Hie Houie divided, wk ".the numbers were,

Ayes i,for the bill being committed then) 18; Noes, 65.

The bill was therefoie loft.

As loon as the division was over, Mr. Powys having

moved for leave to bring in a bill for better regulating ot

" jaih, and other places of confinement," with a view to

secure and prtsei ve the second part of his bill, the motion,

afte- a Jh>>rt conversation, was agreed to.

Mr- W. Mr. fP. Smith rose in consequence of the notice he h?i

Smith, given two days preceding, ot bis intention to, make a mo

tion on the subject of the terms in which a particular topic

had been handled last Friday, which he said lie had felt to be

unpleasant, and believed to be disorderly. Mr. Smith laid,

his sole objedl had been to induce gentlemen to treat cert:m

topics in decent and more temperate terms than had been

the cafe last Friday. HehadTieen persuaded, thattherule

would obtain when the sarrie topics would be again discussal,

as they had been last Tuesday, and he was sorry to fay in as

violent and as unrestrained a mode of expression as before.

He had since doubted whether he had better fay anymore

about the subject or not; but having given notice of his in

tention to the House, and not liking 10 hear public asiem-

blies of magistracy, like that House, or the assemblies in our

colonies treated with disrespect, he had (hewn a right ho

nourable gentleman, whom he did not then see in his place,

a passage in a pamphlet, the statement of v* Inch he thoujht,

as his object was only to obtain decent language, wouIm

if read to the House, sufficiently answer his purpose;

■would therefore read it instead of a motion; the. Wcrds we*

in effect, that '«« to talk disies ectfully and harshly of pubi«:

" assemblies, for a wife man it was mt decent, for a loher

V man it was not temperate, and for a mild man its was not

" humane."

The order of the day having been moved bv Mr. Chan

cellor Pitt, for resuming the Committee on the QuthK

bill, an'd the fame having been read according lv, the Speaker

left the Chair, and Mr. Hobait took his feat at the table.

The Committee then proceeded to fill up the several

blanks in the clauses, beginning with page 7 of the printed

bill. As the conversation was for the in^st part loosen™!

desultory, we shall only give an account of the manner m

which the blanks were filled up, without entering into a de

tail of the observations that were made, except where thef

require notice.

Mr. Tin. Mr. Chancellor Pitt having proposed, that the numh?'

Membeisto.be chosen for the House of Assembly in Up;*c

Canada, should not be less than sixteen.
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Mr. Fox rose, and objected to the number. He contended Mr. f„i#

that after so much had been said about obtaining a proper

aristocracy for that colony, on the preceding days, they

were not now to lose sight of giving it a proper share of

democracy likewise, which was allowed on all hands to be

requisite. Sure he was, that sixteen was a good number for

an aristocracy, but by no means for a democracy. He was

perfectly aware that it was idle to expect, or to maintain,

that in a representative House the number of the elected

ought to bear a strict analogy to the number of the electors. ,

He knew there was no necessity for it; and that 558 Mem

bers of that House were just as good a representative of the

]>eople of England, amounting to eight millions, as any

iargt-r number whatevei ; but if they were legistating for a

much more populous country, (France for instance) he did

not believe he should be told that 558 Members were fit re

presentatives for the people of France. Mr. Fox thought

sixteen by no means enow to form any thing that could

bear the name of a popular Assembly; he should rather have

imagined that one hundred would have been the number, if

one hundred fit Members of Assembly could have been ob

tained in Upper Canada.

Mr. Pitt said, as there were not above ten thousand indi- Mr. p;t£<

viduals in Upper Canada, (including men, women, and

children), he thought sixteen in the present state of the pro

vince was about a reasonable proportion of thos* who were

fit persons to be chosen Members of the House of Assembly,

and could spare time enough for due attendance. The blank

was filled up with the word sixteen. It was here observed

by Mr. Pitt, that the bill did not limit the number of Mem

bers to sixteen, but only shewed that it ought not to be less

than sixteen.

The number of the Members of the House of Assembly

in Lower Canada was moved to be fill d up with the word

thirty.

Mr. Fox condemned such a nomination as infinitely too j^r. Fox.

small. To transmit the Britisli constitution to all the c( lo

llies of Great Britain, Mr. Fox said, he well knew was im-

p ssible; hut to pretend to do any thing like it, and to name

thirty persons as a popular Assembly representing 100,000,

was so gross a fallacy, that he hoped it would no longer be

attempted to be said that we gave Canada even a sketch of

the British constitution, or anv thincr like it.

Mr. Powys 'said, the number of inhabitants he understood Mr.

amounted to 1 50,000. Powyi.

Mr. Bervard, in answer to Mr. Powys, said, that was sup- Mr.

sosed to have been the number os inhabitants in the whoJe Bernard,

province of Canada before it was attempted to be divided,

Mr.
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Mr. Mr. Dundas said, they could not pretend to give Canada

Dundas. the same constitution as they themselves lived under; all

they could do was to lay the foundation for the fame consti

tution, when encreased population and time should hare

made the Canadians ripe to receive it, and to enjoy the fans

blessings.

Mr Fox. Mr. Fox insisted on it, that an Assembly, consisting of

thirty, as the representative of 100,000, might he an excel

lent Assembly, a wise Assembly, a virtuous Assembly, or

an enterprising Assembly, but it could not be called a popu

lar Assembly.

Mr. Mr. Martin wondered that Mr. Dundas should argue,

Mai tin. that the constitution would he ruined by a more equal repre

sentation. Did he wish the Assembly in Canada, Mr. Mar

tin asked, to resemble some representative bodies in other

countries, where there were sham elections, and footmen

dressed up in their masters' cloaths, and sent to Parliament-

Colonel Colonel Simcoe read an extract from an American paper,

Siincoc. to prove that the congress thought a very small number suf

ficient for the members forming the House of Assembly for

a western province, and that two or four would he enow

to represent Montreal and Quebec.

The qualifications of electors were moved, and agreed to,

at forty stiillings for freeholders, in whom the choice ot

members for districts, counties, or circles lo lay.

Electors of members of towns or townships to possess a

dwelling-house, or lot of ground, of the value of five

pounds yearly, or if resident within the said town or town

ship, for the six months before the date of writ of summons,

for the election, to have paid ten pounds rent.

The duration of the House of Assembly was fixed for

four years, instead of seven, as originally proposed; and the

right of appeal, instead of being first to the Privy Council,

and then to the House of Lords, was restricted to the Privy

Council only.

When they came to the clauses respecting the clergy, Mr.

Fox .begged an explanation, of both the clauses, pages 13,

14, 15.

Mr- Pitt. Mr. Chancellor Pitt said, that he first gave the Governor

and Council a power under the instructions of His Maieily

to distribute out of a sum arising from the tythes for lands or

possessions, and set apart for the maintenance and support of

Protestant cWgy, in order to give them a competent in

come, and the second clause, he said, provided for the per

manent support of the Protestant clergy, a seventh propor

tion of the lands to hi granted in future. He declared that

' the meaning of the act was to enable the Governor to

endow, and to present the Protestant clergy of the establish
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-d church to such parsonage or rectory as might be constituted

r>r erected within every township or parish, which now was

ar might be formed, and to give to such Protestant clergy

man of the established church, apart, or the whole, as the

Liovernor thought proper, of che lands appropriated by the

act. He further explained, that this was done to encourage

theestablilhed church, and that possibly hereafter it might be

proposed to fend a Bishop of the established church, to sit in

the Legislative Council.

Mr. Fox disagreed with the whole of this plan. He said, Mr. F«u

thought the Roman Catholick religion ought to be the

established church of the colony, or the Presbyterian (that of

the Kirk of Scotland; he conceived, setting aside a seventh

p-.irt of the lnnds granted for the maintenance of the Pro

testant clergy, was too great an allotment, and that tl«

idea of sending a Bimop of the established church of En

gland to sit in the Legiflative Council, was in every point of

view unjustifiable.

Mr. Duncombe was of opinion that setting aside a seventh Mr. Du»<

of the lands granted for the maintenance of the clergy was combe*

too much.

Mr. Ryder by way of explanation said, that the meaning Mr.

was, when His Majesty granted fix acres in any of the new Ry«l«r.

townships, an acre was to be set aside for the clergyman pre

sented by the Governor to the parsonage or rectory, for the

sirst year or two, as the clergyman would have the ground

to clear and cultivate, he probably would be greatly under

paid.

Mr. Fox still censured the whole plan, and reminded the Mr, FoS*

House that Mr. Dundas had two evenings sines boasted that

the security of the Kirk of Scotland Was its being erected on

the rock of poverty; according to the provisions of the bill,

Mr. Fox said, even the clergy of the Kirk would have

larger incomes in Canada than in Scotland.

Mr. Dundas gave an historical detail of the mode of pro- Mr. Due*

eeedmg by which the clergy in Scotland were supported.

The fund out of which they were paid, he said, was created

in the last century; when the whole tythes of Scotland, as

they then stood, were sold, and the money they produced

tested for the purpose. There were, he said, about 900

parishes in Scotland, and their clergy had, he believed^ one

with another, between eighty and ninety pounds a year;

and when their income from circumstances was too small, it

was made up to a certain amount to such individuals whose

pittance was too scanty, by the Assembly of the Kirk who

managed the fund. He lamented that in consequence of ah

error in the original proceeding, viz. the vesting the sum

which the sale of the tythes had produced in a fund, instead

x of
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of laying it out in the purchase of land, and dividing that

land so purchased into allotments for the clergy, the latter

was not sufficiently provided for. H.id the plan he hid

stated been adopted, tiie land would Jiave risen in value, in

propor ion to its improvement, as other land had, and the

incumhents would consequently have had the benefit of its in

creased production.

Mr. Pulteney, Lord Carysfort, and other gentlemen, took

part in the conversation ; and at length, the blanks being

all filled up, the House adjourned at twelve o'clock. .

Friday, 13/A May.

The order of the day for the House to go into a Commit

tee, on the bill for granting a reward, in certain cases, on

the conviction of felons, being about to be read, the Speaker

observed, that the bill purported to amend the 6th Ann,

which in certain cases granted a reward of 40I. But the pre

sent bill, which came from the Lords, provided that a smal

ler sura than 40I. should be given as a reward in certain cafes;

and therefore the Lords had taken upon themselves, as far 3!

the disposition of the public money, a privilege which orly

belonged to the Commons. Under these circumstance-, l«

submitted whether this bill ought to proceed farther.

After a few words between Mr. Powysj and Mr. Baler,

the order of the day was read, for the House to go into a

Committee on the bill, when the Master of the Rolls moved

that the House should go into the said Committee that das

three months.

Master of The Master of the Rolls said, he should move for leave to

thcRolli. bring in a similar bill. The intention of the Judges, twfo-i

was exceedingly good in wishing not to grant the whole re

ward of 40I. only when they thought it deserved. Accord

ing to the present law, whatever the number of offenders

were, 40I. reward must be paid on the conviction of each,

and yet sometimes there was no merit whatever in those

who convicted them, and perhaps no expence wa« ircurred.

He was convinced the judges would grant the full rewsrl

when it was proper. He stated an instance of three boys

whom he tried when Chief Justice of Chester; the party on

whose evidence the conviction took place, had nolessthtf

120I. to receive, which he thought was a great dealt'0

much.

Another thing he wished to join in the same bill, was, w

render those persons who were convicted of petty larcrnj>

competent witnesses. According to the present law, when

a man stole 1 id. he was infamous for life, but if he stole

13d. he was perfectly a good man, as to all the purposes 0'

competency to be a witness. After a few words on this £""1
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ject, between Mr. Harrison, Mr. Burdon, Mr. Mitford'

and Mr. Baker.

The Master of the Rolls moved for leave to bring in a bill

for regulating the distribution of rewards in the cafe of felons,

and to render those persons who had been convicted of petty

larceny competent witnesses.

Lord Beaucbamp said, although he thought both the ob- Ld. Beau-

jects of the bill were perfectly proper; yet he thought it champ,

would be better to separate them, as they were incongruous.

It would occasion no delay to divide them into two distinct

bait.

The Speaker also submitted to the Master of the Rolls The

that two bil s would be preferable to one; to which the Spe#ktr.

Master of the Rolls agreed, and moved, 1st. For leave to

bring in a bill for regulating the distribution of rewards in

the cafe of felons : ordered. 2d. For leave to bring in a bill,

to render persons convicted of petty larceny, witnesses:

ordered.

The Master of the Rolls, Mr. Powys, the Attorney and

Solicitor General, were appointed to prepare and bring in

the fame.

The order of the day being read for the House to go into

a Committee on the bill for regulating the office of the

clerks of assize and bills of indictment,

Mr. Joddrel took the chair. Mr. Douglas was then cal

led to the bar in support of certain petitions which had been

presented against tlie said bill by the clerks of assize.

After the counsel had withdrawn, a short conversation

took place on the hill; after which, the further considera

tion of it was put off till Wednesday se'nnight.

The House having resolved itself into a Committee of

Ways and Means, Mr. Hobart in the chair,

Mr. Chancellor Pitt wished to call the attention of the Mr. Pitfc

Committee to a number of regulations which he meant to

propose relative to bills of exchange, promissory notes, &c.

&c. and which he had mentioned when the expences of the

last armam«nt were voted. The first object to which he

called the attention of the Committee, related to the pro

posed alteration of the duties on bills of exchange. At

present, he said, all bills of exchange payable on demand,

and which were under 10I. only paid a duty of 3d. The al

teration which he proposed to make, Mr. Chancellor Pitt

said, was, that bills for sums amounting to forty shillings

and not exceeding five guineas, should remain at the old

duty, but that bills of 5I. 5s. up to 30I. should pay a stamp

duty of 6d. This regulation, however, was not meant to

extend to bills not payable on demand, which, whether they

were above or below cl. 5s. were to pay a duty of 6d. Bills

Vol. XXIX. 3 H payabk
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payable on demand from 30I. to 50I. were to pay in suture a

duty of 9;!. From 50I. to tool, a duty of is. This bfi

duty was the fame as w.is paid at present, except that the

sum was in future to be limitted from 50I. to 100I. whereas

fcrmeily only a duty of is. was paid on all -bills for 50I. or

upwards. Bills from iool. to 200I. to pay is. 6d. Bills

for 200I. and upwards, to pay a duty of two shillings,

He said, he did not mean ar present to make any increase on

bills for larger sums, though perhaps he might be justified in

making she increase snort- progressive.
The next subject to which he wished to draw the atten

tion of the Commit te;*, he said, related to those notes which

were payable at two places, and which were re- issued afi er

tliev had been paid at one of those places. These notes, he

said, were often sent as remittances, and thereby produces

the effect of bills of exchange, which were paid only once;

these notes of course manifestly injured the public revenue.,

A doubt had been raised by lawyers, whether it was legal U

re-issue notes after they had been once paid. To thJ

doubts he did not wish to revert, hut to allow such notesa

be re-issued on paying a proportionable increase for that prw

vilege, and that increase should be double; thus notes Bj

issued for 5I. 5s. were to pay a duty of 6d. &c.

The last point, to which he wished to direct the Conwifi

tee, was to receipts, in which he intended to makfonlycf

alteration, and that was in the third stage, where therM

formerly paid qd. for a Receipt of 50s. or upwards, M

should in future pay a duty of 6d. There had, he W

been much evasion on this subject; but he proposeJ, isffl

sible, to make such regulations as should pievent thisinfl

tute; he meant to include all these propositions iti oneffl

Parliament. He thought, for the fake of form, heo"§fo!

>-- move that all the duties on bills of exchange, pronÆ

notes, &c. should cease, and be no^onger paid or payaH*

When the Chairman put the question on this motion. J

Sir Benj. Sir Renjamin Hammctt observed, that the resolutions *5*

Hammett. the Committee had heard, involved the fundamental H

pies of finance, and were ruinous to priva'e property 1

this, Sir Benjamin said, he was confirmed bv MoilteW

and many other eminent writers. He was sorry to W

the House, but he could not avoid it on the present ortfii

He never would agree, he said, to a tax on any gcfltN

but where every Member of that House was subjection

part of such tax: he felt the necessity of taxes as bm

any man, but they must be equal and impartial, andn*!

the shop tax, which only affected one class of thecS*

nity.
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Mr. Hawkins Browne declared, that in his opinion, this Mr. H.

iras one of the most impartial taxes that could possibly be Browne,

mposed; it would extend to persons of all descriptions, and

was not liable to any one ot the objections stated by his ho-

louruble friend, which were very strong and important ob-

■ ct ions, but were not applicable in the present case.

Sir Benjamin Hammeit exp'ained. He contended, that sir Benj.

his was a most partial tax, and affected bankers only. He Hammett.

lad, he laid, formerly heard a right honourable gentleman

leclare, that not a guinea should be paid, unless every

Vlember ot that House was liable to pay a part of it : he

vished to resort to that standard. There was no commodity

hey could tax, no house, no land, no goods, but every

Vlember of that House ought to be liable to contribute a

iart. N.ot a single guinea ought to be raised but where the

vhole community were to bear a part of the burden. Sir

senjamin declared, he only knew one exception to this, and

hat was unaypi 'able necessity. If the right honourable

prjtlemen could sliew him that necessity exitied, he stiould,

ot fay a word more upon the subject. The necessity, which

unsounded all the principles of right and wrong, of justice

id injustice, would, he doubted not, provj such resolutions

■ be undeniably requisite : but sure he was, there was no

alon to. have recourse to that necessity. Such taxes de-

toyed all 'he security of private property, and would be a

•ftifiable cause of resistance.

Mr. Mortin said, that as the measure appeared to him to Mr.

intended to prevent fraud, it had his hearty approbation. Manin.

here was, in his opinion, something in the fraud of

^ Bating the public revenue, which struck him as being

, :|ch greater crime than that of robbing individuals. If

, pt were evaded, he thought others should be imposed which

ipld affect all cla*L'S of people. If the tax was not a

, ~.|d one, he hoped it would not pass; if it was a proper

, it should have his approbation.

!•■ Vlr. Pultency said, the only question was, whether the j^r.

^.f |carxie under the principle qf the.stiop tax. He made a Pulteney.

'j ^observations on the resolutions, and seemed to entertain

doubts whether they were impartial or not.

\\. Sir. Tborntan said a ffw words on the subject. Notes and . Mr.

; ,v|pf exchange could not, he observed, bear an equal tax; Thornton

he same time he did not wish particularly to object to

resolutions, but wistied a general liberality on the sub-

Chancellor Pitt replied, that it was 'certainly his Mr. Pitt,

to lay every tax as equally on every man as he possibly

d do; but in each particular cafe it was utterly impossi-

^ land the utmost that could be expected was, that when

3H2 , all
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all the taxes were Mended together, upon the whole, the

burden should be impartially distributed. It was, however,

impossible, Mr. Chancellor Pitt said, to reduce to practiced

perfect a system of taxation, as one that would suit itself O

every individual.

Sir Bcnj. Sir Benjamin Hammctt once more rose. He still declared

Hammett. it to be his opinion that a tax of one shilling, which did not

attach on every Member of that House, ought not to be im

posed on the country. If, he said, any of the taxes which

constituted the many millions of annual revenue to the

country, had been imposed on such principles as he conceived

this to be, he begged that the right honourable gentleman,

or any gentleman in the House, would point it out to him.

Sir Benjamin concluded by faying, that the right honourable

gentleman had better take all theit property at once.

Mr. Mr. Baker said, that if gentlemen dealt in gold there was

Baker, no tax upon it, but if they dealt in paper, they were to ha«

th'ose taxes which had been stated. Paper, he observed,

raised a credit; and some gentlemen could live by it, and

therefore he presumed there was great profit arising from it;

a tax upon it was consequently by no means unreasonable.

Sir Bcnj. Sir Benjamin Hammett contended, that the principle upon

Hammett. which these resolutions had been brought forward, and np«

which they were attempted to be justified, would justify tbe

taking of all their property.

Mr. Alderman Watson said a few words on the subject.

After which the Chairman having put the question, the fol

lowing resolutions passed:

That it is the opinion of this Committee that a sura not

exceeding 3d. be laid upon every bill of exchange, note, er

» draft, or order, payable on demand, where the sum shall

amount to 40s. and not exceed 5I. 5s. and which shall not

be re-issueable after payment thereof, at any other place

than where the name was first issued.

6d. from 5I. 5s. to 30I.

c-d. from 30I. to 50I.

, n. from 50I. to iccI.

is. 6d. from iocl. to 200I.

as. from 200I. and upwards.

Upon notes that shall be re-issueable.

ad. upon all receipts from 40s. to 20I.

4d. from 20I. to 50I.

od. from 50I. and upwards.

The report to be received on Monday next.

The House adjourned.

Mini.;
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Monday, ibth May.

The order of the day being read, that the House should

resolve itself into a Committee of ways and means, Mr. Al-

Jerman Watson presented a proposal from the Governor and

. Court of Directors of the Bank, " that there sliouldbead-

Jf vanced for the use of Government, a sum of 500,0001.

*,f. without interest, as long as the dividends unclaimed shall

itf amount, after the quarterly payments, to 6oo,oool.

u upon condition, that as much shall be returned, as the sum

t* total of the unclaimed dividends may fall below that

The proposition having been read at the table,

Mr. Chancellor Pitt moved that the proposal be accepted;

which was agreed to, and the report was ordered to be re-

. Ceived to-morrow.

'«# General Smith having moved for the reading of the com- Gen«r«l

mission of Lord Cornwallis, appointing him Governor Gene- South.

' jal of Bengal, and the fame being read accordingly, the Ge

neral said, he now understood that the object of his motion

had been in a great measure anticipated by an order of the

Governor and Council of Bengal, and his intention now

was to render that order more valid. The offices of Go

vernor General and Commander in Chief, had been vested in

one and the fame person, with a view, he understood, to

collect, when necessary, all the force into one center. Al

Governor General, he had the power to suspend all the Go

vernors and Councils of the different settlements. But as

Commander in Chief, he became himself subject to the

power of the separate settlements in which he should happen

to be placed. Was this suitable to the dignity and authority

which ought to be annexed to the office of Commander in

Chief? If any difference should arise between him and Gene

ral Medows, which, he by no means reckoned likely to hap

pen, but only mentioned as a cafe in point, General Me

dows, by sending to the Governor and Council of the settle

ment in which they then were, might compel Lord Corn

wallis to adopt an opinion contrary to his own. He was

glad that Lord Cornwallis had himself gone to take the com

mand of the army. His presence in the present situation of

affairs, would, he trusted, be of advantage. There was no

other officer of equal responsibility, or who could exert, if

he saw occasion, the same power of making a peace. He

must likewise be his own Chancellor of the Exchequer. In a

war so expensive, there was none but the Governor General

who could find means for i^s support. He might here, the

General said, enumerate the inconvenience of former acts of

Parliament, but he understood that his motion would be

I adopted,
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adopted, and afford, at least for the present, a source of re

lief. The situation of India called for remedy. The power

at present granted to the Commander in Chief waS in

competent. Not thinking, he said, upon the preient subject

with those gentlemen with whom he was accustomed to

act, he had not consulted them upon his motion ; hethougl.t

it, however, his duty to make it, and whether he should or

ihould not he seconded, his duty would he discharged in mak-

. ing it ; he concluded with moving, " That when the offices

of Governor General of Bengal and Commander in Chief

of the forces in India are vested in one and the fame person,

it is incompatible with the power of Commander in Chief,

and prejudicalto the public service, that the Commander in

Chief, if employed in his military capacity, on either of the

coasts of Coromandel and Malabar, should be subject to the

orders of the presidencies of Bombay and For' St. George,

overwhom, in a civilcapacity at Fort William in Bengal, hs

exercises authority."

Mr. St. John seconded the motion.

Mr. Mr. Dune/as said, that the same doubts which had struck

Dundas. the honourable General, had likewise operated on the Coun

cil of Bengal, who had delegated to Lord Cornwallis power]

either to act with vigour, or adopt, as he should find necei-

/ sary, more lenient 'measures. On the subject of delegating

powers, there were some doubts entertained. From tltls

doubts, he, for one, must confess that he was not free ; but

no doubts ought to be allowed to remain on a subject of such

importance. For this purpose, he meant to bring in a bill,

which would take in the object of the honourable Generass

motion. It was better to apply a bill and a proposition, than

merely to come to a general resolution. Lord Cornwallis,

he supposed, was now acting under the authority of the re

solutions of Council ; no doubt could be entertained of ths

motives from which he had adopted this mode of conduct.

Mr. Dundas said, the two objects which he proposed from

the bill he was about to move for, were, instead of referring

his Lordship to the Council of Bengal, or allowing him only

to act through the medium of the Presidency of Bombay and

Madras

1 ft, That he Ihould act as Governor General in Bombay

and Madras, and

2dly, That he should act upon his own authority.

He concluded, with moving for leav- to bring in a bill,

ip confirm and establish an order or resolution of the Gover

nor and Council of Fort William in Bengal, for grantirg

certain powers to the Commander in Chief while acting upon

the coast of Coromandel and Malabar.

Mr.

-
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Mr. Chancellor Pitt seconded the motion, and said a few

words on the intent of the bill.

General Smith acknowledged that if the fame end was General

answered, he wished rather that the remedy should ke applied Smith,

by the executive power. But he thought that there was still

a shorter way—making Lord Cornwallis Governor of every

settlement into which he went, for the time being.

Mr. Francis saiJ, it appeared that India was now in fcch Me

a situation, as to require a remedy of the last extremity. Fr»:icis.

she civil power of Bombay was to be entirety set aside.

He would not enquire how it had come into such a situation. 1

After so many acts, it appeared necessary to resort to a new

act; such was the emergency of affairs there. But while

they considered what they gave to Lord Cornwallis, they

ought likewise to consider what they left in Bengal, There

was at present no legal Government remaining in Bengal.

Provision had been made for death and resignation, but not

for the absence of a Governor. What care then was taken

cf Bengal itself ? Much was supposed to depend on the pre

sence, wisdom, and authority of the Governor; of the be

nefits arising from all these they were to be deprived. He

carried likewise with him every lack that he could raise, aud

the fldwer of the troops. What provision then had there

been made for the security of Bengal ? Or how could they

be confident that its north-west quarter might not be open to

invasion ?

Mr. Fox rose merely to show that the object os this bill Mr. Fox.

did not meet with general approbation. He did not know

how far the power existed, or could be exercised with pro

priety, of going out of Bengal and leaving delegates. A

conduct of this fort he had been obliged to bring forward, as

an article of accusation in the charges against Mr. Hastings.

Such a conduct was not permitted by the law as it stood, and

was equally inconsistent wi'h propriety. He was not a

friend, he said, to the great powers that had already been

granted, and could not be more favourably disposed to any

increase of those powers. But he had spoken merely with an

intention of intimating to the honourable gentleman, that

when this hill should be brought forward, it would not

fail to he an object of serious attention and opposition.

Mr. Dundas replied, that if there were no Government in Mr.

Bengal during the absence of the Governor, the objection Dundat.

had subsisted ever since the establishment of our Government

in that country. As to the delegation of power which had

formed a subject of accusation, it was a delegation of military .

command. The power which was now proposed to be

granted was merely a form. The Governor already possessed

an equal degree of power, even in the exercise of his civil ca

pacity;
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pacity ; for if he differed from the Council, it was only ne

cessary that he should record the grounds of his opinion, and

act upon his own authority. IVir. Dundas said that he had

always entertained the opinion, that it was necessary to intrust

a Governor General wirh very high powers; and come the

debate when it would, he should not certainly hesitate to de

clare his sentiments.

Wr. Pitt. Mr. Chancellor Pitt said, that under che laws now ex

isting, the Governor General of Bengal possessed a superin

tending power over the other Governments. In order that

he might act upon his own authority in any cafe in which

he should differ from the Council, it was only required of

him that he should record his own opinion, and the necessity

of the public service, and then adopt that mode of conduct

which appeared to himself most proper. It was only propo

sed to grint to Lord Cornwallis the fame power whilst ab

sent ; that he might be enabled to transmit orders to servants,

who were nearer himself, without employing the medium of

the Council.

Mr. Fox. Mr. Fox remarked that the proposition, as explained by

the right honourable gentleman, was very limple; it

amounted to nothing less than complete and absolute power.

The power which was given away in the present instance,

had been treated lightly, as mere matter of ceremony; fo

likewise had the great power which had been granted on a

former occasion. The Governor and Council were to act

together; there could be no majority against the Governor,

as the Council consisted only of four, except he chose to

stand single. He understood, that the Governor was to act

separately, only upon an extraordinary emergency. To

vest complete and absolute power in one man, was indeed the

simplest and worst form of Government, which could in his

opinion be devised for any people. By granting the Gover

nor General equal power during his absence, he was deprived

of all the benefits of being made acquainted with the opinions

of the Council, and freed from the last check, the necessity,

when he acted for himself, of recording the grounds of his

opinion. Mr. Fox said, he indeed thought, that it was

necessary the offices of the Governor General and Com

mander in Chief should be separate, in order that the duties

of each might be properly discharged. But it appeared that

what had formerly been held out as a serious check upon the

power of the Governor General, was now set aside only as

matter of ceremony. It was a subject, he said, which de

manded much discussion, and he trusted would meet with

firm opposition. Fie concluded by expressing his disappro

bation of all absolute and unlimited power, even though

every
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tvery human perfection could be supposed to reside in the breast

of the individual in whom it was vested.

Mr. Francis said, that by an act made in 1773 '* had been Mr.

provided, that during the absence of the Governor General, Francis,

the person who was next to him should assume the power.

But now, in the absence of the Governor General, there

remained no Government. The necessity which he was

under of advising with a Council, and of recording the

grounds of his own sentiments, formed a real check upon his

opinions and actions.

Mr. Dundas observed that the present measure was a pro- Mr.

vision for an emergency in an extensive war, and it was ne- Dundat.

cessary th.it the remedy should be adapted to the exigencies of

the cafe, j

Some little conversation followed between Mr. Dundas

and Mr. Francis ; and General Smith's motion having been

withdrawn, leave was given to bring in the bill, moved for

by Mr. Dundas.

Mr. Hobart having brought up the report of the Quebec

Mr. Fox said, that after the discussion which the clauses Mr. Fox;

had received, he did not again mean to trouble the House;

there were only two points on which he intended to divide the

House, and they were those which related to hereditary no

bility, and the number of the Assembly in Lower Ca

nada.

Mr. Powys remarked that with regard to hereditary nobility Mr.

he had only one objection ; it was at present customary in Powys.

Canada, to give only one moiety of property to the eldest

son. This certainly would much tend to scatter the pro

perty. But as we were now to make a constitution not for

the present moment, but for posterity, he thought it desira

ble that there sliould be something similar to our House of

Peers, and therefore he would vote with the right honourable

gentleman who brought in the bill.

Colonel Simcce spoke in favour of the bill, and having Colonel

pronounced a panegyric on the British constitution, wished it Simcoe.

to be adopted in the present instance, as far as circumstances

would admit.

Mr. Fox said, that the hereditary nobility, as proposed to \{r.Fox.

he established in Canada, could never be upon the footing of

the British House of Peers. By this bill, the power of the

King was not limited in conferring hereditary nobility, or

only nobility for life.

The House then divided upon the amendment of leaving out

the clause of hereditary nobility.

bill,

 

•
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On the clause fixing the number of the Assembly of Lower

Canada at thirty, Mr. Chancellor Pitt proposed, as an

amendment, that the word fifty should be substituted in the

place of thirty; but afterwards withdrew it, to make room

forthe amendment of Mr. Fox, who proposed to'enlarge the

number to ico.

Divided upon the amendment of Mr. Fox.

Ayes, 40; Noes, 91. Majority, 51.

, The amendment of the Chancellor of the Exchequer was

then put, and carried.

Mr. Sheridan made some objections to the power that as

sumed after the Government had been divided into two sepa

rate independent legiilatures, of regulating their commerce

and internal intercourse. He, at the same time, intimated

his intention to bring the subject into consideration on a fu

ture stage of the bill.

The bill was ordered to be engrossed, and read a third time

on Wednesday.

The House adjourned.

Tuesday, Jjth May.

A message was received from the Lords, that their Lord

ships would proceed farther in the trial of Warren Hastings,

Esq. on Monday. The House resohed to go, in a Com

mittee of the whole House, into Westminster Hall.

Mr.Burke Mr. Burke said, the constitution was now confirmed, and,

he trusted, would ever remain on a solid basis ; and concluded

with movingthe usual orders for attending the trial.

The House having resolved into a Committee to consider

of the prices of the importation and exportation of foreign

corn,

Mr. Ryder spoke repeatedly on its various amend

ments.

Lord Lord Sheffield introduced a long string of resolutions, by

Sheffield, faying, that as the alterations he meant to propose in regard

to the prices at which the ports should be opened, were not

considerable, it would not be necessary to say much 011 the

occasion. The prices, he said, were very low, and such as

he thought the greatest enemies to high prices could not

v object to. The ports would be open to corn from Ireland

and the Colonies, at the fame price as formerly. Foreign

corn, however, will not be admissible, till wheat is at*50s.

and oats at 17s., and the agriculture of Great Britain, will

derive great advantage from the duties proposed to be laid on

the import of corn from all countries, untill wheat rises to

52s. in respect to Ireland, and 54s. in respect to foreign coun

tries, and on other corn in proportion. He did not mean to

fay these prices and duties were the most proper and the best

I that
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that could be proposed ; he should have liked them better if

they had been much higher; but they were the best he could

obtain, and the bill being now essentially better than it was

in other respects, he wished the Committee to be satisfied

with the importation prices and duties now to be proposed.

He then moved several resolutions, the purport of which

was, that wheat should not be imported from foreign coun

tries, under the low duties, untill the price was at 50s. oats

at 17s. and other corn in proportion, and that a duty of

2S. 6d. per quarter should be payable on wheat, is. 6d on

barley, and is. on oats, till the price of wheat was 54s. of

barley 27s. oats 18s. and then the low duties of 6d. 3d. and 2d.

were to :ake place.

Mr. Ryder then moved the fame resolutions respecting

corn from Ireland, except that the ports are to be open for

wheat from thence when the price is 48s. oats at 16s. and

other corn in proportion ; liable however to the above duties of

2s. 6d. is. 6d. and is. till the prices are 52s. 26s. and 17s.

and then the above-mentioned lower duties are to take

place.

The duties on flour and meal are proportioned to the above

prices.

These resolutions being then reported to the Committee

on the corn bill, Mr. Ryder moved several new clauses, which

passed unanimously.

The House adjourned.

Wednesdays \%th May.

The Quebec bill having been read a third time, Lord

Sheffield presented a petition against it from Mr. Limburner,

agent for the province of Canada, stating that the people

there had been refused, upon application, a copy of that bill

by which their Government was to be regulated, and praying

that it might not pass.

Mr. Chancellor Pitt said, that the principles of the bill had Mr. Pitt,

been so long under consideration, and the impossibility that

its regulations mould meet the sentiments of all, was so evi

dent, that it was now the business of the House to consider

whether the objections that had been stated were sufficient

grounds for delaying the bill.

Mr. Alderman Watson moved, " That the debate should

* be adjourned till to-morrow."

The motion was negatived, and the bill passed.

Mr. Chancellor Pitt then presented the following Message

from the King :

GEORGE
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GEORGE R.

His Majestyfinding that the additional charges incurred an et-

count of the establishment of theyounger branches of bis Royal Fa

mily, cannot be defrayed out of the monies applicable to the psr-

poses of His Majesty*s civil Government, is under the necessity d

desiring the ofststance of Parliament for this purpose ; ana Ha

Majejly relies on the affection of bis faithful Commons, that tht)

will make such provision as the circumstances may appear to them

to require.

Ordered, That His Ma'esty's most gracious message be R-

ferred to the Committee of Supply.

Mr. Pitt gave notice, that he stiould move that themes-

sage be taken into consideration on F riday.

He then moved the order of the day, that the House re*

solve itself into a Committee of the whole House, to confide

of ways and mean^ for raising the supply granted to His Ma-

pon which, Mr. Rose moved, " 1 hat the several ac

" counts that had been presented to the House, relative (0

,£ the Public Income and Expenditure, anil likewise the Re-

" port from the Y inarce Conimptee, slxuld be referredto

" the said Committee of the whole House."

Ordered.

The House then went into the Committee, Mr. Hobartia

the chair.

Mr. Chnncellor Pitt said, he should have the honour of

laying before the Committee, as stioitly and distinctly as

he was able, the articles of expenditure and of ways am)

means of the present year. He thought it would be proper,

he said, to separate from them those articles which had beet

already provided for in the Armament hudget, and which

amounted to the sum of 3,133,0001. This sum had been

separately voted for the expence of the armament of last

summer, and for defraying the expences of 6oco extra sa-

men. The sum of 1,300,0001. had been charged on the con

solidated fund of the next four quarters. The two sums

charged on theconsolidated fund were 800,00c]. and 500,0:0!.

which made the sum of 1,300,000!. This sum, therefore,

was to be distinguished from the remaining part of the three

millions, which had already been provided for. The remain

ing i,8oo,eool. had been provided for by Exchequer bills,

&c. He/hould therefore, he (aid, leave out of his conlide-

ration the ways and means for this 3,133,0001. on the one

hand, and the expence on the other, for the fake of confining

the attention of the Committee to the other articles which

he wished to lay before them.

Navy.
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Navy.

The first head, to which he wished to call gentlemen's at-

ention, Mr. Pitt said, was the expences of the Navy; and

lere he should only consider the expence of 18,000 seamen,

he other 6000 having, as he had stated, heen before provided

:or.

Expences of 18,000 seamen, for the service of

1791 - - - £.936,000

sixpences of the navy - - 689,000

Repairs of the navy - - 506,000

Total of the navy

Army.

The sum total for the army amounted to

Ordnance.

The various sums for tne ordnance amounted to

He said there were two articles of deficiency in

the land and malt tax, to be provided for out

of the supply. These two articles together,

amounted to -

There was also a deficiency of grants, amount

ing to - 1

Miscellaneous Services.

To Somerset House

To African forts

To a new corps to Botany Bay

To a compensation for settling American claims,

exclusive of Loyalist sufferers

To a sum paid the Dey of Algiers by our Consul

To various charges from the civil list

To a farther sum to American Commissioners

To convicts transported to Botany Bay

To Auditors of Public Accounts

To Commissioners of Land Revenue

To sundries

To Messrs. Eyre and Strahan, for printingCoun-

ty Election Bill

To American sufferers

The trial of Warren Hastings, Esq.

Annuity to the Duke of Clarence

1 o be charged to the consolidated fund

Sum total of miscellaneous services

Total of th« Navy, as before stated

Army - -

2,131,000

• 443>678

400,000

207,000

25,000

1 3,000

2>794

2000

6,762

213,932

14,221

83,000

4000

4000

8000

1 6,000

172,000

14,000

12,000

6000

694,000

2,131,000

1,853,000

Ordnance
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Ordnance

Efficiency of land and malt

Deficiency of grants

443-^

400,0:0

207,0:0

Sura total of the supplies - 5,728,03

Ways and Means.

Mr. Pitt said, the above were all the Supplies for the pre

sent year, and he should next consider the Ways and Meat:

for raising that supply.

He calculated the land and malt as usual - £.2,750,003

The suiplus of last vear, disposable by Parlia

ment, after deducting all the charges on the

consolidated fund, amounted to - 3°j>:J;

In addition to this, there was the resource aris

ing from the Lottery, and which amounted

to a very 1 rge sum, viz. - 3°^>:i:

The next article was the growing produce of the

consolidated fund for ihe i.ext twelve months,

beginning at the 5th day of April last, and end

ing on the 5th day of April, 179^. They

might judge of the amount of the growing

produce from the report of the Finance Com

mittee, founded on the experience of the three

last years. It appeared that the average of the

three last years was very short of the amount

of the year before the last, and still more ib of

the last year.

The permanent taxes, exclusive of the land and

malt, amounted to 13,472,2861., from which

was to be deducted 1 1,361,000!., consisting of

the interest and charges of public debt, civil

list, &c, and the surplus amounted to 2,iiSiO*

Outstanding balance of accounts - 'S4,ss

In addition to this, he (aid, he might take

150,0001. from the probable increases of re

ceipt, viz. ioo,O00l. tobacco, 30,0001. land-

tax arrears, and io,OOol. hemp duty; for

gentlemen would observe, that if the regula

tions on tobacco had taken place during that

period, and if the taxes imposed in 1789 had

been taken into the account, they would have

made a considerable addition. He should,

however, only loosely calculate the duties

which would arise on the above-mentioned ac

counts, and take them at the very moderate

sum of - H&fP
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If all these sums were added together, they would

amount to - - 5,743,000

From this sum was to be deducted 3-4ths of a

year's annuity of the Duke of Clarence — 9000

Sura total of Ways and Means - 5.734,009

The above, Mr. Pitt observed, were all the ways mi

means of the present year, and by comparing them with tlsc

total of the supplies, it would be seen that they exceeded the

supply by a few thousand pounds only. He knew, lie said,

of nothing more that was necessary to add, in order to lay

the subject distinctly before the Committee, except that he

had left the 5,500,0001. of Exchequer bills untouched, be

cause they occurred on both sides of the account, and there- '

fore balanced each other. He did not think it necessary to

detain the Committee by going into a discussion of the state

of the finances, particularly when he considered the very abile

and accurate report they had received from the Finance

Committee. The Committee, he observed, would after

wards have an opportunity of considering that subject sepa

rately, with much more propriety than they possibly could

do on the present occasion. He said, he had no doubt but

that every gentleman would very attentively examine the

na'ure and contents of the Finance Report *, and he flattered

himself that no one could examine it, without receiving

a great degree of satisfaction. He had only wished, he said,

to take his estimates on the moderate average of the three

years, and not on the receipt of the last year, although the

revenue of the last year. exceeded his calculation on that of

former years by four hundred thousand pounds. He con

cluded with moving a resolution for the application of a sum

out of the consolidated fund to the current service of the

year.

Mr. Skeridan objected, on general grounds, to the right yb±

honourable gentleman's statement, but he admitted that the SherieU*

day was at last arrived when he could agree with the right

honourable gentleman, that the report of the Committee of

finance was as fair a report as could he expected. There

were, Mr Sheridan said, tertain omissions on both sides of

the account, which would not have happened had he had

the honour of being a member of the Committee, and to

which he objected ; but as he meant to name the first vacant

day for discussing it, it was not his intention to go into it

then ; he would barely remark that the report coincided

* Vide the Report of the Select Committee, printed for J. Debrett.

with
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with every word he had ever troubled the House with on tb»

subject. The Committee had stated their report with greit

candour and great accuracy, and the result, Mr. Sheridan

said, was, that it was evident his Majrsty's Ministers had since

the year 178b gone on with such encreasing prodigality,

that the new report, so far stom confirming what the report

of the Committee of 1786 gave the House to expect, vii.

that they would be that day voting the permanent peace esta

blishment as they stated it, stated that in 1791 they wea

actually called on to vote half a million more, which, with

the increase of the casual expences, made a difference of one

million three hundred thouland pounds more than they were

given to imagine would be the expenditure of the present year.

Mr. Sheridan said, he did admit that there had been an in

crease of income within the last year, but gentlemen muil

not go away with the idea that the expenditure had not

greatly exceeded what the Kevenue Committee of 1 786

taught them to expect would be the expenditure of thepre-

sent year. Before, therefore, they adopted th« Report of s*

new Committee, the alarming circumstance that he had nea-

tioned ought to be explained to the country. Mr. Sheridan

in the course of his speech referred to Mr. Steele's argument

on a former day, and supported his assertion by stating th»

particulars on which he rested it, viz. that there was a per

manent increase of 500,000!. on the total amount of :L*

expences of the army, navy, ordnance, and miscellaneous

services, and 8co,ocoI. arising from incidental and call

expences. He added that we had paid ossannuities of 2 00,0c:'.

a year, and added a permanent increase of 500,0001. a yearta

the national expenditure.

Mr. Pitt. Mr. Chancellor Pitt expressed his satisfaction at the ho

nourable gentleman's declaration* that he would name 1

separate day for the discussion of the subject, because, if the

honourable gentleman, or any other, entertained doubttup-

011 the Report of the Committee, or on any part of what he

had stated that day, it certainly would be better to disenfi

those doubts on some particular day, than in a conversation,

when another and a different topic was under consideration.

With regard to the allusion to what had been said byhii

honourable friend, (Mr. Steele) on a former day, be

was very confident his honourable friend never did state the

permanent revenue as likely to be that, which the honourablt

gentleman had just imputed to his honourable friend ;

but the amount of his honourable friend's argument had

been, that in cafe the expenditure should, from accidental

circumstances, increase, the income of the country woull

proportionably increase, so that the public receipt wouldst

all times cover the public expenditure. Mr. Pitt proctedfil

tc
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to observe, that there was no part of the subject which was

not familiar to the House, and which had not been debated

again and again, ineveiy session since the year 1786. He

declart-d himself happy, however, that the honourable gen

tleman agreed with him in giving due praise to the candour,

the fairness, and the accuracy of the Committee of Finance,

as exemplified in their report. As to the amount of the ex

penditure, the honourable gentleman, he observed, had

stated that there was an increase of p?rmanent estahljshment

of 500,000!. in answer to which, he mull declare, that much

of that increase was not to be considered as expences which

would be permanent, but as charges that were accidentally

incurred. These charges Mr. Pitt stated, and particularly *

mentioned 20l,Oool. for necessaries in our dock yards, which

would of course operate as a saving in future. In answer to

the extraordinary manner in which the honourable gentleman

had commented on other parts of the subject, so as to make

up his alledged increase of 1,300,000). he must, he said, be

indulged with a few words. He then went into a detail of

the whole expenditure, and concluded with observing, that

Mr. Sheridan included in his excess, the deficiencies of the

land and malt, and the sum destined for the American Loy

alists.

Mr. Sheridan begged leave to fay a few words in reply, Mr.

and, he declared, tht^y should be a very few words. Refer- Sheridan,

ring to the report of the Committee of Revenue of 1786, he

shewed, that the report of ihe Committee of 1791, in the

statement ofthe expenditure, directly contradicted what the

report of the Committee of 1786 taught them to look for

ward to, as the probable peace establistiment in the year 179I4

Another word he laid, he must utter, with regard to the

challenge given by the honourable friend (Mr. Stcele) of

the right honourable gentleman. The latter denied that his

right honourable friend had given any such challenge or

pledge, as he had expressly stated when the subject was last

the ground of debate, and seemed to treat it as a ridiculous

thing that his honourable friend, or any of his honourable

friends, could have attempted to justify the report of 1786.

Mr. Sheridan observed, that the Chancellor of the Exchequer

had himself admitted an excess of 380,0001. in three articles

°'dy, exclusive of ,the miscellaneous articles, and therefore

hf contended that he had a right to fay, that there was half

a million increase on the permanent establishment. It was,

he declared, a point on which he should particularly insist*

and it ought not to be slurred over, but the country should

know precisely how the case stood. They Iiad, he said,

bought up annuities of 200,000!. and incurred a permanent

debt of three millions. The fact was, that the subject had

Vol. XXIX. 3K been
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beeri delusively stated, and glossed over, in order to appear

well in the eyes of the public, and so he had ever contended ;

but it had never been admitted at all, that any part of what

he disputed was founded before that day; whereas, from

what the right honourable gentleman had himself said that

day, it was evident to the Committee, that he had been

correct in all that he had advanced. Mr. Sheridan before

he concluded went into particulars to prove his assertions,

and desired the Committee to attend to the whole of them ia

forming their opinion on the subject.

Mr. Pitt, in reply, again detailed the principal articlesof

the expenditure, in order to prove that the honourable gen

tleman was completely mistaken.

Mr. Mr. Sheridan got up, once more to answer several parts of

Sheridan. Mr. Pitt's hist argument. He admitted, that a great cause

of the increase was to be imputed to unforeseen circumstances;

such as the provision for the younger part of the Royal Fa

mily, which he declared he highly approved; but he con

tended that every year would bring with it its amount of ca

sual and incidental expences, which ought to be allowed for,

and thersore it was incumbent on them to inform the

country of the real truth, and not delude the people by

telling them that this year there would be such a surplus,

and next year a greater, when the chance Was entirely the

other way. Mr. Sheridan mentioned the finishing of Carl-

ton House, which would occasion another increase, and to

which the House was committed, having promised to provide

for it, the Prince having no interest in it, &c. and therefore

it must soon come under consideration. He also adverted to

the debt from Holland, and said, if the payments by install

ments were applied to the expenditure instead of extin

guishing the public debt, that the whole of that loan must

be added to the amount of the national expenditure.

Mr. Rose. Mr. Rose said, he was of a very different opinion from

the honourable gentleman, and whenever they came to discuss

the subject, he had no doubt but he should be able to prove

that the honourable gentleman was mistaken. There were a

great number ofmiscellaneous services, Mr. Rose said, which

his right honourable friend had stated, and which it must be

obvious could never occur again ; and if the subject were

accurately examined, he was confident that instead of

1,300,6*001. the excess would be fouhd to be little more than

300,0001.

Mr. Fox. Mr. Fox (aid, that he would in a few words state what he

at present meant to say. The observations, which he had

t to offer, it gave him no satisfaction to make, and would

give them no satisfaction to hear. It now appeared, that the

Committee of 1786 had been mistaken with regardtono

1 less
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less a sum than 500,000!. The blame indeed lay not on

them ; this increase of expence, except in the additional

ioo,ocol. for the army, could not he foreseen. But at the

same time, if this Committee, with all their knowledge,

with all the weight which had been given to their statements,

had been mistaken to so large an amount, the circumstance,

though it could not affect his confidence in them individually,

very much diminished his confidence in all Committees of

this sort. The additional expence of the army alone had

been stated to be permanent. And he at the time had ob

jected to the addition to the establishment of so large a per

manent expence. But the additional expence of the navy,

of the ordnance, and of the miscellaneous services, had never

been stated to be permanent. A Committee in 1786 states

such a sum ; and in the space of only five years, an addition

of 500,0001. appears necessary. He was ready to allow the

statement that had been mads by the right honourable gen

tleman with regard to the tontine million. With regard to

the miscellaneous services in 1786, the Committee had esti

mated this article of the expence at only 70,0001. Such an

estimate, at the time, appeared to every body as quite too

little, and to carry ridicule in the very face of it. The pre

sent Committee had stated the miscellaneous services at

I20,oool. This sum likewise, to his honourable friend, ap

peared too little. To be sure, an honourable gentleman on

rtie other side had scouted the idea that this sum could pos

sibly be deemed too little; but it was probable that he might

have treated, in the fame manner, any objection to the for

mer sum of 70,oool. ; he had pledged himself to make it

appear that the sum of I20,00ol. was fully sufficient, but

as he had proved that he was mistaken before, it might be

believed that he could be mistaken again. The revenue,

wewere told, continued Mr. Fox, had encreased in propor

tion to the additional expence; but what provision did this

assurance afford us for future expence ? Will the revenue

always encrease in proportion to the encrease of expence ?

The converse of the proposition, there was but too much

reason to apprehend, would be the cafe. That had, in this

instance, happened to the public^ which frequently happens

to individuals. Calculations with respect to their revenue

Were, according to circumstances, just or unjust. But any

estimate formed of their expenditure alway fell below the

mark. What had we to expect, if at the very outset of

what was stated as our peace establishment, the sum exceeded

the estimates that had been formed considerably upwards of

300,000!.? No circumstances have happened since 1786 to

render any increase of expence necessary. Oh the contrary,

any alteration that had taken place in the general situation
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os affairs, ought rather to have had a contrary effect. The

right honourable gentleman had treated it as a matter of in

difference whether the inllallments were applied to discharge

the debt, or to defray the services of the current year. Here

Mr. Fox said, he begged leave to differ with him. If we

had had nothing to do with the 178,0001. any deficiency in

the sum necessary for the current service would have been

found out, and some way or other supplied. It appeared to

him, that in the present situation of the country, our ex-

pences ought to be set at the lowest mark possible ; and if the

revenue was increasing, that that increase ought tobeap-

plied, in order to discharge the debt, and not to promote any

addition ofexpence that might be made to the establishment.

Mr. Fox said he had risen on purpose to put the country on

their guard against the reports of Committees. It now ap

peared that the report of no Committee, however well inten-

tioned, or however able, could be implicitly received. Af

ter so gross a mistake, which amounted, by the calculation

of his honourable friend, to 500,000!. and by that of the

light honourable gentleman was allowed not to fall much

short of 400,0001. it was proper to listen to their estimates

with diffidence. It was necessary, by their own active ceco-

nomy, and by their attention to whatever related to public

expenditure, to render these accounts true, instead of im-

pljcitly receiving them on the faith of a report, till the mo

ment of reckoning came, that should convince them of the

error of their confidence, and the fallacy of their

hopes.

Mr. Mr. Puheney remarked, that if the actual expenditure now

Pultcney. differed from what the report in 1786 had stated, it ought to

be on the permanent peace establishment, even in the propor

tion admitted by the Chancellor of the Exchequer. He

thought that circumstance worthy of consideration, ana

that the expenditure of the country ought to be managed as

ceconomically as possible. He said, one material article

which had been stated as permanent, was the navy estimates;

a/id to this point he thought very particular attention was

due; because, in the detail of the extraordinary expences of

the naval establishment, they must all know that it was liar

We, from its nature, to much fraud and extravagance; and

this could not be put in a stronger light, than by the state

ment given in by Sir Charles Middleton, a man well versed

in the detail of the necessary expences, and acquainted with

the articles that were-most liable to be wasted or overcharged.

His statement differed, to the amount of more than too.cool.

ftom another given in. Mr. Pulteney said, he only meant,

by mentioning this circumstance, to shew that much atten

tion should be paid to this, being one great branch of per

manent
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manent expence. With regard to the calculations made

either in the present report, or that of 1786, he thought it

was unfair to consider as calculations or opinions of the

Committees, because, in fact, they were only calculations

and opinions formed from materials which were laid before

these Committees. '

Mr. Fa* said, that he had always considered the reports Mr. Fox.

as founded on the information which was laid before th«

Committee.

The resolutions were severally put and agreed to, and the

House being resumed, the report was ordeied to be brought

up to-morrow.

The House adjourned.

Thursday, iqth M(ty.

The report os the Budget was brought up by Mr. Hobart,

snd the resolutions having been read a first and second time,

were agreed to.

Mr. Benfield wished to know what the amount of the unr Mr.

funded debt was? He should have been glad, he said, if the Benfield.

Finance Committee had stated the amount of the unfunded

as well as of the funded dfbt. It would have been a credit

to the country to look all its incumbrances in the face, and

it was a subject which most undoubtedly ought to be laid be

fore the Public.

Mr. Ryder informed the honourable gentleman, that if he ]yjr>

would peruse the Report of the Finance Committee, he Ryder,

would find the unfunded debt was expressly stated in it.

During the rsading the report of the Committee of Ways

and Means,

Mr. As. A. Taylor rose, and said, he really wished for in- Mr. M.

formation on a subject of which he professed himself to be A. Tay-

ignorant, not having been in the House the preceding day. l°r«

He understood that the right honourable gentleman intended,

on the following day, to move for a farther sum of money

for the Royal Family ; he wished, therefore, to know what

had been, or was meant to be done for the widow of the late

Duke of Cumberland, who fcught undoubtedly to have an

handsome provision equal to her dignity ? Tf the right ho

nourable gentleman, he said, would condescend to favour

him with an answer, it would decide whether he should or

should not think it necessary to bring forward a motion on

the subject.

Mr. Chancellor Pitt said, he had not proposed any thing Mr. Pitt,

on the subject alluded to by the honourable gentleman, not

having had it in command from His Majesty to make any

such proposition to the House; and deeming it highly unbe

coming in him to state any thing to the House respecting any

part
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part of the Royal Family, unless he had previously received

His Majesty's orders to that purpose. It was not? Mr. Pitt

said, a fit subject for discussion in that House; but if the

honourable gentleman would look to the account of the civil

fist charges that lav on the table, he would fee the sum pai4

to the Duchess of Cumberland by way of annuity.

When the resolution relative to the Lottery was rear},

"Mr. • Mr. Hujscy said, with respect to the lottery, although the

Huiscy. profits of it had been greater this year than it had been on

any former year, and although they ought to thank the right

honourable gentleman (Mr. Pitt) for making the most of it,

yet he was clearly of opinion that it was attended with the

most pernicious consequences. It was a great discouragement

to the honest industry of the country ; it inflamed the desires

of every poor person, and of every poor servant, in this great

metropolis to grow rich at once, a.nd not by the flow and

gradual means of honest industry and daily labour. He said,

it was dishonourable and shameful to the country to counte

nance such a fraudulent bargain, They sa,w men buy and

give more for lottery tickets than they knew they were

worth. This was undeniably a fraudulent bargain, and was

shameful to the country. The Minister put these tickets up

to auction, to get the best price for them, and to induce per

sons to become purchasers at a high and advanced rate- Be

sides that, before the tickets came to those poor deluded

people, the Public got 300,000!., and it was extremely pro-

nabls that Lottery-office keepers got as much more by selling

the number of tickets twice over, and by insuring. He knew,

he said, that he had the majority of both sides of the House

against him, but he nevertheless felt it to he his duty to speak

his opinion. He thought the country received much more

damage from a lottery than profit ; and he hoped and trusted

that the right honourable gentleman would make this the

last. He said, if the House entertained the same sentiments

with regard to lotteries that he did, they would put an end

to them at once.

Mr. Pitt. Mr. Chancellor Pitt said, he entertained an opinion on the

subject extremely different from that stated by the honourable

gentleman ; so far from being of his way of thinking, he

should be sorry if the ensuing were to be the last lottery. He

thought it was a resource of which the Public ought to avail

itself. If they were to put an end to the lottery, he con

ceived that would not put ar\ end to the principles and prac

tice of gambling, but that the Public woujd suffer all the in

convenience without reaping any of the benefit. They

could not prevent people from having recourse to the lotte

ries of other countries, and to private adventures, which

would be attended with more serious consequences to indi

viduals,
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visuals and to the country, than any arising from a lottery

avowed by Government as their public act. Insuring, arid

all the various tricks and chicanery which some men had en

deavoured to ingraft on the lottery, ought undoubtedly to be

prevented; and he mould thank any honourable gentleman

very sincerely who could afford him any hint towards put

ting a stop to such frauds; hut the lottery itself was so mate

rial a resource, and of such great advantage to the revenue*

that it ought not, in the present state of the country, to be

lightly abandoned. An objection, Mr. Pitt observed, had

been stated to the lottery, because the purchasers, with their

eyes open, had given more for tickets than the tickets were

•worth. ' The fact, he said, was, they gave more than the

tickets were worth, because they wished to have the privi

lege of gambling. Lotteries, therefore, were neither more

nor less than a tax on gambling. It was only saying, if you

gamble, you must pay for it the high price which we de

mand.

Mr. Hujpy said, that he had stated one thing which the Mr.

right honourable gentleman had not answered, and therefore Hulsey.

he supposed he felt the force of it ; and that was, that double

the number of tickets might be sold by bold adventurers who

kept lottery offices, if purchasers could be found.

Mr. Rose moved for leave to bring in a bill, or bills, pur-

fuant to the said resolutions! And that Mr. Chancellor Pitt,

Mr. Rose, Mr. Hobart, &c. do prepare and bring in the

same. Ordered .

Mr. Dundas moved, '< That the act of the 31st Geo. II.

'* and also of the 26th Geo. III. be read." They were read

accordingly. Upon which,

Mr. Dundas said, that he should trouble the House with a Mr.

very few words on the present occasion, but wished to draw Du»daj.

their serious attention to the subject he was about to propose.

The object he had in view, was to encourage the naval ser

vice in a peculiar manner, where it seemed most to stand in

need of encouragement. It was to prevent the designing

from pillaging and plundering an useful, though perhaps a

very careless, race of men. rle stated, that according to the

usage of the navy, all ships companies, returning from ser

vice, were paid at one time; they were paid on a precise day,

and those seamen who did not appear on that day were paid

afterwards ; but by abill which had been then read, and known

by the name of Mr. Grenville's bill, there were three excep

tions to that rule.

I A, Whenever any seaman died on board there was a cer

tificate or dead ticket sent home to the navy Board, to give

an account of the deceased person, and to enable his relations

to receive the wages that were due to him.

ad,
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2(3, When a seaman Was disabled, arid sent to

he was furnished with a ticket called a sick or a disabled

signed by the Commander, specifying the quantum ef

then due, and in vitue of such ticket he was entitl

ceive the wages that were due to him, at the place to

he was sent.

3dly, There was a very important regulation to

seamen on foreign service to send remittances hornet

fathers and mothers, their wives and families, &c.

they, or the ships in which they served, could arri

British port. In that case the whole crew was called

and the question was put to them, whether they wi

remit home any money ? As many as pleased might

Their relations were thus enabled to receive that

through the medium of the collectors of the custo

Commissioners of the Land Revenue, where

frded.

These were the different exceptions, the three di

cafes in which seamen, Mr. Dandas said, might recei

wages before the stated time, according to the general

of the navy. He should now, he said, propose to

the provisions of Mr. Grenville's bill in two very r

articles: ist, in this instance, seamen were often turn

from one (hip to another, and they could not be paid

the different ships in which they had served, arrived as

Their payments consequently might possibly depend

arrival of a number of ships, and if they themselves

home before those mips, they must remain idle, and

stay till they a!l returned, or perhaps, what was

worse, they might be under the necessity of dispo

their wages to an alehouse-keeper or to people of higl

though not one jot more respectable, and give away

for one guinea what to them was worth twenty

Against this imposition, Mr. Dundas said, he shoul

tainly set his face. He therefore wished to prorid<

whenever a seaman was turned over from one ship to an

he should carry along with him in his pocket the certil

ot his wages which he had earned in the (hip he was t

over from, and so on with regard to all the ships in wl

hau served. In this manner, when he came home, he

be entitled to receive all his wages, whether all the

which he had served had arrived or not.

Mr. Dundas stated that a practice had obtained pr

to his billr that two men came before a Magistrat

Lord Mayor of London, for instance, or any other,

co'ild not know either party, individually, and the

fonated a seaman, and the other his attorney, w

made a false certificate, 4nd thus obtained the
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who was serving his couhtry perhaps at the time, and

nothing at all of the matter. On this ground, lie said,

' about four years ago had the honour of bringing in a

which geneial y went by his name, and the great object

'hich was to prevent the forging of seamen's wills and

rers of attorney ; and he had the satisfaction of stating to

louse, that though during the four years immediately

ling that bill, there were upwards of forty trials for

rery, yet during the four yeais since that bill had passed

jto a law, there had not been one trial for forgery. This

tjaer encouraged him to proceed on the subject ; and he was

■reniely anxious to go a little farther, and by extending

principle of that bill as far as possible, to afford pro-

ion to that useful race of subjects the Biitifli seamen,

said, it would be doing a duty which the public would

him credit for, if any man deserved credit for merely

ping his duty in the office in which his Majesty bad placed

he had an opportunity of seeing many objects of dis-,

and he had taken considerable pains to improve that

:unity; and to learn the places of residence ofthewi-

and families of many distressed seamen. But he must

justice declare, that if he did any good on this subject, it

mid be in a great measure owing to the integrity, assiduity*

"abilities, of Mr. Bedingsield, a gentleman in his office,

whose department it was to inspect seamen's wills and pow-

By the assistance of Mr. Bedingsield, Mr. Dundas

he had been enabled to form a large collection of cafes1

iseamen's widows, who had originally had claims to their

husband's wages ; and he read from it one or two instances

when; seamen's wages were owing, and where their families

had not received one half, and sometimes not one third, but

where the greater part of the amount of what was due, bad

got into the pockets of other people. His great object,

Mr. Dundas said, was, that seamen should receive their

wages as speedily, and with as little trouble as possible; so

that their wages might really go into their own pockets,

and that they might be enable to support their wives and

families. Tn order to atchieve his end,, he wished to intro

duce certain regulatiohs, the effect of which would be, that

the seaman should receive his wages without one additional

expence; that he should not have occasion to employ an

attorney or any other person, but should be able to obtain

what was due to him by the mere machinery of the Navy

Pay-office, without a milling of expence, or the smallest;

trouble. In fact, that every seaman might receive it at his

own door, instead of hunting after the public offices in Lon

don, through the medium of the collectors of the customs,

or the Commissioners of the Land Revenue, wherever the

Vol. XXIX. 3 L seamaa
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seaman might be landed. These, Mr. Dundas said, were

the outlines of the proposal he was about to make, the objedr.

of which was, as he had already explained, to enable seunea

who were in the service of their country, to receive that

wages as speedily as possible, and without any ditninodoMlJ

He declared, he next ' wished to extend all the benefit*

Mr. Grenviile's bill, and of his own former bill, to else

marines serving on board his Majesty's {hips, who com

plained that they had been left out of the consideration ofbosi

those statutes.

Mr. Dundas stated that he had received a letter from a

stinguiflied personage in the navy, his Royal Highness tlatj

-Duke of Clarence, on the subject of a marine, who seemed!

to have a claim upon the public, and who certainly ought taj

have had a right to such a claim. He had written an answerc

to his Royal Highness, stating, that although he could nofi

but tl ink his Royal Highnels's zeal did him the highest bo-s

nour, unfortunately the man's cafe was not provided for, rat

either Mr. Grenviile's bill or his own ; the Duke of Clarence

returned him a reply, in which he stated a doubt of his being

warranted in his opinion, but the fact was, Mr. Dundas

said, he could do nothing in the matter. Mr. Dundas spofce

highly of the conduct of the Duke of Clarence, and them

said, there was also another object, to which he wished to

direct the attention of the House. Complaints had beta

made, and he thought justly made, that the benefit of thes

acts did not extend to Ireland. The object of one of the bill

which he was about to move for leave to bring in, was

give seamen serving in any of his Majesty's ships in Insl;

all the advantages of the two acts to which he had allu

This he meant to do by referring them for payment to

Commissioners of the Land Revenue. Thus he meant to

extend Mr. Grenviile's bill and his own bill, and thirdly,

to apply the benefits of both these bills to Ireland. He

he should do no more this session than introduce the

and print them, that they might be in the hands of t

member of that House in the naval service, and of all seafa

ing gentlemen, during the summer, who might turn t!

subject in their minds, and probably might be able to suggest

some amendments «gainst the beginning of next winter,;

when he intended to endeavour to prosecute them through:

the regular stages, in order that they might pass into!

laws.

Mr. Dundas accordingly moved for leave to bring in a

bill toexplain and amend the act of 31 Geo. If. for the en

couragement of seamen in the royal navy, and for enabling

them more easily to receive their wages, &c.

1 Mr.
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Mr. Chancellor Pitt seconded the motion.

When the question was put by the Speaker,

Sir y. Sinclair rose and said, the right honourable gentle* Sir John,

in certainly deseived the applause of his country for what Siaclairs

had done, and likewise for what he was about to do on

is subject. He wished, however that the right honour-

le gentleman could have brought his subject into one bill,

hich might emphatically be called Mr. Dundas's bill ; Sir

>hn said, he also wished the right honourable gentleman had

)ne still a little farther, and had laid down some regulations

ith regard to prize money, the settling of which, upon a

:rtain and clear footing, would tend greatly to encourage

amen to enter into our service with chearfulness and good

ill.

ivlr. Dundas said that subject had not escaped his attention, Mr.

: he had in his hand the outlines of a bill upon it. But any Dunda?.

igulation respecting prize money did not immediately come

ithin the line of his official department, and he thought it

'ould be more proper to bring the subject forward in the

eginning of next winter. The question was then put and

:ave given to bring in a bill, ** For extending certain acts

1 therein mentioned to petty officers and seamen, non-com-

: missioned officers of marines, and marines serving, or who

1 may have served on board any of his Majesty's sliips, and

' residing in Ireland."

That leave be given to bring in a bill " For explaining and

' amending an act of the 22d year of his present Majesty,

I intitled, an act for farther preventing the abuses attending

* the payment of wages and prize money, &c. and for

'farther extending -the benefit thereof to petty officers,

II seamen, non-commission officers of marines, and marines.

■ serving, or who may have served on board any of his Ma-

' jesty's (hips." Leave was given.

The Chancellor of the Exchequer, Mr. Dundas, the

Attorney and Solicitor Generals, were ordered to prepare and

bring in the fame.

The House adjourned.

Friday, 20th May.

The House resolved itself into a Committee of supply, to,

take into consideration the King's message, in which His

Majesty called upon the Commons to relieve the civil list

from expences to which it was inadequate, and which had

tan incurred in consequence of the provision he had been

obliged to make for the younger branches of the Royal

Family.

Mr. Chancellor Pitt informed the Committee, that the Mr. Pitt,

jctual charges upon the civil list exceeded the amount of the

3L a revenue
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revenue appropriated for the support of it by 12,000!. a year,

•which was the sum settled hy His Majesty upon the Duk:

of Clarence. It was not his intention therefore, for tbe

present, to move for any permanent grant beyond i2,oocl.

a year; but he would also ask. for some other sums to re

place such as had been already advanced out of the civil lift.

He then' moved, that His Majesty be enabled ro settle

upon his Royal Highness William Henry Duke of Clarence

an annuity of i2,OOol. and to charge the fame upon the con

solidated fund.

Mr. Mr. Francis wished to know whether savings had not ac-

rancit. crued to the civil lift, through the death of the late Duke of

Cumberland.

M.Pitt. Mr. Chancellor Pitt admitted that the death of the

Duke of Cumberland, andalso that of the Princess Amelia,

had produced a saving to the civil list; but to balance these,

other charges had grown upon it; and from the accounts on

the table, gentlemen would perceive that the charges' ex

ceeded the income by 1 2,oool. a year.

Mr. Mr. Powys asked, whether this was the last permanent

Towys. grant that was to be made to any branch of the Royal

Family, or whether similar grants were to be occasionally

called for. in proportion as the rising branches of His Ma

jesty stiould arrive at that age in which it would be proper to

give them an establishment.

Mr. Pitt. Mr Chancellor Pitt answered, that undoubtedly applica

tions would be made to Parliament when the occasions should

arrive for provision for the other branches of the Royal Fa

mily, unless (what was then very improbable), the civil lift

should be so relieved from other burdens, as that it should

be able to provide establishments for more of the Royal

offspring, -without further aid from Parliament.

1^r- Mr. Powys then said, he now clearly understood that was

Powys. not the last grant that Parliament would have to make in aid

of the civil fist.

Mr. Mr. Baker said, that ho was as ready as any man to mike

Baker, a proper provision for His Majesty's children; and he even

felt a partiality for the, spirited Prince who was the immedi

ate object pf tbe motion, who had been bred >o a profeflion

which was first in the estimation of the country; and there

fore he had not a word to fay against the proposed grant to

him: but he thought that after the great addition which

had been made to the civil list, it ought to be deemed equal

to the discharge of all demands upon it. To prove this,

Mr. Baker went into a minute detail of various sums which

had been paid by Parliament, and among others, certain «-

pences attending the King's illness, which ought to havefceen

paid out of the civil list ; but as they had not been so dischanjei,
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that list ought to be able to provide for the settlement

now proposed to be made upon the Duke of Clarence. It

had happened, he said, not only that additions had been

made to the revenue by which the civil list was supported,

but it had also been encreased by the abolition of establish

ments which formerly pressed very heavy upon it, such for

instance as the board of trade.

Mr. Chancellor Pitt upon this observed, that if Parlia- Mr. Pitt,

ment had made additions to the revenue by which the civil

list was supported, it had also made additions to the charges

upon it; for it had instituted a Board of Controul for the go

vernment of India; and in so extensive a branch of execu

tive government, many expences were necessarily incurred.

The abolition of the board of trade was of very little relief

to the civil list; for the act of Parliament by which that

board was put down, provided that the business usually

transacted by it should in future be transacted by a Commit

tee of Council: this business, every one knew, was of a

very extensive nature, and could not be carried on without a

great number of clerks, who must be paid for their labour.

All these charges had been laid upon the civil list, subse

quent to the period when the increase was made, when it

was intended to make the income of the civil list equal

to all the charges upon it.

The question was at last put on the motion for the grant

to the Duke of Clarence, and carried unanimously.

Mr. Chancellor Pitt then moved, that the sum of

34,2 1 ol. 5s. be granted to His Majesty, to make good the

civil list a like sum advanced to the Duke of Clarence, for

his support during thp last two years, at the rate of i2,oool.

a year, and for enabling him, at the outset, to form his

establishment.

This motion passed also nem. con.

Mr. Chancellor Pitt informed the Committee, that, ac

cording to the established rule, the annuity out of the civil

list to the late Duke of Cumberland, was payable only to the

day of his death, and not to the end of the then current

quaiterj but as it would not be handsome to dismiss his esta

blishment at a day's notice, he thought the Committee wpuld

readily agree, that what would have become due by the end

of the quarter should be paid, as well as what was actually

due at the time of the Duke's death. He therefore moved

that the sum of i,8ool. be granted to His Majesty, to enable

him to discharge the remainder of the quarter's annuity

which had to run after the death of his Royal Highness

Henry Frederic, late Duke of Cumberland.

This motion also passed unanimously, and the House was

resumed.

The f
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The orders of the day having Been severally gone through,

Mr Fox. Mr. Fox rose to make his promised motion, for a grand

Committee on the Courts of Justice, to enquire into soms

late decisions of the ( "ourts in cafes of Jibel. He began a

most able and argumentative speech, by deciding that, ha

was perfectly convinced, that every gentleman who heard

him, w.ts so well acquainted with the duties that belonged to

the House of Commons, and its peculiar function constantly

to watch with care, every part of the executive government

of the country, that it would be unnecessary for him to use

any words in order to shew that he was not bringing under

the consideration of the House, any thing that did not faH

within tlte province of its duty. He said, he was not going

to attempt any thing like innovation, but was calling the

attention of the House to one of its most constitutional and

very important duties, viz. to a strict attention to every

branch of the executive government. The most important

part of the executive government was the execution of the

laws in Couris of Justice; he hoped, therefore, he should

not excite any unjust prejudices against what he was about

to state, by urging the necessity of their watching over

this, as well as every other part of the constitution, as if it

implied any thing, peculiarly faulty or blameahle in the exe

cution of justice at that moment. If the doctrine, Mr.

Fox said, were once to prevail, that the consideration of

matters, relative- to Courts of Justice, necessarily implied a

failure of the execution of justice, that House must either be

negligent of its functions on the one hand, and they must

sit silent and suffer abuses to grow to a magnitude which it

might be difficult to reform; or, on the other, they must

do, what no good citizen would wish to do, they must

create, an alarm in the country, and excite a suspicion that

justice was not fully executed, and thereby injure the na

tion, by encouraging the subjects of Great Britain to deny

that respect which was due to the laws, and to withhold

that obedience which ought to be given to the execution of

them.

It was true, Mr. Fox said, that lie meant to bring under

the consideration of the House more than one point; he

should, however, first state the point which weighed most

on his mind, which was, that which related to the conduct

of the Courts of Justice, with respect to trials on the sqb-

ject of libels. He would not, he said, take up the time of

the House with any general declamation on the subject of

the press. Whoever saw what the world was now, awl

compared it witL, what it formerly had been, must he sensi

ble that it had greatly improved in the science os govern

ment, and that that improvement was entirely owing to the

liberty
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>berty of the press. From what he was then fiating in

ravour of the liberty of the press, no gentleman, he trailed,

would consider him as a defender of its licentiousness. H«

*as, however, a defender of the liberty of the press, m

:hat fense in which it could be defended. But if even the

ust liberty of the press were transgressed, lie owned, he

should be an enemy to a severe punishment being inflicted

after the crime was committed. He was also an enemy to

all previous restraints on the press, because he thought he

could prove, that in all countries^ and al all times, pre

vious restraints on the press had the effect of restraining the

just liberty of the people, and had never been able to pre

vent the mischiefs arising from its licentiousness. Having

said so much with regard to the liberty of the press, Mr.

Fox declared, he thought there was no danger to be appre

hended from any law, or from any thing which they might

propose to make a part of the law of the country; on the

contrary, it was his opinion, that if the liberty of the

press in this country could he in any way endangered, it

must be by a series of judgements and a series of punishments

on free writings: this, he doubted not, he stiou!d be ahle to

prove. He hoped he should not be told, in answer to what

he had advanced, that they had not only reached the mark of

liberty, but had gone beyond it. He hoped lie should not

be desired to look at the abuse of that sacred engine of liberty^

as the levelling the good and bad, and making every man

apathized to shame, and insensible of good character, which

was the foundation of every thing great and glorious among

men. If persons were to argue, that from the circumstance

of there being so much licence, there was liberty enough, in

his apprehension, they would argue very unwisely, and

very inconclusively. There was no difficulty in this coun

try for any man to libel another; but no man could libel the

actions of another with impunity, and public characters had

as much a right to be defended as those who never mixed

with public affairs. Any man, if he pleased,«could indeed

personally libel with impunity any public or private cha

racter; they could libel him, or much more respectable

Members of Parliament; they might even go farther, and

libel Ministers and the Great Officers of State. But he

contended, on the other hand, that there was much doubt

whether any man could really freely discuss the actions of

government, in the way in which he apprehended it was the

right of every man to discuss them, without a grea'er risque

to his person and property than prudent men would choose

to hazard.

Mr. Fox declared^ that he felt considerable difficulty, not

culy from the importance and magnitude of the object he

had
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had to state, but also considerable difficulty in the manner of

the arrangement of the matter, with which he should trou

ble the House. Perhaps the most easy way would be for him

to state his ideas in the order in which they had arisen in his

own mind, beginning with particulars, and going on to ge

nerals, instead of beginning with generals and exemplifying

them by particular instances, which was the more usual

method. In the course of the last year, when the Spaniih

armament was raised, gentlemen would recollect that there

had taken a considerable degree of discussion among the

public, with regard, first os all, to the propriety of that

armament; and secondly, with regard to the conduct of

that and the other House, who granted the supplies. Tbt

such a business should be the subject of discussion in ant

country, particularly in a free country, could be matter tit

surprize to no man; that it would be a subject of fair dis

cussion he thought could not be controverted. On that oc

casion there had appeared some stiictmes in a newspaper on

the conduct of the King's Ministers: and that paper, tot!*

astonishment of most people, was prosecuted! If gentlemen

would take the trouble to read a variety of things that were

written at that time, not with regard to the character of

public men, but with regard to the conduct of public Mi

nisters, he stior>ld rather suspect the newspaper alluded to

would not to be found to be among the most eminently

culpable, but on the contrary, among the most innocent

that had appeared. However, the paper was published, and

it was prosecuted. The printer pleaded guilty, or allowed

judgement to go by default, and judgement was given

against him; which appeared to those who observed tV

judgement, and compared it with the paper, and, he con

fessed, appeared so to himself, to be most inordinately se

vere. He could hardly have thought, he said, that a par

son's stating in a newspaper his general disapprobation of the

measures adopted by the King's Ministers; stating, that he

conceived that the ostensible purpose could hardly be the

real purpose; stating the object of Nootka Sdund to be too

minute to justify so great a hazard as the country was then

about to incur, and that therefore it might be connected

with our Prussian alliance. He should have thought thst

such a paper not only did not deserve a severe punishment,

but such a paper, in his humble opinion, was no libel at all.

His first wonder was, that the printer should ha^e been so

advised as not to defend himself. In the next place, he wu

astonished that no motion was made in arrest of juJgemCTti

on the ground that the paper was no libel at all. He thoosjht

the sentence most severe; and that opinion had not, Mr-

Fox said, been peculiar to his own mind; he believed he
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could speak the sentiments of a whole profession, and that ai

far as it could be collected, the general opinion of the bar

was, that it was a sentence beyond what they could have

conceived was likely to have been given. He said, he had

read the libel with great care, as it had appeared in the

Herald, and it appeared to be a libel on the King's Mi

nisters, and nothing more.

Mr. Fox alluded in this instance to the proceedings of the

King against Luxford, late printer of the Morning Herald,

and read from the information in his hand the following ex

tract, which was stated as the essential part of the libel.

" We cannot dismiss this serious and alarming subject,

*' without observing, that this manœuvre of our Ministry

" will make a deep impression upon the French Cabinet,

" National Assembly, and people in general. They will

" not easily be led to believe, that Nootka Sound, on the

" farther side of North America, can be such an important

" object to a people who have just the other day so tamely

" surrendered up the whole Eastern-side of North America,

" as to induce them to hazard all upon such a new-disco-

" vered, undefined, and almost unknown land, lying, as

" we may fay, at the back of the world. They will sooner

" think that this armament is destined against Brest and

" Toulon, than against Cadiz and Barcelona, upon such

" grounds as are held out to public view; and notwirh-

" standing their present seeming disjointed state, they will

" find ways and means to coalesce among themselves, so as

" to put the state machine in order, so as to lend some effica-

" cious aid to their never-failing allies, the Spaniards."

To fay in that point, the King's Ministers had acted

without policy, without prudence, or spirit, was undoubt

edly a libel; and if those words were to be applied to the

Ruffian business, it would be equally a libel, because the

person who wrote them could not in point of law have jus

tified, and consequently must necessarily have been convicted

ef a libel. But did any Member of that House think that

such a libel deserved so severe a punistiment? He was per

fectly persuaded that no man would say he did. The paper

also stated that the King's Ministers, by various declara

tions, some of them in that House, and some of them out

of it, had deluded the people and the country with respect to

such armament. That was also a libel: and here again the

printer could not have been permitted to justify the truth of

these assertions, and therefore he must have been convicted.

In the degree of punistiment to be infflicted, they ought,

Mr. Fox said, to take into consideration the present state of

manners, and state of things; and if this had been done in

the present case, John Luxford might have been sentenced to

Vol. XXIX. 3M some
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some short imprisonment, or to pay some small fine; but

that he should have been sentenced to be imprisoned for

twelve months, and to stand in the pillory, was a severe and

inordinate judgement, compared with the degree of hit

guilt.

Having admitted t'nat it was a libel against the King's

Ministers, he had admitted all that he thought necessary to

be admitted on the present occasion. Without paying any

compliment to the gentlemen opposite to him, in the pre

sent state of things, the mere faying they had acted without

policy, without prudence, and without spirit, would not, he

was persuaded, have induced them to punish a man for a

libel, or at least not to have pursued it to so great a length

of punistiment. He did not think, that they themselves

would have thought, that it would have been consistent with

the dignity of their characters, to have prosecuted the

printer at all; he should have guessed this a priori, and he

thought he might state it from the tiling itself. Then:

were, Mr. Fox observed, in the information against Lux-

ford, other counts and other inuendos, besides that for a li

bel against the King's Ministers. Here he read the copy of

the information, the indictment, the opinion of the Judge,

and finally the sentence. He always spoke with great diffi

dence when he spoke on legal subjects, he said, and he meant

to do so then, but he had read the information with all the

attention he was capable of giving to any subject, and he

must declare that it was drawn in a way perfectly unintelli

gible to him. It might possibly appear otherwise to pro

fessional gentlemen. He conceived the proper way wa^to

state the malice, the seditious intent, or any other circum

stances of that kind, first, and he believed he was fortified

by the greatest authorities, in, conceiving that inuendoes

were only to be used as matter of explanation, and not as

matter of addition. The force of inuendo, he conceived, to

be equal to the words id tji, scilicet, or to the English word

importing, which in his mind, expressed it best ot all. He

said, it was very different to speak with clearness and perr

fpicuity on the subject, the word meaning having a double

sense. When he said a word meant so or so, there were two

\vays in which it might be taken; its first sense was when it

was merely explanatory of what went before, and was a true

inuendo, as the K., meaning the King of Great Britain, &c.

Cadiz, and Barcelona, meaning Cadiz and Barcelona in

Spain, &c.—There was also another sense of the word

meaning, which signified purposing, as when he said he

meant to do such a thing to-morrow. This Word he must

contend in all informations ought to be used in the sense of

importing and not of purposing. The third count in that

infortW"
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information, which was the material part of the charge,

was, that which stated it to be a libel, not en the King's

Ministers, but a libel tending to produce dangerous conse

quences to the country; that it would tend to alarm the

King of France, and to stir up hostilities between this coun

try and France.

Mr. Fox said, he must here speak collaterally a little of

the mode in which libels were judged: he maintained that

the filling up of the inuendos was the province of th« jury,

and after they were filled up, the tendency and consequences

were inferences of law ; and he took this to be the real state

of the law ; though it was by no means agreeable to his opi

nion of what it ought to be. If this had been an inference,

and not an inuendo, he conceived it would have been com

petent to arrest the judgement, because a meaning had beert

put on the words which they would not bear. It was sold,

the intention was to have excited the King ' of France so and

so. This he contended was an inference not to be drawn

from the text either in reason or in law ; and if there had

been nothing in this libel but that, he had not the least doubt

hut that the judgement would have been arested : it did not,

therefore, come into that shape as a legal inference; It \vas,

Mr. Fox observed, matter of material mischief, and of ma

terial injustice, to make that a tendency and an inference of

fact to convert it by a double and unequivocal sense into an

inuendo. He said he should just state to the House thei par

ticular tendency to which he alluded, and then he would alk

every gentleman in the House whether it was hot an in

ference, and not an inuendo? Mr. Fox-shewed in the clearest

and most convincing manner, by reading particular parts of

the information, that he was justified in his arguments.

From this he inferred, that they could not use as an inuendo

the word meaning, when it could be construed by the word

purposing, but only where it could be explained by the word

importing! The way in which the information had been

drawn, left the person who was the object of it, in perfect

doubt how he was to defend himself against it." He might

heanswered, Mr. Fox said, that this was not an inuendo ; it

was a legal inference, of which the Court would judge; and

the Court might afterwards tell him this was not a legal in

ference, but that the jury had found it, and therefore it must

he taken as fact in the record. In what situation, then, was

the unhappy Luxford left ? .Was he to move an arrest of

judgement ? No. He should have advised against any such

measure. It would have been but of little consequence to

him to have been acquitted of the third count, when he must

be found guilty of a libel on the King's Ministers. Mr. Fox

said, he was perfectly sure this mode of proceeding was in

3 M a the
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the highest degree improper, and unfair. The inference

ought to have been stated in the outset of the business, and

they had aright to argue on the record; and he would ven

ture to fay, if that had been allowed, and if the whole had

turned upon that, and nothing else, but that count in the

information, if it had been asserted that this was an inuendo,

and common fense rejected it as such, if it had been put into

able hands, judgement must have been arrested.

Having much considered this cafe, a variety ofthings, Mr.

Fox said, occurred to him to be fit to be done; and objections

at the fame time occurred to almost every one of them. He

considered how far he should complain, and when he came

with any thing like a complaint to the House, he beggfii

leave to say how far he meant any thing against the Court ot

King's Bench. He did not suppose that they hed acted from

any motives of direct corruption, or from party purposes;

if he had supposed any thing of that sort in their minds, be

should have looked whether he had any means of proving it,

and if he had, he should not then have shrunk from the in

quiry ; but he was perfectly convinced of the contrary. He

conceived, if there had been any thing wrong that they hsd

done yet, it was from error, and from the difficulty of their

situation, as the law now stood on the subject of libels. He

therefore was not going to move any thing which could!*

construed to he at all like a censure on the conduct of the

Judges; but was the measure therefore, he would ask, to

sleep? Ought it to be so? Was he to stand by and consent,

he would not fay, that an innocent man, but what wii

nearly the (ame thing, that a guilty man was to suffer mcch

more than he deserved to suffer ? There was, therefore, one

view at least, in which he sljould have brought forward ths

business, and that was-tomove to present an humble address

to the King to pardon Luxford ; but he had been told, bo*

truly he knew not, that the most severe parts of the sentence

were already done away, and therefore, perhaps an address

would be useless. However, if he went into the Commit

tee, he should certainly move, that an address be presented

to His Majesty, to intreat His Majesty to pardon JohnLw-

ford.

With regard to opinions entertained in that House, he

knew, he said, that there were those who maintained an opi

nion, that in order to preserve a proper respect to Courts of

Justice in this country, no man should interfere in any thins

done therein, lest it should be interpreted into an indirect

censure ; but that if the Judges had committed any fault, m

address should be moved to His Majesty, to deprive them ct

their situations. That opinion, he said, he conceived to he

nholly unfounded, and declared he would never consent to
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ach an address against any Judge, unless it was for noto-

ious incapacjty, or the exercising his authority ma/o ammo.

f that were so, how, Mr. Fox asked, could it be maintained

hat they should allow innocent men to suffer, and permit

he guilty alone very frequently to escape; and those who

lave committed trifling faults to be severely punished? It

vould, perhaps, be said, that they ought not to interfere till

hey could produce some proof of personal iniquity ; but

whenever he conceived that Courts of Justice acted in any

(ray so as to pervert the principles on which they were found-

id, and to produce mischievous effects, he thought it was his

luty (he declared he said it without meaning any disrespect

0 the Judges) to take their conduct into consideration, and

o oblige them to apportion their discretion in the punish

ment of crimes, as nearly as possible to the offence, in such

manner as to make them be approved of by the just, by being

easonable, and hy being such as the common fense of man

kind would commend. Mr. Fox said, that when he had con

sidered the subject of this particular libel, he was led to con

sider the subject of libels in general j thus, in the way of

Inuendo and inference, he was led to consider who were to

be judges. If thejury were to be the judges of inuendos, it

was contended that they ought not at least to be judges of in

ferences, but that those should be referred to the Court. He

ronfesied he saw no rational ground for such a distinction ; for,

in his opinion, if any plain man met on thejury, and was

:apable of filling up the i.iuendos, he was at least capable of

drawing an inference of fact, of one fact from another. If

a person maintained that such a libel excited the French

igainst Great Britain, that was an inference of one fact from

another fact, upon which a man could gather light from his

Dwn mind, but with respect to which, he could gather no

ight from all the law books in the world. To him, Mr. Fox

said, it appeared to be a strange idea, that a jury, although

it could fill up an inuendo, could not draw an inference of

fact. This ltd him to consider whether, where law and

fact were mixed together, a jury could not judge of the law

as well as the fact ; and on this complicated business he

should state his ideas to the House. He had looked into

several hookson the subject, and as the point had been handled

n very modern times, he had begun with the most modern

Writers. He had looked as deeply into the subject as it was

possible for him to do. He would not fay all that he thought,

in the presence of his honourable and learned friend, on the

subject of his honourable and learned friend's speech in the

case of the Dean of St. Asaph ; a speech so eloquent, so lu

minous, and so convincing, that it wanted but in opposition

to it, not a giant, but a man j not a pigmy, or a dwarf, but

x something
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something like an adversary capable of coping with it. Hi

had, Mr. Fox said, endeavoured to find out if there was any

argument on the other side of the question ; lie was perfectly

aware, that in matters of law, as indeed in all other mat

ters, great authorities were arguments; but authorities, greit

as they might be, must, he said, some time or other, claih

with reason, and if the authorities were clear one way, and

reason another, it would produce the greatest of all mischiefs

for reason must triumph, and the effect would be, that it

would destroy in future all reverence for authority, and

would therefore do away that species of argument.

On this subject, Mr. Fox observed, there were not small

shades of difference of opinion only among eminent lawyers,

but they differed according to the common expression, («i

r<r/o; the opinions of some being diametrically opposite ra

those of others, It was the opinion of the Court of King'i

Bench, that the jury were to find the publication, and inuen-

dos, and that the question of intention was afterwards com

pletely left to the Court; the Court were to consider it in

the nature of a special verdict. He found opinions maintain

ed directly the reverse. He was, Mr. Fox said, of opinion

that many of the things stated weie matters of fact;M

whether they were matters of fact or law, where the general

issue w.is joined; the jury must consider such general ifo

and give a verdict compounded of fact and law. Thei*

opinions, Mr. Fox observed, were not of modern iite; tin

first man he apprehended who stated that opinion, wasJ

person of the name of John Lilburn, who immediately af er

the beheading of Charles I. and during the existence of the

commonwealth, was indicted for a treasonable paper. He

expressed himself, Mr. Fox said, truly and properly in prin

ciple, though his words were coarse and his phrases homelr.

With regard to his acquital or condemnation, John Lilbum

declared the jury were all and every thing; that the judge!

were mere cyphers, and their duty was solely to register tbe

verdicts of the jury. The reply to John Lilburn's observa

tion, was a specimen, Mr. Fox remarked, of the temper of

the times and the disposition of those days: in answer to thiSi

Judge Jermyn, who presided on that occasion, said, itwafi

damnable and blasphemous heresy to call the judges cypher

Lilburn, however, was acquitted in spite of the angeroflh*

Judge, and in spite of the influence of Cromwell. For*

long period after that, Mr. Fox observed, the business had

riot been considered in the way he considered it, tillofla*

years, and it seemed rather extraordinary that it had so hap

pened. Here Mr. Fox went through the law and pract'**

respecting libels in the reigns of Charles II. JamesH-*'

part of that of King William. He would, he said, state*

circa"1- j
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ircumstance that was rather to be looked upon as acon-

ecture than as a certainty ; from the reformation till some

.ears after the revolution, the jury had only to consider

whether such a thing was published with or without a licence;

fit was published without a licence, it would constitutes

:rime; and the Court afterwards considered the malignity of

he offence. He hoped it would not be regarded as cavilling

in the subject, to declare ex vi Urtninorum, that it appeared a

olecisin to fay that to a general issue joined, a special verdict

hould be given ; it was obvious that the jury must give a

;eneral verdict according to the general issue. It (eemed

trangetohim, Mr. Fox said, to be told, when he was ac-

used of seditiously writing a libel, that he ought to plead

enerally. The law said, you might plead the general issue;

1 not guilty. The general issue of not guilty was pleaded

lecause in order to any one being guilty, it must be proveJ

hat a libel was written, and written by such a person. A

reat deal of stress was to be laid on the word guilty. He

id not, Mr. Fox declared, comprehend on what principle

lie law of England, with all its liberality and justice*

ould pronounce any man guilty without previous inquiry

lto his guilt. If any book had been written, and the author

ad been indicted, he was pronounced guilty, before there

fas the least guilt proved. Guilt, he contended, must be

roved before it could be inferred. Mert were not to be

onvicted on the word guilty, and after the word guilty was

ronounced by the law, as it at present stood, it were to he

2termined whether the writing was culpable or meritorious.

V g°'ng °n farther, an argument suggested itself to him,

>'hich he conceived to be perfectly conclusive on the subject,

id the strength of which was universally acknowledged by

most every judge; by Lord Raymond, Mr. Justice Lee,

^rl Mansfield, and Mr. J. Buller, with many of whom he

issered, viz. that it was in thepower of the jury to find, not

uilty. He was not, Mr. Fox said, ignorant that power

id right were not convertible terms. But if a power were

sired in any person, it was surely meant to be exercised.

Jr. Fox mentioned Mr. Justice Ashhurst, who, in speaking

fright and power, observed, with respect to power, that a

ighwayman has the power to rob you, though the deed be

crime against Divine and human laws. Mr. Fox conceived

wie was a power vested in the jury to judge of law and fact,

i often as they were united ; and if the jury were not to be

nderstood to have a right to exercise that power, the con-

itution would never have entrusted them with it. That

>e constitution fliould have entrusted to the jury a power

hich was never to have been exercised, was, he declared,

:yond -his comprehension. He thought it proper to attend

to
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to the few arguments which he found on theothet*

the question, and which all went on grounds that sttlj

mind as different from this. He could not view the!

fact in any other light, as separate, but as a confd

ideas in those who granted the first principle, ad Æ

fafli non respondent judices ; ad que/Iionem Ugis non m

juratores.

Mr. Fox begged leave to enquire into this a littlel

a man was accused of murder, a crime consisting of I

fact, the jury every day found a verdict of guilty; I

felt themselves, in that cafe, bound to judge both thsl

the fact. How, Mr. Fox asked, did they do this \\

advice of the Judges. Here again, he said, withoJ

ling about words, it was fair to infer, that the Juaj

advised the jury, advised them only in cases where d

jurisdiction. If the jurisdiction had been in theC

not at all in the jury, the Judge would have prev

latter from acting altogether, and would have takca

risdiction to himself, but they knew it was the prf

the jury to judge of law and fact ; and this was the

of murder only, but of felony, high treason, and

other criminal indictment. Libels were the only

the single anomaly, and if it were so, it was agra

deed. When he turned his thoughts towards the

of Lord Mansfield, and it was with all the respect

rence due to his character, his doctrine on libels

to this : to consider a verdict on the cafe of a libel

ture of a special verdict. In that case, therefore,

Mr. Fox said, were compelled to give a special verd'

ought to be always matter of choice ; but on this t

not left to their choice. There was a very material

between a special verdict, in the case of a libel,

special verdicts. In the latter cafe, the Court m

served, give its opinion with regard to the law, but

cial verdict for a libel, no such thing took place,

was no necessity for the Court to give any opinion,

motion was made in arrest of judgement. On a lp.

dict, in the cafe of a libel, judgement followed, un1

tion was m.ule to arrest the judgement ; whereas

not do so in cafes of murder, or of felony; in

could not do so in any other cafe whatever. VVi'

declaration from the Court or jury, judgement, it

held, should follow; and in cases of libels, if w

Mansfield said were true, it did follpw. The jury

publication and inuendos, and yet what, said Mr.

been proved agamst the defendant ? Nothing. AU
peared was, that a man had written a book which J

perhaps, innocent, perhaps meritorious : the Court!
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no judgement upon it ; the jury had given no verdict in it ;

but though no guilt had been proved, yet as a motion had

not been made in arrest of judgement, he must be punished]

as a libeller.

Was it, Mr. Fox asked, agreeable to the law of England,

that the onus should lie on the person accused, to prove his

innocence, and not on those who accused him, to prove his

guilt? The arguments on this subject were chiefly drawn

from authorities, and if the House thought it worth their

while to go into a Committee, they would find those autho

rities extremely inconclusive. Mr. Fox contended, that if

the jury had no jurisdiction over libels, the Counsel became

libellers for speaking before a tribunal which had no juiisilic-

tion; their eloquent speeches to heighten the enormiry of

the libel charged, on the one hand, and their exculpatory ha

rangues in favour of the delinquent on the other, were not

only needless but improper. If the Court were found in their

law, they would not, he said, permit such pieces of eloquence

to be delivered. In the cafe of the King against the Dean of

St. Afaph, the Judge stated, that he suffered it, in order to

satisfy the minds of standers by. When a jury was in a

Court of Justice, in order to enquire into the innocence or

guilt of a man, and they did not enquire into the criminality

at all, but only enquired into the fact of publication, the

Counsel get up to speak on one side of the question; and as

that was an irregularity, the Counsel on the other side must

be indulged with an answer; and thus, one irregularity wa*

committed after another, as was sometimes the cafe in that

House. Could he believe that Lord Mansfield, whose in

tegrity as a Judge no man Would dispute, should fall inro opi

nions Ib little fitting his high situation, and his dignified cha

racter ! His Lordship had, Mr. Fox observed, got into a

situation which there was no defending, without departing

from that meekness of heart so peculiar to his Lordship.

There was some shade of difference, certainly, in the argu

ment betwen that noble Earl and his colleagues. He had,

Mr. Fox said, laid it down throughout, that it was unne

cessary to prove malice ; at the fame time he agreed, that

the defendant, if he bring any witnesses or evidence to rebut

the presumption of guilt which lay against him, might pro

duce such witnesses or evidence, and on that the jury would

form theirjudgement. Mr. Fox wished this to be considered

a little; he could not help saying that there appeared to be

something of confusion in the noble Earl's ideas of that sub

ject. He did not want proof of the malice, for the publica

tion would be sufficient ground to infer malice or not. In

case of murder, a man might fiv, he did not want any proof

of malice, because the fact spoke the malice; but then, let

Vol. XXIX. 3 N the
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the reason be stated why proof of malice was not necessary

the fact was, that proof of malice was not wanted, because it

was evident that it did exist. . What, Mr. Fox asked, was

the cafe of libels ? No proof was deemed necessary, but the

bare publication was taken to be sufficient proof. He IhouU,

he said, illustrate, as well as he could, the policy and lega

lity of bringing evidence to rebut a presumption drawn from

this circumstance. A presumption was not a thing distinct

from proof, but was a species of proof, of proof inconcluhve,

till the contrary was established. The noble Lord might

hear what he pleased to rebut this. If the jury could bear

the evidence, they must judge of the evidence; they must

include a judgement on the presumption; and they must do

that by weighing the presumption and evidence, and by com

paring the one with the other; and therefore, the moment

that it was admitted that they could bring evidence to rebut

the original presumption, they must judge of that presump

tion; for they can only judge of the evidence, by comparing

it with the presumption. If, Mr. Fox said, he were of opi

nion that the jury could not judge of the innocence or guilt

of a paper, he should tell, them, they had nothing to io

with it.

There was another part of the doctrine of the noble Lory',

(Lord Mansfield) which appeared to him strange and unac

countable. It was admitted not only in cafes where there

were inuendos, but where a libel was supposed to be without

an inuendo, and where the words were all plain; it was ad

mitted, that if a part of a writing was libellous, and an

other part not libellous, they had a right to hrhig the whole

before the jury in evidence. Mr. Fox asked, on what prin

ciple the jury were to lo^k at the whole, but that they might

know whether the paper was libellous or not ? If the jury

had nothing to do with the guilt or innocence of the paper,

but were only to gne a verdict on the publication, it wouH

be perfectly idle and ridiculous to lay the whole of the evi

dence before the jury, who, as Lord Raymond emphatically

expressed himself, " had nothing to do with it." All the ad

missions made on that side of the question, appeared to she*

its weakness, and nothing remained to be considered but au

thority, and that authority he should consider as shortly as

possible. Mr. Fox here considered the opinion of Lord Holt,

in the cafe of the Kine; against Vere. Lord Holt, and two

or three of the other Judges, did exprefflv declare their opi

nion on the ground of the jury having found frandh'wc tt

malitiosc, they thought the verdict ought not to be arrested-

In the cafe of the Kin:; against Touchin, the opinion of

Lord Holt was directly the reverse of what it was in the for

mer cafes, aud he left the criminality generally to the jury-

3 »
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In 1 731, in the time of Lord Raymond, the present doctrine

of libels was introduced. But although this doctrine had

been universally held during sixty years, he hoped no man

would contend that it ought to be law. Indeed that principle

of law was so absurd, so vicious, so untenable, and so impos

sible to hold consistently, that in the practice of this reign,

and especially in the practice of Lord Mansfield himself, it

was not adhered to. In the cafe ot the King against Wood-

tall, the principle was slightly touched upon; but in the case

of the King against Home, there was a comple e acknow

ledgment of the arguments of his learned frie.id (Mr. Erlkine)

whom he had the honour to follow in that place. He said,

lie had the notes on this business from others, and he enter

tained not a doubt but that they were correct, though he

would not vouch for their authencity. Mr. Fox then read a

long extract cf the summing up of Lord Mansfield, at Guild-*

hall, in the cafe of the King against Home; Lord Mansfield

had at that time said, that it was a matter for the judgement

of the jury, and that they were to decide on the criminality.

These were nearly his words: " You will judge whether it

" conveys a harmless, innocent proposition, for the good and

" welfare of this kingdom, the support of the legislative Go-

" vernment, and the King's authority, according to law ;

" or whether it is not denying the Government and legifla-

" tive authority of England, and justifying the Americans,

" &c. ; and if it was intended to convey that meaning, there

" can be little doubt whether that is an arraignment of the

f* Government, and of the troops employed by them or not.

" But that is a matter for your judgement. You will judge

" of the meaning of it ; you will judge of the subject to which

" it is applied, and if it is a criminal arraignment of these

** troops, acting under the orders of the officers employed by

" the Government of this country, you will find your ver-

" dict one way; hut if you are of opinion that the contest

" is to reduce innocent subjects to slavery, and that they

" were all murdered, why then you may form a different

" conclusion with regard to the meaning and application of

" this paper." This doctrine was completely denied in the

cafe of the King and Shipley. Jf these accounts, said Mr. Fox,

were correct, that great and respectable authority, Lord

Mansfield, was not perfectly consistent with himself. In the

case of the King against Home, they were to consider the

publication, and from the nature of it, and also from other

circumstances, to infer the intent of the person accused.

No gentleman could suppose lhat he meant to lower that

great and respectable man; but he could not. Mr. Fox said,

do justice to the subject without stating the inconsistencies he

had enumerated. It was not with a view to diminish the

3 N 2 respect
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respect that he entertained for that able Magistrate, but it

shewed that with all his abilities he could not be consistent,

and was obliged to waver. The inconsistency of great mea

proved, and there was no man so great, either in history of

romance, against whom inconsistency could not be proved,

that there were doctrines which could not be supported; and

such inconsistency, was generally much more the fault of

the doctrines themselves, than of those who adopted them.

Mr. Fox said, he had hitherto considered the subject aJ re

lating to libels, and to libels only. Hemeant to state it with

respect to another point of still more importance, namely,

with regard to high treason. He believed it was on all hands

admitted, that a writing might be an overt act of treason;

but he was aware that it was not generally or universally al

lowed to be so. If a writing were considered as an overt

aft of treason, it was always so stated in the indictment, i»

heec verba, which was necessary in the cafe of a libel. The

substance of high treason was sufficient; but the words of a

libel must, he observed, be set out verbatim in the indict

ment. He wished, Mr. Fox said, to know a fact which he

had asked of many gentlemen, and in reply to w hich he had

received a Variety of answers. He wished to ask, if a jury,

in the case of libels, could only judge of the publication, be

cause it appeared on the record ? On the very same principle

on which this could be done, all the doctrines relative to li

bels applied to high treason. Suppose, said Mr. Fox, they

had a right to try me for high treason; for a writing, that

which was considered by the Court of King's Bench as an

overt act, the Court had a right to fay to the jury, " Con

sider only whether the criminal'publiihed the paper; do not

consider the nature of it ; do not consider whether it was trea«

sonable, whether the overt act it intended was to accomplish

the King's death ; ( for whether it was, or was not, that fact

would depend on the words set out on the face of the record)

ant) the accused person guilty of high treason, and (if no

person make a motion in arrest of judgement) let him be

hajiged and quartered." Would Englistimen endure that

this should be the case? Could men permit death to be in

flicted, without a jury having had an opportunity of deli

vering their sentiments or verdict, whether the individual

was or was not guilty ? If this doctrine were true, Mr. Fox

liiid, :ind applied to high treason, then the overt act was un

necessary ; the person who wrote the paper would confess he

published it ; he would not have a word to say in his defence,

and he must have been found guilty, not of a misdemeanor, J

but of high treason. His liberty and life were not to depend I

on the verdi6t of twelve persons, hut on four lawyers; he 1
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did not mean, he said, to speak with disrespect os the Judges;

but his verdict must depend on four men, who drew their de

ductions from books, and not from facts and the circum4

stances of the times. A man might thus be in a situation to

lose his life, without the judgement of his Peers. This point

was stronger in the cafe of high treason than in that of li

bels, but it was only stronger, inasmuch as, to a man, death

was of more importance than temporary confinement.

He wished, Mr. Fox said, to knew whether that doctrine

of libels did or did not extend to high treason > The House,

he (aid, would observe that he had confined himself chiefly

to the case of seditious libels, and altogether to the caseof

criminal prosecutions for libels. With respect to all libels

which were prosecuted by civil suits, and them only, there

was a difference between them and criminal prosecutions.—

In criminal prosecutions, the thing to be considered was the

guilt *f the criminal ; in civil prosecutions, besides the guilt

of the offender, there was the redress to which the plaintiff

was entitled, by way of damages. A criminal prosecution,

therefore, and a mere civil action for damages, stood on se

parate and distinct grounds. There was, Mr. F ox observed,

one or two cases which had been commonly stated, and

which he wished to state, in order to shew, that although

the person injured might have redress, yet it was to be ob

tained on the proof of malice. In illustration of his argu

ment, fie stated the supposed case of a gentleman wishing to

know the character of a servant, who had been formerly in

his (Mr. Fox's) service. Perhaps, said Mr. Fox, I state his

character to be that of a person addicted to drinking, neglect

ful of his duty, and not, in my opinion, perfectly honest.

No action, he observed, could be maintained against the

master by the servant, even though his master had called

him a thief, if it had been true, unless the servant could

prove that his master had done it from motives of malice.

Mr. Fox cited another cafe from the Star Chamber, a cafe

which fell under th« fame rule precisely with the last,

viz. that of a man's writing to inform a father that his son

was addicted to vicious courses, and admonishing him to en

deavour to reclaim him. In that case, Mr. Fox said, the

letter had not been held to be defamatory, but reformatory.

There were several other cases, he observed, that had a great

resemblance to libels ; as, for instance, the cafe of threaten

ing letters. He stated one which had been tried before Mr.

Baron Hotham, for whom he entertained a very high respect.

He thought that learned Judge had acted with perfect pro

priety in leaving the guilt or innocence of the paper to the

consideration of the jury.

Mr.
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Mr. Fox said, although he had been able to shew to the

House, that the law of libels was contrary to th original

principles of law, and dangerous to the constitution, yet

■when he would suggest a remedy for these evils, he found

himself incapable of doing it, without the assistance of the

House. If the Committee were clear as to the law on the

subject, he thought their wisest and most proper mea'BB

would be to enact a declaratory law respecting it. If the

Committee were of opinion that the high authorities on the

other fide of the question, made the law doubtful, they might

fettle the law upon the subject in future, w ithout any regard

to what it had been in time past. Pefore he dismissed the

su! ject of libels, Mr. Fox said, he would refresli their me

mo ies with what he had said on special verdicts; and what

he said on that subject, he declared he did not say without

mature consid'.'ration. rJ he Court asserted, that all verdicti

on libels were of the nature of special verdicts ; and yet h«

was informed, on good authority, that if another kind of spe

cial verdict, viz.. the verdict properly sa denominated, were

piven, i- would not answer the purpose. If a report of spe

cial verdict was made, without the word 'guilty,' no judge

ment could follow; they were, therefore, only deceiving

1 he jury. All this, Mr. Fox slid, had been very fully stated

in the case of the King and the Dean of St. Asaph, and af

forded a very strong argument for the side which he had es

poused. He conte nded, therefore, that in all cases of libels,

the jury fliould be permitted to give a general verdict, andto

judge of the intention, as wMI as of the publication.

Mr. Fox having finisiied the subject of libels, wished to

call the attention of the House to another subject of very

great importance; but this, lie said, he should do inascon-

cife a manner as pcfiible. By a statute of Queen Anne, for

regulating proceedings by quo vuarranto, every corporator

might inform himself of the corporate situation of any Bur-

gels of the lame borough. Any private man might rnakt

his application, and, according to a late opinion, the Court

has a discretionary power of granting or refusing it, as they

think fit. Another opinion on the subject was, that the

Court had no such discretion ; the former opinion, however,

was the. best. The Attorney General might also, ofhisown

authority, move for informations, in the nature of qus tiif-

rente, as well as others. The Court of King's Bench had

endeavoured to lay clown a rule to guide their discretion;

Lord Mamsitdd had laid down twenty years asthefpaceof

time after which, in no cafes, applications stiovld be made

to disturb men in their franchises; and even within that time

the Court very frequently refused such applications; but

about two terms ago, the Court of King's Bench had greatly

storteneil
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lortencd the period within which people might apply for

:ch informations. They had determined if a man had en-

ayed his franchises without interruption fcr the space oMx

ears, he should never be called upon after that period. Mr.

ox w iflied to lay a very few Words on the wisdom of this

pgulation. He thought the rule ought only to have been

rospective and not retrospective, 'l he Court stioulri have

iven notice of their intended rule seme time before it beg.in

3 operate, because people knowing that the law allowed

netn twenty years, usually thought they had abundance of

!me, and therefore lay by. This was not only unfair, but

was unjust.

There was another very serious view in which he said the

jbject might be taken into consideration. That House, ns

igilant guardians of the constitution, ought to watch against

11 possible inroads. The Attorney General, as already

:ated, could of authority move for informations. Private

abjects were confined, within six years; the King's Attor-

ey General, however, was subjected to no such inconve-

ier.ee, being wholly unlimitted in point of time. It always

:appened, that the King's Ministers were more or less con-

erned in elections; and, conse<iuently, the Attorney Gene

al might move for a great many informa'ions against those

vho were not friendly to him or his associates. As the law

tfore stated, this was attended with no inconvenience, be-

ause if A. moved against B.'s electors, B. might move in his

urn against the electors of A. But by the last rule of the

'ourt of King's Bench, private men were greatly cramped

nil confined; whereas the Attorney General, on the part

f the King, might move at any time, and hence the maxim

■allum timpus ocemrit reg'i. Corporators- after six years,

•ere safe against every man hut the King, so long as they

xercised their franchises in a way not hurtful to the interest

f the King; but if they were to exercise their privileges

nntrary to the interests of the Crown, the King's Attorney

ieneral might come and take their franchises from them,

his, Mr. Fox said, was an immense additional weight to

ie prerogative of the Crown, and might prove extremely

angerous to the liberty of the people. The remedy he

leanr to propose, appeared to him to be perfectly unexcep-

onable. He thought there ought to be a statute, regulat-

ig the conduct of the King's Bench, with regard to the

ranting of such informations, and giving double costs in

ifes of frivolous applications. He considered it as highly

(convenient, that the rule of limitation of the King's Bench

id not exceed the length of a Parliament, and he wished it,

irob/ious reasons, to extend to eight or nine years. He

■ther thought, that the power of the Attorney General, in
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tliis respect, should be taken away, or at least ascertained;

and that the Crown and the subject should stand precisely

upon a level. Mr. Fox said, he had stated all the matter

that occurred to him as the ground for going into a Com

mittee. If any gentleman had any additional grounds, he

could wish him to state them.

Mr. Fox proceeded to observe, that there was, on the

subject of libels, one great and popular topic, which he had

omitted, without having said any thing upon it. He declared

he had not forgotten it, but had purposely omitted it* B

was a question that had been much canvassed in the world,

viz. the doctrine that truth was not only not a justification,

but a libel was more a libel because it was true. With respect

to this question, he ihould not meddle with it, because be

conceived it to be a most difficult question. To fay that

truth was not sometimes a justification, would be very ex

traordinary indeed; and yet there certainly were cafes in

which truth would not be a justification but an aggravation.

Suppose, for instance, a man had any personal defect or mis

fortune, any thing disagreeable about his body, or was unfor

tunate in any of his relations, and that any person wer'

about exposing him on those accounts, for the purpose o'

malice, and that all these evils were day after day brought

forward, to make a man's life unhappy to himself, and tend

ing to hold him out as the object of undeserved contem?'

and ridicule to the world, which was too apt to conGdet in

dividuals as contemptible for their misfortunes, rather thin

odious for their crimes and vices ? Would any man tell hmv

that in cafes of that fort, the truth was not rather an aggra

vation ? On the other hand, in questions relating to pub'*

men; verity, with respect to public measures, ought to»

held to be a complete justification of a libel, if it could b

called a libel in that situation. Mr. Fox said farther, tha

if any man had stated any thing that was of great important

upon its being taken amiss by another, the truth of it, ifj

could be proved, was not only a mitigation, but, into

mind, a complete justification. He would ask, thereto™

how long were they to be negligent about the rights ofjurief

It behoved the House to be anxious to establish those righj]

and by that means to secure the liberty of the press,

conceived, that the best way would be, to permit every (

fendant to prove the truth of a libel, if he thought pro

and then to consider what effect that ought to have, '

ther. it amounted to a justification or otherwise, andtoktj

affect the judgement either way in proportion. Hedid"

however, mean to bring this forward, unless it met v\t

the general concurrence of the House. God knew

had ventured to bring forward was much beyond his s

'HI
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and he should not have brought it forward, if he had not

thought it a duty which he owed to the public, and the

more particularly at this time, when it was the fashion to go

into discussions on the theory of the constitution for various

purposes.

Mr. Fox said, they ought to consider the main spring

upon which the constitution turned. They all knew there

were two or three gi eat springs upon which it turned, and

it was the indifpensibledutyof that House, as far as it could,

to keep those springs in perfect strength and vigour. He

thought he saw, amidst all the minuter parts, the two most

important of these main springs, Tiz. the representation of

the people through the medium of that House, and the juri

dical power of the people through the medium of juries;

aud it appeared to him, that even although the other parts of

the system fell into disorder, yet, if these main springs were

preserved in full vigour, the rest might be repaired; but if

these two springs gave way, all the rest must fall completely

to destruction. Mr. Fox declared, that h" had always con

sidered the powers and privileges of that House to be that

part of the constitution which they were obliged to watch

over, and obliged to maintain. Another thing of infinite

importance was the right of the trial by jury. This, he said,

could not be complete, unless, in every criminal cafe, where

the law and fact were mixed, the jury were the judges;

and unless the intention was to be decided by the jury, and

not by men who could only judge by means of books, and

many subtleties and distinctions, but could never find out

the heart of man, and distinguish between his actions.

Mr. Fox begged that he might not be told by any gentle

man, " you have done much right and much wrong, but on

" account of what is wrong you stiall not obtain what if

K good." He said, he was willing to take one half, nay-

one fourth, or any thing that he could get, rather than lose

the whole. He thought he had done his duty in bringing

forward the business, and he hoped there would be a majority-

forgoing into th* Committee. Mr. Fox here took notice

of a similar motion that had been brought forward in the

House of Commons some years ago by that sound constitu

tional Lawyer, Mr. Serjeant Glynn, who had brought for

ward the subject in a more masterly and scientific manner,

than he Was able to do. He confessed he had been one b£

those who voted against that motion, which was rejected ori

account? of certain doubts that were entertained concerning it,

and a fear that it might weaken the authority of the Court

of Ring's Bench, otc. but upon reflection he now thought

his reasons had been weak and ill founded. In the cafe of the

King against Topham, Mr. Fox said, there was some colour

Vol. XXIX. 3 O for
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for the Chief Justice agreeing with him. On the present

occasion, he was glad to grasp at any thing; and the House

must now speak out plainly, and say whether they meant to

confirm the rights of juries, or to vote against the rights of

juries, and to add the weight of Parliament to the weight of

the Court of King's Bench. Mr. Fox declared, before he

fat down, that he had intended to bring forward this business

in the course of the last Parliament, but had been prevented

by other business ; and another consideration for his defer

ring it, was, the expectation and hope of his having the able

aflistanceof his honourable and learned friend, (Mr. Erlkine)

an expectation and hope in which he had not been disappointed.

His honourable and learned friend would now have an op

portunity to crown the work which he had so nobly begun,

and give his sanction to an act of Parliament to insure to his

country, and to posterity, the real existence of those rights

and privileges, the theory of which he had formerly defended

so eloquently, so ably, and, ii> point of reason, so triumph

antly, though in point of event, unfortunately and unsuccess

fully.-

Mr. Fox concluded his speech with moving, ** That the

Grand Committee of Courts of Justice do sit on Taef-

" day next,."

Mr. Mr. Erjkim, in rising to second Mr. Fox's motion, de-

Eilkinc. clared his inability fully to express the gratitude which lie,

as one of the public^ felt to the right honourable gentleman

who had just fat down, for this instance of the many endea

vours which he hud made to establish the principles of the

constitution upon their true basis, and to promote the best

interests of the country. The panegyric which had been

made on the arguments that he had brought forward on a

former occasion, must indeed lose much of its force, when

those were compared with the arguments which had now

been advanced, in a: speech, not more to be admired for the

splendour of its eloquence, than for the wonderful order and

arrangement of its parts, the strong proof of accurate me

mory that it evinced, the forcible manner in which the found

constitutional principles it contained, had been stated, and

impressed on the minds of all who heard it. Having premised"

this, Mr. Erlkine observed that the objects of the present

motion were two : first, the practice of the Courts with re

gard toHbeJs; and secondly, the information by qua warrait'.o.

The motion, he trusted, would be unanimously adopted,

from the declaration of his right honourable friend-, that

whatever might be the opinion of gentlemen, with regard to

a particular prosecution, he trnsted it would not interfere

with their sense of the necessity of attending to the great and

general object. Nothing was so well calculated to prov*
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hoUr much this unanimity might be expected, as the circum

stance, that, though he differed with his right honourable

friend with regard to the particular prosecution, he now rose

to second bis motion. He meant, however, likewise, to

differ in his mode of treating the subject. His right honour

able friend had taken it analytically; he meant to take it

the other way, and instead of reasoning from any particular

csse to the original causes, to begin frorri the origin, and

then trace it in its effects. The positions with which he

would set out were,

1st, That the law of libels was repugnant to the princi

ples, and inconsistent with the practice, of criminal ju

stice.

2dly. That it cramped the liberty of the press, promoted

its licentiousness, and brought our most valuable privilege of

juries into continual danger.

3d! y, That the evil was in its present stage incura

ble;

Lastly, that the subject was too complicated for any indi

vidual to bring in a bill which mould fully answer the pur

poses proposed, and required immediately the interfeienceof

the House.

Mr. Erfkine said, he should beg to enter his protest, in

what he was going to fay, against any idea of conveying

Mame or censure on the conduct of any of the Judges. So

far was he from entertaining any intention of this sort, that

he was convinced, that if his Majesty should place him in

the fame situation, he could not, consistently with the con

stitution, adopt any other line of conduct, than tliat which

was pursued by them.

Libels, he observed, might be divided into three classes,

ist, Those which were subjects of civil action, as those which

affected lives, property, liberty, or which occasioned any

actual damage. 2dly, Those which were punistiable by in

dictment; which included all that might any way disturb

the public peace. The third class took in those libels which

were of most important consideration, particularly all those

which had a tendency to sow sedition. The law of libels,

by civil actions, he spid, was as ancient as the law itself.

Reputation ought to.be secured by law. A good name was

a property not less valuable than an estate; and which, in

case of any injury, ought equally to admit the means of re

dress. The Judges, no doubt, were the depositaries of law

in matters of property. But what had a tendency to under

mine and utterly destroy the constitution, was the circum

stance of confounding crimes with civil actions. It was

this circumstance, Mr. Eilkine observed, which brought into

Jtezard our most invaluable privilege of juries, a part of tha

3 0a coq
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constitution which ought to be looked on with the most pecu

liar reverence. The jury he regarded as the Commons

House of the judicial system, as affording that safeguard to

the people, which excluded the encroachments of power, and

the injuries of oppression. Government, it was well known,

\vas now to be supported upon the foundation of reason. It

derived its sacred nature from the advantages which it pro

duced to its subjects, and maintained Us authority from the

blessings which were enjoyed under its administration. The

monarchy of Great Britain, said Mr. Erikine, for which no

man could entertain a higiier tespectthan he did, would rot

exist one hour, if the spirit of the enquiry of his right honour

able friend was not adopted. Yet this monarchy he would

wisti to be immortal. It possessed nil the speedy execution

pf the most absolute monarchy, while the freedom of the

most perfect democracy was secured by the representation oi

the people in the House of Commons, and the trial by juries.

The grand and petty juries were placed as a protection be

tween the Crown and the people; and were it not for the

intermediate security which they afforded, the power os ti«

Crown would crumble into dust the liberties of the peop'e.

Yet he could prove, that the trial by jury did not exist in

those cases which affected the liberty of the press; by which

opinions were communicated, information extended, and

affects produced, of the greatest magnitude, in any seasopof

national alarm and danger. The constitution, continued he,

made a difference betyveen civil and criminal cases. But here

was the misery of that practice, which he was now to state.

A learned Judge had alledged, that they were en itW to ap

ply the fame rules in both cafes. But in order to show the

power that was given to the Judges in a civil ease, it was

entered upon the record ; and they afterwards were entitled,

if it should not meet with their approbation, to set aside trw

verdict of the jury. But in, a criminal cafe though it was

stated upon the record, it was necestary to ask leave of t lie

people, and the jury, if they pleased, might throw out the

bill. The difference was, that in the- one instance it came

from the authority of the Court, and in the other from the

authority of the people. To diminish the privileges of juries,

Mr Erskine said, was to throw away the only security wluch

the people at present pofleffed from the prerogative osiix:

Crown. In civil cases, not onlv the authority of the Judgrs

wasestablistied to judge of the law, but likewise to prevent

the jury from interfering with what in this respect fell im

mediately under their province. Law and fact were kept ai

much asunderby theprinciple of our constitution,. as night

and day by the established system of nature : matters of pro

perty were wisely deemed too intricate for the decision of

a jury.
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a jury. But, crimes, whose guilt consisted in their inten

tion, were peculiarly fitted for their consideration, and

could pnly properly be ascertained by their verdict. In

cases of property a new trial might be moved for. But if

the jury should acquit a criminal, not even the King could

afterwards attaint him. In the one cafe, the business origi

nated from the Court, in the other from the people. In the

one cafe, the yerdict might be thrown out, but in the other

could not.

Mr. Erskine slated, that by the present system of things,

by merely entering the word literatim, upon the record, a

man might be hanged by the Attorney General for high

treason. In such an exercise of authority as this, Mr.Er-

(kinefaid, there was an end of the protection of juries. In

the present way of treating libels, the Judge fays to the

jury, " If you find the publication, you are bound to find

"him guilty; if we find him not guilty of a libel, there

" may then l>e an arrest of judgement." Hut should he,

he said, as counsel for the defendant, ijaove an arrest of

judgement, upon the plea that there was no libel, the

Judges would answer, " That the jury had already found

vl the malicious intention." hi so enlightened an age, the

absurdity of the case was indeed astonishing. In the instance

of a duel, where the alternative was either that the individual

should he banished from society, or expose himself to the

hazard of taking away the life of another, at an equal risque

of his own, the crime was murder; yet during the course

of lits experience, in such an instance, murder had never

lieen sound. It was however in the power of the Attorney

General to render it murder, by putting literatim upon the

record. If the defendant shall appear guilty of all those facts,

by the verdict, he must be found guilty ; but if there should

afterwards be discovered to have existed no malicious inten

tion, judgement might be arrested.

He should now, Mr. Erskine continued, taking an opposite

course from his right honourable friend, enquire how the

evil began. He thought that the Judge ought to state his

opinion in libels, as in all other cafes, and trust the decision

tothegood sense and equity of the jurors, which he seldom

blew to sail. Upon the revival of letters, printing soon

discovered the influence which it posTesled over the state, and

employed itself in political and theological discussion. The

Star Chamber was then instituted in order to exclude the

interference of juries to punish any attempt that might be

made to defect the misconduct of a bad Government, and the

errors of a false religion. In wishing to abolish this most

tyrannical, unjust, and oppressive engine of power, the Star-

Chamber, it was certainly the wish of th« people to unite the

barmo
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harmonious system of Judge and jury ; the one communicat

ing light from the sources of law, the other investigating the

nature of facts, and cooperating in the impartial execution of

justice. After the abolition of the Star Chamber, there

had taken place, before the recorder, the trial of Penn and

Mead, who had been accused of seditious preaching in Grace

Church. The jury found only a verdict, guilty of speaking

to so many people; and though the Judge sent them back,

yet as they would bring no other verdict, he fined each of

them a few marks. One of those jurors, a second Hampden,

resisted this unjust sentence, not on account of the sum re

quired to be paid, which was trifling, but because, if lie

fliould pay a farthing, he mould regard himself as submitting

to a humiliation dangerous to the liberties of his country,

and becoming a slave by his own act. He said, he would

here quote a respectable authority, that there never could be

a question of law unmixed. There must first, he observed,

be proved the facts from which the law was to he railed.

If the Judge told the jury, that unless they acted so and so,

they would be transgressing their duty, it was putting them

under a restriction more grievous than the penalty of im

prisonment ; it was an imprisonment of the mind. There

was no sine to which he would not rather submit than such

a restriction; of a fine, he knew the extent, and he might

console himself under it with the reflection of the benefit

that would accrue to the country from his verdict: but this

was wounding him on the side of conscience; it was straiten

ing him in the road of duty. If the Judge and jury, con

tinued he, instead of respecting in one another the know

ledge and abilities of which both were poflesfed, instead of

co-operating in the same great end, the impartial administra

tion of justice, bitterly opposed one another, what conse

quences could be expected to follow ? Lord Raymond, upon

the publishing of the Craftsman, had said, that certain persons

had taken up a notion that it was the business of the Judges

to explain to the jury the law; hut no such practice really

existed. Yet, strange it was, that he should have said this

in the teeth of the decision in the trial of the seven Bishops.

The Judges there, though under the corrupt influence ofthe

Crown, falsely gave it as their opinion, that the petition

was a libel, yet referred it to the decision of the jury. The

jury gave as their verdict, that it was no libel; and notwith

standing the consequences of this verdict, and the complexion

of the times, they incurred no penalty, nor even blame.

The Judges had given their opinion in order to please the

King, but they had not attempted to exercise authority, »

sure indication of their consciousness that they did not possess

it. In the cafe of the Dean of St. Afaph, in which be was

con-
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concerned, the conduct of the opposite C/tunsel had been

highly honourable. Though he stood witls a brief for the

Crown, he would not surrender the privileges of the people;

yet what was conceded him by the adverse Counsel was not

granted him by the Court. In the cafe of the King and

Franklin, it was diverting enough to consider the only argu

ment that had been advanced, and with no small importance,

on the other side. A precedent, it seemed, had occurred

during the time of Sir P. Yorke, in which a decision had

taken place for the people. A song, called Packington's

Pound, was composed on the occasion, the writer of which,

it was said, exulted, as if the Judges had been outwitted,

and the victory snatched from them by the jury. As a

strong proof of this, a line, speaking of the jury, had been

quoted,

w Were Judges of fact, but not of law."

Unhappily, however, this line, on which so much stress had

been laid, which had been produced as confirmation strong

" as proofs of holy writ," had been quoted from an erroneous

copy ; the line literally stood thus,

" Were Judges alike of the fact and the law."

Thus, by the literal quotation, was the argument reversed,

and all the ingenious system that had been built on it, over

turned.

Mr. Erskine said, he would now state a point that, from

hij own experience he was enabled to do, what had been the

effects of this system. He had now been engaged thirteen

years at the bar, during the course of which he had occasion

to see and be acquainted with much practice. The officers of

the Crown, in the discharge of their duty, he had found al

ways to behave with mildness and moderation. But still he

was of opinion that the matter ought to be left entirely to the

jury. He would pledge himself, that in this event, they

would do their duty. To them it belonged, and to them it

should be entrusted to decide, whether what was accused as a

libel was in itself innocent, meritorious, or malicious. The

consequence of adopting the opposite system, was a perver

sion of justice; it was impossible to punish the criminal. In

the present circumstances, every man was regarded by the

jury as a victim, whom they were solicitous to save. The

advice which he stiould give to any friend, applying to him

in the case of a libel on his character, or dearest connexions,

would be, not to prosecute ; since by so doing, he would only

confirm the slander, and leave his adversary to enjoy the

triumph of impunity. Mr. Erfkine wished, for the sake of

that
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that unanimity #which was so desirable on the present qwt-

tion, that his right honourable friend would put aside &

matter with which he had commenced. He indeed coold &a

help taking notice of it, since it was this which had tirct fe

to work the vast engine of his mind. He wished, in orfc

that nothing might be introduced in this business wind

should at all interrupt the harmony with which it might be

renewed, that every thing should be avoided which flwii

seem to lean either to one fide or other, and that it mtgfci

merely be made the insltumsnt to establish the confess

upon its true principles. There was no doubt, Mr. Erik*

said, of an inquisitorial power of this House over the judges;

it was the great key-stone of the constitution; but this psire

ought to be very cautiously and sparingly eiercised ; it«$

to be kept in those recesses of the constitution, from wW

it should only be produced on occasions of the gteaiei

emergency. It was not even desirable to speak hastily of1-

conduct of the Judges, in that House, as what wissaidtLo

might be liable to misrepresentation.

He should mention, he said,, one instance more of ties?

pression of the present system. An insinuation had ripper*

in one o£ the papers, that the" Russian Ambaflidor »

merely a spy. He should not even mention the nameofki

client, who had been accused with this insinuation »iW

he was unwilling to renew any unpleasing rememtat'

He had been sentenced to the pillory; yet he had produced

Court an attestation of a Physician, that at the time atttei

this paragraph appeared, hii client had been delirrotB. ^

the counsel along with him, in the same cause, wasarsi

honourable gentleman, on the other side the Houfe,^

was now high in the administration df the country, be ^

then travelled over pretty nearly the ground, andhetst^

that he had since seen no occasion to alter his op***

though he should not wish to bethought now to bind!s»-»

his conduct, by what he had then said of informations tyf*

warranto ;. he would briefly state, that they had beenafo85

of accumulated absurdity.

Mr. Erskine stated different cases of qao cwmaiis ;'

prove, that Lord Mansfield, and the very fame Judges*1'''

formed the Court, that laid down a doctrine respecting1V-'

limitation in one -year, and at no greater distance thin!*5

years had held another directly the reverse: an en&

proof how much they were pressed by the uncertainty*" 1

matter, which from its nature ought not to be left to ^

discretion; and which the less it was so lest,, would k&

more easy for them, and the more safe for the subject.

Erskine concluded his speech with returning thanks t*!'

I
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House for their indulgence, and declaring, that lie flattered

himself that night the motion for the Committee would be

carried unanimously.

The Attorney General agreed with Mr, Erfkine, as to his Attorney

general argument, but differed from hirr, and the right hb- Gener»J.

nourable mover of the question, in regard to the mode of

proceeding that had been proposed. He per'ectly .agreed

that the Judges in their conduct had done nothing but what,

whoever examined the stream of precedents flowing down

for a long series of years, would find had been the uniform

practice of their predecessors, and what consequently called

for no sort of blame whatever. Neither ^he conduct of

that venerable and most respectable Earl who had pesided in

the Court of King's Bench for so many years, nor that of

his successor, l ord Kenyon, who Was not only eminently

qualified by his great legal knowledge to sit at the head of

his Court, but by his daily decisions had proved himself to

be a truly honest man, were reasonably to be questioned*

However, he allowed, every man must agfee, that there

was something in the practice of the law of libels that cal

led for amendment and explanation; but as his honourable

and learned friend had said, (and judiciously, properly, and

wisely had it had been said), great ditlicacy ought to be ex

ercised in interfering with any subjedt of the nature with the

present, lest the public should take the alarm, and be im

pressed with an opinion that there had been something

wrong in the conduct of our Judges, or of our Courts of

Judicature. With that view of the case it was, Mr. Attor

ney said, that he thought the moving for a Committee of

Courts of Justice altogether unnecessary. The province of

that Committee had been to receive and to enquire into com

plaints of improper conduct in the Judges; the moving,

therefore, for such a Committee would create alarms and

apprehensions in the minds of the public, who would na

turally conclude that some part of the conduct of the Judges

was complained of, and that clearly and avowedly not being

the cafe, the Committee ought to he moved for, and -the

more especially as the object could be attained without

having any such Committee revived. The Committee had

not, he said, sat above two or three times since the restora

tion.

Here the Attorney General went into a technical history

of the mode of trial in cases of libel ever since they had been

snatched out of the Star Chamber, and in what particulars the

Judge directed the Jury, and where the law arose out of the

facts that came out in evidence. Having very fully ex

plained this, and reasoned on it at some length, he asserted

that a bill might be brought in to provide a proper regula-

V01..XXIX. 3P tkra
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tion at once, without the assistance of the Committee ot 1

Courts of Justice, which he thought ought not to be gone f

into. That Committee, he said, had sat very rarely Ur\

this century. In the last case that it did sit, it had been on |

account of a very flagrant injustice, directly charged agakA I

a Judge.

With regard to the other point, the qua warrantos, the

Attorney General admitted that there was a necessity for

some legislative interference with respect to them, becauis

twenty years was certainly too extensive a period, and 1

peiiod much shorter might be attended with very great in

convenience* He instanced the hardship of a man who was

not a corporator having begun business in a corporate

town, and after having expended a capital, being obliged,

on the information of any person who thought proper so to

inform, to shut up shop and quit the place. If the corpo-

rstion was the creature of the Crown, it gave Ministers an

undue power over such corporations. Having explained

this, the Attorney General took notice of the particular

cafe, from which, as the right honourable gentleman had de

clared, his ideas on the general subject had originated, viz.

the case of Luxford; respecting.- which he would mention a

few material circumstances, and when he did so, he begged

the House to carry along with them the recollection, that

much depended on the time and the events of the time,

with their natural operation on men's minds and feelings, be

cause on that rested, in a great measure, the whole consi

deration. About a twelvemonth ago, he said, he saw a

publication in the Morning Herald, which he considered as

that fort of publication that called upon him in duty to se

lect for public prosecution. The Attorney here read the

paragraph to the House, and commented upon it; observing,

that the natural effect of it would be to alarm the minds ot

the whole French nation, and inflame them against this

country, by holding out to them an assurance, that the

British Minister had imposed upon the two Houses of Par

liament, and were arming, not as as was pretended againft

Spain, but against France, they meaning to talte advantage

of her then defenceless situation, and to attack Brest and

Toulon. He conceived, every man who heard him was

aware, that about a twelvemonth ago the French had

abundant reason to be in a state of peculiar apprehension,

jealousy, and suspence; and, he would ask, if there was any

one gentleman then in that House, who had to learn, that

at the time in question such was their jealousy and alarm,

that on the bare suggestion, or rather report in France, ot

an Englishman having published a pamphlet in that kingdom

against the proceedings then going on there, the lives of

* ercry
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rery Englishman in that country were endangered. It

jght also to be recollected that in consequence of our in-

|prcourse with the French, as well on account of the

:e, as more immediately on account of the commercial

|reaty, great numbers of British subjects were at the time

Fiance. Would it hot then have been a dereliction of

its duty, highly blameab!e, if he had neglected to have

fjiaken the means of immediately satisfying the French na-

Bon that we were not about to be guilty of a breach of

fc~eaty, and that no advantage was intended to be taken of

teir then defenceless situation t It had since appeared to

irn, be lai«l, to have been the more necessary, as he had af

terwards understood from persons who had resided in France,

that the English newspapers were circulated in France, and ■

\he very libel in quests n had been translated into pamphlets,

and had really created gieat alarms.

This, the Attorney General said, being ex poft saflo, was

Certainly no justification of him, but it at least ihewed, that

his opinion had not been altogether without grounds. That

he was personally no enemy to the liberty of the press, he

trusted,' his conduct had evinced, but he could go further

and assert, that it would be found from looking back, that

the Law Officers of the Crown, for many years, had not,

generally considercJ, been persecutors of the press. In the

course of the last thirty-one years, the Attorney General

laid, there had not been more than seventy prosecutions for

libels, out of which there had been about fifty convictions;

about a dozen of these had received rather severe sentences,

and in five cafes, the pillory had made a part of the punish

ment. He enumerated the five latter cases, declaring, that

two of those who had been sentenced to the pillory, had been

for vending obscene publications, which had been with

great industry insinuated even into our seminaries of educa-,

tion of both sexes; and therefore he had thought it his duty

to select the persons, as examples, that the officers of go

vernment, whose province it peculiarly was to watch over

•very attempt to corrupt the morals and pervert the minds of

the rising generation, had not been negligent of their duty;

but here he must inform the House, that from circumstances

of a nature extremely palliative to the parties having come to

his knowledge after the trial, they were pardoned the pillory.

Another offender sentenced to the pillory, was one for libelling

His Majesty five years after his succession to the throne.

There were also two others for libels agjinst the Russian

ambassador, which he thought it necessary to notice;

there was another for libelling part of the Royal Family;

and this last of Luxford, which he supposed the Court ima

gined to be of a nature similar- to the libels against the Ruf-

,3 P 2 fian
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Han ambassj cfor, (inasmuch as it tended to enflarae the

niiiuls of the trench against this country, when desirous of

pj;eserving the confidence and esteem of France) and there

fore proi»o> need the pillory as a part of the sentence. He

declared, to his mind, theiibel in the Herald appeared to him

to be one of the molt mischievous in itltjf, and likely to

prove ihe most dangerous to the country, of any ever pub

lished; nor was that sentiment singular to himself, as ihe of

ficer whose peculiar duty it was to watch over the abuses of

the press, laid his finger upon it the moment he saw it.

Wah regard to himself, the Attorney General said, if he bad

bef-n mutaken, and rhe paragrapli was as innocent as the

right hanourable gentleman seenitd to conceive it to he, he

- certainly had moil wonderfully erred respecting it; for he

owned he never more forcibly felt any thing to be his >'uty,

than to endeavour, as far as in him lay, to convince France

that this country was not unfaithful in its neaties, nor focow-

nrdly or so treacherous in her conduct, as to wish to take

advantage of the defenceless and disjointed situa:ioi> of her

neighbour. He again offered his humble opinion to the

right honourable gentleman, that it would be more advise-

able, for the reasons he had stated, not to move for the

Committee of Courts of Justice, but to adopt some other

less exceptionable mode of proceeding, declaring, that to

the main object he felt no fort of objection.

Mr. Mr. JtkyU said, he ihould feel himself but little entitled to

Jekyll. a patient hearing from the House, if after two such forcible

and eloquent speeches (the most eloquent perhaps that ever

had been heard within those walls) he was to do more than

make a few observations, which he thought it incumbent on

him to submit to their consideration. His honourable and

learned friend, who had just fat dc»wn, had objected to going

into a Committee of Courts of Justice, and had said, that

there had been seventy prosecutions for libels withm the last

thirty years, out of which mass, the feptuagint that he had

mentioned, there had been fifty or fifty-two convictions;

that wa«, Mr Jekyll said, in his mind, the very reason why

they ought to go into the Committee; because if the practice

of the Courts in cafes of libel had been, as he conceived it

ought to have been, and the whole of the law as well as the

fact had been left, as it ought, to the Jury, the conviction!,

he believed, would not have been above half the number.

' He complimented the Attorney General on his conduct, and

in the language of Shakespeare said, " he had borne his fa-

*' culties so meekly," that all rren praised him; he therefore

should be the last man to object to going into the Commit

tee; but his honourable and leai ned sriend, he observed, had

objected on the ground that the Committee of the Courts of

\ Justice
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Justice had borne an odious name, and alarm might be taken,

that complaint had been made against the conduct of the

Judges. His honourable and learned friend forgot that it had

been expressly stated by the principal leaders of the debate,

that they imputed no blaine or censure whatever to the

Judges; and as every thing that passed in that House went

forth to the public, the public would hear that they went

into the Committee for no specific charge, but merely for «

the purpose of investigation on a subject material to the pub

lic interest and the freedom of the people. Mr. J«kyll

added one or two further observations, reminding the House,

that the sole objection, as it then stood, was an objection of

form and not of substance, which he hoped they would get

aver, and be as unanimous for going into the Committee,

they seemed to he for a wise and necessity reform of tjhe

practice of the Courts. ,

Mr. Chancellor Pitt rose and said, he was rather in hopes Mr,

that the right honourable gentlemen would agree to the

suggestion of his learned friend, and by that me"ans procure

1 general concurrence with him as to the main object of his

irgument; in respect to which Mr. Chancellor Pitt de-

:tared, he was extremely desirous of stating that he did not

eeanv ground on which any gentleman could have occasion

:o differ in opinion with the right honourable gentleman.

He added, that he was ready to declare, that he thought the

:aking some step, at least to regulate the practice of the

Courts on the trial of libels, and render it conformable to

he free spirit of the constitution, was highly necessary. He

aid, he wished no more than the right honourable gentle-

nan to cast any thing like blame on the noble and venerable

>erson, who was entitled to universal reverence and respect,

'ot more on account of his years, and his present unfortu-

tate situation, than for his extraordinary abilities as a

udge, and his eminent public services, for so large a num-

>er of years. That noble and learned Earl had done no

nore than tread in the steps of his predecessors; and even

he honourable and learned gentleman who seconded the

notion, had confessed that if he were himself on the bench,

ie should feel himself bound to decide in the same manner,

inless the law were altered by the legislature. He saw

herefore, Mr. Chancellor Pitt said, no reason for going into

1 Committee of Courts of Justice, in order to effect the

visb.es of the right honourable gentleman. He declared,

hat although he should with great diffidence setup his opi-

iion against the uniform practice and authority of the

udges, yet he must confess that it went directly against that

ractice, and that he saw no reason why in the trial of a

rin)« tbe whole consideration os the case might not go pre-
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cisely to the unfettered judgement of twelve men, sworn to

give their verdict honestly and conscientiously, as it did in

matters of felony and other crimes of a high nature. Thzt

being his opinion, and there not appearing to be a probability j

of difference of sentiment as to the main point, heUwtw

occasion for any difficulty as to the form aud mode et

effecting the object. The right honourable gentleman hi!

heard the objection urged by his right honourable and ;

learned friend, against going into a Committee of Court ot

justice, when all intention of personal complaint had on

every side been expressly disavowed; an objection which in

his mind had considerable weight; but there wsie alio, he

said, other reasons that occurred, to him, why it would hs

better not to go into the Committee of Courts of lultics.

in the first place., if any intention were entertained of goin?

into an investigation of precedents and authorities, withi

view to the forming of a declaratory law, it would 1k 1

work of more deliberation and time, than the, period of the ;

session afforded them any hope of completing before Ptflia-

ment should be up. In the next place, he should not thine

it either necessary or adviseahle to pass a declaratory bii'i

stating not only what the law was, but also whit it hid

beent because that would in some sort imply a censure 01 tæ

Judges, and indirectly accuse them of not having adhered to

the law. The whole object, he thought might be atchiewi

by a short legislative bill, enacting what the law ought to

and thence regulating the practice in future. If that ^

were adopte ', he said, as simple a bill, and as stiort J

one, as could well be imagined, would answer the end, an-i

the right honourable gentleman must either move in W

House then, or on Monday, for leave to bring in such a bill;

or if he thought that mode better, he might move certn'i

resolutions either in the House or in a Committee, statin;;

what the law ought to be, as the ground and basis ot Ik1

suture proceedings as it might be adviseable to institute up->n

the subject; and those resolutions might remain on jl*

Journals to be followed up next session, by one or more bill'

either declaratory or legislative, as the cafe might requ'K-

With regard to the other marter adverted to bv the right ho-

nourable gentleman, and the honourable and learned gent hv

man who had seconded the motion, viz. the quo wan**'

informations, Mr. Chancellor Pitt (aid, it was not his inters

tion to go into any discussion of that pa/t of the s«l>tfCt

then. Twenty years appeared to him to be an unreasons1'*

extensive period, undoubtedly, and perhaps the lintitaiio-'1

of six years which the Judges had lately adopted, might by

too short; and consequently it might be proper to take fej

a limitation as would extend beyond the time when the fubj^
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)f quo worranto occurred. Be that as it would, the rrlatter

night easily be adjusted by a short separate bill, in the pro

cess of which a fit limitation might be fixed ; but at any rate,

he cafe relative to quo tvarrantos had no immediate connection

*-ith the other part of the subject, viz. the province of a

|ury on the trial of a libel.

Mr. Fox rising, said, he could not, most assuredly, make Mr Fox.

he least hesitation in complying with the suggestion of ihe

ight honourable gentleman, who had in so fair and candid a

nanner stated what his own opinion was, and which seemed

ilso to meet the general concurrence of the House. With

egard to the ground that the honourable and learned gen-

leman had taken, by way of defending the conviction of

|ohn Luxford, Mr. Fox declared, he must differ from him

:omp!etely. So far from thinking the libel a dangerous

Jublication with a view to enfiaming the minds of the peo-

)le of France, there was no danger in it whatever, nor

rould any luch inference as the right honourable and learned

jentleman had drawn from it, be put upon it, either in rea- .

"on or in law, and if it could, why was not such an infcr-

:nce averred in the information ? No such averment appear

ed on the face of the record, and the only averment that

lid appear was that it was a libel on His Majesty's Mmisters

md nothing else. Inclined then, Mr. Fox said, os he should

>e, for the sake of practicability, to comply with the right

lonourable gentleman's suggestion of his giving up the mo

rion for a Committee of Courts of Justice, he could not

compromise the case of John Luxford for the sake of the

iwo bills, or for the fake of any 'practicability whatever,

lowever, desireable such practicability might be. In his

former speech, Mr. Fox observed, that he had said, he had

heard what from the silence of the other side of the House

nn that point, he now feared, was not true, viz,, that John

Luxford was pardoned that part of his sentence, the punish

ment of the pillory. As he was satisfied the sentence of Lux

ford was most inordinately severe, and more than he merited,

when compared to the guilt of the libel, Mr. Fox declared,

lie must adopt some method of taking the sense of th«

House upon a motion for an address to His Majesty for his

pardon; and he saw not how he could do that without going

into the Committee of Courts of Justice, when, as far as his

motion for an address to His Majesty for a remission of

Luxforo's punishment went, it would undoubtedly be an

indirect censure on the Court that had passed so inadequate a

It-ntence. It might possibly be said, that he ought to pro

ceed in another way, and ground any motion that he

thought proper, on the record; but let the House remem-

»er, that he had spoken from a paper which he held in his

liaud,
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hand, and the honourable and learned gentleman from ano

ther paper which he had held in his hand; but Luxford's libel,

and the record, were neither of them before the House; aril

till the House could get at the record, he could not proceed.

If he could be told that Luxford either had been pardoned,

or would be pardoned the pillory, he would say no more,

but for the sake of practicability would Consent to withdraw

his motion for a Committee of Courts of Justice, and would

barely move for leave to bring in the two bills that had been

suggested. Mr. Fox concluded with asserting, that the

principles he contended for were principles of justice, and

the cafe of a person whom he conceived to the oppressed; he

could not therefore compromise such a case for any conside

ration; at the same time, he begged the gentlemen on the

other side of the House to be assured that he knew no more

of John Luxford and the paper in which his libel appeared

than they did. It was the precedent, and not the person,

that he stood up for.

Mr. Piit. Mr. Chancellor Pitt replied, that nothing could be more

easy than for the right honourable gentleman to lay hi;

ground for any motion that he wished to make in the case of

Luxford, by moving for a copy of the record, and of the

inforrriation, which his honourable and learned friend near

him, could lay on the table. With regard to the punishment

of the pillory having being pardoned, Mr. Pitt said, he

had not the least recollection of that having been the case, cr

of any application having been made for it. He had in more

than one instance, since he had been in his Majesty's Council*,

dissuaded them against the too frequent use of the pillory,

which, in his opinion, could not be too sparingly employed;

aud from what lie saw of Luxford's cafe, he saw no reason to

imagine, if application were made, that there would beany

great difficulty in getting that part of the sentence remitted.

At the same time he declared he differed entirely from the

right honourable gentleman in his view of the magnitude ot

the libel ; it was in his opinion exactly of the nature that

had been stated by his right honourable and learned friend,

and much more mischievous than any of those daily pat*'

graphs, full of personal abuse of his Majesty's Ministers,

which occurred so often, that they Were not worth any other

notice than contempt ; since the best answer to statements ot

bad conduct in his Majesty's Ministers, was to refer tb

public to their real conduct; and therefore he trusted trie

good fense of his right honourable and learned friend wooU

never dignify such trash, and mark it out as more fa"

portanf than it was in fact, by a public prosecution.

Mr. To*. Mr. Fox again got Up ; he was so perfectly satisfied wiA

what he had heard from the right honourable gentleman
b B that
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that he should for the present withdraw his motion for the

Committee of Courts of Justice, and wait till the latter end

of next week, or perhaps the beginning of the week after,

to fee if any thing was done in Luxford's cafe, and if there

should not be any thing done, he would then move for a

copy of the information, and of the record, and likewise for

an address to His Majesty for mercy in a cafe, which had

received a sentence inordinately disproportionate to the degree

of cri minality in the libel.

A few more words passed between Mr. Pitt and Mr. Fox

on the subject of the libel, respecting which,

Mr. Fox said, he was so confident of the false inference in Mr. Fot*

the information, that had Luxfordbeen in a capacity to have

moved for an arrest of judgement, he would have defied any

Court of Justice, that ever sat, to have refused him the

arrest. Mr. Fox again reprobated theinuendoesand inferences

of the information, and said, he would meet the Attorney

General whenever he pleased upon the subject, and argue it

with him ; being confident that he could convince any mart

not destitute of reason and common sense, the w»rds of the

libel warranted no such inference as the information deduced

from it.

The Attorney General declared he was perfectly ready to Attorney

meet the right honourable gentleman on the subject, and was General,

persuaded that he either had not read the information, or

that he had forgotten it j as it was most carefully drawn,

and had been examined by others, and received their entire

approbation. Mr. Attorney read the second count, to (hef

Mr. Fox that the proper inuendoes were inserted in it, and

that the inference was legally deduced.

Mr. Fox made a sliort reply, and then moved, " for

" leave to bring in a bill to remove all doubts respecting the .

" right and functions of juries in trials of criminial causes."

He also moved for " leave to bring in a bill to explain and

** amend the act of the ninth year of Queen Anne, chap. 20,

" relative to §)uo JVa> rantos? Both were agreed to unan i-

tnoufly.

The House adjourned.

Monday, 23d May.

Mr. Sheridan rose to give notice, that he meant, tc*« Mr.

morrow se'nnight, to bring forward some resolutions on the Sheridan.

Report of the Committee of Finance. He informed the

House that the manner in which he proposed to do this would

be by moving for the House to resolve itself into a Committee

of the whole House, to which he hoped the right honourable

gentleman would have no objection; when he intended to

move some resolutions of fact, the ground of which he had

Vol. XXIX. 3 CL no
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no doubt he should be able to make out to the satisfaction of

the House. Mr. Sheridan lamented that he could not name

an earlier day for the business, but it was on account of

other gentlemen, who wished to be present, and could not

be in town sooner, that he was obliged to take so distant a

day.

Mr. Pitt. Mr. Chancellor Pitt said, he could have no objection to

such a discussion being brought forward, but he must hope

that the honourable gentleman would name some day in the

present week.

Mr. Mr. Bastard was very glad to find that the honourable

Bastard, gentleman had signified his intention to bring the Report »f

the Committee of Finance under consideration ; but so far

from thinking Tuesday next too distant a day, he said, he

was of opinion that it was too early a day, and that still

more time ought to be taken. In fact, a third Committee

ought to be appointed, because there were so many contra

dictions in the Reports of the two Committees, that it would

be absolutely necessary to appoint a third to examine both

the Reports, and inform the House on which of them they

mi^ht rely.

The Speaker here interrupted Mr. Bastard, observing that

there was not any question before the House.

Mr. Bastard replied that he should move a question before

hs sit down. He then resumed his argument, and said k

must evidently appear from the gross contradictions in the

two accounts, that either the Committee who drew up ths

Report of 1786, had given the House a fabrication, contain

ing an infinite number of errors, or that administration had

since that period been guilty of the utmost profusion aud

prodigality. The excess of the expenditure over that which

the Committee of 1786 gave us reason to expect would be th«

amount of our expenditure in the year 1791, it was evident

from the Report of the Committee of 1 79T, was no less

than $cc,ccol. and upwards, and many new places had since

been created. Mr. Bastard read the sum stated to have been

paid oli os the public debt, and compared it with additional

debts inclined since; he also referred to various parts of th«

Report of 1791, to shew how inexplicable they were, a$

they stood at present. After much cursory detail of figures,

he repeated that it was absolute! v necessary that a new Cont-

mittee should be appointed, and though, he said, he mould

.not have made any such motion unless he had been forced to

it, yet, if any gentleman would second him, he would con

clude with moving,

" That a Committee be appointed to compare the Report

. " from the Committees ia 1780 and 1791 to enquire into

.! « the
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M the income and expenditure, and to report their observa-

" tions upon the fame to the House."

Mr. Sheridan said, he certainly should second the honour- Mr.

nble gentleman's motion. He declared he thought it was Sheridan,

extremely proper that both the Reports of 1786 and 1791

should be referred to a third Committee, because it was

undoubtedly true that there were a great many contradictions

in both Reports, as stated by the honourable gentleman ;

and for that reason, they ought to be referred to a third

Committee, in order to ascertain which of them was true.

He despaired, Mr. Sheridan said, of being able to effect this,

and therefore should have satisfied himself with barely mov

ing, that the House resolve itself on Tuesday next into a

Committee of the whole House, to take into consideration

the Report of the Finance Committee of 1 79 1 ; and after

they should have resolved themselves into that Committee,

he should move certain resolutions of fact respecting the

Report. If the right honourable gentleman did not agree to

the two Reports being referred to another select Committee,

he hoped he would not object to the House going into a

Committee, to take the last Report into consideration.

Mr. Pitt observed, that the honourable gentleman who Mr. Pit:,

made the motion, seemed to be hardly serious in so doing,

since he had confessed, he had only made a motion, that he

might make a speech; and it could not reasonably be expected

that the House would, on a sudden, so far discredit their

Committee and reflect on their accuracy, as to refer their

Report to another Committee, vi ithout having previously

examined it themselves. Indeed, though the other honour

able gentleman had taken a great deal of pains to appear to

be serious in seconding the motion, he had hardly thought

he had succeeded. He must still regret, Mr. Pitt said, that

the honourable gentleman could not bring forward his

motion on an earlier day than on Tuesday se'nnight. He

had no objection to the House going into a Committee, to

take the Report of the Finance Committee into considera

tion, but he wistied the resolutions to be moved in a way so

as to appear on the journals of the House. Nor had he any

objection, he said, to the subject being discussed on Thursday

or Friday next; one of which days he wished the honourable

gentleman would name for his intended motion.

Mr. Speaker here put the question on Mr. Bastard'/ mo

tion, which was negatived without a division.

Mr. Sheridan, in reply to Mr. Pitt, said, he certainly jyjr.

should be extremely glad to accommodate the right honour- Sheridan,

able gentleman, but it depended not on himself. With re

gard to the right honourable gentleman's remark on his man

ner of speaking, he really had wished to convince the right

3 Q^2 honour-
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honourable gentleman, without any effort to appear so, that

he was serious in wishing the two last Reports of the Finance

Committees to be referred to another Committee. He was,

he confessed, amazed to hear any complaint of delay from

the other fide of the House, and more especially to hear it

come from the right honourable gentleman, as it xnust be re

collected that he had repeatedly censured the right honour

able gentleman for his regular procrastination ot important

publicbusiness till the end of every session. He declared he

had expected, that the last Report of the Finance Committee

would have been brought forward long ago, since, before

theChriflmasholidays, the right honourable gentleman had

taunted him on the ground of his supposing that he would

not bring the mot.ipn tor the appointment of a Committee

of Finance forward immediately atter the Christmas recess;

but so far from doing this, the right honourable gentleman

had not brought it forward for three months afterwards,

and the Report of that Committee had only been on the tabla

about a week or eight days; and it was not, surely, Mr. She

ridan said, very much his fault, that he had not read the Re-

port before it was received and printed. With regard to the

cay of talcing it into consideration, he was, on his part, ex

tremely desirous to have it considered some day in the pre

sent week, but one gentleman, who was on the Com

mittee, was obliged to be out of town all this week ; and ha

wished that gentleman to be present at the discussion, as he

understood he was destroys of stating his opinion on the

subject. Mr. Sheridan hoped, therefore, that there would

he no objection to Monday next; and, if that day was

agreed to he would write to the honourable Member in ques

tion, to request that he would attend. He concluded with

observing, that Monday, for the reason be had stated, was

the earliest day he could name.

Pitt. Mr, Chancellor Pitt regretted the absence of the gentle

man alluded to by the honourable Member; hut when he

Was told that an honourable gentleman who had been on the

Committee, was out of town, and wished to be present at

the discussion, he could not resist the proposed postpone

ment; he could not however but lament the state of public

business, as he was afraid all in which he took a part, would

be ended before Monday.

The Speaker put the question on Mr. Sheridan's motion,

" Tha,t the House resolve itself into a Committee of the

" whole House on Monday next, to take into conside-

" ration the Report of the Finance Committee." Or

dered.

The Report of the Corn bill having been brought up,

and the anjendments of the Committee read,
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A{r. Alderman Watson (who had risen to move a clause; Mr. Aid.

u ring the progress of the House through the amendments, Watson,

ntl had been told by the Speaker, that it was not then the

t time) rose now, and in a short speech urged the propriety

ud use of erecting warehouses for the reception of luch fo-

eign corn as might be imported, the expence of which the

ilderman proposed, should be defrayed by tits importers,

-saving opened the ground of his intended clause, Mr. Wat-

on moved, " that the House do, the next day, resolve it-

' self into a Committee of the whole House, to consider

' of a clause to be inserted in the bill for that /purpose."

sT»e ports at which the Alderman proposed the eltablilh-

nent of the said warehouses, were enumerated by him.

Lord Sheffield said, he would not trouble the House with a Lord

■epetition of his former arguments against the warehousing of Sheffield,

"oreign corn, a measure which could not but be consideied as

laving a direct tendency to discourage the growth of corn in

;his kingdom, by affording an opportunity to those who

wished to take a fraudulent advantage or the measure, to

:reate artificial rises, in order to be able to open their ware-

bouses, and pour in their foreign corn, which they had im

ported free of duty. His Lordship declared he would take

;he sense of the House upon the motion of the worthy Alder

man.

Mr. fVMerfirce observed, that when the warehousing Mr. Wit-

clause had been lately before the House, he had fprborn to berfurce.

give any vote on it, seeling that he had hardly sufficient in

formation to enable him to form a decisive judgement on the

propriety of the measure; but the question was now before

the Committee in a very different stiape from that in which

it had been before proposed ; the expence of warehousing was

then to have been borne*by the Crown, it was now to be

paid by the merchant ; the importation price was then 48s.

it was now raised to 50s. and even then there was to be a

duty of 2s. 6d. on bringing the corn out of the warehouse,

and in case of Irish cprn, of 5s. per quarter, in orc'.er to

countervail the Irish bounty. He should now, therefore,

certainly vote for the clause, admitting, that there was

much reason in what was urged by the gentlemen on the

cher side of the House on the expediency of encouraging the

farmers by a possible high price of corn; a certain degree of

additional encouragement they would now enjoy, and for

his part, he durst not push the principle to such an extent as

was contended for. Pressed as the people of this country-

were by taxes, surely this was not the time for raising the

price of the necessaries of life on any plan of speculative ad

vantage, which, even allowing the principles to be just,

must be called an experimental one. He protested against
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the consequences that might follow from adopting it, and

hoped the House would feel too much for the labourers aal

manufacturers of this country to accede to the proposal.

Alderman Sir Watkin Lewes, Mr. Yorke, and Mr.Ktl,

also spoke in support of the motion; the latter especially

urged the necessity of our assuring the Americans, that they

might safely send their corn to this count iv, which vov'l

prove a certain market to them, without clogging the im

portation with the inconvenience that had on a former occa

sion occurred, in consequence of the doubt whether it would

be received here or not.

The question was at length put, when the House di

vided ; ?

Ayes, 59; Noes, 48.

The Report of the Sierra Leone bill having been brought

wp, Mr. Heywood was (after a short conversation on the

question whether he stiould be heard or not) called to fbt

bar, and heard against the bill, as Counsel for the Liverpool

merchants.

Mr. Gascoyne moved a clause, as soon as Mr. Heywocd

had finished, the object of which was to enact that the pre

sent right of British subjects to trade to that part of Afrits

stiould not be affected by the operation of the bill.

Mr. Thornton, after a few words, moved two amenii-

ments to the proposed clause, both of which were agreed

to.

A clause was introduced by Mr. Thornton to limit tbi

duration of the Company's existence to thirty one years.

Agreed to.

Mr. Mr. Hujpy wished for a clause to make the private fcr-

Huffey. tunes of the gentlemen, who were concerned in this under

taking, responsible for the whole of the losses, whatever

they might be; or to oblige them to keep their accounts to

as to be liable to parliamentary inspection, that the pubic

might from time to time know how they went on.

Mr. Mr. Thornton said, there was a clause, obliging the coni-

Thomton pany to kesp journals and accounts for public inspec

tion.

The bill being gone through, was ordered \o be engroi&d,

and read a third time on Thursday.

The House adjourned.

Tuesday, 2.4th May.

The order of the day being read, for the House going

into a Committee on the bill for establishing and confirming

an order or resolution of the Governor and Council nf Ben

gal, fee. and a motion being made that the Speaker leave tt*

chair,
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Mr. Francis said, that his objections to this bill wctC ]^jr>

mnded upon the defects of its principles; principles, which Fraacii.

e considered himself as bound by his duty to oppose and re-

■obate. He had, with a view of drawing attention, for-

lerly stated the novelty and importance of the measure

-oposed. He must still farther request attention to what

; had now to state, though he knew how dull and tedious

,'ery discussion of Indian affairs appeared to the ears of the

iouse, and the sense of the public ; but this circumstance,

hile it could not render it less his duty to bring forward

ich discussion, increased the merit of their attention. What

ught first, Mr. Francis said, to claim attention was the

ate of India. Lord Cornwallis quits his Government to

5 to a distant quarter, and take the conduct of a war. The

ttraordinary powers which were granted to him upon this.

:casion certainly indicated a most important crisis. The

ifferent ways in which news had been published by Hit

'lajesty's servants gave likewise some room for apprehension,

avourable news was publistied in a Gazette with the greatest

ire and ostentation: the most trifling acquisitions were pom-

ojfly enumerated; bet every information of a contrary

■ndency was diligently suppressed. This method had not

ways been adopted. A person whose name he should never

rcollect without admiration and reverence, had, during his

Iministration, upon the first arrival of every intelligence,

smmunicated it in a Gazette to the public. In this respect,

awever, succeeding Ministers seemed to have degenerated

om so excellent an example.

When Parliament, he said, in 1773, nr^ interfered in

le Government of India, they appointed the Council to

onsist of five persons, and placed in the majority the power

f decision. If one died, the Governor General, merely

lat they might be enabled to decide, was allowed a casting

ote. If he should at anytime be absent, the casting vote

:longed to the oldest Member. Four then were appointed

tpressly for the purpose of giving to the Governor always

casting vote. Nay, it was farther enacted, that even if

iree should dissent, he, upon his own authority, should be

nabled to act without them. Still, however, amidst this

normous power, there remained some weight attached to

le opinions of the Council, and a consequent check upon

be conduct of the Governor. They had now, however,

ometothe last gradation; even this remaining check was

:moved. All power centered in the Governor to an extent,

1 which it ought never to be committed to one man. Lord

'ornwallis was not bound to consult the Council. This

ideed might not be easy. But he was not bound, while in

ie neighbourhood, to consult the presidency of Fort St.

George,
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Gedfge, who, if they were fit to govern, must likewise

supposed qualified to assist by their advice. All his acts pi

present* and to come, were sanctioned. It had been agree

Mr. Francis said, of which, indeed, he could not appro*

that all engagements of the company's servants should bii

this country. Now, the country became bound by il

engagements, whatever they might be, of one individo;

E\ery thing was to be done by his sole power and author !

Nor was this power limited ; it was to extend to the end

the present war, which might yet continue four or fi'

years; during which space we were to look forward to v

termination of our present civil Government in India. ¥.

doubted not the intentions of the present Governor Genera

he disputed not his abilities; but the power which w,

granted to him he could not approve, even in the posseiEo

of his clearest friend. The presidency dared not give order:

lest they should clash with those of Lord Cornwallis. 1

the mean time, no provision was made for the Governmec

of Bengal, no precautions taken for its security. It wasiic

prived of him, to whose counsels and protection alont i

was taught to look for safety, and deprived of the advantage

of a regular Government, and the security of themearoo

defence. This melancholy truth appeared as the result o

the whole; that after all the acts of Parliament whicb hi;

been made, such was the situation of difficulty and embarnli'

ment into which we had fallen in India, that we were «

last obliged to resort to the grand remedy of absoJui!

power.

General General Smith did not more approve of granting such Oj

Smith, traordinary powers to any commander or Governor, thai

the honourable gentleman who spoke last; but while

honourable gentleman complained of the measure, hei '

that he had likewise pointed out any other remedy, t

in the present situation of India, could he adopted.

General here rea-1 an extract from a letter of Lord Macal

ney to Sir Eyre Coote, which contained, in his opinion, I

cafe exactly similar. He said he wishrd to act consifieotjj

with himself; and concluded with justifying the mam

from the necessity ofthe East India Company's affairs.

Mr. Fox. Mr. Fa* said, the situation must indeed be extreme. '•'I

required a reme dy so desperate. Of all resources, them*

desperate, and the least justified by experience, was abfoi4

power. He could not allow of the similarity ofthecaM

Lord Macartney's letter. The Nabob's country had t

been assigned; it was now taken. Nothing could be

different than the conduct pursued in the two instances;

as much as he approved the one, he condemned ami

probated the other. He knew, indeed, that it was pot I*

fiba
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fible, at this period, to take up the subject, in the magnitude

it demanded. He should, therefore, now decline the task,

reserving to himself to enter into a more complete discus

sion of it on som* future and more suitable occasion. Mr.

Fox said, he must own, that he could not help regarding

the seizure of the territory of the Nabob of Arcot, as it had

been denominated by an honourable Member, the most vio

lent infraction of treaty that had ever beenattempred.

General Smith rose to explain ; he (aid, that he by no General

means intended to approve of the seizure of rhe Nabob of Smith.

Arcoi's territory. He meant only to state a general simila

rity he t ween the case of Lord Macartney's letter and the

present, in which, from the (ame necessity, measures nearly

the fame had been adopted.

Mr. Dundas said, that the candour of the right honour- Mr.

able gentleman who had promised to make the affairs of India Dundas.

the luhject of future consideration, was entitled to the highest

approbation. He had promised to bring forward the dis

cussion fully and fairly, and not, as had already been at

tempted, by many collateral ways. When it stiould be so

brought forward, he most certainly should be prepared to

meet him. Any opinion, Mr. Dundas said, which could be

formed from the papers at present on the table, must be

very rash; and it was but fair, in order to determine with

precision, to wait till they should be possessed of the proper

means ot information; and till those concerned should have

been able to furnish the materials of their own justification.

If there was any fault in the bill, he said, it was to be con

sidered whether any gentleman would, by the side wind of a

clause, wish to overturn the whole of the present system of

Government in India. The bill was temporary, and for a

temporary purpose. All the power which is granted was

now existing in India, and acted upon. And the debate was,

whether they should, by this bill, render the acts of Govern

ment legal, or leave them the subjects of doubt and cavil.

The bill itself, Mr. Dundas said, afforded the strongest proof

that the power granted was not legal, since, from this cir

cumstance only, it was that a bill could be necessary to esta

blish andconfirm it.

Mr. Fox in reply said, that the papers on the table were Mr. Fa*,

at present the only means afforded them of judging. The

opinion which he had formed from these, might be wrong;

but till some farther explanation stiould be given, he must re

main in the same persuasion.

• Mr. Francis declared his opinion, that the powers given

wereillegal and improper.

Major Scott said, that there had taken place a clear breach Maj.Scatt.

of two treaties, in the cafe of the Nabob of Arcot, and the

Vol. XXIX. 3 R Nabob
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Nabob of Travancore. It had been moved to have the pa

pers printed, but the motion had been negatived. He had

again moved that they should be printed, but had been told

that his motion could not be admitted, unless he meant to

bring forward a charge. For his own part, he had consi

dered it as a sufficient ground for a motion, that a stronger

act had been committed than any of those which had furnished

subjects of accusation to the House. *

'1 he House then went into the Committee, Mr. Steele in

the chair. Some conversation took place on the different

clauses.

General General Smith complained of the extreme hardship, that

Smith, officers, who had been so long in this country, should not

again be suffered to go out into India, and proposed a clause

for repealing this act.

The Chairman stated, that as this clause was not in

ately applicable to the subject of the bill, it would

forward with more propriety as a separate motion.

Mr. Mr. Hippe/ley said, the House must know, from the paper*

Hippcfley on the table, that on a former occasion, Lord Macartney ants

his Counsel had resolved to resist the extraordinary powers

delegated by the Supreme Council to Sir Eyre Coote ; that ii

was possible that the powers now delegated to Lord Cotn-

w.illis might also be opposed, as their illegality would neces

sarily be as obvious to the understanding of those in India, 3$

it was to this House. The bill itself afforded a proof, as the

right honourable gentleman who introduced it (Mr. Dundas)

had confessed, that the powers granted to Lord Comwallis

had been illegal ; it was therefore necessary, by establishing

and confirming them retrospectively, to lhelter the noble

Earl in the exercise of those illegal powers. An equal ten

derness and consideration should, in common justice, be ma

nifested by the bill towards the situation of General Medows,

or any other person who might have thought it their duty to

have resisted the authoritative exercise of powers, which, in

their judgement also, appeared to have been illegally dele

gated, and without a clause of indemnity, would be left in a

very serious predicament, from having acquitted what they

might consider as an act of duty. The case having so nearly

occurred in the instance of a former Government, might suf

ficiently justify the apprehension of its occurring in the pre

sent. Mr. Hippesley therefore would move, that the fol

lowing clause might stand part of the bill :

. " That nothing in this bill shall extend to affect snypef-

" son or persons, who may have resisted the authority ot

n the Governor General, (acting under the delegation of

H powers from the Supreme Council) by subjecting such

" person or persons to pains or penalties, -which they might
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*' have incurred, had the authority originally delegated been

** legal."

Mr. Dundas thought it was not proper to anticipate any Mr.

resistance on the part of General Medows, to the authority Dvindas.

delegated to Lord Cornwallis, and therefore th* clause was

improper.

eAv. HippeJIey contended for its propriety, as an act of im-

partial justice and consideration to General Medows's delicate H'PP'fl'X'

situation especially, whose personal responsibility rendered it

a duty in him to oppose the exercise of illegal authority,

within his Government, however zealous, as doubtless he

would be, in his co-operation with Lord Cornwallis's gene

ral plans for the conduct of the war.

Mr. Fox supported the clause moved by Mr. Hippefley ;

the clause was lost, and the bill ordered to be reported to

morrow.

The Speaker having resumed the chair,

Mr. Hiffejlty observed, that what had fallen from an Mr.

honourable General, in stating the difficulties under which Hipp«sttT

the Company's officers laboured, in a particular instance,

would, he flattered himself, be a sufficient apology for his

trespassing shortly on the patience of the House, and offering

to their consideration an hardship of the greatest magnitude,

and the more severe, as they were allotted to bear it at the

fame instant that the King's military forces in the fame gar

risons, or on the fame duty, were exempted from it. That

it must be in the recollection of many Members of the

House, and of every one-who had read the history of the last

war, that the Company's military were suffering under an

arrear of 15, 18, and even 20 months, when His Majesty's-

troops were paid up regularly two months in advance. That

this was not the only severity attached to their contrasted

situation ; the King's troops were paid in gold, purchased at

a premium, and consequently ata loss to the Company, whilst

the Company's troops are paid their pittance in a debased

currency, on which almost an immediate loss was often felt

of ten or fifteen per cent. The consequence of these heavy

arrears appeared in several mutinies among the sepoys,

which, indeed, were soon checked, by the meritorious and

exemplary conduct of their officers ; but which still had

left a very serious impression, and might not be always

equally successful in suppressing the alarming conse

quences of dissensions so justifiably founded. Mr. Hip

pefley here observed, that General Medows had himself

acknowledged, that a heavy airear was accruing, more

than twelve months since; that he could not,, therefore, but

anticipate alarming consequences, if such odious distinctions

still were to obtain between the King's and Company's mili-

3 R 2 tary,
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tary, whose merits and services were equal. He therefore

begged to read the following resolution, which he would

leave on the table, in the hope that the executive Power

would follow it up with the best and speediest means of ie-

medying the evil :

" That the payments to His Majesty's troops, serving in

" India, and 'hole of the East India Company, ought to be

" kept as equal as possible, and that no distinction should

** be made in the denomination of currency in which such

" payments are issued to the military, serving in the same

" garrisons or districts.

" That it is the duty of those entrusted with the direction

" or control of the affairs of the East-India Company, to fetid

" out such orders to their Governments, as may most tiiec-

" tually secure the obiervance of a regulation so neceiTary to

" preserve harmony in the service."

M. Pitt. Mr. Chancellor Pitt said, that before the motion W3S taken

into consideration, the tacts on which it was founded mull

be eslablistu-d.

Mr. Mr. tiippt/Icy f.iid, he pledged himself to prove the fictj

Hippcflcy to the satisfaction of the House, by incontrovertible docu

ments ;'and should, if he now withdrew his motion, press

for another day to bring it forward u ith his proofs. Thiihe

owed to the service, with which he had for many years the

honour to be connected.

At the instance of Mr. Chancellor Pitt, the motion was

withdrawn. . ■

The order of the day being read for resolving into a Com

mittee on the India papers,

Mr. Mr. Benfidd said, that as some of the most material papers

Eenfield, had been printed but the day before, although he had given

all possible attention to them since, he had not heen able to

make himself fully master of them. He, therefore, wistied

the Committee to be postponed, till gentlemen had had time

to peruse the papers.

Mr. Mr. Dundai replied that he had repeatedly put off the

Bundas. Committee, at the request of several gentlemen; and were he

to put it off again, he did not know what day he could name

for it. The papers in question had arrived hut lately, and

contained nothing that might not be understood in a fe*

hours.

The House then resolved itself into the Committee.

Mr. Dundas said, he was now enabled to state the finances

of India, from more perfect and more regular accounts than

he had been provided with on any former occasion. For-

1 metly he had been obliged to make out rather an estimate

than an account, from a number of detached accounts from

the several presidencies. He was now furnished with

.. . accounts
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accounts from each, of the receipt and expenditure for threa

>ears, with comparative accounts of the estimated and actual

receipt and expenditure for 1789-90, and estimates of th«

probahle receipt and expenditure fiom April 30, 1790, to

May 1st, 1791. Such accounts he had always recommended

to the several presidencies ; and after much correspondence

on the subject he had at last obtained them. They were

made up at the latest date possible, so late indeed, that the

accounts from Bombay had been received only by the last

ship.

Mr. Dundas now proceeded to state the accounts, as

follow :

ABSTRACT of INDIAN BUDGET ACCOUNTS, 1791.

Current Rupees, L. Sterling,

ac n.

The surplus stated last year for 1788-9 - 1,709,389

By the statement of this year for 1789-90 - 1,409,079

Difference 300,310!.

BENGAL.

Revenues were estimated for 1789-90 at

Actual collections

5,60,95,971 5,609,397

5,62,06,562 5,620,656

Revenues more than estimated by 1,12*591 11*259

Charges for 1789-90 estimated at

Actual amount

Charges less than estimated

Excess of revenues

Actual result better than estimated

Revenues for 1790-91 estimated at

Charges for ditto ditto, .

3,16,26,270 3,162,627

3,12,01,486 3,120,149

4,24,784

1, '2,59'

5»37>375

42,478

11,259

53»737

- 5.22,39,427 5,223,942

3,18,32,217 3,183,221

Surplus - 2,04,07;210 2,040,721

, Which is less by 459,7861. than the

actual surplus of 1789-90, which

amounted to 2,50,05,076 2,500,507

Revenues of 1787-8 were

1788-9

178990

Average of those three years

5,20,28,527 5,202,852

5,53,88,114 5,538,811

5,62,06,562 5,620,656

5,45,41,067 5,454,106

MADRAS
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MADRAS.

Gross revenues on an average of the years

1787-8, and 1789-90

The estimate for 1789 90 was not received

in time, but it was afterwards, and the

revenues were estimated to amount to

They actually amounted to

Deficiency -

Charges 1789-90 estimated to amount to

Actual amount

Pagodas at S«.

3*»63>394

34,90,360

3I»39iS'9

3,60,841

37>7»>36°

43>47>537

L. Sterling.

1,265,337

1,255,807

'40.337

1,508,544

The difference is 5,76,177 230,470

Which added to deficiency of receipts as

above, the aftnal account appears worse

than the tstimated one, by

Revenues for 1790-91 estimated to amount t

And charges estimated at 1

BOMBAY.

Average revenues of three years, 1787-8 to

1789-90

Actual amount

Reveoues more than estimated

The charges were estimated at

The actual sum incurred was

Charges less than estimated

Adding excess of revenue to deficiency of

charges, the actual result appears better

than was estimated by -

The revenues for the year 1790-91 are esti

mated at -

And the charges to amount to

Excess of charges

9,37,018 570,807

44.15-941 1,766,376

63,71,438 2,548,5/5

19.55-407 782,199

Rupees. L. Stalling.

1$1<M

11,91,627 138,218

14,42,4.05 i67,3'9

2,50*778 20,091

49.02,676 568,710

48,02,685 557."°

99,991 it,6oa

3.5°»769 40,69 s

22,96,316 266,373

67.96.753 788,414

45»°°>437
522/35'
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BENCOOLEN and PINANG;

Dollars at 5 j. L. Sterling.

Bencoolen revenues 011 an average of three

years, 1786-7 to 1788-9
1 :,C44

3>*°*

Cur. Rupees.

6,50,000 65,000

4»39>44* 43>944

2,10,558 21,056

5,00,000 50,000

The expences of Bencoolen and Pinahg were

estimated last year to amount to

The supplies from Bengal, in the year

1789 90, amounted to

Less than estimated - -

These expences for 1790-91, are estimated

to amount to -

GENERAL VIEW.

Actual Revenues of 1789-90.

Bengal, current rupees - 5,62,06,561 £.5,620,656

Madras, pagodas - 3'j39>519 '5255,808

Bombay, rupees - 14,42,405 167,319

Total revenues - - jC'7»°43»78,3

Actual Charges of 1789-90.

Bengal, current rupees - 3,12,01,486 £.3,120,149

" ' K • ' " }739>°i5

557.uo

5,416,274

Madras, pngodas - -43.47.53 7 »>739>°I5

Bombay, rupees - 48,02,685

1,627,509

Expences of Bencoolen and Pinang - 43.944

Net Revenues - - 1.587,765

Add,

The amount of import sales and ofcertificates * 263,940

The total is ' - 1,847,505

Deduct what paid for interest on the debt, as stated in last

year's account - - - 438,426

Applicable to the purchase of investments, the payment

of commercial charges, &c. - - 1,409,079

DEB"
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DEBTS.

Current Rupee*,

ac is. L. Sicilkj.

The debts in India on April 30, 1789, as

per last year's statement

Ditto on the 30th of April, 1790

Increase of debts

Amount of debts bearing interest, staf"<? last

year -

Ditto by this year's statement

Interest payable in India on the debt stated

last year

Ditto on the debt in this year's statement

Increase of interest

To the increase of debts in India, as above

stated

Add,

The amount subscribed to the remittance

plan in the year 1789-90

The sum is the total increase of debt in India,

which appears to have been made in the

year j 789-90

6,68,07,840 6,680,184

7,°5>6&>52f> 7,056,652

37,63,686

5,26,06,727 5,260,6-2

5,40,69,357 5.406,93;

14,62,630 146,263

43,84.263 438,46:

44,71,066

86,803 8,633

37.63.686 376,363

39.9'»339 399^33

77.55.025 775.5*

ACCOUNT of the Appropriation of the Surplus Revenues of Wis,

and of the Increase of Debts there in 1789 90.

Net revenues, as before stated - £. 1 ,583,563

Received from the sale of imports and certificates 263,94°

1,847,5=5

Interest payable on the debts slated last year - 438,4^

Net surplus - 1,409,0:9

SUPPLIES
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SUPPLIES to Europe and China, from the Resources of

India, viz.

Prime cost ofcargoes shipped

for Europe, - C. R. 11,01,56,1551 £1,015,615

Supplies to China from Bengal 21,11,009 21 1,101

Commercial charges at the

several Presidencies, not

included in the invoice 10,34,190. 103,419

Remains - 78,944

Add the amount by which the debts in India appear to have

been increased in tha year - - 775>5oa

Increase of debt and remaining surplus to be explained ,£.854,44$

The balance of cash and bills *

receivable at Bengal, Ma- Cut . R. £.

dras, Bombay, and Ben-

coolen, on 30th of April,

1790, as per quick stocks 1,38,94,840 1,389,484

Ditto ditto on 30th April,

1789, as per last year's ac

counts - * 1,18,24,800 1,182,480

Increase of cam appropriated <■ 207,004

The amount advanced for the

provision of investment at

Bengal - - 1,07,54,912

Do. at Madras, Ps. 3,10,480, or 13,19,540

Do.at Bombay, Rs. 9,59,532 1 1.13,057

Do. at Bencoolen - 1,11,043

Total advanced - 1,32,98,552

The value of cargoes shipped

from those Presidencies in

the year - - 1,01,56,157

Advanced for the purchase of

goods, morethan shipped for

Europe in the year - 31,42,395 3 1 4, 239

Increase of cash, and sums ad

vanced for the provision of

investment - * 52,»243

The following sums have also

been charged against the

Company, which form no .

Vol. XXIX. 3S J"8"
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part of the actual expences

of the year :

Increase of debts owing to the

Nabob of A rcot and Rajah

of Tanjore's private credi

tors, not received by the

Company, pags 3,96,766 16,86,225

And a sum was to be paid to

the Nizam, on giving up

the GuntoorCircar, in Sep

tember 1788, which, wirh

the perhcufh to 30th April,

1789, amounted to pagodas

3,63,013, not included in

last year s account - 1 5,42,805

These account for an increase

of debt to the amount of 32,29,030 322,903 844,146

10,300

The accounts, No. 27, 28, and 34, shew also some other articles

0f receipt and expenditure, under the heads of Profit and Loss, &c.

which, as they nearly balance each other, are omitted. About a lack

of pagodas appear to have been received at Madras for bills on the

Court, which is nearly the increased value of stores there, as pe:

No. 36*

Mr. Dundas having finished his calculations, observed,

that .he had on former occasions entered into some considera

tions how far the general state of affairs of the East India

Company was likely to be permanent. The Committee

would certainly not expect from him, that he should enter

into any discussion of that kind at present; because, to give

an account of what was likely to be the future prospect of

India, during a depending war, would be an attempt very

idle and very useless, and not at all calculated to afford any

information to the Committee. He should, he said, have

wished to have remained totally silent till [>eace had been re

stored to India, when he might have been able to have judged

of the importance of India, as connected with the political

state, the trade, and commercial affairs of this kingdom ;

hut if he were to he totally silent, it might be inferred that

he acquiesced in many things which he had heard, in many

things which he had seen, and in many things which he had

read, within some werks past. They had be.-n told, the

burdens were so heavy and grievous, that they were not to

be supported hy all the Jvsources of India; that they were

threatnd
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threatened with instant ruin ; and in order that these delu

sions might have their full colouring, it had been asserted that

all those heavy burdens might probably very soon come on

t lie revenues of this country, for that it was impossible t!>at

the revenues of India could sustain them. There certainly

had been, Mr. Dundas observed, no want of colouring to

heighten that business. Some gentlemen had caculated the

expence of the war in India at the rate of three millions,

others at four, others at fix millions, nay, he had heard it

stated at twelve millions. These accounts differed in their

amounts, exactly as it suited the vivacity of the several gen

tlemen who chose to give the statement. He however was

not, he declared, absurd enough to enter into a contest with

any of these calculators. There must be some data on which

to proceed, some accounts from which conclusions were

drawn; but they had neither one nor the other before them;

he had heard speculations on numbers of millions upon

millions, without a single account having been laid upon the

table. He had, Mr. Dundas said, stated a variety ot calcu

lations, but hitherto no accounts had been moved for, men

tioned, or laid before the House, from which such a state

ment could possibly have been ascertained. There was, he

knew, one estimate before the House, upon which some

account might be taken. He guarded against being among

the number of those who wished for war in India, or who

exprefled their hopes of the success of the war. God only

knew, his wisti and prayer had always been for peace.

Peace had been his prayer, even at the time when he heard of

the victories on the Malabar coast.

When some had ch )sen to assert, that the Indian war had

originated in this country, it was some consolation to him to

reflect, that, from the moment he had heard of a war in

India, no means had been neglected in this country to supply

that country with force sufficient to enable Government to ,

bring it to a speedy and honourable issue. He had endea

voured, Mr. Dundas laid, to afford ample means to bring

the war to a short and honourable conclusion; but to have

wished for the commencement of the war, as had been as

serted, would have been to have entertained a wish adverse

to every view he could have in life, to every wish and view

that could exist in his mind, or in that of the Governor Ge

neral. There was no evidence whatever of such being the

case, because it was impossible there should be evidence of a

fact that never existed. H.* said, that at the same time that

he defended hirns If against the assertion that he was the au

thor of the Indian war, he begged leave to remind the Com

mittee, that the very fiist time it was made the subject of

debate in that House, he had desired not to be considered as

3 S 2 giving
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giving any opinion at all with regard to the event. All

wars were in their nature uncertain, and liable to a variety

of contingency that were incapable of calculation, and

therefo e with regard to the success of the war, he had wished,

to fay nothing. It was, he hoped, unnecessary to consider

the Indian war in that gloomy point of view in winch it had

been represented, as if it would drain the finances of Ind i.

When that question was brought forward, he should, he de

clared, take his sliare in the discussion of it; but, if they

wished to form any thing like ajudgement as to the expencts

of the war, there was, he fai t, only one gaper on the table

that deserved the name of a probable receipt and disburse

ment for 1791. The amount of Mr. Dundas's calculation

on this paper was, th;.t whatever the investment cost abo»e

552,826], was likely to be the expeiice of the war. Bathe

begged it by no means to be supposed that he declared ibil

expressly and positively to be the real amount.

With regard to the Indian estimates in general, he would,

Mr. Dundas said, take upon him to affirm that trom tb«

manner in which he took credit for them, he was perfectly

warrante ! to a(k ir, and to expect it, particularly for Bengi'.

They"had ever been so cautious in making their estimate',

that the actual revenue h^d always been more than the esti

mated revenue, and the real charges less than the estimated

charges. Another thing, very material to be taken intothe

account, Was the time when these estimates were madeep.

Those of Pengal were not made up earlier than the first of

August last, and those of Madras not later than S^ptemlv:;

men did not fit down in their closets, and make these

calculations in addition to the uncertain expenee of the war.

But theft calculations were formed at a time when they hid

experience with regard to the war to guide them; they must

therefore have had in view the settlement for the remains

months of the year. This was, Mr Dundas said, still far'

ther confirmed by this circumstance, namely, that in Bombaf

eight months ofthe currency of the year had gone, 450,^ •

was spent, and for the remaining four months there «t*

25C,cool, There were, he confessed, two charges, no esti

mate of the expences of which was given; the one *J»

for General Medows's army three months, when they y&i

into the Mysore country, not in the month of October, ai

expected hut in the month of January, during which penal

no provision was made for the army : secondly, no account

wa< taken of the regiments, which Lord Cornwallis me-nt

to carry with him from Bengal to Madras He hoped 1'

had complied with the wishes of a right honourable jjentl-

man, in laving, as fa' as he could, the expences of the W

before the House. Mr. Pandas begged he might not k

' misunder
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misunderstood; he relied not on the estimate on the table,

nor did he give any plan of his own, but he thought he was

perfectly warranted to fay, that those who romantically

calculated the expence of the present war in India at three,

four, six, or twelve millions, could do it for no other pur

pose than merely to alarm the country, as matters then stood.

Without more papers and better information to guide their

judgements, they must all allow that they were speaking

perfectly at random on the subject. He owned, that he

had great reason to lament the expence of the war, but he

could not agree with those who thought that the present

war, under any probable issue, was a subject that ought to

create in their minds that gloom and alarm which it seemed

to have spread among some gentlemen. In 1783, when it

was commonly supposed that the Last India Company owed

four millions, the right honourable gentleman opposite to

him (Mr. Fox) who certainly had not wished to set thp

affairs of the Company in the best light, declared he believed

their debt was above ten millions. Before 1785, Mr. Dun-

das said, it was in fact above ten millions. Therefore, if

they compared the state of the Company's affairs at that pe

riod, when every man was afraid to approach it, although

it had h.- ppily been encountered, and looked at this, thev

would perceive no reason for desponding with regard to India.

He was sure he did not envy his right honourable friend,

nor was he desirous of undervaluing the resources of this

country, but he was of opinion that the day was much

nearer when the resources of India would furnish assistance

to this country, than when this country would be obliged

to lend her aid and support to India. With this declaration

Mr. Dundas concluded, and said he should not tiouble the

Committee at greater length on the subject, but would

move, " That it is the opinion of this Committee that the

" average revenue of three years of Bengal, Baharand Orixa

" amounts to 5 crore 45 lacks and 4.,067 current ru-

" pees."

Mr. Fox rose as soon as Mr. Dund.is fat down, and said, Mr. Fox.

he did not mean, at so late an hour, to trespass long upon the

Committee, bin he thought himself particularly called upon

to say somethiim in reply to what had been said in some parts

ofthe speech which they had heard from the right honourable

gentleman who had just sat down. And one striking point

in it, and a most material one he considered it to be, was,

that toward* the conclusion, where the right honourable

gentleman states that the day was near at hand when India

might be expected to be in that flourishing state, that in

place of calling upon England fur aid, India would be enabled

Jo afford assistance to England. This was an opinion, Mr.
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Fox said, that, were it well founded, must give the greatest

satisfaction to the country ; he owned, however, that it did

not appear to him to be well founded, upon any one ground of

statement or argument, that he had yet heard or been able

to recollect. He must likewise say, that it had not the

greater weight with him, when he heard the assertion come

after a most, guarded and evasive declaration, that with re

gard to the papers on the tahle, as far as they respected the

expences of the war in India, the Committee were not to

consider themselves as postessed of the right honourable gen

tleman's own opinion upon that subject, or the probable

result of it. A great part of the right honourable gentleman's

speech, Mr. Fox said, had been employed to exculpate him

self from the charge of being the author of the war in India.

For his part he thought it mattered not so much who was

the author of ir, as what were likely to be the consequences

of it; and upon that point, he believed, there could be but

one opinion in the country, and that was entirely against any

war of the kind, which could be attended with no good effect;

was a certain expence and calamity both at home and in

India ; and had not for its object any thing that could justify

the policy, justice, or expediency of it. He never had said

that the right honourable gentleman was the author of it;

for he had no pretensions to fay so, when he took such pains

to disclaim it; nor had he ever given his opinion on the

amount of the expences which might be incurred by that

war.

As to the estimates now presented, Mr. Fox said, the

right honourable gentleman had taken great pains to convince

the Committee that no opinion could be form- d of the ex-

pence by the estimate on the tahle; and at the fame time, in

a very curious manner, argued as if he wished them to be

lieve that they might depend that the expences hitherto in

curred did not exceed that estimate; and when he said, that

it would be rash, foolish, and mad in him, or any one. to

establisti opinions upon the probable expences from that esti

mate, though he insinuated that it contained all that had been

advanced in consequence of the war up to the latest period of

information, he believed the fact to lie quite otherwise, and

that the expences already far exceeded the estimate; a matter

that, perhaps, with more propriety might be afterwards

discussed. He believed that the expence would certainly

amount to five or six millions at least. From all that could

be made out, Mr. Fox said, from what official information

they had received, from common news, anJ ftom the latest

letters from Madras, it was generally believed that it would

be much greater, and the event very uncertain. The right

honourable gentleman had alluded to his opinions, upon a*

former
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ormer occasion, respecting the amount of the deht in India,

rising from the arrears, and other charges, after the last

*rar in that country, and had staled that these arrears had

ar exceeded even what his (Mr. Fox's) own opinion had

eckoned them at, and that the total debt jmounled to more

han ten millions. Now with this before their eyes, would

iny person be bold enough to say, that arrears and debt

would not be increased after this war, even when it was

concluded, in the fame manner as they did before ? If they

could fay so, be would lie glad to know upon what suppo

sition their opinions were founded. In short, if this esti

mate, when al! the authority which the right honourable

gentleman could give it, was added to it, it seemed by his

own account to be worth nothing, as a guidance to the Com

mittee, or from which they could form any guess of the pro»

babie expence. •

The right honourable gentleman had stated, Mr. Fox said,

that he could not answer for the success of the war ; to be

sure he could not; but if much reliance was to be had on

the argument which he had used throughout the whole of the

discuslion on this Indian war, certainly the Committee had

reason to expect that success would be the result of it ; and

if they thought this was the right honourable gentleman's

real sentiments, they no doubt would entertain sanguine

hopes that his opinion was well grounded. Much stress

had been laid upon the manner in which the events that had

already happened in India, were represented in this country;

and it had been said, that both in their nature and conse

quences they had been much exaggerated. But if this was

the cafe, Mr. Fox said, he would ask, what steps Ministers

bad taken to convince the public that the facts were other

wise, than common report stated them to be? Or rather, by

their total suppression of all official communication, and

their silence with regard to the dispatches they had received,

might it not be inferred, that their own opinions of the in

formation was worse than the statement which the public

had, could lead them to form ; when it seemed they dared

not publish the accounts which they had received ? He was

warranted, he said, to s.iy this, when he called the attention

of tlie Committee to the only communication that the pub

lic had received, and that without knowing by wha' autho

rity it was given; a letter sent to the newspapers, giving an

account, to be sure, of verv gallant conduct both in our offi

cers and men, hut little satisfaction as to the progress or

state of the war; and, at any rate, considering the manner

in which some* newspapers were conducted, the public had a

right to some more authentic mode of information, and

might at least have expected a Gazette upon this subject.

a Mr.
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Mr. Fox again stated, that he had not, nor could he,

give a direct opinion, neither, he helieved, could any body,

of what might be the probable expence of the war; but

he could give an opinion as to the impropriety, and the in

justice of the object of it, which he understood to be that

of extirpating Tippoo Sultan. He, however, trusted that

we would, by some kind of peace or other, by not accom

plishing that object, save from disgrace and infamy the Bri

tish character in India. He could not prophecy more than

the right honourable gent-leman ; but did believe that we

would be mistaken in all our hopes of success, mistaken in

all our designs and pursuits against Tippoo, and finally mis

taken in our attempts to drive him from the Mysore coun

try; events, that had already happened, justified these afies-

tions, and we were daily hearing something or other which

tended to corroborate those suppositions. Mr. Fox paid

many compliments to the British army now in India, and wai

convinced of their exertions. They possessed, he said, mili

tary ardour, great professional lkill, and conspicuous gallan

try. Highly, however, as he rated the British force, we

found that we had no reason to think contemptuously of our

adversary; every fresh instance only tended to confirm us in

a contrary opinion. He would therefore insist, that rheWi

news that this country could receive from India would be,

that peace was concluded ; and when he said this, he sliouiJ

be asked, what kind of peace would you wish ? To this he

would answer, any kind of peace, without addition of terri

tory, that could be obtained, and was not dishonourable to

the country. Going to war for the acquisition or extension

of territory, he would always reprobate as impolitic and

unjust. If you persist in ths war, said Mr. Fox, or, he

might say, even get immediate peace, what will be thecoo!--

quence of the war you have engaged in? why the certainty

of having your military force in India weakened and dimi

nished; your revenues, both there and at home, drained and

exhausted; and your name and character, as a great nation,

disgraced and lowered in the opinion of the world at large-

As to the authors of the war, OTntinued Mr. Fox, whatever

disgrace they might meet with, it was not his business t:

point them out; nor could he fay whether it originated witn

the government in India, or th;: Board of Coutroul. H«

believed, however, the general opinion in this country was.

that it was commenced in consequence of orders from home-

In defending himself from any blame on this point, the rig"1

honourable gentleman had said, who could suppose that he,

or those he acted with, could wish for a war ? But whM

was this sort of argument, Mr. Fox observed, but the oli

exculpation of every Minister, and his general defence
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hen his conduct was called in question. With him he said,

had no weight, and never could, except that he could ad

it a circumstance, merely impossible, that it was the pecu-

ir interest of a Minister to plunge his country in a cala-

itous war, that species of defence might be brought for-

ard on all occasions.

They could not ascribe blame to Earl Cornwallis, conti-

led Mr. Fox, for the war is contrary to every opinion

tat we know from him. We likewise know now, that tha

archase of the fortresses of Jaycottah and Cranganore,

ora the Dutch, by the Rajah of Travancoie, which was

nee the ostensible, is not the real cause of the war; and it

equally contrary to all the orders that we know were sent

t>ra the Board of Controul. But whatever future enquiry

light bring out on that subject, let us owe it to whomso-

ver we may, the calamity is irreparable in some degree, in-

smuch as our finances are wasted, and our reputation lost.

Mr. Fox came next to the general state of eur finances in

ndia, and the flourishing condition of it, which hsd been

xpatiated upon ; he was extremely glad to hear it was so,

nd would be more so, when he saw and knew it to be, as de-

cribed that night; but he must own, that what occurred

he other day, when the finance report of 1786, and that of

791, were under their consideration, staggered his faith a

;ood deal with regard to all reports of that nature; and he

:autioned the Committee not to be too sanguine in their

vspes or expectations. Let them consider, that the India

lebt now amounts to sixteen millions sterling, to which we

have to add the eight hundred thousand in the estimate upon

the table, and then say, whether, in the present appearance

of circumstances, there were strong grounds for sanguine

prospects. Notwithstanding all he said against the measures

which seemed to prevail in the system of government in

India— notwithstanding the injustice, the impolicy, and

disrepute of the war now carrying on in India—notwith

standing the impoverishing, calamitous, and disgraceful

consequences that must attend the continuance of it—not

withstanding the certainty of the expence, and the improba

bility of advantage accruing to this country from it, still

Mr. Fox said, he would close with the right honourable

gentleman, if he could make good what he had concluded

his speech with; and be happy to make a bargain with him,

if it could be properly guaranteed, by giving all the advan

tage and assistance which the most sanguine friends to the

tast-India Company could expect it would be productive to

this country, provided it were well guaranteed, that the

East-India Company would never again require farther as

sistance from this country.

Vol. XXIX. 3 T Mr.
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Mr. Mr. Dundas in reply to Mr. Fox, said, he had either beats

Dundas. misunderstood, or misconstruction had been put upon k#l

words, when lately up. He never meant that the Commit

tee should form any opinion, or guess at the probable expes-

ces of the war from the estimate before them. He. had coif

stated, that as far as it went, it included the expences t'sa

had been actually incurred up to the latest period of their af4j

vices, and might serve to shew, that the surmises which tui

been made in this country on that point, were fallacious.

He therefore requested, he said, <he attention of the Commit

tee to the explanation of his own words. It had certainly

been stated, that the expence of the army amounted to tv

lacks of pagodas a month; but gentlemen seemed not to he

aware that all this was not an increased or extraordinary ex-

pence, but included the ordinary military establishment, as

well as any increase that the present emergency require*.

With regard to the bargain offered by the right honourable;

gentleman, when the proper time came for discussing thz

point, rje believed he might safely make it, and guarantee it

without much risque.

As to the authors of the war, he begged leave to fay a few

words on that point. When he had formerly mentioned tie

conduct of Lord Cornwallis as highly meritorious, which

he still must consider it to be, he then wistied to disclaim any

share of that merit to himself; but for all this, he by no

' means wished to shift blame, if there was an;', from himself,

and place it 011 the shoulders of Lord Cornwallis. On tbe

contrary, he would declare that he approved of all that be

had done, and fliould any blame be the consequence, hems

equally entitled to his share of it. He never had said moc!i

of sanguine hopes of success, and rather thought he might

retort upon the right honourable gentleman, who, in one

short sentence, had expressed his opinions in a much more

sanguine way than he had done. There was another point

on which, Mr. Dundas slid, he would say a sew words; and

that was relative to the concealment of dispatches; these dis

patches did not come to any secret Committee of Directors,

nor was it ever meant to conceal the contents of them; on

the contrary, the public were in possession of all they con

tained eight uay* before the Company, or any person in of

fice, knew any thing about them. And I his, he was free to

fay, was entirely owing to an accident; One box had beeu

left in the ship, and it was afterwards found, upon an ex

press being sent down for it, that it contained all the dis

patches which were intended for the Company, the Secre

tary of State's Office, the War Office, the Board of Con-

troul, and for himself individually ; and the public being in

possession of all the information so long before, by means of

3 " Colonel
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lonel Floyd's letter, it was needless to make any Gazette

the subject. However, as this had occasioned discussion

a nother .place, and it had happened, that on the very day

that discussion, more news arrived, it was immediately

nted in a Gazette; and this seeming to be approved of, in

ure he would take care to give them Gazettes whenever

f thing, either good or bad, came to his hands. Having

is said, he thought, enough on Gazette-, he would add

:hing more on the charge of concealment. There were

wever, many other observations, he said, in the sprech of

: right honourable gentleman which he could easily have

wered, but at that late hour, he would content himself

th what he had said.

Mr. Fox in reply said, that he always allowed, as was well Mr. Fox.

own to the House, every gentleman to explain his own

>rds in any way he thought proper. He replied to what Mr.

indas said about his hopes of success; and thought, not-

thstanding the accident, when the dispatches arrived, a

i?ette should have been printed, that the public might have

d some more authentic account than a newspaper.

Mr. Hippe/ley expressed his satisfaction at what had dropped Mr.

im the right honourable gentleman (Mr. Dundas), who Hippefley,

d said he hoped there was at this instant peace in India.

ace was so desirable an object, that he could wisli most

icerely to see it established, even on the principle of flatu

3, taking our compensation for expences in money, rathfr

in territory, which probably would insure the most

rmanent tranquillity, and certainly coalesce more with

e spirit of the subsisting statutes for the government of

dia. It might appear necessary for him, or the origi-

1 nfover of the inquiry into the causes of the war, to fay

■nething on the present occasion ; but at so late an hour he

ould confine himself to a very few words. On a former

y, when he had adduced certain extracts from the Com-

ny's records, in support of his own opinions of the impolicy

the war, the right honourable gentleman had thought it

fficient to consider them as referring to an antiquated date,

d net applicable to a more recent period. Mr. Hippefley

d since recurred to the records of the Company, and found

em uniform in their principles of policy, with respect to

e danger of offensive alliances with the Mahrattas, and the

struction of the only natural barrier (the Mysore power)

lich presented itself against them. In these principles of

and policy, the Governments of Bengil, Madras, and-

Mnbay, had uniformly concurred. These were the senti-

tnts also of distinguished individuals, of Mr. Hastings, of

r Eyre Coote, of Lord Macartney, and many others of

fat ability and local knowJedge, given too in the very hour
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of contention with Hyder Ally, as the Report of the Sen*

Committee would shew. Mr. Hippefley said, he could

cover the table with extracts in point, to the latest psai,

all to the fame effect. But he would content himself va

reading one of the many in his hand, which was an Eirni

of the Minute of Lord Macartney and Council, which ptj

birth to the negotiation that ended in the last peace ofMa

galore, dated December 1783, at Fort St. George. " W|

" are convinced that there can be no sincere or pennanol

" peace with Tippoo, if Mangalore be not restored to tbea

"It were to be wiflied be were humbled, but we ought m

*' to see him crushed : a barrier is necessary against theovo

" grown, and still over-growing, power of the Mahrra

" State, which threatens to cover all Indostan." Mr.ftp

pefley observed, that this opinion was exactly similar to t!>

recorded principles of every antecedent Government of Indu

and sufficiently justified the sentiments he had entertained 0

the subject, and had delivered in the House. He had nH

only to wish that a speedy and honourable termination of efl

difficulties might be brought about, on a basis which m'ghl

best secure tlte Britisti interests in India.

Mr. HusTey did not comprehend the answer.

Mr. Dundas again explained.

Mr. Hussey wanted further explanation.

Mr. Mr. Bcnfield said, the right honourable gentleman had Ml

Benfield. gjven a pr0per answer to Mr. Hussey, which he could shf«

as well as many other errors, by going into the papers a

large ; but it would be impossible for him to enter into f<

wide a field of detail at that late hour; he hoped, therefore

that there would be no objection to his moving, " that ttw

" Chairman report progress, and alk leave to sit again;" hi

made a motion accordingly.

Mr. Mr. Dundas replied, he should most certainly oppose thtf

Dunda*. motion, and trusted that the Committee would agree, that

he ought to move his resolutions that night, and if the ho

nourable gentleman did not -choose then to go into any re

marks, which he might wish to submit to the Commi;t«i

he might make them to the House when the report should

be under consideration.

Mr. Mr. Huffiy asked if the right honourable gentleman

Hussey. sure of his premises ? He was not satisfied, he said, with the

sort of answer he had received, nor did it appear to him to

he a proper one. He explained what the nature of ba

doubts were.

Mr. Pitt. Mr. Chancellor Pitt endeavoured to satisfy Mr. HufT-s,

and stated, that there was unavoidably such a difficulty ia

the mode of making up all Indian accounts, that he was 1101

surprised the honourable gentleman was somewhat puzikd:

but
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hut the very fame idea which had struck the hononrabla

gentleman, had struck the honourable gentleman below him

(Mr. Francis) who had year after year put the fame question

and received an answer. The honourable gentleman, Mr. Pitt

said, had recently been so much acquainted with matters of

finance, that he could easily reconcile it to himself, he had

no doubt, that accounts of finance made up with one view,

would be found rather unintelligible when considered in ano

ther. In order to give the honourable gentleman as clear art

idea of the cafe as possible, let him suppose that in tha

chaiges of our own accounts from the first of May 1791,

to the last day of April 1792, the unfunded debt was placed

at the top of the account, and the land, and malt tax, and

such other articles as constitute what are usually called the

Ways and Means, were placed under it, and a balance wa»

struck, that balance would not be the real deficiency. In

like manner were the Indian accounts made out. In answer to

Mr. Benfield, Mr. Pitt observed, that the subject then under

discussion before the Committee, was merely the consideration

of the revenue arising from the territorial possessions in

India, which were put under the fuperintendance of the of

ficers of the Crown, and not the commercial affairs of the

Company, which had nothing do with the subject of the

day.

General Smith maintained that it was impossible to separate General

the consideration of the affairs in this country; to give a Smith,

just account of them, the right honourable gentleman must

comprehend the assets of the Company at home and abroad.

If, for instance, the debt of the Company was the topick,

and a parcel of bills of exchange were drawn upon Leaden-

hall-street, though the debt in India would be decreased, the

debt would, in fact, be only transferred in part, but taken

altogether, at home and in India, would remain (he fame. It

had that day been stated, that the right honourable gen

tleman had change ! his opinion. He however, was one of

those, General Smith said, who had nor changed his opinion,

but entertained the fame sentiments of the war that he had

done at first. Most of the gentlemen, he oblerved, were

afraid to state any opinion at all upon the subject of the

war; but that was not the cafe with him ; by the last advi

ces, he law reason to f'tlieve, that the war was approaching,

to its conclusion, and he would state whv. From what had

passed on the Malabar coast, Colonel Abercrombie and Co

lonel Hartley were approaching to Mangalore and the Bid-

denore country. That would alarm Tippoo, who would

hasten towards these places, and make peace to preserve

them. The General founded his expectation on what had

passed in former wars, first with Hyder Alley, and after

wards
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wards with his son Tippoo. The Biddenore country he

stated to be the favourite possession of both father and son;

and he was persuaded that I ippoo would do every thing in

his power to' save it. Talking of peace, the Oeneral said,

he was one of those who hoped that no peace would be agreed

on, till we should have gained the object of the war; and

what was the object of the war? In the .first place, it wu

our future security. The General here read a letter written

in 1781, by Genera' Matthews, who was sent upon the

expedition he had recommended, and afterwards fell a iacri-

fice 10 the cruelties of Tippoo Sultan. 1 his letter, he ob

served, was wruten with a prophetic kind of spirit. It stated

that Tippoo was anxious to possess himself of the Travaa-

core country, which would enable him to enter the Carnatic

whenever he pleased* and that he would certainly seize the

first favourable opportunity of doing so. It therefore stated

the going against Mangalore and Biddenore, which when

cairied into effect, actually induced Tippoo to make peace.

General Smith reasoned upon the contents of the letter, and

said, the objec) of the war at that time, and at present wat

the same, but that we now had a much more powerful force

than we formerly had under Sir Eyre Coote. As the Rajah

of Travancore was, if not our ally, at least our tributary,

he said, we were bound to defend him, and secure his terri

tories from danger, which could only be done by gaining the

possession of thole passes through which Tippoo could enter

the '1 ravancore country, whenever he thought proper.

The Gene al therefore repeated his declaration, that he

thought the object of the war was to lay the ground of

future security.

ajor Major Maitland rose, and began by assuring the Commit-

tland. tee, that, at that late hour, h*; should not take up much of

their time; he however, could not forbear making a few 06-

servati> ns on what had been said. He confessed himself to be

one of those romantic persons who thought the expence of

the war would be twelve millions at least. That was his

opinion, and he confessed it to be so, because he grounded it

on his knowledge of the expence of former wars in India.

The right honourable gentleman, he observed, brought for

ward a statement, whic'') he told the Committee he could not

himself believe ; and he had taken abundant pains to induce

them to do so. Another romantic thing was, that should the ex-

.pence of the war be six, eight or ten millions, the right ho

nourable gentleman had declared, that India would assist

Great Britain before she would require assistance from us. Hs

would leave it to the Committee to judge how far that idea

was rash and romantic, or not. The Major said he should

not wonder if the next accounts from India stated that tbe

crops
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rops of the Carnatic, and consequently the revenue of the

Carnatic, were ruined for the ensuing year. He explained

pon what principles he founded this opinion. He stated,

hat General Meadows went into the Carnatic at a season

vhen the crops were off the ground, and all the inhabitants

eturned from harvest to their respective villages, and that

e suddenly marched just when the se.iso.i subsequent to sow-

lg the crops had commenced, and took with him every man

ie could lay hold of to augment his army. Without, there-

ore, strengthening his own force, he had wea-ened and

^populated the Carnatic, and left it in a state of want of

efence. The right honourable gentleman, the Major ob-

srved, had been pleased to sav, that a letter of Col. b loyd,

vhoin he (the Major) d clared he revered greatly as an offi-

:er, gave as good an account of the progress of the war up

o the time that the dilpatches came away, as Government

vere in poffeflion of. That Major Maitl.nd denied; the

etter gave an account of, a defeat, for such it certainly was,

)Ut it told them no one thing with regard to the general ope-

ation of the war. He contended that the British army in

he Coimbatore country had been totally defeated; and whin

ie laid so, he did not mean defeated in the field, but checked

n its operations and progress, not, the Major said, from

*ant of men well disciplined, not from want of brave and

skilful officers, but for another reason. He declared he

ounded this assertion upon the contents of a pnper which the

ight honourable gentleman had, he presumed, inadvertently

ulFered to be placed on the table. The House, Major Mait-

land said, were in possession of his opinions respecting the

*ar; he acknowledged that he entertained sanguine expecta

tions of its success, and he had stated the reason why ; but

ie had at the fame time made two exceptions, one, in cafe the

lead of the army acted imprudently, and lent away detach

ments from the main body ; the other in cafe there was a

want of provisions. Gentlemen would tecollect that he had

been silent respecting the head cf the army, when he last

spoke upon the subject; the act that had passed the Commit

tee that day, gave him hopes that our arms would prove more

fortunate than they hitherto had done, because if our men

were well disciplined, and our officers skilful and spirited, the

want of success must be ascribed to some other cause.

Mr. Chancellor Pitt said, it was natural for the honour- Mr. Pitt,

able officer opposite to him whose professional habits might

lead him to discuss any military topics, to speak upon the

conduct of the war; but he would submit to the House,

whether it was not rash, and premature, nay unfair, to cast

any reflection on an officer who was serving his country, at

the risque of his life, in a distant clime, and at a time

too
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too when the House could not, from any thing before them,

be enabled to judge how far any such reflection was merited

or not. He could not therefore sit 'silent and hear an attack

hastily and rashly made on the character of General Mea

dows, and his conduct in this war. Every mm, situated as

General Meadows was, was entitled to the protection of

that House, and to have so much credit with his country, as

to be thought meritorious, until some proof of the contrary

was established. After a reflection or two more of this fort,

Mr. Pitt said, he thought he owed to every person employed

in the service of his country, to stand up in their defence

in their absence, and to pronounce any reflection on their

conduct, to be equally hasty, premature, and unjust.

Major Major Afahland begged leave to fay a few words in an-

Maiiland. fwer. He did not mean to criminate General Meadows,

who might be serving his conntry possibly at the risque of

his life, or to make any personal reflection to his prejudice.

He held it to be unfair and unhandsome to do so of any man,

who had not an opportunity of defending himself; but his

opinions upon the subject of the conduct of the war were no

secret to the right honourable gentleman at the head of the

India Board. That right honourable gentleman well knew

that those opinions wete not hastily or suddenly formed, but

founded on fact and experience. He spoke from what he

was perfectly assured of, and h.<d formed a decided opinion

on the subject ; and though he gave General Meadows full

credit for his gallant services heretofore, he held it to be his

duty as a Member of Parliament, to give his opinion on

every public measure, and therefore he must persist in de

claring the war to be impolitic and unprofitable.

Mr. Mr. Benfield said, as he could not be allowed to state his

Benficld. objections to what had been urged by the right honourable

gentleman that night, he would do it on the report, when

he doubted not, he should be able to make it appear, that

the right honourable gentleman was mistaken in many state

ments.

Mr. Pitt. Mr. Chancellor Pitt said, it should be understood, that if

the honourable gentleman conceived that there was an ob

jection to his speaking his sentiments in that Committee,

tr.e objection was in his own mind, and no body's else. He

was perfectly at liberty to state them, respecting the question

then before them. They were perfectly prepared to hear

him, Mr. Pitt said, and the honourable gentleman was him

self present in the Committee.

Mr. Mr. Benseld said, a* that late hour (it being eleven o'clock)

Benficld. ^e could not attempt to go into the detail that he intended.

Mr.Dub- Mr. Dundas, by way of explanation, obserred, that gende-

men confounded the statement of the revenue and charges of

the
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the Company's territorial dominions in India with their

commercial concerns, and the general state ot" their affairs.

Gentlemen might as well talk of live South Sea Company,

as of the Company's credit at home. The only subject to

be debated were his refntatioYtsv which were resolutions of

fact, turning upon figures, and -which he defied any mao to

cail in question.

Mr. Btnficld said, the papers laid upon the tabfe^ referred Mr.

to the affairs of India, ami therefore he conceived they Benfield.

were fit subjects of dilcusiion.

Mr: Benfi eld's motion being negatived,

Mr. Dundas's resolutions were severally put and agreed

to, and ordered to be reported the next clay.

The House adjourned.

Widi€sctcnt 2yb May. ■

Mr. Fox brought in his bill respecting libels, which was ■

read a first time.

1 he preamb'e fiated, that wherens it was the right of

furies in criminal cafes, wherein a general issue was joined, to

give'a general verdict of guilty or not guilty; and whereas

doubts had arisen whether juries were entitled to the fame

right, in cafes of issue joined on indictments or informations

for libels, the bill proposed that it should be dcclaied and

enacted that the right of juries to give a general verdict on

a general issue, extended to prosecutions on libels, as well as

all other proceedings whatever in criminal matters.

Mr. Fox moved that the bill should be read a second

time.

Mr. Afitsord rose and said, that the bil! was undoubtedly Mr.

as great magnitude, and was very well entitled to the most Mitsord.

rerious at test ion of the House; a measure calculated to alter

[he established proceedings of the Courts of law, ought not

to he passed in a hurry, but ought to be discussed with great

gravity and deliberation. No man could revere more than

he did the institu ion of juries, which he considered as the

bulwark of public and private liberty. At the fame time,

lie thought that Hou'e would do well ro pause a little, Ktbre

it resolved to unleftle doftrines <>t law which had almost;

uniformly prevailed ever since the revolution, or to fake

awav that jurisdiction which had appeared, from the practice

at the Courts ever since that period, to belong to the Judge,

ir.d not to the jui v. No one would suppose that the Judges

of the present day could have anv personal interest in with

holding from juries any of their legal and constitutional

furctions: they- could not possibly h ive any cher wish than

to pieserve the uniformity and consistency of legal decisions.

If Judges were to consult only their own peilonal interest,

Vol. XXIX. 3U they
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they would rejoice at a measure which would throw upon

juries the exercise of an ungracious office. A general vtr-

dict of a jury, in cafe of libels, would conceal the ignorance

of a judge, if he should happen to be so little acquainted

with his profession, as not to be able to lay down clearly the

law on the particular question; and if he was corrupt, bis

general verdict would cover his corruption. 1 his bill

would, no doubt, consult the cases of the Judges; but in so

doing, would it be of use to the public ? Thele observations,

Mr. Mitford said, he had thought it necessary to make, sot

the purpose of preventing the House from passing, as a

matter of course, a bill which, in his opinion, was of the

utmost importance.

Solicitor The Solicitor General expressed similar sentiments to those

Qtncral. of the gentleman who had just (at down. He btganby

protesting a most religious regard for the institution ofjuries,

which he considered as the greatest blessing which the British

constitution had secured to the subject. He had his doubts,

however, whether the bill then before tht House would add

to the utility of that invaluable institution. The manner in

which the preamble was worded did not appear to him to

be tree from t bjection, because he believed what was therein

stated as a fact, was not generally admitted. If he were to

be governed by that which was the usual guide of Courts,

precedent, he must fay, that doubts did not exist whether

the right of juries to give a general verdict in criminal pro

secutions, on a general issue joined, extended to libels, so

as to leave the juries judges of the law as well as the fact;

the opinions of Lord Mansfield, of Sir Dudley Ryder, of

Lord Raymond, of Lord Chief Justice Lee, and other great

Judges, lay the other way; and an honourable friend of

his (Mr. trfkine) had gone so far, a few days ago, as to

admit, that f he were placed by His Majesty in a judicial

situation, he would feel himself hound by the decisions and

opinions of the learned Judges who had gone before him.

Surely th<-n it would be conceded to him, that a bill which

wa to unsettle the doctrines of the Courts of law, after they

had obtained for a wh le century, and had been sanctioned

by the greatest law authorities which this country could

boast, ought nor to be cairied with precipitation through

Parliament ; and he h. ped he sliould not be thought to alk'co

much, if he requested that before the next discussion of the bill

it might he printed.

This rallcj up

Mr. Mr. Erjkine, who dfclared, that sooner thr>n he woulJ

Erikine. consent togive up the preamble of the hill, he would abandon

the bill itself lor the present, and leave it to the people d

England to protect their rights themselves bv their verdicts

M
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on juries, until a more favourable moment should arrive,

when Parliament would recognize, as a fundamental prin

ciple, the right of juries to give, in cafe of libels, the fame

general verdict which they had an unquestioned right to give

on any other criminal proceeding whatever. He begged'it

might not be understood, that because a determined friend to

the preamble, it was his object or his wish to confound the

functions of the Judge and of the jury; so far from it, he

was determined, that where they were legally and constitu

tionally distinct, so, as far as in him lay, they ever should

continue.—-Whenever any special matter was pleaded, the

Judge and not the jury was to decide; but he ever would

contend, that when the general issue was joined, the law and

the fact were so implicated, that they could not be separated,

and the jury had a legal and constitutional right to decide

upon both by giving a general verdict. This was not denied

in any criminal proceeding, except in that of libels: the dis

tinction appeared to him to be without a difference; and there

fore he would ever set his face against it.

Something, Mr. Erskine observed, which he had said on a

former day, was brought up this day by his honourable and

learned friend (the Solicitor General) to prove that the

practice of the Courts for a century back had not been

erroneous ; because he hail said, that were he placed in a

judicial situation by His Majesty, he would feel himself

bound to abide by the precedents laid down by his predecessors.

He did not mean on this day to retract a syllable of that

declaration; but he might be permitted to exnlain it, as it

appeared that the reasons on which it was founded, were

not known to his learned friend. He had always been of,

opinion, that when a practice, erroneous in its principle,

had long obtained, it was not by the authority of a Judge,

but of the Legislature, that it ought to be corrected ; for the

rule which one Judge should lay down might be varied or

rescinded by his successor; and thus uniformity of proceeding

would be entirely destroyed, and a fatal uncertainty established

in its room.

These were the grounds, Mr. Erskine said, on which he

formed, and on which he would abide by, that declaration,

which was this day quoted as an objection to the hill. He

considered as very singular and extraordinary, an opposi

tion to thesecond reading of a bill, which had been brought

in with the unanimous concurrence of every part of the

House; and he did not think it very respectful to' the unani

mity which had prevailed on the occasion, for gentlemen to

rise up against the second reading. The House in unani

mously giving his right h nourable frimd (Mr. Fox) leavs

to bring it in, might be said to have given an opinion on the

3U a subject.
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subject, which what hadbeen said this day could not be thought

sufficient to (bake.

Mr. Fox. Mr. Fox rose in support of the second reading of install

Fie observed, that it was as new as it was irregular in gea-

tlemcn to oppose the preamble of a bill out of a C Jtnmittrt;

for every one knew that it was in the Committee that tfcs

preamble, and the other component parts of a bill wer*

separately considered and discussed ; and he believed this wa

the first time that an opposition to a preamble was made in j

House. When gentlemen recollected the advanced stated

the section, they could not exj>ect that be would agree to

4 put off the second reading to a distant day; he meant to ha¥e

it read a second time on Friday next, and committed on

Tuesday in the next week. In the mean lime he said, it

might be printed ; and as it was very short, it could easi'f

be printed before the lecond reading. With respect to tie

preamble, he did not agree with his learned friend ihat it was

so essentially neceflary to the bill, that if one was not carried,

the other ou-ht to be given up; he would be glad to carry

both through ; but if lie could so far satisfy the scruples ot

some gentlemen by giving up the preamble, as to prevail

upon them to vote for the bill, he felt himself very much

disposed to make that compromise; and the more so, as he

was sure of attaining the main object which he had in virw,

by an enacting, as well as a declaratory clause; though ht

confessed at the lame time, that if he had his choice he would

prefer the latter.

7 he motion tor the second reading on Friday was then

put and carried.

Mr. Stee'e having brought up the report of Lord Corn-

wa'lis's Power bill,

Mr. Dundas proposed a c'ause to this effeft, That the

powers given by this bill, should be exercised by General

v Meadows, in cafe of the dejth or absence of Lord Cornwallis,

or if appointed Governor General, or by whoever was ap

pointed to that situation.

This clause was read a first and second time, and was orderei

to make a part of the bill.

Hon T The ''"nourable Tbomis GrtnviHe rose, and began his speech

*renville. with stating his reasons for calling the attention of the House

upon this occasion; and he trusted that the present stat? in

which the country really w?s, would he a sufficient apotogy.

It was, he said, in a stat . of constant terror, and serious

alarm; day .ifter day was regularly producing something

more dangerous in .ipoearance, more uncertain in event, inJ

less intelligible, than what had gone before; and all this

v. ithout any justifiable, caus; being given or assigned by those

wh#

2
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who were entrusted with the executive government of tbe

country. He had declared that the country was in constant

terror and daily alarm for son>e time back, and he thought

himself fully warranted to say so. But a few months ago,

in the present session of Parliament, had they not been called

upon to vote supplies to defray the expeiiee of a great arma

ment, which they chearfuJly granted, with the fullest hopes

and reliance that the exertions of the executive Government,

aided by the spirited generosity of the public purse of the

people, had restored the country to the happy and benign

influence of a lasting peace, the blessing'; and good effects of

which would be universally felt by all ranks and conditions

in this couivry. Now, he would ask, were their hopes

gratihtd? V, as their reliance verified ? or could tliey fay

that tranquillity and the inestimable blessings of ,«ace were

established to them on a lasting and permanent foundation ?

Certainly not; for scarcely was one armament provided for

by the Parliament, than another was in preparation, and

appearances directly and avowedly contrary to the known

interests and opinions of the country, starting up afrell *

with anotlier demand for fresh confidence, and a prospect <j£

imposing the expence and calamities of a fresh and burden

some war upon their constituents.

When questions had been proposed to the King's Ministers

by some gentlemen on that fide of the House, the language

that had been held, had continually been an appeal ro their

confidence. He should, Mr. Grenville declared, always be

disposed to look with a considerable degree of jealousy to such

Jn appeal. It appeared to him that they had been sent there

ky their constituents to examine, to s<ri>tinize, toluol: 1..10,

the actions of public men, and when tbev indulged them!, ives

11 giving what in these times was called a liberal confidence

o Ministers, they gave what did not belong to them to give,

ini nfglectfd a more important duty. This country, he

bserved, Hood at present in a very alarming situation with

■gard to foreign powi rs. Tlv motion he was about to make

> the House, would consist partly of a d, duration of their

jinion of the principal poitns in the present negotiation,

id partly of a declaration, that it was one of the greatest

id best functions of-that House to give counsel and advice

HisMajf sty in every important junctut-e of public affairs,

this confidence, now so often appealed to, stood on any

jhnct substantial ground, it would not, >.'r. Grenville said,

difficult to grapple with it, to stiew the milchirfs with

lich it would be attended, and to demonstrate that all these

|un s were contrary to every principle in our constitution,

these grour.ds were distinctly shewn to him, he fliould be

d to meet them- But the difficulty arose from this, that

the
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the system of confidence was not distinct, clear, and open,

but was grounded on so many and such various consideration!

that one hardly knew which of them to begin with first. It

was made up partly of the King's prerogative, partly of claims

which the executive Government had made at different

times and on various occasions, to the confidence of thit

House, from the supposed imprudence of discussing pending

negotiations, and partly, though he hoped not enoughto

make it worth his while to enter into that question, of some-

thing that looked like a claim of personal character. When

he spoke of Ministers, he mentioned them merely as Mini

sters, without any allusion to personal characters, which he

always thought an unparliamentary and improper way of

speaking. He said, if any subject justified personal allusions,

he should himself be most gratified by it, when he recollected

to whom it was that His Majesty had for some days past en

trusted the department of foreign affairs ; for to that irbie

person he could never allude, without that praise and iftt-

tion with which he should always name him ; but from thofi

allusions he would abstain, because the duty of Parliament

was to consider only public measures, and not personal chir

racters.

With regard to the King's prerogative of making war and

peace, he was one of thole, Mr. Grenville declared, w.«

was always strenuoufly disposed to maintain the Roval pre

rogatives of the Crown, because he was persuaded they were

known and acknowledged by every good friend to theconfli-

tution. They were vested in the Crown in trust for there-

nefit of the people. He contended that there was no diffe

rence between the King's prerogative of making war an!

peace, and his other prerogatives; except in the extent 0;

the exertion of that prerogative, the extent of the good that

would follow, if properly exercised, and the extent of th*

mischief, if improperly exerted. He had, Mr. Grenville said

been surprised to hear some persons make a distinction wit!

respect to the Royal prerogative of making war and peace, J

if it had differed from the other Royal prerogatives; buuV,'.

was entirely without foundation. It seemed unneceflary 3I

most to dwell on principles and positions that appeared to V

self-evident, and it would be so, if the doctrine of considenc

h*d not been urged ; but when a doctrine was attempted t

Le set up so extremely dangerous. to the principles of th

constitution, he did not know how to combat those prin

ciples that were opposite to the principles of the constitution

but by stating those that were agreeable to it. It was, M

Grenville said, singular enough to observe, that althois

people had been very much disposed to speak of the prerog;

tive of making war and peace, as having a pre-eminence ov;
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the rest of the Royal prerogatives, it appeared to him, by

having recourse to the history of our country, that the King s

prerogative of making war and peace, certainly at the times

of the most absolute Government, was precisely that prero

gative which had been most meddled with, btcause, if any

one right more eminently belonged to the popular assembly

of any other country than another, it was the right to exer

cise that which was likely to bring home the most extensive

good or mischief, which the exercise of the greatest authority

could bring to any country. The doctrine of confidence

was, that the exercise of making war and peace should be in

terrupted as little as possible. A very ingenious writer had

stated different instances, in almost every reign of our his-

ory, from the time of the Conquest to the present day, when

his prerogative was intermeddled with by that House; and

he reason was plain ; because the means- of making peace

nd war never was to be obtained but by the consent of the

Commons. He would not, Mr. Grenville said, enter into

ny long inquiry on the subject. It might be majtter of cu-

osity to an antiquary, to inquire when this power was first

itermeddled with by Parliament. An instance of it occurred

1 early as the reign of Henry III. ; the Parliament refusing

1 pay his sister's portion, because that alliance was made

ithout their advice. In the long reign of Edward III.,

at Prince was obliged to call sixteen Parliaments, or Coun-

' ts, for the direct purpose of submitting his treaties, and

e circumstances of war and peace, to their advice. Other

'- Hances were to be found in the reigns of Henry VII.,

;:- snry VIII., James I., and Charles II., particularly in the

ir'M"l62>, and in 1677, where the Commons declare, "that

tf'lhey conceive it not agreeable to the us.ige of Parliament

~"to grant supplies fur maintenance of "Tars or alliances, be

fore they are signified in Parliament; fiom wh ch usage if

tc' fe depart, the precedent might be of dangerous conso

ls ?"juences." He did not mean, Mr. Grenville laid, to fa-

\\v:ie the attention of the House, bv going info m:ny in-

■ u tees of this kind, though the history furnished ample mat-

<0 toshew, that Parliament claimed a right to ad vi sr and

:tr*i' nsel the King in all matters of the g.eat< It importance,

tied '-rthe year 1701, King VV illiam thus addn-ssed iiis Purlia-

(hii^t: " 1 will continue to inform you of the progress ihat

fjiirtall be made in the negotiation, and il all he alw.ivs

pjti'illing to rece ve your advice therein, bein? full y pertuaded

|5 rs-Hhing can contribute more to the hapnmt-ts of this

^itJ^gdom, or the general tranquillity of Lurope, than ihe

.ofibincurrence of my Parliament in all negotiations." 1 his

,0it. said by King William, and was a molt clear answer to

^r<e, fwgument on the confidence of that House. As tar as

Pre
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precedents went, by the practice of tlte- Honse, rtwasoV

■*toas, Mr. Grenville said, that before- supplies were grants

the m-cefsi; v of them was clearly shewn ; so that the doctiwe

ot unlimited blind confidence, in so hrr as it was grounded on

the prerogative of the Crown, was completely destroyed.-

Anotlv rthi11gth.it had been supposed mischievous to tfcj

eounrry, was, Mr. Grenville observed, when foreign nego

tiations weie made public before they were concluded. Tfat

this wa< true, in some cafes, there W3S no doubt. Then

were cases, he admitted, wliere it might he'advantageoTisarf

to- make certain things public to that Houf , or to 6t

country at 1 rge ; hut none of those examples weighed wnk

him in the discussion of this constitutional question, ft

conceived that all men would agree in the proposition, li*

absolute power, vested in the hands of one person, tf anyfc*

curity coaki be given tbar that one person would exercitfSi»

power in the most bent-stcial manner, would be attended wict

advantages which would not he found in a constitutvoneG

mixed kind, made up of so much popular Government, it

would he in vain in a mixed Government, toexpect the toe

vigour and • sfect, and tlte quickness of operation thatiraril

be found in a Government under the control of onisa.

This would, Mr. Grenville said, he to expect what \tas *

ver likely to be found practicable even in the most periict

mixed ( mVtrnivent ; he had therefore to acknowledge thsl

be one of the disadvantages to which mixed Go* einmentsMl

liabe But flill thi.s tree country was content to fubrah *

such disadvantages, rather than endanger the solid tecarsn

of their inofe valuable liberties and privileges; and itW|

Ken well observed, thai tb'Ugh we lose foroethirtg in bt£M

tia'toit hs t:ie'e public dilcuÆoiu, yet this very pahEan

gives to our tie.ities a itronger pledge ofgood faith, tKjn i3

be giv' n by a"y absolute Government I o confir»i|

idr a; he quoted the very able author of the Spirit of Lm

He did not know, Mr. Grenville laid, whether thdMB

exactly the m i» nt to ad\ert to a Circumfi ance nrlu^H

had seen wi'h s>me surprise, in the course of the lefiartf|

had been usu 1!, wien 1 vote of credit was given, (tte-e^W

instances, he k vew, to the- contiarv, bur he took it'lU

agreeable to the pmctice f Parliament, (hat when i^Mfl

credit was given) tlie sum voted 111 mid he spec. tied; hflgM

he apprehended, if it were not specified, the HoxiSjjj|

were called on lo give a vote, by the tleiciiptioa *9fl

vote, which bad no limit in point of sum, pit .1 !=£t •

r.iise a sum -of money agreeuhle to the terms of the vefir- -

Parliament, therefore, had always looked with ext^MFfH

Joosy on votes of credit. He t^ok notice of the hi sJlix

that was sent up to the House of Commons, madwmc '
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; K.ing's message* which was to the following effect, "That

iYis faithful Commons would be ready to make good the

sx.pences that might be incurred by the preparations for

supporting the interests of this country, and for restor

ing the tranquillity of Europe on a sure and lasting foun

dation." He believed Parliament had pledged itself to

ike good the expence of those preparations, whatever the

v» might be. But if a precise sum had been voted, the

au se, Mr. Grenville observed, would have been enabled to

dge whether that sum was such as they could have justified

emselves to their constituents in voting; But there had

en no such description, no specific or distinct sum named*

e di<l conceive Parliament had pledged itself to make good

e whole of the preparations, whatever the expence might

, which were considered by the executive Government as

ceffary to support the interest of the kingdom, and to con-

bute ro the great and important object of restoring the

nquillity of Europe. This might be a very great and un-

uted expence. A learned gentleman, Mr. Grenville ob-

ved, formerly speaking on this subject, had quoted the

^.^eedings of the year 1717. He should make use of the

le year for that which he conceived to be a very important

t, of the question. It was true, on the 17th of March of

'.. f year, there was an instance ftf a general vote of credit by

] yj House of Commons, merely on a message from the

*^Jfc»n ; but in the month of April of that year, it occasioned

jty warm and important debate ; it being held unparlia-

V itary to grant any supply, before some estimate of expence

:1 ^Ja"'d before the House, and the question was only carried

'■! ^majority of 153 to 149. In 1734, the fame bad prac-*

£"TJk quoted with great blame and reproach by the able au-

iftf Precedents of Parliament. But in the year 173a, a

' practice took place, for a particularsum was then voted*

"A ; jhe fame practice obtained in 1757, and has, as the fame

l'^ jeus author remarks, been adopted ever since, confining

>Ji" Ted it to a precise and special sum. Mr. Grenville held

pecifying of some- sum to be absolutely necessary, and

:i>'i,v tided that the subject very much demanded their atten-

They had pledged themselves by their address to make
, v-"- "Whatever expenecs belonged to the operations that were

t - ing on for the interest and prosperity of the country.

,.«A* 8g said thus much on this part of the subject, he should,

B-cti^' jrenville said, he very short on the subsequent parts of

y, il« teause, as it would contain the two important points

J l h 1 had been the object of the present negociation, one of

•;>,.- ; had been so exceedingly ably handled, that it would be

(^'-"'(Jonable in him to go over the same field, as he should

note's of throwing any new light upon it. The first of the

r Coo^. XXIX. < 3 X tw»
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two objects, was on what grounds they were to prepare fe

war. They were told, there was no expression in the tte/j

with the King of Prussia that amounted to such an oWip-

lion. Eut it was said, Mr. Grenville observed, there wjj

system cf politics connected with the treaty that justified tie

armament, which the treaty did net in specific terms ca

for. He had always cor.ceised, that a politic system wisS

he governed by the cbl gations of treaties, rather than

furnish any new interpretations to them ; because the sj"_

might be liable to much doubt, which it is the object «£a

specific treaty to remove. He had always understood,

peculiar praise of defensive treaties to be, that all treaties

except defensive treaties, contained some ca/ussedcris, w'

might be matter of dispute and uncertainty, whereas the

susfedern of defensive treaties admitted of no doubt. Tie

sing'col ject was, whether the kingdom of either of the rro

parties who had entered into the treaty had been attacked?

Had any of the dominions of the King of Prussia been as-

tacked r Had any of the dominions of Great Britain beenat-

tacked? There could not be any doubt about it. 1~behl'

ttess of Oczakow was that on which this country insisted upon

the Empress of Russia giving up to the Turk*. The singie

circumstance that furnished ground of apprehensitn was, that

th.e Empress of Russia, not content with herpresent extenfiw

territory, had in contemplation to overthrow completely the

Empire of Turkey. There was no other argument of weight,

and that argument would have had weight with him, if ht

had not heard the subject discussed. One would have thought

that Oc/.akow contained in it the whole fate of the Turk/A

Empire. It was not, he said, the first time it was in the

hands of the Russians. It was in their possession in 1 75~>

and created no alarm, no apprehension in this country.

It had been completely overlooked by the Empress in her mi

litary arrangements in the last war. He could, therefor?)

lee no reason, either founded on policy or justice, why th;s

country should compel Russia to give up Oczakow to tin

Turks. But it was an opinion with many, that our granJ

object was to put the King of Prussia in possession of Dantz£

and Thorn, a system of alliance that looked so offensive w

ether powers, as to be equally impolitic and unjust : on this»

and the present situation of Dantzic and Thorn, he dwelt for

a considerable time. As to Dantzic, what did we expect to

gain by the cession of that city to Prussia ? a larger share o!

the trade of Poland, perhaps. But would gentlemen recol

lect, that in 1707, Queen Anne entered into a treaty of

commerce with that city, which was guaranteed bv fevers

towers. In 1767, the Empress of Russia guaranteed the li

berties of Dantzic, which was likewise protected by the

treaty
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eaty of Elbing, 1655 ; tlie treaty of the Hague, 1659; and

ie treaty cf Hanover, 1725. The honourable Member then

luded to the part we took in the peace betwixt the King os

weden and the Empress of Russia, and referred the House

> the late Danish Memorial. Denmark was in the reach cf

ur magnificence, and, under that idea, we were induced to

ippose that flie would accede to our wishes. But was it

\se or prudent to buy war, in order to mediate for peace ?

le concluded that part of his argument, by slating his opi-

ion, if the real interests and internal prosperity of Great

iritain, was to he consulted, he could see no cause, or rea-

an, why she lhould meddle in all the disputes of other

lowers, or assume the character of arbiter of foreign dlliances

etwten other countries, thereby ehinking to hold and pre-

erve the balance of power in Europe; and certain he was,

f such was the system of administration, it would be unsuc-

:essful, useless, aud even extremely dangerous to the true

nterests of this country. Having said thus much, became

low to call upon the House to interpose, and offer, in the

jresent state ot political affairs in Europe, their best advice

:o His Majesty, and request that he would be graciously

pleased to order such measures to be taken as might effec

tually establish, upon a solid and permanent basis, the peace

and tranquillity of the country, by saving his people from a

burdensome and oppressive war, the consequences of which

must be severely felt ; and in so doing, His Majesty and that

House would shew their regard for the interests of the people

of England, and take the only sure way of increasing tlie

trade, manufactures, and improvement of the country ; would

raise the revenues of the country at home, and promote its

interests abroad, and finally unite with the earnest and

avowed wisties of the people, the prosperity, happiness, and

glory of the nation. Mr. Grenville now moved,

" That an humble address be presented to His Majesty,

to offer to His Majesty's most gracious consideration, that

counsel and advice, which it is the duty of the Commons to

communicate to the Throne, in every important juncture of

public affairs.

" To represent to His Majesty, that the prerogative of

making peace and war, being, in like manner as all the

other royal prerogatives, vested in His Majesty, in trust

for the advantage and benefit of his people, this House does

conceive the beneficial exercise of that prerogative to be most

constitutionally and effectually promoted by the advice of his

faithful Commons in Parliament assembled.

" That His Majesty's faithful Commons, ever zealous to

aflist him in maintaining the true dignity of his Crown, by

enabling him to provide for the real security and happiness of

3X2 his
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his people, find themselves compelled at this juncture to»

press their anxious solicitude, that interests of such itn

concern may not be unadvisedly committed to the

and calamities >f a burdensome yfar.

" To recoir.jnend to His Majesty's most serious ;

the important advantages which the trade and manufaficrs

pf this country derive trom their friendly and oomiwroii

intercourse with Russia, and the heavy loss which

sustained by any interruption given to it.

** Tp submit to His Majesty, that no arrangement

ing Oczakow and its district, does appear to this Hi

he capable of arresting the political or commercial iaa-

rests of this country, or to justify Great Britain ia *"f

hostile interference between Russia ant) the Porte.

f To express our reliance upon His Majesty's wisdom asi

justice, that the peace and tranquillity which this country

now enjoys, sliall not be interrupted for the purpol? of addiif

any increase of territory to the dominion of the King «

Prussia.

«f Lastly, to represent to His Majesty, that, undent;

rnany burdens which this country has very recently voted",

in addition to those before imposed on their constitiwUh

they should neither discharge their duty to His Majesty hm^

the public, if they did not use their best endeavours wdwt

the continuance of the blessings of peace, by offering to Hi

Majesty their humble and earnest advice, that His Majesty,

in his wisdom and paternal affection to his people, would t;

graciously pleased to decline all hostile interference upon ts:

subject of the fortress and district of Qciakow, for «h Im

pose of procuring any farther acquisitions to the dominions

'she King of Prussia."

Mr. Mr. re/ham rose to lecond the motion ; which, helaw'

Telham. was all the eloquent speech, the House had just heard) ren

dered it necessary for him to do. He would therefore celt

add, that as mpch as he concurred with the honourable

tleman, so much did he deprecate a war with Russia.

Mr. M. Mr. M. Montagu declared he should give hU deo«

Montag«. negative to the question. He would not, however, be u'£:

follow the honourable gentleman in his detail, 3S}e,

heard no new argument, arid sow no reason, to wirhdra

that confidence from Ministers, which he h:d l'^*" ,'0

them, when he voted for the address ia answer to His* 1

jesty's message. Mr. Montagu soid, he was aware W

much more easy it was for the honoiirahk gentlemen on 'j

other side cf the House to argue for the address then iw>'^

and to find fault with Ministers, than for him, orl'10.%y

thought with him, to defend them. It had become,j14'3 '

a practice, on the other fide of the House, this fcfliw^
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•ing on, day after day, and provoke the discussion of ques-

ons concerning prerogativ*; a practice which he thought

tceedingly improper; for which reason he always had, and

[ways should oppose them. Mr. Montagu then proceeded

5 argue the question upon the general principles of the

onstitution, and on the received doctrines, that the power

f negotiating and declaring war and peace, was a general

rerogative «f the Crown; next on the expediency of die

□easure; and lastly, upon the consistency of the House's

lersevering in that conduct which it had in the two former

nstances adopted. After arguing on that point, Mr. Mon-

agu went on to examine the expediency and consistency of

t ; and among other things said, that though he voted for

lie address to His Majesty, in answer to His Majesty's mes

sage, yet he did not hold himself pledged to support any

subsequent measure on the subject, unless he approved it on its

own merits.

Mr Pozvys said, if the clear and sensible speech that had Mr.

been made by the honourable gentleman who moved the Powys.

address, could not convince a majority of the House to agree

to his motion, it certainly must convince all of them of his

good understanding, abilities, and eloquence. What prin

cipally called him up, he said, was the extraordinary speech

they had just heard from the honourable gentleman opposite,

which stated they were bound, by some former vote, to give

a future sanction and confidence to rhe Minister for all his

negotiations and armaments, and all the expences incurred

by them. The honourable gentleman, indeed, had used no

arguments; his speech was so general that it was impossible

to give any particular answer to it; but he certainly must

require from that honourable gentleman, or some other on

the same side of the House, some explanation of that vote by

which they were so pledged and so bound to the Minister, a

sort ofgeneral vote of credit that he, for one, knew nothing

about; he therefore wished to know what it was, or when it

was given? The particular situation of the negotiation they

had heard nothing satisfactory about. One armament came

after another, and hostile preparations were still going on ;

and did the honourable gentleman think that they were

hound to vote away the money of their constituents, without

knowing why? He should be glad to hear by what vote

they were bound to do this? They were told that thev could

not recal their confidence already given to the Minister ; hs

wished the Minister, or his friends, would either tell upon

what particular ground they were entitled to that sanction,

or else recall the only three different grounds which they had

yst stated, and give some new reason for the war. The

first wasj that to interfere or enquire into the exercise of the

prero-
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prerogatives vested in the executive Government, wai oat

of the power ot the House of Commons; if they could itaod

to this, let them distinctly fay so. The second was, lha

being already bound by some former vote to give their con

fidence to the Minister, it would be an infringement oa

that prerogative to withdraw it; if this was the case, let them

avow it. The third was, that the object in view was to

present Russia from destroying the power of the Ottoman

t^orte; are they convinced ofthis, and that it is a matter ot

importance to this country ? In short, let them give some

decent and plausible reason for their conduct, and tor God's

fake, let not gentlemen be sent down to the country among*

their constituents, without being able to give any informa

tion respecting what they had been doing this session, farther

than that they had increased their burdens, and could not

tell them why, becausethey were pledged to repose implicit

confidence in thepresent Minister.

Major Major Maitland said he would not, at that late hour, de-

Maitland. tajn tiie House long, particularly after what had been To

ably stated by other gentlemen, and after the last honoura

ble Speaker had so properly and amply answered the argu

ments, if arguments they could be called, which were used

by the honourable gentleman who spoke immediately before

him. One part of that honourable gentleman's speech was

still to be answered; and that was, an insinuation, thatthe

fide of the House on which he sat were unwarrantable in

bringing forward repeated questions of the fame nature upon

the subject of the present war. The Major said, he would

boldly contradict any such assertion, and was only sorry that

they were not continued and repeated, whether attended

-with success or not : He did not believe that the motion of

to night would be more successful than others nad been, but

he could a(k the House, and ask the public at large, and

appeal to the country for the truth of what he said, whether

the many motions and attempts, however unsuccessful,

made by opposition this session, had not been attended io

some degree with this effect: it had brought down the vio

lence of language, and insolence ofconduct, which Ministers

had adopted, and would have continued. He must like

wise say, that the situation of the House was completelv

changed since the last question of this nature was before

them; and if there could be any impropriety in the condud

of opposition, it was in not bringing forward such motion?

more frequently than they had done. What he meant bv the

House being changed, the Major said, was, that ever since

the discussions which had already taken place, courier had

been sent after.courier, and what the first carried, the other

was sent either to stop or to bring back; and it was not©

rious,
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rious, that after the decision of the last question of this sort

in that Houle, one messenger had been lent, and absolutely

irought to London, the dispatches which had been sent ofF

immediately; so uncertain, so contradictory, and so absurd

was the system of negociation pursued by Ministers.

As to the doctrines qf confidence, Major Maitland said,

that had been so fully and ably combated already, that he

would not say one word on it; however, he thought those

who from their uncertainty and glaring hiconsistency had no

confidence in their own conduct and actions, could expect

little from any other body, and wete entitled to none. His

opinion on that point sliortly was, that he was the worst

Minister who demanded most confidence, and the best who

demanded least ; and, therefore, when those Ministers who

had repeatedly called for confidence, were daily changing

their measures, it was full time to withdraw it. He said,

that hy their uncertainty, the trade to Russia was entirely

stopped; nor did the merchants know how long this embargo

of uncertainty might detain them. A message, though it

scarce deserved the name of a Ministerial message, had been

lent to inform them, that for a certain number of weeks

they might venture to carry on their trade, but they had too

much good fense to pay much respect to such unusual and

ridiculous messages, for not one ship had ventured to fail in

consequence of it. As another proof that was no ways fa

vourable to their conduct or consistency, the Major said, lie

would take the liberty to mention a very great and respecta

ble nobleman, who had lately given up the seals of the fo

reign department, and whose public and private character

was unusually and justly esteemed by all who had the honour

of knowing him, and ranked very high in the minds of the

country at large. This nobleman's resignation clearly

evinced his opinion of their system, and his honourable reso

lution not to pledge himself in his public character in a way

that he never could do in his private, being equally deter

mined to avoid what would have been dishonourable to

himself, and disgraceful to his country. The Major con

cluded with asserting, that as to the probability of war, he

knew, and all the world knew, that it was not the intention

of Ministers to go to war; the people, and that House,

had told them they could not go to war; and this being no

toriously the situation they were in, why did they attempt

to continue practising deceit upon the country ? And when

they must be satisfied that there could be no war, why did

they go on with encreasing armaments and expensive prepara

tions, to add new loads on the people, without one possibU

good effect ?

1 Sir
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SirEdw. Sir Edward Kriatcbbull spoke against the motion; thonght

Knatch- every Minister should have the confidence of the House, and

WI. knew no reason for withdrawing it from the present Mini

stry.

t ir W. Milder said afew words in favour of the address,

which he approved of.

Mi. Fo». Mr. Fox rose just as the Speaker Was about to put the qoes- (

tion. He said, that as he saw it to be the determination, '

and as it appeared to be the desire of the greater part of the

House* that the motion should go to the question, without 1

single word ofexplanation from His Majesty's Ministers, he

role to remind them, that since it was the last time probably

this session of their exercising their duty as Members of P«-

liainent on that important subject, they ought to do their

constituents the justice to endeavour at least to enable them

selves to give those from whom the money was to come,

some fati? factory account respecting the cause of theexpence,

viz. the war with Russia. The House could not but have

observed the ability with which his honourable frit nd had

opened the address then moved, and the little or no argument

that had been opposed to it from the other side of the House.

His honourable friend had stated the perfect and complete

theory of the constitution, and the arguments he had declared

on the subject of confidence and the prerogatives of the

Crown, were clearly founded on tlie best practice of that

constitution. Mr. Fox said, it was the practice of the con

stitution, that he admired, and always held up as the fit

object ofadmiration, and in conformity to that, he governed

and guided his own practice. The doctrines his honourable

friend had laid down, had been so clearly constitutional,

that he defied any man living to controvert any »ne of then,

or shake the smallest portion of their foundation. The

House had voted, he said, as his honourable friend had

stated it, an unlimited rote of confidence ; but was their

confidence never to have an end, or were they never to have

any satisfaction gi%ren them respecting the object of the arma

ment? Mr. Fox admitted that when the right honourable

gentleman first brought down His Majesty's message, he

had fairly shewed them that he would not flatter them so far

as not to tell them, that by voting the address in answer,

they pledged themselves to the probable risque of a war;

but did the right honourable gentleman now mean to hoU

the same language ? Would he do so, contrary to the opi

nion of every manufacturing town in the kingdom, con

trary ;o the voice of all descriptions of people without doors,

and against the general fense of the country? He was aware,

Mr. Fox said, that notwithstanding so much had been said

for the address then moved, and so little had been advanced
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against it, tbatlrke the former motions on the fame subject,

it would be decided against, by a majority of that House.

He would tell the right honourable gentsefnan, however,

why he had that majority. It was, because they believed,

Though the right honourable gentleman had never told them

fb, that he had changed his mind. That he had changed his

mind, Mr. Fox said, was clear and evident, as he would

prove to thfe House from circumstances. They would re

collect thatthe Russian merchants had waited on his Grace

the Duke of Leeds, and desired to know if His Majesty's

Ministers, could give them any information whether there

would be a war with Russia or not ? His Grace had given

them for answer, " that His Majesty's Ministers weie so

" circumstanced, that it was impossible for them at that

** time to give the merchants any answer." The House

would also recollect, that the Russian merchants had since

Waited on Lord Grenville, and received a message, which

though it did not formally slate itself to be a ministerial

message, clearly was so. In that messiige, Mr. Fox said,

the merchants were told, that they might safely navigate to

the Baltic till the beginning of July. Now, Mr. Fox said,

he wished to know why Lord Grenville was more fit to

give that answer 'to the merchants than 'the Duke of Leeds?

Besides if dates were referred to, the House would see that

between the answer given by Lord Grenville, and the former

answer of the Duke of Leeds, there could not have occurred

any thing that was not known at the time of that answer.

Mr. Fox laid great stress on this, and said the honourable

gentleman was master of his own honour, but he asked ific

Was not the duty of the honourable gentleman who made

the motion, if it was not 'bis duty, and the duty of every,

man in'that House, to feel for the honour of the country?

The majority he well knew reasoned in this way, " the

*' Minister has never told us that he does not mean to go to

** war, but we know him to be so good and excellent a

" Minister, that he will not go to war, although he affects

*£ to have such an intention." Was it, Mr. Fox desired to

know, for the honour of the country, to arm for a negocia-

tion, which was to end in concession and humiliation ? If

the right honourable gentleman did not mean to go to war,

why did the armament go on at all, but for the mere pur

pose, as the Minister thought, of enabling him to yield

with some degree of" dignity, but as he thought, with

additional sliame and disgrace? Ministers, he contended,

after proving themselves bullies, had relinquished objects

which they might have commanded, and lost opportunities

which they might have improved. They ought not, he said,

to continue the expences of an armament, when every ob»

Vol. XXIX. 3 Y ject
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ject of it was dead and gone. It was, Mr. Fox said, the

style of the moment to held the prerogatives high, and to

contend, that it was one of the undoubted prerogatives of

the Crown to declare war and make peace. Under the

sanction, therefore, of this prerogative, while Parliament

was prorogued, and they were sent about their business, the

Minister might plunge the country into a ruinous and de

structive war. The Minister had changed his mind once,

and what security had they, that he would not change his

mind again ? Was it any satisfaction to tell them, that Mi

nisters had a claim upon their confidence, and they had no

reason to be afraid, because Parliament must, in case of a war

be assembled as soon as possible, and -then they might refuse

the supplies ? Could they, or dared they ? Mr. Fox a&ed.

He would maintain, that they neither could nor dared re

fuse the supplies. What, when they found the country

engaged in a war, and its honour committed ? Undoubtedly

they must furnish the m«ans of prosecuting the war, and

then they were reduced to that miserable expedient, the re

medy of responsibility and punishment. That this might

be a compensation in some cases he admitted, but would it be

any compensation to an injured people ! Did they not know

that if Parliament had not been sitting, and owing to their

good stars it bad, at the time that all these consequences

might have happened! Parliament's sitting had saved the

Minister, though that was a very small consideration. In

deed Parliament's sitting, he believed, had more than once

saved the country. 1

Mr. Kox here considered the case in both points of view,

.Inamely, whether the Minister had changed his mind, and

did not go to war, or, on the contrary, if he pursued his

original intention and did go to war; and contended that

take it which way they Would, the consequences would be

mischievous and disgraceful. He would, he said, take the

best alternative, and suppose the honourable gentleman's

mind to be changed. In that cafe, when they went back to

their constituents in the country, how were they to answer

for the expences they had put them to ? Their constituents

would alk, what did you arm for? Would they fay to make

peace between Russia and Turkey ? or would they more

truly fay, to give Dantzic and Thorn to Prussia, two

places, of the independance and liberty of which they were

the avowed guarantees? or would they fay, we armed to

insist on Oczakow's being restored to the Tuiksr Mr. Fox

painted in strong colours that when the real causes of our

arming came to be known, we should appear in the cha

racter of avowed bullies, and become the laughing-stock of

all Europe. He commented on the absurdity of our forcing:

cur
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oar interference, as negociaters, upon Russia, and insisting

that slie lhould give up Oczakow, and all the deserts belong

ing to it, to the Forte. He said, take the case the other

way, and suppose that the right honourable gentleman had

not changed his mind, it would then be ten times worse.

After calling upon the Minister to make out a story for

them, and to furnish them with some plausible reason to as

sign for their conduct, he declared if he were to assign

without doors the reasons, and the only ones which he had

heard from the Minister's friends, for our having armed,

and one of those friends were to hear him stating those rea

sons to his constituents, he should not be surprised if that

friend of the Minister were to say, " take care of Mr. Fox,

" he is deceiving you. The Minister does not mean to go

** to war at all." He asked, if the secret, that we were not

going to war, had got out here, did the light honourable

gentleman think that they would not soon know it at Pe-

tersburgh? It came with an ill grace from us, he said, that

we should set up for the character of the peace-makers of

Europe. He asked, were we yet acquitted of having occa

sioned the very war, to which we pretended to put an end ?

Report charged us with the fact. Report also imputed to

us the drawing Sweden into the last war, and the grief we

expressed when Sweden made peace with the Empress with

out us, rather served to confirm the suspicion. Nor were

we altogether free from its being thought that the late dis

turbances in the Netherlands were owing in a great measure

to our intrigues. While, therefore, we assumed the cha

racters of peace makers, we stood charged with having

embroiled all Europe. Would the King's Minister, he

asked, deny, that if it had not been for his interference,

peace would have been establistied between Russia and the

Porte, long ago ? Mr. Fox reprobated what he termed the

new doctrine, " that out of every defensive treaty grew, a

" defensive system;" which gave us a power to attack any

one of our allies. Perpetual interference, he said, would in

that case occasion perpetual war. He spoke of the degree

of power that the mere accident of the present situation of

France had given us, and that had we used it rightly, we

might have done any thing. Such a situation had never be

fore, he said, occurred, and ought to have been wisely

used. In the reign of Queen Anne, or any of the most

glorious of our history, no such situation had occurred, nor

any like it; if it had, what a use would the Duke of Marl-

borough or Lord Godolphin have made of it? It was, he

declared, the mere effect of chance that we had it in our

power to make ourselves so potent. We might say with the

poet,

3 Y 2 £>uoi
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J'uod optami Divum promittere netnt

udtret, volvenda dies en attulit ultra.

What Cardinal Richelieu, or any of the firss Ministerial

any ageortime would have given any thing to possess, 'tint

right honourable gentleman had totally thrown awav. The

right honourable gentleman had put himself, and not himself

only, but his country, in such a situation, as whole years of

moderation and pacific measures were necessary to wipe awayi

and would scarcely retrieve. Mr.' Fox interspersed, and

ndrletl a grpat variety of other pointed remark*, many of

them couched in very strong expressions, and several re

peated inore than once ; at length, however, he concluded

his speech with .1 declnr.it ion, th.it under such circumstances

it would perhaps have been- better for the country if his

honoumije friends, instead of bringing the s ubject forward

upon only three different motions, had contri ved to have it

agitated de die in diem.

M. Titt. Mr. Chancellor Pi t said, he certainly felt himself called

upon to apologize to the House for rising at that 1 ate hour,

but after having on a former occasion stated hts sentiments

so fully on the subject, he stiould not trouble them with a

long intrusion, 2nd it was the more unnecessary, as the

question, with whatever ability it had been brought forward,

was precisely and substantially the fame question as that which

had in different shapes been twice before agitatt-d, and re-*

specting which he had troubled the House so much at large.

In the very able opening nf the honourable gentleman,- who

moved the address, Mr. Pitt said, h* had not observed roucS

novelty, or much that req-uired from him any pointed or

particular notice. With regard to all those arguments, <y\

, the general principles of the constitution, in respect to the

prerogative of the Crown, which the honourable gentleroarr

had so much laboured, there £as not one of them to which he

was 'not perfectly ready to subscribe; the principles there

stated wore principles so universally recognized an 1 admitted,

fhat he believed, there could scarcely be found a Member oi

that House who would object to them. That the House hii

an undoubted right to interpose with its advice to the Crown*

as to the exercise of its prerogatives, no man would venture

to deny; hut the question was not then, whether they

should interfere with their advice to the Crown, at any time,

but whether, after having in the first instance granted ilvt

confidence which the necessary>,secrecy of an important negoi

ciation required, they saw any reason suddenly, without pre

vious enquiry, or any new grounds but those of mere guess

and conjecture, to occasion such a change, they wouM

withdraw their confidence, and totally lose the effcct.ofa

v ' , nego-
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Tegociation which had for its object the lasting tranquillity

>f Europe. They thought when the question was formerly

lefore them, that it was right to decide in support of Mini

sters during the progress of the negotiation, and now the

question came a third time before them. Would they then

for the third time persist in the conduct they had adopted, of

would they take an opposite mode of proceeding ? For his

part, Mr. Pitt said, he could not but conceive, that unless

there were any new circumstances come out to induce them,

to alter their conduct, they would preserve their consistency^

and confirm their former decisions. "With regard to the

argument of the right honourable gentleman, he said, he

had not heard from him any new grounds; neither had he

heard any new language from the right honourable gentle

man, that cabled fora specific reply; for notwithstanding

al! the abuse, invective and declamation,' which the' right

honourable gentleman had with so much vehemence thought

proper to pour upon him, he might rest assured, that nei

ther his epithets should provoke, ' nor his invectives move

him to depart in the smallest degree from persevering in that

line of conduct, which he had, from the first opening of the

subject by the communication of His Majesty's message,

thought it his duty to adopt ; but lie would calmly wait for

the arrival of that moment when, " without any risque of

danger to the public interests, the whole of the negociatinn

could be gone into, investigated and examined ; and when

that moment came, heihotild throw himself with confidence

on his country, conscious, that if tliev approved of his admi

nistration, they would do him the justice to acknowledge

if, and determined patiently on his part to submit to their

censure if they thought his conduct deserved it.

Having premised this,* Mr. Pitt proceeded to observe

that in thecourseof that debate, . there had been stated as an

object for the armament, what was so far new, that it had

not before Jpeen hinted at, at least in that House, viz. that

we had armed with a view to procure some acquisition for

the King of Prussia. As that was totally new in argument,

so was it totally new lo the minds of His Majesty's Ministers,

3S he could safely pronounce it had never once entered their

contemplations Having thus in the most explicit terms

denied, that Ministers ever looked toward the procuring

any acquisition for Prussia, Mr. Pitt said, the other points

which the right honourable gentleman had thought proper to

mention, was the change in the Cabinet, by the Duke cf

Leeds having chosen to retire from office. He would not

then go into the discussion cf the reasons which had inducpd

the noble Duke to quit his official situation, because it was not

Wall necessary for him to do so, nor had it any relation to
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the question before them; he would only say, that be en

tertained as sincere a lespect for that noble person as ever.

But exclusive of the resignation of the Duke of Leeds, which

the right honourable gentleman had assigned as one ground

of that change of circumstances which he chose to state as a

reason for Ministers having altered their mind", the right

honourable gentleman had said, there had peen at one time

insolence and menace in the language of Ministers, at another

time timidity, and at a third fickleness and want of decision;

mil these assertions he hnd made without the least informa

tion that could authorise him to come forward with anv one

of these imputations. But even if they had been founded,

they would not be arguments for the address. What was it,

Mr. Pitt, asked, that couU induce the House to come to

the address at that moment ? If it were neceflury to have

come to any address, he ihould have conceived it would hare

been in an earlier stage; when, if the House thought His

Majesty's present servants, from any part of their former

conduct, unworthy to be entrusted with the negotiation, it

would have been perfectly constitutional and parliamentary

to have addressed His Majesty to put the management of his

affairs into other hands.

Having dwelt for some time on that point, Mr. Pitt took

notice of the sort of vote of credit which the House had

come to; and argued upon it, to shew that it put it less in

the power of Ministers to abuse the confidence of Parlia

ment, than if it had been a vote of credit for a million,

which was the usual vote on such occasions. Had the vote

of tl»e House been that, Ministers would have had the

million, besides all that could be spared out of the supply and

ways and means, at their command, whereas from the na

ture of the vote which had pasted, they had nothing more

than what could be spared from the supply and ways and

means. Gentlemen, he observed, had said, that if there

was an end of the session, and a Parliament was not fitting,

the Minister, under the prerogative of the Crown, could

plunge the country into a war, and thus incur all the ruin

ous consequences incidental to a state of warfare. The fact

undoubtedly was, that the King could plunge the nation

into a war at any one time that he pleased; it did not there

fore apply more particularly to the present state of the Par

liament, than to any recess of Parliament; the Parliament

when it met could check that use of the prerogative, and

censure Ministers for having adwsed it; nay they could do

much more, they could refuse to grant the supplies, and

thus effectually prevent the war. Having added a variety

of other arguments against the motion, Mr. Pitt concluded

with saying th.it he stiould give his negative to it.

On
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On the question being put, the House divided,

Ayes, 114; Noes, 208.

The House adjourned.

Thursday, 26th Maj.

The House having resolved itself into a Committee on

e clerks of assize bill, Mr. Stanley took the chair, and

e Committee proceeded to fill up the blanks and discuss

e clauses of the bill.

Mr. Huff'ey rose, to state some objections as well to the Mr.

inciple of the bill, as to various of its regulations. He Huflcy.

d, that if he were asked which he most approved, the sale

the office of clerk of assize by the Judges, or the gratis

pointment of a proper person to fill that office, he should

mounce in favour of the sale. Mr. Hufley gave his rea

ls for this option, and paid the present Judges many com

ments on their integrity and the purity of their minds;

/eitheless he said, he did not approve of putting it in the

ver of any Judge to abuse his power; and in making a

rt it was their duty to guaid against the possibility of

ure abuse.

The Master of the Rolls, who had introduced the bill,

conducted it through its various stages, assigned his rea-

s for holding an opinion as to the sale or gift of the office

clerk of assize, directly opposite to that of Mr. Huflby,

argued the point very strenuously.

k long and desultory conversation took place, in which

Solicitor General, Mr. Mitford, Mr. Jekyll, Mr.

er, Mr. Powys, Sir Benjamin Hammett, the Attorney

era), Alderman Watson, and many other gentlemen

c part.

ir ff 'atkin Lewes, as soon as the foregoing conversation Sir Wat-

subsided, rose, and requested the attention of the Com-'kin Lcotm

ee for a few minutes. He said, he could not suffer some

rvations which had fallen in the course of the debate to

Uii noticed, but he must in the first place observe, that

: appeared to him to be great irregularity in their pro

ng-, for they were debating in the Committee on the

ipJe of the bill, whereas in point of propriety they

[d only debate the clauses, and afterwards upon the re-

or any other stage of the bill, discuss the principle, and

si indeed ought to have been done before, if any honour-

»-eritIeman had an objection to it. Sir Watkin begged

understood he was not unfriendly to those gentlemen

purchased their places, and if they were to be re-

he hoped a liberal compensation would be made to

- t>*Jt he was clearly and decidedly of opinion that thofa

ought not to be sold in future. The sale of any

X •• place
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place connected with the administration of public "justice

would be a r flection upon that House if permitted. Tk

very respectable personages, who had originated that biUia

the other House of Parliament, had done themselves great

honour in giving up, for the fake of public justice, a verj

valuable appendage belonging to their office ; and they de

served a very different return than to have the bill put aa

end to, by a motion in the Committee for the Chairana

leaving the chair. Was the honourable gehleman, Mr.

Baker, who wished to put off the bill to the next seffion,

sure that the Judges would again bring it forward? In ha

opinion it was no encouragement, nor, was it treating thea

with that respect which was due to them, after the lacri&t

Vvhich they proposed for the benefit of the public. F«

these reasons he entreated the Committee to go through tbe

classes, and to let the bill have a fair and full discussion 03

its merits in the House.

The gallery was soon after cleared, Mr. Hussey having de

clared he would take the sense of the Committee against tic

bill ; he at length however, gave way, on its being ftatd,

by the Master of the Rolls, that he wished the bill might

not be quashed, as he would make such alterations in it 2

stioul.l render it free from every objection that had beenroii?

to it in the course of the conversation. The bill was ordered

to be reported.

The Attorney General having moved, that the House*

solve itself into a Committee on the Newfoundland Co«S

Bill,

Mr. Mr. Edmund Bastard rose, in order to object to the biH

Bastard, and this he did on two grounds : it was either, he said, tel

much, or too little ; if it was meant to answer the$urj»S»

of a colony, in consideration of the people resident at N«<*

foundl.ind, it was too little. With respect to the fifherti

Mr. Bastard said, it ought to be now, and formerly hadbtSi

the policy of this country to carry it on from hence. !;

had been the great object to fend out, and secure the refoH

of our fifliermen. This was the only true policy, the os *

possible method of carrying on the fishery with any adr»

tage to this country. That the disputes which might ar*

respecting the concerns of the fishery were of a confined S-

ture, and required, as experience had shewn us, no Cootti

law to settle them. The Governor had power sufficient*

all common occurrences, and if any thing beyond 8*

arose, the Courts of law here were open ; and to this ca*

try, for obvious reasons, such application should be

With respect also to the fishery, it was of so very peed*

a nature, that any interruption to it whatever rau£ I*

highly detrimental. From the. first: moment of the e*
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encement of the fishing season to the very last, the utmost

ligence were necessary ; and so well convinced had that

ouse been of it, that they had actually provided against

e inattention of the fisherman, by imposing a fine on him

r absenting himself a single day from his employ; and

at fine was scarcely a recompence to his employer, be-

use, by his absence, the labour of many others was stop-

d. Now, what would be, or he might fay, what had

en, the effect • of a Court of law so established; for a

)urt of Common Fleas had been established in the island of

:wfoundland, by what authority he knew not, but from

: present bill, he should judge without any authority

atever. For this bill was to grant a power to His Ma-

:y to establish a Court of law on the same principle as

t before established, without any authority from the le-

laiure of this country. This Court being held during

fishing-season, at any time they might think proper,

uld oblige those who were employed in the trade to attend

Court, the attendance of some of whom must be ruinous

he voyage, as from its nature much depended on those

jloyed in the particular branches of the fishery. Was

Court, Mr. Bastard alked, to be stationary at St. John's,

to go from harbour to harbour, and sit in the different

ts of the island? If it was to go from place to place, it

impossible, during its residence at Newfoundland, that

juld answer the professed purposes of the bill. If it was

ie stationary at St. John's, it was impossible that the

;ry could be carried on at any distance, and be subject to

jurisdiction; because, as before stated, the absence of

for ever so short a time, was of so much importance,

the ruin must be evident to every one, which must at-

those who were obliged to attend from a distant part.

h respect to the fishery, therefore, the bill was too

h in tola : the regulations of it ought to be as simple as

>le. With respect to the bill, as concerning those who

s at Newfoundland in a colonial way, (he begged to

tier the fisherman and the colonist as distinct and sepa-

it was too little. If a Court of judicature were nece!-

for that purpose, it ought to be a permanent and resi-

Courr, and tliar on a proper establishment,

hat, Mr. Bastard asked, had been the method of decid

es- concerns of the fistiery ? The siist act respecting it

ror.cise and simple, and fully adequate to the purposes of

stiery ; he would, however, take it in its more advnncrd

Jn 1730, a Governor was appointed for the purpose

^ulating and deciding the disputes that might arise; he

ly held a Court once in the vear, in which he himself

led, assisted by the Judge of the Admiralty Court, and

3 XXIX. 3Z the
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the Justices of the peace ; a jury was summoned, and every 1

concern of the fishery was decided. If parties were diffatis-

fied, there was an appeal here. This Court generally lit

about a week at the end of the fishing season, and surrogates

were sent to the out ports who settled the differences there.

This method had continued till within a very few years, and

in the course of between 50 and 60 years-the business had is

this manner been conducted. About two years since a new

Court was established under the name of the Court of Coœ-

mon Pleas; and Judges were appointed to preside in it. This

Court fat during the fisliing season. At first Judges were

summoned, and in order to induce complaints to coinetotte

Court, no fees were taken. This custom however, was soai

dropped", and no cause whatever was heard without the fees

being first paid down. Petitions and representations were

made to government of the establishment of this Court, of

the bad principle of the Court,' of the oppressive method ot

executing it, of the ruinous and fatal tendency of it to the

fistiery. Amongst other grievances, they complained that

tl»eir men were constantly taken away from' their employ c-a

these juries. They did not complain of the principle of

juries, because to the juries did they look for the safety <^

their property ; but when they complained of the pnncipk

os the Court, which made those juries necessary during tne

fistiing season, " If you complain of that (said the Coart)

" we will soon remedy that;" so they did, andhow'wbf

they proceeded without summoning any juries at all, an4

decided, as they chose, on the property and effects of tbt

people, without any reference to the law ot constitutions

this country. Mr. Bastard said, he could, if necÆn,

enumerate a number of extraordinary dtcisions nwds by

that Court on different cafes;.but thought it sufficients

inform the House of the situation of those perions

Were appointed as Judges of that Court. Here he begged to

be understood, that it was not his intention to throw any

flur on the characters of those people ; he made no doc&

they decided to the best of their abilities, and if they ^

been placed in situations, to which it was impossible they

could be equal, it was the fault of those who placed tb3

tjiere, and not theirs. The 'first was the Admiral's seerf

tary, the next a Custom house officer, another theOrdnM*

store-keeper, and another the Surgeon's mate of thehe^T

tal. He made no doubt Mr. Graham might be a ve^y

secretary, he made no doubt Mr. Coke might be a very go*

Custom-house officer, he made no doubt Mr. Ballen might be*

Very good store-keeppr, or that Mr. Ogc'en might he a «<!

good surgeon's mate; hut, said he, when we see a Court"

law with persons of that description at the headofiti1*

01
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e not to wonder at the ill consequence that we may see

ise from it. If a Court of Jaw was necessary, which he

nied to be the calc here, it was as necessary that people

n versant in the law should preside in it; or else, what did

ey do; they constituted the power, and then, by placing it

hands that know not how to use it, they legalized the op-

ellion which enlued How did the Court, proposed by the

ssent bill, differ from the Court before established, he said,

d how did it redress the complaints so justly made against

t 1 he Court was not to consist, indeed, of the fame num-

r, but vvould most probably consist of the lame people,

le time of holding the Court would be the fame; the

nmary way of deciding without a jury the fame; and tlis

itence as final. Where was the difference then between

;fe Courts > The difference was this, Mr. Bastard said,

it powers were given to this Court far beyond those exer-

td by the former. In the former, the property only was

ble to be attached, in this the person as well as the proper-

was liable. He asked for information, if this Court was

pot the bankrupt laws into execution ; or if after the

cure of the property, the person also was to be seized,

I remain in prison for life ? This Court also, he said, was

assume the powers of the Vice- Admiralty Court, to an-

ilate it for the time, and to take cognizance of every

ng, by sea as well as by land. There was a difference,

ich he was ready to acknowledge was for the better;

t was, the paying the Judges a certain salary, and not

rnitting them to pay themselves as they did in the former

ui t, by the fees which they exacted from those who applied

t. As the Governor would be almost a nominal officer,

uld this bill pass, Mr. Bastard said, he wished to argue

; with a view to the fishery only, and not with any view

:he colony, for in that light only could he consider it of

' advantage to this country, if he were told that the

ery and the colony were so blended, that this bill was

eilTary to answer the purposes of both, he should not he

re to say, he wistied distinctly to separate the one from

other. It was impoliibie tltey could both exist together,

lie one rises, the other must fall; and as they had esta-

hed the colony, t >ey would lose the fisliery. What had

n the case of New Engl.ind ? As soon as it was esta-

hed' a colony, they did, what it mig;it have been sup-

id they would do, they took the nslieries into their own

ils. If he were alked, what! leave 30,0 o inhabitants

•e without any law ? he would fay, that 30,000 inhabi-

:s eight never to have been permitted to have remained

■e, and that we should rather make regulations to in luce

n to return here, than to pursue a system by introducing

3 Z 2 Courts
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Courts of judicature, and civil establishments, that might

induce them to remain there. Of lo much consequence bad

this hsliery been esteemed, and so much had it stood in need

of assistance and encouragement from this country, that

bounties had been granted to them for that purpose. So

many regulations however, so many clogs had been imposed

on it, and so exhorbitant and oppressive had been the fees

taken by the officers eslablistied there, that within these last

two years this trade has considerably decreased ; and he

would venture to say, that if these 'regulations, these impe

diments, these clogs were removed, the trade would readily

give up the bounties granted to them. Mr. Bastard said, be

must take notice of the conduct of government respecting

the trade. Two bills had been brought into Parliament, the

first to oblige the merchants under the penalty of two hun

dred pounds, to obey the orders of the Governor in quitting

those parts of the island, the use of which were confirmed to

them by treaty, and to leave the valuable fisheries there.

This bill was brought in at the end of the section, when

the trade had no opportunity of being heard against it, and

after they had sailed with a power, as they thought, of ex

ercising the fame right they had done the year before. The

other bill was now brought in at the end of the session, at a

time when it was impossible for those concerned to be heard

in the manner they ought to be heard against it. He had

thought it his duty, he said, situated as he was, to fay so

much in opposition to a measure which he made no doobt

other gentlemen would concur with him in thinking highly

prejudicial to this country. Mr. Bastard concluded with de

claring, that he was sorry to have taken up so much time os

the House, when the matter might be compromized in the

very short question—will vou have a fishery, or 3 colony?

Attorney The sittornty General i\ec\a\ei\ himself somewhat suprized,

General, tliat any complaint should be made of the hill then under

consideration. It sounded very harshly, he said, in the ears

of that House, that any description of His Majesty's sub

jects should he without the means of obtaining a judicial de

cision of their disputes ; and such was the situation at this

moment., of His Majesty's subjects at Newfoundland. It

was with a view to remove this ground of grievance that he

had prepared the present bill, the oliject of which was

merely to enable His Majesty to fend out a gentleman of the

law, with two assessors (the latter to he appointed on the

spot by the Governor) in order to form a Court of justice,

the functions of which would be solely confined to the

po«er to settle debts and mat:ers of account. It was true,

as the honourable gentleman stated, that a former Court had

been established, aud upon accurate examination of the Go

vernor's
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ernor's patent, Mr. Attorney said, he was rather apt to

link without sufficient legal authority. The first was, the

iovernor being an Admiral, had naturally bent his mind

lore to the consideration of nautical subjects, than those of

judicial nature ; and as his patent empowered him to ap-

oint Judges, had taken it for granted it authorized him to

ppoint Courts likewise ; which was an error, he the more

aturally fell into, as he saw the want of some institution of

lat sort. From the nature of the trade to Newfoundland,

tie Attorney General said, there were many servants and

:w masters, disputes consequently must frequently arise,

nd hard indeed would be the lot of their servant*, if they

/ere left wholly at their masters' mercy. He instanced one

a fe, and he said he could state many others, to prove, the

/ant of a Court such as that which the bill authorized, viz.

Court to settle debts and matters of account merely. It

tras that of a merchant, who threw his man into prison for

20I. when in looking to the case, it appeared as clear as the

un at noon day, that the master was indebted to the man

welve pounds. At this very time, Mr. Attorney said, the

oor at Newfoundland were calling out for a Court of

jstice, and the Governor had desired to have one instituted;

nd he must say he did not think it quite seemly for the op-

mlent settlers to oppose a bill, which had for its object the

nstitution of such a Court as was best adapted to the nature

nd circumstances of the situation. It was to supply the de-

ect of that former appointment, and to establish a Court

egally, Mr. Attorney said, that he had drawn the present

till ; and he had framed the Court upon the model of that

alculated for Gibraltar, which had been framed by the late

iir Dudley Ryder, and the present Lord Mansfield, and

vhich had given general satisfaction. He agreed with the

lonourable gentleman as to the distinction which he had

nade between the fishery and die colonial inhabitants; the

atter could have no property but unJer the act of King

»ViUiam, and it was the distress of the former that consti

tuted the necessity on which the bill had been introduced,

vlr. Attorney concluded with reminding the House, that

leing a bill of experiment, it was to continue in so ce one

/ear only, that the head of the Court would be a gentle-

nan professionally bred, and the Court would have to

nterfere in no points whatever but in fettling debts and

natters of account.

Mr. Bastard rose, in n'ply to the Attorney General, and Mr>

>egan with faying, that the honourable and learned gentle- Bastard,

nan had misconceived the grounds of opposition tak<-n by

lie honourable gentleman behind him. I hat honourable

rentleman had not stated a complaint against there being any

Court,
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Court, but* against the sitting of a Court during the fishery

season. The former Courts established in the island had,

Mr. Bastard said, on that very account proved the source of

great inconvenience, and done more harm than good. In

consequence of the restraints put upon the fishery trade of

late years, he declared, that it had greatly decreased, as he

would convince the House from a statement which he held

in his hand. Mr. Bastard read the particulars to the House,

and it thence appeared that in 1 78S, there were 630 vessels em

ployed in the trade, which were reduced 103, and at that

time the number of men was 5177, whereas there were now

only 42 to, employed. There was a decrease also in the

bank vessels of 148, tand the men wee no more than 155S.

The decrease in the boats reduced them to ti8, and the

men to 456. Mr. Bastard laid, he knew that the vessels

would be less this year than the last, on account of the

Court about to be established He wished the honourable

and learned gentleman would consult the trade on the sub

ject, when they would tell him what was the proper time

for the Court to fit.

Mr.Scrje- Mr. Serjeant Waison proposed to the Attorney General,

ant Wat- as a means of compromising the differences of opinion, and

son. reconciling to the bill all concerned, to introduce two

clauses ; one for the purpose of enacting that the Court

stiould not be held or sit, when its sitting inteisered with, or

was inconvenient to, the fishery ; the other, to declare that

the Court should have no jurisdiction in cases of contract

made here in England with merchants not resident in En

gland, because the parties so contracting for their voyages to

the island, if they felt any grievance or cause of complaint,

would have the means of ample remedy here on their return

home.

Attorney The Attorney General approved of the idea, but said, he did

Central, not think it right to make it a provision in the bill, because

if any error should be committed in inserting such a clause

or clauses, the rfffct wou'd be irrevocable, whereas the

fame good m'ght be effected through the medium of in

structions to the Governor.

The bill was committed, reported, and ordered to be en

grossed.

Mr. Popham having moved tint the order of the day for

taking the report of his poor hill into consideration, be

read, the same was' read accordingly.

Mr. Mr. Popham then role, and observed, that his bill had un-

Poj-ham. dergone great correction and alteration in tlie Committee

above stairs. It had, he owned, been .1 main object with him

to compel overseers to find labour tor the poor; and in con

sequence, returns of the sums expended in the respective

2 pariihes
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>arishes and districts had been called for, in conformity to

he last act of Parliament, and extremely various the sums,

0 returned to have been expended, were ; by some ten

>ounds had been laid out, by others four, three, and two

>ounds, and by others again only a few shillings. Mr.

Jopham theiefore said, he had thrown out of the conside-

ation all that were under forty shillings, and taken ten

tounds as the average of the highest sums, and the returns

:onsidered altogether, afforded the clearest proof that the di-

ections of the act had been very little attended to, and that

lot more than one parish in fifty had paid any regard to pro-

iding labour for their poor. Having stated this, Mr. Pop-

iam said, what he had at first thought lo be. a wife and

aund regulation, the Committee had been of opinion was

ot so well calculated for general practice, as he had ima-

ined; and in compliance with their ideas another mode of

roviding for the poor had been substituted. Jtie however,

liought it right to state, that the principle he had proposed,

ad been adopted so long ago as in the reign of William and

lary ; he was. not therefore to be charged with having at-

smpted to introduce any thing novel. By the bill as it

len stood, Mr. Popham said, three modes of employing the

oor were stated, (those who were manufacturers could

ccefTarily and easily be provided with employment, and

lerefore they were out of the question); the first mode was,

npioyment in husbandry, as the first object of this cpuntry;

le second, the allotment of parcels of the waste, with the

ave of the lord or lady of the manor, to raise their own

rovisions upon ; and the third, labour on the highways, for

hich they were to be paid out of the poor's rate. At first,

lr. Popham laid, he had it in contemplation that the poor

ho worked on the highways should be paijj .out of the

jrse of the surveyor of the highways, but on more mature

mfideration he thought it better that they should be paid

it of the poor's rate. In order to convince the House that

ere was no danger of the poor's rate being too much

aiiied by the operation of his bill, Mr. Popham Hated

at those of the poor who worked on the highways would

ofl pro1 ably be the aged and decrepit, and as thev were to

1 paid but three fourths of the ordinary price of la our,

ere was no likelihood of the poor advantaging themselves

that resource io long as they were capable of other work,

d could get any to do. Mr. Popham proceeded to detail

e other r> gulations of his bill, and having gone through

e provisions of the several clauses, moved that the report

1 hen read.

Xhe amendment* having been read a first time, on the

question
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question " tliat tliese amendments be now read a second

" time,"

Lorj Lord Sheffield rose, and after expressing his concern at

Sheffield, finding it his duty to oppose a bill which had been intro

duced by the honourable and learned gentleman opposite To

him, said, the subject was of infinite importance, and ought

to be very maturely considered; which did not appear to

him to he altogether practicable in the present state of the

session, and therefore he must move an amendment to the

question, " that the bill be read that day three months."

Mr. Mr. Popham said, the bill ha<l been introduced early intht

Popham. session, and very deliberately considered by the Committee.

The report had been in that House ever since the 19th os

the present month, and was to have been taken into conside

ration last Tuesday, b^'t the multitude of public business

prevented it. No precipitation or loss of time was therefore

imputable to him, but every gentleman might have nude

himself master of it, had he thought proper.

Mr.' Mr. Wiglcy in support of the bill, said, that it had cost his

Wigley. honourable 3nd learned friend so much pains, and really

possessed so large a share of merit, however it might yet re

quire alteration, that he thought it would be lather hard to

treat it in the manner propoled ; he hoped therefore, that

the noble Lord would not persist in his motion, but would

move that the second r. ading of the amendments be post

poned till next day, or an early day next week.

The House divided on the question " that the word now

" stand part of this qutsih n."

Ayes, 14; Noes, 44.

The bill is therefore lost for the present session.

Mr. Dundas moved, that the rep rt of the resolutions

come to by the Committee on the Finances of India be

brought up.

Mr. Mr. Benfield opposed the motion, declaring, that he had

Benfield. much to state on the subject of Indian affairs, exclusive of

China, and he trusted that the right honourable gentleman

would not, at that late hour, persist in pressing for the report

to be brought up, but would take Tuesday next as the first

open dav.

Mr. Mr. Dundas expressed his surprize at the honourable gen-

Dundas. tleman's opposing the report's being brought up. On a for

mer day, lie said, when lie had moved for a Committeeon

the Finance papers, and that Committee he had again and

again put off in order to give every gentleman a full otpportu-

r.ity to move for as many ;>apers as he thought proper, the

House had not risen at what was usually called a late hour;

but there was time, and time enough, for the honourable

gentleman to have said every thing he had to lay upon the

lubject,
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bject, large as the budget might be, and voluminous as to

itements. He mould be glad to know, therefore, what

e honourable gentleman meant by faying he should oppose

e bringing up the report. If the honourable gentleman

d any thing to say against any one of the resolutions that

d been moved in the Committee, the regular way to do it,

r. Dundas said, would be, to let the Report be brought

i, and when they came to the resolution to which the ho-

urable gentleman wished to object, the honourable gen-

rman might then rise and state his objections to that resolu-

>n; or he might object to its being read, and move that

s consideration of it be adjourned to any day that he

aught proper. But he would venture to say that the ho-

urable gentleman, to give it no worse term, had been

sled, and taught to imagine that what he had been pleased

term the Indian budget, afforded a fit opportunity for him

go into a general view of the affairs of the East India Com-

ny at home and abroad. It did no such thing, Mr. Dun-

s said, nor was it possible for any honourable gentlt-man to

ject, upon rational grounds, to any one of his resolutions,

:ause they were resolutions of figures arising out of the

:ounts and statements on the table, and confined solely to

: finances of India. He could justify every one of them,

1 they had no reference to the commercial concerns of the

mpany, nor to their general state of affairs,

f^y act of Parliament, he, or whoever held his situation,

5 bound every year to come forward with a detail of the

e of the finances of India, and to move such resolutions

lnturally resulted from their consideration and amount.

e resolutions of one year resembled the resolutions of the

ceding year precisely, excepting only as to the difference

he figures, which were governed by the diff rence of the

ements and accounts of which they, formed the result;

they had no analogy nor connection with the genera1 state

he Company's affairs, much lets with their commercial

icerns, with which Mr. Dundas said, he was expressly

lidden, by the act of Parliament, to interfere. Having

y explained this, Mr. Dun ias observed, that if the ho-

rahle gentleman wished to bring forward a general view

he Company's affairs, he might do so by moving fora

on which the House might proceed to th« consideration ;

;vs no man had enjoved greater opportunities of under*

cling the real state ot the Company's affairs, both at home

abroad, so he had no doubt but the honourable gentle-

t v* as capable of g'ving the House a great deal of useful

irmationon the subject. The state of the Company's

rier, and the application to have it renewed, would next

jn oblige them all to turn their thoughts to the general

^ol. XXIX. 4 A state
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state of the affairs of the Company, and bring them under

the serious consideration of that Houle. If, therefore, the

honourable gentlemen would take 1 utsday next, or any

open day to bring forward what he wished to say, his pre

fatory observations could not but prepare the House for the

discussion cf the subject next session, and in io doing, he

would act meritoriously and constitutionally.

Mr. Mr. Hdlbcd explained that the papers on the table relative

Kalhtd. TO trie finances of India, were not the accounts of the House

of Commons furnished by the right honourable gentleman,

but the accounts ot the East India Company, selected in the

proper offices at the East India House from the various

statements sent over from India, and delivered by the Com

pany's accountants to the right honourable gentleman, who

was not answerable for their correctness, but neceflanly

took them as they were, and after explaining them to the.

House, moved such resolutions as the papers and accounts

warranted and supported. Mr. Halhed said, that House

Were not then examining the affairs of the Company .in .*

commercial point of view, but in a very different point of

view ; they were examining the political state of our oriental

territories as a Member of the British Empire. Having

dwelt for some time on this point, he concluded with declar

ing, that he could not fee any possible objection to bnngi'g

up the report.

Mr. Mr. Benfield thanked the right honourable gentleman (Mr.

Sensield. Dundas) for the compliments he had bestowed upon him,

but he did not conceive what right the right honourable

gentleman had to anticipate the fort of discussion he intended

to bring on. The right honourable gentleman was com

pletely wroqg in his idea, that he (Mr. B.) wished to go into

a view of the Company's affairs in general. He did «ot

mean, Mr. Benfield said, to go out of the accounts and

papers on the table; from them he would undertake to prove,

that the right honourable gentleman's statements of the Fi

nances of the several presidencies was not a true statement;

and he had no doubt but he could satisfy the House of the

verity of his assertion ; but at that late hour (past ten o'clock)

he did not expedl the right honourable gentleman would

bring the subject on. They had been in the House ever

since four o'clock Mr. B. said, and the House in general

thinking as the evening advanced, that the subject would

not be brought on, many gentlemen who wished to be pre

sent at the discussion had left the House, and there were

scarcely Members enow remaining to make a House, at

most but very few mere. He therefore hoped the right ho

nourable gentleman would, in candour, postpone the dis

cussion of so important a subject ; a subject that involved in
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t a revenue and expenditure equal to half tht revenue of

England; as it was equal to seven millions sterling. Mr.

Jenfield repeated his appeal to Mr. Dundas's candour.

Mr. Duridas said, the latter assertion of the honourable Mr.

;entleman, that it was not expected the report would be Dundi»-

irought up that night, was ill founded ; for there was not a

nan who had questioned him upon the subject that day, to

vhom he had not explicitly declared his intention of moving

hat the report be brought up that evening.

Mr. Bcnfield in reply said, that not being able to carry his Mr.

ioint, he would give notice, that on Monday or Tuesday Bcnfield.

lext heproposed to bring on the subject again. In appealing

0 the right honourable gentleman's candour, Mr. Benfield

bserved, that he had not stated, that the right honourable

entleman had not said, he would move that the report

/ould be brought up, but he had hoped that he would not

isist on it.

The report was then brought up, and the following resolu- 1

ons read a first and second time and agreed to.

Resolved, That it appears, that the annual revenues of the

.ast-India Company in the provinces of Bengal, Bahar, and

)rissa, and from Benares and Oude, under the heads of

lint or Coinage Duties, Post Office Collections, Benares

.evenue, Oude subsidy, Land Revenues, Customs, and

le Receipts from the Sales of Salt and Opium, amounted,

1 the avenge of three years, from 1787-8 to 1789-90,

jth inclusive, to the sum of five crore, forty-five lacks,

rty-one thousand and sixty-seven current rupees.

Refnlved, That it appears that the annual revenues of

e East-India Company in the provinces of Bengal, Ba-

ir, and Orissa, and from Benares and Oude, under the

me heads which were estimated for the )ear 1789 90 to

nount to five crore, sixty lacks, ninety-three thousand

ne hundred and seventy-one current rupeees, amounted

five crore, sixty-two lacks, lix thousand five hundred

d fixtv-two cutrent rupees.

Resolved, That it appears, that the charges defrayed by the

st India Company in the provinces of Bengal, Bahar, and

rissa, and in Benares and Oude, under the heads of Civil,

ilitary, and Marine, the charges ot collecting the Revenues

i Customs, and the advances and charges on account of

Lt and Opium, which were estimated for the year

89-90 at three crore, sixteen lack-, twenty-six th usand

o hundred and seventy current rupees, amounted to three

>re, twelve lacks, onethousand four hundred and eigh:y-six

rrent rupees.

Resolved, That it appears, that the annual revenues of

East^lndia Company in the provinces of Bengal, Bahar,

4 A a- and s
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and Orifla, and from Benares and Oude, under the hea&a

Mint or Coinage Duties, Post Office Collections, Betra

Revenue, Oude Subsidy, Land Revenues, Customs, al

the Receipts from the Sales of Salt and Opium, for the n

1790-91, are estimated by the Governor General M

Council, to the sum of five crore, twenty-two hm

thirty nine thousand four hundred and twenty-seven cumj

rupees. ]

Resolved, That it appears, that the charges to be defnw

by the East India Company in the provinces of Bengal, ■

har, and Orisia, and in Benares and Oude, under the Sa

of Civil, Military, and Marine, the Charges of Buildil

and Fortificat ions, of collecting the Revenues and CustoB

and the advances and Charges on Account of Salt m

Opium, for the year 1790-91, are estimated, bytheG™

nor General and Council, to amount to the sum of till

crore, eighteen lacks, tLirty-two thousand two hundreds

seventeen current rupees. I

Resolved, That it appears, that the annual revenues cffl

East- India Company, at the presidency of Fort Saint GeoM

and the settlements subordinate thereto, and in the CarnjM

and Northern Circars, under the heads of Mint or Coin!

Duties, Sea or Land Customs, Subsidy of the NahAjfl

Arcot, and Rajah of Tanjore, Land Revenues, and I'M

and I icences, amounted on an average of three yefl

1787-8 to 1 ~ 89 90, both inclusive, to the sum of thiitfi<B

lacks, iixty-th ee thousand three hundred and ninety'-fl

pagodas.

Resolved, That it appears, that the annual revenues!'

the East India Company at the presidency of Fort Saint

George, and the settlements subordinate thereto, anrlin'^

Carnatic and Northern Circars, under the heads, afbreM

which were estimated to amount to thirtv four lacks, ninety

thousand three hundred and sixty itar pagodas, amounted'0

thirty one lacks, thirty-nine thousand five hundred andniK-

teen star pagodas.

Resolved, That it appears, lhat the charges de frayed

the Fast- India Company at the presidency of Fort Satct

George, and the settlements subordinate thereto, and in '';S

Carnaiic and Northern Circars, under the respective h"1'1

of Civil, Niilitary, Buildings, and r ertisications, »W

were estimated for the year 1 789-qo, to amount tothirtj"

seven lacks, ftventy-one thousand three hundred and sixty

pagodas, amounted to forty three lacks, forty seventh0"'

sand five hundred and thirty-seven pagodas.

Resolved, That it appears, that the annual reveni'f50'

the East India Company at the presidency of Fort &"nt

Gtoige, ai.'d the settlements subordinate thereto, and 10
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he Carnatic and Northern Circars, under the heads afore-

aid, fortheyear 1790-91, are estimated, by the Governor

ind Council of Madras, to amount to the sum of forty-

:our lacks, fifteen thousand nine hundred and forty-one pa-

;oda*.

Resolved, That it appears, that the annual charges to be

lefrayed by the said Company at the presidency of Fort

iaint George, and in the Cornatic and Northern Circars,

mder the respective heads of Civil, Military, Buildings,

nd Fortifications, and the Charges of collecting the Reve-

ues and Customs, for the year 1790-91, are estimated,

y the Governor and Council at Madras, to amount to the

jm of sixty-three lacks, seventy-one thousand four hundred

nd thirty-eight pagodas.

Resolved, That it appears, that the annual revenues of

Sie East-India Company at the presidency of Bombay, and

ie settlements subordinate thereto, under the heads of

.and Revenues, Customs, and Farms and Licences, upon

n average of three years, from 1787-8 to 1789 90, amounted

> the sum of thirteen lacks, eight thousand three hundred and

>urteen Bombay rupees.

Resolved, That it appears, that the annual revenues of

le East-India Company at the presidency of Kombay, and

le settlements subordinate thereto, under the heads afore-

id, which were estimated for the year 1 789-90 to amount

1 eleven lacks, ninety-one thousand six hundred and twenty-

ven Bombay rupees, amounted to fourteen l.icks, forty -two

lousand four hundred and five Bombay rupees.

Resolved, That it appears, that the charges defrayed by

e East- India Company at the presidw.cy of Dombay, and

e settlements subordinate thereto, which were estimated

r the year 1789 90, to amount to fony-nine lacks, two

ousand six hundred and seventy-six Bombay rupee?,

lounted to forty eight lacks, two thousand six hundred

d eighty-five Bombnv rupees.

Retolved, I lint it a.^e is, that the annual revenues of

e East- India Company at the presidency of Bombay, and

e settlements subordinate thereto, under the heads of

iiid Revenues, Customs, and Farms and Licences, for

e year 17CO 91, are estimated, bv the Governor and Coun-

of Bombay, at the sum of twenty-two l.icks, ninety-six

ousand three hundred and sixteen Bombay rupees

Resolved, That it appears, that 1 he anuu>d charges to be

rayed by the Fast-India Company at the presidency of

mbay, and the settlements subordinate thereto, m the

ir 1790-91, are estimated at sixty seven lacks, ninety-hx

)usund seven hundred and fifty three Bombay rupees.

Relolvtd,
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Resolved, That it appears, that the annual revenues of

the East-India Company at the residency os Fort Marlbo-

rough, and its dependencies, arising from Custom?, Farms,

a'nd Licences amounted on an average of three years, from

17X6-7 to 1788 9, both inclusive, to thirteen thousand and

forty- four dollars.

Resolved, T hat it appears, that the total debts owing by

the East India Company in their different settlements in the

Last-Indies, exclusive of the sums tor which bills have been

granted, payable on the Court ofr Directors at home, in

pursuance of their orders of the 1 5th day of September 1785,

and 31st day of July 1787, amounted, according to t!»

latest accounts of the whole d bt received in England, to

the sum of six crore, eighty seven lacks, eighty five thou

sand and seventy-seven current rupees.

Resolved, That it appears, that the total of the debts

owing by the East-Tn 'ia Company in their different settle

ments in the East-Indies, bearing interest, amounted, on toe

30th day of April 1 790, to th« sum of five crore, forty lacks,

iixry-nine thousand three hundred and fifty-seven current

rupees

Resolved, That it appears, that the annual amount of

interest payable on the said debts in India was fortv-foor

lacks, seventy-one thousand and sixty-six current ru

pees-

The House adjourned. *

Friday, i"]ih May.

jjr- Mr. Grey presented a petition from the prisoners confined

Grey, in the King's Bench, praying for such relief as the House, in

its wisdom, might think proper to grant. At this late pe

riod of the seilion, he said, he was afraid that he could do

nothing more than move that the petition should lie upon

the table. . At the same time, he stated, that some relief

was very desirable. There were confined in rhe King's

Bench 5_0 jxisoners, many of whom had wives and children;

and within a spaceof 4CO yardif, it had been represented that

there slept 1500 persons. One reUef, however, might be

granted them, namely medical assistance. At present, if a

woman was taken in labour, no medical assistance could he

procured alter ten o'clock. Seven or eight petsons occupied

one small apartment. When sick, they were not kept sepa

rate; the sick and the healthv remained together, or seven

or eight sick persons were stowed together in the fame narrow

accommodation. If they died, the dead body was suffered to

remain, till some means were found of removng it, and it

was interred it the expence of the relations of the deceased ;

•r, if these were not found to dtnay die funeral rates, at the
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pence of the Marshal of the prison. It had been indeed

ited, that, in some cases, the body had been suffered to re-

ain fora length of lime, in order to induce the prisoners

enter into a subscription for the purpole of removing it.

:ch were the particulars which had occurred in the course

the enquiries of the Committee, which he had been in-

ucted to lay before the House, and which certainly most

idly demanded a speedy remedy.

The petition was ordered to lie upon the table.

Mr. Hifpefley said, that having given notice of a motion ]yrr,

the reliefof the military service of the East India Company, Hippeslej^

particular cases, it was his wish to briig the subject be-

e the House accompanied with the moll incontrovertible

dence of the existence of the evil, and the necessity of re

in ; he shall therefore move, " T hat there be laid be

fore this House extracts of a Utter of Cclone! Fullarton,

late Commander in Chief of the southern army, to Lord

Macartney and select Committee, dated 7th Jan. 1785,

containing such parts of the said letter as relate to the

arrears of the troops, and the mode of payment."

Ordered.

VIr. Sheridan rose and said, that he would undoubtedly Mr.

e been much obliged to the right honourable gentleman SheriJaa.

his intimation of the speedy prorogation of Parliament,

1 it in the application he was about 10 make been necessary,

nter into all the detail with which it was connected. But

li detail would not only be unnecessary, but improper,

ore he should proceed to state what he shortly had to say,

. Sheridan said, he should fii st endeavour to refute some

nuations that the business had not been taken up by those

iged in it with all the seriousness and attention to' which

it as entitled. Every suspicion of this kind he thought it

Æiry to banish from the mind of the House, when he

int to call their most earnest attention to a business which

leemed of the utmost importance. In 1787, the first

lication on this subject had been made'to Parliament. It

then been stated that the reform demanded was realy'no

c~t to those who were chiefly interested. But how did

appear, when of sixty six Royal burgh*, fifty eight had

tinned for the reform, and he had been able to present to

House a petition signed by ten thousand persons, almost

>f whom were real burgesses. The first petition, how-

, sent to him in 1787, had arrived too late, as the pe-

for presenting private petitions was then past. In

8, the application .had been renewed. The right ho-

-able gentleman, who opposed him on the other side,

. Oundas) had assented that a hit! should be brought in,

was printed, and had formed with him a fort ofcompro

mise ;
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raise; as an effect of which he expected, from his usual con

sistency of character, that he would now second the motion.

Another honourable gentleman behind him, (Mr. Anstru-

ther) who had likewise opposed him in this business, whose

opposition lie could not but regret, and to whose influence,

in every other respect, he wished well, except as an Alder

man of Pittenweem, had moved tor all the charters and feu

of the Royal burghs, in order that they might be taken into

consideration during the rece's of Parliament, with a view,

no doubt, to the enquiry which should afterwards follow.

Having moved for the materials which could only be useful,

in order to institute an enquiry, it could not be expected

that he should oppose its progress. It had then been stated

too, as an argument for opposing it, that the reform which

was demanded, would completely overturn the constitution

of the burghs. In this particular they had obviated the

objection, by joining issue, and in this state the business

stoodattheend of the session, 178$. In 1789, as all pub

lic and priva e business had been suspended, from an unfortu

nate circumstance which, at the time, afforded regret to all

good citizens, and which ihey must now wish might never

return, not much progress could be expected to be made in

discussing the reform of the Royal burghs. The bill had

been again printed, and read a second time. He moved for

a Committee, when the honourable gentleman had said,

that they took a wrong course, and indeed of moving for a

Committee, in order to consider of a remedy, they ought

first to move for a Committee to examine into the facts by

which the necessity of this remedy was to be proved. To

this proposition they had assented. He moved for a variety

of papers, which it was agreed should be laid upon the table;

and here again the matter rested. In the next session, Mr.

Sheridan said, nothing had been done. Ths papers moved

for had not some of them arrived till the middle of May, and

not till he had found himself obliged to renew the ouier.

No part of the delay hitherto, he hoped, could be imputa-

ble to him. The delay this session, he would take upon

himself. He had, indeed, advised it not to be brought for

ward at all. 'I his advice he had given, in compliance with

the opinion of his friends, that in the present state of the

public mind, as differently acted upon by the revolution of

a neighbouring country, it would be prudent for a while to

suppress all ideas of a rtfonn at home. In this opinion

however, Mr. Sheridan owned, he could not agree. For if

either a spirit of servility had got abroad among some, or

wild enthusiastic notions of liberty were cherilhed among

others, he deemed it equally incumbent upon Parliament,

mninfluenced by extrinsic circumstances, to show their deter
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mined resolution to redress every grievance that demanded

their interference, and attend alone to the calls of justice.

He was likewise unwilling, he said, to bring forward a busi-

nessofsomuch importance, without that support which he

most respected and esteemed. Looking to his object, he

certainly considered it as no ground of censure to accom

modate himself to means, whilst he made no sacrifice of prin

ciples. His objections, however, he had yielded to the

wishes ofthose who were most interested, and he had the sa

tisfaction to fay, that he was supported in his attempt hy

names, which, if he were to mention, would not be deemed

likely to countenance any act of rashness. He would first/

wish to remove every idea that in the present business there was

any novelty attempted.

The honourable gentleman, who might be supposed well

acquainted with the history of his own country, ancient and

modern, would know that the internal Government of the

Royal burghs, had always been an object of complaint and

redress. He would read a commission so far back as the

reign of Charles II. which enumerated the fame grievances

which were now actually stated to exist; and among others,

the misapplication of the public money, to the purposes of

corrupt influence, an evil which was then a subject of com

plaint, and of which the honourable gentleman was to con

sider whether there now remained any traces. No new

grievance was now the subject of complaint. Power had

always been growing into abuse. The same evils had al

ways existed. No remedy was granted; nor was it likely,

that in the reign which he had mentioned, any provision

should be made for securing the liberties of the subject. Sq

hid the matter rested till 1784, when encouraged by the de

claration of a right honourable gentleman, that he would

always support parliamentary reform as a man, and as a

Minister, the friends of reform in Scotland had formed a.

convention, and sent delegates from the '58 burghs, who

had different meetings on the subject. In this state the busi

ness had fallen into his hands. Little more, he conceived,

was necessary to be said. When 53 out of 66 "burghs have

stated great and positive grievances under which they la

boured, and when they had professed gratitude to a right

iwourable gentleman for the encouragement which he had

afforded them to expect redress, he trusted that their grati

tude would be confirmed upon solid grounds. If after all

the information had been procured, Mr. Sheridan said, they

should refuse to look into such information by a Committee,

they would certainly, by thus shrinkine; from the enquiry,

grant that evils existed, which they had neither fortitude to

'xaniine, nor virtue to redress. If what was stated as griev-

V«l. XXIX. 4 B ance
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ance was fact, he demanded redress, not as a matter of fa

vour, but of right; as a claim which was not to be weighed

by dilcretion, but which was established by justice. He

should now shortly state the grievances which were com-

plaineJ of. i . The Magistrates exacted, without legal aur

thority, the cess, or hind tax. He was not to be told, that

the sum thus exacted above the legal proportion was fmalL

However small it was, the exaction was no lessa violation of

justice than an object of redress. 2clly, The NJagistrates

assume a power of disposing of the public money according

to their own discretion. ^tll y, They were sclt-elected,

contiary to the law, as might be proved from the charters

on the table. But what was the most serious grievanceof

a'.), there was no competent Court of Jurisdiction for the

redresses such grievances. In support of this assertion,

Mr. bheridati quoted the proceedings of the Court of SeÆoo,

where, while the grievances had been allowed to exist, the

Court had been declared incompetent for their redtels. Nor

did this competency which was wanting in the Courtof

Session, reside either in the Court of Exchequer, or in the

convention of the Royal burghs; to that here was an evil

existing, where there where absolutely no means of redress.

He begged, however, to state, that he did not mean to in

clude all the Magistrates in the charge, which he had

brought forward, or abuse; far less would he impute to his

opponents any unworthy motives; as he trusted they would

dojullice to those motives of regard for the constitution,

from which alone he had undertaken the present question.

While he gave credit to the inhabitants of Scotland for thole

advantages which they derived from a spirit os enterprise and

industry, he wistied likew.se to secure them the full pro

tection of law, and the benefits of an equal and fair admini

stration of justice. Mr Sheridan then moved, " that the

** several petitions, accounts and papers, presented iu the raft

" session of the last Parliament relative to the internal go-

" vernment of t,he Royal burghs of Scotland, should be

" referred to a Committee." He said he did not know that

Parliament would be so soon prorogued; it^vas an event en-

tiiely unexpected; nor did he fee at present any reason for the

strange scrambling expeditirn which had lately been used

with regard to the public business. Much progress, how

ever, might still be made. If Parliament was not proiogurJ

till Mr. Hastings should bring forward his defence, all

that was wished might be attained. If, however, he srwuM

not now succeed in making that progress in the business,

which he wished, he should hope, that he woul-s, at leaft»

he allowed to take it up at an early peij.oJ of the next

session.

Mr.
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Mr. Fox seconded the motion.

Mr. Anstrutber said, he did not rise to take up much of the jyjr ^n-

time os the House in his reply, to the honourable gentleman, strUther.

as a great part of what he had said was not to the purpose.

The honourable gentleman, it appeared, had been led into

delay by one accident after another, and had now, in spite

of all his hurry, been forqed to bring on the business con

trary to his own inclination. The honourable gentleman

had made a mistake in faying that he had made the motions

for the charters. They were made by himself ; he had only

suggested the term cess, which was the only word that could

have procured those papers which were wanted. As to the

rompromife, which he had said had been made between him

self and the right honourable gentleman on the other side*

10 such compromise had ever taken place. The right ho-

lourable gentleman had only said, that he had no objections

:o a Committee if there should be shown any reasons why

hey should go into it. It had been alledged, that the right

lonourable gentleman on the other side ought to support the

neasure, because he had declared himself a friend to parlia-

nentary reform. But the fact was, that by the present ap-

ilication no reform was intended. With regard to the

buses enumerated by the honourable gentleman, upon

xamiuation, they would be found to vanish.

rsr, As to the illegal exaction of the cess. Cess it was

t-ell known, was the fame as land tax; and besides, the sum

cas not apportioned by the Magistrates.

sdly, That the Magistrates disposed os the public money,

"he case was the same in F.ngl.ind. Who else but the Ma

il! rates were entitled to dispose of it? Every corporation

irel y had a right to the application of its own incomes

3dly, That they elected themselves. The fame right was

lercifed by the corporations here; and how could it poiiibly

; otherwise! If the honourable gentleman, Mr. Anstrutber

id, meant to attack the general praiticeasan abuse, hd

oulil not point to any partial, but to an universal r emedy;

self election was contrary to law, then surely there was a

vv to let it right. If it departed fp'in constitutional prin-

ples, it washy recurring to these that it might again be!

onght back. No action, it had been alledged, could be1

ought against a corporation : the case was the fame in this

untry : with what propriety could an action be commenced

ainit a corporation in the Kirg's Fetich. Tlie fact was*

nt those who had brought thole actions, could not show

sir title to sue. The burgesses of Scotland stood in the

ne f] t nation as the freemen of London. If the honoura-

■ gentleman would come forward and state his motion td '

4B2 be
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be a motion of parliamentary reform, which thehonourak j

• gentleman disclaimed it to be, he would, Mr. Anstmthe J

declared, meet the motion, and though, perhaps he woeii

hot agree with him in it, yet he would debate it on itsoafl

grounds, ..and not in the shape in which it then came forwpn

by a side wind. With regard to the circumstances of the:

departing from their charters, that could be correctei

The honourable gentleman had stated his surprize that tit

session should be drawing towards a conclusion, when they

had nearly arrived at the month of June ; it was in his minis

natural time of the year to expect a period would be potto

the session. Mr. Anstruther concluded with saying that hi

thought this application without the least foundation, aad

fliouid therefore vote against it.

Mi-.Dum- Mr. Dundas, after denying that he had entered into »

4at. compromise with Mr. Sheridan to go into a Committee, said,

that no delay was necessary this session, as all the papers h»a

been upon the table at the end of the last. The great objec

tion which he had to a Committee this session, arose from

the very advanced period at which it had now arrived, fe

that it would be impossible for the Magistrates, with all the

speed which they could exert, to attend the Committee, m

order to watch aster their individual or public rights. An

other objection which he had to a private Committee wit,

that it would most infallibly operate as an instrument of de

lusion. The friends of the reform, upon hearing that such

a Committee was appointed, would immediately flatter

themselves that a change would take place in the whole

system. Though he differed in opinion from the honoura

ble gentleman with regard to what he had enumerated u

abuse, though he was sensible that the better part of the

inhabitants of Scotland were of the fame way of thinking

wish himself, and adverse to any alteration, vet he had no

objection to meet him upon fair ground in a Committee ot

the whole House. And if it could be proved that there ex

isted grievances, and that these were without the means oi

redress, a proposition, however, to which he could not no»

agree, he should be the most forward to move for one or

two acts of Parliament in order to provide a remedy.

Mr. Fo\-. Fox began bis observations upon the subject bv taking

it np upon the grounds which had been stated by the right ho

nourable gentleman who (poke last. '1 bat gentleman had said)

that if the grievances alledged to exist could in any manner

be proved, he would have no objections to going into the

Committee proposed. Now his honourable friend, and

those for whom he spoke, had certainly complained ofgriev-

• ances which did exist, which they were willing to bring proof

wnuii, and which, when enquiry was made concerning thenii

, • would
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irould be f<mnd of that magnitude and nature as to be well

vorthy of the attention of a Committee of that House.

\nd as the right honourable gentleman had likewise wished

hat some specific measue were brought forward now, when

hat enquiry was finished, which a Committee only could

ibtain, he would be ready to bring forward a proposition for

remedy to the grievances complained of. But by opposing

he Committee, the right honourable gentleman seemed in-

lined to pass over the object, which he could not deny, was

good one, if the necessity of it could be proved, which

e (Mr. Fox) had no doubt it could, and before, they had be-

un to receive the necessary information on that point, the

ght honourable gentleman had determined that no such in-

>rmation was to be had. However he, for one, could

61 agree that this was meeting the subjfct fairly; on the

antrary, it rather shewed that the opponents of this reform

readed the consequences of such inquiry as would be mad«

y a Committee, and therefore built their hopes for a conti-

jance of the present system, more upon the preventing of

ich investigation, than any probability of their being able to

rove that such grievances and abuses, as were almost univer-

lly complained of in Scotland, did not exist. There was

le thing, however, Mr. Fox said, which he contended

as a strong argument for appointing a Commi'tee on the

bject ; and it was, that, he believed, no person in the least

nversant with the present proceedings on the management

the burghs of Scotland, would fay, there was nothing fit

be remedied, or something to which no remedy could be

iplied in the government of these burghs. W hen that

lestion came to be fully examined into, and fairly discussed,

said, he was perfectly convinced, that much would be

und that required a remedy; and likewise, that there were

ose who were ready to propose such remedies as were most

ely to be effectual in redressing the grievances that exist,

il the abuses complained of.

With regard to the late period -of the session, Mr. Fox

served, if it was really so near the end, a point which hs

>uld say a few words upon afterwards, that objection to

nging forward the motion for a Committee now, might

ve some weight with him upon the ground mentioned by

: right honoui able gentleman, that it would not be pollible

bring such perlons and such information befoie that Corn-

tree as might be proper and requisite to have; he therefore

>uld advise his honourable friend to take the next step that

s left for him in this business, and that was to bring the

ruse to a resolution, that it would betaken up early in the

it session of Paliament. Mr. Fox th»:n said, he was a

>d deal surprised, when he heard gentlemen introduce into

i debates
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debates upon all subjects, the late period of the seflion, and

the certainty of its coming to a conclusion very soon, a

circumstance that, he owned, he was quite at a loss how to

account for. In his mind, because the seflion had begun m

November, and it was now near the month ofJune, could

not be the probable cause of it. He allowed, that moft

gentlemen certainly liked to be enjoying themselves in the

country, rather than be confined to business in town about

this time. ^ et that was not his way of estimating what

ought to be the lenght ofthe seflion ; the only way which he

thought it could or ought to be estimated, was by the na

ture and importance ol the business of Parliament which

was left not transacted ; and which was undoubtedly worthy

of consideration from those who had it at any time in their

power to advise a prorogation os Parliament. Now, to the

best of his knowledge, there were, after all that had been

done, eighteen or twenty businesses yet left unsettled, and he

knew of no one good reason why they stiould be put off till

another seflion. This, Mr. Fox acknowledged he had only

said by the way, and not as connected with the question be

fore the House, upon which, if it were necessary that the

proposed Committee stiould go into the examination of evi

dence from Scotland, he believed the season might be too far

advanced for that purpose, when he considered the inconve

nience which might attend it. He would therefore propose,

that his honourable friend stiould adopt the mode he had

mentioned, and could not suppose that thera would be any

opposition from any part of the House to come to such reso

lutions as would bring the business to some decision early in

the next seflion. He therefore moved, as an amendment,

that the words " early in next seflion" stand part of the mo

tion.

Mr. Sheridan agreed to the amendment, but thought it

dan. necessary to make some reply to several things that had been

said in the course of the debate. He could not help saying,

that he thought his honourable and learned friend (Mr. An-

struther) had rather treated him hardily in ascribing to hiœ

motives for delay, which he begged leave entirely to disclaim.

The honourable and learned gentleman had said, that the firsi

part of his speech had been an apology for these delays ; novr

he neither had made, nor meant to make any apology on that

point, although he thought it neceflary, and no more trnc

his duty, and his wisti, to explain to tjje House the different

causes that had occasioned those delays, which it wa« not

neceflary for him to recapitulate a second time. He could

hot avoid, Mr. Sheridan said, taking notice of what the

honourable and learned gentleman had said, about his stating,

in his former speech, his belief that he would have the sup*
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>rt of the right honourable gentleman opposite to him, be-

use that right honourable gentleman had been anxious for

parliamentary reform, and that he had wished, as it were,

keep the right honourable gentleman to a bargain on that

tint. In answer to this he would fay, that the honourable

id learned gentleman seemed not onlv to recollect for him-

If what had formerly been done in this business, but to

collect for the honourable gentleman opposite to him like-

ise. And, Mr. Sheridan contended, tha* those who wished

r a parliamentary reform, must, agreeable to consistency,

friends to the present proposition- which he had the ho-

mr to bring forward this night. He said, he must here

savowthe charge that was brought against him by the right

>nourable gentleman, of having, at this time, taken the

ouse by surprise, by the notice which he had given of this

Dtion a few days ago. On this point he had already g ven,

trusted, sufficient reason for the delays in former years,

d likewise why he was so long in bringing it on this session ;

t certainly nobody could think from that, that he had

andoned the subject entirely, if they did, they were very

jeh mistaken; and he begged to recall to the rigiit honour-

le gentleman's recollection, that it was upon his suggestion

it he had dispensed with the second reading of the hill last

ar, in order that there might be time and opportunity

'en to state the specific grievances, and propose a suitable

nedy, because it certainly w is proper that enquiry stiould

:cede reform.

Now the right honourable gentleman nvist allow, that the

;uiry had been made; he trusted, therefore, that he could

: refuse granting the remedy applied for. Mr. Sheridan

1, he agreed perfectly with ihe right honourable gentle-

n, that a decision was necessary, and he was anxiuus

t it might he had as speedily as possible. He conteiuh d

r iht* application of these burghs wascertainly so '"ar con

ned with parliamentary reform, inasmuch as they com-

ined of the self- elect ion of the Magistrates. In this and

er grievances, however, his honounib e and learned friend

tt-nded, that thev had no ight t<"> complain, because. all

English hurglis were in the same situation; hut this he

ied, lee iuse whatever wa- the ch >r • r of Knglifh buiglis,

hr? eels ofScotch burghs, theKiigsisti could not act against

spirit and nTence of their enarters, but the Scotch had

e lo very often. After what hail ben said at different

es in that House, it would he neetll !\ for him to detain

I louse wii h a minute detail of all the grievances which

e compla ntd of ; and he hoped, if it were, as the ho-

rable; and learned gentleman lud stated, that the Eifg'ish

jhs were in the lame situation, it would not be admitted

as
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as a just argument, that abuse ought to continue in any

other place, because it existed in London. In bis opinion

there ought to be no power of abuse without a power of re

medy, which seemed to be the present state of the Royal

burghs ofScotland. Mr. Sheridan came next to make some

remarks upon the arbitrary power and conduct or" the con

vention of burghs, which sits annually at Edinburgh. Upon

an application and complaint made to them by refpectabk

inhabitants of a burgh, to enquire into some conduct of their

Magistrates, which was. thought to be improper and against

the interests of the burgh, this convention took the matte:

into their consideration, and stated, that to promote the

harmony, good will, and tranquillity, as well as the peace

and good order of the burgh, they had given what they

called the following dccrcct arbitral; which - was a sentence,

" That the burgefles, deacons, 6cc. have no right to hold

" meetings, to confer, or treat upon subjects of this sort."

By treating, it was not meant, entertaining, as canvassing

at an election, but merely arguing upon matters respecting

the burghs; and in this manner they discharged and forbid

all such complaints, and declared the rights of the burgefles

in that part of the kingdom, on matters in which no one

could deny that their interests were materially concerned-

Such, Mr. Sheridan said, they found to be the liberal free

cess of one burgh, agreeable to their piefent constitution, or

rather according to the interpretation which the convention

gave to that constitution. Another cess which some bo

roughs enjoyed, no doubt, for the fame purpose of promot

ing harmony, peace, and good order amongst the inhabitants,

was of a nature that prevented certain degrees of consangui

nity, such as fathers and sons, brothers, and so on, from

holding offices in the Magistracy; a circumstance, the

wisdom and propriety of which he did not mean to enter upon

at this time.

Mr. An- Mr. Ar\siruther explained. He said, he never meant to

ltruiher. impute any motives of delay to His honourable friend, nor

did he believe the delays that had happened were ow'wg to

him. He was still of the fume opinio-i as to the suppoit

which might have been expected from the right honourable

gentleman over the way ; and he did not think that there hid

yet been any proof that those mmy grievances complained of

did really exist. His principal objection, after all, was ih'

variety of shapes which this business assumed; fornetira;s

they were for cm.- thing, sometimes for another ; and if ever

they attempted to introduce popular election, he would al

ways oppose such attempts as highly improp?r and danger*

Mr.
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Mr. Sheridan's original motion was then put, and ne-

itived. After which, he adopted Mr. Fox's amendment,

id moved,

" That the House will early in the next session of Parlia

ment take into consideration the matter of the petitions,

and other papers presented to the House in the last Parlia

ment, relating to the internal Government of the Royal

burghs ofScotland.*

Mr. Erlkine seconded Mr. Sharidan's motion, which was

jrerd to, nem. con.

Mr. Loveden then rose, and in pursuance of theViotice he Mr.

id given the other day, requested the attention os the Loveden.

ouse to a very important object, to an object highly inte-

iting to the honour and justice of the nation. He said, he

e.int the trial of Mr. Hastings, which had attracted the no-

re not only of this country, but of all Europe. The trial

id already proceeded to a most extraordinary length. He

ould not enter at all, he said, into a consideration of the

erits or demerits of Mr. Hastings, but confine himself

lely to the delay that had taken place, without arguing How

e delay had happened ; there had been delays, it must be

knowledged, in the trial, not to be found in the history of

eworld. Mr. Hastings had been on his trial nearly tour

ars, and unless that House interposed, and addresied His

rajelly not to prorogue the Parliament before judgement

is given, another prorogation would probably take place,

fore the trial was brought to a conclusion. Mr. Loveden

marked on the injury done to Mr. Hastings, and through

in the wound that would he given to the constitution by

rther delays if it could possibly be avoided. In referring to

at great charter of our liberties, the 29th chapter of Magna

mrta, he found these applicable words, Nu/ii vendemus, null't

rabimusy nulli deferemus jujlittam. " We will fell justice

no one, nor will we delay it." He declared, he meant no

lection on the Managers, nor to impute to any individuals

latever the cause of the delays that had already occurred ;

ither would he fay that some farther delay might not be

avoidable ; but it was his duty, in common with every

ember of that House, to watch over, and prevent the ho

ur and justice of the nation from being wounded; and

must fay, that any farther delay, which could be avoided,

>uld be dangerous to the constitution, as it would shake its

ft bulwark, the right in that House to bring delinquents

trial by impeachment. It appeared to him that they would

ve gained but little by the decision of the question, " that

; impeachment did not abate by the dissolution of Parlia-

;nt," if the decision were to be followed by a procrastination

the trial to another session. Mr. Hastings would then

Vol. XXIX. 4C have
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bavaa right to say, that the principles of the constitution

were broken, in order to oppress and injure him. It was,

Mr. Loveden said, his intention the other day to have state;

the grounds of his motion in a more , regular form, but the

House having been impatient for other business, he was

obliged to content himself with merely giving notice ef

the motion with which he should conclude, and it was,

" That an humble address be presented to His Majesty;

" to represent to His Majesty that Warren Hastings, Efcw

" late Governor General of Bengal, is now on his triilM

<c upon articles of impeachment exhibited against him by thtrl

" Commons of Great Britain. That by reason of sevenKI

" prorogations, and a dissolution of Parliament, the triaM

" hath already lasted four years, but is now on the partosl

" the prosecution nearly finished. To the end, therefor:, I

" that as speedy justice may be obtained, as the nature of the]

" cafe will admit, His Majesty's faithful Commons, anxi*l

" ous to discharge their duty, according to the true princi-l

" pies of the constitution, beg leave to express their hopes, I

" that no farther interruption may take place in the fajdl

" proceedings on the said trial, and that His Majesty will be I

" gracioufly pleased to continue this session of Parliament!

" until the evidence on the part of the said prosecution fbaJJ 1

" be finally closed, and Mr. Hastings's defence hath beeal

" heard, and judgement given."

Mr. Mr. Dundas said, he was anxious to speak early to tbs

Dundas. motion, because, perhaps, he might feel differently on the

subject from any cf those who had been concerned in the

trial; they who. had acted as managers of the impeachment

might fees themselves compelled, from motives of delicacy,

to give way to the motion, and yield to the proposed ad

dress, whereas, not having been in any such situation, it

was faiily open to him to pursue a very different line of con

duct, and to state his reasons for giving the motion his ne

gative. The motion, he said, was neither more nor less

than this, it was to let Parliament continue as long as

the managers, the House of Lords, and Mr. Hastings

thought proper; in other words, it was precisely a mo

tion to abrogate the King's prerogative, and delegate it to a

number of persons, leaving it to the discretion of the min>

gers whether they chose to lengthen or shorten the trial.

Not, he said, tiiat he meant to impute to the managers, that

they wislied to do any such thing; on the contrary, he was

satisfied they would use every means in their power, consist

ent with the ends of substantial justice, to bring the trial to

aS speedy a conclusion as possible. Mr. Dundas begged the

House to recollect, that a great constitutional question rela

tive to the continuance of the impeachment, had undergone

i a very
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very long and deliberate discussion eaily in the session, in

liich he had the misfortune to differ, though he had been

pported in argument by a very great majority of that

ouse, with many honourable gentlemen for whose opinion

: at all times entertained a considerable degree of respect,

ne principal argument much relied on in the course of

at important discussion had been, that to assert that the

ing, by the use of his prerogative to dissolve the Parliament,

uld put an end to an impeachment before it was brought

its conclusion, was a dangerous proposition, and a propo-

ion fundamentally destrudtive of the rights of that House,

t the fame time it was infilled, that in proportion as that

ouse were constitutionally entitkd to the full exercise of

sir own rights, so ought the King's prerogatives to remain

•disturbed and unquestioned. Neither were they to lose

sir rights, nor was the King to be deprived of the preroga-

.'e which was invested in him by the constitution of the

untry; viz. the prerogative to prorogue or dissolve the

irliament, whenever it should be his Royal will and plea-

re so to do. Having stated thus much, Mr. Dundas said,

would be easy to trace the analogy between that argument

d the present case. By the motion then before them, they

rre called on to address the King, for the purpose of telling

n that he was not to use his prerogative, but that he had

tter delegate the exercise of it to the House of Lord?, as

dges on the trial of Mr. Hastings ; to that House, as his

rusors and prosecutors ; and to Mr. Hastings the defendant,

r. Dundas reasoned on the enormity of this proposition,

d said, if given into, the House would incur this dilemma,

;y would not only in one session have insisted on the full

J free exercise of their own rights, but they would also

ve completely turned the tables on the Crown, and have

boned and taken into their own hands, the exercise of the

>yal prerogative, and in an indirect manner bar the King

>m the exercise of his own prerogative, which would be a

>fs infraction of the constitution, according to the spirit of

lich their rights, and the King's prerogative, fliould go

nil in hand together. Nor was this great constitutional

isideration, lie said, all that weighed with him; there were

ler reasons of little less importance. How was he or any

in to fay to what farther period of time the trial would ex-

id ? He had heard that the evidence on the par: ot the pro-

ution would be finished on Monday ; but how was he to

sure that it would? It had been interrupted that day. a^d

ght he interrupted again. There were ^ther circumstances

o which no human foresight could reach; in the first place,

jld any man in that House, let him be ever so nearly or

ijnately connected with Mr. Hastings, tell what time

4.Q 2 Mr.
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Mr. Hastings would take to make his defence? Could Jdr\

Hastings himself tell? There were many circumstances

possible to occur which Mr. Hastings could not contioul.

His witnesses, if lie called any in support of his defence,

might be cross examined by the managers, and could Mr.

Hastings tell to what length that cross examination might

*go ? And when Mr. Hastings's defence was mad©, the mana

gers might chuse to reply, which also might take up much

time. It was therefore impossible for that House to be

aware whether there was a probability of bringing the trial

to a conclusion in the present session of Parliament, let that

seflion be protracted as long as could be expected. Beside?,

let gentlemen recollect that there were other subjects, which

were also highly important, that demanded the justice of the

country; and for the sake of Mr. Hastings's trial going on

from day to day, would they wisti the Judges to leave their

Courts, and suspend all other suits now pending? If they

continued the trial much longer, and it was evident no per

son could ascertain any limits to it in duration of time, it

would interfere with the circuits, and interrupt the course cf

the civil and criminal proceedings of justice, from one end of

the country to the other. Mr. Dundas said, he presumd

Mr. Hastings meant to have his cause determined by a feir

judgement of his Peers; and did he wish that he might be

tried by a few Members of Parliament, and to hare only a

few Judges to hear his defence, and to decide upon it? And

•yet, if the trial were pursued much longer, this must inevita

bly be the cafe, and ultimately, after-contracting the lesson

most unconscionably, there would be a very few Members cf

that House, perhaps barely enow to constitute a House, to

demand judgement of the Lords, and to receive either the

condemnation or acquittal of the prisoner. Mr. Dundas hav

ing reasoned upon this probable issue of the trial, if the pre

sent address were acceded to, and His Majesty should be in

clined to bend his prerogative to their requisition, said, it

would not only be in the highest degree disgraceful to both

Houses of Parliament, but extremely disgraceful to Mr-

Hastings himself. In the course of his speech, Mr. Duntiai

passed some very handsome compliments to the Managers,

declaring, that no man could question their having faithfully

discharged the high and important trust that House had put

into their hands, with a degree of diligence, attention, anu

ability, that did them so much honour, and reflected fe

much credit on the House, in whose behalf they acted as ma

nagers of the impeachment.

c»tt. Major Scott insisted on the unprecedented length of the

trial. After saying that he knew not how to say wbit

eccurred to him without some risque of encroaching up0"

the
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he orders of the House, and the regularity of the debate,

e proceeded to observe, that' with regard to the impeachment

i did most undoubtedly violate every principle of the British

onstitution; a fact of which he was confident the country

fould soon be sensible, as that House had lately been of some

thers, which he had for some time repeated without effect*

sot only did Magna Charta state (hat justice was not to be

clayed, but there was an express resolution of the House of

Commons stating, " That it was the right of every British

; subject under accusation, whether by impeachment or

otherwise, to be brought to speedy trial, in order so be

• acquitted or condemned." To suppose a speedy trial,

. itliout that trial being brought to a close, was absolute ab-

jrdity. The delay in this trial, the Major said, had been

nputed to various causes; he had his own opinion upon

lat subject ; but the first and serious cause of the delay

riginated in the articles themselves, which were such, he

/ould be bound to prove, as never were presented, and

assed under circumstances which he hoped could never hap-

en again.

The right honourable gentleman (Mr. Dundas) had now

resented four India budgets, and unless all he said, and all

ie resolutions which he moved, were grossly and palpably

life, nineteen parts at least out of twenty of the articles of

npeachment, were utterly unfounded. This was a fact of

very serious nature, and would tend more to bring impeach-

lents into utter disgrace in future, than any ciicumstance

lat ever happened. The fact, he said, was most notorious,

iat the gentleman who first moved this impeachment, did

upon an idea, at least he so affirmed, that the provinces

nder Mr. Hastings were desolated and ruined; yet it was

ow notorious that not one word of his description of Bengal

as founded in fact. The Board of Control had fully dis-

oved his assertions, and at once destroyed any of the ground

pon which the impeachment ought to have rested. But if

11 this mass of crimination vvas gone; of what remained was

icrean instance in the history of this country, of articles so

3ted? The first, Benares, contained thirtv-nine criminal

cts, upon all these, one question, and only one, was put*

lough the Minister of the country, possessing great weight

id influence in the House, had expressly declared, that in

le point only, was there criminality ; so of all the others;

id if his ideas had been adopted, if he had fairlv at least put

le question upon each, the articles might have been, what

; once said they ought to be, short, specific, and pointed,

-lere Mr. Vyner called Major Scott ro order, who said he

id, at setting out, expressed his doubts, whether his re-

arks would strictly apply as to the delay.] Major Scott
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said it was an act of grievous oppression to Mr. Hastings,

and of the grossest injustice to the country, which had al

ready paid above forty-five thousand pounds for this trial; a

sum that gentlemen would have been startled at, had it not

been kept back, and a very small sum only been charged the

Aril year. The right honourable gentleman asked if any

man could say how long Mr. Hastings might take for his

defence; was that the objection to the motion r If it was, he

would obviate it, by stating something specific upon that

point. The prosecution was near a close. In fact, more

1>4(1 been done now in three days than in two years before;

for in these three days the managers had gone through four

articles in fact, though all comprized in one, and were, as he

understood, upon the last piece of evidence they had, when

the Court rose that day ; and as for Mr. Hastings's defence,

he would take upon him to fay that gentleman would prefer

a speedy issue of the trial, to the opportunity of making as

full, a defence, as it was in his power to nuke.

Mr. Mr. Burke rose, and premised what he had to say with

Burke observing, that he lliould trouble them with a very few

words on the subject. He should first, he said, ask, did it

suit the dignity of that House to stipulate with a miserable

man that his defence sliould be so lame, weak and deficient,

that it might be the means of his conviction ? He must

own, that he did nos think, their addressing the King, and

humbly desiring His Majesty not to porogue the Parliament,

pending the discussion of great and important questions,

was any infringement on the Royal prerogative of the

Crown ; yet he thought the House would not wantonly

present such an address. The only question in such cafes

•was, whether the object of Parliament was equal to such an

interference with the undoubted prerogative of the Crown.

The House would therefore at all times take care to have a

strong ground before they would make such an application;

and the only question then was, whether this was one of

those strong cafes that either justified or required such an ap

plication ? On the part of the Managers he would under

take to fay, there was no motives of personal ease, no con

sideration of their own satisfaction, nor any other personal

consideration, that could prevent them from a constant, in

cessant, uniform, and diligent attention on their public

duty. If one day of procrastination in the conduct cf the

Managers, could be proved, it would be shameful in the

House not to take proper notice of it. But he was certain

the conduct of the Managers would stand the test of the

most scrupulous examination. Mr. Burke, in continuation,

said, that no one ought to argue on the justice of that

Kous*
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House hypothetically, because that House had no hypothe

sis in it. As accusers and prosecutors, they were bound to

hold Mr. Hastings guilty till his Judges acquitted him, or

else they confessed themselves to be the wilful and malicious

accusers of an innocent man. The honourable gentleman,

Mr. Burke said, who had made the motion, had introduced

a certain portion of Magna Charta, nulit vcndemns, &c.

The honourable gentleman had done more ; he had been so

good as to translate it for them. Was it, he asked, the

.Magna Charta of King John, of Henry the Third, or of

Oliver Cromwell ? "He said, it wa> unnecessary to translate

the Latin of Magna Charta, because though unclassical and

inelegant, it was so much like English, and so superior in

meaning to its quality, that it was engraven on the hearts of

Englishmen. It was even understood by those who had

scarcely a scrap of other Latin ; by those who had not got so

far in their grammar as Mars, Bacchus, Apollo, Virorum.

Magna Charta assured them that justice mould be done'

sooner or later. Did the honourable gentleman who had

made this motion, asked Mr. Burke, know this trial ? Did

it come within the scale of the honourable gentleman's com

prehension ? Did he know the length and breadth, and

likewise the depth and extent of it ? If he did, let him get

up and say whether there had been any delay whatever on

the part of the Managers. If it were to be tried, it must be

tried according to the nature and circumstances of the cafe.

Here Mr. Burke went into an exclamation of the infinite

and unexampled magnitude and importance of the trial; a

trial for the failure of protection of millions of inhabitants

of countries, of states, and empires, who were not dreamt

of when Rufus built his ha'l, or whoever it was that built

it. William Rufus and his coadjutors consequently could

not have entertained an idea that a cause of such singular

and unparallelled importance would have been tried in

Westminster Hall. The intention of the trial was for the ends

of public justice, and to prevent the subjects of this coun

try from oppressing thirty millions of our fellow creatures.

If it had been declared by Magna Charta, Mr. Burke laid,

God and nature had said it. They had ordained by the unal

terable rules of right, that offences must be tried and pu

nished, according to their circumstances and their nature.

Why give the Governor General 25,0 ol per annum, and

titles and prerogatives which they did not give to the Crown

of Great Britain itself, but that it should he attended with a

-proportionable degree of responsibility ?

The Speaker here said, it was with great reluctance that The

he submitted to the House, and the right honourable gentle- Speskw.

, man
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man himself, whether the right honourable gentleman was

hering to the terms of the motion ?

Mr. Burke bowed in obedience to the authority of the

Chair, andt hat he might not offend again, wished the ma-

tion to be read.

The Speaker read the words of the motion.

Mr.Burke Mr. Burke then said, that he certainly had hitherto en

deavoured to adhere to the motion, and when he was inter

rupted, he was humbly endeavouring to give his poor rea

sons for shewing that the continuance of the trial for four

years, was no reason for the present motion. But as that

House had been scandalized, he thought hevought to give an

answer to the honourable gentleman, who had imagined that

there had been delay, contrary to the principles of Magna

Charta, which was no. other than a declaration of original

justice. Every trial, Mr. Burke said, must be measured by

the importance of the subject ; and if the Lords and Com

mons were locked up, as the juries of the inferior Courts in

Westminster Hall were, without candle or fire, and pre

vented from eating and drinking till they had given their

verdict, the consequence would be, they would be guilty of

complete injustice. Having said this, Mr. Burke said, he

should fay no more of delay. He next gave a short narra

tive of the proceedings in Westminster Hall during the last

three days of the trial. Such a trial, he laid, was neces

sarily and unavoidably liable to delay. There wa; no such

thing as measuring out an exact space of time for it. The

Managers had done eveiy thing in their power to shorten it.

With regard to the hardships of Mr. Hastings, Mr. Buike

considered, that if he were in hrs place he should feel if be

had been three years on his trial ; and if his trial was pro

tracted till there was no one persecutor, Judge, or spectator,

lest, be should consider this to be disgraceful to himself as

well as to the country; because every man accused of great

charges would wish his audience to be as full at the end as at

the beginning of his trial. This, Mr. Burke said, was his opi

nion with ugard to the sufferings of Mr. Hastings, and be

hoped he felt as much as any man for the sufferings of others.

Mr.Vyner Mr. Vyner here spoke to order. He said, he had called th«

honourable gentleman who spoke last to order, and he sub

mitted it to the House, whether the right honourable gentle

man that was now spe.iking, was^idhering to the terms of the

motion. The motion, he said, had nothing to do with the con

duct of Mr» Hfst'ngs.

The T he Speaker laid, he was sure the right honourable gentle-

Spe»ker. man was obliged to the honourable gentleman for having in

terrupted him ; and 'he House must be obliged to every g-n-

tleman who assisted in endeavouring to preserve order. He

would
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vould tell the right honourable gentleman, the Speaker said,

n what he was irregular. It was perfectly competent to

he right honourable gentleman to justify the Managers from

my imputation, and which no man could cast upon them

vithout reflecting on the honour of that House; yet if he

vent into the conduct of Mr. Hastings, and anticipated the

-tature of his defence, he took it, the House would feel that

"uch references were irregular.

Mr. Burke {aid, when he laid clown any general principle, Mr.Burke ,

le endeavoured to fortify it with some proofs. He begged

iardon if lie had been wrong. He had been endeavouring,

:ie said, to sliew that the Managers had been guilty of no

delay, and that if there had been any delay, it had" pro

ceeded from the prisoner himself. With regard to compaction

(for a case of compaction had been attempted to be set up) he

r rusted he was as ready as any other man to feel for the dis

tresses of his fellow creatures. Mr. Burke declared, he did

not yet know on what fide he should vote. If he were to

vote for his own ease, he said, he should vote for the address. 1

Mr. Ltvedcn sliortly explained, and said, it was not his Mr.

intention to arraign any man or body of men. He had Loveden.

stated, that one great cause of delay arose from the proroga

tions and dissolution. He did not mean to fay these were

unnecessary or improper, but he feared they would wound

and weaken that great bulwark of our constitution, the right

of the Commons to trial by impeachment.

Major Scott explained.

General Smith (who had risen while Mr. Burke was on his General

legs, and to whom Mr. Burke had said a word or two), said Smith,

he did not know whether the right honourable gentleman had

alluded to him when he got up, but he thought it right to

explain himself. He reminded the House, that he had been

chairman of the select Committee, that had brought for

ward those charges which constituted the articles of im

peachment. He was therefore perfectly aware of their

magnitude; but he could not sit silent and hear such harsh-

sounding epithets of Indian delinquency, Indian peculation,

and Indian corruption, applied so generally, to the calumny

of many deserving officers, and others. The General de

clared, he believed there were men who had served their

country as well in the East Indies as in any other part of

the globe, and whose merits ought not to be funk, and their

characters injured bv general indiscriminate aspersion.

Mr. Burke said, being called on by an old colleague, he Mr.Burke

rose to explain. The honourable General, who was a man

of great merit undoubtedly, and had* served his country well,

both abroad and at home, in that House especially, by bring

ing forward a great body of matter of India evidence, in

Vol. XXIX. 4 D two
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two voluminous reports, was guilty, if he was guiltv, of

scandalizing all who had served in India. Mr. Burke won'*

not admit, that the talking of Indian delinquency in 1

general manner, was at all censurable. If it was, how

happened it that his honourable friend next him (Mr. Fran

cis) had iv t risen and stated that he had libelled him ? Mr.

Eurke said, he often in that House talked c t parliamentary

corruption, borough corruption, and ministerial corruption,

and no man thought illiberally or unfairly. Did his ho

nourable accessary in guilt, (if guilt there was any, in col

lecting proofs of peculation and charging them .on indivi

duals), mean to fay that there was no such thing as India

corruption ?

Mr. Fox. Mr. Fox, as soon as Mr. Burke fat down, rose, and said,

he was sorry to protract the debate, but as he should cer

tainly vote for the address, he could not consent to giv: 1

silent vote for it, but must wisli to assign his reasons why bt

should do so. In the first place, he said, he must differ en

tirely fiom the right honourable and learned gentleman ora

the way, in that part of his argument, which rdated to the

Royal prerogative, and declare, that he did not think tfe«

House of Commons, taking upon itself to advise the Crown

upon great and sitting occasions, with regard to the exercile

of any one of the Royal prerogatives, was an unconstitu

tional interference in that House ; and as a proof that he hai

always thought as he did then think, that the House had 3

right to advise the King as to the use of his prerogative U

prorogue or dissolve the Parliament, Mr. Fox said, in Ine

year 1778, and in 1779, ne 'lat' movecl ans' voted for several

addresses, desiring His Majesty to suspend his prerogative

upon the subject of that most important prerogative, the

making of peace and declaring war; but he had be<;n unsuc

cessful; in 1783, however, he had more successfully, a'.o

the motion, voted for an address, the fame in effect as the

former addresses, though not equally fortunate as to event.

Indeed, Mr. Fox said, he could not foresee ail y possible ca!«

that could arise for that House to address His Majesty, (joi

he recollected having voted with a minority of 200 or 250),

when (having previously voted that the influence of tbt

Crown had increased) they addressed His Majesty, and beg

ged him not to porogue the Parliament till they should have

passed certain bills for the purpose of diminishing that in

fluence. It was true, Mr. Fox said, there had been a majo

rity against that motion, but he was one of those who diJ

not think those arguments which had been used against tte

motion had any great weight in them, nor could arguments

of the general impropriety of interfering with the preroga
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tive, have any great weight in them, when the occasion for

such interference was seriously important and pressing.

Having said this, Mr. Fox proceeded more particularly to

speak to the present question. He said, he could not agree

with the right honourable gentleman on the Tame bench

with him, that the motion contained any expiession tending

towards, or which could be fairly construed to be an impu

tation on the Managers ; and one reason why it was impossi

ble that any such imputation was designed, wa=, because, if

blame were due to them, it was more due to the House, of

which they acted in this prosecution as the representatives;

and it was to be considered that they represented that House

at the bar of the House of Lords, not as they represented

the people in Parliament, but in a very different point of

view. As representatives of the people, they could act

contrary to the opinion of the people, if they thought it

right so to act ; but as representatives of that House, they

were obliged to be confined to their instructions. Nor was

that all ; the House thought it not only necessary to attend

the trial themselves, and thus he witness of the conduct of

their Managers, but did what in his opinion was a disgrace to

the House, they received petitions from without doors, stat

ing any part cf the Managers conduct to be objectionable.

If therefore the Managers had been guilty of any error,

neglect, or delay, he conceived the House would have taken

notice of the matter, or they would have heard of it in con

sequence of an application, or applications, from without

doors. Neither having been the cafe, it was fair to conclude

that thev had been guilty of no such error.

Mr. Fox said, he was far from wistiing to fay any thing

that stiould seem hostile to the honourable and learned gen

tleman, who had so ably and fairly opened the opposition to

the address then moved; he was too sensible of the advan

tages he and the rest of the Managers had derived from the

• direct, manly, and powerful support which the honourable

and learned gentleman had given them throughout the prose

cution, and more especially from his having in so masterly

and constitutional a manner stated his sentiments on the im

portant question, whether the impeachment did or did not

continue, notwithstanding a dissolution of Parliament, to

be in the least desirous of appearing to act from party feel

ings in what he was about to fay; but he must declare that

he mould have voted for the address if there had been no

impeachment pending, because there was no circumstance in

the history of this country that made it more dangerous to

have a speedy prorogation of Parliament, than the present

state of politics ; that consideration, he was ready to admit,

gave a bias, as it were, to his mind, and led him to give way

4 D 2 to
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to the present address, because he thought it would be detri

mental to the interests of the country for Parliament to be

pr rogued, before they received the answer from the Court

of Pi-tersburgh.

Having said thus much, Mr. Fox declared, he joined with

the honourable gentleman who moved the address, in think

ing that it was to be lamented that any delay had existed;

and no one could regret it more than those who were imme

diately concerned in the impeachment. They were, Mr.

Fox said, completely the servants of the House, and acted

at their will for the reasons he had already stated ; he trusted,

however, that the Managers had not caused that delay. He

was sure, that the House had not, and he did not know that

the Lords had ; because, if they acted with more delay tlian

the due attention to the rest of the public business on their

parts required, he presumed, on a proper application to

them upon the subject, they would have endeavoured to

correct their error. If the motion glanced at any one, it

was not at the Managers, Mr. Fox said, but at the minority

of the House of Commons, aud of the House of Lords,

who voted the question of abatement. Not that he meant

to blame that minority of the two Houses; he had no doubt

that they acted in a manner which they thought their doty

required, and (iood upon what they conceived to he the law

of Parliament and the law of the constitution. The House,

however, had decided that their opinion's were erroneous ; but

that did not alter the fact, that they, who had thought

the trial was at a:i end, had, in tffect, added considerably to

jts protraction, by endeavouring to abridge it altogether.

'I he Lords had Taken a considerable time to search prece

dent, and had since taken much time-also to deliberate on

them ; all this was unfortunate for Mr. Hastings, hut it had

been unavoidable With regird to the impossibility of as

certaining the duration of the trial, as frr as remained to be

gone through, Mr. Fox declared, he felt the whole force ot

what had been said by the right honourable gentleman oppo

site to him, and by the right honourable gentleman on the

s.ime bench with him, and agieed with them that it was im

possible to fay how much longer it would be, before it could

bo brought to a conclusion; but the Managers would, he

hoped, fii.ifli giving their evidence sufficiently early for

them to sum up the whole evidence on the charge on that

day, or on Wednesday; but could he, could any Manager,

could the private and confidential friend of Mr. Hastings,

fay how long his defence would take ? To that defence the

Managers would have to reply, and the nature of the reply

must be measured by the nature of the defence; there might

be occasion to call new witnesses to refute and repel facts

stated
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stated in the defence; or there might be no occasion to do

more than make a single speech in answer to the defence.

All depended on circumstances that could not be foreseen.

Mr Fox said, he had no ground to guide him in regard to

Mr. Hastings's defence, but even if he heard from the best

authority what its length probably would be, he owned, he

could give no answer whatever as to the conclusion of the

proceedings; because, as he had already observed, the reply

must be according to the nature of the defence ; he had no

doubt however, that the Managers for their own fakes

would be as sttort as possible. He could not conclude, Mr.

Fox said, without remarking, that although Mr. Hastings

had complained of delay, and had addressed their lordships

on that subject in the Court, there seemed to be an appear

ance of an intentional delay on his part, and that of tlie

counsel on his side. That very day, Mr. Fox said, the

Managers had wanted to prove a particular circumstance,

and they offered to produce the result of the 'Company's ac

counts to prove it, but the whole accounts were insisted on

being produced. He did not mean to say that this was not

perfectly legal, but the results of such accounts had repeat

edly been received as sufficient evidence in the preceding part

of the trial. Possibly, it might be necessary to Mr. Hast

ings's defence that this fort of conduct should be adopted.

He took it for granted that it was, but he thought it right

to state the fact. After some farther observations and argu

ments, Mr. Fox suggested a wish that the motion were made

less definite; and recommended that instead of it, desiring

His Majesty not to prorogue the session till judgement was

given ; it should be amended so, as do no more than to desire

His Majesty not to porogue before such further progress was

made in the trial as should afford reasonable grounds of ex

pectation, that it might be brought to a conclusion early in

the next session.

Mr. Ryder said, as he had on a former occasion taken pains Mr.

to have ths trial brought as speedily as possible to an end, Ryder,

it would naturally be expected that he should not give a si

lent vote that day. In regard to the many reasons that had

been stated against the motion, by the right honourable gen

tleman, and by a right honourable friend of his, he concur

red intirely; for the greatest part of his right honourable

friend's speech, and certainly in his mind the strongest part,

had proved, that if the motion were agreed to, it would

impose this disagreeable duty on His Majesty's Ministers;

they must either advise His Majesty to give a direct denial to

the address, and thus appear to countenance delay ; or they

must consent to keep Parliament sitting when it was most

irksome to gentlemen to attend, and when probably there

would
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would be scarcely any attendance at all. He thought, then-

fore, on that ground it ought not to pass. But what wi;

the amendment which the right honour-able gentleman h;c

proposed? to leave the matter completely indefinite. Where

as the natural state of the trial, and the progress they were

daily making, would answer the end, in all probability, of

bringing the proceedings to a conclusion in the next session.

Mr. Ryder concluded with declaring, that he objected to the

original motion, because it appeared to him to do a grea:

deal too much, an J he objected to the amendment because

it would do nothing at all.

Mr. Fox. Mr. Fox moved his amendment, which, he slid, would

g've a chance for concluding the trial in the present seffion.

anil therefore could not be said to do nothing. It was in the

judgement of the advisers of the Crown, whether the address

so amended ought to be complied with ; but the House, in

voting it, would do all that was in their power.

The Mister of th - Rolls was proceeding to state his objec

tions both to the motion and the amendment, but the ques

tion being loudly called for, it was put on the amendment.

Mr. Fox having said it was carried,

Mr* Pitt. Mr. Chancellor Pitt (aid it was not. As he meant to vote

against the motion altogether, he could not appear to counte

nance it, by agreeing to the amendment.

The House divided;

For the amendment, 61; Against ir, 144.

The question on the original motion was then negatived,

without a division.

On th? third reading of the Corn bill, a petition was pre

sented from the sta!>!e keepers of London and Westminster

against the regulations for the importation of oats.

Mr. Aid. Mr. Alderman Watson brought up a fresh clause for ware-

Watson, housing corn, imported. It differed, he said, from the

clauses that had been rejected, because it provided, that the

corn should be warehoused at the expence of the importer

and subject to an additional duty of two shillings a quarter, on

being taken out of the warehouse.

Mr. Mr. Pelham expressed his surprise, that a clause which had

l'elhaa. b.*en twice rejected on mature consideration, should be again

introduced on the third reading of the bill. The alterations

made in it did not alter the principle. Foreign com would

be poured into the kingdom at low prices from countries in

which it could be raised ata much cheaper rate than in tlm

country, under all the burdens on agriculture, to the great

loss and discouragement of the British farmer. Gentlemen

did not seem to consider the weight of tythe on agriculture,

to which he had called the attention of the House on every
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ate corn bill, as a burden which the country could not endure

nany years longer.

Mr. Ryder and Mr. Aldermar. Curtis spoke in favour of

he clause, and Mr. Harrison against it.

Sir Watkin Lewes supported his colleagues ; and after hav- SirW:

lg stated the distress it would involve the metropolis in, ifkmL

le clause for warehouseing corn should be -rejected, begged

:ave to mention a pait of the kingdom with which he was a

ood deal connected, and that was the principality of Wales,

ve counties in which did not raise sufficient corn for the

jnsumption of the inhabitants, and who were either supplied

om other parts of this kingdom, or from abroad. He re-

indedthe House, that when the clause for warehouseing

im was rejected, it created a great alarm in some very ca-

tal manufacturing towns, and they presented petitions to

e House; he therefore entreated them to consider very ma-

rely the consequence of their rejection, which might pro-

bly involve the country in disturbance and distress.

The House divided;

For the clause, 81; Against it, ;u

Some other amendments being made in the billy it was then

fTed.

The order of the day for the third reading of the Sierra Le-

s bill being moved, 1

Mr. Sheridan moved the question of adjournment, as it was

» late to go on with the business.

Mr. Chancellor Pitt objected, on the ground that no de-

e was likely to take place; but Colonel Tarleton and

•. Gaseoigne declaring their intention to oppose it, a divi-

1 took place on the question ot adjournment, which was

atived, 48 to 17.

vlr. H. Thornton observed, that although he had five times Mr

le down, expecting an opposition to the bill, he would Thorn t

:a inly postpone it till Monday, if there was now a leri-

intention of opposing it, and of debating the sub-

: was postponed accordingly, and the House adjourned.

Monday, $3tb May.

Tr- Sheridan rose and mo\ed that the notice, which stood Mr.

ie order of the day, for him to move set a Committee to Shcrida

into consideration the Report of the Committee of Fi-

e, of 1786, and the Report of the Committee of i7or,

it be read. 1 he same having been read, Mr. Sheridan

cl, that there were certain papers to be presented that

which it might be material for him to refer to, and

• fore he though: it right to move to have the crder dis-

-red and entered for the next day. He (aid, he hoped he

sliould
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should have no occasion to refer to the papers in question,

but as it was impossible for him to fay beforehand whether

he should cr not, he would move for the discharge o£

the order. It was discharged accordingly, and entered for

this day.

Mr. Pitt. Mr. Chancellor Pitt, who happened not to he in tic

House nt the time the foregoing motion was made, but came

in, just after, said, he understood thi honourable gentleman

opposite to him, hnd moved to put off the consideration of

the two Reports from the Committees of Finance, till the

next day. He hoped however the discussion would really

be brought on this day ; and as the honourable gentleman

had_called the attention of the House to the subject, he ga»e

him notice, that if he moved any propositions, he fhouW

either object to them, or move amendments upon them; or

perhaps, move such other propositions as would bring

the whole state of the subject fairly and fully before the

public.

Mr. Mr. Sheridan, in reply, said, it appeared to him to bers-

Sheridan. ther premature in the right honourable gentleman to talkof

objecting to his propositions, or of moving amendments, be

fore he knew what those propositions would he. He did

assure the right honourable gentleman, that he would endea

vour to make it as difficult as possible to the right honourable

gentleman, either to object, or move amendments upon fcis

propositions, which would he resolutions of fact, fouutW

upon figures, to which it would be almost impossible for the

right honourable gentleman to object.

When the papers were afterwards presented, Mr. Sheridan

moved to have them printed.

A sliort conversation then took place between the Chan

cellor of the Exchequer and Mr. Sheridan, on the ground of

its bring impossible to have a!l the papers printed in time for

the next day. In the course of the conversation it came oar,

that a material point in the discussion would be the considera

tion of the d sposal of the money voted for the finishing of

Carleton House, and that Mr. Pitt had yesterday morning

received a letter on the subject officially from Lord South

ampton, which Mr. Sheridan wished to have laid before the

House. Mr Pitt said he rea'lv had not had sufficient leisure

to consider what was proper to be done with it, or what an

swer to fend, but the honourable gentleman need not be

afraid of his wishing to conceal it; since if he could have any

such desire, it was not in his power to carry it into effect, as

the person who sent it might furnissi a copv.

T he order of the day for reading the Sierra Leone bill

the third time, being moved, it was accordingly read.

1
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Mr. Cawtherne, in a speech of some length, opposed the Mr. C*v»-

ill, which, he said, he conceived it almost impossible thorne.

bduld pass into a law. H;stirst objection vtas, that the bill

uthorited His Majesty to make a grant of lands which he

ery much doubted whether His Majesty had any right to

rant; certain he was, that House had no right to interfere

ispecting them. He stated, that, in 1787, King Tom, a

jperiorof the district or peninsula of Sierra Leone, had

sen prevailed upon to grant p. at peninsula to certain persons

hich the humanity of this country bad taken out of the

reets of the metropolis, and fei.t to Sierra Leone, the fame

ear, in the Kautilus, Captain Thompson, which grant

Ir. Cawthorne desired to have read.

It was read accordingly, and appeared to be a formal grant

F the lands in question to Captain Thompson, and the per

ms he had brought with him, and to them and their

-its for everj and was subscribed with the mark of King

bm.

The circumstance of its being subscribed with the mark of

sovereign provoking a laugh, Mr. Cawthorne proceeded to

eak of it in a jocular manner, observing that it was scarcely

jssible to consider either the circumstance or the bill in a se-

aus light, or to argue the subject gravely. Were he to

ite all that he knew upon the subject, he said, he should

mceivethat the House must reject the bill. A codeoflaws,

■ observed, had been drawn up for the settlers of 1787, by

at philanthropic genius Mr. Granville Sharpe; but what

:1 the new settlers do? They plundered and attacked one

other, and sold all the stores that were left with them,

nig Tom dying soon after he had made the grant of the

ninfula, which had been read, he was succeeded by a King

mes; who so far from thinking himself bound by the

ant of his predecessor, seized upon some of the new comers,

d them for staves to British merchants, and drove the

tiers out ofthe district; and they were now, a9 he under-

>od, a great way up the country.

By the present bill, the House were by charters to ratify

2 King's giving this peninsula to the new company, ia

ler that they might explore the hidden treasures of Africa,

j that object, Mr. Cawthorne said, he had no objection;

t as the river, upon which the new settlement was to be

ide, had been always traded to, had been open to all na

ns, and the African trade sliips had always put in there to

it, wood and wa,ter, and to provide themselves with

latever they stood in need of, if the bill were to pass, they

1st be deprived of a right which they had freely exercised,,

years, and be subject to whatever tax the new company

u Id think proper to impose. On these grounds ofobjec-

Voi. XXIX. 4E tion
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tion having VI welt for soma time, Mr. Cawthome then

stated, that Parliament in the 25th of the late King had gifen

so large a sum .is 120,000!, to have the trade to Africa nude

free, and thrown open; which salutary measure would,

he said, be entirely defeated by the present bill. He con

cluded with inferring from tiie observations which had been

made, that the object of the persons interested in the bill

was not what it was held ouPto be, but something more,

that was unexplained, and therefore he declared he would op

pose it. »

Lord Lord Sheffield had always disapproved, he said, the bi!',

Shcffitld. but in proportion to the information and knowledge he ac

quired of the subject, his objections to it became more forci

ble ; he disapproved the general principle of the bill, as its

object was to establish a colony. We had colonies enew;

and this would be a source of expence, would prpve the de

struction of our people, and may probably be the means 0:

provoking quarrels with other powers. He thought even

the preamble furnished sufficient ground for rejecting the

bill, being insidious and fallacious, and not holding out the

real object. The bill pretended to a trade with the interior

parts of Africa; yet Sierra Leone is situated on nearly the

most prominent part of that quarter of the world towards

the West, and the river, which is the only one on a coast

of 1600 miles, is not navigable for the smallest boats above

50 miles. His Lordship observed, that the particular friends

of those concerned are told, that the object of the bill was to

abolish the slave trade; that the intention is to raise sugars

without Haves, while others were told, that neither a colony

nor exclusive privileges, nor monopoly were intended; and

yet the words, " sole and absolute possession,™ remained in

the bill. He said, he could not but consider the revival of a

system of exclusive trade, piecemeal, as one of theobjectsof

the bill, for the opening of which the public had paid up

wards of 1 i2,oool. to the African Company about 40 years

ago. His Lordship concluded by animadverting on particular

clauses of the bill.

Mr. Mr. H. Thornton said, he had waited to hear all the ob-

Jhoraton jections which gentleman could state against the bill, in

order to save the time of the House by giving one general re

ply to them, and iri the hope that one gentleman would an

swer the other. The objections Which had been made to the

bill, he observed, were not more numerous than contradic

tory ofeach other; and if he could have prevailed on himself

to have troubled the House with such an argument, by op

posing one objection to another, as they had been stated by

the Counsel at the bar of the House, he could easily bave

fli«\vu that more was said in favour of the bill by that km-

1 gentle
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gentleman, than against it. Having premised this, Mr.

'J hornton enumerated the different grounds of objection that

had been taken against the bill. When first brought in, he

said, it had b?en objected to as a grant of country which His

Majesty had no right to give. 1 he fact was, it granted no

land whatever, but enabled His Majesty to grant such land as

he should hereafter possess in consequence of purchases to be

made. Another objection was, that the bill was calculated

to establish a monopoly. This also had been refuted, and it

had been shewn, that it was no monopoly, but that it was

intended to secure a set ofgentlemen, who upon public- spirited

motives, mixed with some speculative views of commerce,

were willing to venture a certain capital, from being made

answerable, with their private fortunes, for more than their

respective shares in the undertaking.

Another ground of opposition had arisen, from the West

India merchants; and now they had to combat all these diffe

rent oppositions, reinforced with new objections. It was

stated, that they were about to take lands, which might in

volve this country in aferious quarrel with some of the Euro

pean powers; the French treaty, and the consequence of in

fringing on the rights of foreign nations, had likewise been

talked of. Mr. Thornton repeated his assertions that the

bill did not enable theKing to grant lands belonging to any

Prince, nor did it infringe the rights of any country what

ever. He admitted that Englishmen had a right to trade all

arround the coast of Africa, and other nations had the fame

right, and were therefore precisely in the same situation

that they were before. No person whatever, who had, or

could be supposed to have, any particular interest in th«

trade, objected to the present bill. Mr. Anderson, he de

clared, was the .only gentleman interested, or who came

within that description, and Mr. Anderson did not object to

it. It was a little extraordinary, Mr. Thornton observed,

that on a late question, viz. the motion for an abolition of

the slave trade, two of the arguments, most insisted on, had

been, that nothing was to be produced in Africa but slaves,

and that the West Indies could not be cultivated without

slaves; and yet the present hill was objected to by some of

the gentlemen wh« had held those arguments ; they now

turned the tables on the friends to abolition, and said they

were going to set forward a cultivation, which ought to be

checked; and opposed their attempting to effect their design

by the employment of free people, as they had bound them

selves not to employ slaves.

Mr. Thornton stated the bill, to be a bill calculated to

give effect to the public spirit of a few gentlemen, who wer*

willing to risque some loss, which they must necessarily ex-

4E a , pect
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pect in the outset of their undertaking, and to make a fur

experiment at cultivation, where land had the rniifortwe

not to be cultivated. Much of what Mr. Thornton said,

was intended as answers to Lord Sheffield's object ions. He

then added some general observations on its being the interest

of this country to encourage cultivation in every part of the

world, and concluded with hoping, that upon a right com

prehension of the real objects of his bjll, the House wou Id think

it ought to pass.

Mr. Caw- fyjr Cawthorne rose to explain, and chiefly confirmed

orBe* what he said in that part of his argument, which had gone to

shew, that the bill gave the company an exclusive trade,

which might proye obnoxious to France and other na-

lions.

Sir Wm. Sir William Young said, when the bill had been first moTcd

Young. for> jie foM\ been named as one of the gentlemen to prepare i:,

as it was supposed he must be friendly to such proposition;

and he had prevailed on the honourable gentleman wbo

moved it, to defer the second reading of the bill till after the

question of the abolition of the stave trade was disposed ot,

which the honourable gentleman had complied with. From

the arguments which he had used upon the question of the

ilave fade, Sir William, declared he held himself hound to

support the bill, which he did most cordially, contesting

that he thought the honourable gentlemen who were concern

ed, were praise-worthy for the experiment. He said, he

was no friend to monopolies, and he was employing a pan

of his fortune in endeavouring to break up one monopoly;

lie meant the Hudson's Bay Company. Sir William ob

served, that he had on a former dqy disclaimed the resolution*

that might he come to upon the, subject of the bill by the

meeting of the West- India merchants, and inconsequence, he

said, his name had been improperly made ule ot, and his

sentiments mistated. He explained the nature of the meet

ings of Well-India merchants, and said they did not always

meet to concur with the West-India planters. He spoke

highly of the respectability of the merchants, who ailcmbled

at such meetings, and said, he bowed to their character, and

he bowed to their understanding, but he could not bow to

their dictates, because the West-India islands had legislatures

of their own, and, as a Member of Parliament, he neve:

would admit that any meeting here, however respectable and

well informed the persons assembled at them might be, had a

right to take upon themselves to speak for the legislatures ol

the West-India islands, or to answer wriat their conduct

would be. Sir William suggested an amendment which he

thought necessary in the bill.

Mr
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]VIr. Buxton acknowledged it gave him pleasure to fee that Mr.

1 different mode of obtaining foreign territory had taken JJuxton.

place, in the instance of Africa, from that which had hitherto

prevailed in other quarters of the globe. The mark of a

K.ing Tom or a King Jamie subscribed to a grant, was to

him infinitely more satisfactory, than the abominable and

barbarous practice of seizing upon territory by driving the

inhabitants from their country, Mr. Buxton said he was

glad of the opportunity of declaring that, he lamented the

not having being able to be in the House to give his vote,

and express his abhorrence of the inhuman practice of the

slave trade.. Had he not been confined with illness, he

should have been one of the most zealous advocates for the

abolition.

Mr. Burrard considered the bill as the first step towards Mr.

the civilization of Africa, and the consequent abolition of Burrard.

the Have trade. He defended the preamble of the bill, which,

he said, had no disguise in it.

Mr. Stanley (Attorney General for the Leeward islands, Mr.

and Agent for l^evis) opjected to the bill. He complained Stanley,

of gentlemen's taking every opportunity to introduce the

poor, unfortunate, proscribed West Indians; and charged

several of the speakers in the debate with having gone out of

their way to talk against the stave trade. He said, the ar

guments he had the honour of stating, when the question of

the abolition of the stave trade had been under discussion,

were certainly given in a loose, deranged, and undigested

ihape, but they had been sincerely spoken, and founded in .

personal knowledge and personal experience. After sour

months illness lie had delivered sentiments, which being

founded on the information obtained and collected from

private papers, was more to be depended on, than any thing

to be found in speculative ideas. Mr. Stanley said, he was

the first of a proscribed family which a century ago had been

driven from England ; and though he had now returned to

spend the remainder of his days in his native country, he

assured the House, that feelings ofcompassion for the African

slaves employed in the West India plantations, glowed as

warmly in bis breast as in those of any gentleman who trod

the floor of that House; and he would inform them, that

immediately after the question of the abolition of the slave

trade had been disposed of, every Agent to the islands had

written to their constituents earnestly to advise them to

take the first opportunity of revising their slaves laws, and

ameliorate the slate and condition of their slaves, telling

them at the fame time that it would he the only possible

roeans of preventing the British Parliament from intermed

dling
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dling in a manner, neither agreeable to their wishes, nor con

ducive to their interests.

Mr. Stanley adverted to what Sir William Younge hai

said, and having commented on the argument of the honour

able Bart, with whom, he said, he had enjoyed a long acquaint

ance, he proceeded to the immediate subject, that of the

bill before the House; which he declared to be, in his mint,

an act of selo deft, as to its own avowed purpose*. He re

gretted that there were not more gentlemen of that profes

sion of which he was an unworthy Member, present, to solw

certain doubts which he entertained respecting the legality

of some of the clauses of the bill, Mr. Stanley was hern

entering into a discussion of King Tom's grant, pronouncing

it a circumstance that would render us the laughing stock of

Europe; and questioning whether, according to the common

rules of legal conveyance in this country, the district could

be so conveyed; when he was informed by Mr. Thornton,

that the clause he had alluded to, had been lest outosth*

bill, which did not contain one syllable relative to King Tom

or his grant. He then proceeded to speak of the settlement

of 1787, and of several other pertinent points, and declared

that he had before opened his mind on the subject to the ho

nourable gentleman, and that he spoke as a Member of

Parliament, and not in any private character or capa

city.

Mr. J.T. Mr. J, 7*. Stanley rose to say a very few words. He de-

Stanley, clared he could not conceive that any objection could be en

tertained to the execution of a fair experiment. When the

question of the abolition of the slave trade had been agitated,

it had been stated that Africa could not be cultivated, and

that it would yield no traffic but that of slaves ; the bill un

der consideration aimed at something which would do awar

that argument, and which promised the greatest advantages,

by employing the Africans at home and cultivating the

country; he was amazed therefore that the merchants should

make any opposition to it.

Mr. M. Mr. M. Montagu rose in support of the bill. When the

llontagu. question of the abolition of the slave trade was under conside

ration, he said, the advocates for that trade had contended,

that Africa could not be cultivated; and now they took too

much upon themselves, when they resisted a bill to authoriw

the cultivation of thirty miles only out of 12,000 leagues.

Mr. Montagu observed, that the friends and suppoiters of

the slave trade objected to the newly-intended company, as

asking for an exclusive right, absolutely necessary to their

object, when they themselves claimed an exclusive right to hold

the African negroes in slavery.

Mr.
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Mr. Robert Thornton said, he had feelings on the subject, Mr. R-

which he wished to communicate to the House. He wished Thornte*

to support a bill brought in, and so ably defended by his ho

nourable relation, because it was calculated to relieve the

miserable Africans, by opening a door to a more honourable

and profitable trade, than that in slaves. It would tend to

promote the happiness of millions. ' Those therefore must

vote for it, who gave way to the dictates of conscience, and,

the feelings of humanity.

Mr. Alderman Watson declared he would not have risen, Mr. Aid.

but for something that had fallen from the honourable gen- Watson,

tleman behind Him, (Mr. J. T. Stanley.) That honour

able gentleman had expressed his surprise that the merchants

should oppose the bill. Mr. Watson said, he knew of no

merchant in or out of that House who did oppose it. The

merchants, he believed, were not against the passing of the

bill, the principle of which was the cultivation of mankind,

and to find a vent for our manufactures; both of them laud*

able objects. The gentlemen, who were ready in a most

public spirited manner to risque a part of their fortunes, de

sired not to be made answerable for more than their respective

shares. Was there any thing unreasonable in that? un

doubtedly not ; the Bank and the East India Company en*

joyed the same advantage, in common with many other pub*

lie companies. He had been one, the Alderman said, who /

voted against the abolition of the slave trade, and he had op

posed it from motives as fair, and principles as pure, as those

ofany gentleman who supported the other side of that ques

tion. He was one also, who said, that he did not think that

the country of Africa could be cultivated ; but if there were

men enterprizing enough to attempt it, he thought they

ought to be free to venture, and he would not oppose the

execution of the experiment. Happy should he be, if the

condition of those poor people could be meliorated.

Mr. Hippejley thought that the gentlemen who supported Mr.

the bill, were infinitely too sanguine in their expectations. Hippefieji

The experiment had been tried some years since, on the very

spot ; and Mr. Hippefley observed, that it had been his fate

(very reluctantly) to have visited that part of the coast of

Africa in the fame year, when not one of ten of the persons

landed there with a view to form the settlement, were to be

found ; the mortality had been so great, that more than

three- fourths had died within the year, and the rest had emi

grated. A sort of exclusive right was now set up, under a

grant by one gf the native Chiefs, called King Tom, which

grant had been read, and authenticated by Hit Majeji/s marl ;

and an application was now made to Parliament to confirm

this cession. Mr. Hippefley said, that during his own short

residence
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residence at Sierra Leone, he understood tliat trie grant of

King Tom had been controverted by another Chief, who

claimed the property of the soil, and that some of our Set

tlers had been taken forcibly away by that Chief, and lo'das

slaves. With respect to the general and avowed principle ot

the bill, he should say nothing; but he thought some of the

provisions of it bore hard on the private factories established

on the river, and on those who frequented that part of th;

coast ; for the recited grant, in fact, comprehended all the

whole southern shore, which alone was acceflible for an

choring The south bank of the river was on the decliviry

of a mountain, and of courfl- had deep water immediafe/r

under it, where all the ships anchored, for the convenkarcj

of wood and water, which were plentifully supplied from tie

mountains. The opposite shore was low, swampy, had no

good water, and very had anchorage, insomuch so, that

the ship in which Mr. Hippesley was a passenger, had actu

ally been lost on the sunken rocks, in keeping too near that

shore. The monopoly, therefore, which was the object of

the present bill, must be injurious to other traders, who, in

fact, had the priority of settlement, in proportion as it was

beneficial to the present adventurers.

Mr. Mr. Devaynes believed he might venture to Uj there-was

Devaynes. not a finer country in the world. Few men, he conceived,

had been provided with an opportunity of knowing so much

of the Country as he did ; he had been up it to a consideribb

extent, anl he had proofs that coffee and cotton were pro

duced in abundance-, and that sugar grew al most spontaneous] y.

The natives, he said, would bring down forty pounds of su

gar, or canes equal to produce that quantity, and fell it for

twopence-halfpenny, or thereabouts : but they were particu

larly fond of selling it to the English, because they, in that

case, got that sum, and a dram into the bargain. Mr. De

vaynes farther enlarged on the fertility of the soil, and the

genial natureof the climate.

At length the House divided ;

Ayes, 87 ; Noes, 9.

The bill was then read a third time, and pasted.

TheHouse adjourned.

Tuesday, $\J1 May.

The order of the day being read for the House to resolve

itself into a Committee of the whole House, on the bill for

removing doubts respecting the rights and functions ofjar*

in cafes of libels, Mr. M. A. Taylor took the chair. The

bill was read over a first time, and the question being pot,

** That the preamble be postponed,"
.1 ... TVm
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The Solicitor General objected to the preamble, as being too Solicitor

general. He said he had an amendment to propose and he General,

would take the liberty to state the alteration he wished to be

made in the bill, in that stage of it, ] he right honourable

mover, and the learned gentleman who seconded him, had,

in his apprehension, introduced this bill in a manner that was

sxtremely wile and proper. The complaints that had been

Hated by the right h tnourahle mover, and by his learned

friend, were with regard to the inconveniences that resulted

f.om the doctrine delivered by Judges to juries on trials in

eases of libel. As it was their intention, so it was their duty

to remove that inconvenience ; but the House ought to think

with gfcat deliberation on the subject, before they stated it

general principle of-the criminal laws of England. If he un

ite' stood the right honourable mover, and the learned gentle

man who seconded the motion, it was, that juries had the

fame power, the fame acknowledged power, with respect to

the crime of making or publishing a libel, as they were un

derstood to have with regard to any other {pecies of fact,

which the law of England had denominated a crime; and as

Hie jury by this bill might give a general verdict, without

t.iking the advice of the Judges in matters of law, it was his

wish to make an alteration in the preamble J "And whereas

" doubts have arisen whether on the trial of an indictment,

" or information, for the making or publishing any libel, it

" be competent to the jury to take into their consideration

" the whole matter of the charge contained in such indict—

" ment or information." Mr. So'icitor, -after the word

"jury," proposed to insert these words, "with the assistance

" and direction of the Judge in matters of law." He thought

this amendment would meet the ideas of the Committee. He

conceived that in the hill there was a proviso which left the

defendant in *his situation, that he might withdraw himself

from the jurisdiction of the jury. The matter of the libel

must be stated in the information, and the defendant might

sjy, " I will not call on the jury to determine any thing,

" but I rather wish to apply t,o the Court by demurrer, whe-

" ther the matter charged against me, is, or is not, in law,

" a libel." If he chose to go tp the jury, and they pro

nounced him guilty, the jury would have done nothing, be

cause the defendant had an opportunity to come again to the

Court, and to ask the Court this question ; though the jury

had said he was guilty, he had a right to ask the Court whe

ther in point os law he was guilty ? and he had a right to go

to the last resort, the House of Lords. Mr. Solicitor con

ceived this to be one reason why the preamble sliould not

stand as it did. Although libels might be put on the level

with all other criminal cafes, yet it was impossible to put all

Vol..XXIX.' 4F ether
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other Criminal cases on the fame level with libels, and there

fore, he conceived it Would be better to leave out of the pre

amble any thing respecting other criminal cases. There were

some other crimes where the whole matter might appear on

tl»e face of the indictment, and in those cases the defendant

hail an opportunity of taking the opinion of the Court, whe

ther the jury had decided rightly. But it must, he said, oc

cur to every man near him, that there were a number of

cases, in which, if the jury took upon themselves the juris

diction to decide both on the law and the fact, and found 1

defendant guilty, this might be the cafe. Suppose, for in

stance, said Sir John, the case of murder, in which the eti-

der.ee proved that the facts did not constitute the entire ot

murder, and that the defendant, in point of law, ought to

be acquitted, a cafe, however, might happen, in which the

jury might fay, we will not acquit him, but find him gailty;

there was then no other remedy but that of applying to His

Majesty, as the fountain of mercy. He said, he had men

tioned these tilings principally with a view to stiew why he

wished to make an amendment in this bill. In order to de

menstrate that great respect ought to be paid to the direction

of the Judge, in a point of law, Mr. Solicitor said, he would

refer to some of the greatest ornaments of the law. Here,

in confirmation of this position, he real a long passage frosn

Mr. Justice Foster, and supported his arguments by the au

thorities of Lord Hale and Lord Kaims. He said he had hi;

doubts whether, after the bill pafled, it would be necessary

to set forth the whole libel on the record. These were the

remark* that had occurred to him, and if they were worth

any thing they would be attended to, and if not, he did not

with that any notice should be taken of them.

Mr. Fox. Ms. Fox, in support of his bill, said, he jiyas persuades

there was much more difficulty in wording a bill of thijsort,

than many gentlemen imagined ; and therefore he wasobligeo

to the honourable and learned gentleman, and to any other

Member, who could give him such assistance as might tend

to render the bill as perfect as possible. He conceived ths

grievance in the present state to be such, as would undoubt-

edlv have induced him to have waved all discussion of what

was law, and to have left that completely in doubt, rather

than lose the benefit of the other part of the bill. There

were, he thought, three or four shades of this business. Hf

conceived that juries had a right to decide on the intention,

for the intention was matter of fact. The difference be

tween murder and manslaughter had been held to be matter

of law. Another thing was the tendency and effect of j

Jibel, which Mr. Fox said he conceived to be as nearly matter

•f {act as possible, Th? construction of a wil^ of a settle

ment,
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ncnt, ofa deed, or of any legal instrument, was certainly

natter of law, but the question whether such a libel had or

!iad not such a tendency, was merely matter of fact, and yet

"ome had conceived it to be matter of law. With regard to

uurder, he owned he had always felt considerable difficulty

n deciding on that point The opinions of eminent Lawyers

had always great weight with him ; they had probably settled

the point in a way that was just and proper. It had always

appeared to him that besides the naked facts, and abstract

law, as applied to those facts, there was something between

them which he could call by no other name than the applica

tion of law to those facts; and there was a question some

times mixed of law and fact, and that question must go to

the jury. He thought it wassafernot to distinguisli between

fact and law hut that the whole should go to the jury. It

was possible that the Judge might maintain that to be mat

ter of law which the jury might conceive, or the counsel for

the defendant contend, to be matter of fact. He conceived

it to be universal in all trials by jury, for the Judge to give

his opinion and advice with regard not only to the law, but

sometimes also with regard to the fact ; and he had no fort of

apprehension that the passing of the bill would tend to pre

vent the Judge from giving that advice and assistance which

his superior learning and information enabled him to bestow.

He wished the bill should stand 'as it then did, and that the

whole matter might be referred to the jury. It was very

different from murder, because in that case nothing appeared

on the record. Mr. Fox said, he conceived that notwith

standing Lord Mansfield's declaration, that in threatning

letters the iury had only to consider the publication, and,

whatever might be the case in high treason, yet in all cases

of libels they must be set forth verbatim. It must be left in

all cases to a jury to infer the guilt of men, and an Englisli

lnhject could not lose his life but by a judgement of his Peers.

Mr. Fox took occasion to mention the cafe of high treason,

and overt-acts of treason. He Ihould, he said, be very glad

to accept the words of the honourable and learned gentleman,

with the assistance and under the direction of the Judge in

" matters of law," were those words not to create another

difficulty, and tend to keep up the old quarrel in another

shape; and instead of disputing what was the province of

the Judge, as distinct from the province of the jury, a dis

pute would arise about what was law and what was fact.

He did not know any offence that could be tried without the

instance and direction of the ]udge; and this bill, Mr. Fox

said, was only to put the cafe of libels on a footing with all

other criminal cafes ; h* conceived, therefore, that the words

4F % which
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which had been proposed by the honourable and learned gta-

tleman were intirely useless, and mere surplulage.

Mr. Mr. Erjk'int objected to the amendment as subversive as

Prikine. au tne advantages which were proposed trom the bilL If

adopted, it would renew all those doubts and difficulties,

which had formerly been the source of so much grievance

and complaint, and which were now the objects ot reined'.

He went on in a speech of much length and ingenuity, ia

which he had occasion to display his extent oi legal informa

tion, in order to prove the bad consequences which would if

suit from adopting the amendment.

Mr. Mr. Bearcroft said, it was generally acknowledged that

Bearcroft. there was something defective in the present system wbicli

subsisted with regard to libels ; and he concurred in the ne

cessity of applying some remedy. This defect, he belieTtsj,

arose from the foul mixture which had taken place hithecai;

of libels of political opinion, which ought always to bektf-i

separate from the decisions of a Court 01 Justice. A very fe*

words, he conceived, were necessary to reconcile the diffe

rences of sentiment which were entertained on the prrfeit

subject. Respect was certainly due to the opinion of Judges

on the question of law. But it was only necessary for tbtffl

in the cafe pf libel, after having given their instructions, 10

fay, " Gentlemen of the jury, do upon this, as upon a'i

" other occasions. Give the verdict as you pleaie, arrang?

" it in any of those classes which we have enumerated an j

" explained, except you should find necessary to bring in 1

*' special verdict. Hearken to what we have now delivers!,

" but follow it only as, upon consideration, you

*' find that it applies to the cafe which you are now to it-

« cide."

Attorney The Attorney Central said, that juries had, in all cafes, J

General, right to bring in a general verdict, which, since the reign cl

Charles U, had never, in any instance, been challenged

disputed. The present bill he thought unnecessary; but :»

the situation it now stood, he had only to say, that there-

spect due to the opinions of the Judges, in matters of libd,

ought most certainly to be established upon the hunt;:

grounds.

Mr, Fox. Mr. Fox, in reply, said, that from what lie had heard, I*

was only confirmed in his opinion, that thewoids, " by th:

" assistance and direction of the Judge,", ought not to be io-

scrted in the bill. One learned gentleman had said, that

the jury ought to hearken to' the opinion of the Judges; awl

another had said, that they ought to regard it with refpeJi.

He doubted how far the terms, either to hearken or respect,

could be defined by any statute; and nothing, he observed,

ought to be admitted into a statute, which was not pod'
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nd defined. To hearken and to respect, were properties of

noral conduct, upon which the judgements of men were to be

exercised. Indeed, he thought that scarcely any words

:ould be admitted into the hill which would not either iig-

■jify too much, or convey too nice a distinction. Hethought,

lowever, that the ohject of the amendment might be attained,

iy inserting a proviso, that there was nothing in the present

.nil which was intended to preclude the Judges from giving

their opinion. This proviso, however, he considered as <i

surplusage. In a bill, the object of which was to assimilate

the proceedings with regard to libels, to those employed in all

criminal cases, it was not necessary to state tint the Judges

were entitled to deliver their opinions upon this in the fame

manner as upon other occasions. Why should it be supposed

that there was any difference ? Much benefit was to be de

rived from the opinions of the Judges, both with regard to

law and fact.' Nor did he think that any proviso or am nd-

ment was necessary to secure to the jury the benefit of this

opinion, as the Judges had, upon no occasion, shewn any

inclination to withhold it. Hut of the two, if it were

thought necessary that one should be adopted, he regarded a

proviso as the least exceptionable. '

Mr. Chancellor Pitt said, that any instructions which a Mr. Pitt.

Judge could give respecting the law, previous to the decilion

of the jury, could be only hypothetical. In a cafe of libels,

for instance, the Judge might state the different forts of

libels, but must afterwards leave the jury to apply these in

structions to the particular cafe, or to adopt their own opi

nion, if they should resolve upon a special veidict. If it

were not madebinding upon the Judges to give their opinion

in this as in other cafes, he was apprehensive that some con

fusion might arise, and the doubts lie renewed with respect to '

the separate province,' which the fudge and jury were entitled

to hold in the questions of law and fact.

Mr. Fox did not think it necessary, he said, to render it Mr, Fox.

binding upon Judges to deliver their opinion upon an occa

sion, in which, as in all other cafes, they were left to ex

ercise their discretioh. ' His wisii was to render the enacting

part of the bill as plain and simple as possible;1 and therefoie

he wished to adopt a proviso, in preference to the amendment.

It was not the object to direct the mode in which the Judges

were to exercise their rights, but only to divide the limits be

tween the functions of Judge and iury.

Mr. Motris expressed his objections to the principle of the ^r*.

present bill. He approved of the old method, as agreeable Morn*,

to the law of this country. Those who accused it, as mb-

dern, had done it injustice; it was so ancient as to have

originated in the Star Chamber, a court which, though it

had
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had no great credit for its decision, had produced many laud

able and useful institutions. He did not conceive it neces

sary that any alteration sliould take place in the mode of

procedure with regard to libels. He gave it as his opinion,

that nothing was necessary on the part of the jury, except

that they should find the publication, and fill up properly the

innuendos, People might talk of the advantage of modern

refinements upon justice, but, for his own part, he approved

most of the good old way, for this very cogent reason, that

it had been long established, and was most familiar in

practice.

Mr. Pitt. Mr. Chancellor Pitt said, that a subject had now bsen re

vived, which before had been considered as completely settled;

that of the system at present subsisting with regard to libels,

and the necessity of a remedy. The question now was not

what the law is, hut what the law respecting Jibels ought in

future to be. It was not merely necessai y that the publica

tion should be found, and the innuendos filled up, but like

wise that the libellous intention and tendency should he de

termined by the jury. As to an objection, which might be

made to the bill, that it would operate to the protection of

libellers, it was now only to be considered what was the best

method of finding guilty, or not guilty, of a libel. And so

far from considering that the present bill would operate as a

protection to libellers, Mr. Pitt said, he thought that it

would rather have a contrary effect ; and that a remedy for

the evil of libel would most effectually be found in.the decisions

of a wife and impartial jury.

Sblieitor The Solicitor General agreed to adopt the mode proposed

General by Mr. Fox, to make a proviso, and for this purpose to

withdraw his amendment. The proviso, he said, which be

should make, would be calculated to answer nearly the sime.

purpose as the amendment. He proposed that it should be

ro this effect. That the jury sliould not be directed by the

judge to find guilty or not guilty, merely upon the fact of

publication.

A long and desultory conversation now took place between

Mr. Buxton, Mr. Mitford, Mr. Ryder, the Solicitor Ge

neral, Mr Fiix, &c.

The amendment was accordingly, with the consent of tin

honourable mover, withdrawn.

* The Solicitor General then moved a proviso. " That on

" every such tiial, the Court or Judge, before whom such

" indictment or information sliall be tried, shall give his or

'* their opinion and direction to the jury, according to his

" or their discretion, as in all other criminal cases."

Mr. Fox. Mr. Fox objected to the introduction of this proviso, a$

unnecessary to the object in view, and on the ground of its

being
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being improper to enact any thing on the functions of the

Judges, where no doubt respecting them had arisen. The

dispute which the bill was meant to decide, had never been,

strictly speaking, between the Judge and the jury, but be

tween the jury and the Court out of which the process

issued.

This renewed the debate on nearly tke fame grounds.

The Chancellor of the Exchequer and the Solicitor General

supported the amendment; Mr. Erfkine, Mr. Sheridan, and

Mr. Anstruther spoke against it.

Mr. Fox, said, he did not think the proviso could do much Mr, Fot»

harm, though he thought it unneceflary, and he was willing

to accede almost to any thing that did not endanger the princi

ple of the bill.

The question was put, and the proviso adopted.

On the preamble,

Mr. Chancellor Pitt proposed to leave out the whole of Mr. Pitt,

the first paragraph. " Whereas, in all criminal prosecutions

" by indictment or information, when an issue or issues is

** joined between the King and a defendant or defendants,

" on the plea of not guilty pleaded, the jury impannelled to

" try the fame, have always had, and by the law and con-

*' stitution of England were in'ended to have, and in their

" discretion, to exercise, a jurisdiction over the whole matter

«' put in issue between them."

Mr. Fox said, although he knew that in declining to risk Mr. Fox.

the fate of the bill for the sake of the preamble, he differed

from many, for whose opinions he had gitat tespect, yet,

convinced as he was that the part now proposed to be left out

was perfectly true, and perfectly fit to be recited, he con

ceived the enactment of the bill to be of so much importance,

tiiat if it appeared to be the fense of the Committee that

leaving out the first paragraph of the preamble would render

the enactment less likely to meet with opposition, he

would agree to give up a part, for the sake of securing the

rest.

Mr. Sheridan and Mr. Erfkine regretted that the para

graph, which recited the fundamental principle of our cri

minal justice, fliould be omitted on account of any opinions

that might have been formerly held respecting trials by in

formation or indictment, but acquiesced in Mr. Fox's desire

to accommodate.

Mr. Chancellor Pitt said, he did not mean to express any Mt. Pin,

opinion on what the law had been, much less that it had not

been as the paragraph recited ; but it was proper to' avoid

any general proposition in the preamble, which was not neces

sary to introduce the enactment 9s the bill.

1 The
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The paragraph was omitted.

The Chairman left the Chair, the report was received, the

amendments agreed to, and the bill ordered to be engrossed,

and read a third time to-morrow.

Mr. Fox then wished to know if it was the pleasure

of the House to proceed on the ^uo TVarranto hill.

Master of The Master sf the Rolls said, he had an objection to the

the Rolls, part of the bill which empowered any person to question the

right of a corporator, by which a rich might involve a poor

man in the most expensive process known in the Courts, or

oblige him to relinquish his franchise. The right honour

able gentleman, he said, had introduced many wise checks

against this abuse, but still he thought there was danger from

it. If, however, it was melant only to go through the bill

in a Committee, and report it to»morrow, he had no objec

tion, as the part he alluded to could be argued as well on

the report.

Mr. Fox. F°x replied, that he was aware of the difficulties men

tioned by the learned gehtleman ; but there was a constitu

tional, principle to which he requested his attention, viz.

it ought not to be law that an assumed right to vote for J

Member of Parliament, could not be questioned but by the

King's Attorney General.

The House then went into a Committee On the bill, which

was gone through without any debate, and ordered to be re

ported to-morrow.

Mr. Chancellor Pitt observed, that it was too late tn

bring on the motion relative to the finances, of which notice

had been given, and wished to know, if it would be conve

nient for the honourable gentleman to bring it on to-mor

row.

Mr. Mr. Sheridan said, he was ready to proceed, either then,

Sheridan. or to-morrow. He meant to submit to the House about

thirty resolutions on figures, on which he thought therccould

not be much room for debate.

Mr. Chancellor Pitt wisiied to know the purport of these

resolutions.

Mr. Sheridan said, they were resolutions of fact, from J

comparison of the reports of the Committees of 1786 and

1791, followedbya resolution of inference.

Mr. Pitt. Mr. Chancellor Pht in reply said, it might be difficult to

follow the honourable gentleman through the calculations

of so man v resolutions; and he hoped some gentleman would

move resolutions founded immediately on the two reports,

as to what had been the expenditure since 1786; how it had

been piovided for; what was the increase or reduction of

the public debt : and what was likely to be the future state ct

the revenue and expenditure.

The

Mr.

Sheridan
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Mr. Sheridan said, his resolutions were so nearly to the Mr.

fame effect, that he might almost suppose the right honour- Sberidan.

able gentleman had seen them.

The House adjourned.

Wednesday, isijune.

No material debate occurred.

Thursday, id June.

The House resolved itself into a Committee, and heard

evidence on the bill to divorce Mr. Cecil from his present

lady, and to enable him to marry again, and for other pur

poses. Counsel being heard, the evidence were examined,

and the report having been received,

Mr. Baker said, that the attention of the House ought to Mr.Baker

be directed not to this particular cafe only, but to cafes of

this sort in general. A provision, in his opinion, should al

ways be made for the lady. He understood, that in this in

stance the lady had brought to the husband a fortune of se

veral thousand pounds a year, and he thought a provision

should be made for her, that should secure her from distress

or indigence; for whatever might have been her fault, she

was the object of the attention of those who voted for a bill

that took from her the handsome fortune which she brought

into the family from which she was now to be separated.

Mr. Fox said he was happy that the subject came under Mr. Fox.

consideration, and that the aitention of the House had been

called to it. He declared, that he thought the attention of

Parliament should be had to subjects of this kind more than

was generally the practice ; for he was ready to confess,' that

too little attention was generally paid to ladies in this un

happy situation. Their interest was too often neglected.

He observed, that if a gentleman's lady behaved ill, he had,

by the law of this country, a mode of separating from her

by a divorce in the Ecclesiastical Court. That was a divorce

from bed and board—a legal separation. But in that case he

was bound to provide for her maintenance and support; and

he really wished that some rule should be laid down by that

House in that respect, to make a provision at all events for

the lady in those cases. A divorce by Parliament was not

part of the law of this country : it was only the equitable

interposition of the Legislature to afford relief iti an extraordi

nary manner to a person under a disagreeub'e situation. And

as by law a man was hound to maintain his wife after a legal

separation, he saw no reason why the same rule should not,

in that respect, be laid down with regard to the interference

of Parliament. It was neither consistent with justice nor hu-

Vol. XXIX. 4 G manity,
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manity, that a lady should be neglected, and reduced to

want, because she was divorced by Parliament.

Sir Geo. gjr George Ho'jJurd said, he un erstood she was to han

Howard. £ve hundred pounds a year.

Mr. Taylor concurred entirely in the sentiments of Mr.

Fox.

The hill wat then 01 dc red to be re d a third time on Satur

day, if then engrossed.

Mr. Mr. Shirlean role, and observed, that the return made to

Sheridan, his motion fur papers relative to Carieton Houle, was so sir

defective, that a paper which he considered as cf very con

siderable importance, had been wholly omitted. This omis

sion lie by no means ascribed to design, but merely to arci-

dent. To explain the nature ot this paper, he read a reso

lution moved some years ago by the right honourable gentle

man over against him, (\lr. Pitt) and agreed to by the House,

namely, " J hat an address be presented to His Majesty, that

" he would be graciously pleased to issue from his civil list,

" the sum of 20,ocol. towards completing die works at C~rl-

" ton House, as soon as estimates of the whole of the ex-

*' pence for completing the fame should have been laid be-

" fore the Lords Commissioners of the Treasury." From this

resolution it appeared that the money ought net to have been

issueJ until! estimates of the whole expence should have been

previously procured by the Treasury: but the Lords of the

Treasury had in poiitoffact issued the money, without hav

ing previously taken care to have estimates made out by the

Board of Works. That it was by the Kind's and not by the

Prince's servants that the eitim.ite ought to have been made

out, appeared from this, that Curhon House belonged not

to the Prince ot Wales, but to His Majesty; and conse

quently the money having been voted for repairing a house,

which in reality belongs to the King, and not to the Prince

of Wales, it was by t lie King's surveyors, and not by those

of the Pulice, that the estimate ought to have been made :

the person therefore to whom the money was issued ought to

be considered as a public accountant, and bound to renderto

Parliament an account ot the exp< nditure. In this light

Mr. Holland ought to be called to give an account ct

the expenditure ot the several sums which had been voted for.

Carlton House.

This, Mr. Sheridan said, he thought it necessary to say, as

a report, as strange as it was false, hud got abroad, that the

money voted for completing Carlton Housf, had been taken

out of the hands of those whose duty it was to apply it it

the purpose for which it had been voted; and that it was ap

plied to purposes of a very different nature. The unfinished

state of Carlton House might induce people to believe this,

who
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who did not know that His Royal Highness, not considering

the money as his, but as voted for the re; air of his father's

house, had made it a point never to touch a shilling of it.

Mr. Sheridan then observed, that in a letter from Colonel

Hulse, in the printed accounts, it was stared, that several

papers were inclosed to Mr. Pitt, one of which, marked

No. 5, contained Mr. Holland's estimate of the-works, and

an account of the money expended upon them. Now it so

happened, that this paper, marked No. 5, had nor been laid'

before the House; he moved therefore that it be laid before

the House.

Mr. Chancellor Pitt said, that an estimate had been deli- Mr. Tit\.

vered to him for His Majesty's perusal, stating the amount

of the sum necestary for completing and furnishing Carlson

House; in which so few alterations were made by the King's

surveyors, that he thought it best to pay the whole sum ;

and it was accordingly paid into the hands of the Prince's

Treasurer. As to the paper for which the honourable

Member had moved, he believed it was actually in the

printed accounts, though it was by mistake marked No. 6

instead of No. 5 ; for Colonel Hulse's letter mentioned no

more than five inclosures; this No. 6 was therefore the

precise paper which ought to have been marked No. 5.

Mr. Sheridan said, the right honourable gentleman was Mr.

mistaken; for if he would read Colonel Hulse's letter pgain, Sheridan,

he would find that it mentioned things as contained in No. r,

of which nothing appeared in No. 6. He still insisted, thar

the Minister, in obedience to the resolution of the House,

ought to have ordered the King's surveyors to make out an

estimate for work to bedene at a house whicli belonged to the

King, and nor ro the Prince.

Mr. Fox observed, that in point os regularity, an estimate Mr, Fox,

ought to have been laid before the House, before any money

was voted on account. The estimate which had been made

by Mr. Holland would appear to every oue to have been

strangely inaccurate; fer it valued at 50,000!. the works

which remained to be finished, and only at 5000I. the

furnishing a Palace for the Heir Apparent. He believed

that whatever gentlemen might think of the 50,000!. for the

works, they must laugh at the idea of furnishing a Palace,

even on the most œconomical plan, for so small a sum as five

thousand pounds. The money, he contended, ought not to

have been paid into the hands of the Prince's servants, be

cause it was to have b?en expended on a house which belonged,

not to him, but to the King; the King's servants therefore

ought to have laid out tho money, and then they cou'd be

called to account for the expenditure of it. The Prince had

never employed a shilling of the money advanced for the

4 G 2 house,
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house, because he considered it as the property of his father,

vored for the tepairs of his father's house. When the money

was paid into the ha; ids of his Treasurer, he (Mr. Fox) was

convinced, it was not done for the purpose of entrapping the

Piince's servants; but it certainly was ill done; because it

should have been kept in the hands of those who were re

sponsible to the public for the expenditure of public money.

Mr. Holland, no doubt, would give a satisfactory account of

the business; and then there would be an end of the report,

which falsely si a ed, that the money voted for completing

Canton House, had been applied to other purposes ; a report,

to which, however false, the unfinished state of that house

would give some colour. But the report, he declared, was

without the least foundation; and the Prince wished for

nothing more than an opportunity to shew that he had never

directlv or indiiectly meddled with the expenditure of money,

which having been voted for compleating the King's house,

he never considered a- btlonging to him, or as subject to his

controul.

Mr. Pitt Mr. Chancellor Pitt condemned the report to which the

right honourable gentleman had alluded ; and declared, that

in pay ing the money into the hands of the Prince's Treasurer,

he could not have intended to entrap the servants of his

Royal Highness; for, if he meant to entrap them into an

impropei use of il.e money, he must have taken them at

once for egregious fools as well a egregious knaves, which

description every ore knew did not belong to the very respec

table gentlemen who belonged to the Prince's house

hold.

Mr. Sheridan's motion at last palled without a divi

sion,

jyjr> Mr Sheridan next wished to know if Mr. Pitt had any

Sheridan, objection to a motion for a copy of a letter written to him (Mr.

Pitt)bv Lord Southampton on this business.

Mr. Titt Mr. .Chancellor Pitt said, he had received a letter from

that noble Lord, which did not appear to him t>°> be official,

though it was accompanied by a request, that it might be

laid before the House. To this he had sent for anfwej, that

if the letter was official, and his Royal Highness laid his

commands upon him (Mr. Pitt) to make it public, he would

immediately obey those orders, and carrying the letter to the

1 Treasury, he would make it a part of the Minute of the

Board, and then, with that Minute, it would be laid before

the House of Commons. But he had not since received any

commands on this head from his Royal Highness, and with

out them he certainly would object to the production of a

letter, which till he should receive these orders, he must con

sider as of a private nature.

§ Mr.
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Mr. Sheridan, upon this, gave up his intended mo-

ion.

Lord Sheffield immediately after the foregoing converla- hord

ion relative to Larlton House, rose and observed, that from Sheffield,

chat had just been said, he was of opinion that an inquiry

lught to be set on foot, respecting the state of the works at

larlton House. It appeared that the House was not finished,

ind that the Prince was as much surprized at it as the pub

ic. It was not decent, his Lordship said, that his Royal

Highness should be lest longer to live in an unfinished, un-

urnished house; it was discreditable tathe country; and there-

ore he would take an early opportunity to make a motion on

he subject.

Mr. Grey rose to' make the motion, which had been an-

no'Jiiced for this d.iy. He began by declaring that he was Grey,

extremely sorry to be under the necessity of troubling the

House on the present occasion. He had however the plea-

lure to ; e able to state, what he was persuaded would re

commend him to their attention, viz. that he should not be

long. Without any preliminary observations, perhaps, he

might have made the motion, which lie should have the ho

nour of making that night, but it might be expected that he

should explain the motives which had induced him to bring

forward a subject of so great importance. If the critical

state of the leaf n was oily considered, he stiou'd have little

difficulty in maintaining his proposition, for there never was

a time of more importance or of more difficulty. It was by

no means his intention, he said, to go into the particulars of

an event that had been so often and so fully discussed by one

side of the House, and so repeatedly evaded and glossed over

by the other. The King's Ministers seemed to wrap them

selves up in a sullen silence that clearly convinced every ra

tional man that they were either prosfcuting a system which

they dared not avow, or pursuing schemes which tliev could

not explain. They wished to avoid all possible explanation,

relying on the events, which time might bring forth; and

tli3t their fortune, rather than their wisdom and good con

duct, might furnish them with protetfion from the effect of

measures, for which, at the time they were first adopted,

they could give no possible justification or excuse. Put it

was not his intention, Mr. Grey said, to go into that tone,

nor should he r vert' to the arguments which had been urged

on that fide of the House, against hat novel and unconstitu

tional doctrine of consid nee, which was every day carried

to a greater height. He was perfectly willing to h ave the

right honourable gentleman opposite tohim in poll ss on of

the plea which he had set up; he was willing to abandon all

the advantages which he thought those on that side of the

House
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House had in the argument ; he was willing to urge the mo

tion he was going to make on the grounds which His Ma

jesty's Ministers themselves had taken in the confidence of tbit

Hcuse.

TheExecuive Government asked for the confidence cf

the House to enable them to provide for t:,e security and de

fence of the country, without unseasonable inquiries into

their conduct. It was in truth and in fact, for that House

togiveout of their hands th.it controu! which the constitu

tion had given them over the King's Ministers, and to put it

in the power of the Executive Government to declare that

they would carry on a war without the assistance of Parlia

ment. The country was in a singular, and Mr. Grey

thought, in a n-.uch to he lamented, situation; they were

still hi a state of preparation for war, after two months had

elapsed, since His Majesty's message had been sent to that

House, calling on them to make good the expences of the

preparation. He happened at that time to he in a respect

able minority, who thought that the House ought to hare

been in possesiion of certain information before they voted

the supplies, and that t lie vote of credit ocgiit only to have

gone to a limited fiim. The House, however, thought

otherwise, and gave His Majesty an indefinite promisees

support as to any preparations which he might think neces

sary. It was not for him, Mr. Grey said, to arraign the

motive* of the persons who had proposed the measure to the

House or the decision of the House itself. He only wished

to state the facts and the principle on which he conceived

the House came to that resolution. He considered it to be

this, that it was proper and constitutional to entrust Mini

sters with the mean? of providing for the exigences of the

country. Eut at the fame time that this was stated, he be

lieved there was scarcely a gentleman who maintained lint

doctrine, who did not admit, that should actual hostilities

become necessary, it was the right and duty of the House to

inquire into the lustice, policy, and wisdom of the measure,

before they could give theircons.pt, consistently with their

duty to their constituents and the public, to involve the

country in all t lie horrors of war.

The object of the motion he was about to make would

ps-ert the light os the House of Commons; a right not to be

disputed; aright not to he defeated by i.ew-fasliioned doc

trines of confidence or prerogative ; a right which the King's

Ministers themselves had asserted in their arguments, and

\vhich he then called upon them to assert in their practice; a

right in that House to inquire into the justice, wisdom, and

policy of this war, before they involved the country in far

ther expencr. What Ind been the conduct of Ministers for
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the last ten days? There had been an indecent hurry in car

rying through business. [Here there was .i cry of No ! No !]

Mr. Grey repeated, that in his opinion theie had been an in

decent huiry in the conduct of puhlic business. What was

the reason that the last page ot rheir order book was so

ciowded, that they could li_a;cely nad the orders of the day ?

There was business after business, and the House had lat al-

nost '.ill 12 o'clock at night ter the last ten days. This way

)f loi-ig business might be very convenient to Ministers, but

what O-nvenient to them, was disadvantageous to the

luWic, *nd he hoped 'hey would not be able to carry their

ieilgns into effect. They ought to call on His Majesty to

lonlidcr well whether this war wa; proper and expedient,

le hoped, after having given an indefinite vote, bv which

tis Majell Ministers might involve thhe country 111 a war

he moment after Parliament wa*. prorogued, that they thetn-

elves would seriously consider the subject. I he vote they

lad given pltdged them to make good the expenceefany pre-

>aration. Was their vote given tor the purpote of negotia-

i^nonly? or was it a vote, wi^ich, if that negotiation was

infortunate aud unsuccessful, was to enable His Majesty's

Ministers to c.<rry on' a war? If the \ote was merely to

nable Admir.istiation to carry orl an armed negotiation,

1 what li tuaticr wou'd they find them'elve?, if that negett-

tionstould turn ou1" to be unsuccessful? Would they justify

hemfelves in alseml ling Parliament to grant a fresh supply?

leonly wished to put it to the candour of gnitlemen, and

f Ministers, whether, if sitting a short time longer would

nable them to know the success or failure of the negotiation,

ley ought not to continue to sit till that event was known ?

he claim to confidence was made only to give them the

euns of carrying on an armed negotiation. Mr. Grey said,

ie situation of the country wa3 exactly this: the country

engaged in an armed negotiation for the purpose of ob-

mg certain objects which thev knew not. If these

j^cts were withheld, he supposed the armament would insist

1 them by fjrce; andi' such were the case, that House had

i ;hr to information, bsf >re they consented that the coun

ty should be involved in a war. On that ground, he said,

should move,

" Thar an humble address be presented to His Majesty, to

press the d'.'ep concern his faithful Commons seit at being

'•ed upon for a promise to make good the expence of new

eparations for war, after having been so recently obliged to

nose on their constituents additional taxes on account of the

te armament against Spain.

:' Humblv to represent to Fis Majesty, that in. the answer ,

«ch they gave to Hi* Majesty's most gracious message, his

faithful
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faithful Commons, acted on by a firm reliance that His Mi-

jelly's paternal care and regard for the welfare of his people,

would not suffer him, by a causeless interference in the dis

putes of other countries, to endanger the peace and tranquil

lity ot this.

" That no inquiry was made into the particular circum

stances which had induced His Majesty to arm, and a pro-

mile of support was given, as indefinite as the object h:

which it was demanded

" That lince tint period two months have elapsed. The

preparations for war are still continued. The expence f«

which His Majesty's faithful Commons must hereafter pro

vide is daily ncreafmg. No information as to its cause or

object has yet been given ; and if Parliament should now be

prorogued, His Majesty's faithful Commons will be place!

in the disagreeable, and hitherto unprecedented, situation cf

returning to t^eir constituents, aft.r having subjected their,

by a vote of ihis House, to new burdens, the extent of which

they cannot limit, ;ind the justice or necessity of which thry

cannot explain

" For these res sons, and others, which the circumstance!

of the times may suggest, His Majesty's faithful Commons

humbly implore His Majesty not to prorogue the Parliament,

till His Majesty shall have it in his power to communicate

to them some distinct information relative to the cause of tSt

present armament: in order, that if actual hostilities should

take pl.ice, and it should he necessary for His Majesty to in

cur any faither expence, his faithful Commons may have :a

0| poiriunty of exercising their hitherto undisputed privilege,

and discharging their most important duty, in considering t'n;

extent and propriety of the same, as well as of assisting His

Majesty by their advice, to form a just judgement both as to

the expediency of past measur s, and the policy of future

Councils ; and they humbly beg leave to assure His Majesty,

that thev will chearfully forego the private benefits and com

forts of an earl v reces--, to fulfil a dutv highly necessarv to

the public s.itKt.icti"n, and of the utmost importance to tin

policy, if not to the salvation of the State."

Mr. Fox aud Mr. Sheridan both rose to second the na

tion.

Mr. Mr. Bragge rose to oppose it. He said that he did not wi&

Bragge. t0 advert to privileges th<t certain y belonged to the Houses

but considering the discussion to be an excrescence of sormff

debates, he rose to support the consistency of the House ; anJ

he did not think it would be necessary to take up much ofiht

time of t e H >ure, to persuade them to preserv* their ovri

consistency in resisting the motion. A similar motion, though

intra
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introduced with a view to a different object, had been lately

before them, and the House had thought proper to reject it,

and to reject it without a division. In so doing, Mr. Bragge

thought the House had asked with propriety, because it would

have been to have advised the King to let the exercise of his

undoubted prerogative depend altogether upon the will of a

prisoner upon trial before Parliament, as Mr. Hastings might

nave made his defence long or short as he had thought pro

per. Having therefore rejected that motion, consistency re

quired that they should reject the present ; since the event,

for the arrival of which the address prayed His Majesty to

suspend the exercise of his prerogative of proroguing Parlia

ment, was perfectly unceitain and indefinite. But, Mr.

Bragge said, it was not merely on the ground of consistency

that he rested his argument against the motion ; he had no

objection to examine the motion itself, and try it by its me

rits. The honourable gentleman had complained of the order

book being crowded, but he forgot that so many questions

similar to that under discussion had of late been agitated, and

that if those questions had not been brought forward, the

book probably would not have been so crowded with orders.

The substance of the address then moved, was to desire his

Majesty not to prorogue Parliament till he should have it in

his power to communicate the event of the present negociation.

He thought it was the undoubted privilege of the House to

interfere with His Majesty's prerogative, so far as to advise

him as to the exercise of it, in respect to the proroguing of

Parliament; yet it must be admitted that such a privilege

ought never to be enforced by the House, but in matters of

great importance, and when it could be done with precision.

In the present instance, Mr. Bragge said, it was easy to prove

that it was not a cafe of that description ; and first, with re

gard to precision, the termination of the negotiation was, a

matter which His Majesty had it not in his power to answer

for, because it depended not only upon His Majesty, but

ppon almost all the crowned heads in Europe. With regard

to the great importance of the cafe, certainly going to war

was a very important matter, but still its importance did not

press so peculiarly as to warrant the motion. No one doubted

that it was the prerogative of His Majesty to engage this

country in war, but as yet it was not clear that the present

negotiation would end in hostilities; on the contrary, there

was reason to believe that it would be brought to a pacific

conclusion.

The honourable gentleman, Mr. Bragge observed, thought

that the House was indefinitely pledged to support a war; so

far from it, the vote the House had given, when they sent

up an address in answer to the message, was to enable His

Vol. XXIX. 4 H Majesty
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Majesty to arm. They still had the purse in their hands, as

no money was yet voted for a war. Mr. Bragge reasoned

upon this, and remarked, that the honourable gentleman

had said, the situation of the negotiation was what the right

honourable Chancellor of the Exchequer dared not explain.

He agreed with the honourable gentleman, that the right ho

nourable Chancellor of the Exchequer dared not explain

what the situation of the negotiation was; he dared not do

what an honest man dared not do, desert his duty, and aban

don the interest of his country. Mr, Br.igge said, when Ik

looked back upon the conduct of the Chancellor of the Ex-

cheqner, saw how he had conducted himself through the

emergency of affairs, and that he had obtained, even from

his adversary, a confession that he was a fortunate Minister,

his friends had a fair right to impute that to his wisdom, his

integrity, and his abilities, which his enemies ascribed merely

to his good fortune. With regard to the privilege of the

House to request the King not to exercise his prerogative of

proroguing the Parliament, he admitted that the House had

■ , such a privilege, but repeated his assertion, that it ought ne

ver to be appealed to but in very extraordinary and important

cafes, and where it could be done with pr<cilion. Mr.

Bragge added a few more observations, and concluded with

giving his negative to the motion.

Mr.Whit- Mr. Whhbnad junior, said, he should speak on the subject

bread. very shortly, but in a different manner from the honourable

gentleman who had just sat down ; aud since he saw the

Minister Was determined to persist in his contemptuous

silence, for it was a silence, contemptuous to that House,

he should thank his honourable friend for having brought

forward his motion, which afforded him an opportunity of ex

pressing his indignation at the conduct of the political Pro

crustes ofthe times, who fitted his patients to the size of his

bed, and not his bed to the si/.e of his patients, but lopptd

off or added just as suited his own purposes. Mr. Wliitbrea4

thought a session ought to be adapted to the quantity of

business that was to be gone through ; and when it was all

disposed of, then and then Only could the session be properly

considered as to have been brought to its termination. With

regard to his honourable friend's having brought so many

questions forward as he had done upon similar grounds with

the present, which the honourable gentleman seemed to im

pute to him as a matter of blame, his honourable friend, ami

those who had supported him, deserved the thanks os their

country for having agitated those questions. That they had

been necessarv, was obvious from a view of the fact ; and

that the discussion had rescued the country fiom an expen

five, and perhaps a bloody war, was, he believed, by .no

- means
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means to be disputed. Two months ago an armament was

fitted out, an armament to enable His Majesty to negotiate

with greater effect, and were they not at that moment in

the very situation in which they stood at first ? From the

indecent hurry, (for indecent as his honourable friend had

termed it, it certainly was) in which His Majesty's Mi

nisters had precipitated the business within the last ten days,

it did appear most incontrovertibly, that those Ministers

wanted to get rid of Parliament, which would be a spy upon

their actions. They ought not, then, patiently to bear to

be told, that if they had not brought on those questions,

business would have gone on regularly and quietly.

The answer set Up by the other side of the House had been,

the often repeated claim of confidence ; but he must ever

think, Mr. Whitbread said, that confidence, thus blindly

given, was a disgrace1 to those who bestowed it. and a dere

liction of their duty to their constituents. With regard to

that House not having given an indefinite vote, when they

pasted the vote in consequence of His Majesty's message, he

must always consider that which was not finite and limited

as indefinite; and clearly of that description was the vote in

question, which might lead to the worst consequences. Af

ter expatiating upon this, Mr. Whitbread said, if he were

in a different situation, a situation which he flattered himself

lie never should be found in, viz. that of having given the

Minister his confidence, and upon Parliament's being pro

rogued, his constituents should ask. him what was the object

and extent of the vote he had in their name given ; he de-

fired to know what answer he could make? If he said, he

really knew nothing of the matter; would not his constitu

ents fay, did you vote without knowing for what? did you

not ask the Minister the question? did you steep upon the

post we put you upon to watch over and guard our interests?

Then would they fay, we must pronounce you unfit to be

any longer our representative, since you are either ignorant

or corrupt.

Mr. Bragge said a few words in explanation, to which

Mr. Whitbread made a short reply, by way of explanation.

Mr. ytkyll congratulated the House on the extraordinary Mr.

definition of consistency which they had just heard from his Jekyll.

honourable and learned friend. His honourable friend had

endeavoured to prove the consistency of the House by an

example which was totally distinct and different from that to

which he wished to apply the same line of conduct; for

what analogy could there be between a motion for an

address not to prorogue Parliament in favour of Mr. Hastings,

and a motion to address the Crown not to prorogue, on a

ground lo important as that of the present motion? But

4 H 2 there
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there war a consistency, Mr. Jekyll said, and that a con

sistency M more honoured in the breach than the obfer-

" vance;" viz. a reiteration of argument, and a sullen si

lence in regard to explanation. To prorogue at present,

Mr. Jekyll contended, could not take place without very

imminent danger to this country. That the House had the

privilege of advising the Crown not to exercise its preroga

tive of proroguing Parliament, and that it had been not un

frequently exercised, Mr. Jekyll slid, might be proved by

many instances. In the reign of Charles the Second, when

prerogative did not lay very low, that House had addressed

His Majesty not to prorogue Parliament, and His Majesty'i

message in answer was upon their journals, by which it ap

peared that upon their representation, His Majesty stated

his resolution not to prorogue the Houses for some time.

Would it he said, because the season was advanced, and

thermometors were hung up in the House to give notice of

their having got to summer's heat, [alluding to the therroo-

metor that had been hung up against the side of the gallery

of the House, on Wednesday] that therefore Parliament

ought to rise ? He had turned back to the last eight sessions,

Mr. Jekyll said, and found that they had never risen by

some weeks, and he might almost fay, by some months, so

soon as it was meant to do this session. He enumerated

the days on which each session had closed, and Parliament

been prorogued from the year 1781 to the present time;

whence it appeared that the session had generally been put an

end to about the middle of July, but that it had twice con

tinued till the middle of August ; and in those years, Mr.

Jekyll slid, there had been no danger hanging over the na

tion. Was it then, he would ask, a time to prorogue the

Parliament, when war might be commenced in a few days,

and when it was generally believed the fleet would fail next

week, and a blow might be struck before Parliament could

again meet ? Let them not bring down on themselves the

disapprobation of their constituents and endanger the safetv

of the empire by voting against the motion !

Mr. Caw- Mr. Cawtborne said, he would trouble the House only a

theme, very sew minutes; and first he must observe, that he had

not expected to have heard a definition of consistency from

the honourable and learned gentleman, or at least that h*

would have given a better definition of rtT considering what

the honourable and learned gentleman must have heard on

that subject in all quarters. Mr. Cawthorne said, in voting

upon the question for the address he would be perfectly con

sistent, for he would vote against the honourable gentlemen

on the one side, as he had done on every similar proposition.

With regard to confidence in Ministers, he declared, he

though;
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thought they ought to put that confidence in Ministers

which they deserved; and if Ministers had stated to the

House the nature, extent and ground of the negotiation with

Russia, he sliould have thought they ought to he Ministers

no longer. He added, that he likewise thought this a proper

season lo prorogue Parliament, as he knew of no business of

moment that was left untransactedi

Mr. Lovedcn rose, in consequence of the recent allusion jfr#

that had been brought forward by him, relative to Mr; Lovcdea

Hastings's trial, and was proceeding to justify it, when he

was informed from the Chair, that it had no reference to the

motion. Mr. Loveden then said, he would confine himself

to the question for which he meant to vote, as it appeared to

him to come with the greatest propriety from that side of the

House. When they came to Parliament, he said, to a(k sup

plies for the Spanish convention, they had received confidence

from the House, in expectation that after the money was

produced, some reason for their conduct would have been

given as a satisfaction for that confidence ; but as yet no an

swer had ever been given to any of the questions which were

then put, which he thought ought to have been treated dif

ferently. He approved much of the address, and only

wished that it contained a paragraph requesting His Majesty

to lay before the House some account of the present state of

the negotiation.

Sir Elijah Impey rose, to oppose the address. He observed, Sir Elijak

that the honourable gentleman, who moved it, had desired to Impey.

know the state of the treaty in negotiation; he wished there

fore, that he had added to the address, words to that effect,

because it would have brought it at once to the precise

point, whether that House could or could not do that by a

direct question, which had been attempted to be done by

trilateral terms. Sir Elijah took notice of the arguments

that had been urged on the ground of confidence, aud said,

he had,not heard that extravagant confidence claimed by the

Minister, which gentlemen on the same side of the House

with him, had said, he required. For his part he must fay,

that any Minister standing in the situation in which the

Minister then stood, must have confidence as long as he

continued to stand in that situation, and the confidence re

quired, was such a? ought to be given during the pendency of

a treaty to every Minister. The question, he observed, was

not a question of prerogative, far that he hoped never would

be a question; but whether the people in that House, by

their privileges, were to have as much power as the preroga

tive of the Crown. When Mr. Grey had brought forward

the first of the set of questions on the state of the nation,

Sir Elijah farther observed, be had said, that being the

weakest
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weakest of those with whom he acted, he took tlie lead, bat

that he should be followed by gentlemen of greater abilities.

As he saw the same honourable gentleman had come forwarJ

that' day with another question on the subject, he took it for

granted, ^ir Elijah said, that the abilities of the liDiiouribk

gentlemen near him had been all tried, since the honourable

gentleman who seconded the motion before the Tast, had sat

down without saving any thing more than that the question

had hern so fully debated, that he could say no more on

the subject.

As to the question before the House, Sir Flijah declared,

he mult give it his negative. The Minister had said, lie

should think it his duly, before hostilities commenced, lo

lay before the House distinctly the grounds upon which it

was deemed necessary to enter into that hostility. The

answer to this was motion after motion, upon which the

House had severally voted in favour of the Minister, and

surely there was a time when the question ought to he set -at

rest. An honourable gentleman, Sir Elijah observed, hid

asked what he was to tell his constituents, when tliey en

quired for what his vote had been given ? That honourable

gentleman ought to tell his constituents the truth ; that it

was to enable His Majesty to arm in order the more effec

tually to negociate; but, that if war should l>e necessary,

the House would know the grounds of it before hostilities

commenced. Sir Elijah concluded with faying, that surely

the Minister had pledged himself to great responsibility, and

might therefore be left to perform his duty unembarrassed by

such questions as that before the House.

Wr. pitt. Mr. Chancellor Pitt meant not, he said, then to go at aD

into the debate, but His Majesty's Ministers had been so

often personally alluded to, and especially by the honourable

and learned gentleman who had just sat down, that he W2S

extremely desirous of being petfectly understood. He had

undoubtedly stated, that by the vote which the House had

come to upon His Majesty's message, they had not pledged

themselves to support a war, should the negotiation end in

hostilities; but if that stiould unfortunately be the cafe,

that whenever gentlemen were called upon to vote either

money or approbation, it would be the duty of Ministers to

state, and to state distinctly, what the grounds and occasion

of thole hostilities were. Farther than this he had not stated.

S'r Elijah Elijah Impcy explained, and apologized for having

lmpey. made use os words relative to what had been said by the

right honourable gentleman, that had extended farther per-

haps than he himself had meant to go.

Mr. Tax, Mr. Fox said, he was extremely anxious to rife, while the

light honourable gentleman's words were fresti in the me

mory
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raory of the House, anil to call the attention of gentlemen

to the wide and esteotial difference between the statement of

the right honourable gentleman, and that of his honourable

and learned friend. When the latter had concluded, he

was ready to get up and entreat his honourable friend to

withdraw his address, if geutlemen on the other fide would

adhere to what the learned gentleman had said, which was,

that Parliament were not pledged by any vote to agree to a

war, and that before hostilities commence, the Minister

must lay before them the grounds for going to a war; in

that case, all he would have afk.ed, instead of the address,

would have been a resolution, that the Minister could not go

to war without giving previous notice to that House.

However, it was better as it happened, that he had given

way to the right honourable gentleman who spoke last, and

iv ho had stated the irqtter in a very different light. For he

has said, that you have already voted an armed negotiation;

Jut should that negotiation unfortunately end in war, when

lie came to alls, supplies for the expence of that war, ha

ivould think it his duty to lay the grounds of that war before

:he House ; so that in place of Parliament having previous »

lotice, and its being in their power to prevent a war, should

■hey disapprove of it, which he was sure they must, they

»ere to be prorogued upon the eve of its commencement,

ind when called together fix months afterwards, have to de-

ray the heavy expence of carrying it on all that time, which

t would be impossible to refuse after it was incurred. Now

ie would state, Mr. Fox said, by way of hypothesis, that

his war, which must be disapproved of, had been going on

luring the time they were absent, great increase of the

imy, navy and supplies, ordinary ana extraordinary, must

>e demanded ; he would therefore ask, whether it would not

« better, and more rational to stop the calamity in the out-

et, than to come to Parliament for advice or assistance, after

iot only this country, but many other powers, might he

mangled in a bloody, ruinous, and expensive war? The

list was most likely to secure peace and happiness to the

ountrv, and the other the certain way to fp' Jl the blood and

>'aste the treasure of the country. His constituents, he said,

are not far off, and their fense might be soon known ; but

n the opening of this session, it was much boasted, that

lie address to His Majesty was moved by the r epresentative

f a great county, and seconded by the representative of a

ich and populous city; and what, he would ask , could any

f them fay to their constituents ? why, tha t they had

oted for a foolish armament, they knew not w hy, and had

oted away large sums of their money, witho ut knowing

ow much, or wherefore. All this, however, njust be

done
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done from confidence in the Minister, and a delicacy abac:

interfe: mg with the King's prerogative ;—for, upon a strange

Construction of prerogative, they were not to interfere 10

prevent an unjust war, but when Ministers came to ask mo

ney for the expence of it, they were to lay the grounds of

the war before the House — a very great satisfaction to be

su>e;—bgt he feared that would be but cold comfort tothe'i

constituents. It had been said, that we were to arm, (but

not to go to war), from confidence. This was a different

question : but the fair state of the business, he said, was, that

while they gave confidence to Ministers they were to remain

in tqwn; and when it is their duty to watch the conduct ot

Ministers, and the interests of their constituents, they wet:

to be dispersed over the country ; so that when they were to

confide, which they might as well do in their houses in the

country, they are to be present ; and when they ought to

watch, they are tq be absent. And supposing them to •.

called together in November, they are to find, that while

Parliament was not sitting, the country had been plunged in

war, blood spilt in different quarters, a loss of all others,

the most irreparable, and an accumulated load of expence

heaped upon their constituents, without their approbation,

consent, or knowledge—why, terrible and destructive a

this prospect would be, all power to prevent it is taken from

Parliament, by proroguing them, and the mischiefs of thii

wild, rasli, and unprofitable system will be known, when

too late to be remedied ; for certainly peace is not so easilj

to be made, as it is to be broken.

At the commencement of this war, when it is the duty

and the right of Parliament to enquire into and know the 6-

tuatiqn of the country, the King's Minister tells them,

that they shall not continue to sit ; and having got so much

confidence for his negotiation, till they are to be called upon

for the expences of the war, they are not to know why it was

entered into; and for this unparallelled and monstrous con

duct of Ministers, they shelter themselves, as usual, und;:

state secrecy, which they find amazingly useful upon all ii-

milar occasions. Much had been said about consistency

and the period at which it would be the duty of Ministers :o

give some explanation, though some gentlemen had gone se

far as to fay it might never arise, particularly the honourab™

and learned gentleman who gave a speech for his constituents,

and had told him to fay to them, that he had voted from

confidence iti the King's Minister for a negotiation, and tint

the Minister had referred him to a period when, peohapS

explanation might be given—This, and the King's preroga

tive to involve the country in a war, Mr. Fox s.i'd, were

the two good reasons they were to have for all the calamities

miseni
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misery, and burthensome expences that must attend it.

Upon such a speech to their constituents, would they not

have a good right to fay, " You are unworthy of the trust

** we have reposed in you; you have fled from your duty,

** and have risked our lives, our blood, and imposed fresh

et and oppressive taxes upon us." For he would maintain,

that it would be impossible for the House of Commons to re

fuse to pay the expences when they met in November; and

there was no other way of raising the money, but by taking

it from the pockets of the people by taxes. In this country

it had been understood, that the people could not be taxed

without their consent given by their representatives in Par

liament; but this constitutional language is exploded, and

we are told that it may be otherwise, because the expences

incurred upon the right of the King and his Ministers, to in

volve the country in a war, without the consent of Parlia

ment, which Mr. Fox said, he absolutely denied, strongly as

it had been put that night. It was true, the King could

make war, but could he command a fleet or an army without

the mutiny bill? could Le raise a milling to pay them ? In

short, admit the right of the Commons to grant or withhold

the supplies, and give him his great prerogative, what is it?

But gentlemen fay, we are not asking much; trust the King

and his Ministers only with a little of your privileges, just

a small armament or so, only to put the nation to a little ex-

pence of blood and treasure. For his part, he would fay,

no ; when you can fay A, you may fay B, and therefore,

however much he respected the just prerogatives of th«

Crown, he never would encroach on the privileges of the

people.

When proroguing Parliament without advice of Parlia

ment is mentioned, we are told, " Beware, you are infring-

" ing upon the King's prerogative, who has the undoubted

" right to dissolve and prorogue Parliament." God forbid

that this House should attempt .to wrest any of the King's

prerogatives from him, and much, they were told, ought to

be confided in the proper use of it. These might be fine

words, and found well; but then comes another prerogative,

that of involving the country in a war, without consent of

Parliament, which likewise must not be interfered with.

Was this either a decent or right way of arguing, or was it

not the most extraordinary th.it could have been used ? Were

we in the situation which this extended and novel idea of

prerogative places us, our situation would be th.it of a most

absolute monarchy of the very worst sort. Knowing all

this, what must the country think of the mysterious pro

ceedings of the present session, and more particularly its

abrupt and improper prorogation, should it take place,

Vol. XXIX. 4 I which
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which he trusted it would not.—Certainly, if an answer

might soon be expected from Russia, and something decisive

be known, could there be any good reason for prorogaing

before that came? Should the negotiation terminate in

hostilities, there must be an increase of army, an increase of

navy, and an increase in many establishments, which would

amount to very large sums ; and when they met in Novem

ber, all this must be provided for, whether the cause of the

war is approved or not. The expences, such as stores laid in,

and other articles, were of a nature that it was not possible

for Parliament to avoid paying them, whatever the amount

might be. For all this calamity, and all the other bad

effects, that must follow an unjust and impolitic war, wru.t

was the recompense, or what was the country to gain ? It

had been said, that Ministers were responsible ior what they

did. Undoubtedly they were. But what was the punisli-

ment of a Minister? It might serve as an example, but it

could not atone to the country for the ruinous disasters that

his folly, ignorance, or rashness, had occasioned.

Mr. Fox said, he was surprised to hear the lateness of the

season so often mentioned, when it was known that in pre

ceding years they had fat much later. Bur, perhaps, it

would be said, that there were more urgent and important

causes for it; that the country was in an uncertain and

alarming situation; or that we had much to fear from the si

tuation of other powers. With what degree of justice,

this was to be said, he left to the House to determine. Thii

measure might now suit the Minister's convenience, by get

ting rid of the Parliament, but it might also ultimately Lr

his ruin. He seemed to wish for an absolute power over tba

House, from the vote they had already given, which, no

Minister would, however fond of prerogative, hold long

ever a Parliament in this country.

It had been said, that he had called the right honourable

gentleman a great and a foitunate Minister; and then lie

was reminded of the auspices of Ca;sar and other great

names of antiquity, as if what he called fortunate, other

men would call wife. He knew all this. He knew that

where a series of success had followed the conduct of any

man, that which his enemies might attribute to fortune, h's

friends would with justice ascribe to wisdom. But in this

fense, he had never called the right honourable gentleman

either great or fortun te. He had described him as great in

situation, and great in power, by fortunate circumstances,

over which he had no contrbul, and in producing which he

had no influence. The revolution in France, for instance,

he had often described as a mest fortunate circumstance;—

a« an event by which this country was exalted to pre emi

nence
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nence among the states of Europe, which could not hava

been attained by any other means. Would the right ho

nourable gentleman or his friends contend, Mr. Fox asked,

that the wisdom of the right honourable gentleman had any

concern in bringing about that revolution? That was in

deed a fortunate event for the Ministers of this country.

Most unfortunate however, had been the use of it. Instead

os availing himself of the advantages which it presented,

which even obtruded upon him ; instead of exhibiting the

temperance, the moderation, the disposition to conciliate,

so conducive to the honour and the interest of a great na

tion ; he had thrown them all away by rashness and inso

lence—for friendship he had procured enmity ; for respect

contempt. He had descended from the high elevation on

which fortune had placed him, and reduced himself to the

necessity of having recourse to temporary lhifts and expedi

ents, by what Mr. Fox said, he should ever consider as th«

most deplorable incapacity.

Mr. Fox said, let his friends look to the consequences ;

but let them not, when those consequences were too sensibly

felt to be disguised, take the reverse of their present argu

ment, and say, " What you call impolitic, we call unsortu-

'* nate." He wished the present question might be carried

by a great majority. If it were not, he wished the majo

rity to be as respectable as possible ; but, were there none to

vote for it but his honourable friend who moved it and him

self, with his honourable friend he ihould be proud to divide

for it. His honourable friend, it was said, was put forward

as the weakest of the party. Well might they fay, Ex

pede Hercukml What must be the strength of that party of

which he was the weakest ? If the question in effect had

been already decided, it was far from improper to renew it

in another shape; and even where other men had failed, the

strength of his honourable friend was such as to make it far

from a desperate experiment—Of this he was sure, that his

honourable friend, by bringing forward the question, had

merited the gratitude of posterity, and would receive the

thanks of his constituents and his country. The learned

gentleman had said, that the Minister must give an account

of his conduct at the proper time. If he did not give that

iccount, he trusted the learned gentleman, notwithstanding

lis diflike to impeachments, would lend his aid to impeach

lim. The system of foreign politics which we had adopted,

■endered us at once the hatred and contempt of Europe. It

night he truly and emphatically described in four words,

mce applied l>v a great statesman to the measures that gave

>irth to the American war—Odiosum, dctejlabile, itnbecittum,

nducum.

4 I a Mr.
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*Mr. Mr. Dundas jn reply, said, the one part of the right bo-

Dundas. nourable gentleman's argument was a complete answer to

the other. After seeming to dispute the prerogative of the

Crown to declare war, he admitted that prerogative, and

then added, that it could not be exercised without the con

currence of the House of Commons, whose privilege it wu

to withhold the supplies, and that privilege in the one cafe

was as absolute as prerogative in the other. These were po

sitions which no man disputed; but there was a single argu

ment to be drawn from them applicable to the present in

stance, that was not equally applicable to every other. The

House of Commons had a constitutional check on the prero

gative of declaring war, by refusing the supplies, if they

thought the war improper. What they had in all cafes they

had now; but was this any reason for interfering with ano

ther branch of the prerogative, the power of the Crown to

prorogue the Parliament ? His Majesty's message had beta

followed by no vote of credit, no supply had been granted

upon it, and therefore, there was no ground for the imputa

tion that Ministers wished to get rid of Parliament in order

carry on a war. The House had every check which it po!-

sefled at any time, and unless it could be Ihewn that these

checks were insufficient, the whole argument fell to the

ground. What was their situation as to the period of the

session ? The complaint was very different from whit it

had been formerly ; the fame gentlemen who used to com

plain that the session was improperly protracted, now corn-

plained that it was improperly shortened. When a learael

gentleman compared the present period of the year with

that which Parliament had formerly continued sitting, he

should always have compared the time at which it met—iaj

November; and then he would have seen whether th«pr3

sent was likely to be shorter than former sessions; whethel

Business had been hurried over to get rid of Parliament!

That much business had remained to go through for the Ul|

ten days was owing to many things having been postponi-fl

from time to time, at the request of gentlemen on the othitl

side of the House, and if the honourable gentleman wh|

made the objection had examined the book with care, hj

would have seen that his own motions made a considerabl

part of that business. There was now no buGnefs before tB

House, except, indeed, the string of resolutions which M

honourable gentleman (Mr. Sheridan) had in his pock*

To what end, then, was the session to be continued ? M|

Dundas said, he disclaimed all personal confidence in tsj

Minister. W'ell entitled as his right honourable friend *fl

to such confidence, he demanded only the constitution

confidence that must be given to every Minister, witM
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hich the business of executive government could not be

irried on. The House had already given that confidence,

"hey had allowed an armed negotiation to go on for two

lonths, without interruption, except from . the repeated

all of certain gentlemen to disclose the circumstances of

»e negotiation, which the House had very properly resisted.

That it was not the prerogative of the Crown to engage

1 war without the advice of Parliament, Mr. Dundas said,

e should be as ready to maintain as any man, but the prero-

ative of proroguing Parliament was not to be controuled, •

nlefs the ground ot controuling it was pointed out. The

ung might often be unable to explain the circumstances

vhich led to war, till war actually commenced. If his

Ministers advised him to prorogue Parliament to avoid re-

eiving its advice, they became responsible for what they did,

nd must give an account of it at the proper time; but the

ypothetical cases, put by the right honourable gentleman,

id not, and could not, prevent the exercise of that preroga-

ive. There was nothing at present to make the House'

lore jealous of it, than on o:her occasions, when it was ex-

rcifed without question. The right honourable gentleman

ad said, that the result of the negotiation must be known in

week-^r two. Flow did he know, Mr. Dundas risked, that

might not continue three, six, or eight weeks: and was

arliament to be kept sitting for such an indefinite period ?

. was difficult, he said, to resist appeals to men's pasfions on

le rights and privileges of Parliament, when enforced by.

ich powers of eloquence as the right honourable g*»i!leman

Duelled. They were flattering to their re preteiitatives;

';}t they must not be allowed to interfere with the known

"erogatives of the Crown, unless where an adequate cause

as made out. Mr, Dundas concluded, witli observing, that

lmitting all the right honourable gentleman's premises, his

inclusion dd not follow. There might be many cafes

hich would make it not only proper, but necessary, to de-

.; are war, without the previous advice of Parliament. In •

•isesof particular emergency, in cafe of invasion, orappre-

r hi sion of invasion, His Majesty was empowered to assemble

firliament within fourteen days. There was now the fame

• tecks on every exercile of the prerogative, that there had

■ en for a century past. There was no particular reason to

; ead its being abused; and consequently there could be no

Oil nd for laving extraordinary restraints upon it.

Mr. ff'indham said, the propriety and necessity os voting Mr.

: ? address had been so forcibly urg"d to the House by his Windh*

f'%ht honourable friend, that he believed nothing could be

,:;'ded to his arguments. He could not in the fame manr.c-r

^■ rnpliment the right honourable gentleman, who attempted

p. to
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to answer them, on li is success. He appeared tobsaita

aukward situation of feeling himself called upon to say

thing, when, in truth, he had nothing to say. Mr. Wi

ham said, he sympathized with his (Mr. Dundas's) Z21I

support of his right honourable friend, (VIr. Pitt), bat

could not congratulate him on the effort it had pi

Mr. Windham called on the House to compare the

with the argument. They were told that they were

interpose with their advice on ordinary occasions. Was thsc

an ordinary occasion, when the country was, for any tirag

he knew, on the brink of being involved in a ruinous

To the King, they were told, belonged the prerogative- at

■declaring war, but they had a check on the exercise of thai

prerogative. They wi-re then told that the King hid the

undoubted prerogative of proroguing Parliament; anJ thus

by the exercise oi the two prerogatives, they were to bs de

prived of the means of exercising that check and comma!,

which it was admkted they possessed. They were left to the

flow and precarious punilhment of the Minister, which,

after all, could not remedy the mischief that called for pu-

niihment, and were totally deprived of the means of pre

vention. What answer were they to give to their constitu

ents, when asked what care they had taken of their interests?

Were they to say that they had been giving their confidence

to the Minister, on an assurance that when their advice be

came necessary, all the circumstances were to be explained to

them ? This must naturally lead to a second question—

" When you knew that your advice might be wanted, why

" did yon suffer yourselves to be dispersed almost at the m6-

" ment when that advice could be given with effect?" To

this he feared no answer could be given.

Mr- Mr. Sheridan in support of the motion, said, that well as

"Sheridan, the right honourable gentleman was entitled generally to tbs

praise of ability, he certainly had not on that occasion ad

vanced any argument which could make it necessary for him,

or any gentleman, to rise, especially after the clear and ex

plicit answer of his right honourable friend. There was no

thing to reply to; nothing to refute; a convincing proof

that the motion which had been made so ably, and in the

support of which his right honourabl; friend (Mr. Fox) had

wielded his Herculean club, was unanswerable. All the pu

ny efforts of the other side to resist the blows of that club,

served only to expose them more to the eyes of the House in

the unequal conflict. They were exhausted of argument.

But his right honourable friend was not exhausted. His rich

and fruitful mind had produced the new and irresistible argu

ments which they had heard, and which, whatever might be

the vote, had given conviction to every thinking mind in

the
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: House. But the opposite side of the House, Mr. Sheri-

n said, were not only exhausted, but tired—They were

ed of being compelled to sit and -hear accusation ; which

:y could not refute; tired cf enduring the scourge, and of

ing obliged at the same time to kiss the rod ; tired of their

'n supporters, whose clumsy defences served not only to ag-

avate their suffering, but to disgust their taste. And thus

hausted and spiritless they fat in dejected silence, and left

: field to their conquering enemy. Ever till now, he said,

e right honourable gentleman (Mr. Pitt) had at least mad*

emew of ingenuity ; he had always said something in vin-

:ation of the measures he had taken, or in support of the

nfidence which he claimed. But now he looked round

th a supplicating eye, and pressed allies into the service,

)m whole. aid, however, he did not profit, and whose ex-

ses even he was forced to deprecate. Such was the st

ation in which the opposite side stood, and with such com-

:te triumph were the arguments of his hononourable

ends to go forth into the country.

He cou'd nor, however, fay, Mr. Sheridan continued,

at there had been nothing new advanced on the opposite

le. The right honourable gentlemen had told them two

-ces of important information; the one good, and the

her bad. The bad point was, " that it was utterly impos

sible for him to say, when the armed negotiation might be

concluded, the answer might come in a week ; but it might

be a fortnight, a month, two months, or three months."

bus the House was told that there was no reason to be-

:ve, that though Britain had armed to give vigour, dig-

ty, and effect, to the negotiation of the Cabinet, they hail

3 knowledge, or even conjecture, of the time when it

>L.'ld be effectual. This was bad news, as it proved that

mness aud decision, which ought to be the natural compa-

ens of an armament, were wanting; and that though they

id put the nation to all the expense, and had committed it»

laracter to the eye of Europe, they hail not sent a message

hich must draw from 1 he court of Russia a speedy and

lequivocal answer. The point of information which he

nsidered as good news, was a discovery which the right

nourab'e gentleman had made, that in case of the appre-

nsion of an invasion, His Majesty might convene the

irliameut in fourteen days. He had nut been extremely

curate on the point ; but it was his opinion, that if, when

: had lent our fleet to the Baltic, it fnould be discovered

at there was an intention in the Empress to invade this

untry, the King might exercise his undoubted preroga-

'e, and convene the Parliament in fourteen days. This

inion was important; for, as the right honourable gentle

man
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man was going into the Cabinet, it was of consequence so

the House to know, that they would have the recommendi-

tion of the right honourable gentleman for this exerrifccf

the power vvhich i\as vested in the Crown.

No man, Mr. Sheridan said, was disposed to deny it 1

two prerogatives, of making peace and war, and of proro- j

guing Parliament, but he would make this unquaUfieiie-

claration, that the prerogative of making peace and war «s

not to be exercised without consulting the two Hoofe oi

Parliament, When they could be consulted. The prerogi-

live certainly ought not to be exercised without such consult!-

tion, and he would add, that it could not, without rcatenJ

detriment to the Crown, and without endangering the best

interests of the country. The two Houses were the bff.

and soundest advisers of the King ; for though he pontl£3

the advantage cf a Privy Council (the selection of tii

Privy Council, called the Cabinet, was unknown to tk

constitution) the true, and legitimate advisers which th

Crown was bound to refer to, was the Commons and Lori

Houses of Parliament. It might happen undoubtedly, tbu

the Crown might be obliged, from external circumstance,

to declare war at the time he could not consult the tiro

Houses of Parliamenr. It was true, and it was a defect s

the constitution. It was a calamity, Mr. Sheridan said, ta

which therefore the nation might be occasionally subject.

But would they covet that situation by choice, which was a

necessity and a fault? Would they voluntarily put themfebs

into a situation in which they could not derive the fair bene

fits of the constitution which Was our boast ? Mr. Sheritka

desired, that they should not be called on to make this sacri

fice of their duty; he desired, that, that which was their

right, as truly as the prerogative of declaring war wastbt

right of the King, namely the right of advising the Crow.\

might not be surrendered by their own supineness, nors»-

feted to be taken from them by the act of Ministers. The

address to the Crowii, which they had voted, laying geis-

rally that they would make good the exper.ces of tie

armament, was, in truth, an unlimited vote of credit; as*

fhis he averred was an act which the Commons House d

Parliament had no right to do, consistent with the coaif-^

v. hich subsisted between them end their constituents. TM

King, he said, must not dare to violate his compact with*

people. And in like manner the compact between tf*

House and the people of England was equally binding, 3»:

bv granting an urlimited vnte of credit, they had done tM-

which they had no right to d •. If they stiould be told rM

they pi'ght not to require previous information, as the pej*

was A ill left to them, Mr. Sherkian saiJ, he denied thrWS

■ ■• Tbd
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They had surrendered the purse-strings. They were to be

separated and sent adrift, and the key of the strong box of

England was left in the hands of the right honourable gen

tleman. He was to draw on the public fcr what sums he

pleased; nay, and without ever pledging himself that at any

future time he would explain to the country what was the

true meaning of his pursuit. What he had said on a former

day, in the way of promise, did not amount to what a

learned gentleman (Sir Elijah Impey) had said, and it was

more explicit than what the right honourable gentleman

himself had recollected. Something between the two, Mr.

Sheridan said, struck his memory, as being the assertion. It

was evident that the promise which he had made on the affair

of the Spanish armament, and which he had broken, had

taught him prudence, and he was now cautious how he pro

mised to give them any satisfaction at any time. On the

Spanish armament, he had directly promised them to explain

the whole of the negotiation. But on its close, not one expla

nation had been given— If he had kept his word, he would

have convinced every gentleman of the impolicy, injustice,

and folly of that whole measure. Mr. Sheridan concluded,

with observing, that the experience of that armament ought

to make them cautious on this. And he thought, that they

ought to come to a resolution, declaring that the House

should receive from Ministeis at a future time, a full and

explicit disclosure of all circumstances of this armed negoti

ation, that they might be able to judge of the policy and

wisdom of the measure, on which, without explanation,

Ministers had demanded the confidence and the money of

the people of England.

Mr. Martin said, that if Parliament had not been sitting, Mr.

the negotiation would have been over a month ago, and we Mai tin.

should have been now at war. He would vote therefore for

the address.

The House divided on the question, • '

Aye?, -5; Noes, 170.

Adjourned at twelve o'clock.

Friday, %d "June.

Mr. Rose presented at the Bar of the House the paper which

was moved for by Mr. Sheridan containing Mr. Holland's

statement of the sum expended on Carlton House and the bal-

lance remaining, &c.

Lord Sheffield said, he should trouble the House with a Lord

very sew words pievious to the motion he proposed to offer, Sheffield,

and of which he had given notice yesterday. He intended to

move for a Committee, not only to inquire into the expen

diture of the money voted for Carlton House, but also to

Vol. XXIX. 4 K consider
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consider the proceedings of the House on that subject. If the

Committee should be appointed, he thought it would appear

to that Committee, that the sums voted were not, at the

time, supposed to be the whole that would be wanted to

compleat and furnish Carlton House. That the money

voted had merely passed through the hands of the servants of

the Prince of Wales to the persons employed at Carlton

House, and that his Royal Highness wished the proper

officers of the Crown to superintend the whole of the busi

ness, and to controul the expenditure of all the money voted

by Parliament for the building and furnishing Carlton House.

His Lordship added, that it would appear also that his

Royal Highness was much distressed by expences incurred

respecting a Palace, which was the property of the Crown

and not ot the Prince. He then moved, " that a Committee

" be appointed to examine, whether the resolution of th«

" House respecting Carlton House, has been complied with,

" and also to inquire respecting the application of the money

** voted for the additions to, and the furnishing of, that

" House." His Lordlhip then laid, that to explain more

fully his purpose, he should read a motion, which he should

wish to propose if the report of the Committee should be,

what he thought it likely to be; " that an estimate of the

*• necessary expence, of coinpleating and furnishing Carlton

«' House, should be laid before that House, and that such

" expence being ascertained, the compleating and furnishing

" should proceed under the direction of the Board of Works,

*' or of such officers as His Majesty may please to appoint."

Mr. Pitt. Mr. Chancellor Pitt conceived that the motion of the

noble Lord applied to two objects; first to whether the re

solution of the House had been complied' with; and secondly,

whether the money, Which had been issued in consequence

of that resolution, had been appplied to the purpose for which

it was granted. 1 here was an account already before the

House shewing how much money had been issued, and there

fore he conceived that the first object of the motion was un

necessary. As to the second part of the motion there ap

peared to him to be no reason for urging it.

Mr. Mr. Sheridan said, he considered Mr. Holland as a public

Sh.ridan. accountant, and was of opinion that both parts of the motion

of the noble Lord were highly proper, since he thought it

incumbent on the House to institute an inquiry.

Mr. Pitt. Mr. Chancellor Pitt wished to know on what ground

, the House could institute such an inquiry? If any person

could declare from authority that such an inquiry was agree

able to the sentiments of his Royal Highness the Prince of

Wales, he would not resist it. He begged leave to state,

that from the beginning of the transaction to the present

moment,
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moment, His Majesty's Ministers had not considered them

selves as at all responsible for the money, which had issued

to the Treasurer of his Royal Highness, and over which the

board of Treasury had no controul. Tlie money was issued

to his Royal Highness's Treasurer, and it was left to his

discretion to lay it out in the way that might be most agiee-

able to his Royal Highness. Mr. Pitt aiked, whether there

was not an objection in point of delicacy to inquire into the

subject ? At any rate he did not recollect to have heard~ any

ground alledged for the motion.

Mr. Fox thought the inquiry ought to be gone into, and, Mr. Fox,

he believed, there was not the least objection on the part of

his Royal Highness, to the most minute examination of the

subject. When Parliament voted money for building

Carlton House, he thought it material to the honour of the

House of Commons, that it should not be applied to any

other purpose, and that the money mould have been suffici

ent to have completed the purpose for which it was voted.

It was not creditable to that House, that a specific thing was

voted to be done for his Royal H ighness, and that afterwards

that thing should not be done. '.

Mr. Dundas expressed his reluctance at speaking upon the Mr.Dun-

subject; he however could not restrain himself from giving dat.

his opinion upon it. He perfectly recollected, he said, the

original question which gave rise to that debate. Four years

ago a proposition was brought forward for the payment of

the debts of his Royal Highness, and there was then a sum

included on account of Carlton House. He wished, there

fore, to ask whether any gentleman had understood, that

the money then voted would not be sufficient for finishing

Carlton House ? Mr. Dundas said, he did not like the way

in which the business was then brought forward. To the

motion, in its present shape, he felt a direct objection, since

it did not appear to him the way in which a business of that

fort ought tocomebefore the House. Could any man under

stand, that a farther sum was necessary for finishing Carlton

House, without a fresh application to Parliament ? it had

been stated by a right honourable gentleman (Mr* F°x) that

5000I. only had been allowed for furnistung Carlton House.

That, however, was a mistake; because the 5000I. was

given for finifliing the furnishing of it. This, like every

other measure, Mr. Dundas contended, ought to have been

brought forward, not in an indirect, but in a fair, open, and

manly way before the House.

Mr. Pows asked if a Committee were appointed, and on Mr.

inquiry it should be found that the money voted was duly Powy».

applied, but had failed in completing the purpose, whether

2 they
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they would not grant a farther sum for completing the

work?

Mr. Pitt. Mr. Chancellor Pitt said, when 20,oool. was Toted on

account, His Majesty was not sure that the whole of the sum

stated in the estimate (35,0001.) was necessary, and whether

some savings might not be made; but it was afterwards not

thought proper to make any reduction, and it was deemed

most advifcahle to issue the whole sum. Knowing this to be

the fact, Mr. Pitt declared, that it was his peculiar duty to

bear testimony of that fact to the House, and, he said, he

could not consent to vote for more money on the subject) with

out full explanation.

Mr. Fox. Mr; Fox replied that he very much doubted whether any

specific sum was ever mentioned within those walls. H«

had not the smallest recollect ion of it, although he dared say

it was true, since it Was stated by the right honourable gen

tleman. Mr. Fox said, it was not honourable for the

House to vote money for a particular purpose, and then not

effect that purpose. The right honourable gentleman had

said, he would do nothing till he had the fullest explanation.

Mr. Fox considered it as a duty incumbent on the House

to consider this subject as a little serious. He had no doubt

but that every Memher of the House had a proper attach

ment and respect for his Royal Highness, and would fee th«

propriety of something more being done.

Mr. Powys explained.

Mr. Ryder objected to going into a Committee.

Sir Wm. Sir IV. Dolben observed that Carlton House had been the

Dolbtn. residence of his Royal Highness's grandfather and the Priacefs

Dowager, who had made improvements, but never called oil

Parliament for money Sir William thought it was proper

that there should be a place suitable to his dignity for the re

sidence not only of the Prince of Wales but of a Prince of

' Wales; and if it were fairly done, he would not object to any

reasonable sum; but he wished the House to remember,

that the money vo'ed for every stated claim was squeezed

from the hard hands of the laborious and most industrious or

der of the people.

Mr. Fox. Mr. Fix explained tha* Carlton House was the leasehold

property of the King, for fourteen years, and then it fell to

the Crown.

Mr. Chancellor Pitt proposed an amendment to the mo

tion of Lord Sheffield by moving, that these words should be

left out of the motion, " to examine whether the resolution

" of this House has been complied with." This amendment

was carried. His Lordship's motion then remained in this

shape, " That a Committee be appointed to examine re

specting
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*« specting the application of the money for the additions to,

'< and furnishing of, Carlton House."

Mr. Harrison did not conceive it possible for nny objection ]Vjr.

to be made to the motion, and .he thought that they ought Harrison,

to go into a Committee to fee whether the money had been

properly applied. He said, as he understood it was the

Prince of Wales'9 wish that the application of the mo- - - "■

nies should be inquired into, he would give the motion his

support.

Mr. Chancellor Pitt and Mr. Dundas were both of opi

nion that very serious doubts were to be entertained whether

the motion ought to be granted. They believed it was al

most without precedent to have a Committee of that sort,

unless they knew explicitly that the motion was desired by

his Royal Highness the Prince of Wales. A motion more

disrespectful could not be made, Mr. Pitt said, unless it had

his Royal Highness's consent. He saw nothing else to coun

terbalance his objections on the face of it. Unless therefore

some gentleman would get up and pledge himself that it was

the Prince's wilh, he must object to it, and he did not know

hut he should go beyond his duty as a Member of Parliament

to agree to it even under any circumstances or any explana

tion.

Mr. Windham said, he was the last person to suspect any ]yjr>

misapplication of the money voted for, 'Carlton House, but windham

they ought to know how the money already voted had been

applied. • '

Mr. Noel Edwards thought it was highly proper to institute

an inquiry on the subject.

Mr. Chancellor Pitt asked if the honourable gentleman had p;,^

any instruction from the Prince to declare it to be his wisti

that the application of the money mould be inquired

into.

Mr. Windham said, certainly not.

Mr. Sheridan here read a letter from Lord Southampton

to Mr. Pitt, one of the papers presentee! that day, from

which it clearly appeared that his Royal Highness the Piince

of Wales was extremely desirous that an inquiry should

be made, and the whole application of the money fully investi

gated.

On that ground, the Chancellor os the Exchequer agreed

to a Committee.

The Committee consisted of the following gentlemen :

Lord Sheffield, Lord J. Ruffe!, Mr. Dund.is, Lord Apfley,

Mr. C.Townsend, Sir W. Dulben, Mr. B. Watson, Mr.

Anflruther, Mr. Bastard, Mr. Fulteney, Mr. J. Smith,

Mr. Hussey, Mr. N. Edwards, Mr. Fox, Mr. Pitt, and

Mr. Sheridan.

The
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The order of the day being read for the House to resolTe

itself into a Committee, on the Report of the Select Com

mittee appointed to examine the several papers relating :o

the public Income and Expenditure, Mr. Jolliffe took the

chair.

Mr. Mr. Sheridan rose, and said, he rejoiced that they were

Sheridan, now in a form to examine with accuracy, whether his asser

tions and predictions on the state of the finances, or those

of the Chancellor of the Exchequer, had been verified by

facts and events. The Committee need not be alarmed a:

the number of the resolutions which he meant to move (forty)

although-they were, he believed, one for every Member pre

sent ; because, being founded on the reports of the Revenue

Committees of 1786 and 1791, it required but little argu

ment to support them. It was unnecessary, he said, forhim

to press on the attention of the Committee, that no subject

could be more important, than whether or not Parliament

was doing its duty to the Public on the state of the finance-;

was exhibiting a true account of their actual situation, mi

watching over every circumstance in the receipt and expen

diture of the money levied on the people, with the attention

that their duty tp their constituents required.

' Experience (hewed, that all the circumstances of domestic

economy, in which nations were formerly interested, the pa

triotism of their rulers, and the characters of this or this

great man, were becoming daily of less importance, except

the management of puhlic money, and the mode of taking it

from the people. When he considered this, he said, he couM

not but be surprised at the conduct ofthe House of Commons,

on a subject to which he thought they could not be too at

tentive. Instead of attention, he had observed, tor man?

years, a remissness, which was far from creditable. From

the examination of public accounts they seemed to shrink «

from a task, which was either not within their province, or

above their comprehension. Revenue regulations ami tat

bills they appeared to consider as things which they were to

vote on confidence in the Minister, notwithstanding the

multitude of provisions which they generally contained, by

almost every one of which the liberty of the subject was more

or less connected. -In consequence of this confidentialcare

lessness, Mr. Sheridan said, lie had never been able to get a

tax bill printed, though he had often attempted it, an attempt

in which he was persuaded he must at length succeed; for it

was not to be believed that the House would persevere in

passing hills, containing a great variety of important am)

complicated clauses, without taking the ordinary means w

comprehend and understand them.
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It was not a little extraordinary, he said, that when they

id appointed a Select Committee to examine and revise the

port of the Committee of ; 786, on the state of the public

:venue and expence, when the Committee of 1791 bad made

1 estimate of the probable expence of the future peace estab-

(hment, exceeding the estimate of the Committee of 1786

y half a million, that the House had received that estimate

ithout asking a single question respecting the cause of the

icrease; and had voted supplies for the peace esiablifliment

F the current year, independent of the armament, exceeding

le increased estimate by 8oo,oool , without a single reason

(signed why the peace establishment of 1791 should be

renter than that of future years was expected to be. It was

jually extraordinary that the Committee of j 791 told the

louse that the revenue had risen half a million above the

Simateof 1786, and that the permanent expence had risen

)ove the estimate in the same proportion ; so that all the

roduce of new taxes, ofarbitrary and oppressive regulations,

t the unjustifiable extension of the Excise laws since 1786,

ad gone to the support of new establishments, and not to the

eduction of the public debt. It was not the duty of the

elect Committee to inquire intft the increase of the estab-

shments. They had, however, made an estimate of it in

leir report, and such was the result of it. The House had

:ceived it without the least surprise. Were an historian to

ive an account of the affairs of Europe since 1786, in his

'hapter of Finance, after detailing the situation of other

tates, he might naturally fay, " When we look to Great

ritain, after the inquiry that she had instituted, and the

rinciples of economy that she had laid down, we must sup-

ose that she was availing herself of the quiet of her only

•rmidable rival, and the security which she consequently

ijoyed was employed in reducing her establishment, and

pplying her increased revenue to conquer the only enemy

le had to dread, her national debt." Instead of this, we

ad been increasing all the means of defence in proportion as

ur security increased ; and our Ministers . had thought it

leir duty to look out for new enemies, when France ceased

> be the object of our dread. -Mr. Sheridan s.iid, he had

card the extraordinary increase of the revenue, exultingly

ated by an honourable gentleman (Mx. Steele) before Christ-

las; in opposition to which, Mr. Sheridan said, he had then

lerted, that the average receipt, since 1786, did not amount

> the estimate of 1 78 ), and the report of the Committee

w proved the assertion. In that average, he could not in-

ude the receipt of the last year, because he had not the ac-

>unts of it before him. But he admitted, that it had been

great,
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great, and mould, by and by, explain from what cirnm-

itauces.

The Committee of 1786 found the annual

amount of permanent taxes at - £, 1 2,041,691

They had estimated it at 12,797,4^

It produced in 1786 - - 11,836,53;

Falling fhott of the estimate - - 9^0,94:

The Chancellor of the Exchequer, continued Mr. Shfd-

dan, whose business it was to raise public credit as high ash:

could, that he might lose as little as possible of hiso«n.

resolved to get rid of this deficiency, and to screw up ths

annual receipt by every possible means. It was highly propt:

to do this; but it ought to have been done openly, on a fair

statement of the cause, instead of being done by whatw:!

called regulation of taxes, which were in many cafes ne*

taxes, and other indirect methods.

It was a false principle that the true state of the finances

was not to be told to the Public. Being once fairly and ho

nestly stated, and open and avowed means provided to re

move any deficiency, public credit would increase with pub

lic confidence. As one instance of indirect revenue, theiP

felled duties, on pretence of frauds and evasions, were trans

ferred from the Excise to the Stamp Office; and instead of the

usual mode of presuming every man to be innocent till he *a

proved guilty, every man was presumed to be a defaulter

who could not prove that he was not. Under the threat of 2

rigorous and expensive Exchequer process, it was assuror.!

that no man had paid at the Excise Office, and all were

called upon to pay at the Tax Office. Those who had pn-i

and had mislaid their receipts, or who did not like troubls,

could not apply at the Excise Office, as they were told the*

might do, to have the payment made there returned, and by

this mode a considerable sum was obtained, but certainly œ

a very unfair way of taxation. Something similar to this

happened when 10 per cent, was added to the assessed duties,

as part of the ways and means, for the expences of theSpa-

nifli armament. About three months after, the Collector

came at Lady Day, and demanded 10 per cent, not for ■>

quarter, but for a whole year. With just as much pro

priety, in point of principle, might he have demanded it fe

ten years. All these indirect modes of raising money

hnrnv. Retrospective taxes deprived the consumer of tie

option which he ought to have, of using or not using t1*

thing taxed; they insulted the feelings of men, and tau^1

them to consider taxes not as a fair and necessary coutribui^
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for tfle public benefit, but as a harsh and unexpected impo*

fit ion.

The average of 1786 and 1787 was » £.13,295,663

Less than the estimate by - 501,808

The average of 1786, 87, 88, was - 12,468,092

Less than the estimate by - - 329,376

The average of 1786, 87, 88, 89 - 12,053,537

Less than the estimate by - 143,934

Thus all the accounts In which the great increase of the re

venue had been blazoned forth, for four years, had been cir

culated for the purpose of deluding the Public, and obtaining

an easy concurrence to the progressive increase of annual ex-

pences.

Theaverageof 1786, 87, 88, 89, 90 - £.12,879,308

Exceeding the estimate by - - 81,837

If the calculation, Mr. Sheridan said, were made on the

amount of the permanent taxes, and the land and malt, the

result would be still more unfavourable to the estimate of the

Committee of 1786. That Committee, besides the taxes on

which they calculated, pointed out various additional aids*

so that the Public had a right to expect a considerable surplus

above their estimate. The Chancellor of the Exchequer had

not been sparing of regulations ; he had modified and amended

tax bills with all the effect of new taxes, and extended the

odious system of Excise, and yet, with all these helps, the

averpge produce of the revenue, since that estimate was

made, gave only the inconsiderable excess above stated —

Gentlemen must own, that there never was a period more

favourable to the increase of the revenue in all its branches,

or than which a more favourable could be expected. Now,

in the produce of 1790, which alone had saved the credit of

the Committee of 1786, even in appearances, there wereeir-

cumstances which contributed to swell the amount that could

not be expected to be permanent. The produce of the fifty-

third week, which came in only once in six years, was

193,000!. By the additional duties on spirits, imposed be

fore Christmas, about ioo,Opol. had been brought into the

account of that year, which was only an anticipation of the

receipt of the next year. The duties on spirits exceeded

what they produced in 1786, by 500,000!. There was also

an extraordinary increase on tea, wood, and tobacco. It had

always been admitted, that putting tobacco under the Exciie

laws, would increase the revenue for a stiort time ; but it was

denied that the increase would be peimanent It remained

to be seen whether it would be so or not. The Committee

•f 1 791 said the increase of revenue might be relied on, be-

Vol. XXIX. 4 L • cause
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cause it was on articles of general consumption. The ar

ticles stated were so, but on many other articles of general

consumption there appeared, from the accounts, to be a de

crease. In the two last years, 240,0001. had been taken cut

of the hands of the Receiver General of the Customs which

was considered as a floating balance not likely to be diminiil:-

ed ; hut whether diminished or not, it could not comeinaiJ

of future years.

On looking at these, rnd other articles, Mr. Sheridan (aid,

he did not think that the receipt of 1790 would be permi-

nent. The select Committee had very properly distrusted

the receipt of that year, and founded their estimate on an

average cf three years. As he meant to follow their report

as closely as he could, his resolutions were founded on that

average. The expenditure since 1 786 exceeded, on an ave

rage, the calculation of the Committee by about one million.

T his excess had been defrayed !>v extraordinary aids, which

were now first properly brought forward, and classed in the

report of the select Committee. They amounted to lix

millions; and by so much since 1786 had the annual expence

exceeded the permanent annual income. From the account

of extraordinary aids, the Committee excluded the Dutch

loan; now if the instalments by which it was repaid were-

paid into the hands of the Commissioners for reducing the

public debt, that exclusion would be proper; but as they

were added to the ways and means of the current year, the

repayments would he spent while the annuity on which the

principal was raised, remained, and would be as much an

addition to the public debt as any other whatever. Hewas

not less surprised, he said, at another passage of the report.

After stating the extraordinary aids, it added, " Fromthe

" nature of the articles, which have composed these extraor-

,; dinarv aids, it is evidently impossible to form any estimate

" of what farther receipt may be expected under such of

" those heads, as can recur in future." This seemed to im

ply, that some of those aids might he expected to be efficient,

or that something considerable might be still expected fro"

the whole. Heasstrted, that none of them could be eficien;

to any degree, except the lottery. The respited arrears

from the India Company, amounting to 522,500!. being

paid, could produce nothing for a future year. Thearrran

of land and malt due before 1786 had gradually diminisht

to a very small sum, and were now exhausted. Of the im

prest monies and monies repaid, amounting to 820,165!..

Coo,ocol. was received from the India Company for the ex

pence of troops in India. This ought rather to be considered

as a loan than an aid, because it was a claim which theCorr.-

' .pnny had always disf uttd. A right honourable gentleman

1 ' (Mr
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(Mr. Dundas) had, indeed, said, " Let us get the money,

" and fee how they will get it back ;" but if there were not a

certain management, he would not fay, collusion, between

Government and the Company, there could be little doubt,

but that they would get it back on the fair construction of

the act of Parliament, on which it was demanded. This

appeared to swell the payments under that head for the last

two years to a large amount; but if it were deducted, the

produce, of imprest monies, and monies repaid, had fallen to

nothing.

The repayments of the Dutch loan, Mr. Sheridan said,

as he had already shewn, must either be applied to the ex

tinction of debt, or the sum lent, added to the increase of

funded debt. The army savings, which had arisen from the

issues of the war, were no longer productive; in short, not

one of the heads of extraordinary aids could be looked to in

future, except the lottery, if Parliament should think fit to

continue it; and he should never think the finances in a

flourishing situation while so mischievous a source was re

sorted to.

Such being the future prospect of the revenue, what was

the state of the expenditure? The Committee of 1786 esti

mated the navy at i,8oo,oocl.; the Committtee of 1791

estimated it at 2,ooo,cool. What confidence could the pub

lic give to such estimates, when they saw such an increase,

without any reason assigned for it, and when they saw a sum

voted for the current year considerably exceeding the highest

estimate? The Committee of 1791 had not stated anytime

at which a peace establishment, according to their estimate,

might be expected; and in forbearing to do this, they had

been wiser than their predecessors. He wished that Ministers

would try a peace establishment, if it were but a year or two,

byway of experiment, to fee how the circumstances of the

country could bear it. The estimate of the army in 1786,

was i,6oo,oool. in 1 791, it was 1,748,8421. The ordnance

in 1786, was 348,000!. In 1791, it was 375,0001. The

noble Duke, at the head of the ordnance, stated such reasons

for the increase, as shewed that new articles weFe always

likely to arise, and that no estimate was to be depended on.

The noble Duke, who was a great economist, and had

many qualities that fitted him for his department, if he were

not so great an engineer, added reasons to his estimate, and

then shewed how little faith was due to it,

Mr. Sheridan said, that he had now run over the heads on

which his resolutions were founded; and he requested, that

when the Chancellor of the Exchequer heard them moved,

he would not negative or move the previous question upon

them, unless he could lhew that they were false. He said

4L a this,
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this, because he had moved resolutions on die report of the

Committee of 1786, which, though as clear in point of fact,

from the report, as that two and two make four, the right

honourable gentleman had negatived, on pretence that that

contained facts indeed, but facts which it was not necessary to

declaie. It was hardly needful, Mr. Sheridan said, to read

the whole of them, because they were not a series of logical

inductions, but independent facts, and he should move the

first.

Mr. Pitt. Mr. Chancellor Pitt wished to hear the whole, because

the object of the Committee was not merely to inquire,

whether the resolutions were true or false, but whether they

were material to declaring the state of the finances, as it ap

peared in the rep/)' i of the* select Committee.

Mr. Mr. Sheridan then re.ul his resolutions, with comments

Sheridan. on each. The last, he said, was an inference from the

whole, which, if true, it was a duty which they owed to

their donsl ituents to declare.

Mr. Pitt. Mr. Chancellor Pitt rose as soon as the resolutions had

been read, and remarked, that in the manner in which

they had been now read, it would be utterly impofEble, it

the first view, to enter into the variety of detail, or follow

these resolutions through the mulriplicity of calculations.

At the fame time he expressed his desire that they should un

dergo a full and fair discussion. There were some of them,

he said, with which he agreed ; others to which he woald

distent, but upon the general view, he did not think that thev

needed be put to the question ; and the conclusion which he

would draw from the whole would be estentially different.

He therefore wished, that for the present, the honourable

gentleman would only move his resolutions, and leave them

to be considered. ' Mr. Pitt said, he likewise was willing to

read the resolution? on the other side, in order that gentlemen

might be furnished with the means of comparison, and be

enabled to come fully prepared for the discussion. His ob

ject' was to render the statement of the business so plain, thit

every man in the country might be fully acquainted with a

subject, Sn which certainly he was most materially interested,

the situation of its finances.

Mr. Rose. Mr. Rose thought it would he best to move the resolutions,

•and have them printed; which, though not strictly regular,

might be done by a general concurrence.

Mr. Sheridan expressed his assent to this method.

Mr. Fox. Mr Fox said, he had no intention now to enter into de-

hate, but something had fallen from the right honourable

gentleman, for which he was sorry. With some of the reso

lutions he had expressed his agreement, to others his dissent,

but that upon the general view he thought that they needed
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not bje put to the question. Now he was of opinion, that

every one of the resolutions of his honourable friend ought to

receive an aye ora no. The public ought to be convinced

-whether theie resolutions were supported merely by the au

thority of an individual, or founded upon facts.

Mr. Chancellor Pitt had no objection to go into the detail; Mr. pjtj.

hut rhis, he said, was a point which must depend upon the

/discussion that should afterwards take place. In the mean

time, he did not think the authority of one individual suf

ficient to fall the House to decide upon resolutions, which v

were not, upon the general view, deemed of importance.

Monday he reckoned might be a fit day for the discuflion.

Mr Pitt then read st-ven propositions, drawn, up by himself

and. a few friends, who, he said, had taken great pains with

the subject. As to extraordinary expences and extraordi

nary rdources, neither of these, Mr. Pitt said, he had taken

into consideration. If it mould be thought necessary like

wise to bring forward these, they would form two other re

solutions. He trusted now that gentlemen, being in full

possession of a] 1 the materials of discussion, would be enabled

to come to a decided conclusion on the subject.

Mr. Fox rose again and said, the chief object was not, in Mr. Fox,

his opinion, the result that the House would form, but

which the public at large would form ; for though they had

not in common with the Members of that House, the advan

tage to be drawn from the power of reasoning upon figures,

yet they could easily distinguish what weie facts decided

upon by the authority of the House of Commons, and

ground their opinion upon those facts. He repeated, that it

was his earnest wish to have on every proposition a distinct

affirmative or a distinct negative.

Mr. Chancellor Pitt said, that he had no objection to those Mr. Vixx.

facts which should lead to a conclusion.

Mr. Sheridan said, that his object was not merely to state Mr.

facts and figures for the information of ti e House and the Sheridaa.

country; he wanted likewise something to be done. He

wanted the House to disapprove of the extraordinary expence,

that the Minister might be called on for an explanation. If

the expence of the establishments, he observed, should still

increase with the revenue, a system would be established of

the most Javisti prodigality. The propositions of the right

honourable gentleman, he said, were in general fair and ex

plicit; with the first, however, he could not concur. The

income of these five last years had not exceeded the estimate

of the Committee of 1786; for they had asserted, that if

certain laws were enacted for the protection of the taxes,

they would produce so much more. On that ground he

would negative the first resolution. They had likewise said,

that
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that the extraordinary expences would be defrayed by the ex

traordinary receipts: in this too they had failed, for a lean

had become necessary.

Mr. Mr. Thornton said, he could not but feel some alarm, asi

Thornton Member of the select Committee, when the honourable

g:ntleman gave notice of his intention to come forward with

thirty-five resolutions, partly grounded on the report of the

Committee; he was happy, however, to find that the whole

subject was to undergo a regular and deliberate discusikm on

Monday.

At length the Chairman was directed to report progress,

and the Committee were, upon motion in the House, ordered

to sit again on Monday.

Mr. Mr. Benfald was then called on from the Treasury {.it

BcnsielJ. of the House to proceed with his comments on the East-Inda

budget, but he excused himself from entering upon a leng

detail of figures at that late hour, and named Tuesday new,

which was agreed on.

Mr. Pitt. Mr. Chancellor Pitt observed, that as they had not any

private business on the table, he hoped, that on Monday and

Tuesday, gentlemen would come down early, and enter up

on business n't four o'clock each day precisely.

The House adjourned.

Mtnday, 6tb June,

The adjourned debate on Mr. Cecil's Divorce bil!, word

ing to the order of the day, being resumed, and the question

being put, " That this bill do pass,"

Mr.Baker Mr. Baker wished to call the attention os the House to

the bill then before them, in which there did not appear lo

him to be sufficient provision made for Mrs. Cecil. Mr.

Baker stated that Mrs. Cecil had brought Mr. Cecil a very

large fortune, consisting of an estate of 6000I. per annum,

and many thousand pounds in cash. That Mr. Cecil had

run through the greater part of both. That after having

come to the knowledge of one criminal fact, he had forgiven

it, and imprudently delivered Mrs. Cecil into the hands ot

the adulterer. The latter fact, Mr. Baker said, was not

in proof before the House, but he had heard it from a quarter

which left no doubt within his mind of its authenticity. Ms-

Baker remarked, that the House, in the consideration 0/

Divorce bills in general, paid too little attent ion to the pro

vision for the lady, and as he could not but conclude, that

when apprized of such facts as he had stated, in a cafe of

A. and B. (or any indifferent parries, who were not of rank

and expectation in the country, from their near alliance to a

noble Earl), the House would not pass such a bill as the

present, he was content with having done his duty, anJ
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would leave it to the House to act as they thought pro

per.

This gave rife to a short debate.

Mr. Powys said, what the honourable gentleman had stated, Mr.

would have induced him to oppose the bill, had he not under- Powys.

stood that a noble Lord had engaged to pay Mrs. Cecil an

annuity of icocl. a year, and that she was perfectly (fomented

with the bill as it stood at present.

Sir George Howard informed the House that he had the Sir Geo.

preceding day received a letter from Mrs. Cecil's agent, Howard,

acquainting him, that she was perfectly satisfied with the

provision she had already, and the annuity Lord Exeter had

engaged to allow her of ioocI. a year. Sir George said, the

agent was in waiting ready to come to the bar of the House,

and give an answer to any questions they might please to put

to him.

Sir William Scott remarked, that there were in the case Sir Wm.

three parties, Mr. Cecil, Mrs. Cecil, and the House, whose Scott,

duty it was to fee that proper provision was made for the

lady in the bill. Consent of parties, Sir William observed,

was always a circumstance of suspicion in cafes of that na

ture, and ought to operate rather as an alarm to the caution

of the House, than as a circumstance tending to satisfy them

that their duty was performedt he wished that the agent for

Mrs Cecil might be called in.

Mr. Grey was then called to the bar, and upon being

questioned by Sir William Scott, Sir George Howard, Mr.

Sheridan, Mr. Baker, and Mr. Hufley, assured the House

that Mrs. Cecil gave her free consent to the bill, and was

satisfied witli the interest of seventeen thousand pounds,

which she was entitled to by her marriage settlement, and

an annuity of 1000I. which Lord Exeter had engaged to pay

her and to secure on his estate, in lieu of her pin money.

After some farther conversation, and Mr. Grey being with

drawn,

Mr. Fowkes, agent for Mr. Cecil, was called in and ex

amined, when lie confirmed what Mr. Grey had said, and

stated that Lord Exeter had engaged to secure the annuity

of £. 1000 to Mrs. Cecil on estates at his own disposal, and

in which he had a better interest than being tenant for life,

and that he, (Mr. Fowkes) was ready to give his under

taking for Mr. Cecil's consent to such annuity being secured

cn that part of Lord Exetet's estate in which he had a joint

interest.

Another conversation took place after Mr. Fowkes had

withdrawn, when Sir John Ingilby pressed much for that be

ing done by the bill, which the agents had told them would

ae done by consent of parties. Sir John painted the hard-

sliip
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ship of the case on the part of Mrs. Cecil in strong colours,

alledging that the estate slie brought Mr. Cecil was 1 nob'.t

one, th^t lie had dissipated her fortune, that the parks wer»

plouged up, the timber cut doww, and the whole in the hands

of Mr. Cecil's ciedttors. ,

Mr. Mr. Sheridan thought wish the honourable Baronet, that

Sheridan, a clause for the purpose of securing the annuity of ioool. to

Mrs. Cecil should be inserted in the bill, and therefore he

wished the motion were withdrawn.

The The Spcuker slated, that the question had been put on 1

Speaker, former day, and the debate on it adjourned; there was some

difficulty t'lerefore in the matter, as it was not usual to with

draw a motion that had appeared in the votes; it was a

difficulty, however, which the House could certainly sur

mount it it thought proper.

This brought on a short question of order, in which Mr.

Powys, Mr. Role, and Mr. Sheridan, took part, but ca

Sir William Scott's declaring, that in the present instance

his doubts had been removed by what the House had heard

from the agent , and that he was ready to give his content

to the bill; he, however, would seriously recommend it to

the House to pay more attention in future to the provision

made for the female, in cases of divorce, than they had

been accustomed to do. The question was now put, when

the House divided;

Ayes, 48; Noes, 24.

Mr. Mr. Bcnfiel-i now rose, and observed, that his object, in

Benfield. answer to what Mr. Dundas had lately stated on the subject

of Indian finances, was to move for a Committee to inquire

into, and examine the grounds of Mr. Dundas's alledged

statements ; but as the advanced period of the session ren

dered it highly improbable that any such Committee should

be granted, or if granted, could be carried into effect, he

would wave troubling the House any farther on the subject

at present, but wait patiently till another session, when, ss

the matter was of infinite importance to the country, he

hoped it would be taken up by some abler hand, declaring,

as he then did, that be that gentleman who he would, he

should freely command his best assistance.

Mr.Grey. Mr. Grey then rose, and observed, that from the period of

the session, it was perfectly impossible for the Committee ap

pointed to inquire into the state of the different jails &c. cc'

make that progress they had wished, or to do any thing ef

fectual, till the next session of Parliament : he was, however,

anxious to have it dearly and distinctly understood by th~

House, and the Public at large, that he did not mean to in

troduce any thing lik« the principle of an insolvent debtor*

act ; but what he proposed was upon other, and, he trusts---

better
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better principles ; upon principles as much calculated for

the security of the creditor as the relief of the debtor. He

mentioned this, that those unfortunate men confined in the

King's Bench, and other prisons, might not entertain

groundless hopes of what was not likely to happen, and

thence be induced to go into any improper excesses, as they

had lately done, which could serve no purpose upon earth

but to hurt themselves in the end, and defeat the very object

they aimed at. In order that the Committee might be en

abled to prosecute this business with greater advantage inth«

next session, Mr. Grey said he would move,

•* That there be prepared, in order to be laid before this

House in the next session of Parliament, Lists of the names

** of all the persons who shall be confined for debts on the

1 ft day of October, 1 79 1 , in the several prisons within the

M kingdom of England, the Principality of Wales, and the

" town of Berwick upon Tweed, distinguishing whether

*' such persons are so confined in execution or upon mesne

" process, and specify ing the particular sums for which such

" persons are charged respectively, and the times when they

*« Were first committed, and which of them are married and

" have children, as far as it can be done ; and also specifying

" how many of the said debtors receive allowahces under the

" acts commonly called the Lords Acts ; and that, with

" such lists, there be also sent an account of the greatest

" number of persorts canfined for debt at any one period in

" each yenr, since the year 1780, in each jail, and how

** many debtors have died in each jail since the year 1780,

" the amount of their debts respectively, and the time for

** which each was confined, and distinguishing the Courts

" out of which the process issued, and for which such debtors

" are confined."

Mr. Burton said, he was not going to object to the motion, Mr.

but to propose an amendment to it. What he meant was, Button,

that there should be added to the motion, an account, distin

guishing the Courts that issued the process, by which such

persons were confined. His reason for this, Mr. Burton

said, was, because there were some Courts in the kingdom,

that imprisoned for very small sums, and which Courts did

not exist elsewhere. Mr. Burton complained of the extreme

hardship of confining debtors for several years for very small

sums. He mentioned an instance which had fallen under his

knowledge, and which had happened in a principality with

which he had the honour to be connected, of a woman who

had been detained in prison, some years, for a debt which ori

ginally amounted only to eighteen pence, and which, by

costs, had been mounted up to twelve pounds, till at last her

case had attracted notice, and stie was released by a subscrip-

Vol. XXIX. 4M tion.
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tion. Other similar instances might be mentioned. This

evil, he thought, demanded a remedy ; and therefore pro

posed, as an amendment to the motion, " That there should

** be laid before the House the processes originally instituted

" against those debtors who were confined, &c."

Mr.Grey. Mr. Grey laid he was extremely obliged to the honourab!;

gentleman for his amendment, which was added to the mo

tion.

Mr. Grey next moved, <c That the said order ba sent id

<c the Sheriffs of the several counties in England, Wales, &c.

" and that copies of the fame be transmitted by th«m to the

" jailors and keepers of all the prisons where debtors are con-

" fined within their respective counties."

Mr. Aid. Mr. Alderman Le Mesurier expressedva doubt of some dis-

Le Mcsu- ficulty respecting detainers that were often lodged againfi

rier. prisoners, and which1 prevented them from being discharged.

He laid, he only spoke of Newgate, the practice of which

jail he had become acquainted with, inconsequence of hav

ing served the office of Sheriff for London and Middle

sex.

Mr.Grey. Mr. Grey said, kis motion was rather intended withaview

to obtain information from the distant parts of the country,

than from the metropolis.

Mr. Mr. Burton observed that he was not sure whether thr

u rton. words of the motion were sufficiently extensive ; in a great

many counties there were inferior franchises, which hadi

local jurisdiction, and where prisoners were confined for

debt. He thought the words of the motion ought to be made

extensive enough to reach everv jail.

Mr. Mr. Mitford said, he had intended this session to hav:

Mitford. brought in a bill in order to change the l.iw as practiced in

some of the Courts in Wales by repealing an act that passed in

the reign of Henry VI II.

Both Mr. Grey's motions were agreed to.

Mr. Mr. H'ippefley rose to make his promised motion, which

Hippefley he had withdrawn on a former day, respecting the f»r

of the troops in India, which, he observed, in its conse

quences, was a subject of as much importance as had been

brought before the House this session. His object was,

to vindicate the just claims, and offer some future security to

a valuable description of men, who had fought patien.ly aid

bravely under accumulated difficulties, and whose unprece

dented sufferings could be equalled only by the willing spirit,

the fortitude, and perseverance, which enabled them to act

under them. That on the fidelity and attachment ot this

description of men depended the existence of the British em

pire in India. Mr. Hippefley observed, that when he stated

the grounds of his present motion in a former debate, aright

honour-
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honourable gentleman (Mr. Pitt) thought it necessary that

vouchers should be brought to the several facts, before it

could be entertained by the House: that in consequence,

Mr. Hippefley had written to several officers of rank, and

the Paymaster of the Southern army, in the last war, whose

replies he had printed and circulated among the Members

of the House. Mr. Hippefley had also moved for the

production of a letter from Colonel Fullarton, Comman

der in Chief of the Southern army, . to the Govern

ment of Madras, which letter was on the table, from ■

which Mr. Hippefley read some extracts, stating, that

the large arrears due to the troops, and other grievances,

rendered it almost impracticable for officers to maintain dis

cipline in their corps, happy if they could prevent mutiny

among men, who, brave and faithful as they undoubtedly

were, could hardly be restrained from clamour, when re

duced to procure subsistence, by selling their own children !

Such facts, Mr. Hippefley observed, had fallen within his

own knowledge, as well as Colonel Fullarton's ; and he sub

mitted to the feelings of the House, what sort of distress that

niusi-be, when conflicting with the extreme attachment every

native of the East is known to cherish for his family. Mr.

Hippefley then stated the testimonies to the merits and

services of the officers of the East-India Company, whose

distresses had been little short of what had been endured by

the native troops ; that they were habituated to act in emer

gencies with a facility that few subordinate officers in Europe

ever had a prospect of acquiring.; that their zeal, knowledge,

and ability, was strongly exemplified during^the last war ;

that their humanity had not been less conspicuous than their

judgement and discretion, in soothing the sufferings of their

soldiers, relieving their wants, and restraining, as far as pos

sible, the well-grounded clamours of men,' whom the public

exigences had left in the extremity of distress. That Colonel

Fullarton had also wisely observed, that the Public fiiould

ever be watchful and liberal to confirm the attachment of

the sepoys; that by their good conduct, their ft ttlements had

hitherto been preserved ; and to them must we look for after

stability; let them receive the common justice due to every

soldier; let them be regularly pnid, and enabled to subsist their

families. Mr. Hippefley then proceeded to state rhe distinction

which obtained, last war, in the southern provinces, in the

mode of paying the King's and Company's troops, whose me

rits were confessedly equal, but whose treatment, with respect

to the payment, hail been widely and painfully dissimilar.

The King'svtroops, in the garrisons and field, he could state

from his own knowledge, were always paid their subsistence

two months in advance, and in gold, purchased generally at

4M2 a pr*
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a premium for that express purpose, while the Company's

troops, on the fame duty, received their pay in the debated

currency of the provinces, on which they suffered an imme

diate loss, often of 12 or 15 per cent. That while the

King's troops were two months in advance, the native troops

were from ten to twenty months in arrear. That Colonel

Fullarton had in some instances taken on himself to regulate

the exchange in favour of the troops, but this was rare, and

at His own risque, being authorised only by his humanity.

That the sepoys were generally burdened with large fami

lies, from the custom of early marriages ; their situation,

therefore, was the more distressful. Mr. Hippestey then

stated the mode of liquidating the arrears of the army by pa

per; on which the troops sustained a loss, on an average, ci

50 per cent., as tlie paper could only be exchanged for bond;,

when audited, which bore nearly as high a discount at Ma

dras; and that at Bombay the Company's bonds were to be

purchased, at the same period, at 65 or 70 percent, discount.

Mr. Hippefley observed, that he was very sorry he did not

fee an honourable Member present, (Major Maitland) who

had promised him, whenever he should bring forward this

motion, that he would do justice to it ; and would fay, in bis

place, that from his own experience he could vouch, that many

of the Company's officers were driven to the fad necessity of

even asking a dinner from the Kmg's officers, with whom they

were serving, though on so unequal terms in point of pay

ment. Mr. Hippefley paid a very handsome compliment to

Mr. Burke, the King's Paymaster General in India, who had

often been placed in situations ofgreat difficulty, which called

for the exertion of all his judgement and accommodating

disposition, as well as the exercise of his personal credit, in

keeping up the payments to His Majesty's troops. Mr.

Hippefiey then adverted to a variety of other proofs

in his hand, and to the letters of Colonel Fullarton, Sir

Henry Cosoy, and Mr. Digby, which he had printed, and

delivered in circulation to the Members, from himself, to

evince the necessity of reform.

Mr. Hippefley then moved,

1. " That it appears to this House, that the payments to

His Majesty's troops serving in India, and those of the

East- India Company, ought to be kept as equal as possible;

and that the respective payments should be so ordered, that

the troops of the said East-India Company should not be ex

posed to any delay or loss, by exchange, or otherwise, from

which His Majesty's troops serving in the same garrisons or

districts, may be exempted."

a. '* That if any arrears to the troops should, during

tUc present war in India, be unavoidably incurred, the liquida

tea
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, of such arrears should take place of all other disburse

ments, and in such manner as to secure the troops from any

eventual loss whatever."

3. " That it is the duty of those entrusted with the di

rection and centroul of the affairs of the East- India Company, '

to concert such measures with His Majesty's Secretary at War

and Paymaster General, as may most effectually secure the *

observance of a regulation so necessary to preserve harmony

in the service."

General Smith rose to second the motion. He complained General

of the hardships which were suffered by the sepoys, from the Smith,

manner in which they received their pay. It might be

wondered, he said, how they could at all contrive to subsist

with such large arrears due to them as had been stated by his

honourable friend: but they had an allowance of a certain

quantity of rice. Yet notwithstanding, such was the ex

tremity to which they were reduced, that they would come

and offer to the Paymaster for one guinea, what to them was

worth seven or eight pounds, and would even have recourse

for a subsistence to the shocking expedient of selling their own

children. The General went over much of the grounds,

before stated, in support of Mr. Hippesley's motions. He,

in particular, stated the cafe ofsix regiments ofnative cavalry

last war, whose pay had been suffered to run several months

in arrear; these regiments were up the country many miles

from the main army, when they mutinied, and confined

their officers ; the consequence was, the army was obliged to

march to the six regiments, in order to restorediscipline, and

set the officers at liberty. When they came up with them,

they demanded instant and unconditional submission from

the six regiments, and he was sorry to fay, that two of the

most forward of those concerned in the mutiny were blown

from the mouth of a gun. The General commented on this

fact, and observed, that it was usual to pay the sepoys in

bills, and that they frequently sold a bill of eight or ten

pounds, for two guineas, two guineas and a half, or three

guineas, and that there was notice given them, in common,

that at a public office in Madras, they might have their bills

discounted.

Mr. Dundas acknowledged that the evils which were now Mr.

complained of, had existed ten years ago, but, he said, he Dundai.

had no reason to believe that they would ever return. Dis

putes, indeed, sometimes happened between His Majesty's

and the Company's troops, relative to the inequality of their

situation, chiefly in respect of rank. But he could not but

object to a motion which had been brought forward, unsup

ported by any new facts, while he gave all credit to the ge

nerous and humane intentions of the honourable mover*

2 At
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At the same time he suggested, that if any evil could be

proved to exist, application • was open to him in his official

capacity, and the means of redress would speedily be pro

vided.

Mr. Mr. Hippe/Iey, in reply to Mr. Dundas, observed, that

Hippelley njS wjfl, jn bringing forward those motions was by no means

to embarrass the executive Government in India, but that he

was wholly actuated by a sentiment of duty towards a service

of which he had been a Member, and from a commiseration

of the hardships which he had himself witnessed. He couM

by no means, he laid, agree with the right honourable gen

tleman (Mr. Dundas) that there was no probability or the

future existence of these evils. They had existed in the late

war, principally from the want of resources, and a misap

plication, at the conclusion, of such as they had; in March

(last year) General Meadows writes that " a long arrear was

" then due." What might it lie now, asked Mr. Hippesley,

and what probably in future? Mr. Hippesley said, that if

the right honourable gentleman would give him assurances in

his place, that orders should be sent out equivalent to the

provision of his motions, he stiould be well satisfied to rest on

the word of the right honourable gentleman so pledged, as he

could have no object but the good of the service. Mr. Hip

pesley concluded with observing, that as our army was at

present infinitely greater than dui ing the last war, and our

resources less, of course, the probability of the same, or

greater embarrassments occurring, was but too probable, if

the war was long protracted, and the Company's troops

should not be exposed to such a contingency. «

Maj.Scott. Major Scott said, that being appealed to by the right ho

nourable gentleman (Mr. Dundas) he rose with great plea

sure to assure the House, that on settling the arrangement of

rank between His Majesty's and the Company's Officers,

when he had the honour to be one of the Committee who at

tended the right honourable gentleman, he found him to be

most completely disposed to do every thing in his power to

remove every just cause of complaint; and from what he

then saw of that right honourable gentleman's free and can

did dealings in that instance, he Ibould rest fully satisfied

with a declaration from him, that he would take effectual

means to remove thnt very serious grievance which prevailed

in the last war, owing to a very invidious distinction in the

mode of issuing the pay to the King's and the Company's

forces. The Major said the Company's army had great ob

ligations to the honourable gentleman (Mr. Hippesley) for

the mode in which he had brought the present motion for

ward to the notice of the House. Though not a very old

Member, the Major said, he was still old enough to recol-
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lect, that the existence of those distresses, which had been

so ably stated, and so well and ably seconded by the honour

able General, had been strongly disputed in that House ; but

as the fact seemed now to be universally admitted, he lhould

say no more of it at the present moment.

As Mr. Hippefley understood from Mr. Dundas that or

ders would be sent out to the deli red purportT the order of the

day was called, which put an end to the debate.

The order of the day being read -for the House to take

into farther consideration the report of the F inance Com

mittee of 1791, Mr. Joddrell took the chair.

Mr. Sheridan expressed his satisfaction that the adjourn- Mr.

ment of the consideration of his resolutions had taken place, Sheridu.

as it had given them time to consider them, and he was sure

that the more they were considered, the more they would be

acquiesced in. He observed, that it would be the less necessary

for him then to trouble the House at any length, as he had

gone into the subject only on Friday last. He was, he said,

sorry to declare that he must differ from the resolutions

which had been brought forward by the right honourable

gentleman, ^Mr. Pitt). Those resolutions were extremely

short, and few in number ; his own resolutions were much

more numerous. The first statement of the right honour

able gentleman over the way, was, " that the average pro-

" duce during the last five years of the taxes imposed pre-

" vious to the year 1786, has exceeded the amount ex-

44 pected by the Committee, appointed in the year 178910

" examine the public income and expenditure." That reso

lution, Mr. Sheridan said, he must contradict. The other

resolution of the right honourable gentleman, he observed,

merely stated, that all the expendituie of the last rive years

had been defrayed either by the ordinary income, by extra-,

ordinary income, or by certain sums that had been borrowed;

which no doubt was exactly the method by whicli the ex^

penditure in all parts of the world must be defrayed ; in such

information, therefore, there was nothing very important or

very striking.

Mr. Sheiidan, having read over, in a summary way, the

seven resolutions brought forward by the Chancellor of the

Exchequer, declared, that he conceived they did not con

tain any great intelligence. He said, he thought it his duty

to go more at length into the subject ; and he had endeavoured

to shew how diffident a Committee lhould be, when they

were endeavouring to prove, what would be the probable

amount of our future revenue and expenditure. 1 he Com

mittee os 1786 on that subject, fell short by about 900,0001.;

and he contended, that all the accounts that, year after year,

had been laid before the public by the right honourable gen

tleman,
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tleman, were absolutely fallacious, and that the predictions

of the select Committee, had completely failed. He bid

thought it a part of his duty, Mr. Sheridan said, to (hew,

that the average of two, three, and four years, had fallen

considerably short of the sum estimated, and that the ex

traordinary resources of last year had been very great, and

had enabled them to fay that, on the average of the last five

years, the income did exceed the expenditure by about

51,0001. The right honourable gentleman had not only, be

laid, thought it sufficient to state that our expence had been

defrayed by our income, but he had also thought it right

and necessary to state what the enormous amount of those

expences had been, in the course of the last five jears, and

the resources also, and to direct the attention of the public

to the unfortunate circumstance of its not being likely, that

our expences would diminish, when our extraordinary re

sources were nearly exhausted.

There was, Mr. Sheridan said, another extraordinary

circumstance highly worthy of observation, namely, that

the Finance Committee of 1786, with a great degree ofcon

fidence, had laid down a peace establishment that was to have

taken place at the end of the year 1790; the report of the

Committee of 1791 had added between 4 and 500,000!. to

that peace astablistiment, without alledging a single reason

for so great an increase. He said, he had stated that sect,

merely to shew what little reliance was to be had on the

Committee of 1786; and he believed that Committee was

just as likely to be right as the Committee of 1 79

Mr. Sheridan contended, that while an annuity to the amount

of ilj,020l. had been redeemed by the Commissioners, on

behalf of the public, in the form of debt repurchased, an

annuity offour times that amount was proposed to be entailed

on the nation in the form of increased establishment. He

wilhed, he said, to come to his last resolution, which if the

Committee would grant him, he would willingly wave all

the rest. He thought he had a right to have that resolution

granted him, limply on the ground of the difference be

tween the report of the Finance Committee of 1786, and

that of 1791, with regard to the amount of the peace estab

lishment. Here Mr. Sheridan rend his last resolution to the

Committee, which was " That upon a due consideration ot

" all these circumstances and accounts, this Committee

" feel it to be their indifpenfible duty to declare that the

" great increases proposed to the permanent peace establilh-

<£ raent in tlie report of the select Committee of i'jji,

" ought not to be considered as receiving countenance or

" approbation from the House of Commons until the causes

M of the lams sliall be fully explained, and the necessity ot

" thea
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'* them made manifest." If the Committee would but giv«

him the last resolution, (Mr. Sheridan repeated it) he was

ready to give up all the rest. He then conclnded with mov

ing his first resolution viz, " That it appears that the select

** Committee of 1786 proceeded upon a supposition that the

** annual and permanent taxes then subsisting, were likely

" to produce annually the sum of 1 5,30 7,471 1." The

Chairman having put the question on this relolution,

Mr. Chancellor Pitt rose and observed, that he did not Mr. Pitt,

mean to trouble the Committee much on that resolution.

He assured them, that he was so far from feeling any desire

to agree to the compromise proposed by the honourable

gentleman, viz. that if he (Mr. Pitt) would grant him his

last resolution, he (Mr. Sheridan) would avoid the discussion

of all the rest, he was so far from feeling any disposition to

accede to such a proposition, that he assured the honoura

ble gentleman, that l>e was extremely leady and desirous to

discuss all his other relolutions, one by one, and likewise to

discuss the last, on whi<Ji he jhould certainly move a nega

tive. He wished, however, to make a small amendment

to the first resolution os the honourable gentleman. He

observed that the honourable gentleman seemed to think

that his (Mr. Pitt's) resolutions were very defective in point

of information ; he begged leave there/ore to shew to what

his resolutions went. They stated how far, 011 the whole,

during the period that had elapsed since the Committee of

1786, the amount of the revenue had fallen short of, or had

exceeded the ex;ectations entertained by that Committee.

If such a thing were material, Mr. Pitt conceived the infor

mation contained in his resolutions, was material. In the

next place, the resolutions proved that all their expenditure

had been defrayed, and shewed how it had been defrayed.

The peace establishment had not been calculated to have

taken place, during the five years, although during that

period very largeexpences had been incurred; a natural object

of curiosity therefore was, the methods by which they had

been able to defray them. The honourable gentleman, had

said, that there was no novelty in informing him th.^t the

expenditure was defrayed either by the ordinary or extraor

dinary income. That, Mr. Pitt declared, had been a sub

ject of a great deal of discussion in the House, and there had

been repeated imputations, both in that House and elsewhere,

that it was impossible for them to shew the means they

had to enable them to pay such large sums. As there was

much doubt, whether they could point out the precise means

by which the expenditure had been so defrayed, and wlien all

the doubts had been encouraged, he trusted it was not too

much to state, plainly and simply, how it had been defrayed.

Voi. XXIX. 4 N He
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He had stated, Mr. Pitt said, in a way that was intellip:

to the public, that it had been defrayed by the prod.t!

within the five years of the permanent t3xes, by the annul

aids on land and malt, and by the sums arising from txrrsc:-

dinary resouices, with the addition of a loan of onemillioB

raised by tontine, and 187,0001. railed by short anouan

These, he said, did not appear to him to be unintercfbrj

points to be ascertained.

After the debt that had been actually paid, Mr.Pittiii.

the next thing was the estimate of their probable incomea!

probable expenditure in future. Whether these thiogswi

truly stated or not, was matter of discussion. Hisidiaws.

that the whole of the business should be c< mcenierei us 1

few leading points-which were intelligible to all, andwW

might be understood by every on<;; and tha". theyfhooklNl

go into a great variety of propositions to distrait the atten

tion and einharass the judgement- On that groanu it m-

that he had brought forwaid his propositions ; and cute

ground, he, for one, was ot opiniou, that the resuSaikutso-'

the honourable gentleman rendered the subject corr.plti,

prevented the truth from being clearly ascertained. He"-*

very material objections to a great number of these resela-

tions, which even when stated correctly, for thoss hero*

tained were not, would rather perplex and encumber, te

elucidate the subject. On that ground, Mr. PittW*

should certainly object to a great many of these resc!ut.<«i'

he lhould negative some and make amendments to Otbc*'-

Many of them, he said, did not convey to the public J ff1;

impression of t lie subject. Hie honourable gentleman

said, that he (Mr. Pitt) had onlv given the state of the*

venue, compared with the expenditure, during the lai5*;

•years; and the honourable gentleman himself gareJer^

averages. He had given the averages of two, three, i«'

and five years, and had made no distinction betweenthe^'

manent and annual taxes, but had given all the past, aSt!-<

income. That, Mr. Pitt maintained, he couid not

because, during several of those years thev had notthf*j

and malt. But supposing the honourable gentleman tot-

have gone through his averages, he had eitlter rato

many or too few. The question simply was, "bfi^'

since 1780 the revenue and expenditure had execeiti^

other, and in what degree. Mr. Pitt in erntinuatko i5*

he objected to the series of those resolutions, (ofruxi^

the mere ground, that they calculated the contrast of«r*"

diture, ordinary and extraordinary, with the ordinary

come alone, and had not, as thev ought to havedone, ti-

in the extraordinary income. There was, he laid*

one of the resolutions, in which the honourable gaitk"'-;

fer
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stated the expenditure, which was not oHJectonable. Be

cause the Committee of 1786, and that of 1 791 had differed

respecting the amount of the peace establishment, the in

ference that had been drawn from that was, that no esti

mate whatever could be depended on. ibis, Mr. Pitt said,

appeared to him, a very strange conclusion. It was not

very extraordinary for the Committee of 1 79 1, feeing se

veral particulars in which the Committee of 1786 had failed,

to have ma:)e a provision for that failure in future; and it

was not to be wondered at, that the Committee of 1 786 had

committed some small mistakes, as they were, to the best

of his knowledge, the first Committee in the history of this

country who had been appointed to ascertain the whols of the

peace establishment. Mr. Pitt concluded with saying, that

though he had no particular objection to the honourable

gentleman's first resolution, he thought it would be better

with an amendment, and therefore he lliould move that

there be added the words " including the land tax,

" I»907>o5ol. malt, 632,3501. and the permanent taxes,

«« 12,797,471!."

Mr. Halhead allowed that there had, indeed, been a woeful Mr.

deficiency in the income of the first year (1786) from what Halhead.

it had been stated by the select Committee. But there was

something, he said, unfair in fixing upon th;s particular

year, 1786, and spreading the unfortunate deficiency of it

over the average of all the others. Every year since the in

come of the country had improved. And why stiould not

gentlemen, instead of taking an average of the four first

years, take an a\erage which would be so much more favour

able, of the two or three last ? The last year had more

than supplied the deficiency of the first. Mr. Halhead

then went at great length into the calculations, and ar

gued with a view to prove that the resolutions of Mr. She

ridan were not founded, hut that the reloliKions of the Chan

cellor of the Exchequer were agreeable to the facts.

Mr. Sheridan said, why should the honourable gentleman Mr.

wish to leave out the baneful year 1786, and yet avail him- Snerida».

self of the prosperous 1790? This .dirTerence, so striking in

the pioduce of different years, was easily accounted for.

Means would be contrived, by which the income of one

year might, for a particular purpose, be swelled out, and

the deficiency made to fall upon the next; and that with a

view of making the income of the country appear in a more

advantageous light than it could really bear, as was the cafe

with the income of the year previous to 1786. Hence pro

ceeded the deficiency which, according to the honourable

gentleman's expression, had so wofully fallen upon that

year. From the same cause, he would venture to predict,

4N 2 that
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that the income of the present year would not be equal tc

that of the preceding. That the extraordinary expencts

were out of the view of the Committee of 1786, Mr. Sheri

dan denied to be the cafe; but had no objection to the right

honourable gentleman's amendment, if the figures were

right. The fair way of taking the land and malt taxes, ht

said, was on the annual produce, including the arrears ot

former years paid in; because the latter would, on an ave-

rage, be pretty equal. The produce was over calculated,

and the interest of hexchequer bills, from the way of making

up the account, was under rated, making a difference of

more than 40,000!- a year.

Pitt. Mr. Chancellor P.tt in reply, said that the argument or

the mode ot estimating the land and malt taxes, and the in

terest of Exchequer bills, applied to future estimates; but

the consideration before the Committee, was, how far the

select Committee of 178ft had been accurate in their esti

mate.

Rose. Mr. Rose was of opinion that what had fallen from the ho

nourable gentleman (Mr. Sheridan) both then and on Fri

day, was very much calculated to mislead the Committee;

such was particularly the cafe with regard to his averages, m

which he had included the year 1786. The honourable gen

tleman had said, that there was no reason why that year

should not be counted; but he conceived there was a very

good reason why that year should not have been taken into

the account. One sttong reason why it should not, was,

became it was in 1786 that the Committee made their calcu

lation, which was not made for that but for the next year-

In 1 786 various laws pasted which tended greatly to encreale

the revenue; the manifest act was passed that year, which

was intended to prevent smuggling; the wine act also passer,

which considerably increased the revenue. If the year 1786

< were omitted) the revenue of the year 1787 came within a

trifle of the Committee, and the other years greatly ex

ceeded that estimate. In the first place, Mr. Rose said, the

honourable gentleman h.id stated that the increase of the re

venue, was altogether owing to the excise, and principally

in the article os spirits, if that observation were true, it

lhewed that his right honourable friend (Mr. Pitt) was right

in the decrease of the duties on foreign spirits, andinthede-

crease of importation for the benefit of British spirits. The

regulations of his right honourable friend had prevented

illegal importation, and, as far as the observation of the ho

nourable gentleman went, was not discreditable to his right

honourable friend. The honourable gentleman had said,

that they had gained a great deal by transferring the assessed

taxes ; but this, Mr. Rose observed, was a mistake, for in-
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stead of a gain, there was a loss. Tt had also been said, in

the 10-per-cent. tax, imposed this session, that a great gain

had been derived from demanding the tax for twelve months

instead of one quarter. The fact was, that that was true

only in a very trivial degree, and applied to a (mall number

of assessed taxes, as, servants and horses, where it was not

easy to calculate but by the year.

The honourable gentleman had also said, that the assessed

taxes were the true criterion, by which, to judge of the pros

perity of the country, and that those taxes were decreasing ;

Mr. Rose thought, that forming an opinion by the slate of

the assessed taxes, was not the very best method of judging of

the flourishing situation of a country- But, however that

was, the reverse was true ; and instead of decrealing, they

were in a regular slate of increase. The honourable gentle

man had stated likewise, that all our extraordinary resources

were at an end, and particularly the impress money. In

answer to which, Mr. Rose aflerted that there was not the

least reason in the world to suppose that resource would fail.

The honourable gentleman had said, they ought not to take

the last year into the account, when they were to judge of

our future income, because it was always so much in the

power of the Minister to anticipate the taxes of the succeed

ing year, and to make them come quick into the Treasury.

Mr. Rose conceived that that was precisely the reason why

the last year should be taken into the account. The amount

of the assessed taxes were less last year by £. i7»,ooo, than

they were on the average of the three preceding years, and,

for that reason, they might expect, that the income of the

next year, instead of being £. 16,030,000. would amount to

170,0001. moie, making in all 16,200,000). Mr. Rose

thought it was his duty to state these circumstances to the

Committee, becaule they were facts which were within the

knowledge of the honourable gentkman himself.

Mr. Fox begged leave to fay a few words: with regard to Mr. Fox.

the including vear 1786. If they weie to take that year

only, there might be some reason for objecting to it, but if

they were to take in the last year, which had exceeded very

much the former vears, he could not, .VI r. Fox declared,

see by what rule they were to leave out the year 1 786, be

cause it had been an unproductive year. That they should

take in the one year, and overlook the other, was a mode of

reasoning which he conid not comprehend. Considering

the way in which thev dealt with his honourable friend, he

nevercould be right: his honourable, friend was right at the

end of the first year; nay, he was right at the end of the se

cond year; he was right at the end of the third, and of the

fourth year; then came an extraordinary year, which enabled
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the other side of the House to say, that tlie average income

of the last five years had exceeded the expenditure by 51,000!.

But those calculations, Mr. Fox observed, were only tote

made when they pleased : his honourable friend wasrighla;

the end of four years, but there was not then any inquiry, ami

therefore, Mr. Pox declared, he conceived it to be the molt

foolish and the most ridiculous thing in the world to make

any predictions, because rhev stopped till some extraordinary

circumstance occurred, and then they were pleased to make

their calculations. People out of doors, Mr. F ox laid, hs«i

frequently told him, that, though differences of opinion

might subsist on political points, and debates might arise on

topics of that nature, they were perfectly astonished, when

they heard of altercations arising on matters of revenue,

and of subjects that consisted <>f figures, merely, being dis

puted. Mr. Fox said, that the answers he always gave was,

that those disputes arose on the abuse of averages. They

sometimes went on the average of two, sometimes of three,

&c. years. AH, Mr. Fox said, that lie wanted, was, tbat

they should fairly state the facts to the public, and leave

those facts to their judgement ; that they would let them fe

what was the average of two, three, four, and five years.

This was what was proposed by his honourable friend. On

the other side, they had endeavoured to evade it. The right

honourable gentleman had said, that he did not see the pro

priety of the third resolution of his honourable friend; that,

Mr, Fox siiid, he took to be the most material part of the

business. A more alarming circumstance, he said, had

never happened, than tbat of the Committee of 1786 laying

down a peace establishment, and the Committee of i"9[

adding to that establishment, at the lowest calculation, be

tween 4 and 500,0001. They had rever been told, Mr.

Fox said, by the other side of the House, that they were

about to undertake such expences; they had found them

selves in this situation, they knew not how; and they were

going, they knew not how, to lay on themselves and their

posterity, between 3 and ^oo,oool. after subtracting

iOO,oool. for the armv ; a id this extraordinary ex,«nce

could not have been defrayed, had it not Seen for the ex

traordinary resources, many of which c >u!d not be foreseen,

and would not recur.

Mr. Sttele Mr. Sieele said, he wished to reserve what lie had to lay

till they came to the third resolution of the honourable gen

tleman, when he thought he could prove, tluir the honour

able gentleman had taken averages most favourable to nil

purpose, and had not chosen that way which was best cal

culated to give the public a just idea of that business.

Mr.
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Mr. Sheridan replied that the advocates of the report of Mr>

1786 never could meet him before; and could not do it now, Shcrida«.

without taking into the account of the year 1790, many

sums that were anticipations of the revenue of the current

■year. Yet with all this, and their five years tinkering of

revenue laws, they were only able to shew an average ex

ceeding of about 50,0001. Strike <-ff what they had got by

new taxes and anticipations, and, he said, they would itill be

deficient to a great amount.

The amendment was agreed to, and the resolution so

amended, passed the Committee. ■

Mr. Sheridan then moved the second resolution.

Mr. Chancellor Pitt said, the collection of the existing Mr. Pitt,

taxes was not properly secured in the first part of the period

included in the resolution- It tended to milrepresent the ob

ject of inquiry befoie the Committee, and therefore he should

oppoie it.

Mr. Ft* observed, that the regulation in the collection of Mr. Fox.

taxes was expressly stated, in the report of 1786, as an ad

ditional resource. The resolution was true in fad, and there

fore fit to be told. Of its applicability, the public, whom

it most 'concerned, would judge. On this ground he would

agree to any resolution of tact, moved i y the Chancellor of

the Exchequer.

Mr. Sheiidan said, the resolution was taken from the re- Mr.

port 0s 1 ;86. Me had left out some words, because they Sheridan,

were more favourable to his argument than he thought it

required. Thele he would add as an amendment; and let

the Committee then vote, that words were not in the report,

which were copied from it, if they could.

Mr. Chanceilor Pitt laid, that whether other words were y[tm p;tt.

added or not, he should vote against it. The question was

no', whether the words of the resolution were in the report

or not, but whether it tended to convey a proper impression

of what the. Committee had to examine.

After some farther conversation the amendment was

agreed to, and the resolution so amended negatived.

Mr. Sheridan now moved the third resolution.

Mr. Ryder said, the amount of the land and malt taxes Mr.

was Hot taken from the actual produce of the several years,' Rydir.

hut from an average ; the Committee could not, therefore,

declare «s a fact that such had been the produce for the re

spective years. The actual produce could not be ascertained,

because arrears were still due on each of the years. He

should therefore move amendments, to leave out the land

and malt entirely, take the produce of the permanent taxes

for each year, then the averages for two, three, four, and

fivt
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Mr. Fox.

Mr.

Sheridan,

five years from 1786 to 1790, and averages backwards froo

1 790 to 1786.

Mr. Fox had no objection to the additional averages. The

first averages would shew how much the select Committee

of 1786 had erred in their calculation, for the true criterion

of it was the produce of the years nearest to it, and not oi

thole more remote. Many circumstances now existed, r*

said, by which the revenue was increased, which the Com

mittee of 17^.6 could not have had in their contemplation;

and while the circumstances, which they had in their con

templation, had undergone no material change, their esti

mate far exceeded the annual income. The great object

seemed to be toexclude the year 17S6 from every calculation,

than wlvch nothing could be more childish; for with just as

much propriety might another year be excluded, because it

bad been unexpectedly productive. The only rational prin

ciple was to take thegood years with the bad.

Mr. Sheridan did not object to taking averages backwards

from 1796, but then, he (aid. the anticipation of that year

on the current year ought not to be included. He enume

rated these anticipations, and the various new taxes included

in the .lccount of taxes existing in 1786, under the notion ot

their being only regulations. These points were debated on

the other side by Mr. Steele, Mr. Montagu, Mr. Pitt, ar*!

Mr. Rose.

At length the Committee agreed to the third resolution,

with its amendments.

Mr. Burden laid, he thought fiom the manner in which

the Committee was going on, they would be a long time

getting through the resolutions; he therefore proposed so

come at once to tiie-Ch.incellor of the Exchequer's resolution,

vote that, ami then go back to Mr. Sheridan's last reiolutwn

but one. Mr. Burdon said, he had at home bestowed a con

siderable deal of labour in drawing averages on the different

heads of receipt and expenditure stated 111 the report, and it

it was intended to change the report wholly into the shape of

resolutions, they ought to do it minutely; but his opinion

was, that it would be more advifeable to 'lay before thepub-

lic a general view of the subject, for which reason bemotcA

Mr. Pitt's last resolution but one.

Mr. Pitt. Mr. Cha-tcellor Pitt expressed an earnest desire to discuss

every one cf Mr. Sheridan's resolutions with him, ar^

(therefore hoped the honourable gentleman behind him, (Mr-

Burdon) would not press so extraordinary a proportion is

*th?.t of passing at once from the third of forty resolutions

of Mr. Sheridan's, to the seventh of his own.

Mr. Burdon said, as he found that his proposition did not

Mr.

Burdon.

Mr.

Burdon. triers
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ineet with the concurrence of that side of the House, he

would not persist in it. It was therefore withdrawn.

Mr. Sheridan said, he had scarcely supposed the honour- Mr.

able gentleman to he serious when he made his motion ; Sheridan,

and if he bad persisted, he believed no gentleman would have

seconded him in it. .

Mr. Torke said, the honourable gentleman waS mistaken, Mr.

for he had riser, on purpose to second it. He then stated to York*,

the House his opinion of Mr. Sheridan's resolutions.

The Committee proceeded to discuss the fourth resolu

tion, when Mr. Pitt moved to leave out the wor<l " not,*'

and to insert several amendments. After a long controveisy

between Mr. Sheridan, Mr. Fox, Mr, Steele, Mr. Rose,

and Mr. Pitt, the fourth resolution, with its amendments,

passed.

Mr. Pitt then proposed a new resolution, stating that the

produce of the land tax had increased 50,000!. in the course

ef the last five years, and the produce of the malt tax had

decreased 35,000!. in the same period; which pasted, and

the Chairman was ordered to report progress, and alk leave

to sit again to-morj'ow.

Tlie House adjourned.

Tuesday^ jtb June

Mr. Burke having moved, that the report of the Commit

tee to whom the petition of Mr. Joseph Fowke had been re

ferred, he taken into consideration, and the report being ac

cordingly read,

Mr. Burke then observed, that this was a case which, on Mr.

every principle of justice, humanitv, and compaflion, de- Burk^.

served the most serious attention of the House. It was the

cafe of a man aged seventy-five, suffering at this time under

a severe fit of the stone, palsied, and in fact loaded with in

firmities, afid weighed down with years. It might be asked,

why the report of a Committee to whom a petition had been

so long since referred, had not been made sooner? The rea

son, Mr. Burke said, was, that an application had been

nmide to the Court of Directors in hopes thatthey perphaps

might have been disposed to have given way in this business,

and to have done justice to an old, frail, and delerving ser

vant of the Company. No means had been spared for that

purpose, Mr. Burke said, as he thought no man ought to

come to that House for relief, but in the l ist resort, in the

greatest possible extremity. They had, therefore, staid to

see whether the Directors of the East-India Company would

do, what in fact was nothing more than their strict duty to

do. Tire petitioner, Mr. Burke said, was at this moment,

as he had already stated, extremely afflicted with the stone,

Vol. XXIX- 4 Q and
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and it was six and thirty years since he had entered into the

service of the Company. There was, it was true, an iatet-

val in which he did not serve the Company. The petitioner,

he said, as his petition stated, had several offices offered him

by the Company both at Madras and Bombay, which his

conscience would not permit him to accept, and during the

whole time he was in the Company's service, he conducted

himself with the greatest integrity and honour, and the

Company entertained the highest opinion of his character.

Mr. Burke here entered into a narrative of Mr. Fowke'i

history, stating the different offices he had held in India, aaJ

the faithful and meritorious services that he had rendered to

the Company. The Company, nevertheless, Mr. Burke

said, had positively refused him the pension to which he was

justly entitled. He declared, he did not wish to throw any

blame on the Court of Directors ; they might have reason to

justify their conduct, wholly unknown to him. The peti

tioner, Mr. Burke contended, had a demand of justice on

the Company ; he was, as it were, a man born in their own

house at Madras, when it was rather a factory, than the seat

of government for an Empire, and every part of his conduct

had received the approbation of his employers. Under these

circumstances, if there were no claims or justice, he stooM

think motives of common compassion would induce them to

assist him. Mr. Burke hoped the Directors would take Mr.

Fowke's cafe into consideration, and would not permit him

to die under the pressure of indigence and distress. If, how

ever, the Directors would not act from a fense of their own

duty, from a sense of justice or compassion, it was proper

that they fliould be admonished ; and Mr. Burke observed,

that the admonitions given through the medium of a de

clared resolution of that House, though it possessed not the

force of law in its rigid fense, yet had all the authority of any

thing short of actual law ; as a great Minister had formerly

seid, would have its effect, being tantamount to the declara

tion of a country gentleman, accidently surrounded by the

attornies and agents of men interested in obtaining a fense of

his opinion. Mr Burke added a variety of pertinent obser

vations on the subject.

That it appears to this House, " That the petitioner,

" Joseph Fowke, Esq. has proved the allegations of his peti-

«< tion."

Mr. Dundas seconded the motion, when the Speaker pot

the question.

Major Major Scott said, as he had the honour to be a Member of

S«ott. the Committee, he thought, it incumbent upon him to

give his reasons for not agreeing with the motion, which the

right honourable gentleman had made. It was because the

1. report
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report was very imperfect; for they had not examined tha

gentlemen in the Direction, as to certain assertions made by

them relative to their restrictions. He would, therefore,

inpve to recommit the report, for the purpose of summoning

tliose gentlemen. In the present state of the House the

Alajor said, he would wish not to divide upon the motion.

Mr. Alderman Le Mejur'ur said, he did not rise to oppose Mr Aid.

the motion, although he should decline giving any vote Le Mesu-

upon the subject; neither would he second his honourable ner.

friend's motion'; because, observing the number of Members

present, he did not wish to put an end to the business of the day.

'The Alderman said, he must take the liberty of declaring

that the report of the Committee was not accurate, in as

much as the facts stated in it were not true. The right ho

nourable gentleman had in his speech, in some measure correct

ed its inaccuracy. Mr. Fowke, it was true, had a place in India,

in the year 1780, from which he was afterwards removed by

the then government, and they gave him a pension; but the

circumstances of his cafe considered, he was not entitled in

the Alderman's opinion, to claim the benefit of the order of

1785. Mr. Fowke, the Alderman said, had not stated the

whole truth. To justify this assertion, Mr. Le Mesurier

referred to the circumstances of Mr. Fowke's cafe. He ad

mitted, that he had one thousand five hundred rupees per

month. That pension having been thought too much, and ,

it was taken away some years afterwards. He then had

400. But the Directors did not think him entitled to the

pension which he claimed as his right, on his return to En

gland, and therefore it was refused. The Alderman spoke

highly of the characters of Mr. Nathaniel Smith and Mr.

Deyaynes, the late Chairmen, as men of acknowledged hu

manity ; and after some general reasoning said, that if the

House of Commons thought proper to interfere' in this busi

ness, the Directors of the East-India Company would feel it

their duty to appeal from that House, to a House that was

better informed. [The Alderman was here called to order.]

Mr. Burke in reply, said, that they had heard abundant

reason, why they ought to come to a decision upon the sub- Burke.

ject. They now knew that the Court of Directors not

only acted wrong, hut that they could give no reason for

their conduct. All the Directors could fay was, that this

man had made a false report ; for that in 1785 at the time of

his coming away, he had 1500 rupees a month allowed him.

Mr. Burke asserted, that the Court of Directors had grossly

misrepresented the fact. It was true, that Mr. Fowke had

an office given him at Bengal by Mr. Hastings, producing

an income of 1500 rupees a month, but he was removed,

and it was given to another. He wished, Mr. Burke said,

4 O a t«
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to judge of men from their adioiii., and was not at the r*tat

'time desirous of casting blame upon any man; but he womU

ask, whether in the cast of the abuse of office, when a grtlt:'■

bo y cremed by Parliament, to whom that Housr had nee-

gated considerable powers, and when ihoie powers were ex

ercised to oppref 'nd. iduah, had not that House some r.gh:

to step in aud peverit !■ ch an improper exercise of power?

Si' -h conduct in the Directors as 'h*y' had pursued, Mr.

Burke contended, was a downright cheat on an afflicted, in

firm, frail, and helpless individual, who had spent thebefi

part of hi* life in their service, and whose family tad served

them ninety years. Lord Cornwallis said to him "go home

*' and get a pension." When he cafne home, the Directors

said, " you fhafl not have a pension, and we' will give no

" reason why. It is not our way to assign ;riy reason.

«' We will that an old and f.Vrhsul servant inall he exposed

** to the expence of 7001. a veaf, and that he may be sent to

" beggary, rum and w i etched ness." TKis conduct, he sai3>

w.is not to He overlooked by the House of Commons.

• Mr Burke having made some further remarks on the sub

ject, the question was jut on his first motion and carried.

He then moved,

That it appears to this House, " That the said Joseph

" Fowke is entitled to the provision or allowance engaged

" to l>e paid by the l.ast-.ndia Companv to their ter-

" vants npder certain descriptions, and under certain condi-

" tions expressed in the letter from the Court of Director?,

" of the -2 1st of September i 78 ^, to thi Governor General

" and Council of Bengal, from the time in which, by the said

" letter of theizistof Septetnhe- 1785, persons described in

" the said letter were to rec-ive the same." 1

Mr. Dundas seconded the motion.

Mtjor Major 5Vo/Mjpori this second motion, rose, and said, that

Scott, be felt it impossible to vote for a resolution, which certaily

carried a severs sting in it, against a respectable hodv of gen

tlemen, who had not been heard He conjured the House

to consult -their own dignity, before they came to a vote,

with such defective; materials before them. Mr. Fowke,

the Major said, had written a letter to the Directors, claim

ing a certain pensions That letser had been referred to a

Committee of ror~efpondence, consisting of ten or eleven

Members, who reported that Mr. Fowke was not of that

description of persons who was entitled to the pension; and

that report was confirmed by the Court of Directors. A

second appeal was made by Mr. Fowke. The report wn«

considered first by the Committee of correspondence, and

then by the Directors, who Hoth confirmed their former

report. It was surely, the Major said, an act of justice
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in the House, to know from the Directors the grounds

upon which they had come to that resolution, before they

declared a different opinion. He had the pleasure to be very

well acquainted with the gentlenvn in the Direction, and

he was convinced they were none of them capable of an act

of inhumanity or injustice, and therefore he wanted . to

know upon what grounds they had acted. As lie had been

appointed a leiriber of the Committee, lie wished from cir

cumstances w!.ich had formerly happened at Bengal, to take

every means in his pewer 'o act with the strictest justice and

impartiality ; and the House would remember, that Mr.

Fowke laid no fort of stress upon any services that either he

himself or his father had rendered the East-India Company,

hut rested :he claim merely upon the justice of his cafe.

Upon this principle therefore, the Major said, he had exa

mined it, and as far as he could make it out, admitting the

claim to be as strong as Mr. Fowke himself stated ir, he

was entitled as a matter of right to four hundred pounds a

year, from October 1788 to November 1789, and no

longer. Whether in consideration of the great age of Mr.

pon ke, and his having been first in the' service so long ago

as the year '735»' Fowke sliould be allowed four hun

dred pounds a year for the remainder of his life, was a consi

deration totally • distinct. 'Mr. Fowke had not made any

such plea ; but had merely gone upon his right; had ex

pressly declared that he asked no favour, and therefore all

the circumstances mentioned by the right honourable gentle

man (Mr. Burke) were totally foreign from th'e question be

fore the House. But the circumstances slated by the right

honourable gentleman, Mr. Burke, were' not only totally

contrary to the facts, Major Scott said, but directly contra

dictory to the allegations in Mr. Fowke's petition, which

\vas drawn with accuraev, and very correctly. The 1 ruth

was, that Mr. Fowke had first entered into the Company's

service' in 1735, that he had continued in the service until

1748, or 1750, when l e obtained a permission to go to

India, not as a Company's servant, but as a free merchant,

and to Madras, the plac« of his nativity; that in 1771', or

1 772, he came to Bengal, not as the Company servant, but as

a private merchant ; that he continued until 1778, when he

was appointed as senior merchant, fixed in that rank, and

with permission to reside ar Benares. It was a mere idea of

the right honourable gentleman, that the Directors had

given him any appointment of any kind; they had done no

such thing; but Mr. Hastings, in 1780, appointed him

Comptroller of Standing Orders, with a salary of 1 200

rupees a month. In 1782 <->r 9, that ossice was conferred

upon another, but Mr. Fowke was allowed to retain the sa

lary,
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lary, until 1785, when the Directors struck off the poft

which Mr. Fowke had heen appointed in 1780, aud from

which he was removed in 1782 or 3. They also struck of

his allowance of 1200 rupees a month, and he became as 1

servant out of employ, entitled only to the pension or al

lowance of his rank, which was four hundred rupee* a

month. In this situation he applied to Earl Cornwallis,

first for the office of President of Benares, next for a feat at

the Revenue Board, but was unsuccessful in both applica

tions. Then he applied to come to England upon the pen

sion, and had l*ave. The simple question then was this,

what was that pension ? Did .it mean that any person was to

rnjoy it for his life, or until the Directors should say, " no*

f you m3y gp qut, as we will pay you no longer." This

was the mere point of right, and upon this ground Mr.

Fowke had taken it up. For his part, the Major said, he

never would consent to cast such a stigma upon so many re

spectable gentlemen, as the resolution must do, until they

had been heard themselves, for it was not what Mr. De-

yaynes might fay, or h|s honourable friend, however they

might have argued the point, that could satisfy him. Ht

was convinced the Directors could have no private views to

answer, in negativing Mr. Fpwke's application ; and in the

House of Commons to fay, upon ex parts evidence, that

those gentlemen had acted unjustly, or hastily, without

hearing them, appeared to him very unbecoming the dignity

of the House. He certainly would not adjourn, the House

by calling for a division, but gentlemen ought to have the

whole matter before them, or they .were not competent to

come to a resolution, which after all could not be in any de

gree binding, if the Directors should be of a different opi

nion. Major Scott again said, that any merits of Mr.

Fowke were totally out of the question. He obtained the

pension not for merits but as his right. The Directors re

fused it because they said, he had no right, and he contended

that the Hquse were about \o give an opinion upon <x port*

evidence.

Mr.Dun- Mr. Dundas wished to say a sew words on the subject.

He said, he did not blame the Court of Directors as mean

ing to do otherwise than what was right, but they had cer

tainly totally mistaken, the whole of this business. He

knew perfectly well all the relative circumstances with re

gard to the order in question, which indeed was made by

himself, at a time when it was necessary to dp what perhaps

might be deemed harsh things to persons who had been long

in the serviceof the Company. It had been deemed abso

lutely necesf.iry, at that time, to displace and reduce the

income of many persons, who had been old servants of the

Company ;
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Company; and it was thought right at the time that they

stiould have an adequate allowance ; and as it was conceived

that they could live here, at home, on a smaller sum of mo

ney than in India, a provision was accordingly made, and

many of them came, in consequence, to this country, to

take advantage of that provision. Mr. Dundas said, he

apprehended the Company had no authority whatever to de

prive Mr. Fowke of his right, or to make any new order of

their own to counteract the purposes of government. In

deed he entertained no doubt but that when the Court of

Directors reconsidered the subject they would see it in the

proper light. He concluded, with observing, that the reso

lution was temperately expressed, and unexceptionable.

The question was then put on Mr. Burke's second motion,

and carried.

He was about to make a third motion, when he was told it

was unnecessary.

On the motion of Mr. Sheridan, the House resolved itself

into a Committee to take into their further consideration the

report of the public income and expenditure.

Mr. Jodrell in the Chair.

Mr. Sheridan said, that those of his resolutions which had Mr.

been already moved, had met with so discouraging a recep- SheruUn.

tion, that he now found he had nothing to gain, and that all

his exertions in their favour would be useless. Having ex

perienced, however, so much opposition to his statement of

the income of the country, he should not only try whether

the fame opposition would be continued to his statement of

its expenditure, and for this purpose go on with a few more

of his resolutions. He should take occasion at some future

period to bring them all forward in a form in which they

might be inserted on the journals of the House.

The resolutions, from the fifth to the tenth, were thea

read, and after some short and desultory conversation, suc

cessively negatived.

Here Mr. Ryder moved,

" That the total amount os the interest and charges of

" the public debt, and of the sums issued for the reduction

" thereof, of the charges on the aggregate or consolidated

" fund, and of the sum granted for the supplies, during the

" last five years, except the sum of 207,0001. which re-

" mained to be provided for in the present year, under the

" head of deficiency of grants, has been defrayed by the

■" produce within the said years of the permanent taxes, by

" the annual aids on land and malt, and by the sums arising

" from extraordinary resources, with the addition of a loan

" of one million raised by Tontine, and of 187,0001. raised

" by
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" by short annuities." Which motion, after some conven

tion, was carried.

They then proceeded to the eleventh resolution, upon

which, Mr. Pitt moved an amendment,

" That the (um for defraying the armament of 179', ami

" keeping up the additional number of seamen, was defrayal

" independently of the ordinary income."

This amendment was adopted. The twelfth, thirteenth,

and fourteenth resolutions were then read, and negatived.

The fifteenth was also negatived without a single ob

jection, stated.

The sixteenth was agreed to.

The seventeenth, with an amendment, enumerating the

several articles which raised the estimated expenditure of 1 791

so much above that of 17S6, was also agreed to.

Mr. Mr. Shsridan novT moved an additional resolution, ki sub-

Sheridan, stance " that tiie estimated expence of the n-avy, army,

u ordnance, militia, and miscellaneous services, hy the re-

" port of the Committee of 1791, exceeds that of the

" Committee of fS6 by 434,2931." which was agreed to.

The eighteenth was negatived and the nineteenth, as de

pendant on the former, Withdrawn.

On the twentieth,

Mr. Steele proposed amendments, stating the excess of the

sum voted for the service of 1791, above the estimate of the

Committee of 1 786, includes various articles of expence,

that will not occur again.

After some debate, « ,

Mr. Fox. Mr. -Fe* s«ud, the great excess of the sum voted for the

current year above ths estimate of the Committee of 1791,

the estimate of t' at Committee' having so much exceeded the

estimate of the Committee of 1786, shewed, that no credit

was due to any estimate. Gentlemen now endeavoured to

give reasons why the Committee of 1786 had been mistaken,

but it was of little importance to know how, since they bad

been so incredibly erroneous in their estimate of almost every

article of expenditure. Nothing appeared to him more

suspicious, than the manner in which the estimated expence,

in both cafes, was made to quadrate with the estimated in

come. In 1786, so much, it was said, would be the in

come, and so much the expence. In 1791 the income was

estimated at a much greater sum, and the estimate ofexpence

increased in the same proportion. Now, without pretend

ing to bring a charge against any of the officers who pre

pared the estimates of the several articles, with which the

Select Committee had nothing to do but to collect the sum

total, did not this afford a strong presumption, that the

estimates at the several offices were made out, not with any

view
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view of what was likely to be the probable future expence,

but on what would make the total expence neaily balance

with the total income? ■

Mr. Chancellor Pitt said, this was to suppose that the of- Mr. Pitt,

ficers who prepared the estimates, had not done their duty,

a supposition which the Committee could not entertain on a

mere surmize. That the estimated revenue noVv exceeded

the estimated expence, although both were increased since

1786, did not afford ground for such a supposition. The

increase of expence was accounted for ; and great would be

the merit on any future occasion, of suggeiting means by

which it could be reduced consistently with the iafety of the

country. Of that increase 200,000!. were for the navy, the

expence of which, in bis opinion, could not be reduced, and

he was sure would not require to be augmented. There

was, therefore, no reason for distrusting the estimates.

Mr. /ox observed, that the right honourable gentleman Mr. Fox,

had given as strong assurances that the estimate of 1786

would not be exceeded. They had been enormoufly ex

ceeded, and his assurances must now go for nothing. Mr.

Fox slid, he did not mean to bring a charge of falsifying

estimates against any man, because he had ho means of

proving it; but as a Member of Parliament, speaking.for

the peeple, he had a right to say, that the circumstances ha

had mentioned did afford a presumption that estimates

wore made out, not because such and such establishments

were necessary for the defence of the country, but because

therewa>. so much revenue to spend. It was a very serious

cause of alarnf to the people, he said, that they had no sure

ground of belief in any estimate of expence, or of the pro

bable burdens that must he imposed upon them. He hoped

they would feel the necessity of watching a Ministry, who,

with economy always irf their mouths, had added year after

year to the expence of establishments, in a period when the

country enjoyed a greater degree of external security than it

had ever done before; who instead of applying the increase

of revenue to the reduction of the debt, had increased the

expence as the revenue increased, and for several years out

run it. Such was the state of the finances that must be pre

sented to the public on their own shewing; and if this was

an agreeable statement to gentlemen, he wished them joy of

their sensations. In this situation, when gentlemen objected

to any source of revenue, as injurious to the public, they

were held out as inimical to the revenue. He did not agree

with his honourable friend (Mr. Sheridan), that a lottery

was altogether an improper source of revenue; but he did

most completely, that the extension of the excise was. It

was said, that the excise on tobacco had succeeded. He was.

Vol. XXIX. 4 P
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sorry for it ; for as he never could approve of any commuta

tion of liberty for revenue, lie must be sorry for the succdi

of any scheme that recommended the principle to the approba

tion of tlie House. Whenever any scheme of excite wai

proposed, he should treat with contempt all insinuation;

that to oppose it was to shew that he was hostile to therett-

nue; and, that which was fit and proper for him to do on

excise, was equally so for any gentleman on a lottery, or any

other means of revenue, which he thought prejudicial to the

liberty or the morals of the subject. The Committee, Mr.

Fox said, had thrown out many of his honourable friend's

propositions, without even attempting to shew that they

were false. They had, however, left sufficient to prove th?

fallacy of all former estimates, assertions, and piediction:,

respecting the expenditure; that they did not yet kno»

wheiT a peace establishment would take place ; nor whether

. " they were yet within half a million of the annual eipenc;.

The Secretary, at War professed himself incapable of mik

ing out false estimates.

^jr# Mr. Ryder said, the Committee of 1 786 had not failed in

Ryder. tr*e'r estimate of the revenue and the extraordinary aids; he

enumerated the additional expences of the army, navy, and

ordnance, which the Committee could not foresee; be-

stowed an encomium on the ability and candour of the Com

mittee of 179 1, and congratulated himself on having bftna

Member of it,

Mr. Fox. Mr. Fox declared, that he meant no reflection on the Com

mittee. They could only report, he said, on the papers hi

before them. Their estimate of the futoare revenue, be

hoped, would be verified; but he had no confidence what

ever in their estimate of expence. None of them had my

■ more reason to confide in it than he, nor had any of them

expressed the least confidence in ifc. He concluded with say

ing that the Committee of 1786 was admitted, od the face

of the accounts, to have been completely mistaken in all their

estimates of expence and extraordinary aids.

Mr. Pitt. Mr* Chancellor Pitt asserted, that the Committee of 17S6

were right in their estimate of extraordinary aids, if allow

ance were made for extraordinary expences.

Mr. Mr. Sheridan said, the Committee of 1786 was wrong cn

Sheridan, every statement, if fairly followed ; and to prove that thev

1 were right in any one instance, it was necessary to take part01

one and part of another.

Sir Chart. ^ir Charles Runbury (a Member of the Committee of 179')»

Buabury. fa'dj rhe Committee was not answerable for the estimates.

They had proceeded as mere accountants on the papers Ijid

* before them. They stated that such was the amount of the

tiftiinat.es fora peace establishment, without expressing any

* . f. 1 opini"
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opinion thnt such estimates were proper, much less recom

mending them to the House. For this reason he objected

to the expression in the 39th resolution, " That the Com -

" mittee proposed great increases to the peace establishment."

They did not, Sir Charles said, propose those increases; '

and he for one did not approve ot them. The peaceesta-..

folishment, in his opinion, ought to be under the estimate of

1786 Itjppeared to him, that the whole sum applied to

the discharge of debt, had arisen from the extraordinary aids,

and consequently, that in the last five years, we had spent a

million annually more than our permanent income. The ex

traordinary aids were now exhausted, and we had no resource <

left but frugality.

Mr. Montagu (another Member cf the Committee) said, . Mr.

the Members of the Committee were not even bound to vote Montagu,

for the increase of establishment in their report, unless, on •' '

examination, they ihould think it necessary. He had not

materials, he said, on which to form his opinion, and till

thole were before him, he had nothing for his guide but his

good opinionof Ministers, which was not sufficient ground for

voting money on.

Mr. Steele's amendments were introduced, and the resolu

tion agreed to.

The twenty-first and twenty-second were withdrawn.

The twenty-third was agreed to, with an amend

ment.

The twenty-fourth was negatived without any objection

stated.

In the twenty-fifth, •

Mr. Ryder introduced the substance of several others,

though in a very different form.

The twenty-sixth was withdrawn.

The twenty-seventh, eighth, and ninth were negatived

without any objection stated. - ..

Mr. Fox here observed, that the intention seemed to be to Mr. Fo«.

negative all that were evidently true, and could neither be

supported nor opposed by argument. . .

The thirtieth resolution was then read. Mr. Pitt moved

an amendment, that the words from " that," to " money,"

be left out, which was accordingly adopted.

The thirty-second, thirty-third and thirty-fourth resolu

tions were negatived.

Here Mr. Chancellor Pitt moved, " That during the said.

'« five years the sum of 5,424,5921. including 674,5921. ari-

*' sing from annuities expired or unclaimed, and from di-

" vidends on stock bought, has been applied to the reduction

" of the national debt, and that the annual interest on the

M stock bought, and the present amount of the annuities

4 P 2 expired
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u expired or unclaimed, appears to be 254,8041. in addition

" to the million annually charged on the consolidated fund."

Htd motion was put nnd carried.

The remaining resolutions, the thirty-fifth, thirty-sixth,

thirty-seventh, thirty-eighth, and thirty-ninth, a!l received

a negative.

1 he report was ordered to be received the next day.

iTThe Houfe adjourned.

Wednesday, Stb June.

The order of the day being read for receiving the report of

the Resolutions relating to the public Income and Expendi

ture, the fame was brought up by Mr. Jodrell, and the

question being put 011 the first resolution,

Mr Mr. Shcrietc n said, that unsuccessful as his exertions had

Sheridan. neen to obtain a true statement of the revenue and expendi

ture for the last five years, he would nor, as his opponents

had done, attempt to negative an v resolution of fact. The

resolutions which \v had moved, he was certain, exhibited a

more clear and correct view of the finances than those con

tained in the report, and for that reason he should move the

previous question.

The previous question was negatived, and the following

resolutions were severally agreed to :

" Resolved, That it appears that the Select Committee of

1786*, proceeded upon a supposition that the annual and

permanent taxes then subsisting, were likely to produce an

nually the sum of 15, -597,4711. viz. the land tax 1,967,650!.

the malt 'uty 632,350!. and the permanent taxes 1 2,7-97,47 il.

• " Resolved, That it appears, by the report of the Select

Committee of 1791s* that the produce of the said permanent

taxes, in the year 1786, was 11,836,5311., being Jess by

960,9401. than the sum estimated in the year 1787,

11,754,7951., being less by 42,6761. than the said sum

in the year 1788, 1 2,8 1 2,952!., being more by 15,481]. than

the said snm—in the year 1789, 13,209,8711., being more by

412,400!. than the said sum and in the year 1790,

13,782,3931., being more by 984,9221. than the said sum,

including 193,000!. being the amount of one fifty-third

weekly payments

" That the produce of the said taxes, upon an average of

the first two years (viz. 1786 and 17S7) amounted to

15,295,663!., being <;oi,8o81. less than the sum estimated.

** That the produce of the said taxes, upon an average of

* Vide the above Report, printed for J. Dcbrett, Pkcadilh/.

t Printed also for J. Debrett.

the
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the first three years, (viz. 1786, 1787, and 1788) amounted

to 12,468,00,21. being 329,3791. less than the sunreftinrated.

" That the produce or the said taxes, upon an average of

the first four years, (viz. 1786, 1787, 1788, and 1789)

amounted to 12,653,537!., being 143,9341, less than the

sum estimated.

" 1 hat the produce of the said taxes, upon an average of

five years, (viz. 1786, 1787, 1788, 1789, and 1790)

amounted to 12,879,308]. being 81,837!. more than tlit sum

estimated.

f That the produce of the said taxes, upon an average of

the last four years, (viz. 1787, 1788, 1789, and 1790)

amounted to 13,140,0021,, heing 342,5311. more than the.

sum estimated.

" That the produce of the said taxes, upon an average of

the last three years (viz.,1788* 1789, and 1 790) amounted

to 13,268,4051., being 470,9341. more than the sum esti

mated, i

" And that the produce of the said taxes, upon an ave

rage of the last two years (viz. 1789 and 1790) amounted to

1 3,496,13?!., being 698,6611. more than the sum estimated."

" Resolved, That in this calculation, the St^ect Commit

tee of 1791 have adverted to all the additional impositions-

which ought to have been deducted from their estimate, ex

cept tobacco licences, which amount in the whole to 8 1,7531.

and that they have made no allowance for the diminution

arising from the exemptions allowed in the horse tax, or for

the repeal of the tax upon linens and stuffs.

" Resolved, That no complete account can yet be given-

of the produce of the land and malt taxes for the last five

years.

" That the net produce of the land tax appears liable to

po material variation from year to year, and may he stated at

1 ,972,0001., being 50001. more than the sum estimated.

« That the net produce of the malt tax in the years 17S6,

1787, and 1788, appears to have been upon an average*

597,1711., being 35,1791. less than the sum estimated.

" Resolved, That it appears, by the Report of the Select

Committee of 1791, that the total amount of the interest

and charges of the public debt, and of the sums issued for the

reduction thereof, of the charges upon the aggregate and

consolidated fund, and of the sums granted for the supplies

(including the deficiencies of land and malt, the deficiency of

grants for the year 1785, and the amount of the prizes in the

lotteries of the several years, with the charges attending

them) has been, during the last five years, 88,116,9161.;

and that the whole of ^he above charges (except the sum of

407,000! j
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207,0001., which remained to be provided for in the present

year, under the head of Deficiency of Grants) has been de

frayed by the produce within the said five years of the per

manent taxes, by the annual aids on land and malt, and by

the sums arising from extraordinary resources, with the ad

dition of a loan of one million raised by tontine, and of

187,0001. raised by short annuities.

" Resolved, That, over and above the sums granted for

the supplies, there appears to have been an increase in the

navy debt within the laid period, which is stated at 457,950!.

and an arrear incurred in the Ordnance, under the head of

Unprovided, to the amount of 61,909!.; and that the defi

ciency of grants of the year 1790 exceeds that of the year

1785 by the sum of bo.590l.

" Resolved, That the sum voted for defraying the expence

of the armament of 1790, and for the charge of 6oco addi

tional seamen for the service of the present year (amounting

to 3,133,000) is not included in the above account ; but that

a separate provision has been made for discharging the same,

independent of the future income of the country, as esti

mated by the Committee of 1791.

"Resolved, That the Select Committee appointed in 1786

to examine and state the accounts relating to the public in

come and expenditure, and to report what might he expected

to be the annual amount of the said income and expenditure

in future, have stated the expected future expenditure upon

a permanent peace establishment, including the annual

million to he paid to the Commissioners, at the sum of

15^478,1811.

"Resolved, That the Select Committee, appointed in the

present year 1791 to examine into the amount of the public

income and expenditure during the last five years, and also

to report to the House what may be expected to he the

annual amount in future, state the expected expenditure,

upon a permanent peace establishment, including the annual

million to be paid to the Commissioners, at' the sum of

15,969,1781. which is exclusive of the sum of i2,osol.

since charged on the consolidated fund for the payment of an

annuity to his Royal Highness the Duke of Clarence; aod

that the above sum exceeds the permanent peace establish

ment, as stated by the Committee of 1786, by 490,997!.

of which 42,203!. is on account of the increase in the interest

and charges of the national debt, 2000I. on account of the

interest on Exchequer bills, 14,4991. on the difference in

the charges on the aggregate and consolidated funds, and ps

the produce of the appropriated duties, 200,oool. in the

navy, 148,842!. in the army, 27,0001. in the ordnance,
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4,31 il. in the militia, and 54,1421. in the miscellaneous ser

vices.

" Resolved.That the exceeding in the estimate stated by the

Committee of 1791, on the five heads of navy, army, ord

nance, militia, and miscellaneous services, above the esti

mate stated by the Committee of 1786, on the fame five head*,

amounts to the sum of 434,2951.

" Resolved,1 hat the Select Committee of 1791 do not ap- '

pear to have thought it their duty to inquire into, or to state

any opinion respecting the ground or necessity for such in

crease, under the above heads of service, the estimates and

accounts of which come annually under the revision of Parlia

ment.

" Resolved, That the expence of the present year, accord

ing to the services already voted, and exclusive of any extra

expence for the present armament, will amount to about

the sum of 16,833,9201. exceeding the permanent peace esta

blishment of the Select Committee of 1786 by the sum of

1,355,739—and the enlarged estimate of the Committee of

1 79 1 by the sum of 864,74a!. but that there is included in

the above sum of 864,7421. an excess of 131,4051. upon the

navy, which is more than accounted for by the sum voted

for the repairs of frigates in merchants yards, which expence

■will not recur again—and an excess of 107,484!. upon the

army, which is more than accounted for by no allowance

being made in the grants of this year for army savings,

similar to that which is made in the estimates of 1786 and

j 791, and by an advance of 71,5691. on account1 of troopj

- serving in India, which is to be repaid by the East-India

Company—and an excess of 68,676). upon the ordnance, of

which 61,9071. arises from the discharge of ordnance unpro

vided, and also, an excess of 557, 177I. under the head of

miscellaneous services, of which 432,4441. is on account of

American sufferers, an article of expence expressly excluded

from the estimates above mentioned, and the remainder

on account of various miscellaneous services peculiar to the

present year.

" Resolved, That the Select Committee, estimating upon ,

an average of the three last years, and adverting to the ad

ditional weeks receipt in 1790, have calculated the future

probable annual income at the sum of 16,030,786!. which

exceeds the future expenditure, as estimated by the said Com

mittee, by a sum of 6i,ic8"—that the above income is cal

culated upon a revenue which appears to have been pro

gressively increasing, and is exclusive of any addition to be

expected from the amount of the taxes of 1789, or from the

increased prodtice of the duties on tobacco—and likewise ex-

• elusive of the profits of the lottery, which amounted in the

present
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present year nearly to 300,000!. and of any sums to arise

from any incidental or extraordinary resources.

«' Resolved, That the money remaining due upon the

principal and interest or the American and East Floriih

Claims, which has been directed by Parliament to be pjni

by instalments, is stated to have amounted, on xoth October

1 1790, to 1,546,062). exclusive of the interest payable on

such part Of it as remains undischarged, and exclusive also of

farther annual payments and pensions to American Loyalists,

amounting to 54,21 il. per annum.

" Resolved, That, besides this article so stated by ths

Committee, it appears, from the ordnance estimate inserted

in their appendix, that the estimate of the future annual ex-

pence of that office is exclusive of such sums as are contained

in the estimate of the Board of land and sea Officers for

adJitional works for security of His Majesty's dock vards,

» and of any other fortifications, or other new works, to

be carried on in the West Indies, North America, or else

where.

*' Resolved, That, during the last five years, the sum of

5,424,5921. including 674,592!. arising fom annuities ex-

. pired or unclaimed, and from dividends on stock bought,

has been applied to the reduction of the national debt ; that

the sums by which the debt has been increased within the

same period; appear, by the report of the Select Committee,

to have amounted to 1,602*5891. leaving a balance of

3,82 2,003!. and that the annual interest on the stock bought,

and the present amount of the annuities expired or unclaimed,

appears to be 254,8041. in addition to the million annually

charged on the consolidated fund."

As soon as the foregoing resolutions had passed,

\fr> Mr. Sheridan said, that having given notice os his in-

Sheridan. tention to endeavour to get his resolutions put upon the

journals, which could not be done by moving them ina

Committee, he should now move the first.

Mr. Pitt. Mr. Chancellor Pitt said, that the resolutions having been

fully discusted in the Committee, he should move the previ

ous question on every one of them.

The following resolutions were then severally moved, and

the previous question put and carried on al', except the

last.

" That it appears that the Select Committee of 1786

proceeded upon a supposition, that the annual and perma

nent taxes then subsisting were likely to produce annually the

sum of (5,397,471!.

" That the Select Committee os 1786 state, that a far

ther considerable increase in the then subsisting taxes, be

yond
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■yond their estimate, might be expected, if the due collection

thereof could be secured by measures adequate to the pur

pose, and such as would probably afford an ample provision

for any deficiencies which might at any time be found in

certain extraordinary resources, before enumerated by the

said Select Committee;

" That it appears by the report of the Select Committee

of 1 791, that the produce of the said taxes, from the 5th

January 178610 the 5th January 1787, amounted only to

the sum of 14,405,7021. being 991,7691. less than the sum

estimated; -

«• That the produce of the said taxes, upon an average

of the first two years (viz. 1786 and 1787) amounted only

to 14,864,8341. being 532,6371. less than the sum esti

mated ;

*' That the produce of the said taxes, upon an average of

the first three year (viz. 1786, 1787, and 1788) amounted

only to 15,037,2631. being 360,2081. less than the Committee

estimated ;

" That the produce of the said taxes, upon an average of

the first four years (viz. 1786, 1787, 1788, and 1789)

amounted only to 15,222,7081. being 174,763!. less than the

Committee estimated ;

" And that the produce of the said taxes, upon an average

of five years (vjz. 1786, 1787, 1788, 1789, and 1790) has

amounted to 15,448,479!. leaving an exceeding of 51,0081.

beyond the estimate of the said Select Committee;

<e That in this calculation the Select Committee of 1791

have not adverted to all the additional impositions which

ought to have been deducted from their estimate;

" That the total net produce of the public income, upon

an average of the last five years (viz. from 6th January

annually, including a fifty-third weekly payment, to a

sum not exceeding the sum of 15,618,7751.

" That the average expenditure during the same period,

including the sums paid to the American Loyalists, and on

account of other temporary miscellaneous services, and the

sums issued to the Commissioners for discharging the na

tional debt; and adding the estimated expence of the militia

for the years 1789 and 1790; but exclusive of the expence

of the armament in 1790, and of any addition to the navy

debt since 1786; has amounted annually to a sum exceeding

the sum of 16,855,1091.

" That the average excess of expenditure beyond the

average income, during the above period, has amounted an-

 

(both inclusive) has amounted

Dually to a sum exceeding 1,236,3341.
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*' That the total net prociuce of the public income, vpoo

an average of the last three years, viz. from 6th January

1788 to 5th January 1791 (both inclusive) has amounted

annually, including a fifty-third weekly payment, to the sum

of 16,030,2861.

" T hat the average expenditure during the same period,

including the sums paid to the American Loyalists, and on

account of other temporary miscellaneous services, and the

sums issued to the Commissioners for discharging the na

tional debt ; and adding the estimated expence of the miliria,

for the years 1789 and 1790; but exclusive of the expence

of the armament in 1790, ai d of any addition to the navv

debt since 1786; has amounted annually to a sum exceeding

16,978,07311

" That the average excess of expenditure, beyond the ave

rage income, during the above period, has amounted annually

to 947,7871.

" That the expence of the armament in the year 1790,

separately provided for, and not included in the above ac

counts, has amounted to a sum exceeding three millions.

" That it appears that the addition to the navy debt since

31st December 1785 is estimated by the select Committee at

457,950!. and that, by an account delivered to the House

since the report of the Committee, this debt appears to have

been farther increased ;

" That the total amount of the exceeding" of expenditure

in the five years before stated, exclusive of this addition to

the navy debt, and of the expence of the armament in 1790,

amounts to the sum of 6,181,6701.

" That the extraordinary resources, by which this defi

ciency has been supplied during the above period, hav«

amounted to the sum of 6,191,1051. and have arisen from

the following articles; viz.

From respited duties paid in by the East-India

Company 523,500

From arrears of land tax granted prior to

17C6 — — — — 131,467

Ditto malt — — 14,875

From sums remaining in the Exchequer on 5th

January 1786 — — 1,172,119

From imprest monies, and monies re-paid 820,165

From money re- paid on account of advance

for Foreign secret service — 54,000

From sa-le of French prizes — — Si000

From army savings and Chelsea pensioners 1,091,147

From prosit on the annual lottery — 1,212,692

Raised
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Raised by. way of Tontine — — 1.002,140

Ditto by granting short annuities — 187,000

£.6,191,105

lt That from the nature of the articles which have com

posed these extraordinary aids, no similar assistance, to any

considerable amount, can be expected in future, excepting

from the article of a lottery, should the legislature continue

to think it right to avail itself of that expedient ;

'* That the select Committee, appointed in 1786 to exa

mine and state the accounts relating to the public income and

expenditure, and to report what might be expected to be

the annual amount of the said income and expenditure

in future, have stated the expected future expenditure upon

a permament peace establishment, including the annual

million to be paid to the Commissioners, at the sum of

15,478,181!.

" That the select Committee, appointed in the present

year 1791 to examine into the amount of the public income

and expenditure during the last five years, and also to report

to the Mouse what may be expected to be the annual amount

in future, state the expected expenditure, upon a permanent

peace establishment, including the annual million to be paid

to the Commissioners, at the sum of 15,969,1781. a sum

exceeding the permanent peace establishment, as stated by

the Committee of 1786, by 490,997!.

*' That in the report of the select Committee in 1786,

the accounts are stated to have been prepared on a calcula

tion of a permanent peace establilhment towards the end of

the year 1790 ;

" That the select Committee of 179 s state no time when

their estimate of a permanent peace establifliment may be

expected to commence ;

" That the expence of the present year, according to the

services already voted, and exclusive of any extra expence

for the present armament, will amount to the sum of

1 6,833,920!. or more ; exceeding the permanent peace esta

blilhment of the select Committee of 1786 by the sum of

1,355,739!. and the enlarged estimate of the Committee of

1791 by the sum of 864,7421.

" That the select Committee of 1786 calculate the a-

mount of the permanent peace establishment, under the

five heads of navy, army, ordnance, militia, and miscella

neous services, at 3,913,2741. viz.

Navy — — — i,8oo,oco

Army — — — 1,600,000

4 Q_2 Ordnanc*
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Ordnance — — 348,000

Militia — — — 91,000

Miscellaneous Services — 74,274

£-3>9*3>274

£< That the select Committee of 1791 calculate the a-

mount of the permanent peace establishment, under the

same five heads of navy, army, ordnance, militia, and

miscellaneous services, at 4,347,5691. viz.

Navy — — 2,000,000

Army — — 1,748,842

Ordnance — — 37&000

Militia — — 95>3'*

Miscellaneous Services — 128,416

exceeding, in these five articles, the estimate of 1786, by

the sum of 434,2951.

" That the select Committee of 1791 do not appear to

have thought it within their province to enquire into, or to

state any ground or necessity for, such increase ;

" That the sums voted for the service of the present

year under the above heads, but including no provision for

the present armament, are as follow :

Navy — — 2,131,000

Army — — 1,853,000

Ordnance — — 443,000

Militia — — 95>3M

Miscellaneous Services, including the

sums to the American loyalists, and

other allowances — — 690,000

£.5,212,311

exceeding the estimate of 1786 by the sum of 1,199,0371.

and the estimate of 1791 by 864,7421. but deducting the

sum of 306,0001. of the sum voted to the loyalists, as being

to be defrayed by the profits of the lottery, then exceeding

the estimate of 1 786 by the sum of 993,0371. and the esti

mate of 1 79 1 by the sum of 558,7421.

" That the select Committee, estimating upon an average

of the three last years, and adverting to the additional week's

receipt in 1790, have calculated the future probable annual

income at the sum of 16,030,2861. exclusive of the profits

on a lottery ;

« That
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" That the receipt of each of the two last years appears

to have considerably exceeded that sum ;

That in the receipt of the latter year, the great increase

appears to have arisen under the head of excise ; and that,

in the articles of spirits and spirit licences alone, the exceed

ing in the receipt of the year 1790, over the receipt of the

year 1786, amounts to the sum of 599,355!'

" That it appears to have been highly proper in the select

Committee to calculate, upon anaverageof three years at least,

the future expected income ; at the lame time it appears to

this Committee, that, on a review of the whole of the ac

counts, the future income may reasonably be expected to a-

mount to the sum estimated by the select Committee;

" That upon this estimate, it appears that our future in-

pome is calculated as likely to exceed our future expenditure

by the amount of 6i,io8l. per annum.

Income — — 16,030,286

Expenditure — — 15,969,178

balance. £. 61,108

'f That this balance is wholly inadequate to provide for

those extraordinary expenccs which are actually foreseen

and admitted by the select Committee; for, though the se

lect Committee slate, that they do not conceive that " it

" falls within their province to consider what other extraor-

" dinary expcnces, not included in any estimate before them,

" may occur in a course of years ;" yet they further state,

that " the only article of this nature, which has been brought

*' distinctly under their view, is the amount of the money

" remaining due upon the principle and interest of the Ame

s' rican and East Florida claims which has been directed by

" Parliament to be paid by instalments:" And it further

appears, that this article, so distinctly brought to the view

of the select Committee, is slated by them to have amount

ed, on i oth of October 1790, 101,546,062!. exclusive of

the interest payable on such part of it as remains undischarged,

and exclusive also of further annual payments and pensions

to American loyalists, amounting to 54,2111. per annum.

" That besides this article, so stated by the Committee,

it appears from the ordnance estimate, inserted in their ap

pendix, that the estimate of the future annual expence of

that office is, " exclusive of such sums as are contained in

" the estimate of the board of land and sea officers, addi-

te tional works for security of His Majesty's dock yards, and

«' of any other fortifications, or other new works, to be

•* carried on in the West Indies, North America, or else-

" where;"

« That
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" That to meet these heavy articles of inevitable extra

expence, or the expence attending the present armament, or

for any future exceeding under the head of " miscellanies,"

beyond the sum last estimated, the select Committee refer

\ts to no extra resource that can be relied on, but that of a

lottery.

" That admitting the future income to meet the estimated

expenditure, or even so to increase, as with the aid of a

lottery to satisfy the above certain extra demands, in the

course of the five years next ensuing, yet will the public

income remain wholly unequal to afford the smallest aid to

any new and unforeseen demand that may arise, either for

any armament or any other unforeseen contingency within

that period, or to spare the smallest surplus towards ths re

duction of the unfunded debt, already increased to a degree,

and continued at an amount, wholly unprecedented, in time

of peace, in the anna's of this country;

" That the experience of the three last years, in the

course of which the unexpected and heavy ex pence of two

armaments has been incurred and satisfied, while a third re

mains to be provided for, would render it highly improvi

dent in this Committee not to advert to the probability of

similar events recurring ;

" That the sum stated by the select Committee to have

been actually applied to the dischargees the public debt,

amounts to 4,750,000!. from which it is admitted that there

should be deducted the tontine million increased on the navy

<1ebt, and other articles ot debt contracted, to the amount of

1,('02,589!. leaving a balance of 3,147,411b

" That in the account of the debt contracted, no allow

ance is made for such' part of the old navy debt as now

bears interest, and which must be- considered as additional

debt; nor are the Ihort annuities granted in 17S9 admitted,

although the instalment repaid, instead of being paid over to

the Commissioners for reducing the national debt, was ap

plied to the services of last year;

" That the annual interest of the capital stock, stated to

have been purchased by the Commissioners for reducing the

national debt, up to the first of February 179', amounts to

the sum of 203,170!. from which is to be deducted the in

creased annual charge for the interest of the tontine loan,

viz. 42,262b leaving the sum in favour of the Commissioners

160,908!. and if from this sum a further reduction i< made

for the incre ase of interest on the navy debt, stated, since

the report of the select Committee, to amount to 49,8SSi.

that sum will be reduced to iti,O20l.

" That the permanent addition to the peace establishment,

stated by the select Committee of 1 791 as to remain on the

five
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five articles before enumerated, amounts to 434,295!. so <

that, while an annuity to the amount of 111,020!. has

been redeemed by the Commissioners on behalf of the pub

lic, in the form of re-purchasing debt, an annuity of four

times that amount is proposed'to be entailed on the nation,

in the form of increased establishment."

Mr. Sheridan now observed, that compelling the Chan- Mr.

cellor of the Exchequer to resort to the previous question, Sheri4*»r

was precisely what he had in view, as it {hewed that the

right honourable gentleman felt the resolutions to be facts,

and durst not allow them to stand on the journals as nega

tived. Mr. Sheridan said, the last of his resolutions, witli

a little alteration in the preamble, was as applicable to the

resolutions adopted by the House, as to those with which it

was originally connected, and he mould take the fense of

the House upon it. He then moved,

" That upon due consideration of the report made this

" day from the Committee of the whole House, to whom

" the consideration of the report from the Select Committee

" of 1 79 1 was referred, and also upon consideration ot the

" two reports of 1791 and 1786, and of the several accounts

" before the House relative to the public income and expen-

" diture, it appears proper and necessary to declare, that the

" great increases proposed to the permanent peace establish-

" ment, in the report of 1791, ought not to be considered

as receiving countenance or approbation from the House

" of Commons, until the causes of the fame shall be explain-

" ed, and the necessity of them made manifest."

Mr. Chancellor Pitt said he lhould certainly oppose it, and

the House divided;

Ayes, 19; Noes, 34. Majority, 15.

The following report from the Committee which had fat

several days in an inquiry respecting the application of mo

ney granted for Carlton House, was brought up by Lord

Sheffield, the Chairman :

" The Committee appointed to inquire respecting the ap

plication of the money voted for the additions to, and the

furnishingof, Carlton House, have, in obedience to the or

der of the House, proceeded therein.

_ " Your Committee find that the sums voted bv Parliament

for the additions to, and furnishing of, Carlron House,

amounting to 55,2001. were issued from the Treasury to

Mr. Lyte, Treasurer to his Royal Highness the Prince of

Wales, at various times; and that, by the express command

of his Royal Highness, the said sums were set apart and kept

separate in an account at Messrs. Ransom, Mgreland, and

Hammerfley's, and made subject to the order of Mr. Henry

1 Holland,
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Holland, the architect, to be applied to the purposes for

which they were issued.

" And your Committee farther find, that the whole of

the said money has been paid to Mr. Holland, excepting the

sum of 4,4501. paid by Mr. Hammerfley to the upholsterer, on

account, for furniture.

" It appears to your Committee, that the money so re

ceived by Mr. Holland has been paid to different persons era-

ployed in the works of Carlton House, whose names, and

the sums paid to each, have been laid before your Commit

tee.

It appears, that such payments have been made on an

open account, leaving a considerable balance due for wort

already done: and it also appears to your Committee, that

the additions to, and furnishing of, Carlton Honse, are in

complete.

" It also appears to your Committee, that the estimate of

the 14th of May, 1787, is stated by Mr. Holland as having

been made in great haile: that the fame appears to have V*en

referred, in July following, by the command of the Prince

of Wales, to the Officers of His Majesty's works ; who de

clined giving any opinion on the particulars thereof, farther

than that tlie prices proposed to be allowed to the tradesmen,

as far as they went, agreed with those usually allowed in

His Majesty's works.—That no other estimate was formed

till his Royal Highness ordered the estimate of November

1789 to be prepared; which estimate was afterwards re

duced nearly one half, by his Royal Highness himself.

" That in the title as this last estimate there appears a ma

terial error, in referring to the date of the application to

Parliament in 1787, and stating articles of furniture as be

ing for other state rooms not then projected ; the meaning of

which is now explained by Mr. Holland to be this, that it

is an estimate of furniture intended to replace articles de

signed to be used befora any state rooms were projected, and

certain articles of which were intended to be employed in the

state rooms, until an alteration was made in the plan of fur

niture, as stated and explained in the letter of Colonel Hulfe

and Mr Holland, of November 17th 1789, which is before

the House; but that the state rooms are the fame as described

in the building estimate of May 14th 1787, and that no new

buildings or rooms have been added, although some altera

tions have been made in the arrangement of the apart

ments.''

Lord Lord Sheffield observed, that an essential part of his object

Sheffield, in proposing a Committee had been answered; that it had

been clearly proved that the money granted had been fairly

expended, and applied to the purposes for which it was voted, /

and [
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and that by the express command of the Prince of Wales, it

had been entered in a separate account at his bankers, to be

answerable only to demands for building and furnishing

Carlton House. The sum voted, his Lordlhlp said, proved

by no means answerable to the expence at Carlton House;

many had looked on these works as public works, and had

considered the public as answerable. It was not supposed

that Parliament had limited the expence of the Palace for a

Prince of Wales to the sum first voted. Several families

•were greatly distressed, and likely to be ruined by the non

payment of bills tor work done at Carlton House. The

Prince, as was well known, for he had no communication

with his Royal Highness, felt strongly for their distresses.

It was unfit such a business should remain on such a footing.

It was at the fame time, difficult to make any proposition

that would be satisfactory. He wished not to propose new

burthens, although, perhaps, it would be only prudence

then, to settle the business. His Lordlhip concluded with

saying he certainly should not propose any thing that could

be thought disrespectful to His Majesty, or that was not

likely to meet the general wishes of the country; but if he

found it would be acceptable to the House, he should move,

** That the report, with an humble address, be submitted to

« His Majesty."

Mr. Chancellor Pitt said, the noble Lord had done wisely Mr. Pit*

andjudiciously in not making a motion on the subject in so

thin a House, and so advanced a period of the session. He

was sure that no motion would have received the general con

currence of the House.

Lord Sheffield thought the best way would be to submit the

whole to His Majesty's consideration.

Mr. Sheridan recommended it to his Lordship to move, Mr.

«l That the report lie on the table and be printed," The Sheridan,

object was, that the whole transaction might be fairly

known, and the misrepresentations done away which had

been circulated respecting it. This he wished more particu

larly ; on account of the extraordinary mistake of keeping

back a paper (No. 5)*, which he had long eon:ended was

delivered in at the Treasury, and which was at length pro

duced. The omission had made a deep impression on many

* The following is a Copy of ihc Paper alluded to by Mr. Sheridan;

Hinay Holland io Account for the Works at Carlton House.

Amount of cash received from August 1787, to November 14,

17*9 „ • .,; - - £"-S°.75° ° •

Amount of c^lh paid from August 13, 1787, to Nov 14,(789 J9>374 8 9

^ In hand >, 37c ti 3

Yot. XXIX. 4 R gentle-
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gentlemen; and was the more extraordinary, as the paper

was the most important of all, shewing how the money hid

been applied; and the papers first presented, among which

another was substituted for this, containing a note signed

George Rose, stating, " That the Commissioners of the

*' Treasury had no official knowledge of the application of

" the money, after it was issued." Mr. Sheridan said, he

did not mean to take any farther notice of this ; but he hoped,

that those in whose care the paper was, would be severely

reprimanded by their superiors for the neglect.

The report was ordered to be printed.

The following Report from the Committee appointed to

inquire into the manner in which an act, made in the lid

year of the reign of his late Majesty King George the Se

cond, intitled, ** An act f:>r enlarging and maintaining the

" harbour of Ramsgate, and for cleansing, amending, and

" preserving the haven of Sandwich," has been carried into

execution, &c. Sec. was laid 011 the table.

" The Committee appointed to inquire into the manner

in which an act made in the 22d year of the reign of his late

Majesty King George the hecond, intitled, "An act for en-

" larging and maintaining the harbour of Ramsgate, and for

" cleansing, amending, and preserving the haven of Saud-

" wich," has been carried into execution; what rates and

duties have been imposed, and what sums of money have

been collected by virtue thereof, and to what purposes such

money has been applied ; and to report the fame, with their

observations thereupon, to the House: and to whom the

petition of the merchants and ship owners of the port of Lon

don; and also, the petition of the merchants and ship own

ers of the port of Scarborough ; and also, the petition of the

merchants and ship owners of the port of Hull; and also,

the petition of the merchants and ship owners of Sunderland,

in the county of Durham; and also, the petition of the

merchants and ship owners of the city and port of Brfstol;

and also, the petition of the merchants and ship owners of

the town and port of Newcastle; and also, the petition of tlie

merchants and (hip owners ofWhitby, were severally re

ferred: and who weie instructed to take into consideration

an act passed in the 5th year of the reign of his present Ma

jesty, intitled, " An act to enluige certain powers granted

" by an act passed in the 22d year of the reign of King

" George the Second, intitled, An act for enlarging and

" maintaining t!ia harbour of Ramsgate, and for cleansing

" amending, atid preserving the haven of sandwich," have

examined the matters to them referred; and have agreed to

repor
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report the same, together with their observations thereupon,

to the House ; which report is as followeth, viz.

" It appeared to your Committee, that the Trustees acting

in the execution of the act of the 22d of his late Majesty

King George the Second, have erected the piers, docks, and

other works described in the annexed plan, and did in the

year 1749 impose the following rates or duties, viz. 3d. per

ton on vessels from 20 to 300 tons ; id. per ton on vessels of

upwards of 3COtons; and i|d. for every chaldron of coals

and ton of stone; which rates or duties continued till the

year 1768: and in the year i768 the Trustees imposed, in

lieu of the, former, the following rates or duties, viz. gjd.

per ton on vessels from 20 to 300 tons ; 1 |d. per ton on ves

sels above 300 tons, and i|d. for every ton of stone and

chaldron of coals; which last mentioned rates or duties con

tinued for one year : and in the year 1769 the Trustees im

posed, in lieu of the former, the following rates or duties,

viz. 6d. per ton on vessels from 20 to 300 tons ; 2d. per ton

on vessels above 300 tons ; and 3d. for every chaldron of

coals and ton of stone; which last- mentioned rates or duties

continued without variation from that time hitherto ; and

by means of the said rates or duties, there hath been col

lected, to Midsummer 1790 - £.371,882 8 3|

Deduct for allowance to

collectors, the sum of £.23,022 10 of

Ditto for losses by bad

debts - - 433 7 9s

' 23,455 17 ioi

348,426 10 5

The Trustees have raised and received by

sale of annuities - - 87,521 5 4

The Trustees have received by rents of

estates vested in them, and for dividends .

of funds purchased out of the produce

of the collection up to 1790, now stand- ;

ing in the names of the Trustees after-

named, the sum of - - 12,992 8 5

448,940 4 2

The Trustees, out of the monies col-

1 lected and raised as aforesaid, have

expended the following sums of mo

ney to Midsummer 1 790, viz.

4R a Tn
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In works at th« harbour,

the sum of - - 219,700 O 6

In payments toSandwich

Haven, annuities, sa

laries, and gratuities

to officers, and contin

gent expences, the sum

of - - I53>°°7 18 3

In the purchase of public

funds, the sum of - 37>378 10 O

Making together the sum of - 4s0,086 8 9

Which leaves a balance of - 38,853 15 5

Of which balance there is in the hands of

the Treasurers the sum of - 33>°34 T4 *°

There is now standing in the names of Alexander Auberr,

Esq. and Arnold Mello, Esq. joint Treasurers of the Cud

trust, the following public funds, purchased with the monies

railed and collected as aforesaid, viz.

Bank 3 per cent, consolidated annuities - £.40,000

Bank 4 per cent, Annuities - - 10,000

" The Trustees are possessed of a lease of a dwelling houfe

and other buildings, in Austin Friars, London, used for the

purpose of carrying on the business relating to the harbour,

which lease was granted by Richard Henry Clarke and

others, to the said Arnold Mello, and others of the trust, for

the term of 60 years, from Lady Day 1788, at the clear

yearly rent of 60I. upon which premifles the Trustees ha?e

expended, in repairs thereof, in the years 1788 and 1789 the

sum of 3,500!, and upwards.

" The Trustees have purchased freehold property at

Ramsgate, part .whereof is let °ss> and the annual rents

amount to 37I. 5s. clear.

" It also appeared to your Committee, that the accounts

of the Treasurers of the said trust have Keen audited and

passed by the Lord Mayor and Aldermen of the city of Lon^

don, in pursuance of the sai l acts, from the commencement

thereof to the 24th day of June 1787; but from that time

the accounts of the Treasurers have not been passed by the

said Mayor and Aldermen, although presented to them for

that purpose, they the said Mayor and Aldermen considering

that large sums of money had been expended contrary to the

spirit and intent of the said acts of Parliament, as appears by

the renorr of the Committee of the laid Mayor and Alder

men, dated 1 2th April last, appointed to audit and examine

the laid accounts.
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«' It also appeared 'o your Committee, that the armuitiet

payable to the now surviving annuitants amount in the whole

to the sum of 1,093). ^d. annually, as appears in the

Appendix, No 1; and that the sums annually paid in sala

ries and gratuities to Officers, do amount in the whole to

the sum of i,i<,jl. which salaries and gratuities, together

-with the employments of Officers, appear in the Appendix,

l^o 2.

«* It farther appeared to your Committee, that the re

venue has exceeded the expenditure very considerably, and

that it is an unnecessary burthen on the public to raise so

great a sum, however useful the said harbour has proved ;

and there being the said balance os 33,034.1. 14s. lod. in the

Treasurers hands in June 1790, and the income arising from

the money invested in the public funds being more than fuf*

sic lent to keep down the growing payments of the annuities

(the whole whertof, from the advanced age of the annui

tants, may be exptcted to end in a few years) your Commit

tee observe, that the present acts are defective in powers at

to the appropriation of the funded property, the internal

Government and regulation of the harbour, and in other par

ticulars. Whereupon,

♦* Your Committee have directed the Chairman to move

the Houle for leave to bring in a bill to explain, amend, and

extend the powers of two acts, the one made in the 22d year

of the reign of his late Majesty King George the Second, in-

titled, " an act for enlarging and maintaining the harbour

*• ofRamfgate, and for cleansing, amending, and preserving

*( the haven of Sandwich;" the other made in the 5th year

of the reign of his present Majesty, intitled, " An act to en-

*' large certain powers granted by an act passed in the 22d

year of the reign of King George the Second, intitled,

*' an act for enlarging and maintaining the harbour of Rams*

*' gate, and for cleansing, amending, and preserving the ha*

*' ven of Sandwich,"

APPEN
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April16th,17914^LISTofANNUITANTSsupposedfbenowliving.

"3,

Whenpurchased.

i1stDecember.

«754-

20thDecember.

<.LnI755-

aothSeptember.

1758.

S2tlDecember.

»759-

21stDecember.

1760.

26thSeptember.

1761.

8thMay.

24thSeptember.

«763-

15thDecember.

No.

t 3 7576 81 8586 95 101 102

MaryFowler,Topshnm,Devon
SusannaMarshall,Paradisestreet

JohnCrelleis,SouthamptonRow

GeorgeRussell,Rotherhithe—

Age.
45 45 39 50

CharlotteCranwell,atRodbard'sGroveLane,Camberwell32

RichardLloyd,Gray'sInn——48

JeanAngeliqueBertraud,atMr.Tulford's,Berwickstreet51
BenigneMariedeBrusie,atMr.Jackson's,Hollandstreet44

enigne

AnnaMariaMore,LoftHouse,York

HenryBingley,Yorkshire—

115SarahPointing,St.Thomas'sHospital

126FrancesBeagham,Halfmoonstreet,Piccadilly

127Ditto—ditto—

141MaryTindall,Chelmsford,Essex—

5*
48 35 45 45 SA

Sumspaid.

£.s.J.
200oo 500oo 100oo 800oo

300ooj

650o 600o 500o 10325 1050o 2000 500o

40000)

260o0

Annuity.

14oo 35oo 600 56oo 19100 50Oo 48oo 37100 80oo 80oo 14oo

37io0

3000 20oo~

> > M H t>



1764.

20thDecember.

1765.

19thDecember.

1766.

J8thSeptember.

1767.

18thJune.

•.24thSeptember. 17thDecember.

176U.

16thJune.

itASeptember.

148MargaretParr,Hertfordshire——-

155MargaretHardwick,Westham,Essex

158Ditto—

ifypLucyTindall,Oxford.

j01ElizabethUdny,Glosterrow,QueenSquare

163ElizabethTindall,Devonstiire—
165SarahSmith,Mortlake,Surrey—

169HenrySouthby,Bath—

171MaryLucas,Greenwich

173MaryHarnage,Sherborne,Dorsetshire

175lohnBeafley,Chiswellstreet

177MaryMacartney,PuddleDockHill

179AnnSiddall,Richmond,Surrey—

185MaryRingrose,Essex—

186HannahMaryBormin,Gieenwich—

ib9RobertWainwright,Looton,Bedfordshire

190FrancesPynyott,Chapelstreet,Soho
r95ElizabethForster,Plympton,Devon

196AnnFoster,ditto—

2COMaryRingrose,Essex—

203SusannahMarshall,Rotherhithe—

,+6 54 54 42 55 40 55 5348 -34 4528 -483848 45 37 4i 39 —63

666134 200oo

200o 300o 400o

3°»°

600 575 250 100 500 ICO 1000 200 350 500 700

o o o o o 0 o 0 o 0 o 150o 150o 100o 500o

o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o

IO932

6
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APPENDIX, No. 1.

OFFICERS employed under the Trustees of Ramlgate Harbour.

j. d.

'William Evans, Secretary — — 35° 0 0

Thomas Evans, Clerk — — 0 0

Allowance to Housekeeper, for which (he is to find Ser

vants, and all other neceflary Articles — — SO 0 0

John Smeaton, Engineer — — 250 0 0

Samuel Patman, Storekeeper — —■ 100 0 0

Henry Cull, Mason — — 100 0 0

George Strivens, Harbour Master — — •5 0 0

Stephen Heritage, Agent at Ramsgate — — SO 0 0

Christian Nation, Messenger — — 40 0 0

Allowance to Edmund Hurst, late Mason — — 4° 0 0

Da William Curling, late Harbour Master — 3°
0 e

Total per Annum — — ».*55
0 e

The following Papers were also bid upon the table, for the pernsil

•f th« Members :



oAnAccountoftheQuantityofRumandMelasses,exportedfromtheBritishWestIndiestoallParts,intheYearsg
1787,1788,and1789,distinguishingeachYear,andtheCountriestowhichexported.j»

MELASSES.

Gallons. 20,192 IOOO1 21,192

1789.

RUM.

Gallons.

3>396>653 754,700 668,470 1,485,461 143.443
43.45°

6,492,177

MELASSES.

Gallons.
24,889 3»923 28,812

1788.

3,646,667688,050 652,200

i>54i>°93

222,512 19,810 6>77°>332

RUM. Gallom.

MELASSES.

Gallons. 26,380 4,200 30,580

1787.

2,251,346 344,150 885,186 1,660,155
345>75°9>56°

,5>496.'47

RUM.

Gallons

.GreatBritain

BritishColonies

StatesofAmerica

ForeignWestIndies■

SouthernPartsofEurope

Africa

•

(y,Ireland



AnAccountoftheTotalQuantityofSugarimportedfromtheBritishWest-IndiaIslandsintoGreatBritain,inthe under-mentionedYears.Also,anAccount,forthefamePeriods,oftheQuantityofRawandRefinedSugars
exportedfromGreatBritain;distinguishingtheQuantityexportedtoIreland,andotherPartsoftheEmpire,

fromtheQuantityexportedtoForeignPaits;

OO
M

Year1772

•773

'774 '775 1787 17881789

■1■>90

RefinedSugar*T)

exportedtoForeign>>

>Parts.

Cwt.qrs.Ibs.>

3,677OOg5»77290w

5,949O17£

46,7553225 > 52,4733'9S

58,25026 118,033122 105,89221

RawSugarexport

edtoForeign

Parts.

Cwt.qrs.Ibs.
1,391226

2,3971% 11,950O2

%>3*5312 2,7791'6 6,575020
4,4613J5

15,011215

RefinedSugarex portedtoIreland,
andotherPartsof

theEmpire.

Cwt.qrs.Ibs.
27,623323

23'77»3r7
28,139325 23.034326 24,26120 »7»«5°3920,506117

i3»968'17

RawSugarexportedtoIreland,and otherPartsofthe

Empire.

Cwt.qrs.Ibs.
172,26925184,252217 211,304125255,686216 196,636320 138,681319 149,35120 127,10443

QuantityofBritish

PlantationSjgarimJ

ported.

Cwt.qrs.Ibs.
1,786,045OI 1*762,3873*5

2,015,911I15

2,002,22438 1,926,121032,065,700012 '»935.223221 1,882,005017

5



AnAccountoftheQuantityofBritishandForeignPlantationSugars,importedintoNorthAmerica,inthefol

lowingYears;distinguishingeachYear,andtheBritishfromtheForeignSugars.

ForeignPlantation

Sugar.

Cwt.qrs.lbs. 45>43700

3*035**

31,46600

5J»33300

BritishPlantation

Sugar.

lbs. 0 3 0 0

Cwt.qr».
49,6720 66,417X 47,8700 44,6110

—

>

- —

-

,

—

s

— — —

Years1769

1770
»7M

177a
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ft. 1791. DEBATES.

Friday, 10th June.

A message from His Majesty, was delivered by Sir Francis

Alolyneux, gentleman Uslier of the Black Rod:

" Mr. Speaker,

" The King commands this honourable House to attend

f His Majesty, immediately, in the House of Peer;."

Accordingly Mr. Speaker, with the House, went up to

attend His Majesty ; where His Majesty was pleased to give

the Roval assent to several public and private bills.

After which, His Majesty was pleased to make a most

gracious speech from the throne to both Houses of Parlia

ment, as followeth ; viz.

My Lords, and Gentlemen,

IN closing the present fission of Parliament, I cannot omit e*r

fresting my satisfaction in that zeal for the public interests with

which you have applied yourselves to the consideration of the dif

ferent objects which I recommended to your attention.

The measures which have been adopted for defraying the extrao

rdinary expences of the last year, in such a manner as not to maki

any permanent addition to the public burthens, ar.d the provisions

which have been madefor the good government and prosperity of

my subjells in Canada, call for my particular acknowledge-

snents.

Gentlemen of the House of Commons,

I return you my thanks for the readiness with whichyou haV4

granted the supplies necessary for the public service, andfor the

proof of y«ur affectionate attachment, in enabling me to providt

for apart of the charges of the younger branches of myfamily, out

tfthe consolidatedfund.

Mv Lords and Gentlemen.

I am not yet enabled to inform you of the result of the steps

which 1 have taken with a view to the re-establishment of peace

between Russia and the Porte. It is my earnest wish that this im

portant object may be effectuated in such a manner as may contri

bute to the preservation and maintenance of the general tranquil

lity of Europe. I feel, with the greatest satisfaclion, the confi

dence which you have reposed in me, and my constant endeavours

will be directedto the pursuit ofsuch measures as may appear to mt

best calculated to promote the interests and happiness of my people,

which art inseparablefrom my own.

ft An*



PARLIAMENTARY.^. A. 1791-

And afterwards the Lord Chancellor, by His Majesty's

Command, said,

" My Lords, and gentlemen,

" It is His Majesty's Royal will and pleasure, that thij

Parliament be prorogued to Tuesday the 16th day of Au

gust next, to be then here holden ; and this Parliament is

accordingly prorogued to Tuesday the 16th day ofAugust

next."

IND OF THE TWENTY-NINTH VOLUME.



NEW PUBLICATIONS, printed for J. DEBRETT, opposite

Burlington House, Piccadilly.

AN AUTHENTIC COPY of the NEW CONSTITUTION of-FRANCE,

as Revised and Amended by the National Assembly, and presented to the

King, Sept. 3, and finally accepted Sept. 14, 1791. In FRENCH and ENG

LISH. The Second Edition. To which W added, the KI NG's LETTER,

and the subsequent Proceedings in the NATIONAL ASSEMBLY, on his Ac

ceptance of the New Constitution.

An AUTHENTIC COPY of the NEW CONSTITUTION of POLAND,

established by the Revolution, May 3, 1791. The Second Edition. Price is. 6d.

Plan of the NEW CONSTITUTION for the United States of America,

agaeed upon in a Convention of the States, with a Preface by the Editor,

price 11.

*#* The three preceding Articles being all uniformly printed in Svo. may be

had complete in One Volume, price 7s. in Boards.

The REPORT from the SELECT COMMITTEE, to whom it was referred

to examine and state the several Accounts, and other Papers presented to the

House of Commons, relating to the Public Income and Expenditure : And also,

to report to the House what may be expected to be the annual Amount of the said

Income and Expenditure in future. March 11, 17^6. Price js.

REPORT from the SELECT COMMITTEE appointed to examine and state

the several Accounts, and other Papers, presented to the House of Commons in

this Sellion of Parliament, relating to the Public Income and Expenditure j and

to report to the House what has been the whole Amount of the Public Income and

Expenditure during the last Five Years, and what may be expected to be the

annual Amount thereof in future. And also, what Alteration has taken place in

the Amount of the Public Debt since the 5th Day of January, 1786.

Presented to the House of Commons, May 10, 1791. Price 5s.

§ + § The above important Reports contain an authentic Statement of every

Part of the British Revenue; with Documents and Vouchers for every Depart

ment and Office ; and includes the Appendix, being uniformly printed in Svo.

may be had complete, price 8s. 6d. in boards.

OBSERVATIONS on the LAND REVENUE of the CROWN : con

taining the origin and sources of the Land Revenue of England — Of various

accessions to, and alienations of, the Crown Lands—Present state of the revenue—.

Management of the land revenue —Various measures and projects concerning

the land revenue. With an Appendix, containing several interesting papers on

the subject of the land icvenue, elegantly printed in quarto. Price 10s. 6d. in

boards. By the Hon. JOHN St. JOHN.

The REPORT of the COMMISSIONERS appointed to enquire into the.

State and Condition of the Woods, Forests, and Land Revenues of the Crown,

and to sell or alienate fee farm, and other improve?ble rents : containing a sche

dule of all the manors, lands, tenements, aud hereditaments, held by lease from

the Crown ; with an<account of the last lease of each particular estate; (hewing

the names of the lessees, the dates of the leases, the terms thereby granted, and

expiration thereof; the yearly value of each estate, by the latest survrv or

estimate; the fines paid for such leases; and the old rents, increased rents, Bud

new rents, reserved iq the Crown thereupon.

The above being uniformly printed in quarto, may be had, complete, in

one volume. Price il. 7s. elegantly bound.

REPORT of the COMMISSIONERS appointed to inquire into the State

and Condition of the Woods, Forests, and Land Revenues, of the CROWN,

and to sell or alienate Fee Farm and other ummproveablc Rents, to the Right

Honourable the Lords Spiritual and Temporal. Dated the t 6th Day of April,

1 T90. Price is. '



NEW PUBLICATIONS, printed ibr J. DEBRETT, oppofitr

Burlington Housi, Piccadilly.

JOURNAL "of a VOYAGE to PORT JACKSON, in NEW

J SOUTH W'ALES ; with a full and accurate Account of Hii Majesty's Set

tlement there, a Description of the Natives, and of the Natural Production* of

New Holland ; a correct Diary of the Weather, Latitudes, Longitudes, &c. ice-

comprehending every Transaction, from the arrival of the Fleet at Port Jacksue,

to the departure of the last Dispatches.

By JOHN WHITE, Esq.

Surgeon General to the Settlement, and Corresponding Member mf the

Medical Society in London.

Illustrated with Sixty-five elegant Engravings, from Drawings copied from Na

ture, by Miss Stone, Mr. NoddeR, Mr. CattoN, &c. and exhibiting near

One Hundred Figures of Non-descript Birds, Lizards, curious Cones of

Trees, Animals, &c. of NEW SOUTH WALES, accompanied with scien

tific Descriptions, and an elegant engraved Title Page and Vignette, by

Milton.

In One Volume Royal Quarto, price ll. t is. in boards, or with sixty-five plater,

beautifully coloured after the originals, price jl. 6s. in beards.

JOURNAL of a VOYAGE from PORT JACKSON, NEW SOUTH

WALES, to CANTON, in 1778, through an unexplored Passage. By

THOMAS GILBERT, Esq. Commander of the Charlotte. Illustrated »itk

Views of the following Islands discovered on the Passage, viz. Chatham's, Ibbit-

son's, Matthew's, Calvert's, Knox's, Daniel's, Marlar's, and Gilbert's. Ele

gantly printed in 410. Price Ss. sewed.

Tht NEW FOUNDLING HOSPITAL for WIT ; being a Collection of

Fugitive Pieces in Proseand Verse, not in any other collection. This edition i»

considerably impioved and enlarged ; in which are inserted several curious Pieces,

by the Duke of Leeds, Lady Craven, Marquis of Townshend, Earls of Carlisle,

Charlemont, Nugent, Buchan, Chesterfield, Chatham, De la Wa'rre ; Lordi P>1-

merfton, Mulgrave, Holland, Littleton, Harvey; Right Hon. C. J. Fox, Col.

Fitzpatrick, C. York, H. Walpole; Countess Temple, Lady M. W. Montagu,

Mrs. Greville, Miss Carter, Mrs. Lenox; Hon. T. Luttrel, Sir W. Draper,

J. Moore, Sir W. Jones, Sir W. Young, Sir C. Hnnbury William ; ; f. Wilkei,

D. Garrick, R. B. Sheridan, R. Tickcll, G. Ellis, J. Courtenay, J. S. Hall,

Cal»b Whitefoord, G. Colman, R. Cumberland, C. Anstey, W. Hayley S.

Jenyns, B.Thornton, Esquires; Doctors B. Franklin, Armstrong, Beanie;

Coptain E. Thompson, &c. "Together with several pieces now first printed

from the Authors' Manuscript. The whole carefully revised, arranged and cor

rected in fix volumes. Trice t Ss. sewed.

Of whom may be had,

(Being a continuation of the above Work.)

An ASYLUM for FUGITIVE PIECES, in Prose and Verse, not :n any

•ther Collection ; with several Pieces never before published ; including the Cri

tiques of the I! clliad revised ; the Probationary Odes for the Laureatfhip; Lord

G Tft'» Diary ; Lord M- e un Eloquence, and several Jcu des Esprit',

wiirren bv Persons of Fashion. A great vaiitty of curious and entertaining

piece:-, many of u ich arc rovr first printed from Manuscripts of the several Au

thors ; particularly some Poems, by the lute Lord Holland, by the present Lori

Bclgravc, Warren Hastings, h.sq. Col. Erst.itie, Dr. Coombe, Messrs. Jtra-

iEgliam. W barton., fcc. In three volumes, price gs. sewed.

JJ.§ The above Nine Volume , being all uniform!) printed, may »t had sewed*

*r elegantly bound. .
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